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 ÝDFl6T lSIF HFTF C{ lS ÝFP ;LP ,,P UF[;F." G[ 
;F{ZFQ8= lJxJlJnF,I SL 5L,RP0LP slCgNLf SL p5FlW S[ l,, D[Z[ 
lGN["XG ,J\ lGZL1F6 D— ^^SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G o ,S 
Tq,GFtDS VwIIG** XLØ"S XF[WvÝAgW T{IFZ lSIF C{ × .; 
XF[WvÝA\W D— .gCF—G[ pÉT lJØI SF IYF XlÉT VwIIG4 
VGqXL,G ,J\ XF[Wv5ZS lJx,[QF6vlJJ[RG SZS[ J{7FlGS -\U ;[ 
DF{l,S lG:i6 lSIF C{ × 
 ;FY CL IC XMWvÝA\W VYJF .;SF SM." V\X VAvTS 
G TM ÝSFlXT CqVF C{ VF{Z G CL .;SF SCÄ SM." p5IMU 
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   5}J" ÝFRFI" 
   zL JLP ,DP D[CTF dIqlGl;5, SF W,[H 







 ;FlCtI D— DwIIqU S[ GFD ;[ ;qlJlNT IqU D— ;D:T N[X D— ElÉT Z; 
SL ;J"jIF5L ,CZ Ý;lZT Cq." YL4 p;G[ jIF5S :i D— HG DFG; SF[ ElÉT 
S[ Z; ;[ VF%,FlJT lSIF YF × O, :J:i CDFZ[ N[X D— lJlEgG ;dÝNFIF— 
SF ÝFNqEF"J CqVF TYF VG[S ;\TvEÉT SlJIF— G[ HgD l,IF ,[;[ CL lGUq"6 
;\T SALZ lJ,Ù6 ÝlTEF ,[SZ SFXL D— pt5gG Cq, Y[ × pGS[ 5xRFTŸ H{G 
WD" D— NLlÙT VFG\N3G EL lJ,Ù6 ÝlTEF ,[SZ ZFH:YFG D— pt5gG Cq,        
Y[ × H{G 5Zd5ZFS[ lCgNL SlJIF— D— pGSF :YFG XLØ":Y C{ × pGSL VFwIFtD 
VF{Z ElÉT ÝJ6 ZRGF,¡ VFH EL 5F9S S[ VgTì"NI SF[ hShF[Z N[G[ SL 
;FDyI" ZBTL C{ × H{G 5Zd5ZF D— IlN SALZ SL lGS8 SF SF[." SlJ C{ TF[ 
JC VFG\N3G CL C{ × SALZNF; VF{Z VFG\N3G NF[GF— EÉT SlJIF— S[ :i D— 
;qÝl;â C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— SlT5I ;DFGTF S[ NX"G CF[T[ C® × 
Ý:TqT XF[Wv5AgW D— SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— ;\TvEÉT SlJIF— S[ SFjIF— 
SF Tq,GFtDS VwIIG SZG[ SF D®G[ lJGD| ÝItG lSIF C{ HF[ VF5 ;J" 
lJäTŸ DGLlØIF— S[ SZSD,F—D— ;Dl5"T C{ × 
 IC D[ZF lCgNL S[ ÝlT Ý[D CL C{ lS D®G[ SFW,[H SL :GFTS ,J\ 
:GFTSF[¿Z lXÙF .;L lJØI D— 5}6" SL × lOZ ;F{EFuI ;[ SFW,[H D— lCgNL 
5-+FG[ SF ;qIF[U EL ÝF%T CqVF × VwIF5S S[ :i D— :YFIL CF[G[ S[ AFN 
XF[W SL lNXF D— ;F[RGF Xq: lSIF 5Z lJØI lGWF"lZT GCÄ SZ 5F ZCF    
YF × HLJG D}<IF— D— lJxJF; SZGF D®G[ AR5G D— 5FlZJFlZS ;\:SFZ S[ :i 
D— 5FIF YF × 5Z\Tq .G lJRFZF— SF[ lJØI SL ;LDF D— .; TZC l5ZF[GF IF 
;\HF[GF Uq~HL 5ZD zâ[I 0F¶P ZF9F{Z ;FCA S[ ;FY SL U." RRF" VF{Z 
 iv 
5ZFDX" SF O, C{ × ;R CL D[Z[ XF[WvU|\Y SF lJØI D[Z[ lGN["XS DCF[NI S[ 
VFXLJF"N SF CL O, C{4 Ý[Z6F pgCÄ SL C{ × 
 lJnFYL" SF, ;[ CL D[ZL VlE:lR SALZNF; S[ SFjIF— S[ ÝlT lJX[Ø 
ZCL C{ × VwIIG S[ NF{ZFG SALZNF; S[ SFjIF— G[ Dqh[ .TGF ÝEFlJT lSIF 
lS D® pGSL VF[Z VFSlØ"T CF[TF CL UIF × D® SALZNF; S[ ;FlCtI 5Z 
SF[."vGvSF[." lJØI 5;\N SZS[ XF[WvSFI" SZGF RFCTF YF × Uq~HL G[ 
ATFIF lS SALZNF; S[ ;FlCtI 5Z ACqT ;FZF SFD CF[ UIF C{4 5Z VF5 
SALZNF; VF{Z pGS[ ;DFG SF[." SlJ 5;\N SZS[ Tq,GFtDS lJØI 5Z SFI" 
SZ ;ST[ C{ × TA RRF" S[ NF{ZFG H{G SlJ VFG\N3G SF GFD ;FDG[     
VFIF × D®G[ ÝYD TF[ VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— SF[ 5-+F lOZ Dqh[ ,UF lS SALZNF; 
S[ :TZ SF SF[." SlJ C{ TF[ JC VFG\N3G CL C{ × IF— NF[ ;\T SlJIF— 5Z 
XF[W SFI" SZG[ SF lJRFZ ;qN`-+ CqVF × S." lNGF— TS .; lJØI 5Z lRgTG 
DGG SZTF ZCF × VFlBZSFZ D[Z[ Uq~ 0F¶P ZF9F{Z ;FCA ;[ lJRFZvlJDX" 
SZS[ ——SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G o ,S Tq,GFtDS VwIIG ×cc lJØI lGJF"RG 
SL ÝlÊIF ;\5gG Cq."4 H;SL O,zqlT VF5S[ ;DÙ ;FNZ Ý:TqT SZT[ Cq, 
Dqh[ lJX[Ø Ý;gGTF CF[ ZCL C{ × 
 VlCgNL Ù[+ D— lCgNL XF[W SFI" ,J\ TNŸ ;dAgWL ;FDU|L SF ;\S,G 
SZGF SFOL zD;FwI SFI" C{ × H}GFU- ,S ,[;F Ù[+ C{ HCF¡ lCgNL SL 
5q:TS— A0+L Sl9GF." ;[ ÝF%T CF[TL C{ × JCF¡ DwISF,LG 5q:TS[ J ;gNE" 
5q:TS— ÝF%T SZGF ,F[C[ S[ RG[ RAFG[ H{;F C® × 
 ÝYD D®G[ H}GFU-4 ZFHSF[8 TYF VCDNFAFN S[ lCgNL 5q:TS lJÊ[TF ;[ 
lD,SZ D[Z[ lJØI ;dAgWL 5q:TS— ÝF%T SZG[ SF ÝItG lSIF × Dqh[ Ý:TqT 
lJØI S[ NF[ VFWFZ U|\Y lD, UI[ TYF SqK ;gNE" U|\Y EL lD,[ × lOZ Dqh[ 
—H{G U|\YF,I4 H}GFU-c D— ;[ VFG\N3G lJØIS VFWFZ U|\Y TYF ;\NE" U|\Y 
lD,[ × .;S[ ;FY CL D[ZL V5GL SFW,[H S[ U|\YF,I4 ;F{ZFQ8= lJxJlJnF,I 
 v 
U|\YF,I4 ZFHSF[84 JLP ,DP D[CTF SFW,[H U|\YF,I4 HFDGUZ4 U}HZFT lJnF5L9 
U|\YF,I4 VCDNFAFN ;[ 5q:TS— lD,L × H{G ;\T SlJ VFG\N3G S[ AFZ[ D— 
Dqh[ VFRFI" zL S{,F;;FUZ ;}lZ 7FG D\lNZ U|\YF,I4 zL DCFJLZ H{G 
VFZFWGF S[gN|4 SF[AF4 UF\WLGUZ ;[ ACqTv;L 5q:TS— ÝF%T Cq." lH;;[ D[ZF SFD 
VF;FG CqVF × VF8Ÿ;" ,J\ SFWD;" SFW,[H4 DF6FJNZ S[ lCgNL lJØI S[ 
;CÝFwIF5S zL S[P 0LP S,;lZIF4 0F¶P ,DP ,P IFNJ4 ÝFP ,DP ,;P JF,F 
TYF HF[XL5qZF DlC,F SFW,[H S[ ÝFwIF5S 0F¶P S[P ,;P RF[8l,IF G[ ;FDU|L 
;\S,G D— Dqh[ ;CIF[U lNIF × D[ZL SFW,[H S[ U|\Y5F, zL IF[U[X ,P 8FS G[ 
EL Dqh[ .; SFI" D— ;CIF[U lNIF × 
 .; TZC ;FDU|L ;\S,G SL IF+F A0+L Sl9G ZCL lOZ EL V\T D— 
JC ,S ;qBN VGqE}lT AG U." × ;ìNIL ,J\ VFtDLI ,F[UF— S[ ;CIF[U ;[ 
D[ZL ;FDU|L v ;\S,G SL IF+F 5}ZL Cq." VF{Z .;S[ 5lZ6FD :J:i IC 
XF[WvÝAgW Ý:TqT CF[ ;SF × 
 ;FDU|L v ;\S,G S[ ;DI ;[ CL SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G 5Z HF[ 
XF[WvSFI" CqVF C{ p;S[ AFZ[ D— Dqh[ HFGSFZL lD,TL U." Dqh[ VGq;\WFG S[ 
NF{ZFG SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G 5Z ;FDU|L ÝF%T CF[TL U." × SALZNF; S[ 
HLJG TYF p;S[ ;FlCtI 5Z .TGF VlWS l,BF UIF C{ lS JC :JT\+ XF[W 
SF lJØI CF[ ;STF C{ TYF ;J"lJlNT C{ VTo p;SF p<,[B ICF¡ GCL\ lSIF 
C{ ×  
 VFG\N3G S[ HLJG TYF pGS[ ;FlCtI ;[ ;\Aâ HF[ 5q:TS— ÝF%T Cq." 
pGSF 5}JJTL" XF[W S[ :i D— ICF¡ p<,[B SZGF RFC}¡UF o 
s!f —VFG\N3G ,S VwIIG sUqHZFTLf v 0F¶P SqDFZ5F/ N[;F.4 VCDNFAFN4 
!)(_ ."P  
s2f —VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFNc v ;FwJL ;qNX"GzL4 JFZF6;L4 !)($ ."P 
s#f —VFG\N3Gc sUqHZFTLf v zL WGJ\T VF[hF4 VCDNFAFN4 !)&$ ."P  
 vi 
s$f —DCFIF[UL VFG\N3Gc sUqHZFTLf v zL J;\T,F, SF\lT,F,4 !)&& ."P 
s5f zL VFG\N3G 5N ;\U|C EFJFY" sUqHZFTLf v zLDNŸ Aqlâ;FUZ;}ZLxJZHL4 
AdA."4 !)5$ ."P  
s&f —VFG\NWGHLGq\ lNjI lHG DFU"NX"G VG[ ÝEq ;[JFGL ÝYD E}lDSFc 
sUqHZFTLf v 0F¶P EUJFGNF; DC[TF4 AdA."4 !)55 ."P  
s*f —VFG\N3G v U|gYFJ,L v ;\U|C ,J\ VY"SFZ pDZFJRgN H{G HZU04 
HI5qZ4 ;\P DCTF, RgN BFZ{04 lJXFZN4 ;\P 2_#) 
s(f —zL VFG\N3G RF{AL;L v ;\P E¡JZ,F, GFC8F 
s)f ;\T SlJ VFG\N3G ,J\ pGSL 5NFJ,L v zLDTL D\Hq DlCDF4 
VCDNFAFN4 2__$ ."P 
s!_f zL VFG\N3GHLGF 5NF[ sEFU !q2f sUqHZFTLf v zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 AdA." lJP ;\P 2_2_  
s!!f VFG\N3GHL S[ 5NF— 5Z ,S N`lQ8 v ,[P UF[5LRgN 30+LJF,4 VHD[Z4 
!)*( ."P 
s!2f VFG\N3G RF{AL;L sUqHZFTLf v DF[TLRgN lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 AdA." 
!)5* ."P 
 SALZNF; S[ jIlÉTtJ VF{Z S`lTtJ SF ,[;F VFSQF"6 ZCF C{ lS lJlEgG 
ÝN[XF— S[ ;DFGWDL" ;\TF[ S[ ;FY pGSL Tq,GF CF[TL ZCL C{ × VFHTS       
N[X v lJlEgG lJxJlJnF,IF— D— .; ÝSFZ S[ ;\bIFlWS Tq,GFtDS HF[ 
XF[WSFI" Cq, C®4 J[ .;S[ ÝDF6 C{ × UqHZFT S[ lJxJlJnF,IF— D— EL ;\T 
VBF S[ ;FY SALZ SL Tq,GF ,SFlWS XF[WFlY"IF— G[ SL C{ × VFG\N3G ,J\ 
SALZNF; S[ Tq,GFtDS XF[WSFI" SF IC ÝYD ÝIF; C{ ×  
 Ý:TqT ÝAgW 5F¡R VwIFIF— D— lJEÉT C{ VF{Z V\T D— p5;\CFZ J 
5lZlXQ8 lNIF UIF C{ × ÝYD VwIFI D— SALZNF; SL HLJG Z[BF VF{Z 
;FlCtI SF 5lZRI lNIF UIF C{ × .;D— SALZNF; SL HgDlTlY4 HgD:YFG4 
 vii 
HFlT4 5lZJFZ4 Uq~4 5I"8G ;\3Ø" ,J\ jIlÉTtJ4 lGWG VF{Z S`lTtJ SF 5lZRI 
C{ × ;FY CL VFG\N3G SL HLJG Z[BF VF{Z ;FlCtI 5lZRI lNIF C{ × .;D— 
VFG\N3G SL HgDlTlY4 HgD:YFG4 D},GFD4 p5GFD4 Uq~ 5Zd5ZF q UrK4 
lJCFZvÙ[+4 ;\3Ø" ,J\ jIlÉTtJ4 lGWG VF{Z S`lTtJ SF 5lZRI lNIF C{ × 
TTŸ5xRFTŸ SlJ äI SL IqULG ZFHG{lTS4 ;FDFlHS4 WFlD"S ,J\ ;F\:S`lTS 
5lZl:YlTIF— SF XF[W5ZS 5lZRI lNIF C{ TYF V\T D— Tq,GFtDS lGQSØ" Ý:TqT 
lSI[ C® ×  
 läTLI VwIFI D— ZC:IJFN XaN SL jIqt5l¿4 p;S[ lJlJW VY"4 XaN 
SF ÝIF[U4 ZC:IJFN SL lJlJW jIFbIF,¡ ,J\ 5lZEFØF,¡ NL U." C{ × TTŸ5xRFTŸ 
ZC:IJFN S[ ÝSFZ TYF ZC:IJFN SL ,[lTCFl;S 5`Q9 E}lD lG:l5T SL U."     
C{ × ICF¡ J[NF—4 p5lGØNF—4 EFUJNŸULTF4 EFUJT5qZF64 ElÉT ;}+4 AF{âWD"4 l;â 
,J\ GFY ;dÝNFI ;[ ÊDXo ;}OL ,J\ ;\T SlJIF— D— ZC:IJFN SL RRF" SZT[ 
Cq, .; lJRFZWFZF SL ,[lTCFl;S 5`Q9 E}lD Ý:TqT SL U." C{ × TTŸ5xRFTŸ 
SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ SFjIF— D— ZC:IJFN SF[ ,[SZ Tq,GF SL C{ × ICF¡ 
ÝYD NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— D— ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN SF J6"G lSIF UIF C{ × 
;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN D— EL ;dISŸ7FG4 IF[Uv;FWGF 5ZS XaNFJ,L4 IF[U SF 
:J:i4 IF[U SF ÝSFZ v 7FGIF[U4 ZFHIF[U4 C9IF[U4 D\+IF[U S[ AFZ[ D— NF[GF— 
SlJIF— S[ lJRFZ ;FDG[ ZB[ C® × ZFHIF[U D— IDvlGID4 VF;G4 ÝF6FIFD4 
WFZ6F4wIFG4 ;DFlW VFlN DqNŸNF— SF[ wIFG D— ZBSZ ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN SF 
;dISŸ VwIIG SZT[ Cq, Tq,GFtDS lGQSØ" Ý:TqT lSI[ UI[ C® × TTŸ5xRFTŸ 
SlJ äI S[ EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN SF VwIIG Ý:TqT lSIF C{ × ÝYD VGqE}lT 
SF DCÀJ VF{Z ZC:IJFN SL VJ:YF,¡ Jl6"T SL C{ × ÝYD lH7F;F IF 
HFUZ6 VJ:YF4 N};ZL lJZCFJ:YF4 TL;ZL lJwGFJ:YF4 RF{YL lD,GFJ:YF4 5F¡RJL 
TFNFtdI VYJF VFtDF[5,laW SL VJ:YFVF— 5Z ÝSFX 0F,F C{ × lJZCFJ:YF S[ 
VF9 E[N v lRgTF4 jIU|TF4 VzqDF[RG4 pä[U4 lJ:D`lT4 HFUZ64 pgDFN VF{Z 
 viii 
DZ6 SF[ Ý:TqT lSIF C{ × VwIFI S[ V\T D— SlJ äI S[ EFJFtDS 
ZC:IJFN lJØIS Tq,GFtDS lGQSØ" Ý:TqT lSI[ UI[ C® ×  
 T`TLI VwIFI D— E}lDSF S[ 5xRFTŸ VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; S[ 
NFX"lGS lJRFZF— ,J\ DFgITFVF— SF J6"G lSIF C{ × ICF¡ SlJ äI SL A|ï 
s5ZDFtDFf4 HLJ4 DFIF4 HUT4 HLJvDqlÉT lJØIS DFgITF,¡ ;FDG[ ZBT[ Cq, 
Tq,GFtDS lGQSØ" Ý:TqT lSI[ UI[ C® × RTqY" VwIFI D— ElÉT lJØIS 
E}lDSF Ý:TqT SZT[ Cq, ElÉT XaN S[ lJlJW VY"4 ElÉT S[ lJlEgG ;FWG 
VF{Z ElÉT S[ lJlEgG :i ,J\ ElÉT SL ,[lTCFl;S 5`Q9E}lD Ý:TqT SL C{ × 
TTŸ5xRFTŸ VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; SL ElÉT EFJGF SL Tq,GF SL C{ × lH;D— 
lGUq"6ElÉT ,J\ ;Uq6 ElÉT SL N`lQ8 ;[ Tq,GF SZT[ Cq, V\T D— NF[GF— ;\T 
SlJIF— S[ SFjIF— D— ElÉTTÀJ SF Tq,GFtDS lGQSØ" Ý:TqT lSI[ C® × 
 5\RD VwIFI D— VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ SFjI S[ 
EFJ5Ù VF{Z S,F5Ù SL Tq,GFtDS ;DLÙF SL C{ × EFJ5Ù D— NF[GF— SlJIF— 
S[ SFjI SF lJØI Z; IF[HGF S[ AFZ[ D— ÝSFX 0F,[ C{ × S,F5Ù S[ 
V\TU"T EFØF4 ÝTLS4 V,\SFZ4 K\N TYF X{,L VFlN DqNŸNF— SF[ ,[SZ Tq,GFtDS 
;DLÙF TYF Tq,GFtDS lGQSØ" Ý:TqT lSI[ UI[ C® × 
 ÝAgW S[ V\T D— p5;\CFZ S[ :i D— SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ ;DU| 
jIlÉTtJ ,J\ S`lTtJ SF lGRF[0 Ý:TqT SZT[ Cq, NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SF 
Tq,GFtDS VwIIG SL p5,laWIF— SF[ Ý:TqT SZG[ SF D®G[ lJGD| ÝIF; lSIF 
C{ × V\T D— 5lZlXQ8 D— ;\NE" U|\YF— SF VSFZFlNS|D ;[ p<,[B C{ × 
 ;J" ÝYD D® p; 5ZD l5TF 5ZD[xJZ S[ RZ6F— D— V5G[ XaN :l5 
zâFv;qDG V5"6 SZTF C}¡ lHGSL V;LD S`5F ,J\ XqEFXLØ ;[ D[ZF IC SFI" 
5}6" CF[G[ HF ZCF C{ × ;FY CL D[Z[ XF[W lGN["XS zL JLP ,DP D[CTF 
dIqlGl;5, SFW,[H4 HFDGUZ S[ lCgNL lJEFUFwIÙ ,J\ ÝFRFI" zâ[I 0F¶P 
EF[5F,l;\C ZF9F{Z S[ ÝlT ìNI ;[ S`T7 C}¡ × VF5G[ lJØI RIG ;[ ,[SZ 
 ix 
.;SL 5}6"TF TS ;DIv;DI 5Z VD}<I 5ZFDX" N[SZ D[Z[ ;`HG SF[ lGZ\TZ 
ÝF[t;FlCT lSIF4 p;S[ l,I[ D® ;NF pGSF k6L ZC}¡UF × 
 D® V5G[ 5lZJFZ SF EL ACqT A0+F k6L C}¡ × D® V5G[ 
DFTFHLvl5TFHL S[ RZ6F— D— Ý6FD SZTF C}¡4 lHgCF— G[ AR5G ;[ CL VrK[ 
;\:SFZ l;\RG ;[ Dqh[ .; IF[uI AGFIF × V5G[ EF."IF— v ACG SF[ EL IFN 
SZTF C}¡ lHGS[ D{+L5}6" jIJCFZ G[ Dqh[ ÝF[t;FlCT lSIF × D[ZL 5tGL VF{Z      
5q+ v CØ" SF ;CIF[U EL Ý[Z6FNFIL ZCF × 
 D[ZL .; ;FWGF IF+F D— 5ZD zâ[I 0F¶P VFZP ,DP 5F^0[I ;FCA4 
ÝFRFI"4 ACFpNLG SFW,[H4 H}GFU- ;[ ;CIF[U ,J\ ÝF[t;FCG lD,TF ZCF × D® 
pGSF V\ToSZ65}J"S S`T7TF 7F5G SZTF C}¡ × 
 D® V5G[ SFW,[H S[ R[IZD{G ,J\ D[G[lH\U 8=:8L DFGGLI zL H[9FEF." 
5FG[ZF SF lJX[Ø VFEFZL C}¡ lHgCF— G[ Dqh[ .; SFI" S[ l,, ;N{J ÝF[t;FlCT 
lSIF C{ × 
 D[ZL .; 7FG ;FWGF D— V5GL SFW,[H S[ E}T5}J" ÝFRFI" DFGGLI zL 
S[P ALP SqAFJT ;FCA ,J\ SFI"SFZL ÝFRFI" ,DP S[P D{+F ;FCA SF S`T7TF 
7Fl5T SZTF C}¡ lHGSF :G[C Dqh[ ;N{J .; SFI" D— UlTXL, AGFI[ ZBF × 
 D[Z[ :G[CL lD+ 0F¶P S[P ,;P RF[8l,IF ;FCA ,J\ ÝFP JBTl;\C UF[lC, 
G[ Dqh[ .; SFI" D— lGZgTZ ;CIF[U lNIF C{4 .;S[ l,, D® C\D[XF pGSF ìNI 
;[ VFEFZL ZC}¡UF × .;S[ ;FY CL D® V5GL SFW,[H S[ ÝFwIF5S ,J\ lCgNL 
lJEFUFwIÙ zL S[P 0LP S,;lZIF ;FCA4 0F¶P ,DP ,P IFNJ ;FCA4 zL ,DP 
,;P JF,F ;FCA TYF ;EL :8FO lD+F— SF ìNI ;[ VFEFZ DFGTF C}¡4 lHGSF 
Dqh[ ÝtIÙ v 5ZF[Ù ;CIF[U ÝF%T CF[TF ZCF C® ×  
 D® zL DCFJLZ H{G VFZFWGF S[gN|4 SF[AF slHP UF\WLGUZf4 ;D:T 
lJäßHGF—4 8=:8LzLVF—4 ;D:I :8FO lD+F— SF S`T7TF 7Fl5T SZTF C}¡ × lHgCF — 
G[ Dqh[ ;\DFG lNIF ,J\ D[ZL ;qlJWF,¡ 5}6" SL × 
 x 
 Ý:TqT XF[WvÝAgW SL ;FDU|L ;\Sl,T SZG[ C[Tq D®G[ lHG U|\YF,IF— SF 
p5IF[U lSIF C{4 pGD— VF8Ÿ;" ,J\ SFWD;" SFW,[H v DF6FJNZ4 ;F{ZFQ8= 
lJxJlJnF,I v ZFHSF[84 zL JLP ,DP D[CTF SFW,[H v HFDGUZ4 U}HZFT 
lJnF5L9 v VCDNFAFN4 VFRFI"zL S{,F; ;FUZ ;}lZ 7FG D\lNZ v zL 
DCFJLZ H{G VFZFWGF S[gN| v SF[AF slHP UF\WLGUZf VFlN lJX[Ø :i ;[ 
p<,[BGLI C{ × .G ;EL U|\YF,IF— S[ U|\Y5F,F— S[ ÝlT D® V5GL S`T7TF 
7Fl5T SZTF C}¡ × 
 Ý:TqT XF[WvÝAgW SL :iZ[BF S[ ;qgNZ4 :JrK 8\S6 SFI" C[Tq D® zL 
SD,[X SF[D;L"I, ;[g8Z4 HFDGUZ S[ ;EL ;N:IF— S[ ÝlT EL VFEFZ jIÉT 
SZTF C}¡ × 
 V\T D— D® pG ;EL Uq~HGF—4 ;CvSFI"SZ lD+F—4 :G[CLHGF—4 ;ìNIL 
XqElR\TSF— VF{Z ;EL VFtDLI 5lZJFZHGF— S[ ÝlT EL S`T7TF 7Fl5T SZTF C}¡ 
lHgCF— G[ ÝtIÙ v 5ZF[Ù :i D— Dqh[ ;CFITF ÝNFG SL C{ ×  
 
 
zL VF8Ÿ;" ,J\ SFWD;" SFW,[H     lJGLT 
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—SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G SF 5lZJ[X  
TYF jIlÉTtJ 
 
 DGqQI VF{Z ;DFH VlEgG C{ VTo DGqQI VF{Z p;S[ SFIF[± SF 
D}<IF\SG SZG[ ;[ 5C,[ p;S[ RFZF— VF[Z O{,[ CqI[ ;DFH SF[ N[BGF VFJxIS 
CF[ HFTF C{ × ÝtIS[ DFGJ V5G[ HgD S[ ;FY VGqJ\X S[ :i D— V5G[ DFTF 
,J\ l5TF ;[ lJX[Ø Uq6 ,[SZ HgD ,[TF C{ × ALH :i D— ÝF%T .G lJX[Ø 
Uq6F— SF ;\:SFZ DGqQIF— S[ RFZF— O{,F lJnDFG 5lZJ[X SZTF C{ × DGqQIF— S[ 
jIlÉTtJ SF lGDF"6 pGS[ 5lZJ[X VYF"TŸ ZFQ8=LI JFTFJZ64 ;FDFlHS HLJG 
VFlN 5Z VFWFlZT ZCTF C{ × SF[." EL ;FlCltIS ZRGF S[J, jIlÉTUT 
S<5GF SF ;H"G GCÄ CF[TL JC p; E}lD SL p5H CF[TL C{4 lH;D— p;SF 
ZRlITF ;F¡; ,[TF C{ × J:TqTo jIlÉT V5G[ ;DI SL p5H CF[TF C{ × N};Z[ 
XaNF— D— SC[ TF[ lS;L EL jIlÉT SF[ AGG[ VF{Z AGFG[ D— TtSF,LG 
5lZl:YlTIF¡ DCÀJ5}6" SFI" SZTL C{ × lS;L EL SlJ IF EÉT SlJ 5Z EL 
;DSF,LG 5lZl:YlTIF¡ VJxI V;Z SZTL C{ × SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G lH; 
SF, lJX[Ø D— lHI[4 ;FlCtI ZRGF SL p; SF, S[ 5lZJ[X SF[ ICF¡ VA CD 
lJ:TFZ ;[ Ý:TqT SZ—U[ × 
 SALZNF; S[ SFjI SL 5 `Q9E}lD o 
? ZFHG{lTS 5lZl:YlTIF¡ o 
 lJlEgG C[TqVF— ;[ ;\;FZ SL S." HFlTIF— G[ EFZT JØ" 5Z VFÊD6 
lSI[ C® × U|LS4 XS4 C}6 VFlN HFlTIF— G[ .";F SL ÝFZ\lES XTFlaNIF— D— 
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VFÊD6 lSI[ pG;[ EFZTLI XF;G jIJ:YF 5Z SF[." lJX[Ø ÝEFJ GCÄ 50+F × 
I[ ,F[U VFI[4 V5GF ÝEFJ 0F,F VF{Z ICF¡ S[ ,F[UF— D— 3q,vlD, UI[ ,[lSG 
CØ"JW"G SL D`tIq S[ 5xRFTŸ Dql:,D VFÊD6 S[ SFZ6 .; N[X D— VZFHSTF 
SF V\WSFZ O{,F × CØ"JW"G S[ AFN SF ;DI EFZT JØ" S[ .lTCF; D— 
ZFH5}TSF, ,J\ .:,FD S[ VFÊD6 SF SF, SC,FTF C{ × ÝFZ\E D— Uq,FDJ\X 
lOZ ÊDXo lB,HLJ\X4 TqU,SJ\X ;{INJ\X4 ,F[NLJ\X VF{Z DqU,J\X SF ;DI 
ZCF × Uq,FD VF{Z lB,HLJ\X S[ 5xRFTŸ VOUFG J\XH BF;L DFl,S VYJF 
lWIF;q¡LG TqU,S lN<,L D— ,S GI[ ZFHJ\X SF VYF"TŸ TqU,S ZFHJ\X SF 
ÝlTQ9F5S CqVF × IC ZFHJ\X ,UEU ,S ;F{ JØ" s;\P !#** ;[ ;\P 
!$*!f TS lN<,L SF XF;G ;}+ ;\EF,TF ZCF × DqCdDN lAGTqU,S4 
lOZF[HXFC S[ AFN .; 5Z\5ZF D— TqU,S J\XL NF[vTLG VF{Z ;q,TFG Cq, Y[ 
HF[ SDHF[Z Y[ × .;SL JHC ;[ ;\P !$_5 D— T{D}Z S[ VFÊD6 S[ ;FY 
;FD|FßI SF 5}ZF lJwJ\X CF[ UIF × p;S[ AFN ;\P !$*! D— lBH|BF¡ G[ 
lN<,L D— V5GF VlWSFZ HDF l,IF × lBH|BF¡ S[ ;FY lN<,L 5Z ;{INJ\X 
SF VlW5tI Xq~ CqVF HF[ ;\P !5_( TS R,F × .; ALR ;{INJ\X S[ RFZ 
;q,TFG XF;S ZC[ Y[ × TNq5ZF\T ,F[NL J\X S[ WDF"gW XF;SF— SF ;DI C{ × 
DCFtDF SALZNF; SF l:YlTSF, ,F[lNIF— S[ XF;GSF, S[ 5}J" DT,A T{D}Z S[ 
VFÊD6 SF ZCF CF[UF × 
 J:TqTo SALZNF; TqU,SJ\X ;[ ,F[NLJ\X TS S[ ;q,TFGF— S[ ZFHtJ 
SF, D— AGFZ; sSFXLf D— HLlJT ZC[ Y[ × 0F¶P GU[gã G[ l,BF C{ lS      
——DqCdDN lAGTqU,S G[ V5G[ ZFßI SF, D— NF[VFAF Ù[+ D— SZ J`lâ ,FU} 
SZS[ HGTF 5Z VlTlZÉT EFZ ,FN lNIF YF × GI[ l;ÉS[ R,FSZ p;G[ 
HGTF S[ ÝlT pNFZ EFJ SF ÝNX"G SZGF RFCF × lSgTq ZFH SF[Ø 5Z 
.;SF lJ5ZLT ÝEFJ 50+F VF{Z V;O,TF CL CFY ,UL × OLZF[HXFC G[ SZ 
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GLlT D— SqK ;\XF[WG VJxI lSIF lSgTq p;SL WFlD"S SÎZTF G[ p;[ VlWS 
;O, GCÄ CF[G[ lNIF ×cc! ;q,TFGF— S[ XF;GSF, D— WFlD"S SÎZTF V5[ÙFS`T 
SD ZCL YL × WD" 5lZJT"G EL p; ;DI CF[ ZCF YF lSgTq T,JFZ SL WFZ 
5Z GCÄ 5Z :J[rKF ;[ CF[ ZCF YF × IC A0[ + 5{DFG[ 5Z CF[ ZCF YF UF¡Jv5Z 
vUF¡J Dq;,DFG AG[ Y[ × WD" 5lZJT"G ;[ Dq;,DFG AG[ ,F[U ;ZSFZL 5NF — 
SF[ ÝF%T SZT[ Y[ × DT,A ,F,R VF{Z ,F[EJ\X ÝHF Dq;,DFG WD" :JLSFZ 
SZG[ ,UL YL × TqS" Dq;,DFGF— SF VFT\S .; SFZ6 lCgNqVF— S[ ;FDG[ ACqT 
SD YF × lGdG HFlT S[ ,F[U .:,FD WD" D— 5lZJT"G CF[SZ YF[0+L :JrK\NTF 
VF{Z ;DFGTF ;[ HLG[ ,U[ Y[ × 5Z lJäFGF— G[ TtSF,LG ZFHG{lTS 
5lZl:YlTIF— SF[ VtI\T ELØ6 SCF C{ v ——SALZ SF ;DI EFZTLI .lTCF; D— 
VtI\T VXF\lT SF ;DI DFGF HFTF C{ ×cc2 .lTCF;SFZF— G[ .G Dq;,DFGF— SF[ 
ÝFIo VFRFZ6E|Q84 ;\SL6" ìNI4 WDF"gW4 Ê}Z4 lC\;S4 ÝHF5Z VtIFRFZ 
SZG[JF,[ ;FD|FßI,F[EL VF{Z lGZ\SqX XF;SF— S[ :i D— Jl6"T lSIF C{ × 5Z 
lJÊD SL RF{NJL XTFaNL S[ V\lTD RZ6 ;[ ,[SZ 5gãCJL XTFaNL S[ T`TLI 
RZ6 S[ V\TTS XF;G D— ZC[ .G TqU,S J\XLI ;q,TFGF— G[ EFZT S[ CL 
WD" 5lZJlT"T Dq;,DFGF— TYF lCgNqVF— SF[ EL XF;G D— EFULNFZ CF[G[ SF 
VJ;Z lNIF YF × ;q,TFG VF{Z VgI 5NFlWSFZL EL lCgN}l:+IF— SF[ 5ltGIF— 
S[ :i D— JZ6 SZG[ ,U[ Y[ × IF[ NF[GF— WDF[Å SF[ DFGG[ JF,[ ,F[UF— S[ ALR 
;\3Ø" SD CF[TF UIF YF × .; ÝSFZ p; ;DI lCgN}vDql:,D ,STF S[ ÝItG 
S[ l,, ;A;[ VGqS}, ZFHG{lTS JFTFJZ6 AGSZ T{IFZ CqVF YF × EFZT S[ 
.lTCF; D— 5C,L AFZ ,[;F VJ;Z VFIF YF × lCgN}vDql:,D ,STF S[ 
ÝRFZS SALZ .; 5lZl:YlT SL p5H Y[ × 
 VFD TF{Z 5Z Dql:,D SF, D— ZFHG{lTS JFTFJZ6 ÝFIo VXF\T VF{Z 
VJ:Y SCF UIF C{ × TF[ EL lJÊD SL RF{NCJÄ XTFaNL S[ V\lTD RZ6 ;[ 
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,[SZ ÝgãCJÄ XTFaNL S[ DwISF, TS Tq,GF D— VlWS WFlD"S ;lCQ6qTF SF 
JFTFJZ6 YF4 .;D— ;\N[C GCÄ TEL TF[ WDF["5N[X SZT[ Cq, 5}Z[ lCgN}:TFG D— 
ALGF ZF[Sv8F[S 3}D ;S[ Y[ IC :5Q8 lNBF." N[TF C{ × 
? ;FDFlHS 5lZl:YlTIF ¡ o 
 SALZNF; S[ VFlJEF"J SF, D— p¿Z EFZT D— lEgGvlEgG ;FDFlHS 
jIJ:YFJF,L NF[ ÝSFZ SL HGTF lGJF; SZTL YL v ,S lCgN} HGTF VF{Z 
N};ZL Dql:,D HGTF × lCgN} ICF¡ SL VFWFZE}T ACq;\bIS HGTF YL VF{Z 
Dql:,D HGTF p;D— ;[ WD"5lZJT"G S[ SFZ6 AGL Cq." YL × EFZT D— HFlTIF — 
SF[ ,[SZ 0F¶P GU[gã G[ l,BF C{ v ——EFZTLI ;DFH lHG TÀJF— S[ TFG[vAFG[ 
;[ lGlD"T CqVF C{4 pGD— J6F[± VF{Z HFlTIF— SF lJlXQ8 :YFG C{ × 
;DIv;DI 5Z lSTGL CL DFGJvD\0l,IF— .; N[X D— VFTL ZCL lHG D— 
V5G[vV5G[ WD"vlJxJF;F—4 ZLlTvZ:DF— VF[Z VFRFZvlJRFZ 5âlTIF— S[ ;\:SFZ 
TYF VeIF; Y[ × O,v:J:i lJlHT VF{Z lJH[TF D— lS;LvGvlS;L SFZ6 
;\3Ø" lJnDFG ZCTF YF × 5Z\Tq SF,F\TZ D— p;D— ;FD\H:I SL EFJGF VF{Z 
;DgJI SL R[TGF ,lÙT CF[G[ ,UL ×cc# EFZT N[X D— D}, lCgN} HGTF D— 
J6F"zDvjIJ:YF 5Z VFWFlZT lJlJW ;DFH Y[ × DwISF, TS CF[T[ 
J6"vjIJ:YF DF+ AFæFRFZF— S[ 5F,G D— CL lNBF." N[ ZCL YL VF{Z 
VF\TlZS :i ;[ ÝtI[S J6" BF[B,F CF[ UIF YF × DwISF, D— ;¿F VF{Z 
VlWSFZ Dq;,DFG XF;SF— S[ CFY YL × ICF¡ 5Z\5ZFUT Ùl+I V5GL CL ZÙF 
GCÄ SZ ;ST[ Y[ TA A|Fï6F— SL ZÙF ÉIF SZT[ m VTo A|Fï6F— SF[ 
ZFHFlWSFZ SL ;qZÙF SF lD,GF V;\EJ CF[ UIF × lJN[XL XF;G S[ SFZ6 
lCgN} ;DFH VF{Z lCgN} WD" VtI\T ;\SqlRT CF[ UIF YF × K}VF¡vK}T4 
HFlTv5FlT VFlN S[ E[NEFJ lJSl;T CF[ ZC[ Y[ × lGdG HFlT S[ ,F[UF— S[ 
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;FY 5Xq H{;F jIJCFZ lSIF HFTF YF × lGdGJU" SF EI\SZ XF[Ø6 CF[ ZCF 
YF × p;[ ElÉT VF{Z lXÙF SF VlWSFZ GCÄ YF × 
 ZÉT Xqlâ SL N`lQ8 ;[ GFZL SF[ 3Z SL RFZ lNJFZF— D— A\NL AGF NL 
U." YL × p;[ lXÙF4 WD"4 ElÉT VFlN S[ VlWSFZ GCÄ Y[ × GFZL 5q~Ø SL 
Uq,FD VF{Z EF[U SF ;FWG ;DhL HFTL YL × GFZL S[ lGZÙZTF SL l:YlT D— 
pGSF l5K0+F5G VF{Z V\WlJxJF;F— D— VF:YF lA,Sq, :JFEFlJS YL × 
O,:J:i DlC,F,¡ V5G[ UF{ZJ VF{Z ;dDFG S[ ÝlT HFU~S GCÄ YL × µ¡R[ 
Sq,LG 5lZJFZF— SL l:+IF¡ SL l:YlT YF[0+L VrKL YL × lOZ EL VFD TF{Z 5Z 
GFZL SL VJ:YF A0+L NIGLI YL × ßIFNF NqoB SL AFT IC YL lS V7FG 
S[ V\WSFZ D— GFZL :JI\ V5GL l:YlT SF[ 5CRFG GCÄ 5F ZCL YL × .; 
IqU D— 5NF"ÝYF4 ;TLÝYF4 AF,lJJFC VFlN VG[S SqZLJFHF— SF lJSF; CqVF × 
.; IqU D— J{xIFJ`l¿ SFO+L ÝRl,T YL × .;SF ÝR,G UF¡JF— ;[ ßIFNF GUZF— 
D— CqVF YF × Dql:,D ZFHtJSF, D— .;SF ÝRFZ VF{Z EL ßIFNF CF[ UIF  
YF × J{xIFVF— S[ 3Z ;{lGSF— S[ VtI\T lÝI V»[ AG UI[ Y[ × 
 TtSF,LG ;DFH D— NF; ÝYF EL ÝRl,T YL × NF;F— D— S." WD" 
5lZJlT"T Dq;,DFG Y[ VF{Z HF[ D},To IqâA\NL CF[T[ Y[ × IqâF— D— A\NL:i ;[ 
5S0[+ HFSZ A,5}J"S WD" 5lZJT"G SZFI[ UI[ × I[ ,F[U ,F{8SZ lCgN} HFlT 
D— GCÄ HF ;ST[ Y[ × WDF"gTZ6 S[ 5C,[ IlN pGSL HFlT lCgNqVF— D— prR 
:TZLI CL ÉIF— G CF[ ZCL CF[ TF[ EL ,S AFZ Dq;,DFG AG HFG[ 5Z lCgN} 
pgC— HFlT E|Q8 CL DFGT[ Y[ × NF;F— SF[ ZBGF XFG VF{Z A0+%5G SF ;}RS 
DFGF HFTF YF × NF; ÝYF S[ ;FYv;FY NF;L ÝYF EL ÝRl,T YL × VDLZ 
Dq;,DFG l:+IF— SF[ BZLNT[ Y[ VF{Z NF;L IF Uq,FD S[ :i D— ZBT[ Y[ × 
ACqlJJFC ÝYF EL ÝRl,T YL × .; SFZ6 Dq;,DFG XF;SF— S[ HGFGBFG[ D— 
l:+IF— SL NqN"XF YL × 
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 lCgN} ;DFH D— ;\IqÉT 5lZJFZ SL ÝYF YL × lCgNqVF— D— ;\IqÉT 5lZJFZ 
5FI[ HFT[ Y[4 HF[ ;FDFlHS HLJG S[ D},FWFZ Y[ ×$ EFZT SL ACq;\bIS 
HGTF UF¡JF— D— lGJF; SZTL YL × UF¡JF— D— ;\IqÉT 5FlZJFlZS HLJG SL ÝYF 
SFID YL × VYF"TŸ VFJF;4 EF[HG ,J\ p5F;GF D— 3Z S[ ;FZ[ jIlÉTIF— SF 
;dDl,¿ ZCGF CF[TF YF VF{Z Sq8q\A SL HFINFN 5Z 5lZJFZ S[ ;FZ[ ;N:IF— 
SF ;\IqÉT VF{Z ;DFG VlWSFZ YF × 
 VF,F[rI SF, S[ EFZTLI ;DFH SF[ DF[8[ TF{Z 5Z NF[ VFlY"S lJEFUF— 
D— AF\8F HF ;STF C{ × ,S D— ;q,TFGF4 pDZF4 p,[DF4 ;FDgTZFHF4 ;ZSFZL 
5NFlWSFZL lJN[XL D}, S[ VgI Dq;,DFG4 ;q,TFG S[ S`5F5F+ AG[ lCgN} 
HFULZNFZ .tIFlN SL U6GF SL HF ;STL C{ × .GSF[ ;\Ù[5 D— XF;S JU" 
SCF HF ;STF C{ × JC JU" VtI\T ;d5gG VF{Z ;D`lâXF,L YF × .GSF 
HLJG J{EJ VF{Z lJ,Fl;TF ;[ 5}6" YF × .; N};Z[ JU" D— lS;FG4 DHN}Z4 
SFZLUZ4 lX<5L4 lJlJW SFD W\WF— VF{Z jIF5FZF— D— ,U[ ZCG[ JF,[ VF{Z SD"SFZ 
Y[ × .GSL VFI SF ,S ACqT A0+F lC:;F XF;S JU" p0+F ZCF YF × 
;d5gG XF;S JU" VF{Z p;SF T\+ HG ;FWFZ6 S[ VFlY"S HLJG SF :TZ 
;N{J lGdG AGFI[ ZBG[ D— ~lR ZBTF YF × JU" lJEFHG VFDNGL D— E[N 
VF{Z pt5FNS zlDSF— S[ :TZ S[ VWo5TG SF[ HgD lNIF YF × lNGEZ SFD 
SZG[ S[ AFJH}N lS;FGvDHN}Z NF[ H}G ZF[8L GCÄ Hq8F 5FT[ Y[ VF{Z pgC— 
VÉ;Z E}B ;[ K858FT[ ZCGF 50+TF YF × pGSF 5}ZF HLJG Xq~ ;[ ,[SZ 
V\T TS VEFJU|:T ZCTF YF × SALZNF; G[ V5G[ ;DI SL ;FDFlHS 
5lZl:YlTIF— SF lR+6 SqK V\XF— D— lSIF C{ × SALZNF; ;FDFgIJU" S[ 
ÝlTlGlW Y[ × VTo pgCF—G[ prRJU" SF[ GCÄ Al<S lGdGJU" SF[ V5G[ SFjI 
SF lJØI AGFIF C{ × HFlTÝYF4 K}VFK}T VFlN lJØI 5Z SALZ G[ ;qWFZ SL 
N`lQ8 ;[ HDSZ l,BF C{ × 
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? WFlD"S 5lZl:YlTIF ¡ o 
 EFZT lJlJW HFlTIF— VF{Z WD" ;\ÝNFIF— SL ;\UD E}lD C{ × SALZNF; 
S[ VFlJEF"J SF, D— p¿Z EFZT D— GFGF WD"vDT ,J\ ;\ÝNFI ÝRl,T Y[ × 
DqbI :i ;[ J{Q6J VF{Z X{J NF[ DT ÝWFG Y[ X{J DT D— VFU[ R,SZ 
XFÉT DT V,U ;[ Ý;FZLT CqVF SALZNF; G[ J{Q6JF— SL ÝX\;F SL C{ JCL 
XFÉT ,F[UF— SL HDSZ lG\NF SL C{ ÉIF—lS p; SF, D— XFÉT ;\ÝNFI D— 
VG[S A}ZF."IF¡ ZCL CF[UL × XFÉTDT T\+ DFU"4 JH|IFG4 ;CHIFG .tIFlN 
;\ÝNFIF— D— A8 UIF YF × WLZ[vWLZ[ I[ ;\ÝNFI JFD5\YL AG UI[ × p5F;GF 
S[ GFD 5Z .G ;\ÝNFIF— D— DF¡;4 DlNZF VFlN 5F¡R DSFZ SF ;[JG ÝRl,T 
YF × ;FDFgI ÝHF .; D\+vT\+ RDtSFZ VF{Z V\WlJxJF;F— D— UqDZFC YL × 
lCgN} WD" G[ V5GL 5FRG XlÉT S[ A, AF{â WD" ;[ HlGT DCFIFG4 JH|IFG4 
;CHIFG .tIFlN SF[ V5G[ D— 5RF l,IF YF × ICF¡ TS lS H{G WD" EL 
VlWSF\XTo lCgN}tJ D— ,LG CF[ ZCF YF × HUCvHUC lJX[ØSZ SFXL H{;[ 
TLY"vGUZF— D— lJlJW ;\ÝNFIF— VF{Z J[XvE}ØFVF— S[ S." IF[UL 3}D ZC[ Y[ × 
pGD— ,[;[ IF[UL ßIFNF Y[ lHG 5Z Uq~ UF[ZBGFY SF lJX[Ø ÝEFJ YF × .GS[ 
V,FJF EL S." ÝSFZ S[ lEÙq4 pNF;L4 ;\gIF;L4 GuG ;\gIF;L4 EÉT zâF,q 
HGTF SF[ TZCvTZC S[ p5N[X N[T[ Cq, ;DFH D— 3}D ZC[ Y[ × SALZ G[ 
V5GL ZRGFVF— D— .; ÝSFZ S[ ;FWq ;\gIFl;IF— SF B\0GvD\0G :i D— J6"G 
lSIF C{ × .; ;DI S[ J{Q6J WD" S[ AFZ[ D— 0F¶P ZFDD}lT" l+5F9L G[ l,BF 
C{ lS ——J{Q6J WD" SL 5Z\5ZFUT 5lZl:YlT .; ;DI HLlJT YL4 lH;S[ 
VGq;FZ lJQ6q S[ VJTFZ S[ :i D— ZFD VF{Z S`Q6 SF[ N[BG[v5ZBG[ SF 
ÝItG HFZL YF ×cc5 5C,[ CL lCgN} WD" SF SF[." ;\Ul9T :i GCÄ YF × 
lJRFZ :JFT\ÈÈ S[ SFZ6 ;DIv;DI 5Z GI[ WD"5\YL IF WDF"RFZF— SF ÝJT"G 
CF[ ZCF YF × ZFDFGqHFRFI" VF{Z pGSL lXQI 5Z\5ZF D— ZFDElÉT TYF 
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DFWJFRFI"4 lGdAFS"4 J<,EFRFI" VF{Z p;SL lXQI 5Z\5ZF G[ S`Q6 ElÉT SF 
lJSF; .;L SF, D— CqVF × l;â VF{Z GFY ;\ÝNFI S[ ÝEFJ ;[ lGUq"6 ;\T 
5Z\5ZF SF ÝRFZ CqVF × 
 .:,FD WD" DT .; N[X D— YF × .:,FD DT ;\Ul9T VF{Z ÝA,YF × 
J[ V5G[ DT Ý;FZ ÝRFZ D— ,U[ Y[ × .:,FD SF[ ZFHG{lTS ;DY"G EL ÝF%T 
YF × p;SF NX"lG5Ù :Y}, VF{Z NqA", YF4 .;L JHC ;[ lCgNqVF— TYF 
lJX[Ø :i ;[ lCgN} 5\l0TF— SF[ pTGF ÝEFlJT SZ GCÄ ;SF YF × lCgN} WD" 
:YFGF— ,J\ D}lT"IF— SF B\0G SZG[ SF SFD .:,FD WD"JF,[ ,F[UF— G[ lSIF × 
lH;;[ ,F[UF— D— D}lT"5}HF 5Z lJXJF; GQ8 CF[G[ SL AHFI D}lT"5}HF D— VF:YF 
A-+L ×& XF;SF— SL GLlTIF— SF SqK ÝEFJ VJxI 50+F YF 5Z VFlY"S4 
;FDFlHS ,J\ WFlD"S N`lQ8 ;[ lGdG :TZ SF[ ZCL HFlTIF¡ CL ÝFIo .:,FD D— 
ÝlJQ8 Cq." YL × DwISF, D— .:,FD WD" ;[ CL pNŸE}T ;}OL sOSLZf CqI[ × 
——EFZTLI ;}OL DqbITo A[XZFv;\ÝNFI S[ C{ HF[ .:,FD S[ VGqIFIL CF[SZ EL 
;GFTG 5\YL Dq;,DFGF— ;[ ;J"+ D[, GCÄ BFT[ ×cc* ;}OL OSLZF— SF ;DFH 
5Z VrKF ÝEFJ YF × ;LW[v;FN[ VF{Z ."xJZF[gDqB Ý[D;FWGF D— ,U[ ZCT[      
Y[ × pGD— SÎZTF GCÄ YL × ."xJZ S[ lJØI D— EL S<5GF lEgG YL × 
EFZTLI Vä{T lRT\G SF ÝEFJ EL SFOL YF .gCÄ SFZ6 .:,FD WD" S[ 
WFlD"S G[TF DF{,JL4 SFHL VFlN SF ZF[Ø EL SELvSEL ;}OL OSLZF— SF[ 
;CGF 50+TF YF × 
 SALZNF; EFZTLI Vä{T NX"G TYF ;}lOIF— S[ Ý[D TÀJ ;[ ÝEFlJT    
C{ × D}<,FvDF[,lJIF— SL SÎZTF ;[ EL J[ 5lZlRT Y[4 .;L l,I[ pgCF—G[ 
5\l0TF— VF{Z D}<,F DF[,lJIF— SF[ I+vT+ ,TF0+F C{ × WD" SL N`lQ8 ;[ 
SALZNF; lS;L ;\ÝNFI lJX[Ø IF WD" lJX[Ø D— VF:YF GCÄ ZBT[ J[ J{Q6JF — 
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SL ÝX\;F SZT[ C® × .;SF SFZ6 SNFlRT J[ ZFDFG\N S[ lXQI Y[4 IC ZCF 
CF[UF × 
 VFG\N3G S[ SFjI SL 5`Q9 E}lD o 
? ZFHG{lTS 5lZl:YlT o 
 VFG\N3G SF ;DI EFZTLI ZFHG{lTS TJFZLB SL N`lQ8 ;[ XC[GXFC 
VSAZ S[ V\lTD JØF[" ;[ ÝFZ\E CF[TF C{ × HCF¡ULZ VF{Z XFCHCF¡ XF;GSF, 
TYF VF{Z\Uh[A S[ XF;GSF, D— ÝFZ\lES 5\ãC JØF[" TS SF C{ × HCF¡ 
VFG\N3G TYF pGSL ZRGFSF, SL ÝJT"DFG ZFHGLlTS 5lZl:YlTIF— SF ÝxG 
C{4 pGSF HLJG SF, DqU,J\X S[ RFZ ÝDqB XF;SF— SF XF;GvSF, ZCF × 
pGS[ HLJG SF VlWSF\X ;DI DqU,J\X S[ ;JF"lWS4 ,F[SlÝI XF;G XFCHCF¡ 
S[ XF;G SF, D— jITLT CqVF × XFCHCF¡ S[ XF;GvSF, D— EL ZFHGLlTS 
XF\lT S[ SFZ6 S,F VF{Z ;FlCtI SF lGZ\TZ lJSF; CF[TF ZCF × XFCHCF¡ S[ 
XF;GvSF, S[ V\lTD JØF[" D— WFlD"S V;lCQ6qTF4 WD"UT J{DG:I VF{Z 3`6F 
S[ lJØF\SqZ O}8G[ ,U[( VF{Z VF{Z\Uh[A S[ ;DI TS TF[ Dq;,DFG XF;SF— SL 
WFlD"S V;lCQ6qTF SL ÝJ`l¿ V5G[ GuG :i D— ÝS8 CF[ RqSL YL × .G 
DqU, XF;SF— SL WDF"gWTF S[ SFZ6 lJSF;XL, WFZF VJ~â CF[ U." × 
ZFHGLlTS pY,v5qY, A-+ U." VF{Z ,S AFZ lOZ ZFHGLlTS VXF\lT SL 
SFl,DF KF U." × DqU, XF;S 5Ù5FT 5}J" GLlT ZBT[ Y[ VF{Z lCgN}VF— S[ 
ÝlT 3`6F SL EFJGF ZCL × lH;;[ ;J"+ CFCFSFZ VF{Z VXF\lT SF JFTFJZ6 
AG UIF YF × XF;G SL ;qlJWF S[ l,I[ ;FZ[ EFZT SF[ KF[8[vKF[8[ ;}AF— D— 
AF8 lNIF UIF VF{Z .G ;}AF— S[ XF;G SF SFI" ;}A[NFZF— 5Z CF[TF YF × 
;}A[NFZF— SL lGIqlÉT ;D|F8 SZTF YF × ;}A[NFZF— D— lGIqlÉT S[ l,I[ ÝFIo 
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ZFHSqDFZF— SL VYJF ;D|F8 S[ lJxJF;5F+ jIl\ÉTIF— SL lGIqlÉTIF¡ CL SL 
HFTL YL × 
 lCgN} ZFHFVF— SF[ EL DqU,v;D|F8 SL VF7F DFGGL 50+TL YL VF{Z 
pGSL .rKFVF— S[ VGq;FZ XF;G R,FGF CF[TF YF × lCgN} ZFHFVF— D— EL 
5Z:5Z VlJxJF; VF{Z O}8 SL l:YlT AGL Cq." YL × lCgN} ZFHF V5G[vV5G[ 
:JFY" D— 0}A[ Cq, Y[ × ,UEU ;EL ZFHF DqU, ;D|F8 SF lÝI AGG[ SL WqG 
D— N[X S[ jIF5S lCT SL AFT SF[ lA,Sq, CL E}, ;[ U, Y[ × .; ÝSFZ 
VF{Z\Uh[A S[ ;DI TS lCgN} VF{Z Dq;,DFG NF[GF— CL VF5;L O}8 VF{Z 
EF[UvlJ,F; D— 0}A[ ZCG[ S[ SFZ6 VtI\T VXÉT ,J\ lGHL"J CF[ UI[ Y[ × 
VF{Z\Uh[A G[ TF[ .G NF[GF— HFlTIF— S[ DwI VF{Z EL VlWS 3`6F VF{Z J{DG:I 
S[ V\SqZ AF[ lNI[ × 
 VFG\N3G S[ ;DI SL UqHZFT SL ZFHG{lTS l:YlT SF[ N[B[ TF[ DF[U, 
XC[GXFC S[ ;}AFVF— UqHZFT SF XF;G R,F ZC[ Y[ × lJP ;\P !&5* ;[ 
!&&2 ;DI TS DLhF" VH+LH+ SF[SF G[ VFU|F D— ZC SZ UqHZFT SF XF;G 
R,FIF × AFNXFC HCF¡ULZ S[ ZFßIvSF, D— UqHZFT D— VF9 S[ VF;5F; 
D}U, ;}A[NFZ VF UI[ Y[ × HCF¡ULZ V5G[ :D`lTU|\Y —TqhqS[ HCF¡ULZc D— l,BT[ 
C{ lS pgC— UqHZFT SL Dq,FSFT ,[G[ SL TLJ| .rKF YL × CFYL SF lXSFZ 
VF{Z BFZF ;Dqã N[BG[ S[ l,I[ HCF¡ULZ UqHZFT D— VFIF ×) B\EFT D— ;Dqã 
5I"8G SL DF[H ,[SZ p;G[ 5\RDCF, S[ JG D— CFYL SF lXSFZ lSIF × ."P 
;P !*_! D— UqHZFT SL TJFZLB D— p<,[BGLI 38GF 38L × AFNXFC 
XFCHCF G[ 2* JØ" S[ VF{Z\Uh[A SF[ UqHZFT S[ ;}A[NFZ S[ :i D— E[HF × 
VF{Z\Uh[A SF[ N};Z[ WD" S[ ÝlT V;lCQ6qTF .; ;DI lNBF." 50+TL C{ × HA 
lJP;\P !*!! D— p;G[ UqHZFT SL ÝHF SF[ WFlD"S VF{Z ;FDFlHS pt;J 
DGFG[ SF[ DGF SZ lNIF YF × lN5FJ,L SL ZF+L S[ ;DI SL HFG[ JF,L 
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ZF[XGL VF{Z CF[,L S[ pt;J D— CF[,L NCG SF lJZF[W lSIF × .; ÝSFZ SL 
HFGSFZL —lDZFT[ VCDNLc S[ OZDFGF— D— ;[ lD,TL C{ ×!_ .; ÝSFZ VF{Z\Uh[A 
UqHZFT D— VFG[ ;[ UqHZFT SL ZFHGLlTS l:YlT VrKL GCÄ Cq."4 IC ;DI 
ZFHGLlTS pY,v5qY, SL l:YlT TYF VXF\lT SF YF ×  
 CDFZ[ VF,F[rI SlJ VFG\N3G ,S ;rR[ EÉT ,J\ ;\T SlJ C{ pGSF 
;FlCtI .G ZFHG{lTS 5lZl:YlTIF— ;[ 5Z lNB,F." N[TF C{ × J{;[ EL EFZTLI 
ÝHF DwISF, D— ZFHGLlT ;[ Vl,%T ZCL C{ × VFG\N3G S[ ;FlCtI D— EL 
lS;L ÝSFZ SF ZFHGLlTS pY,v5qY, SF SF[." J6"G GCÄ lD,TF × 
? ;FDFlHS 5lZl:YlTIF ¡ o 
 ZFHGLlTS 5lZl:YlTF— S[ lJJZ6 ;[ VFG\N3G ;DI SL DT,A TtSF,LG 
;FDFlHS 5lZl:YlTIF— SF ;CH CL VGqDFG ,UF ;ST[ C® × ;J"+ lJ,F; 
VF{Z ,[xJI" SF CL AF[,AF,F YF × ;DFH lGZ\TZ 5TGF[gDqB CF[TF HF ZCF  
YF × lS;L EL XF;S SF[ HGTF S[ lCTvVlCT SL TlGS EL lR\TF GCÄ YL 
Al<S ;tI TF[ IC C{ lS XF;G SL ;JF"lWS U\ELZ ;D:IFVF— 5Z EL 
ZFlGJF; D— A{9SZ CL lG6"I l,, HFT[ Y[ × ——IYF ZFHF TYF ÝHFcc .; 
plÉT S[ VGq;FZ .; ;DI SL ;FDFlHS l:YlT YL × ZFHGLlTS VjIJ:YF 
S[ SFZ6 ;DFH EL VjIJl:YT VF{Z VXF\T YF × IC IqU lJ,F; ÝWFG IqU 
SCF HF ;STF C{4 ÉIF—lS CZ SF[." lJ,F;L HLJG lATFG[ ,UF YF × ;DFH 
SL l:YlT .; N`lQ8 ;[ A0+L NIGLI YL × ;DFH prR JU" D— VlGI\l+T 
ZFH;¿F S[ SFZ6 lXlY,TF VF UIL YL × G{lTS A, S[ C=F; S[ SFZ6 
RFZF— VF[Z NqA",TF lNBF." N[G[ ,UL4 lH;D— 5F{~Ø A, S[ ;FYv;FY AF{lâS 
A, SF EL C=F; CF[TF UIF ZB{,F— S[ SFZ6 ACq5tGLtJ ÝYF VFILcc ×!! HGTF 
D— lXÙF SF lA<Sq, EL Ý;FZ GCÄ YF × 5lZ6FTo lXÙF S[ VEFJ S[ SFZ6 
VG[SFG[S ;FDFlHS SqZLlTIF— SF[ 5G5G[ VF{Z lJSl;T CF[G[ SF VtI\T VGqS}, 
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VJ;Z ÝF%T CF[ UIF × AF,vlJJFC ;TL ÝYF ACqlJJFC VFlN ACqT ;L 
;FDFlHS SqlZlTIF¡ O{, ZCL YL × p; ;DI HFlTv5FlT VF{Z JU"vJ{ØdI SL 
EFJGF V5G[ RZDF[tSØ" 5Z YL × TtSF,LG ;DFH DqbITo TLG JUF[" D— 
lJEFlHT lSIF HF ;STF C{ IYF s!f ;FDgTU6 s2f DwID TYF lGdG JU" 
VF{Z s#f SlJ TYF S,FSFZ × ;FDgT JU" ,S ÝSFZ ;[ ÝF\TLI XF;SF— SF 
JU" CL YF × .gC— ;ZNFZ EL SCF HFTF YF × .G ;ZNFZF— 5Z TtSF,LG 
;D|F8 SL lJX[Ø S`5F AGL ZCTL YL × .;Ll,I[ I[ EL V5G[ ;D|F8 SL TZC 
;}Z VF{Z ;qgNZL S[ EF{lTS ;qB ,[xJI" D— 0}A[ ZCT[ Y[ × lJlEgG JUF[" SL 
l:YlT SF[ ,[SZ 0F¶P GU[gã G[ l,BF C{ v ——.; SF, D— ;FDgTJFN SF 
AF[,AF,F YF¸ VF{Z ;FDgTXFCL S[ lHTG[ EL NF[Ø CqVF SZT[ C®4 pGSF ÝtIÙ 
VYJF VÝtIÙ ÝEFJ HG ;FDFgI S[ HLJG 5Z 50+ ZCF YF × ;FDFlHS 
jIJ:YF SF S[gãlAgNq AFNXFC YF VF{Z p;S[ VWLG Y[ DG;ANFZ VYJF 
VDLZ pDZFJ × .GS[ AFN VF[CNF— S[ VGq;FZ N};Z[ SD"RFZL VFT[ Y[ VF{Z 
;ASF ST"jIvSD" V5G[ ;[ µ5ZJF,F— SF[ Ý;gG SZGF YF GLR[JF,F— SF[ I[ 
DF+ ;\5lT ;DhT[ Y[4 pGSF Vl:TtJ S[J, V5G[ l,, DFGT[ Y[ × µ5Z ;[ 
GLR[ TS IC XF;SF— SF JU" YF × XFl;T JU" D— ,S VF[Z zDHLJL VF{Z 
S`ØS VFT[ Y[ VF{Z N};ZL VF[Z ;[94 XFCqSFZ4 NqSFGNFZ VF{Z jIF5FZL × 
XF;S JU" SL VFIL NF[GF— v VYF"TŸ zDHLJLvS`ØS TYF ;[9 v XFCqSFZFlN 
;[ SZ S[ :i D— ÝF%T CF[TL YL VF{Z ;[9 XC}SFZFlN S`ØSF— VF{Z zDHLlJIF— 
SL SDF." SF[ lJlEgG ÝSFZ ;[ V5GFSZ V5GL HLlJSF SDFT[ Y[ × .; 
ÝSFZ S`ØSvzDHLlJIF— SF IC lGdGJU" ;EL VF[Z ;[ XF[lØT YF × .; 5Z 
;[GFVF— S[ ÝIF6F—4 IqâF—4 VlTJ`lQ84 VGFJ`lQ8 VFlN S[ SFZ6 .; JU" SL 
VFI S[ ,S DF+ ;FWG S`lØ SL EL CFlG CF[TL ZCTL YL × zDHLJL JU" 
SF[ lS;LvGvlS;L A[UFZ SZGL 50+TL YL VF{Z p;S[ AN,[ lD,TL YL SF[0+F[ 
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SL DFZ ×12 SCG[ SF VlEÝFI IC C{ lS .; IqU D— lGdGJU" SL l:YlT 
VtI\T NIGLI YL × XF;S JU" 5lZzD lSI[ lAGF CL ;qBL ;d5gG YF × 
HG ;FWFZ6 SL lXÙF4 lRlSt;F ;\5lT ZÙF VFlN SF EL .; SF, D— ÝA\W 
G YF × ,[;L VJ:YF D— ,F[U EFuIJFNL VYJF G{lTS D}<IF— ;[ ZlCT Y[ × 
GFZL S[ :i Y[ ,S ;TL N};ZF Sq,8F × EÉT SlJIF— G[ GFZL S[ NF[GF— :iF— 
SF lR+6 lSIF ;TL ,J\ 5lTJ|TF GFZL SF lR+6 ElÉTSF,LG SlJIF— G[ 
VFNX" S[ :i D— lSIF C{ × Inl5 pGSF VFWFZ EF{lTS GCÄ Vl5Tq 
VFwIFltDS YF × WLZ[vWLZ[ GFZL SF[ JF;GF5}6" N`lQ8 ;[ N[BG[ SL J`l¿ VFG[ 
,UL × GFZL S[J, EF[UvlJ,F; SL ;\5lT ZC U." YL × lGW"G TYF HG 
;FWFZ6 SL l:+IF— SF ;dDFG ;FD\TF— VF{Z WGL JU" SL .rKFVF— 5Z VFlzT 
ZCTF YF × WGL VYJF prRJU" ZFßI EI äFZF VYJF WGSF ,F[E N[SZ 
HGv;FWFZ6 SL l:+IF— SF ;TLtJ CZ6 SZTF YF × ZB{, ZBG[ SL TF[ 
5Z\5ZF ;L CL R, 50+L YL × UZLA ;DFH SL ;qgNZ GFlZIF— SF[ ZFHFVF—4 
;FDgTF—4 HDÄNFZF[ VFlN S[ ICF¡ DqÉT lJ,F; S[ l,, ,[ HFIF HFTF YF × 
NqlTIF¡4 Sq8lGIF¡ VFlN EF[,LvEF,L ;qgNlZIF— SF[ AC,F Oq;,FSZ V5G[ DFl,SF— 
S[ 5F; ,[ HFIF SZTL YL × Ý[DvEFJGF GFZL XZLZ D— CL ;LlDT CF[SZ ZC 
U." YL ×  
 VFG\N3G ,S J{ZFUL ;DFH ;[ lGl,"%T ;\T Y[ × VTo pGSL ZRGFVF— 
D— ;DFH SF lJX[Ø lR+6 GCÄ lD,TF × lOZ EL 5ZF[Ù:i ;[ pGSL 
ZRGFVF— D— ;DFH SF lR+6 N[BF HF ;STF C{ × —VGqEJ CD TF[ ZFJZL 
NF;Lc!# DFI0L DqG[ lGZ5B lS6 CL G DqSL ×!$ —VJW} ,[;F[ 7FG lJRFZF[PPc15 
—lGZFWFZ S[D D}SL xIFD ¦ DqG[ lGZFWFZ S[D D}SLc!& H{;[ 5NF— D[ ;DFH SF 
J6"G VÝtIÙ :i ;[ N[BF HF ;STF C{ × 
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? WFlD"S 5lZl:YlTIF ¡ o 
 ZFHGLlTS VF{Z ;FDFlHS 5lZl:YlTIF— S[ lJJZ6 ;[ IC :5Q8 C{ lS 
VFG\N3G S[ 5}J" ,J\ pGS[ p5l:YlT SF, D— WFlD"S VjIJ:YF VF{Z VXF\lT 
SL l:YlT AGL Cq." YL × VFG\N3G SF ;DI lCgNL ;FlCtI[lTCF; SL N`lQ8 ;[ 
ZLlTSF, SF ÝFZ\E YF × p; ;DI WFlD"S VF:YF,¡ ,J\ lJxJF; ;DF%T CF[T[ 
HF ZC[ Y[ × TtSF,LG WFlD"S 5lZl:YlTIF— D— EL Vl:YZTF VF{Z VlGxRI SL 
l:YlT AGL Cq." YL × ZFWF S`Q6 SF VFwIFltDS :i GQ8 ÝFI CF[TF HF ZCF 
YF × .; ;DI S[ SlJIF— G[ ZFWFvS`Q6 SL VF[8 D— X`\UFZ S[ Sqlt;T VF{Z 
EF{0[+ lR+ BÄR[ × 
 TtSF,LG WFlD"S VF{Z NFX"lGS N`lQ8 5Z J{Q6 ElÉT S[ jIF5S VF\NF[,G 
CLGIFG VF{Z ;CHIFG SL ÝlTlÊIF :J:i ÝRl,T Cq, WFlD"S ;\ÝNFIF— VF{Z 
p5;\ÝNFIF— SF 5}ZF ÝEFJ 50+F YF × 5C,[ S[ WFlD"S ;\ÝNFI E|Q8FRFZ VF{Z 
."xJZ:TqlT SL VF[8 D— EF[,LvEF,L GFlZIF— S[ ;TLtJ CZ6 SZG[ S[ V»[ AG 
RqS[ Y[ × 
 TtSF,LG ;DFH D— J<,E ;\ÝNFI S[ GFD ;[ ,S WFlD"S ;\ÝNFI 
ÝRl,T YF4 lH;[ 5qlQ8 ;\ÝNFI EL SCF HFTF C{ × 5qlQ8 DFU" D— S`Q6 ElÉT 
lJlJW :iF— D— p5,aW C{ × ;}Z G[ AF, :JSLIF VF{Z 5ZSLIF TLGF— EFJF— D— 
S`Q6F—5F;GF SL C{ × VQ8vKF5 S[ ;EL SlJIF— G[ ElÉT S[ ;FY X`\UFZ SF 
VNŸEqT ;FD\H:I :YFl5T lSIF × TYFl5 IC ;tI C{ lS S`Q6 EÉT SlJIF — 
S[ DFWqI" EFJHgI .G X`\UFlZS lR+F— SF ,F[S HLJG 5Z :JF:yISZ ÝEFJ 
GCÄ 50+F × J{Q6J WD"Uq~VF— G[ WD" S[ VFwIFltDS TÀJ SF[ lT,F\Hl, N[SZ 
pGS[ AFæ VF0\AZF— SF[ ÝWFGTF N[ NL VF{Z ZFWFS`Q6 S[ V,F{lSS Ý[D SF[ 
V5G[ HLJG D— EF{lTS :i N[SZ pTFZGF ÝFZ\E lSIF × VFG\N3G WFlD"S N`lQ8 
;[ H{G WD" ;[ NLlÙT Y[ p; ;DI H{G WD" SL 5lZl:YlT SF lJRFZ SZ[ TF[ 
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TLG DCFG ;\T ;DFH D— ÝSFX O{,F ZC[ Y[4 5\P ;tIlJHIHL D— lÊIF4 
VFG\N3GHL D— IF[U TYF IXF[lJHIHL D— 7FG SF l+J[6L ;\UD CqVF YF × I[ 
TLGF[ DCF5q~Ø 5Z:5Z ;\5S" D— CF[G[ 5Z EL V5GF ;FWGFv5Y V,U AGFI[ 
ZBF YF ×!* 
 lH; ;DI p5FwIFI IXF[lJHIHL pG;[ lD,[ p; ;DI VFG\N3GHL 
V5GL ptS`Q8 ;FWGF D— ZT Y[ VF{Z ,SFgTJF; D— Y[ × J[ TtSF,LG H{G 
;FWq ;DFH SL C9FU|C4 UrKE[N VF{Z ;\SqlRT 5\YF— S[ hU0F— D— O¡;[ CqI[ 
N[BSZ ACqT CL lBgG Y[ × IC lBgGTF S." ÝSFZ ;[ pgCF—G[ V5G[ :TJGF— 
D— jIÉT SL C{ ×!( 
sVf RZDGIG SZL DFZU HF[JT E},F[ ;S, ;\;FZ 
 5q~Ø 5Z\5Z VGqEJ HF[.".4 V\WF[ V\W l5,FI ×cc!) 
sAf ——UrK GF\ E[N ACq GIG lGCF,TF\4 TÀJGL AFT SZTF G ,FH[ ×  
 pNZvEZ6FlN lGH SFH SZTF\ YSF\4 DF[C G0LVF Sl,SF, ZFH[ ×cc20 
 .; lBgGTF S[ ;FY CL pGS[ I[ pNŸUFZ EL NX"GLI C{ v  
sSf 3FTL 0}\UZ VF0F VlT 36F4 TqH NZ;6 HU\GFY × WL9F." SZL DFZU 
;\R~\ ;[U} SF[." G ;FY ×21• V\T D— J[ V5GL EFJGF ÝS8 SZT[ Cq, 
,SFgTJF;L CF[SZ ptS`Q8 ;FWGF D— ;,uG CF[ UI[ ×  
s0f ——SF,,AlW 5\Y lGCF,;[4 ,[ VF;F VJ,\A × ,[ HG HLJ— lHGHL 
HF6IF[4 VFG\N3G DT V\A ×cc22• H{G WD" SL TtSF,LG 5lZl:YlT BqN 
VFG\N3GHL SL 5\lÉTIF— D— ;[ CL lD, HFTL C{ × H{G WD" D— p; 
;DI V,UvV,U UrK D— 5Z:5Z VXF\lT lNBF." N[TL YL × —lDZFT[ 
VCDNLc D— EL H{G ;DFH D— ÝRl,T ($ UrKF— SF p<,[B lD,TF C{ 
v V;JF4 RZFJ,4 S\S[ZF4 K[Z\8LVF4 E~RF4 VFG5}HF4 V-FJ{IF4 
SF[0JLVF4 J[SF[NLVF4 ZCD ;F,LR4 DF[0F;LVF4 JF;LVF4 SrK5,LVF4 
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3F[3FJF,4 J0F[NZLVF4 B\EFTLVF4 A|ïGF4 hF,F[ZF4 E}B0LIF4 lRTF[0F4 
AF5ZJF,4 DF[-FCNLVF4 ;FBF[ãF4 SqH0LVF4 SGL;F VFlN ×23 
 zL G{GD, lJGIR\ã ;qZF6F VFG\N3G S[ ;DI SL WFlD"S 5lZl:YlT S[ 
AFZ[ D— J6"G SZT[ Cq, l,BT[ C® v ——zLDNŸ VFG\N3GHL S[ ;DI D— VFUDF— 
S[ 7FTF lJäFG Y[4 HF[ VgI NX"GF— S[ lJäFGF— G[ ;FY XF:+FY" SZG[ D— 5LK[ 
GCÄ C8T[ Y[ × p; ;DI UrK E[N HF[ZF[ 5Z YF lH;;[ VFRFIF[" ,J\ DqlGIF— 
D— O}8 ."QIF" TYF lÊIF SL lXlY,TF YL × p; ;DI xJ[TF\AZ H{GF— D— ÝFIo 
,STF SF VEFJ YF4 5Z\Tq WD" S[ ÝlT ,F[UF— D— 5}6" zâF YL × VFRFIF[" SF 
ÝEFJ TF[ VlWS YF4 5Z\Tq pt;JF— VFlN S[ VF0\AZF— S[ SFZ6 ,F[U J{ZFUL 
;FWqVF— SL VF[Z VlWS VFS`Q8 Y[ ×cc24 
 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF G[ V5GL 5q:TS —VFG\N3G 5n 
ZtGFJ,Lc D— TtSF,LG H{G WD" SL WFlD"S l:YlTIF— SF lJ:TFZ ;[ J6"G lSIF 
C{ pGS[ VGq;FZ zLDNŸ IXF[lJHIHL äFZF l,lBT #5_ UFYFVF— TYF zL 
l;D\WZ:JFDL SL lJ7l%T S[ :i D— l,BL U." !25 UFYFVM\ TYF :TJGM\ D— 
TtSFl,G H{G WD" SL l:YlT SF lJ:TFZ ;[ J6"G lD,TF C{ × IXMlJHIHL S[ 
VGq;FZ TtSFl,G H{G ;FWq ;DFH D— lÊIF XLlY,TF ;FDFgI CM U." YL × 
pGS[ VGq;FZ H{G WD" SF Uq~JU" .; VD}<I WD" SM :iI[ ,[SZ A[R ZCF 
YF TYF WD" S[ D}, SM GFX SZG[ JF,[ SFDvlJØIFlN D— H{G WD" S[ Uq~ 
l,%T Y[ ×25 VFG\N3G SF jIlÉTtJ CL lGZF,F YF4 lS J[ UrK S[ .G hU0F— 
D— 50+G[ SL AHFI H\U,F— D— 5CF0F— SL UqOFVF— D— ,SF\T D— HF SZ VwIFtD 
IF[UL S[ :i D— ZC[ × pgCF—G[ TA EL WD" SL 5lJ+TF SF[ AGFI[ ZBL × 
 Tq,GFtDS lGQSØ" o 
 ;\TSALZ ,J\ VFG\N3G IqULG 5lZl:YlTIF— D— ,UEU !5_ ;F, SF 
V\TZ C{ × .lTCF; S[ SF, ÝJFC D— .TGF ;DI DwISF, D— SF[." DFIG[ 
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GCÄ ZBTF lOZ EL ZFHG{lTS 5lZl:YlTIF— D— N[B[ TF[ SqK 5lZJT"G lNB,F." 
N[T[ C® × SALZ SF ;DI ;,TGT SF, SF ;DI C{ × ;{IN J\X VF{Z ,F[NL 
J\X S[ ZFßISF, D— SALZNF; AGFZ; D— ZCT[ C{ VF{Z ,UEU p¿ZEFZT SL 
IF+F SZT[ C® × l;SgNZ ,F[NL G[ pgC— CFYL ;[ SqR,JFG[ TYF CFY 5{Z 
AF¡WSZ GNL D— 0F,G[ SF ÝItG lSIF YF4 ,[;L lSJN\lTIF¡ lD,TL C{ × IC 
;DI ZFHG{lTS Vl:YZTF SF ;DI YF × EFZTLI XF;S .:,FD ;<TGT ;[ 
,0+ ZC[ Y[ × .; S[ lJ5ZLT VFG\N3G SF ;DI V5[ÙFS`T XF\T YF × 
VFG\N3G SF ;DI DqU,XF;SF— SF ;DI C{ × AFAZ VF{Z CqDFIq S[ 5xRFTŸ 
VSAZ S[ XF;G SF, D— EFZT SF VlWSF\X lC:;F VSAZ SL S[lgãI ;¿F 
S[ V\TU"T YF × VSAZ WFlD"S ;lCQ6q jIlÉT YF × JC lCgN} ÝHF TYF 
lCgN} WD" SF VFNZ SZTF YF × ZFH5}T XF;SF— S[ ;FY p;G[ J{JFlCS ;\A\W 
:YFl5T lSI[ Y[ VTo VSAZ S[ 5xRFTŸ HCF\ULZ TYF XFCHCF¡ S[ XF;G SF, 
D— ICL GLlT AGL ZCL Inl5 ZFH:YFG D— C,NL3F8L TYF UqHZFT D— E}RZDF[ZL 
S[ lJGFXSFZL Iqâ VSAZ S[ ;FDG[ ZFH5}TF— äFZF ,0[+ UI[ lOZ EL IC IqU 
V5[ÙFS`T XF\lT SF IqU YF × VFG\N3G SF ;DI HCF¡ULZ VF{Z XFCHCF¡ SF 
XF;G SF, C{ .; SF, D— ;\ULT TYF ,l,T S,FVF— SL pgGTL Cq." C{ lOZ 
EL ÝHF ;qBL YL ,[;F SCGF Sl9G C{ 5Z XF\lT SF SF, VJxI YF × .;L 
l,I[ SALZ SL TZC VFG\N3G S[ ;FlCtI D— B\0G SL ÝJ`l¿ V5[ÙFS`T SD 
C{ × 
 ;FDFlHS 5lZl:YlTIF— SL N`lQ8 ;[ N[B[ TF[ SALZ VF{Z VFG\N3G IqU 
5lZJ[X D— SF[." Uq6FtDS 5lZJT"G GCÄ lNBF." N[TF × ;DFH SL VrKF." AqZF." 
HF[ ;<TGT SF, D— YL JC DqU, SF, D— YL × .TGF VJxI SCF HF 
;STF C{ lS ;<TGT SF, D— lCgN}vDql:,D WDF[Å D— HF[ J{DG:I ZCF CF[UF JC 
DqU, SF, D— V5[ÙFS`T SD YF 5Z IC EL CSLST C{ lS lCgN} ÝHF D— 
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HFlTIF— S[ A\WG V5[ÙFS`T p¿ZF[¿Z S9F[Z CF[T[ HF ZC[ Y[ WLZ[vWLZ[ lCgN} 
Dq:,DFG G AG HFI[ .;L l,I[ lCgN} V5G[ HFlT ,J\ K}VFK}T VFlN S[ NFIZ— 
;\SqlRT lSI[ HF ZC[ Y[ .;L l,I[ HCF¡ SALZ G[ lCgN} Dq;,DFGF— SF[ ;FY D— 
ZCG[ TYF EF."RFZ[ A-+FG[ SL HF[ AFT V5G[ ;FlCtI D— SL C{ JC VFG\N3G 
D— VtI\T ÙL6 :JZ D— lD,TL C{ .;L ÝSFZ SALZ TYF VFG\N3G IqULG 
WFlD"S 5lZl:YlTIF— D— EL SF[." lJX[Ø V\TZ GCÄ C{ × SALZ G[ WFlD"S N`lQ8 
;[ lCgN} ,J\ Dq;,DFG S[ 5\l0T4 Dq<,F DF{,JL VFlN S[ SÎZTF S[ l,I[ 
,TF0+F C{ ZFD VF{Z ZlCD D— SF[." V\TZ GCÄ C{ × ICÄ AFT VFG\N3G EL 
V5G[ ,SFlWS 5N D— SZT[ C® ×26 WFlD"S V\WlJxJF;F— ,J\ AqZF.IF— S[ lJØI 
D— NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ l,BF C{ × SALZ lCgN} VF{Z Dq;,DFG NF[GF— WDF[" ;[ 
;DFG :i ;[ H}0[+ CqI[ Y[ × VTo pgCF—G[ lCgN} VF{Z Dq;,DFG NF[GF— SF[ 
;DFG :i ;[ WFlD"S A}ZF.IF— VF{Z V\WlJxJF;F— S[ ÝlT HFU`T lSIF C{ ×27 
VFG\N3G SF ;\A\W H{G WD" ;[ YF J[ H{G WD" S[ BZTZUrK 5\Y D— NLlÙT 
Y[ VTo pgCF—G[ TtSF,LG H{G WD" D— O{,L Cq." A}ZF.IF— S[ lJØI D— V5G[ 
:TJGF— D— 5IF"%T l,BF C{ ×28 Sq, lD,FSZ CD SC ;ST[ C® lS CDFZ[ NF[GF— 
VF,F[rI SlJ V5G[ ;DI S[ ÝlT 5}6" HFU~S Y[ × lHG 5lZJ[X VF{Z 
5lZl:YlTIF— D— J[ HLI[ p;SF ÝEFJ pGSL ZRGFVF— D— :5Q8 5lZ,lÙT CF[TF 
C{ × VFG\N3G SL V5[ÙF SALZ ;DFH ,J\ WFlD"S SqZLlTIF— S[ ÝlT VlWS 
HFU~S ÝTLT CF[T[ C® .;SF SFZ6 NF[GF— SlJIF— SL WFlD"S 5lZl:YlTIF— D— 
V\TZ C{ × SALZ lS;L WD" D— GCÄ DFGT[ Y[ G NLlÙT Y[ pGSF WD" DFGJ 
WD" YF .;l,I[ pgCF—G[ lCgN} VF{Z Dq;,DFG NF[GF— WDF[" SL AqZF.IF— 5Z 
;DFG :i ;[ ÝCFZ lSI[ C® × HA lS VFG\N3G H{G WD" D[ NLlÙT C{ p;D— 
pGSF lJxJF; C{ VTo J[ p; WD" SL A}ZF.IF— S[ ÝlT HFU~STF S[ SFZ6 
VFJxIS lGN["X SZT[ C® ,[lSG .; ,[BG D— J[ pU| lNBF." GCÄ N[T[ × 
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 EFZT JØ" WD" ÝF6 N[X ZCF C{ × .;S[ DwISF,LG .lTCF; S[ ìNI 
:YFG 5Z WD"vlR\TG ,J\ ElÉT SL WFZF ACFG[ JF,[ ;\T SlJIF— D— SALZNF; 
,J\ VFG\N3G SF DCÀJ5}6" :YFG C{ × HA CD pÉT SlJ äI S[ jIlÉTtJ 
SL AFT SZT[ C® TF[ p;D— VFGqJF\lXSTF4 5lZJFZ4 ;DFH TYF pGS[ lJRFZ 
,J\ ;\:SFZ DCÀJ5}6" C{ × jIlÉT lJX[Ø S[ HLJG ;[ ;\A\lWT J\X4 HFlT4 
Uq~4 jIJ;FI4 5I"8G VFlN ;EL TÀJF— ;[ HLJG J`T VF{Z HLJG J`T ;[ 
jIlÉTtJ SF 5TF ,UTF C{ × ,[lSG CDFZ[ N[X SL 5Z\5ZF ZCL C{ lS ;\T 
EÉT SlJ DlGlØIF— G[ 5Z S[ lJØI D— l,BF C{ 5Z :J S[ lJØI D— ,UEU 
SqK GCÄ l,BF × SCG[ SF TFt5I" IC C{ lS DwISF,LG VgI ;\T4 EÉTF—4 
SlJIF— SL EF¡lT SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G G[ EL V5G[ lJØI D— ,UEU GlCJTŸ 
l,BF C{ × lOZ EL pGS[ HLJG S[ ;\NE" D— YF[0+L ACqT lSJN\lTIF¡4 
EFJGFXL, EÉTF— SL DlCDF SYF,¡ VF{Z SqK Ý;\UJX4 V\T;F"1I p<,[BF— S[ 
VFWFZ 5Z HLJGJ`T ,J\ jIlÉTtJ SL Z[BF,¡ BÄRL HF ;STL C{4 lH;SF CD 
ICF¡ ÝItG SZ—U[ × 
? SALZNF; o 
 SALZNF; S[ jIlÉTtJ ,J\ S`lTtJ S[ lJØI D— VG[S lJäFGF— äFZF 
XF[W5ZS ,J\ lJx,[Ø6FtDS N`lQ8 ;[ 5IF"%T SFI" lSIF HF RqSF C{ × lJlEgG 
U|\YF— D— TNŸ lJØIS ;FDU|L ÝR}Z DF+F D— p5,aW C{ × 5Z SALZ S[ lJØI 
D— 5}6":i[6 GJLG ;FDU|L SF VFS,G CDFZF ,1I GCÄ C{ × SALZ S[ 
HLJGJ`T lJØIS p5,aW ;FDU|L SF ;\Ù[%T lJx,[Ø6 CL ICF¡ ;\EJ C{ × 
CDFZF ,1I SALZ ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ jIlÉTtJ S[ lJx,[Ø6 S[ DFwID ;[ .G 
NF[ ;\TF— SL RlZ+UT lJX[ØTFVF— S[ ;FdI VYJF J{ØdI SL BF[H SZGF C{ 
ÉIF—lS jIlÉTtJ SL ICL lJX[ØTF,¡ ÝtIÙ VYJF VÝtIÙ :i ;[ SFjIFlEjIlÉT 
SF[ ÝEFlJT SZTL C{ × VTo SALZ SF ÝF%T HLJGJ`T Ý:TqT SZG[ S[ 5xRFTŸ 
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CL RlZ+UT lJX[ØTFVF— S[ lJØI D— Tq,GFtDS lGQSØ" Ý:TqT SZGF ;\EJ    
CF[UF × 
 ÝFIo N[BF HFTF C{4 SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— HFG[ VGHFG[ ZRlITF S[ 
V\TH"UT VF{Z AlCH"UT ÝlTlA\lAT ZCF SZT[ C® × SlJIF— äFZF V5G[ lJØI D— 
SqK ;\S[T ÝS8 lSI[ HFT[ C®4 VYJF V5G[ ;DI SL SqK AFæ 38GFVF— SF 
p<,[B lNIF HFTF C{ × IF[ ÝF%T ;}RGF,¡ ;A;[ VlWS lJxJ;GLI CF[TL C{ × 
lSgTq NqEF"uI ;[ SALZ G[ ,[;[ ;\S[T GCÄ S[ AZFAZ CL lNI[ C® × 
 SALZ S[ HLJGJ`T S[ lJØI D— ,[lTCFl;S :i ;[ ÝDFl6S ;FDU|L 
p5,aW GCÄ C{4 ;\T 5Z\5ZF4 EÉT 5Z\5ZF TYF SALZ5\YL ;FlCtI ;[ CL pGSL 
HLJGJ`T lJØIS ;FDU|L ,S+ SL HFTL C{ ×29 GFEFNF; S`T —EÉTDF,c 
sZRGFSF, ;GŸ !5(5f D— 5Ù5FTvZlCT lGQS58 ,F[SS<IF6 S[ l,, lGEL"S 
SD" D— ÝJ`T SALZ SF jIlÉT RlZ+ pEZSZ VFTF C{ × .;L U|\Y ;[ ZFDFG\N 
VF{Z SALZ SF Uq~vlXQI ;\A\W EL :5Q8 CF[ HFTF C{ × lÝIFNF; äFZF ZlRT 
GFEFNF; S`T —EÉTDF, SL 8LSFc sZRGFSF, ."P;P !&$5f ;[ SALZ S[ 
lJØI D— l;S\NZ ,F[NL SF ;DSF,LG CF[GF4 l;S\NZ ,F[NL äFZF pG 5Z 
VtIFRFZ4 ZFDFG\N SF lXQItJ4 Hq,FC[ SF jIJ;FI ,J\ DUCZ D— —O},F— D— 
,[8SZ ClZ D— ,LG CF[G[c SF :5Q8 p<,[B ÝF%T CF[ HFTF C{ × ZFDFG\N SL 
lXQI 5Z\5ZF D— VG\TNF; äFZF ZlRT —SALZ 5ZR."c sZRGFSF, ."P ;P 
!*(5f S[ VGq;FZ SALZ SFXL D— ZCG[ JF,[ Hq,FC[ Y[4 ZFDFG\N S[ lXQI Y[4 
l;S\NZ,F[NL 5Z VtIFRFZ lSI[ Y[4 SALZ G[ NL3" VFIq ÝF%T SL YL × 
 p5ZF[ÉT p5,aW ;FDU|L S[ VFWFZ 5Z SALZ S[ HLJG lJØIS 
lGdGl,lBT lGQSØ" lGSF,[ HF ;ST[ C{ v SALZ Hq,FC[ Y[4 Uq~ ZFDFG\N ;[ 
NLÙF ,L YL4 AqGG[ SF W\WF SZT[ Y[4 J[ EÉT ,J\ 7FGL Y[ × pGSF[ GFDN[J 
VF{Z HIN[J VFlN SL z[6L SF EÉT SCF UIF C{ × 
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? HgD lTlY o 
 SALZ S[ HLJG lJØIS TyI VG[S U|\YF— D— p5,aW C{ × TNŸGq;FZ 
SALZ SF HgD RF{NC ;F{ 5R5G lJÊDL H[Q9 ;qNL 5}l6"DF ;F[DJFZ SF[ CqVF 
YF × 0F¶P DFTFÝ;FN Uq%T G[ ,;P VFZP l5<,[ SL —.^0LIG ÊF¶GF,F[HLc S[ 
VFWFZ 5Z Ul6T SZ IC :5Q8 lSIF C{ lS ;\P !$55 SL H[Q9 5}l6"DF SF[ 
;F[DJFZ CL 50+TF C{ ×#_ SALZ 5\lYIF— D— lGdG5N A0+F Ýl;â C{ v 
 RF{NC ;F{ 5R5G ;F, U,4 RgãJFZ ,S 9F9 9, × 
 H[9 ;qNL AZ;FIT SF[ 5}6"DF;L ÝS8 E, ×× 
 WG UZH{ NFlDGL NDS{ AZØ{ hZ ,FU U, × 
 ,CZ TF,FA D— SD, lB,{ TC\ SALZ EFGq ÝU8 E, ××#! 
 .; 5N S[ VFWFZ 5Z AFA} xIFD;qgNZNF; G[ U, SF VY" jITLT CF[ 
HFGF ,UFSZ .GSF HgD ;\P !$5& l;â SZG[ SF ÝIF; lSIF C{4 5Z\Tq 
0F¶P DFTFÝ;FN SF TS" VlWS ÝDFl6T C{ lS ;\P !$5& SL H[Q9 5}l6"DF SF[ 
;F[DJFZ GCÄ 50+TF C{ ;F[DJFZ ;\P !$55 H[Q9 ;qNL 5}l6"DF SF[ CL 50+TF       
C{ × —EÉTDF,c SL 8LSF S[ ,[BS lÝINF; SALZ SF[ ZFDFG\N SF lXQI VF{Z 
l;S\NZ ,F[NL SF ;DSF,LG DFGT[ C® × —VF.Gv,vVSAZLc D— EL SALZ SF 
p<,[B lD,TF C{ × 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF" G[ lJlEgG ;FlCltIS ,J\ ,[lTCFl;S 
ÝDF6F— SF ;dISŸ lJx,[Ø6 SZ SALZ SF HgD ;\JTŸ !$55 s;GŸ !#)( ."Pf 
DFGF C{ × SALZ U|\YFJ,L S[ ——Uq~ 5Z;FNL HIN[JGFDF × EUlT S[ Ý[D .GCL 
C[ HFGF ×cc32 ;[ l;â CF[TF C{ lS SALZ HIN[J VF{Z GFDN[J S[ 5ZJTL"   
Y[ × HIN[J SF SF, AFZCJÄ XTL VF{Z GFDN[J SF T[ZCJÄ XTL SF V\lTD 
RZ6 DFGF HFTF C{ × 0F¶P ;ZGFDl;\C XDF" G[ .; lJØI D— p5,aW 
;FlCltIS ,J\ ,[lTCFl;S ÝDF6F— SF lJ:T`T lJJ[RG lJx,[Ø6 SZG[ S[ p5ZF\T 
SALZ SL HgDvlTlY ;\JTŸ !$55 SL ßI[Q9 5}l6"DF CL :JLSFZ SL C{ × 
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SALZ ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ SFjIF— SF Tq,GFtDS VwIIG SZG[ SL N`lQ8 ;[ HgD 
,J\ D`tIq lTlY .tIFlN SF DCÀJ GU^I CL C{ × TYFl5 VFG\N3G S[ lJØI D— 
IC Tq,GFtDS XF[WvSFI" CF[G[ S[ SFZ6 pGS[ HLJG lJØIS ;FDU|L SF 
VFS,G VFJxIS C{ × SALZ lJØIS U|\Y ÝRqZ DF+F D— p5,aW C®4 VTo 
TNŸlJØIS ;FDU|L SF lJ:TFZ CDFZ[ lJØI SL N`lQ8 ;[ p5[lÙT GCÄ C{ × 
? HgD :YFG o 
 HgD :YFG S[ ;\A\W D— TLG DT ÝRl,T C® × ,S J[ DUCZ D— 
pt5gG Cq, Y[ × N};ZF pGSF HgD :YFG SFXL YF × TL;ZF J[ VFHDU- 
lH,[ S[ A[CZF UF¡J D— pt5gG Cq, Y[ × 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; G[ SqK V\To 
;F1IF— S[ VFWFZ 5Z pGSF HgD :YFG SFXL DFGF C{ ×## 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF" 
SF SCGF C{ lS SFXL D— SALZ SF HgD GCÄ CqVF × J[ pGSF HgD DUCZ 
D— DFGT[ C®4 Vl5Tq J[ AFN D— SFXL VFSZ ZCG[ ,U[ ×#$ V\To ;F1IF— 5Z 
lJRFZ SZT[ C® TF[ TyI VF5; D— lJZF[WFEF;L ,UTF C{ × pNFCZ6 S[ l,, 
lGdG 5nF\X Ý:TqT C® v 
 —SFXL D— CD ÝS8 E,4 ZFDFGgN lRTF, ×c35 
 .; 5\lÉT D— SF[." p,hG GCÄ C{ VF{Z :5Q8 :i ;[ SALZ SF HgD 
SFXL D— l;â CF[ HFTF C{4 5Z\Tq N};Z[ V\To ;F1I S[ VFWFZ 5Z N[B— × 
5C,[ NX"G DUCZ 5FIF[ 5qlG SFXL A;[ VF." ×#& ICF¡ NX"G XaN lJäFGF— S[ 
l,, lJRFZ6LI AG UIF C{ × DUCZ SF[ SALZ SF HgD :YFG DFGG[ JF,[     
—NX"Gc SF VY" —HgD ,[GFc DFGT[ C® VF{Z N};Z[ 5Ù JF,[ lJäFG .;SF VY" 
s."xJZ NX"Gf ."xJZFGqE}lT DFGT[ C® × .GSF SCGF C{ lS ;\EJTo SALZ SEL 
5I"8G SZT[vSZT[ DUCZ U, CF—U[ VF{Z JCF\ pGSL E[8 lS;L l;â 5q~Ø ;[ 
Cq." CF[UL IF pgC— ."xJZ NX"G ÝF%T CqI[ CF[U[ VYJF JCF¡ pgC— 7FG ÝFl%T Cq." 
CF[UL × 
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 SALZJF6L S[ VlTlZÉT SALZ 5\Y S[ U|\Y EL SFXL S[ 5Ù D— C® × 
SF[." EL SALZ5\YL SALZ SF[ DUCZ SF GCÄ SCTF × VG\TNF;4 WGL 
WZDNF; TYF UZLANF; SL ZRGFVF— D— SALZ SL ÝlTQ9F SFXLJF;L S[ :i D— 
Cq." C{ × VTo lGQSØ" :i D— ICL SCF HF ;STF C{ lS SALZ SFXL IF 
SFXL lGS8 lS;L :YFG 5Z pt5gG Cq, Y[ × pgCF—G[ SFXL D— JF; lSIF 
lGWGvSF, S[ lGS8 J[ DUCZ R,[ U, × 
? HFlT ,J\ 5lZJFZ o 
 HFlT S[ lJØI D— lJäFGF— D— DT{ÉI GCÄ4 V\To ;F1I S[ VFWFZ 5Z 
.; lJØI D— HF[ ÝDF6 lD,T[ C{ pGS[ VJ,F[SG ;[ SALZ SF Hq,FCF CF[GF 
,UEU l;â CF[ HFTF C{ v 
s!f —ClZ S[ GFp lAG lSG UlT 5F."4 SC{ Hq,FC SALZFc#* 
s2f —D[Z[ ZFD SL VE{ 5N GUZL SC{ SALZ Hq,FCF ×c#( 
s#f T}\ AF\dCG D— SF;L SF Hq,FCF × RLlgCG DF[Z lUIFGF ×#) 
s$f T}\ AF\dCG D® SF;L SF Hq,FCF ×$_ 
s5f HFlT Hq,FCF GFD SALZF4 AlG AlG lOZF{ pNF;L ×$! 
s&f H{;[ H, H,CL -qlZ lDl,IF{4 tIF{ -qlZ lD,F Hq,FCF ×42 
 .;S[ VlTlZÉT —HFlT Hq,FCF DlT SF{ WLZ4 CZlØvCZlØ Uq¡6 ZD®  
SALZ ×cc$# ;[ EL SALZ SL HFlT Hq,FCF CL 7FT CF[TL C{ × 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ 
JDF"4 0F¶P ZFDHL,F, —;CFISc4 0F¶P ;ZGFDl;\C XDF" .tIFlN VG[S lJäFGF— SF 
lGQSØ" EL ICL C{ × 0F¶P ZFDHL,F, —;CFISc S[ DTFGq;FZ JC ;DNXL" Y[ × 
V5G[ HLJGv5I"gT pgCF—G[ ;EL SF[ ,StJ SL lXÙF NL × ;EL DFGJ ;DFG 
C{4 ;ASF[ 5Z:5Z lD,SZ ;NŸjIJCFZ SZT[ Cq, ,F[SvS<IF6 SZGF RFlC,4 
SALZ SF ICL ÝRFZ YF × ,[;[ SALZ SF[ lS;L ,S HFlT SF l;â SZGF 
Sl9G CL GCÄ4 Nq:;FwI C{ ×$$ EUT WG[HL4 GFGS .tIFlN ;\TF— S[ SYGF— ;[ 
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EL SALZ SF —Hq,FCFc :i l;â CF[TF C{ × ;FY CL —BHLGTq, V;lOIFc 
VF{Z —NlA:TFG[ DHFlCAc VFlN S[ Dq;,DFG ,[BSF— G[ EL pgC— —Hq,FCFGHFNc 
AT,FIF C{ × lSgTq SALZ SL HFlT S[ lJØI D— ÝxG IC C{ lS SALZ lS; 
ÝSFZ S[ Hq,FC[ Y[ lCgN}4 Dq;,DFG VYJF .G NF[GF— ;[ 5`YSŸ lS;L VgI 
SF[l8 S[ Hq,FC[ m ÉIF—lS S[J, Hq,FCF DFG ,[G[ ;[ pgC— VYJF pGS[ 5lZJFZ 
SF[ .:,FD WDF"J,\AL S{;[ DFG l,IF HF ;STF C{ m —SALZ U|\YFJ,Lc D— 0F¶P 
xIFD;qgNZNF;G[ pgC— ,S lJWJF A|ï6L SF 5q+ DFGF C{4 lHGSF VFWFZ 
SALZv5\lYIF— D— ÝRl,T N\T SYF,¡ C®4 5Z\Tq J[ IC EL DFGT[ C® lS pGSF 
5F,Gv5F[Ø6 Dq;,DFG Hq,FCF 3Z D— CqVF × 0F¶P A0yYJF,4 0F¶P 
xIFD;qgNZNF; S[ DT SF B^0G SZT[ Cq,4 l,BT[ C® lS SALZ SF[ZL Hq,FCF 
J\X D— pt5gG Cq, Y[ 5Z SALZ S[ 5}J"HF— G[ XFIN SqK ;DI 5C,[ CL V5G[ 
p; WD" SF[ KF[0+SZ .:,FD WD" :JLSFZ lSIF YF4 lH;D— UF[ZBGFY SL A0+L 
DFgITF YL × SALZ J\X S[ ,F[U AFCZ ;[ Dq;,DFG Y[4 lSgTq .GS[ V\NZ SF 
5lZJT"G VEL GCÄ CqVF YF × .;;[ SALZ S[ prR lCgN} lJRFZ ,J\ IF[U 
ÝJ`l¿ SF SFZ6 EL :5Q8 CF[ HFTF C{ ×45 
 0F¶P CHFZLÝ;FN läJ[NL G[ SF[ZL4 Hq,FCF VF{Z HLUL4 Hq,FCF VF{Z IF[UL 
XaNF— SL lJ:T`T jIFbIF SL VF{Z lGQSØ" S[ :i D— l,BF C{ lS IlN SF[ZL 
lS\JNgTL GCÄ TF[ IC SCF HF ;STF C{ lS SALZ lH; HFlT D— 5Fl,T Cq, 
Y[4 JC ,SFW 5qxT 5C,[ CL IF[UL H{;L lS;L VFzD E|Q8 HFlT ;[ Dq;,DFG 
Cq." YL IF VEL CF[G[ SL ZFC D— YL × HF[UL HFlT SF ;\A\W GFY 5\Y ;[   
C{ × HFG 50+TF C{ lS SALZ J\X D— EL I[ GFY 5\YL ;\:SFZ 5}ZL DF+F D— 
Y[ ×$& 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF" VFRFI" CHFZLÝ;FN läJ[NLHL ;[ ;CDT CF[T[ Cq, 
l,BT[ C® v ——SALZ S[ l5TF ,[;L Hq,FCF HFlT ;[ ;\A\lWT CF—U[ HF[ Dq;,DFG 
CF[T[ Cq, EL IF[lUIF— S[ ;\:SFZF— ;[ ;d5gG Y[ TYF NXGFDL ;\ÝNFI D— NLlÙT 
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CF[G[ S[ SFZ6 UF[;F." SC,FT[ Y[ × .G UF[;F.IF— 5Z GFY 5\Y SF 5IF"%T 
ÝEFJ YF ×cc$* 
 VTo .; lJJ[RG ;[ ICL l;â CF[TF C{ lS SALZ Dq;,DFG HFlT S[ 
SF[ZL Hq,FC[ Y[ VF{Z pG D— IF[lUIF— S[ ;\:SFZ Y[ × pGSF jIJ;FI EL SF[ZL 
HFlT SF YF4 WD" AN,G[ 5Z EL pgCF—G[ V5G[ J\XUT jIJ;FI SF[ GCÄ AN,F 
YF × 
 SALZ lNjI 5q~Ø Y[ :JFDL VQ8FGgN G[ ,CZ TF,FA D— lJlR+ ßIF[lT 
SF[ VJTlZT CF[T[ N[BF4 .;L ßIF[lT ;[ 5lZ6T AF,S AFN D— SALZ SC,FIF 
SALZ S[ lJØI D— .; ÝSFZ S[ SYGF— SL lJ7FG S[ IqU D— SF[." DFgITF 
GCÄ CF[ ;STL × ;\TF— S[ GFD S[ ;FY .; ÝSFZ SL HGzqlTIF¡ Hq0+ HFIF 
SZTL C{ × SALZ S[ lJØI D— EL ICL CqVF × IC DF+ WFlD"S N`lQ8 ;[ 
pNŸE}T zâFHgI lJRFZWFZF SF 5lZ6FD CF[TL C{ × SALZ 5\Y D— TF[ ;A;[ 
ÝDqB lJXJF; IC C{ lS SALZ lS;L ,F{lSS DFTFvl5TF SL ;\TFG GCÄ   
Y[ × V,F{lSS lNjI 5q~Ø SL EF¡lT J[ ÝS8 Cq, Y[ × lNjI 5q~Ø SL IC 
S<5GF WFlD"S V\WlJxJF; CL C{ × SALZ JF6L D— ,S 5\lÉT lD,TL C{4 lHG 
D— pgCF—G[ V5G[ SF[ 5}J" HgD SF A|Fï6 SCF C{ × ;\EJTo .;L 5\lÉT S[ 
SFZ6 IC lSJNgTL ÝRl,T CF[ U." lS SAL SF HgD ,S lJWJF A|Fï6L S[ 
UE" ;[ CqVF YF × p; A|Fï6L G[ ,ßHFJX .; GJHFT lXXq SF[ SFXL S[ 
,CZ TF,FA D— 0F, lNIF YF4 HCF¡ ;[ GLDF VF{Z GL~ GFDS N\5lT G[ .;[ 
p9FSZ .GSF ,F,G 5F,G lSIF × 
 IlN GLDFvGL~ SF[ SALZ SF 5F,Sv5F[ØS DFGF HFI TF[ D}, l5TF 
lH; SL SALZ VF{Z; ;\TFG ZC[ CF[U[ VlG6L"T CL ZC HFTF C{ × l5TF S[ 
l,, SALZ JF6L D— ,S XaN lD,TF C{ v —l5TF CDFZF[ A0Ÿ0 UF[;F."c$( ICF¡ 
UF[;F." ;[ ÉIF TFt5I" C{ m ÉIF IC lCgN} HFlT SF AF[WS C{ m lSgTq 
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;DLÙSF— SF lJx,[Ø6 IC l;â SZTF C{ lS ICF¡ l5TF XaN 5ZDFtDF S[ l,, 
ÝIqÉT CqVF C{4 lS;L ,F{lSS HGS S[ l,, GCÄ × .; ÝSFZ V5GL DFTF 
S[ l,, EL pgCF—G[ :JI\ SqK GCÄ l,BF lSgTq —SALZ S;F{8Lc U|\Y D— v ——DFI 
TqZSGL AF5 Hq,FCF4 A[8F EÉT EI[cc S[ VFWFZ 5Z DFTF SF[  DF\;vEÙL4 
."NvASZLN tIF{CFZF— S[ DFGG[ JF,[J\X D— pt5gG l,BF UIF C{$) .G ÝDF6F— ;[ 
l;â CF[TF C{ lS SALZ S[ 5F,Gv5F[Ø6 STF" S[ :i D— Ýl;â GLDF VF{Z 
GL~ CL .GS[ DFTFvl5TF S[ :i D— Ýl;â C{ × SALZ S[ 5F,Gv5F[Ø6 
DFTFvl5TF GLDF VF{Z GL~ G[ V5G[ AF,S SF GFD —SALZc ZBF × IC GFD 
VZAL EFØF D— DCFG SF nF[TS C{ × VYF"TŸ A0+F IF DCÀJ5}6" jIlÉT SALZ 
SC,FTF C{ × Dq;,DFG EÉT ,F[U SALZ ;FCA VF{Z lCgN} ,F[U SALZNF; 
GFD SF ÝFIo ÝIF[U SZT[ C® × VTo D},GFD SALZ CL DFGGF VlWS plRT 
VF{Z IqlÉT ;\UT C{ × 
 lGdG 5\lÉT .GS[ 5lZJFZ SL l:YlT SF[ :5Q8 SZ N[TL C{ v 
 ——Dql; Dql; ZF[J{ SALZ SL DF." × 
 ,S AFlZS S{;[ HLJlC Z3qZF." ×cc50 
 pÉT 5\lÉT ;[ SALZ S[ 5lZJFZ SL NIGLI VFlY"S l:YlT SF :5Q8 
;\S[T ÝF%T CF[TF C{ × 
 5Z\5ZF S[ VGq;FZ SALZ S[ 5lZJFZ D— GL~ sl5TFf GLDF sDFTFf VF{Z 
,F[." s5tGLf TYF SDF, VF{Z SDF,L s;\TFGf Y[ × V\To ;F1I ;[ 5`lQ8 CF[TL 
C{ lS SALZ ;FWq ;\TF— SL ;[JF D— V5G[ 5lZJFZ SF[ E},F N[T[ Y[4 O,To 
5lZJF S[ ,F[UF— SF[ SQ8 CF[TF YF v 
 ——,ZSL ,lZSG B[VF[ GFlC × 
 Dq \0LVF VGlNG WF5{ HFlC × 
 .S NqC D\lNlZ .S NqC AF8 × 
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 CD Sp ;FY~ pgC Sp BF8 × 
 D}\0[ 5,F[l; SDZ AlW 5F[YL × 
 CD Sp RFAGq pG Sp ZF[8L ××cc51 
 .; VFWFZ 5Z SALZ S[ ;FWq ;\TF— SL ;[JF D— ZT ZCG[ S[ O,:J:i 
,0+SL VF{Z ,0+S[ SF[ E}BF ZCGF 50+TF YF VYJF DF+ RA{GF CL lD,TF YF4 
O,To U`C:Y HLJG D— S8qTF SF ;DFJ[X :JFEFlJS YF × ;\T SALZ SL 
lJX[ØTF IC C{ lS IC ;A CF[T[ Cq, EL V5G[ NFlItJ ;[ lJDqB GCÄ Cq,4 
;EL SQ8F— SF[ ;CG lSIF VF{Z J{ZFuI EFJGF SF[ V5GFSZ lGQSFD EFJ ;[ 
U`C:Y SF HLJG jITLT lSIF × SALZ SFjI D— ÝJ`l¿DFUL"I HLJG NX"G SL 
lGZ\TZ :JLS`lT C{ × VFlY"S SQ8 lS; ;LDF TS pgCF—G[ EF[U[ Y[ .;SF 
ÝDF6 lGdGl,lBT V\X ;[ lD,TF C{ v 
 ——DFWF[ S{;L AG[ TqD ;\U[ × 
 VFl5 J N[Cq T ,[Jp D\U[ × 
 NqC ;[Z DF\Up R}GF × 
 5Fp 3Lp ;\lU ,}GF × 
 VFWX[Z DF\Up NF,[ × 
 DF[Sp NF[Gp JBT lHJF,[ × 
 BF8 DF\Up R,F." × 
 l;ZCFGF VJZ Tq,F." × 
 µ5Z Sp DFUp ;LWF × 
 T[ZL EUlT SZ{ HqG JLWF ×cc52 
 DF+ NF[ ;[Z R}G4 5FJ EZ WL S[ ;FY GDS4 VFW;[Z NF, .tIFlN SF 
DF\UGF VF{Z JC EL .;l,, lS E}B[ ElÉT ;\EJ GCÄ4 IC Hl8, l:YlT lH; 
jIlÉT S[ 5lZJFZ SL CF[ É,[X CF[GF V:JEFlJS TF[ GCÄ × SALZ S[ 
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5lZJFlZS HLJG S[ lJØI D— V\To ;F1IF— S[ VFWFZ 5Z CL VGqDFG ,UFI[ 
U, C® × SqK ,F[UF— G[ DFGF C{ lS NF[ 5ltGIF¡ YÄ 5Z J:TqTo pGSL ,S CL 
5tGL YL VF{Z pGS[ GFD TLG Y[ 5F,S l5TF äFZF v —WlGIFc GFDSZ6 CqVF 
VF{Z p;[ —,F[."c Nq,FZJX SCT[ ZC[ × ;FWqVF— G[ p;[ Ý;gG CF[SZ       
—ZFDHlGIFc SCSZ p;S[ EÉT ìNI SL ;ZFCGF SL53 IlN SALZNF; SL NF[ 
5ltGIF— SF p<,[B DFG l,IF HFI4 TF[ JC VwIFtD5ZS jIFbIF ;[ :5Q8 CF[TF 
C{ VF{Z E|F\lT SF lGJFZ6 SZ N[TF C{ × SALZNF; G[ DFIF IFG[ ;F\;FlZS 
lR¿J`l¿ SF[ HLJ SL 5tGL SCF C{ HF[ ;FWGF D— AFWF 0F,TL C{ VF{Z zâF 
p;SL N};ZL 5tGL C{ HF[ 5ZDFtD lD,G D— ;CFIS C{ .;l,, SALZNF; SL 
NF[ 5tGLvlJØIS V8S,AFHL KF[0+SZ ,S 5tGL SF CF[GF CL ÝFDFl6S 
TyI :i D— :JLSFZ lSIF HFGF RFlC, × ,S 5q+ ,J\ ,S 5q+L SF VGqDFG 
ÝDF6 S[ VFWFZ 5Z 9LS A{9TF C{ × 5q+ SF[ ;\EJTo 5lZJFZ ZÙF S[ l,, 
ClZ EHG KF[0+ WG ;\U|C D— ÝJ`T CF[GF 50+F VYJF JC ;Uq6F[5F;SF— SL 
z[6L D— lD, UIF lH;;[ SALZ p;;[ V;\TqQ8 Y[ × SALZ G[ V5GF U`C:Y 
HLJG ,S lGQSFD IF[UL S[ ;DFG jITLT lSIF × 
? Uq~ o 
 SALZ G[ lS;L DSTA4 5F9XF,F IF lJnF,I D— ÝJ[X ,[SZ lS;L Uq~ 
;[ lJnF GCÄ 5-+L YL4 VTo pGSF SF[." —lJnF Uq~c GCÄ YF × lJnFUq~ S[ 
lAGF EL lJnF IF 7FGFH"G CF[ ;STF C{4 IC SALZ G[ VGqEJ SL 5F9XF,F 
D— ;LB l,IF YF × SALZ S[ ;DY"S VF{Z 5\YLI ,F[UF— SF IC DFGGF C{ lS 
SALZ ;DY" Y[ pgC— Uq~ SL VFJxISTF GFD DF+ S[ l,, 50+L YL4 ÉIF—lS 
,F[U pgC— lGUqZF SCSZ pGSL JF6L SF VFNZ GCÄ SZT[ Y[ ×54 lSgTq CDFZL 
N`lQ8 D— SALZ G[ Uq~ SL VFJxISTF VGqEJ SL VF{Z lS;L ÝSFZ TtSF,LG 
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Ýl;â ;\T ZFDFG\N SF[ V5GF Uq~ AGF l,IF4 lSgTq 0F¶P DF[CGl;\C4 J{:S8 
;FCA4 0F¶P ZFDÝ;FN l+5F9L ZFDFGgN SF[ SALZ SF Uq~ GCÄ DFGT[ C® × 
 SqK lJäFGF— G[ X[B TSL SF[ SALZ SF Uq~ DFGF C{ lSgTq V\To ;F1I 
X[B TSL SF[ ;FDFgI OSLZ ;[ VlWS GCÄ DFGT[4 Al<S SALZ SF ÝlTä\äL 
:JLSFZ SZT[ C® × N[lB, v 
 ——GFGF GFR GFY S{ GF8[ G8 S[ E[Ø × 
 38v38 VlJGFXL VC{4 ;qGCq TSL TqD X[B ×cc55 
 ——X[B TSL TA SC[ lZ;F."4 C{ SF[." AF ¡W SALZF EF." ×cc56 
 ——X[B TSL TS DLH{ CFYF4 ;}B[ Dq \C GlC\ VFJ{ AFTF ×cc57 
 .G ÝDF6F— ;[ l;â CF[TF C{ lS X[B TSL SALZ S[ Uq~ GCÄ CF[ 
;ST[ × SALZ H{;F jIlÉT HF[ Uq~ SF[ 5ZDFtDF ;[ EL µ¡RF DFGTF CF[4 JC 
V5G[ Uq~ S[ ÝlT ,[;L EFØF SF ÝIF[U SEL GCÄ SZ ;ST[ × 5\P ZFDR\ã 
XqÉ, SF lG6"I EL VJ,F[SGLI C{ v ——SALZ CL X[B TSL SF[ p5N[X N[T[ 
HFG 50+T[ C® ×cc58 ZFDFG\N SF[ SALZ SF Uq~ DFGG[ S[ 5LK[ ,S TF[ HGzqlT 
SF VFWFZ C{ VF{Z N};ZF —ZFDFG\N R[TFI[c4 —ZFDFG\N ZFDZ; DFT[4 SClC SALZ 
CD SlC SlC YFS[c S[ V\To ;F1I EL ZFDFG\N SF[ CL SALZ SF Uq~ :JLSFZ 
SZT[ C®4 0F¶P E\0FZSZ4 lD:8ZD[SFl,O4 5\P ZFDR\ã XqÉ,4 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 
0F¶P A0yYJF,4 CHFZLÝ;FN läJ[NL .G ;EL lJäFGF— G[ HGzqlT SF[ Vl;wI 
SZG[ JF,[ ÝDF6F— S[ VEFJ D— ZFDFG\N SF[ CL SALZ SF Uq~ :JLSFZ lSIF    
C{ × VTo ACqDT S[ lG6"I ;[ ZFDFG\N SF[ CL SALZ SF NLÙF Uq~ :JLSFZ 
SZGF ;DLRLG C{ × SALZ ;FBL D— EL .;[ ;\S[T p5,aW C® × GFEFNF; 
S`T —EÉTDF,c D— EL ZFDFG\N S[ lXQIF— D— SALZ SF GFD :5Q8 :i ;[ 
5lZUl6T C{ × 
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 Uq~ S[ Ý;\U D— ;NŸUq~ SL RRF" EL VFJxIS C{ × SALZ G[ SCF C{ 
——HA UF[lJ\N S`5F SZL TA ;NŸUq~ lDl,IF VF." ×cc .; ÝSFZ S[ ;\NEF[Å D— 
;TŸUq~ XaN 5ZD[xJZ S[ l,, CL ÝIqÉT CqVF C{ × :JFDL ZFDFG\N NLÙF Uq~ 
VF{Z 5ZD[xJZ ;TŸUq~ ATFI[ U, C{ × SALZ SF[ lGUqZF .;l,, EL GCÄ SCF 
HF ;STF lS pGSL V5G[ Uq~ S[ ÝlT V;LD ElÉT YL × lAGF Uq~ S[ 
ElÉT SCF¡ l:YZ CF[TL —Uq~ UF[lJ\N NF[µ B0[+ SFS[ ,FU}\ 5F."c D— Uq~ SL 
Al,CFZL C{4 Uq~ SF A0%5G C{4 lHGSL S`5F ;[ UF[lJ\N s5ZD[xJZf SF AF[W 
CF[TF C{ × ,[;L ptS`Q8 SF[8L SL ElÉT EFJGF ,J\ Uq~ S[ ÝlT V;LD 
zâFJF,[ jIlÉT SF[ SF{G lGUqZF SC[UF × 
? lGWG o 
 lH; ÝSFZ SALZ S[ HgD S[ lJØI D— DT J{lJwI C{ p;L ÝSFZ 
pGS[ D`tIq S[ lJØI D— EL DT J{lJwI C{ × SALZ JF6L D— SCÄ pGS[ 
N[CFJ;FG SF ;\S[T GCÄ C{ × pGSL D`tIq lTlY VF{Z D`tIq :YFG S[ lJØI D— 
RFZ NMC[ Ýl;â C®4 lSgTq RFZM\ NMC[ lEgGvlEgG lTlY SF ;\ST[ N[T[ C® v 
s!f ;\JTŸ5gãC ;F{ VF{ 5F\R DF® DUCZ lSIF{ UDG × 
 VUCG ;qNL ,SFN;L lD,[ 5JG D— 5JG ××59 
s2f ;\JTŸ 5gãC ;F{ 5K¿ZF lSIF{ DUCZ SF[ UDG × 
 DFW ;qNL ,SFN;L Z,F{ 5JG D— 5JG ××&_ 
s#f ;\JTŸ 5gãC ;F{ pGC¿ZF VF." × 
 ;TŸUq~ R,[ p9 C\;F ßIF." ××&! 
s$f 5gãC;F{ pGRF; D— DUCZ SLGF{ UF{GF × 
 VUCG ;qNL ,SFN;L lD,F{ 5JG D— 5F{GF ××62 
 ÝYD NF[C[ D— ;\JTŸ !5_5 s;GŸ !$$( ."Pf D`tIq lTlY DFGF C{ × 0F¶P 
A0yJF, G[ EL .;L ;GŸ SF[ SALZ SF D`tIq ;GŸ :JLSFZ lSIF C{ × pGS[ 
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;FY D— VFRFI" lÙlTDF[CG;[G TYF VFRFI" 5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL VFlN pGSL lGWG 
lTlY ;\P !5_5 DFGG[ S[ 5Ù D— C{ × N};Z[ NF[C[ D— ;\JTŸ !575 DFGF UIF 
C{ × TL;Z[ NF[C[ D— ;\JTŸ !5&) RF{Y[ D— ;\JTŸ !5$) C{ × .; ÝSFZ 
;F9v;¿Z JØ" SF V\TZ VFTF C{ × VG\TNF; G[ V5GL —SALZ SL 5ZR."c 
D— pGSF D`tIqSF, ;\JTŸ !5*5 DFGF C{4 HF[ N};Z[ NF[C[ D— C{ × 38GFVF—4 
V\To;F1IF—4 5lZl:YlTIF— VFlN S[ VFWFZ 5Z VlWSF\X lJäFG VA SALZ SL 
HLJG IF+F !2_ JØ" DFGT[ Cq, pGSL D`tIq SF ;\JTŸ !5*5 s;GŸ !5!( 
."Pf CL :JLSFZ SZT[ C® × 
 SALZ ;FCA SF N[C lJ;H"G SF :YFG SF{Gv;F YF m DUCZ S[ lJØI 
D— lSJNgTL C{ lS JCF¡ DZG[ ;[ GZS EF[UGF 50+TF C{ VF{Z SFXL D— N[CtIFU 
;[ J®Sq\9 lD,TF C{ × SCT[ C® SALZ G[ .; lSJNgTL SF[ RqGF{TL N[SZ DUCZ 
SF V5GF ÝF6vtIFU SF :YFG AGFIF YF × DUCZ S[ lJØI D— VA lJJFN 
GCÄ ZCF C{ × lSgTq pGSF V\lTD ;\:SFZ lS; WD" SL 5âlT ;[ CqVF IC 
VlG6L"T C{ × .; lJØI D— ,S ACqT CL ÝRl,T ÝJFN Ýl;â C{ × 
 SALZNF; SF VFlJEF"J VF{Z N[CvlJ;H"G äFZF lTZF[EFJ lJ,Ù6 VJxI 
C{ × IlN lSJN\lTIF— S[ VFJZ6 C8F lNI[ HFI[ TA EL .TGF TF[ DFGG CL 
CF[UF lS SALZ lJlR+ VF{Z lJØD 5lZl:YlTIF— D— pt5gG Cq, Y[ VF{Z J{;L CL 
lJlR+ VF{Z lJØD 5lZl:YlTIF— D— pGSF VJ;FG EL CqVF × HgD VF{Z D`tIq 
SL ;FZL 38GF,¡ pGS[ V,F{lSStJ ,J\ lNjItJ 5Z ÝSFX 0F,TL C{ × 
? 5I"8G o 
 IC ;tI C{ lS SALZ SF VlWSF\X ;DI SFXL D— CL jITLT CqVF YF4 
lSgTq lJlJWF[gDqBL 7FGFH"G S[ l,,4V5G[ jIJ;FI S[ ;\A\W D—4 ;\T ;DFUD S[ 
l,, V5G[ lXQIF— S[ VFU|C 5Z Uq~ Ý[Z6F ;[ lDyIFRFZF— VF{Z ~l-+IF— SF 
B\0G SZG[ S[ l,, J[ ACqT 3}D[ lOZ[ C® × pGSL EFØF D— lJlJW ÝN[XF— S[ 
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XaNF— SL EZDFZ C{ × —SALZ D\;}Zc D— SALZNF; SF DÉSF4 AUNFN4 ;DZSgN 
VF{Z AqBFZF VFlN GUZF— D— HFG[ SF p<,[B C{ × —CHc HFG[ S[ lJØI D— TF[ 
:JI\ SALZ G[ SCF C{ v 
 ——CH SFA{ æ{ æ{ UIF4 S[TL AFZ SALZF × 
 ;F." Dqh DlC\ ÉIF BTF4 DqBCq G AF{,{ 5LZF ××cc&# 
 ,UTF C{ SALZ lG~NŸN[xI GCÄ E8ST[ Y[ × pGSF pNŸN[xI DF+ ;tI 
SF VgJ[Ø6 VF{Z ;\T ;DFUD C{ × JC ;\T ;[ E[8 SF[ ;A;[ A0+F ,FE 
DFGT[ C® × .;Ll,, SCT[ C® v 
 ——ZFD ;ZLB[ HG lD,[4 lTG ;FZ[ ;A SFD ×cc&$ 
 ZFDFG\NHL SM V5GF Uq~ AGFG[ S[ l,, SALZ G[ VG[S ÝItG lSI[ 
VF{Z V5G[ ÝIF;M\ ;[ V\T D— pgC— Uq~ :i D— ÝF%T SZ l,IF YF × IC ,S 
Ýl;â HGzqlT C{ × .;l,, SALZ V5G[ Uq~ ZFDFG\N S[ ;FY .WZvpWZ 
ACqT 3}D RqS[ Y[ × —5L5F SL 5ZR."c ;[ .; TyI SF 7FG CM HFTF C{ lS 
HA Uq~ ZFDFG\N V5G[ lXQI UFUZMG 5L5F S[ ICF¡ HFG[ ,U[ TM Z{NF; TYF 
VgI RF,L; EÉTM\ ;lCT SALZ EL pGS[ ;FY U, Y[ × JCF¡ ;[ 5L5F SM 
;FY ,[SZ IC EÉT D\0,L wJFZSF U." YL × 5L5F JCL ZC U, Y[ VF{Z 
VgI ;A ,MU JCF¡ ;[ R,SZ TL;Z[ DF; DYqZF 5Cq¡R[ VF{Z SqK lNG JCF¡ 
ZCSZ SFXL ,F{8 VF, ×65 
 .;;[ l;â CF[TF C{ lS SALZ ;t;\U S[ A0[+ Ý[DL Y[ VF{Z ;\T ;DFUD 
SF[ J[ V5GF ;F{EFuI ;DhT[ Y[ × TLY" S[ ÝlT pGSL VF;lÉT SF SFZ6 
DF+ ;\T SL ;\UlT SZGF CL YF × .;l,, J[ SCT[ C® v 
 ——DYqZF HFJ{ äFlZSF IF HFJ{ HUGFY × 
 ;FW ;\UlT ClZ EUlT lAG4 SKq G VFJ{ CFY ×cc&& 
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 ——DG DYqZF lN, äFZSF SFIF SFXL HFl6 × 
 N;JF ¡ äFZF N[CqZF4 TFD[ HF[lT l5KFl6 ××cc&* 
 p5Iq"ÉT ;\NEF[Å D— ;[ ,S TyI ;FDG[ VFTF C{ lS SALZ S[ 5I"8G S[ 
5LK[ TLY"v:YFG SF NX"G SZG[ SF ,F[E G CF[SZ ;\TF— SF4 ;FWqVF— SF ÝtIÙ 
NX"G SZGF pNŸN[xI YF × .;Ll,, J[ lJlJW TLY" :YFGF— ,J\ VgI :YFGF— 5Z 
U, Y[ × ;FWqVF— S[ VFJF; CL pGS[ ;rR[ TLY" :YFG Y[ × .;l,, pgCF—G[ 
SCF C{ v 
 ——CH CDFZF[ UF[DTL TLZ4 HCF ¡ A;lC 5LTFdAZ 5LZ ××cc 
? ;\3Ø" ,J\ jIlÉTtJ o 
 SCFJT C{ Z\U,FTL C{ CÄGF 5tYZ 5[ l5;G[ S[ AFN .;l,, lS;L EL 
jIlÉT SF jIlÉTtJ ;\3Ø" h[,G[ S[ AFN CL —;qB"~c CF[TF C{ × IC TyI 
SALZ S[ jIlÉTtJ 5Z BZF pTZTF C{ × IC ;tI C{ lS VgI ;FWq ;\TF— SL 
TZC .gCF—G[ SFD4 ÊF[W4 ,F[E4 DF[C4 DN4 DFt;I" VFlN VF\TlZS X+qVF— ;[ TF[ 
;\3Ø" h[,F C{4 lSgTq ;A;[ A0+L AFT .GSF ;FDFlHS4 WFlD"S4 VFlY"S VF{Z 
5FlZJFlZS ;\3Ø" EL ZCF C{ × 
 WD" S[ JF:TlJS :i SL ÝlTQ9F S[ l,, ;tI ,J\ VlC\;F TYF DFGJ 
DFGJ SL ,STF S[ l;âF\T S[ ÝlT5FNG S[ l,, ,J\ AFæ VF0\AZ S[ lJZF[W 
S[ l,, HF[ ;\3Ø" SALZ SF[ SZGF 50+F4 JC V;FWFZ6 YF × SALZ SL 
:5Q8JFlNTF pGS[ jIlÉTtJ SF VlEgG V\U YL VF{Z JC pGS[ ;\3Ø" SF DqbI 
SFZ6 YL × lH; jIlÉT G[ A|Fï6 VF{Z TqS" NF[GF— SF[ ,,SFZF CF[4 VF{Z JC 
EL .G XaNF— D— v 
 ——H[ T}\ AF ¡EG A¡EGL HFIF4 TF[ VF ¡G JF8 C}J{ SFC[ G VFIF × 
 H[ T}\ TqZS TqZSGÄ HFIF TF[ ELTlZ BTGF¡ ÉI} ¡ G SZFIF ××&( 
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 lGxRI CL WDF"gWTF S[ p; IqU D— p; jIlÉT S[ X+qVF— SL ;\bIF 
5IF"%T A0+L ZCL CF[UL × ;DFH S[ TYF SlYT prRJU" ,J\ WD" SL VF0+ D— 
V5GL ZF[8LvZF[HL R,FG[ JF,F— S[ l,, SALZ ,S ;D:IF AG U, Y[ × SALZ 
S[ l,, IC V;æ YF lS 5Ù5FTvIqÉT H0+ WD" S[ GFD 5Z IF[UL4 ITL4 
;\gIF;L S[ 5FB^0DI :i SF[ :JLSFZ SZ ,— × O,To —HF[UL4 HTL4 T5L 
;\gIF;L VClGl; BF[H— SFIF ×c&) TYF —SCF EIF[ lT,S SZ® H5DF,Fc S[ :JZ 
;[ IqÉT VG[SFG[S SYG SALZvSFjI D— p5,aW C® × 3}\38 lGSF, ,[G[ ;[ 
:+L ;TL GCÄ CF[ HFTL VF{Z DF+ DqãF 5CGG[ ;[ HF[UL GCÄ CF[ HFTF ×*_ 
SALZ G[ 5LZF—4 DqZLNF[4 SFHL VF{Z Dq<,FVF— ;EL SF[ 5}KF YF v —SCF¡ Y[ TqdC 
lSlG SLI[4 VSl, C{ ;A G[;c*! ÉIF—lS ZF[HF ZBGF4 GDFH VNF SZGF VF{Z 
VHFG N[ SZ ,F[UF— SF[ ;qGFGF IC ;A SZT[ Cq, EL IlN ìNI D— S58 C{ 
TF[ —lD,{ ÉI}\ ;F." ×72 IC D}, SFZ6 YF SALZ S[ ;FDFlHS4 WFlD"S ;\3Ø" 
SF × JC ;tI lGQ9F ,J\ :5Q8JFNL VÉB0+ ;\T Y[ × lS;L EL JU" S[ :JFY" 
;FWG SL ZÙF SZGF pGSF[ VlEÝ[T G YF × JCF¡ TF[ Xqâ :i ;[ ,F[S 
S<IF6 SL EFJGF SFI"ZT YL × ;FDFlHS HLJG SF[ VFNXF["gDqB SZG[ S[ 
l,, JC lGZ\TZ ;FWGF D— ,LG ZC[ × 
 0F¶P CHFZL Ý;FN läJ[NL G[ SALZ S[ jIlÉTtJ SF lJx,[Ø6 SZT[ Cq, 
DFGF C{ lS v ——;R 5}KF HF, TF[ VFH TS lCgNL D— ,[;F HAN":T jI\uI 
,[BS 5{NF GCÄ CqVF × pGSL ;FO RF[8 SZG[ JF,L EFØF lAGF SC[ EL ;A 
SqK SC N[G[JF,L X{,L VF{Z VtI\T ;FNL lSgTq VtI\T T[H ÝSFXG E\UL 
VGgIv;FWFZ6 C{ × ,[;[ Y[ SALZ l;Z ;[ 5{Z TS D:T DF{,F4 :JEFJ S[ 
OÉS0 VFNT ;[ VÉB04 EÉT S[ ;FDG[ lGZLC4 E[ØWFZL S[ VFU[ ÝR^04 
lN, S[ ;FO4 lNDFU S[ Nq~:T¸ ELTZ ;[ SF[D,4 AFCZ ;[ S9F[Z¸ HgD ;[ 
V:5`xI4 SD" ;[ JgNGLI ×cc*# 
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 SALZ N[B ZC[ Y[ lS DFY[ 5Z lT,S VF{Z CFY D— DF,F ,[SZ ,F[UF— 
G[ ZFD SF[ lB,F{GF ;Dh ZBF C{ ×*$ HA pgCF—G[ .;SF 08SZ lJZF[W lSIF 
VF[Z ;tI SF DFU" NXF"G[ SF ;NŸÝIF; lSIF TF[ ;DFH S[ .; :JFYL" JU" SF[ 
IC ;CG G CqVF O,To —,F[U SC[ SALZ ApZFGFc 5Z SALZ SL ;tI ;FWGF 
SF ;FÙL TF[ :JI\ ZFD C{ ×c75 VFlY"S Hl8,TF SF p<,[B SALZ S[ 5lZJFZ 
S[ ;\NE" D— lSIF HF RqSF C{ × SALZ :JI\ SCT[ C® lS D[Z[ 5F; TF[ DF+ 
ClZ SF GFD :iL WG C{ × p;[ D® G TF[ UF\9 D— AF¡WSZ ZBTF C}¡ VF{Z G 
A[RSZ BFTF C}¡4 G D[Z[ ICF¡ B[TL C{4 G AF0¡L × PPP G D[Z[ 5F; DFIF C{4 
G 5}¡HL ×cc*& SALZ S[ jIlÉTtJ SF D}<IF\SG SqZT[ Cq, 0F¶P ;ZGFDl;\C XDF" 
SL l8%56L VJ,F[SGLI C{ v ——SALZ V5G[ ;DI S[ ;rR[ ÝlTlGlW Y[ × 
pGSF JF:TlJS :i ;FWS SF YF × J[ ,S ;FY CL lGEL"S4 :5Q8JFNL VF{Z 
lJGLT Y[ × N\E VF{Z 5FB\0 pGSF[ V~lRSZ Y[ × VC\SFZ VF{Z VGFRFZ SF[ 
J[ X+q DFGT[ Y[ × ELTF— VF{Z 5Ll0+TF— SF[ ElÉT SF VFSØ"6 N[SZ J[ pgC— 
Ý[Z6F VF{Z ÝF[t;FCG N[T[ Y[ × J[ ,F[S HLJG S[ VlT lGS8 Y[ × ;FDFgI 
jIlÉT SF[ pGSF RlZ+ VlT ;FDFgI ÝTLT CF[ ;STF C{4 J:TqTo JC ACqT 
µ¡RF YF pGS[ :JEFJ SF ;CL 5lZRI —;\T XaN ;[ CL lNIF HF ;STF     
C{ × ;gTTF pGS[ jIlÉTtJ SL ;Z,TD VJ:YF YL ×cc** 
 SALZ SF jIlÉTtJ ,S VG}9F jIlÉTtJ C{ × ,S TZO J[ WD" EL~ C{ 
TF[ N};ZL VF{Z ~l-+IF— S[ lJZF[WL EL C{ × V\W lJxJF; S[ ÝlT 3`6F C{ TF[ 
;NŸJ`l¿ VF{Z ;NFRFZ S[ ÝlT VF:YF4 zâF ,J\ N`-+ lJxJF; EL C{ × J[ 
lGQ5Ù jIlÉTtJJF,[ zâFJFG lXQI C{ TF[ ;rR[Uq~ S[ ;rR[ VgJ[ØL EL C{ × 
J[ Ý[D S[ ÝRFZS C{ VF{Z GLlT S[ ;\:YF5S EL × J[N VF{Z SqZFG S[ V\W 
5F9 D— pGSL VF:YF GCÄ C{4 5Z\Tq ;tI TÀJ S[ ÝlT J[ VF:YFJFG EL C{ × 
ZF[HF VF{Z J|T SF[ J[ N\E DFGT[ C®4 .;S[ DqSFA,[ D— DG SL 5lJ+TF SF[ 
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VlWS DCÀJ N[T[ C® × TLYF[" S[ ÝlT EL SALZ SL WFlD"S VF:YF GCÄ C{ × 
J[ ;t;\U VF{Z DG SL 5lJ+TF SF[ WD" SF VFWFZ :JLSFZ SZG[ JF,[ ;rR[ 
;FWS C{ × 
 SALZ lS;L EL ;tI SF[ TA TS ;tI GCÄ DFGT[ HA TS lS p;[ 
Aqlâ VF{Z ;tI SL S;F{8L 5Z S; GCÄ ,[T[ × .GS[ jIlÉTtJ SF[ 0F¶P 
l+Uq6FIT lGdG XaNF— ;[ ;FY"S SZT[ ÝTLT CF[T[ C® v ;tI S[ p; VGgI 
p5F;S D— z[Q9 NFX"lGS AqlâJFlNTF VF{Z lR\TF SÎZ ÊF\lTSFlZIF— SL ÊF\lT 
VF{Z S9F[ZTF4 VGgI EÉT SL lJGD|TF VF{Z Ý[DFGqE}lT ;rR[ VF,F[RS SL 
:5Q8TF4 ;rR[ ;FWq SL VFRZ6 lÝITF4 VFNX" 5q~Ø SL ST"jI 5ZFI6TF4 
IF[lUIF— SL VÉB0TF TYF 5ÉS[ OSLZ SL ;FWGF YL ×cc*( 
 SALZ S[ jIlÉTtJ SF D}<IF\SG SZT[ Cq, 5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL l,BT[ C® v 
——SALZ ;FCA SF[ ;FNF HLJG 5;\N YF4 I[ VF0\AZF— ;[ N}Z EFUT[ Y[ × I[ 
SCF SZT[ Y[ lS ——CDFZF SFD S[J, GFD SF H5 SZGF VF{Z VgG SF EL 
—H5c SZGF C{ HF[ 5FGL SL ;CFITF ;[ p¿D AG HFTF C{ ×cc I[ VgG S[ 
5lZtIFU SF[ 5FB\0 ;DhT[ Y[ VF{Z S[J, N}W VFlN S[ VFWFZ 5Z XZLZ SL 
ZÙF SZG[ SF[ EL A}ZF ;DhT[ Y[ × ,[;[ O,FCFlZIF— SF[ .gCF—G[ ——GF ;F[CFlUG 
GF VF[lC Z\0cc SCSZ p;SL C¡;L TS p0F." C{ × IC 5CGFJ[ D— EL lS;L 
lJX[Ø VF0\AZ S[ 5Ù5FTL G Y[ × .GSF SCGF YF lS ;F[,C X`\UFZ SZS[ 
EL lÝITD SF[ lZhFIF GCÄ HF ;STF × JC TF[ ;rRF ìNI RFCTF C{ × 
p;S[ l,, lEgGvlEgG E[ØF— SF[ WFZ6 SZGF jIY" SF ÝIF; C{ × .;l,, I[ 
YF[0[+ D— .; ÝSFZ SCF SZT[ Y[ lS v ——V5G[ :JFDL S[ ;FY ;rR[ ìNI ;[ 




? S`lTtJ o 
 SALZ 5-[+ l,B[ GCÄ Y[ pgCF—G[ 7FGFH"G ;t;\U äFZF CL lSIF YF × 
0F¶P 5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL S[ VGq;FZ —AFJG VBZLc H{;L ZRGFVF— ;[ IC VJxI 
CL 7FT CF[TF C{ lS .gC— GFUZL VÙZF— SL J6"DF,F SF 7FG YF ×(_ 0F¶P S[P 
zL,TF G[ —SALZ SlJ VF{Z IqU ,S 5qGD}"<IF\SGc D— l,BF C{ lS —SALZ G 
;FWFZ6 5Z\5ZFUT VY" D— lXlÙT CL Y[ ×c ——Dl; SFUN GlC\ KqVFcc SALZ 
SF IC SYG ACqT Ýl;â C{ × E,[ CL CD .;[ 5}6"To ;tI G DFG[ VF{Z 
.;[ S[J, EÉT ;\T SlJIF— D— ;FDFgI :i ;[ ÝF%T lJGD|TF ÝSFXG IF 
VFtDlG\NF SL ÝJ`l¿ DFG ,—4 ,[lSG lOZ EL .; AFT SF lGØ[W GCÄ SZ 
;ST[ lS SALZ 5q:TSLI 7FG SF lTZ:SFZ SZT[ Y[ × Uq~ ;[ DF{lBS :i ;[ 
ÝF%T lJnF SF[ CL SALZ p5FN[I DFGT[ Y[ × l,lBT lJnF S[ ÝlT .; 
N`lQ8SF[6 S[ ;FY SALZ D— VgI SlJIF— ;[ lJ,Ù6 S." AFT— YL × J[ G TF[ 
—SlJ IX ÝFYL"c Y[ VF{Z G V5G[ SF[ SlJ CL DFGT[ Y[ × pgCF—G[ HLJG D— 
V5GF NF{tI SqK N};ZF DFGF YF × J[ DGqQI HLJG S[ RF{ZFC[ 5Z B0[+ CF[SZ 
V5G[ VGqEJ TYF ;CH V\TN`lQ8 ;[ p5,aW ;tIF— SL DXF, p9FSZ ,F[UF— 
S[ WFlD"S HLJG S[ 5\YF— SF[ VF,F[lST SZG[ JF,[ WD" Uq~ Y[ ×cc(! 
 VF5G[ SF[." U|\Y l,BF CF[ ,[;F EL VGqDFG U,T ÝTLT CF[UF × pgCF—G[ 
HF[ SqK EL ZRF4 JC ;EL SqK Oq8SZ5NF—4 ;FlBIF—4 ZD{lGIF— J VgI ÝSFZ 
SL SlJTFVF— S[ ;\U|C DF+ C{ × CF¡ pGD— ;[ VlWSF\X ZRGF,¡ U[I C{ × 
VTo .GSL ZRGF,¡ ,F[UF— SF[ S\9:Y YL × lEgGvlEgG jIlÉTIF— äFZF 5lZlRT 
CF[G[ S[ SFZ6 pGD— 5F9 E[N :JEFlJS C{ × .GS[ ;DFGFgTZ SqK VgI 
SlJIF— G[ ZRGF SZS[ SALZ S[ GFD 5Z ;DFlCT SZ NL C{ × .;l,, VG[S 
;\U|C SALZ SL AFlGIF— S[ C® × pGD— IC lGlxRT SZGF Sl9G CF[ UIF C{ 
lS SF{G ;[ ;\U|C DF{l,S J ÝFDFl6S C{ × ,[lSG ,S AFT VlWS Ýl;â C{ 
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lS SALZ;FCA S[ lXQI WD"NF; G[ ;J"ÝYD lJP ;\P !52! D— .GSL ZRGFVF— 
SF SNFlRT ,S ;\U|C —ALHSc S[ :i D— T{IFZ lSIF YF ×82  
 SALZ S[ GFD ;[ ÝRl,T U|\YF— D— lJ<;G G[ ( U|\YF— SF[ SALZ S`T 
DFGF4 lDzA\WqVF— G[ *54 U|\YF— SL ;}RL NL —lCgNqtJc D— ZFDNF; UF{0+ G[*! 
U|\YF— SF p<,[B lSIF × J®S8[` JZ Ý[; ;[ SALZ ;[ $_ U|\YF— SF —SALZ 
;FUZc ÝSFlXT CqVF × 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF" G[ SALZ GFD ;[ p5,aW &! U|\YF— 
SF p<,[B lSIF × GFUZL ÝRFlZ6L 5l+SF G[ SALZ U|\YF— SL ;\bIF !#_ 
DFGL × 0F¶P 5FZ;GFY lTJFZL G[ —SALZ U|\YFJ,Lc SL E}lDSF D— !! U|\YF— SF 
p<,[B lSIF × .; ÝSFZ ,S lJ5q, ;FlCtI SF E\0FZ CD— SALZ S[ GFD 
5Z p5,aW CF[TF C{ × .G ;EL ZRGFVF— SF[ TLG ;\U|CF— D— N[BF HF ;STF 
C{ ×(# 
s!f SALZHL SL AFGL o 
 .;D— (_( ;FBL s5) V\U C{f 5N $_# s!5 ZFU C{f ZD{6L * 
s2f VFlN U|\Y ;FlCA sUq~ U|\Y ;FlCAf o .;D— 22( 5N s!& ZFU C{f 
;,[Sq 2#( C® × 
s#f ALHS o sSALZ ALHSf .;D— ($ ZD{6L4 !!5 XaN4 #$ VgI 5N4 
#5# ;FBL C{ × 
 SALZ ;FlCtI SF[ 0F¶P 5FZ;GFY lTJFZL —SALZ U|\YFJ,Lc GFD ;[ 
;\5FlNT lSIF C{ × 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; G[ —SALZ U|\YFJ,Lc GFD ;[ .GS[ 
;FlCtI SF[ ;\5FlNT lSIF YF VF{Z GFUZL ÝRFZ6L ;EF EL4 lSgTq VEL TS 
0F¶P CHFZLÝ;FN läJ[NL4 5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL4 0F¶P A0yYJF,4 0F¶P ;ZGFDl;\C XDF" 
VFlN lJäFGF— G[ 0F¶P xIFD;q\NZNF; äFZF ;\5FlNT —SALZ U|\YFJ,Lc SF[ CL 
VlWS ÝDFl6S DFGF C{ × 
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 SALZ ;FlCtI SF[ TLG EFUF— D— lJEÉT lSIF HFTF C{ v ;FBL4 5N 
VF{Z ZD{6L SqK ;\S,GF— D— ;FBL 5C,[ C®4 5N N};Z[ :YFG 5Z C{ VF{Z ZD{6L 
SF :YFG TL;ZF C{ × SCÄ 5N SF[ ÝYD :YFG ÝF%T C{ VF{Z ;FBL N};Z[ ÊD 
D— C® × ;\S,GF— SF ÊD ;\EJTo ;\S,GSTF"VF— SL .rKF 5Z lGE"Z ZCF   
C{ × 
 ;FBL S[ :i D— lJlJW ;\NEF[" D— SALZ G[ I[ NF[C[ SC[ C® × p5N[X4 
ÝAF[W4 VGqEJ4 GLlT4 R[TFJGL .GSF DqbI lJØI C{ × 5N IF ;AN D— HLJG 
S[ VGqEJF— 5Z A, C{ × ZD{l6IF ;F[NFCZ6 ;FDFgI SYG C{ × SFjItJ SL 
N`lQ8 ;[ ;FBL VF{Z 5N CL DCÀJ5}6" C{ × ZD{6L SF ;FlCltIS :TZ ;FWFZ6 
C{ × 
 SALZNF; SL S`lTIF— D— U}-v;[vU}- lJØI ;Z, EFØF D— VlEjIÉT 
CqVF C{ × pGSL SL ;D:T JF6L D— ;ìNITF4 :5Q8TF4 TFlS"STF4 ,F[SRFTqI" 
VF{Z jI\uI EZF 50+F C{ × 
 VFG\N3G o 
 H{G ;\T SlJIF— D— VFwIFtD IF[UL VFG\N3G SF GFD ;qlJbIFT C{ × 
pGS[ 5N .TG[ ,F[SlÝI C{ lS J[ H{G zFJSvzFlJSFVF— ,J\ ;FWSF— SL 
N{lGS p5F;GF S[ V\U AG U, C® × pGS[ SFjI D— SALZ SF VB\05G TYF 
;}ZNF; SL ;Z,TF NF[GF— SF DWqZ ;\UD C{ × VFG\N3G S[ SJG D— ;[ pGS[ 
HLJG AFZ[ D— SF[." HFGSFZL GCÄ lD,TL × pGS[ SJG D— ,S lGHFG\NL 
;\;FZ ;[ 5}ZL TZC ;[ N}Z VF{Z 5ZDFtDF S[ DFU" 5Z µwJ"UlT SZG[JF,[ DqDqÙq 
SL4 ÝlTEF :JID[J pEZTL C{ × EF{lTS HUTŸ S[ SD" pgC— :5X" GCÄ SZT[ 
C® × ;\ÝNFI S[ A\WG pGS[ DG SF[ S{N GCÄ SZ ;S[ × pGS[ SJG D— 
VFwIFtD ;FWGF S[ DFU" 5Z 5ZDFtDF SF[ lD,G[ S[ l,I[ ÝItGXL, ;rR[ 
;FWS SF jIlÉTtJ HFGG[ SF[ lD,TF C{ × pGSF VF\TZ jIlÉTtJ pGSL SFjI 
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S`lTIF— D— jIF%T C{ × VFG\N3G SF jIlÉTtJ l,BF CqVF SF[." HLJG J`¿ 
p5,aW GCÄ C{ VTo lSJN\lTIF— SF VFWFZ ,[SZ CL pGSF HLJG RlZ+ 
l,BF UIF C{ × 
? HgD lTlY o 
 V5G[ HgD ;DI SF VFG\N3G G[ SCL p<,[B GCÄ lSIF C{ × .GS[ 
HgD JØ" S[ lJØI D— EL lJäFGF— D— 5IF"%T DT E[N C{ × ,[BS zL UF[5LR\N 
30+LJF, G[ l,BF C{ lS zL VFG\N3GHL !*JÄ XTFaNL S[ V\lTD EFU VF{Z 
V9FZCJÄ XTFaNL S[ ÝFZ\lES TL; JØF[" D— lJnDFG Y[ .GS[ AFZ[ D— lJX[Ø 
HFGSFZL GCÄ lD,G[ 5Z EL IC TF[ lGlxRT C{ lS pGSF p5FwIFI zL 
IXF[lJHI ;[ ;DFUD CqVF YF ×($ p5FwIFI IXF[lJHI äFZF ZlRT VQ85NL S[ 
V,FJF VgI lS;L EL U|\Y D— SlJ SF p<,[B GCÄ lD,TF × VTo .GS[ 
HgD ;DI S[ lGWF"Z6 S[ l,, EL VGqDFGF— 5Z lGE"Z ZCGF 50+TF C{ × 
p5FwIFI IXF[lJHI äFZF ZlRT VQ85NL SF[ VFWFZ DFGSZ SlT5I lJäFGF— 
äFZF VFG\N3G SF HgD JØ" lGWF"lZT SZG[ S[ ÝIF; lSI[ UI[ C® × 
 VQ85NL D— p5FwIFI IXF[lJHI G[ VFG\N3G S[ ÝlT VtIlWS VFNZ 
ÝS8 lSIF C{ × .;;[ VFG\N3G IXF[lJHI ;[ VFIq D— A0[+ CF[U[ ,[;F DFGSZ 
VFRFI" lÙlTDF[CG ;[G G[ VFG\N3G SF HgD lJP;P !&!5 VF{Z :JU"JF; 
lJP;\P !*#2 D— DFGF C{ ×85 lSgTq IC VGqDFG EL lJäFGF— S[ VGq;FZ 9LS 
ÝTLT GCÄ CF[TF × 
 .;L VQ85NL SF VFWFZ ,[SZ —VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,Lc D— :JUL"I pDZFJR\N 
HZU0 VF{Z D[CTAR\N BFZ{0 VFG\N3G S[ HgDv;\JT SF VGqDFG SZT[ Cq, 
l,BT[ C® lS p5FwIFI IXF[lJHI SF HgD ,UEU lJP;\P !&*_ D— CqVF   
CF[UF × IXF[lJHI ;[ VFG\N3G VFIq D— ßI[Q9 Y[ × VTo pGSF HgD lJP;\P 
!&&_ S[ VF;5F; CqVF CF[UF ×cc(& 5\P lJxJGFY Ý;FN lDz G[ EL VFG\N3G 
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SF ;DI lJP;\P !*__ S[ VF;5F; DFGF C{ ×(* zL DF[TLR\N SF5l0IF G[ EL 
VFG\N3G SF HgD lJP;\P !&&_ VF{Z N[CF[t;U" SF ;DI lJP;P 
!*2_v!*#_ S[ ALR DFGF C{ ×(( 0F¶P V\AFX\SZ GFUZ SL DFgITF C{ lS 
VFG\N3G lJP;\P !*__ ;[ !*#! TS SL VJlW D— lJnDFG Y[ ×() 
DF[CG,F, N,LR\N N[;F." S[ VGq;FZ J[ lJP;\P !&5_ ;[ lJP;\P !*!_ TS 
VJxI lJnDFG ZC[ CF—U[ ×)_ ;FwJL ;qNX"GFHL VFG\N3GHL S[ HgD S[ lJØI 
D— l,BTL C{ v ——5gIF; ;tIlJHI Ul6 SF HgD ,UEU lJP;\P !&5& DFGF 
UIF C{ × J[ VFG\N3G S[ A0[+ EF." Y[4 .;SL 5qlQ8 —zL ;D[T lXBZ TLY"GF 
-Fl,IF¡ SL ZRGF ;[ CF[TL C{ × .;;[ :5Q8 C{ lS VFG\N3G SF HgD p;S[ 
AFN CL CqVF CF[UF × N};ZF p5FwIFI IXF[lJHI ;[ VFG\N3G VFIq D— A0[+ Y[ 
VF{Z IXF[lJHI SF HgD lJP;\P !&*_ S[ VF;5F; DFGF UIF C{ × .; TZC 
VFG\N3G SF HgD ,UEU lJP;\P !&&_ DFGF HF ;STF C{ ×cc)! 
 G{GD, lJGIR\ã ;qZF6F G[ l,BF C{ v IF[ULZFH SF HgD VGqDFGTo 
lJÊD ;\JTŸ !&&_ SF CL DFGF HFTF C{ ×92 .GS[ HgD VF{Z D`tIq SL 
lGlxRT lTlY SF[ ÝlT5FNG SZG[ JF,F SF[." ÝDF6 p5,aW GCÄ C{ × VTo 
p5Iq"ÉT ;EL D\TjIF— S[ VFWFZ 5Z IC lGQSØ" lGSF,F HF ;STF C{ lS 
VFG\N3G SF HgD lJP;\P !&&_ D— CqVF CF[UF × 
? HgD :YFG o 
 VFG\N3G lGo:5`C ;FWS Y[ × pGS[ HgD lTlY S[ ;DFG HgD :YFG 
SF lGWF"Z6 SZGF EL ,S NqQSZ SFI" C{ ÉIF—lS pgCF—G[ V5GL S`lTIF— D— SCL 
EL .G AFTF— SF lGN["X GCÄ lSIF C{ VF{Z G lS;L VgI ;DSF,LG 
ZRGFSFZF— G[ CL pGSL HgDlTlY VF{Z HgD :YFG VFlN SF p<,[B lSIF     
C{ × .; ;\A\W D— :5Q8 V\To;F1I VF{Z AlCZ;F1I NF[GF— SF VEFJ C{ × 
J:TqTo EFZTLI 5Z\5ZF D— ;\T SF HgD VF{Z DZ6 DCÀJ5}6" GCÄ DFGF  
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HFTF × JC TF[ IXo XZLZL CF[TF C{ × lOZ EL .G TyIF— 5Z ÝSFX 0F,GF 
XF[W SL N`lQ8 ;[ CDFZF ST"jI C{F 
 VFG\N3G S[ HgDv:YFG S[ ;\A\W D— EFØFX{,L S[ VFWFZ 5Z lJäFGF— 
äFZF lJlEgG S<5GF,¡ SL U." C® × EFØF XFl:+IF— SF SYG C{ lS jIlÉT SL 
EFØF S[ VFWFZ 5Z HgD E}lD SF lG6"I lSIF HF ;STF C{ × lOZ EL IC 
TEL ;\EJ C{ HA lS lS;L jIlÉT SL S`lTIF— D— ,S CL EFØF S[ XaN ,J\ 
JFÉI IF[HGF lD,TL CF[ × IlN VG[S EFØFVF— IF AF[l,IF— S[ XaN ,J\ JFÉI 
IF[HGF,¡ lD,TL CF—4 TF[ lOZ EFØF S[ VFWFZ 5Z HgD :YFG S[ ;\A\W D— 
lG6"I SZGF Sl9G CF[ HFTF C{ × ÉIF—lS ;\T ,S :YFG 5Z GCÄ ZCT[ × 
lEgGvlEgG ÝFgTF— ,J\ U|FDvGUZF— D— lJRZ6 SZT[ ZCT[ C® × VTo lH;vlH; 
:YFG U|FDvGUZF— D— JC lJRZ6 SZT[ C® JCF¡ SL EFØF SF ÝEFJ4 XaNF— ,J\ 
JFÉIF— SF ;DFJ[X pGSL ZRGFVF— D— CF[ CL HFTF C{ × IC AFT VFG\N3G 
äFZF l,lBT ;FlCtI 5NF— ,J\ :TJGF— D— lNBF." N[TL C{ × .; l,I[ EFØF S[ 
VFWFZ 5Z pGS[ HgD :YFG SF[ TI SZGF ACqT CL Sl9G C{ × lOZ EL 
VELTS .; lNXF D— lHTG[ ÝItG Cq, C{4 pGSF p<,[B SZGF plRT CF[UF × 
 VFG\N3G SL S`lTIF— D— HCF¡ :TJGF— SL EFØF UqHZFTL C{ JCF¡ 5NF— SL 
EFØF ZFH:YFGL C{ × p5ZF\T A|HEFØF TYF VgI EFØFVF— S[ XaN EL 5FI[ 
HFT[ C® × VFG\N3G G[ 5C,[ :TJGF— SL ZRGF SL VF{Z AFN D— 5NF— SL × 
.; ZRGFVF— S[ VFWFZ 5Z VFRFI" Aqlâ;FUZ ;}lZ l,BT[ C® lS UqH"Z N[X D— 
pGSF HgD CqVF CF[UF ×)# .;L TZC VFG\N3G SL S`lTIF— D— lJX[Ø :i ;[ 
Xqâ UqHZFTL EFØF VF{Z UqHZFT SL ,F[S EFØF S[ XaNF— SF ÝIF[U N[BSZ 
0F¶P DNGSDFZ HFGL SF IC VGqDFG C{ lS pGSF HgD UqHZFT D— CqVF   
CF[UF ×)$ J:TqTo :TJGF— SL EFØF D— EL UqHZFTL S[ ;FY CL ZFH:YFGL EFØF 
S[ XaNF—4 SCFJTF— VF{Z ~l-+ ÝIF[UF— SF EL lJX[Ø ÝIF[U lNBF." N[TF C{ × 
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VTo .;[ lG6F"IS TyI GCÄ DFGF HF ;STF × 5lxRDL ZFH:YFG VF{Z p¿Z 
UqHZFT SL ;LDF,¡ ,S N};Z[ ;[ lD,L Cq." C{ VF{Z .G ;LDFJTL" ÝN[XF— SL 
AF[l,IF— D— NF[GF— CL EFØFVF— S[ XaNF— SF ÝIF[U ,J\ lDlzT JFÉI ;\IF[HGF 
N[BL HFTL C{ × VTo .;;[ .TGF CL SCF HF ;STF C{ lS pGSF HgD 
UqHZFT VF{Z ZFH:YFG S[ ;LDFJTL" Ù[+ D— CqVF CF[UF VYJF J[ p; ÝN[X D— 
;A;[ VlWS ZC[ CF—U[ × 
 VFRFI" Aqlâ;FUZ ;}lZ SL TZC zL G8ZJF,F, jIF; EL —VFG\N3G 
RF{AL;Lc SF[ ÝYD U|\Y DFGSZ IC VGqDFG ,UFT[ C® lS VFG\N3G SF HgD 
UqHZFT D— CqVF CF[UF VYJF TF[ JC UqHZFT D— 5IF"%T ;DI TS ZC[ CF—U[ ×95 
 zL DF[TLR\N SF5l0IF SF :5Q8 VlEDT C{ lS VFG\N3G SF ;F{ZFQ8= 
VYJF UqHZFT D— HgD CqVF CF[ ,[;F ,S EL lJxJ;GLI JFÉI VYJF 
VF\TlZS VFWFZ GCÄ lD,TF ×)& DF[TLR\N SF5l0IF G[ Aq\N[,B\0 D— HgD— zL 
U\ELZlJHIHL ;[ VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— VF{Z :TJGF— S[ EFJFY" SF[ ;DhF YF × zL 
U\ELZ lJHI VFG\N3G SL EFØF SF[ VrKL TZC ;DhT[ Y[ × .; VFWFZ 5Z 
J[ IC DFGG[ SF[ Ý[lZT Cq, lS VFG\N3G SF HgD Aq\N[,B\0 D— CqVF CF[UF × 
IC Aq\N[,B\0 CF, DwI ÝN[X D— VFIF CqVF C{ × zL DF[TLR\N SF5l0IF G[ 
p5Iq"ÉT VFWFZ 5Z HF[ lGQSØ" lGSF,F C{4 JC SqK V;\UT ;F ,UTF C{ × 
pGS[ .; VGqDFG SF B\0G SZT[ Cq, VFRFI" lÙlTDF[CG ;[G l,BT[ C{ lS 
VFG\N3G SL S`lTIF— D— UqHZFTL VF{Z ZFH:YFGL EFØF SF ÝEFJ 5lZ,lÙT CF[TF 
C{ × TF[ lOZ IC S{;[ DFGF HF ;STF C{ lS J[ Aq\N[,B\0 D— 5{NF Cq, m 
VFRFI" lÙlTDF[CG ;[G S[ VGq;FZ VFG\N3G SL EFØF 5}JL" ZFH:YFG S[ VG[S 
EÉT SlJIF— SL EFØF S[ ;DFG C{ × .; ÝN[X D— VFG\N3G S[ 5}J" VF{Z 
AFN D— S." EÉT SlJIF— SF HgD CqVF C{ × VFG\N3G SF V\lTD HLJG 
ZFH:YFG S[ D[0+TF GUZ D— jITLT CqVF × DF+ .TGF CL GCÄ Vl5Tq pGSL 
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ZRGFVF— D— ZFH:YFGL lJX[ØTF,¡ EL 5lZ,lÙT CF[TL C{ × .; VFWFZ 5Z zL 
lÙlTDF[CG ;[G VFG\N3G SF HgD ZFH:YFG D— DFGT[    C® ×)* 
 —zL ;D[T lXBZ TLY"GF -Fl,IF¡c D— Jl6"T TyIF— S[ VFWFZ 5Z pGS[ 
HgD :YFG S[ AFZ[ D— lJRFZ SZ—  TF[ A0[+ EF." 5\gIF; ;tIlJHIHL SF HgD 
,F0Gq\ UF¡J D— CqVF × × IC ,F0Gq\ UF¡J DF, ÝN[X S[ :i D— 5lZlRT 
;5FN,Ù ÝN[X D— C— ×)( E¡JZ,F, GFC8F l,BT[ C® lS —JF:TJ D— VFG\N3GHL 
;tIlJHIHL ;[ VJ:YF D— A0[+ Y[ VF{Z G pGSF lS;L EL ÝSFZ ;[ 
5FZ:5lZS 5FlZJFlZS ;\A\W CL YF ;tIlJHI 5gIF; ,F0Gq\ S[ N}U0+ JLZR\N S[ 
.S,F{T[ 5q+ Y[ IC lHGCØ" S`T ;tIlJHI lGJF"6 ZF; ;[ l;â C{ × VTo G 
TF[ NF[GF— EF."vEF." Y[ VF{Z G ,S :YFG D— pGSL HgDE}lD CL YL ×)) 
DC¿FA R\N BFZ{0 l,BT[ C{ v 5}ßI Uq~N[J SL ;}RGF VGq;FZ 7FT CqVF 
lS zL VFG\N3GHL D[0T[ S[ ,S J{xI S[ TL;Z[ 5q+ Y[ ×!__ E¡JZ,F, GFC8F 
EL DFGT[ C{ lS VFG\N3G SF HgD J DCFÝIF6 EL D[0+TF D— CL CqVF ×!_! 
CD EL IC DFGT[ C{ lS VFG\N3G S[ l5TF TYF 5lZJFZ D[0+TF D— CL ZCTF 
YF lGQSØ"To VFG\N3G SF HgD ZFH:YFG SF XCZ D[0+TF D— CqVF YF ,[;F 
ÝF%T TyIF— S[ VFWFZ 5Z DFG[ TF[ VgIYF GCÄ CF[UF × 
? 5lZJFZ ,J\ p5GFD o 
 ;\T VFG\N3G SF HgD GFD ÉIF YF p;S[ AFZ[ D— VEL TS 
V\lTD :i ;[ lG6F"IS ,[lTCFl;S TyI p,5aW GCÄ C{ × H{G WD" S[ 
VGq;FZ NLÙF[5ZFgT ;FWq ;FlwJIF— S[ ;F\;FlZS GFD4 UF[+ J\Xv5Z\5ZF VFlN 
AN, HFT[ C® × ;\T V5G[ ;F\;FlZS GFD4 UF[+4 HgD :YFG4 HgDlTlY VFlN 
SL ;}RGF N[G[ S[ ÝlT p5[ÙF EFJ CL ZBT[ C® × E¡JZ,F, GFC8F G[ 
VFG\N3G S[ 5lZJFZ S[ AFZ[ D— l,BF C{ lS v —V\lTD VFtDFGqEJL lJlXQ8 
7FGL Uq~N[J zL ;CHFG\N3GHL sEãDqlGf DCFZFH ;[ 7FT CqVF lS zLDNŸ 
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VFG\N3GHL4 zLDNŸ N[JR\ãHL J zLDNŸ ZFDR\ãHL TLGF— DCF5q~Ø DCFlJN[C D— 
S[J,L VJ:YF D— lJRZT[ C® VF{Z 7FlGIF— SL S`5F ;[ ;A SqK 7FT CF[G[ 5Z 
EL AdA." D— pGS[ DCFÝIF6 ;[ RFZ DF; 5}J" D[Z[ äFZF 5}KG[ 5Z :ivpNI 
lGJF; D— J[ S[J, .TGF CL SCSZ ~S UI[ lS pGSF HgD J DCFÝIF6 EL 
D[0+TF D— CL CqVF YF × ,S VF[;J, ;[9 S[ RFZ 5q+F— D— T`TLI 5q+      
Y[ ×cc102 VFG\N3G S[ HLJG S[ ;\A\W D— V\lTD lG6F"IS TyI 7FT G EL CF[ 
lOZ EL pGS[ SFjI S[ V\T;F"1I ;[ pGS[ jIlÉTtJ SL SqK HFGSFZL lD, 
HFTL C{ × 
 VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— lH; —VFG\N3Gc GFD SF lGN["X C{ JC G TF[ 
pGSF jIJCFlZS HLJG SF GFD C{ VF{Z NLlÙTFJ:YF SF × VFG\N3G pGSF 
D}, GCÄ4 p5GFD C{ VF{Z ICL GFD SFjI HUTŸ VF{Z VFwIFltDS HUTŸ D— 
;qÝl;â C{ × VFG\N3G G[ EL V5GL S`lTIF— S[ V\T D— .;L p5GFD       
—VFG\N3Gc SF p<,[B lSIF × H{G WD" D— EL pgC— .;L —p5GFDc ;[ 5CRFGF 
HFTF ZCF C{ × p;L p5GFD ;[ SFjI HUTŸ D— pgCF—G[ Ýl;lâ 5FIL C{ × 
VTo pGS[ JF:TlJS GFD ;[ ;FDFgI HG V5lZlRT CL ZC UI[ C® × pGSF 
D}, NLÙFGFD ,FEFG\N YF ,[;[ p<,[B ÝF%T CF[T[ C® × ,FEFG\N S[ D}, GFD 
SL ÝFDFl6STF S[ l,, HF[ SqK VFWFZE}T TyI VEL TS ÝSFX D— VFI[ C®4 
J[ .; ÝSFZ C® v ÝYD 7FG lJD,;}lZ G[ —VFG\N3G RF{AL;Lc 5Z :TJS 
sUqrKf l,BF C{ × p; UqrK S[ V\T D— AF."; :TJGF— S[ ;DF5G D— pgCF—G[ 
,FEFG\N GFD SF ;\S[T lSIF C{ × J[ l,BT[ C® v 
 ——zL ,FEFG\NHL S`T :TJG ,T,F 22 NL;[ K[ × 
 Inl5 C:I[ sALHFf TF[CL VF56 CFY[ GYL VFjIF ××cc!_# 
 läTLI zL N[JR\NHL G[ EL —lJRFZ ZtGFSZc U|\Y D— —VFG\N3G RF{AL;Lc 
S[ 5\ãCJ[ WD"GFY lHG :TJG SL K9Ä UFYF SL ÝYD 5\lÉT v ——ÝJRG 
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V\HG HF[ ;NŸUq~ SZ[4 N[B[ 5ZDŸ lGWFGcc SF[ pâT SZT[ Cq, SCF C{ ——,Jq\ 
zL ,FEFG\NHL , Sæq\ K[ ×cc!_$ T`TLI p<,[B 0F¶P SqDFZ5F/ N[;F." S[ 
XF[WvÝA\W D— lD,TF C{ lS 5\gIF; ;tI lJHIHL S[ ,3qE|FTF ,FEFG\N Y[ VF{Z 
pgCF—G[ EL lÊIF[âFZ S[ DFU" SF[ V5GFIF YF × .; TyI SL 5qlQ8 pgCF—G[        
—zL ;D[T lXBZ TLY"GF -Fl,IF¡c S[ VFWFZ 5Z SL C{ × lH;SL ZRGF zL 
JLZ lJHIHL S[ lXQI G[ ;\JTŸ !)&_ D— SL YL × p;D— SCF UIF C{ v 
 ——T[DGF ,3qEF." ,FEFG\NHL4 T[ 56 lÊIF pâFZ HL × 
 S5qZlJHI ÙDF ;qH; lJHI AqW4 XqE lJHI Uq6WFzHL ××105 
 ,FEFG\N GFD SF[ ÝDFl6T SZG[ SF ,S VF{Z VFWFZ CD— VFG\N3G S[ 
lGdGF\lST 5NF— D— lD,TF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ VFG\NFGqE}lT SF J6"G SZT[ Cq, 
,FEFG\N GFD SF ;\S[T lSIF C{ o ——GFD VFG\N3G ,FE VFG\N3GCc!_& TYF      
—,FEFG\N E,[ G[C lGJFZ." ;qBLI CF[." GZ ;F[.c!_* .G NF[GF— 5NF— SL V\lTD 
5\lÉT D— VFG\N3G G[ —,FE VFG\N3Gc VF{Z —,FEFG\Nc SCSZ ;\EJTo V5GF 
lNlÙTFJ:YF SF ,FEFG\N GFD ;}lRT lSIF C{ × 
 IC ;\EJ C{ lS NLÙF N[T[ ;DI Uq~ G[ VFG\N3G SF[ VFtDF[tDØ" SZG[ 
C[Tq —,FEFG\Nc GFD N[SZ pGSF DCÀJ ;DhFIF CF[ VF{Z Ý[Z6F NL CF[ ×        
—,FEFG\Nc SF VY" CF[TF C{ v VFG\N CL lH;SF ,FE IF ,1I CF[ × .;SF 
XaNXo VY" CF[UF v VFG\N SL ÝFl%T × lSgTq V5GL ;FWGF D— VFG\n S[ 
RZDF[tSØ" IF VTq,FG\N SF ÝFl%T 5Z pgC— p5GFD ZBG[ SL Ý[Z6F lD,L CF[ × 
IC EL ;\EJ C{ lS VFG\N DFGJ HLJG SL RZD 5lZ6lT CF[G[ ;[ pgC— IC 
p5GFD HFG 50+F CF[ VF{Z V5GL SFjI S`lTIF— D— pgCF—G[ :YFGv:YFG 5Z .;L 
GFD SF p<,[B lSIF CF[ × .; ;\A\W D— .TGF SCGF CL 5IF"%T CF[UF lS 
VFwIFltDS VFG\N IF D:TL D— 0}ASZ J[ ,FEFG\N ;[ VFG\N3G CF[ UI[ × 
UCZF." ;[ ;F[RF HFI TF[ .; DCFGŸ ;\T S[ GFD VF{Z p5GFD NF[GF— CL ;FY"S 
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C® × ,FEFG\N VF{Z VFG\N3G p¿ZF[¿Z VFwIFtD S[ RZDF[tSØ" SF AF[W SZFT[ 
C® × 
? Uq~v5Z\5ZF o 
 ;FDFgITo H{G ;\T V5GL S`lTIF— D— Uq~ 5Z\5ZF SF p<,[B VJxI 
SZT[ C® × lSgTq ;\T VFG\N3G G[ ,[;F ;\S[T GCÄ lSIF C{ VF{Z GCÄ pGS[ 
;D;FDlIS lS;L VgI ;\T G[ .; ;\A\W D— l,BF C{ × .;;[ .GS[ ;\ÝNFI4 
NLÙF4 Uq~ 5Z\5ZF VFlN 5Z ÝSFX 0F,GF A0+F Sl9G C{ × lOZ EL .GSL 
S`lTIF— SF UCZF." ;[ VwIIG SZG[ 5Z 5TF R,TF C{ lS J[ xJ[TF\AZ 
D}lT"5}HS 5Z\5ZF S[ ;\T Y[ × .; ;\A\W D— lGdGl,lBT ÝDF6 lNI[ HF ;ST[ 
C® × 
 D}lT"5}HS xJ[TF\AZ 5Z\5ZFGq;FZ VFG\N3G G[ ;qlJlWHG :TJG D— 
EFJ5}HFGq,ÙL ãjI5}HF S[ lJlJW E[N4 NFXl+S4 5F\R VlEUD VFlN ÝEq 
NX"Gv5}HG ÝlÊIF SF lJlWJTŸ• VFUDFGq;FZ p<,[B lSIF C{ ×!_( pgCF—G[ Ý:TqT 
:TJG D— ãjI 5}HF ,J\ EFJ 5}HF S[ lJlJW ÝSFZF— SF HF[ J6"G lSIF C{4 
JC DF+ xJ[TF\AZ ;\ÝNFI D— CL ÝRl,T C{ × .;;[ IC :5Q8 CF[TF C{ lS J[ 
xJ[TF\AZ D}lT"5}HS 5Z\5ZF D— CL VFG\N3G NLlÙT Cq, CF—U[ × xJ[TF\AZ D}lT"5}HA 
5Z\5ZF D— EL VG[S E[N sUrKf C® × H{;[ v T5FUrK4 BZTZUrK4 V\R,UrK4 
S0JFUrK VFlN × 5Z\Tq .GD— EL lJX[Ø :i ;[ T5FUrK VF{Z BZTZUrK 
VlWS ÝRl,T C{ × ÝxG IC C{ lS VFG\N3G lS; UrK D— NLlÙT Cq, Y[ m 
.; ÝxG 5Z lJäFGF— D— DTE[N C{ × Inl5 .; ;\NE" D— SF[." ,[lTCFl;S 
ÝDF6 p5,aW GCÄ C{4 TYFl5 lJäFGF— äFZF Ý:TqT ÝDF6F— SL lJJ[RGF V5[lÙT 
C{ × 
 zL VUZR\N GFC8F S[ VGq;FZ lS VFG\N3G D},To BZTZUrK D— 
NLlÙT Cq, Y[ VF{Z .;S[ l,, —VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,Lc D— pGS[ äFZF TLG ÝDF6 
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lN, U, C® ×!_) ÝYD TS" IC lNIF UIF C{ lS BZTZUrK S[ ;DY" VFRFI" 
lHG S`5FR\N;}lZ AL;JÄ ;NL D— Cq, C® lHgCF—G[ Aqlâ;FUZ ;}lZ SF[ VFG\N3G 
S[ ;\A\W D— SCF YF lS J[ D},To BZTZUrK D— NLlÙT Cq, C® × ,[lSG IC 
TS" 9F[; GCÄ C{4 ÉIF—lS .;S[ l,, VFRFI" S`5FR\ã;}lZ G[ SF[." ÝDFl6S 
VFWFZ Ý:TqT GCÄ lSIF C{ × 
 zL VUZR\N GFC8F N};ZF TS" IC N[T[ C® lS VFG\N3G SF D},GFD 
,FEFG\N YF VF{Z ,FEFG\N D— HF[ —VFG\Nc GFDF\T 5N C{ JC BZTZUrKLI 
RF{ZF;L G\lNIF— D— 5FIF HFTF C{ × pGSF IC EL SYG C{ lS pgGL;JÄ ;TL 
D— BZTZUrK D— ,FEFG\N GFDS ,S VgI ;FWq CF[ RqS[ C® × VFXI IC C{ 
lS BZTZUrK S[ VlTlZÉT VgI UrK D— ,FEFG\N GFD ZBG[ SL 5Z\5ZF GCÄ 
ZCL C{ × .;L VFWFZ 5Z pgCF—G[ VFG\N3G SF[ BZTZUrKLI 5Z\5ZF SF l;â 
lSIF C{ × lSgTq pGSF IC TS" ,[lTCFl;S N`lQ8 ;[ ;DqlRT GCÄ SCF HF 
;STF ÉIF—lS —VFG\Nc GFDF\T 5N SF ÝIF[U T5FUrK D— EL CqVF C{ × H{;[ 
lRNFG\N4 lJHIFG\N VFlN × 
 TL;ZF TS" J[ IC N[T[ C® lS D[0+TF ;[ p5FwIFI 5q^ I S,XDqlG 
HIZ\U4 RFlZ+R\N VFlN äFZF ,S 5+ :i D— lJZFlHT BZTZUrK S[ 5}ßI zL 
lHGR\ã;}lZ SF[ E[HF UIF × p;D— VFG\N3G S[ ;\A\W D— lGdGl,lBT p<,[B 
lD,TF C{ v 
 ——5\P ;UGR\ã VQ8;C:+L ,FEFG\N VFU. E6. K." × 
 VNŸWZ. 8F6. E6L4 36q BqXL Cq." E6FJ. K. ××cc!!_ 
 IC 5+ GFC8FHL SF[ VFUD ÝEFSZ DqlG 5q^ IlJHIHL S[ 5F; N[BG[ 
SF[ lD,F YF × D}lG 5q^ IlJHIHL S[ ;D:T 5+F[ SF ;\U|C VCDNFAFN S[ zL 
,F,EF." N,5TEF." s,FPNPEPf ;\:S`lT lJnFD\lNZ D— ;qZlÙT C{4 ,[lSG GFC8FHL 
äFZF p<,[lBT ,[;F SF[." 5+ p;D— GCÄ C{ ×!!! 
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 N};Z[ lJäFGF— S[ DTFGq;FZ VFG\N3G T5FUrK D— NLlÙT Cq, Y[ .; 5Ù 
D— lGdGl,lBT TS" lN, UI[ C® VFRFI" Aqlâ;FUZ ;}lZ S[ VlEDTFGq;FZ 
VFG\N3G T5FUrK D— NLlÙT Cq, Y[ VF{Z pGSF GFD ,FEFG\N YF ×112 
 zL DG;qB,F, DC[TF EL VFG\N3G SF[ T5FUrK SF l;â SZT[ C® × 
.;S[ l,, J[ EL —H{G TÀJFNX"c U|\Y SF CL VFWFZ ,[T[ C® × N};ZF TS" J[ 
IC N[T[ C{ lS VFG\N3G G[ ãjIv5}HF SL lJlW SF zL ;qlJlW lHG :TJG D— 
HF[ p<,[B lSIF C{ p;;[ ÝTLT CF[TF C{ lS pgC— T5FUrK D— NLlÙT CF[GF 
RFlC, ×!!# 
 zL DF[TLR\N SF5l0IF S[ VGq;FZ 5\P ;tIlJHIHL G[ VFG\N3G S[ ;FY 
S." JØ" JGFlN D— lJRZ6 lSIF YF × .;S[ VlTlZÉT p5FwIFI IXF[lJHI 
VF{Z VFG\N3G SF ;DFUD CqVF YF ,J\ ZFH:YFG VF{Z UqHZFT D— T5FUrK SF 
V;FWFZ6 5lZA, N[BSZ VFG\N3G SF[ T5FUrK SF DFGT[ C® × pGSF SCGF 
C{ lS VFG\N3G SF[ jIJCFlZS N`lQ8 ;[ T5FUrK D— NLlÙT CF[GF RFlC, ×!!$ 
 T5FUrK S[ p5FwIFI IXF[lJHI VFG\N3G S[ ;DSF,LG Y[ × VFwIFtDv 
IF[UL VFG\N3G S[ ;FY pGSF ;DFUD CqVF YF VF{Z pG;[ VtIlWS ÝEFlJT 
CF[SZ p5FwIFI IXF[lJHI G[ pGSL ÝXl:T D— VQ85NL SL ZRGF SL × .; 
VFWFZ SF[ ,[SZ EL VFG\N3G SF[ T5FUrK SF CF[GF DFGF HF ;STF C{ × 
 zL ;D[T lXBZ TLY"GF -Fl,IF¡ D— lH;SL ZRGF ,UEU ;\P !)&_ D— 
Cq." C{4 IC :5Q8 p<,[B C{ lS VFG\N3G 5\gIF; zL ;tIlJHIHL S[ ,3qE|FTF 
Y[ VF{Z J[ EL lÊIF[âFZS Y[ × 5\gIF; ;tIlJHIHL T5FUrK S[ Y[ × VTo 
;\EJ C{ lS VFG\N3G EL T5UrK D— NLlÙT Cq, CF— ×115 
 E¡JZ,F, GFC8F l,BT[ C® lS ——D[0+TF S[ CL VlWJF;L VFG\N3GHL Y[ 
VF{Z ;\P !&*$ D— CL lHGZFH;}lZHL S[ 5F; ;\5S" D— VlWS VFI[ CF—4 
;\EFJGF SL HF ;STL C{ × D[0+TF D— RF[50+F VF;SZ6 G[ IC 5FÎF[t;J lSIF 
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YF VF{Z JCF¡ ;[ 5C,[ X+qHIFlNTLYF[" SF ;\3 DL lGS,F YF × ;\P !&** D— 
XF\lTGFYlHGF,I SL ÝlTQ9F EL D[0+TF D— SZF." YL × VTo p; ;DI pGSL 
NLÙF EL V;\EJ GCÄ4 D[ZF VGqDFG C{ lS p; ;DI .gC— ;t;\U SF ;A, 
;\IF[U lD,F × NLÙF S[ VG\TZ lHGZFH;}lZ VF{Z ;DI;q\NZHL S[ lXQI CØ"G\NG 
S[ 5F; .gCF—G[ s,FEFG\NG[f XF:+FeIF; lSIF CF[UF × lHGZFH;}lZ prRSF[l8 S[ 
lJäFG Y[ pgCF—G[ lCgNL D— ACqT ;F{ 5N ZRGF SL YL × .GS[ $! 
lXQIvÝlXQI Y[ .gCF—G[ & SF[ p5FwIFI 5N lN, Y[ × lHGD— p5Iq"ÉT 
DCF[5FwIFI 5q^ IS,X EL CF—U[ × .G ;EL AFTF— SF lGlxRT ;DFWFG ÝFRLG 
.lTCF; ,J\ VÝF%T N¶TZ AlCI—4 HF[ ;DFH SL V;FJWFGL ;[ ,q%T CF[ U, × 
ÝF%T Cq, lAGF l;,l;,[JFZ .lTJ`¿ l,BF GCÄ HF ;STF × 5Z VFG\N3GHL 
BZTZUrK D— NLlÙT Cq, .; D— SF[." ;\XI GCÄ ZC HFTF ×!!& 
 E¡JZ,F, GFC8F äFZF VFG\N3G S[ UrK S[ AFZ[ D— lNIF UIF TS" CD[ 
VlWS ;tI ;[ lGS8 ,UTF C{ × .;l,, VFG\N3G BZTZUrK D— NLlÙT Cq, 
Y[4 IC DFGG[ D— SF[." VF5l¿ GCÄ ÝTLT CF[TL × 
? lGWG o  
 VFG\N3G S[ HgD lTlY S[ ;DFG CL .GS[ N[CF[t;U" S[ lJØI D— EL 
DTE[N C{ × .GS[ :JU"JF; JØ" SF SF[." lGlxRT ÝDF6 GCÄ lD,TF × .;S[ 
l,, EL VGqDFGF— SF VFzI ,[GF 50+TF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G S[ ;DI D— VG[S H{G DqlG D[0+TF VF{Z p;S[ VF;5F; S[ 
Ù[+F— D— lJRZ6 SZT[ Y[ × VFG\N3G SL HLJG ;\A\WL VGqzqlTIF— D— EL 
D[0+TF XCZ SF lJX[ØTo p<,[B lSIF UIF C{ × .G VGqzqlTIF— S[ VFWFZ 5Z 
VFRFI" Aqlâ;FUZ ;}lZ SF SYG C{ lS VFG\N3G SF N[CF[t;U" D[0+TF D— CqVF 
ÉIF—lS JCF¡ .GS[ GFD SF ;DFlW:Y, VFH EL lJnDFG C{ × VFRFI" zL 
Aqlâ;FUZ ;}lZ`JZHL l,BT[ C® lS ——VF N[ZL CF, 56 lJnDFG K[ ×cc!!* 
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 .; ÝSFZ zL DF[TLR\N SF5l0IF EL SqK .; ÝSFZ SL AFT— l,BT[ C® 
lS D[0+TF D— VFG\N3GHL S[ :T}5 C{ × p; 5Z ;[ VF{Z p; XCZ D— pG;[ 
;\A\WL R,TL AFTF— 5Z ;[ .G DCFtDF SF N[CF[t;U" D[0+TF D— CqVF ,[;F DFGT[ 
C® ×!!( 
 SCF HFTF C{ lS D[0+TF D— VFH EL ,S p5FzI C{4 HF[ VFG\N3G SF 
p5FzI S[ GFD ;[ lJbIFT C{ × 
 VFG\N3G S[ :JU"JF; S[ ;\A\W D— zL ÝEqNF; A[RZNF; 5FZ[B G[      
—VFG\N3G RF{AL;Lc D— l,BF C{ lS ,S AFZ Z[, D— IF+F SZT[ Cq, ;\IF[U ;[ 
pGSL Ý6FDL ;\ÝNFI S[ ,S ;FWq ;[ Dq,FSFT CF[ U." × TA AFT RLT S[ 
NF{ZFG pgCF—G[ ATFIF lS CDFZ[ DT S[ ;\:YF5S ÝF6GFYHL DCFZFH S[ HLJG 
RlZ+ D— IC p<,[B lD,TF C{ lS J[ lJP;\P !*#! D— D[0+TF U, TA JCF¡ 
VFG\N3GHL p5GFDWFZL H{G DqlG ,FEFG\NHL ;[ pGSF ;DFUD CqVF VF{Z p;L 
JØ" pGSF lGWG CF[ UIF ×!!) 
 .;S[ AFN lJP;\P 2_#! D— ÝSFlXT CqVF —VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,Lc SL 
E}lDSF D— zL VUZR\NHL GFC8F l,BT[ C® lS v ——ÝFYGFY ;\ÝNFI S[      
—lGHFG\N RlZ+ D— l,B[ VGq;FZ VFG\N3GHL SF :JU"JF; lJP;\P !*#! D— 
D[0+TF D— CqVF4 IC lGlxRT CF[ UIF C{ ×cc120 
 GFC8FHL SL EF¡lT DC¿FAR\N BFZ{0 EL —zL VFG\N3GHL SF HLJG 
Ý;\Uc ,[B D— ;[ pNFCZ6 N[T[ Cq, l,BT[ C® v ——zL IF[ULZFH VFG\N3GHL S[ 
;\A\W D— S." RDtSFZ 5}6" lSJN\lIF¡ ;qGL HFTL C{ × .G ÝJFNF— S[ ;tIF;tI 
S[ lJØI D— lG6"I CF[GF TF[ ;\EJ GCÄ C{ lSgTq IF[ULZFH RDtSFZL 5q~Ø Y[4 
.;D— SF[." ;\N[C GCÄ C{ × CD ,F[U pGS[ VGqIFIL EÉT V5G[ zâ[I S[ 
ÝlT RFC[ lSTGL EL prRSF[l8 SL EFJGFI— ZB—4 JC ÝDFl6S GCÄ DFGL HF 
;STL C{4 lSgTq VgI WDF"J,\lAIF— S[ p<,[B VlWS lJ`J;GLI DFG[ HF 
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;ST[ C® × Ý6FDL ;\ÝNFI S[ ;\:YF5S zL ÝF6GFYHL VFG\N3GHL S[ 
;D;FDlIS Y[ × pGS[ HLJG RlZ+ D— IC p<,[B lD,TF C{ v zL 
ÝF6GFYHL ,S ;DI ;\JTŸ !*#! ;[ 5}J" D[0+TF UI[ Y[ × pGSF lD,G VF{Z 
XF:+FY" zL VFG\N3GHL ;[ CqVF lH;D— pGSF sVFG\N3G HLf 5ZFEJ CF[G[ ;[ 
pgCF—G[ SqK EL VlCT GCÄ CqVF × HA J[ N};ZL AFZ D[0+TF UI[ TA pGSF 
sVFG\N3GHL SFf :JU"JF; CF[ RqSF YF × .; pâZ6 ;[ IC :5Q8 CF[ HFTF 
C{ lS VFG\N3GHL SF :JU"JF; ;\P !*#! D— CqVF YF TYF J[ RDtSFZL IF[UL 
Y[ ×121 
 .;;[ lJX[Ø zL ÝF6GFYHL DCFZFH N};ZL AFZ D[0+TF UI[ TA 
VFG\N3GHL SF :JU"JF; CF[ RqSF YF ,[;L JF:TlJS D}, 5q:TS D— SCÄ 
p<,[B lD,TF GCÄ × —lGHFG\N RlZTFD`Tc D— ,FEFG\N GFD S[ ;\gIF;LvIlT 
lJØIS DF+ .TGL CL lJUT lD,TL C{ v ——.WZ zLHL HA 5F,G5qZ ;[ VFU[ 
A-[+ TF[ DFU" D— p5N[X SZT[ Cq, DFZJF0 S[ —D[0+TFc XCZ D— 5Cq¡R[ × ICF¡ 
5Z ,S ,FEFG\N GFD SF IlT ;\gIF;L ZCTF YF × p;S[ ;FY 7FGvRRF" 
CF[G[ ,UL × JC IF[UlJnF VF{Z RDtSFlZS ÝIF[U D— ACqT ÝJL6 YF × p; S[ 
;FY ,UEU NX lNJ; TS A|ï7FG CF[TF ZCF × V\T D— HA 5ZFlHT CF[ 
UIF TF[ zL HL S[ µ5Z ACqT ÊF[W lSIF × T\+vD\+F— S[ ÝIF[UF— ;[ 
5CF0+v5tYZ p9FSZ zL HL SF[ NAFSZ DFZ 0F,G[ SF p5FI SZG[ ,UF × 
ACqT SqK T\+vD\+ lSI[4 5Z\Tq zLHL S[ µ5Z p;SF ,S EL HF[Z G R,F × 
 3Z 5J"T p9IF[ GCÄ4 TA CFZ S[ A{9IF[ 9F{Z × 
 5\R JF;GF ;A N[J HCF ¡ B0[ +4 TCF ¡ D\+ R,[ ÉIF[ VF[Z ×× 
        s:JFDL ,FENF;HLf 
 R,[ EL lS; ÝSFZ ¦ HCF¡ 5Z 5F¡R JF;GF ;lCT ;A N[JL N[JTF 
p5l:YT CF—4 JCF¡ 5Z T\+vD\+ S{;[ R, ;ST[ C® m lGNFG lGZFX CF[SZ A{9 
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HFGF 50+F ×122 lGHFG\N RlZTFD`T D— A; .TGF CL p<,[B lD,TF C{ × ÝYD 
TF[ IC AFT lS VFG\N3G H{;[ VFwIFltDS ;\T SF jIY" 7FG RRF" D— p,hGF 
VF{Z 5ZFlHT CF[G[ 5Z Sql5T CF[SZ D\+vT\+ ;[ lJZF[WL SF[ DFZ 0F,G[ SF 
ÝIF; SZGF VFlN AFT— pGS[ RlZ+ S[ ;FY HZF EL D[, GCÄ BFTL C{ × 
;\EJTo V5G[ 5JT"S SL DlCDF SF[ VlTZ\lHT :i D— Ý:TqT SZG[ SL N`lQ8 
;[ CL pÉT SYG lSIF UIF C{ × VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,L D— Inl5 zL VUZR\N 
GFC8F VF{Z DC¿FAR\N NF[GF— —lGHFG\N RlZTFD`Tc SF[ lGlxRT ÝDF6 DFGSZ 
R,[ C®4 lSgTq IC IYFY" GCÄ SCF HF ;STF × VTo pÉT SYGF— S[ VFWFZ 
5Z IC lGlxRT:i ;[ GCÄ SCF HF ;STF lS VFG\N3G SF :JU"JF; lJP;\P 
!*#! D— D[0+TF D— CL CqVF × .; ;\A\W D— HA TS SF[." 9F[; ÝDF6 
p5,aW G CF[4 V\lTD:i ;[ SqK EL SCGF Sl9G C{ × 
? lJCFZ Ù[+ o 
 H{G ;FWq lJlEgG :Y,F— 5Z JØF"JF; SZT[ C® VF{Z Tt5xRFTŸ J[ lGZ\TZ 
lJCFZ sE|D6f SZT[ ZCT[ C® × VFG\N3G G[ lSGvlSG ÝN[XF— D— lJCFZ lSIF 
CF[UF m SCF¡vSCF¡ JØF"JF; lSI[ CF—U[ m .;SF ;DqlRT lJJZ6 p5,aW GCÄ      
C{ × pGS[ :TJGF—4 5NF— VFlN D— EL :Y,F— SF SF[." p<,[B GCÄ C{ × VTo 
pGS[ lJCFZvÙ[+ S[ ;\A\W D— SF[." 9F[; ÝDF6 GCÄ lD,T[ × 
 DFGF HFTF C{ lS pGSF HgD ,J\ :JU"JF; ZFH:YFG4 D[0+TF YF VTo 
UqHZFT4 ZFH:YFG VF{Z A|H pGSF lJCFZvÙ[+ ZCF CF[ × zL VUZR\NHL GFC8F 
SF DFGGF C{ lS VFG\N3GHL SF lJCFZ VlWS ,\AF GCÄ C{ × HLJG S[ 
V\lTD lNGF— D— J[ lGlxRT :i ;[ D[0+TF D— Y[ zL VUZR\NHL GFC8F G[ TF[ 
D[0+TF sZFH:YFGf SF[ CL pGSL HgDvE}lD EL DFGF C{ × 
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? ;\3Ø" ,J\ jIlÉTtJ o 
 VFG\N3G ;\;FZ ;[ lJZÉT ;\ÝNFI ;[ DqÉT ,W ;FWq 5q~Ø Y[ lOZ EL 
pGSF HLJG ;\3Ø"5}6" YF × .; lJØI D— lSJ\NlTIF¡ lD,TL C{ × SCT[ C® lS 
,S ;[9 SL 5tGL SF[ VFG\N3GHL G[ ;TL CF[G[ ;[ ZF[SF YF × JC :+L pGS[ 
5F; 7FG p5FH"G SZG[ S[ l,, VFIF SZTL YL × IC AFT DFZJF0 S[ ,S 
UF¡J SL C{ × :+L VlWS ;DI zLDNŸ VFG\N3GHL S[ 5F; ZCSZ VFwIFtD 
7FG SF VGqEJ ÝF%T SZTL YL VF{Z VFtDF SF[ prR NXF D— ,[ HFG[ SF 
ÝItG SZTL YL × SqK lJ?Gv;\TF[ØL jIlÉTIF— G[ VOJF O{,F NL lS zLDNŸ 
SF ;[9 SL 5tGL S[ ;FY U,T ;\A\W C{ × zLDNŸ TF[ prR SF[l8 S[ 5q~Ø 
Y[4 VTo pgCF—G[ .; 5Z SF[." wIFG GCÄ lNIF × SqK jIlÉT pgC— 5FB\0L4 W}T" 
VFlN SCSZ pGSL KlJ SF[ W}lD, SZGF RFCT[ Y[4 TF[ EL VFG\N3GHL pGSF 
A}ZF GCÄ DFGT[ Y[ × J[ TF[ VFtDUq6F— SF[ VFtD;FÙL ;[ ;[JG SZ S[ DF[Ù 
ÝF%T SZGF RFCT[ Y[ ×123 
 VFG\N3GHL ,S AFZ DFZJF0 S[ D[0+TF UF¡J D— UI[ × JCF¡ S[ ZFHF SL 
NF[ 5ql+IF¡ SqK ;DI 5}J" CL lJWJF CF[ U." YÄ × VTo J[ ÝlTvlNG ~NG 
lSIF SZTL YÄ × ZFHF G[ pGSF XF[S N}Z SZS[ pgC— ;FgTJGF NG[ S[ VG[S 
p5FI lSI[4 5Z\Tq pG 5ql+IF— SF XF[S N}Z GCÄ CqVF × ZFHF G[ VFG\N3G SF[ 
pGSF XF[S N}Z SZG[ S[ l,, lGJ[NG lSIF × zLDNŸ G[ ;\;FZ SL V;FZTF 
;DhFSZ pgC— VFtD :J:i ;DhFIF lH;;[ pGSF XF[S 8, UIF VF{Z J[ WD" 
SL VF[Z pgDqB Cq." × Tt5xRFTŸ J[ VFG\N3GHL S[ 5F; VlWS VFG[ ,UL 
VF{Z pGSL ;[JF SZG[ ,UL × NqH"G DGqQIF— G[ VOJFC O{,F." lS zLDNŸ SF 
pG ZFH 5ql+IF— S[ ;FY U,T ;\A\W C{ × AFT UF¡JvUF¡J O{, U." × V\T D— 
ZFHF G[ EL AFT ;qGL × .; AFT SF Uq%T:i ;[ 5TF ,UFG[ S[ l,, ZFHF 
TYF UF¡J S[ VgI ,F[U JCF¡ UI[ × p; ;DI VFG\N3G G[ pgC— VNŸEqT 
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p5N[X lNIF VF{Z VluG D— NF[GF— CFY ZBSZ RDtSFZ ATFIF lH;;[ ,F[UF— SL 
X\SF N}Z CF[ U." VF{Z pGS[ RlZ+ S[ ÝlT pgC— N`-+ lJ`JF; CF[ UIF × ZFHF 
G[ pG;[ ÙDFvIFRGF SL ×124 .; lSJNgTL D— lSTGL ;rRF." C{ IC lG6"I 
SZGF Sl9G C{ × 
 VFG\N3GHL VwIFtD 7FG SF p5N[X N[T[ Y[ × VTo ,SF\T lÊIF S[ 
VGqIFIL ;FWqVF[ G[ ,;F pGN[X lNIF lS zLDNŸ lGxRIJFNL C{ × VTo pgC— 
SF[." p5FzIF— D— 9CZG[ G N[ VF{Z SF[." H{G pGS[ 5F; p5N[X ;qGG[ S[ l,, 
G HFI[ × SqK :YFGF— 5Z AF,vHLJF— 5Z .;SF ÝEFJ 50+F lH;;[ pG :YFGF— 
5Z pgC— p5FzIF— D— 9CZG[ TS GCÄ lNIF UIF ×125 
 J[ :JEFJ ;[ ÝOql,T DG S[ Y[ × J[ HLJG D— lGE"ITF SL VF[Z 
VU|;Z CF[T[ UI[ × J[ H{G XF:+ wIFGvNXF D— EI DqÉT AG[ × 3G3F[Z 
H\U,F— D— lGJF; SZT[ Y[ × J[ .TG[ lGEL"S CF[ UI[ Y[ lS l;\CF[ SL UqOFVF— 
D— TYF VgI lC\;S ÝFl6IF— SL UqOFVF— D— lGJF; SZT[ Y[ × J[ V\W[ZL ZFl+ 
D— xD;FG D— wIFG SZT[ Y[ × N[C SF DDtJ K}8G[ 5Z CL lGEL"STF VFTL     
C{ × ,F[S lG\NF SL TlGS EL 5CJFC GCÄ SZT[ Y[ × J[ TF[ VFtDv;FÙL ;[ 
JLTZFU JRGF— SL VFZFWGF D— ;NF Tt5Z ZCT[ Y[ × SqK V7FGL ,F[U pgC— 
;TFT[ Y[4 5Z S~6F EFJ ZBSZ CL V5GL VFtDF SF[ prR AGFT[ Y[ ×126 
 VFG\N3GHL ;NF VFltDS lJRFZF— D— ,LG ZCT[ Y[ × J[ TF[ VFwIFltDS 
5N UFvUFSZ V5GL WqG D— D:T ZCT[ Y[ × J[ DFGT[ Y[ lS —Dqh[ TF[ SFD 
."xJZ ;[4 HUTŸ ~9[ TF[ ~9G[ NF[ ×c ,F[U pGS[ ;\A\W D— ÉIF SCT[ C® .; 
5Z J[ TlGS EL wIFG GCÄ N[T[ Y[ × pGSF TF[ ,1I YF4 DqlÉT SL  
VFZFWGF × J[ TF[ V5G[ lJZF[lWIF— ,J\ lG\NSF— SF[ EL SCT[ lS VFtDvS<IF6 
SZF[ × D® lJ5ZLT lJRFZJF,F— SL AFTF— SF SA TS p¿Z N[TF ZC}¡UF × 
DGqQI HgD ,F[UF— SL ÝX\;F 5FG[ S[ l,, GCÄ C{4 VFtDF S[ Xqâ WD" D— 
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ZD6 SZG[ S[ l,, DGqQIvHgD C{ × VFtD S<IF6 S[ VlE,FlØIF— SF[ V5G[ 
Uq6F— SL VF[Z wIFG N[GF RFlC, ×cc127 
 VFG\N3G IYFGFD TYF Uq6 SL plÉTvRlZTFY" SZT[ C® × J[ 
VFwIFltDS HLJG S[ HUDUFT[ ÝSFX 5q¡H Y[ IC SCGF VlTXIF[lÉT 5}6" GCÄ 
CF[UF × pgCF—G[ VFwIFltDS VFG\N SF HF[ hZGF ACFIF C{4 JC HGvHG SL 
VFwIFltDS T`ØF XF\T SZ N[TF C{ × pGSL ;\TvÝS`lT4 SlJtJvXlÉT4 lJäTF 
,J\ 5ZDŸ lGHFG\N SL ;D:TL ;[ ;Dv;FDlIS ,J\ 5ZJTL" ;\T VF{Z lJäFG 
ÝEFlJT C{ × pGSL VFwIFltDSTF ;[4 pGS[ ;DSF,LG p5FwIFI IXF[lJHI 
H{;[ DCFG ÝlTEF;d5gG lJäFG V;FWFZ6 :i ;[ ÝEFlJT Y[ × pgCF—G[ V5G[ 
ìNIF[NŸUFZ jIÉT SZG[ S[ l,, VFG\N3G SL ÝXl:T D— ,S VQ85NL CL ZR 
0F,L lHG S[ SqK V\X .; ÝSFZ C® v 
——,ZL VFH VFG\N EIF[ D[Z[4 T[ZF[ DqB lGZBvlGZB4 
ZF[D ZF[D ;LT, EIF[ V\U VU ×× ,ZL_ ×× 
Xqâ ;Dh6 ;DTF Z; hL,T4 VFG\N3G EIF[ V\T; Z\U ×× 
,[;L VFG\N NXF ÝS8L lR¿ V\TZ4 TFSF[ ÝEFJ R,T lGZD, U\U ×× 
JFCL U\U ;DTF NF[p lD, ZC[4 H; lJHI ;LT,TF S[ ;\U ×× 
VFG\N3G S[ ;\U ;qH; CL lD,[ HA4 TA VFG\N ;D EIF[ ;qH;¸ 
5FZ; ;\U ,F[CF H[ OZ;T4 S\RG CF[T CL TFS[ S; ×× ! ×× 
BLZ GLZ HF[ lD, ZC[ —VFG\Nc —H;c ; qDlT ;BL S[ ;\U EIF[ C[ ,S Z; × 
EJ B5F." —;qH;c lJ,F; EI[4 l;â :J:i l,, W;D; ×× 2 ××128 
 pÉT pâZ6F— ;[ IC h,S lD,TL C{ lS p5FwIFI IXF[lJHI pG;[ 
lSTG[ VlWS ÝEFlJT Y[ × VFG\N3G S[ ÝEFJXF,L jIlÉTtJ S[ :i D— CDFZ[ 
;FDG[ ,S ÝDFl6S HFGSFZL lD,TL C{4 ÉIF—lS IC pGS[ ;D;FDlIS ,S 
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;\T 5q~Ø äFZF Ý:TqT SL U." C{ × IC pGS[ jIlÉTtJ S[ lJlEgG 5ÙF— SF[ 
Ý:TqT SZTL C{ .;l,, EL .;SF DCÀJ C{ × 
 ;DNlX"TF VFG\N3G S[ jIlÉTtJ SL ,S DCÀJ5}6" lJX[ØTF C{ × J[ 
;DTF S[ ;rR[ ;FWS Y[ × ;DTF SL ;FWGF pGS[ HLJG SF VlEgG V\U 
AG U." YL ——;FWF[ EF." ;DTF ;\U ZDLH{cc IC pGS[ HLJG SF ;}+ YF × 
J[ DFGvV5DFG lG\NFv:TqlT ;[ EL VÝEFlJT Y[ × pGS[ SFjI D— V5G[ 
VF,F[RSF— S[ ÝlT VFÊF[X SF ,S EL XaN GCÄ lD,TF × H{Gv5Z\5ZF S[ 
VG[S ~l-+JFNL pGS[ VF,F[RS Y[4 lOZ EL J[ pGS[ ÝlT ;DEFJ CL ZBT[ 
Y[ × :JI\ IXF[lJHI G[ V5GL VQ85NL D— .;SF ;\S[T lSIF C{ v 
 ——SF[p VFG\N3G lKã lC 5[BT4 H;ZFI ;\U Rl-+ VFIF × 
 VFG\N3G VFG\NZ; HL,T4 N[BT CL H; Uq6 UFIF ××cc129 
 J[ TF[ Xqâ VFtDvEFJ D— ZD6 SZG[ JF,[ z[Q9 klØ Y[ × J[ :JI\ 
,S :YFG 5Z l,BT[ C{ v 
 ——DFG V5DFG lR¿ ;D lU6{4 ;DlU6{ SGS 5FBF6 Z[ × 
 A\NS lG\NS Cq ;D lU6{4 .:IF[ CF[I T} HFG Z[ ××!#_ 
 VFG\N3G SF jIlÉTtJ J{ZFuI VF{Z VFwIFtD D— Z\UF YF J[ V\TDq"BL 
ÝJ`l¿ S[ VFwIFltDS ;\T Y[ × pGSL VFwIFltDSTF VGqEJ HgI YL × 
pGSL N`lQ8 D— VFtD7FG ;[ CL SF[." DqlG CF[ ;STF C{ × VFG\N3G zD6 SF 
,Ù6 SCT[ C® HF[ VFtD7FG ;[ IqÉT C{ JCL zD6 C{4 X[Ø TF[ DF+ ãjIl,\UL 
VYF"TŸ J[ØWFZL C{ × 
 VFG\N3G S[ ZF[DvZF[D D— H{GFUDF— S[ ÝlTlGQ9F EZL YL × pGS[ ;\A\W 
D— zLDNŸZFHR\ã G[ EL l,BF C{ v ——zL VFG\N3GHL GF[ l;âF\T AF[W TLJ| 
CTF[ VG[ T[VF[ xJ[TF\AZ ;\ÝNFIGF CTF ×cc!#! 
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 pgCF—G[ 5NF— ,J\ :TJGF— D— VG[S :YFG 5Z VFUDF— SF p<,[B lSIF   
C{ × .; ÝSFZ4 SCF HF ;STF C{ lS VFG\N3G G[ H{G v VFUDF— SL 
UCZF.IF— SF[ lJlXQ8 XF:+LI ,J\ ;Z, EFØF D— HGvHG TS 5Cq¡RFG[ SF 
ÝIF; lSIF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G UrKFTLT CL GCÄ ;\ÝNFIFTLT EL Y[ × J[ lS;L EL UrKvDT 
IF 5\Y SL ;\SqlRT JF0FA\NL S[ 3[Z[ D— VFAâ CF[SZ ZCGF GCÄ RFCT[ Y[ × 
 VFG\N3G S[J, ;\T4 SlJ CL GCÄ4 JRGvl;â 5q~Ø EL Y[ × pGS[ 
HLJG S[ ;\A\W D— VG[S RDtSFZ5}6" VGqE}lTIF¡ Ýl;â C{ × pgCF—G[ T5F[A, 
;[ ,[;L VFtD XlÉT lJSl;T SL YL lS J[ lUlZvUqOFVF—4 ,SFgT :Y,F— D— 
wIFG:Y CF[ XZLZ VF{Z ;\;FZ SF EFG E},SZ VFG\N D— ,LG CF[ HFT[ × 
wIFG VF{Z ;DFlW S[ O,:J:i pGD— VG[S ,laWIF¡ ÝF%T Cq." × Inl5 
VFtD:Y ;\T VFG\N3G G[ lRZ ;FWGF ;[ ;\lRT VD}<I VFwIFtD XlÉT SF 
p5IF[U .G RDtSFDZF— SF[ 5FG[ C[Tq GCÄ lSIF YF × lOZ EL VFwIFltDS 
5q~ØF[ S[ l,, I[ ;CH :JFEFlJS 38GF,¡ CF[TL C{ × VFG\N3G SL 
JRGvl;lâ S[ ;\A\W D— ,S HGzqlT C{ × Inl5 HGzqlTIF— S[ AFZ[ D— 
lGlxRT :i ;[ SqK SC 5FGF Sl9G CF[TF C{4 TYFl5 —GC}I D},F HGzqlTc S[ 
VFWFZ 5Z IC SCF HF ;STF C{ lS HG ;FDFgI D— ÝRl,T HGzqlT 
lGZFWFZ GCÄ CF[TL × 
 VFG\N3G SF jIlÉTtJ ;DgJIJFNL ,J\ ;lCQ6q YF × pGS[ SFjIF— D— 
WFlD"S pNFZTF ,J\ ;lCQ6qTF SF 5lZRI lD,TF C{ × lH; WD" ,J\ NX"G D— 
jIF5S ,J\ pNFZ N`lQ8SF[6 SF VEFJ ZCTF C{ JC ,SF\UL4 ,S5ÙLI CF[ HFTF 
C{ × .; ;\A\W D— VFG\N3G SF :5Q8 pNŸ3F[Ø C{ lS JLTZFU v 5ZDFtDF S[ 
RZ6F— SF p5F;S ;\SL6" ZFUä[Ø ZBG[JF,F ,J\ ,SF\lTS N`lQ8 GCÄ CF[   
;STL × JC V5GL AFT ;rRL AFT .;S[ AN,[ ;rRL AFT CL V5GL .; 
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SF 5Ù5FTL CF[UF × .;SL JHC ;[ CL V5G[ HCF¡ EL ;tI lD,TF C{4 p;[ 
V5GF ,[T[ C® × p;SL VG[SFgT N`lQ8 :5Q84 pNFZ4 ;JF±UL CF[TL C{ × 
VFG\N3G ,[;[ CL pNFZDGF ;\T Y[ × .;Ll,, J[ Ø0ŸNX"GF— SF[ lHG[` JZ N[J S[ 
KC V\UF— S[ :i D— ;q:YFl5T SZT[ Cq, SCT[ C{ lS lJTZFUv5ZDFtDF SF 
RZ6 p5F;S TF[ lS;L ,S NX"G SF GCÄ Ø0ŸNX"G SF VFZFWS CF[TF C{ × 
H{G NX"G SL jIF5STF SF DGF[ZD lR+ BÄRT[ Cq, VFG\N3G SCT[ C® v H{G 
NX"G lJXF, DCF;FUZ C{ lH;D— VG[S GlNIF— S[ :i D— lJlEgG NX"G 
;DFlJQ8 C®4 lSgTq GNL :i VgI NX"GF— D— ;Dqã:i H{G NX"G VF\lXS :i ;[ 
;DFlCT C{ ×132 .;;[ 5TF R,TF C{ lS VFG\N3G H{G DTFJ,\AL SF[ pNFZ 
,J\ ;J"NX"G ;DgJIL AGG[ SL :5Q8 ;LB N[T[ C® × 
 JC S[J, NFX"lGS ;DgJIJFNL GCÄ Y[4 WFlD"S ;lCQ6qTF EL pGD— 
S}8S}8 SZ EZL YL × pGS[ ;DI D— ;F\ÝNFlIS ;\SL6"TF G[ ;DFH D— 
lJØDTF 5{NF SZ NL YL × ,S WD" N};Z[ WD" S[ VGqIFlIIF— SF ZÉTvl55F;q 
AG ZCF YF × WFlD"S SÎZTF G[ lCgN} Dql:,D V,UFJ 5{NF SZ lNIF YF × 
,[;[ lJØD ;DI D— VFG\N3G G[ E[NEFJ N}Z SZG[ SF AL0+F p9FIF × pgCF—G[ 
lGEL"S :i ;[ pNŸ3F[Ø6F SL C{ × pgCF—G[ WDF"gWTF4 ;\SL6"TF4 V;lCQ6qTF ,J\ 
S}5D^0}STF ;[ DFGJv;DFH SF[ µ5Z p9FSZ ,STF SF VD`T 5FG SZFIF × 
? S`lTtJ o  
 DwISF,LG lCgNL ;FlCtI S[ lJSF; D— VFwIFtD ;\T VFG\N3G SF 
IF[UNFG ACqT DCÀJ5}6" C{ × pGSL ZRGF,¡ lCgN ;FlCtI SL VGq5DS`lTIF¡     
C{ × V5G[ IqU S[ VGq:i VFG\N3G G[ 5NF— SL ZRGF SL C{ × pGSF DqbI 
pNŸN[xI V5GL VFwIFltDS ZC:IFGqE}lTIF— SF[ HG ;FWFZ6 TS 5Cq¡RFGF YF × 
VA CD pGSL S`lTIF— S[ 5lZRI N—U[ HF[ .; ÝSFZ C{ v 
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s!f VFG\N3G RF{AL;L o 
 VFG\N3G ZlRT :TJGF— SL ;\bIF AF."; CL C{ × —VFG\N3G RF{AL;Lc D— 
AF."; :TJG S[ VlTlZÉT 2# J— VF{Z 2$ J— TLYÅSZ S[ :TJG EL p5,aW 
CF[T[ C®4 lSgTq I[ NF[ :TJG VFG\N3G ZlRT GCÄ C{ × VgI ZRGFSFZF— S[ 
äFZF RF{AL;L 5}6" SZG[ SL N`lQ8 ;[ ZR[ U, ÝTLT CF[T[ C® × VFG\N3G G[ 
22 CL :TJGF— SL ZRGF SL .GSL ÝDFl6S HFGSFZL ;J"ÝYD 7FGlJD, ;}lZ 
lJZlRT —VFG\N3G AF.;Lc S[ —AF,AF[Wc ;[ CF[TL C{ × IC S`lT ;FlCtI SL 
,S ptS`Q8 lGlW C{ × —VFG\N3G RF{AL;Lc D— TLYÅSZF— SL :TqlT SL U." C{ × 
I[ :TJG ULT S[ :i D— C{4 HF[ ;Uq6 ElÉT S[ 5lZRFIS C{ × .; S`lT D— 
7FG SL UCGTF ElÉT SL DC¿F TYF VFwIFtD SL U}-+TF C{ × .; S`lT SF 
ÝFZ\E 7FG4 ElÉT VF{Z IF[U SL VGq5D l+J[6L ;[ CF[TF C{ × I[ :TJGvULT 
;FWS SF[ VS:DFTŸ ;FWGF SL UCZF." D— GCÄ ,[ HFT[4 lSgTq p¿ZF[¿Z 
pgGT ;F[5FG SF NX"G SZFT[ C® × JF:TJ D— ElÉT SF ;JF["rR :TZ .; 
ZRGF D— CD— N[BG[ SF[ lD,TF C{ × .;D— :YFGv:YFG 5Z VFG\N3G SL 
VFwIFltDSTF ,J\ NFX"lGSTF SF VUFW 5lZRI ÝF%T CF[TF C{ .GSL EFØF SF 
ÝJFC :JEFlJS C{ × IC pGSL G{;lU"S ÝlTEF SF 5lZ6FD C{ × VFG\N3G 
SL IC z[Q9 VFwIFltDS ZRGF H{G ;DFH D— ;JF"lWS ,F[SlÝI C{ × 
 ;\Ù[5 D— SCF HF ;STF C{ lS VFG\N3G SL .; SFjI S`lT D— 
VFwIFltDS lJSF; SL N`lQ8 ;[ Xq~ ;[ V\T TS ÊDAâTF C{ × lH; :i D— 
pgCF—G[ .;D— ElÉT4 IF[U ,J\ VwIFtD SL l+J[6L ACFIL C{4 JC lCgNL SFjI 
HUTŸ D— VGq5D C{ × 
s2f VFG\N3G S[ 5N o sVFG\N3G ACF[¿ZLf 
 VFG\N3G S[ 5N —VFG\N3G ACF[¿ZLc S[ :i D— Ýl;â C{ HF[ SlJ SL 
z[Q9 ZRGF C{ × —VFG\N3G ACF[¿ZLc S[ GFD ;[ ,[;F ÝTLT CF[TF C{ lS 
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VFG\N3G G[ *2 5NF— SL ZRGF SL CF[UL4 lSgTq lJlEgG C:T ÝlTIF— D— 5NF— 
SL ;\bIF lEgGvlEgG C® × 5NF— D— SF[." ÊD EL N`lQ8UT GCÄ CF[TF × VA 
TS lJlJW lCgNL UqHZFTL 5N ;\U|CF— D— —VFG\N3Gc SL KF5 JF,[ HF[ 5N 
lD,T[ C® pGSL ;\bIF ,UEU !_( ;[ EL VlWS 5Cq¡R U." C{ × lSgTq VEL 
TS IC VgJ[Ø6 SZGF X[Ø C{ lS .GD— ;[ VFG\N3G S`T S[ ÝFDFl6S 5N 
lSTG[ VF{Z SF{GvSF{G ;[ C{ m Ý:TqT XF[W ÝA\W SF DqbI ÝIF[HG C{ 
SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G o ,S Tq,GFtDS VwIIG SZGF VTo 5NF— SL ;\bIF 
,J\ pGSL ÝFDFl6STF SF ÝxG CDFZL lJØI ;LDF D— GCÄ VFTF × VTo ICF¡ 
p5Iq"ÉT lGN["X CL ÝIF%T C{ × 
 VFG\N3G G[ SALZ4 DLZF4 ;}Z4 Tq,;L VFlN SlJIF— SL EF¡lT DqÉTS 
5NF— SL ZRGF SL C{ × .GSL IC ZRGF ÝULT SFjI SL z[6L D— EL VF 
;STL C{4 .GS[ 5NF— D— U[IFtDSTF ,J\ ;\lÙ%TTF S[ ;FY VFtDlGJ[NG SF 
:J:i EL lD,TF C{ × VFG\N3G S[ 5N ;ìNITF S[ CL ÝTLS SC[ HF ;ST[ 
C® × .;D— lJZCJ[NGF SL DFlD"S VGqE}lTIF¡ lRl+T Cq." C® × 
 VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— SL DqbI lJX[ØTF IC C{ lS SlJ G[ VlWSF\X 5NF— 
D— lJlJW EFJF— SF DFGJLSZ6 lSIF C{ × .;D— ;DTF4 DDTF4 R[TG4 VGqEJ4 
lJJ[S4 zâF VFlN VD}T" TÀJ CL VlEGJ SZG[JF,[ DFGJ 5F+F— S[ :i D— 
lRl+T C®4 DqÉTS H{;[ 5NF— S[ DGF[EFJF— SF GF8SLI -\U ;[ lR+6 SZG[ D— 
VFG\N3G G[ V5GL SlJtJXlÉT SF 5lZRI lNIF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ACF[¿ZL ,S DqÉTS 5NF—JF,L VFwIFltDS ZRGF C{ × 
;FDFgITo .;SL lJØI J:Tq lJEÉT GCÄ SL HF ;STL × .;D— VG[S lJØIF — 
SF lEgGvlEgG 5NF— D— J6"G CqVF C{ × pGS[ 5NF— SF lJØIFGq;FZ JUL"SZ6 
;FwJL zL ;qNX"GF G[ .;L ÝSFZ lSIF C{ ×!## s!f ElÉT5ZS 5N s2f 
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VFwIFltDS 5N s#f NFX"lGS5N s$f IF[Uv;FWGFtDS 5N s5f X`\UFZ ,J\ lJZC 
lD,G ;\A\WL 5N s&f p5N[XFtDS 5N × 
 .;S[ ;FYv;FY :JFGqE}lT4 VFtDFGqEJvZ;4 pNFZTF4 ;t;\UvDCFtdI 
VFlN ;D:T lJØIF— SF .; S`lT D— ;DFJ[X CqVF C{ × ;\Ù[5 D— 0F¶P 
V\AFX\SZ GFUZ S[ XaNF— D— CD SC—U[ lS v ——VFG\N3G S[ 5N VGqE}lT ,J\ 
VlEjIlÉT NF[GF— CL N`lQ8IF— ;[ prRSF[l8 S[ C® × I[ 5N IlN ,S VF[Z H{Gv 
NX"G SL J{ZFuI J{HI\TL C{4 TF[ N};ZL VF{Z EFZTLI U[I 5N ;FlCtI SL 
VGq5D p5,laW C{ ×cc!#$ .;L S`lT S[ lJØI D— 0F¶P V\AFX\SZ GFUZ VFU[ 
l,BT[ C® lS v ——VFG\N3G SF SFjI ;\bIF D— ;LlDT CF[G[ 5Z EL VUFW 
,J\ VYFC C{ × SlJ SL JF6L A0[+ µ¡R[ 3F8 SL C{ × VFtDv;FÙFtSFZ S[ 
5xRFTŸ CL lS;L SlJ SL JF6L D— ,[;L ;FDyI" ;\EJ C{ × SlJ SF EFØF 
,J\ K\NvIF[HGF 5Z EL 5}ZF VlWSFZ YF × ;\ULT S[ J[ A0[+ SqX, 7FTF      
Y[ × ICL SFZ6 C{ lS .GSL SlJTF S[ VGqE}lT TYF VlEjIlÉT NF[GF— 5Ù 
ÝA, C® ×135 
 VFG\N3GHL S[ S`lTtJ S[ ;\A\W D— IC SCGF VlTxIF[lÉT 5}6" GCÄ 
CF[UF lS VFG\N3G SL ;D:T S`lTIF¡ ,S ÝSFZ ;[ VwIFtD SF BHFGF TYF 
ZC:I EFJGF SF VUFW ;FUZ ,CZF ZCF C{ × pGSL ,Sv,S ZRGF EÉT 
S[ V\TZ DFG; SF[ ÝSFlXT SZTL C{ × 
? Tq,GFtDS lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— S[ HLJG RlZ+ lJØIS p5Iq"ÉT ;FDU|L 
S[ VFWFZ 5Z SlT5I lGQSØ" Ý:TqT C{ × 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— ;\T SlJ C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ :JI\ S[ 
HLJG S[ AFZ[ D— SqK 5\lÉTIF— SF[ KF[0+SZ ,UEU SqK GCÄ l,BF C{4 lOZ EL 
V\To;F1I4 AlC;F"1I VF{Z HGqzqlTIF— S[ VFWFZ ,[SZ HFGSFZL CF¡l;, SL U." 
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C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ HgD lTlY ,J\ HgDv:YFG S[ AFZ[ D— lJäFGF— ,S DT 
GCÄ C{ × SALZNF; SF ;DI ,UEU ;\JTŸ !$55 ;[ ;\JTŸ !5*5 TS SF 
C{ TF[ VFG\N3G SF ;DI ,UEU ;\JTŸ !&&_ ;[ ;\JTŸ !*#! TS SF DFGF 
HFTF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ HgD :YFG S[ AFZ[ D— HFlT S[ AFZ[ D— 5lZJFZ S[ 
AFZ[ D— EL lJäFGF— S[ V,UvV,U DT C{ × SALZNF; S[ Uq~ ZFDFG\N Y[ 
,[;F VlWSF\X lJäFG DFGT[ C® × .;L ÝSFZ VFG\N3G xJ[TFdAZ 5Z\5ZF D— 
;\JTŸ !&*$ D— zL lHGZFH;}lZHL ;[ BZTZUrK D— NLlÙT Cq, Y[ IC EL 
l;â CF[TF C{ ×!#& NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ HgD N[G[JF,L DFTF TYF l5TF S[ AFZ[ 
D— EL lJäFGF— D— ,SDT GCÄ C{ × 
 NF[GF— S[ HLJG S[ AFZ[ D— RDtSFlZS AFT— Hq0+L Cq." lD,TL C{ × 
SALZ5\lYIF— G[ SALZNF; S[ HLJG S[ AFZ[ D— ACqT ;FZL RDtSFlZS AFT[ HF[0+ 
NL C{ × TNŸGq;FZ SALZNF; SF HgD lS;L DFTF S[ UE" ;[ GCÄ CqVF lSgTq 
JC ,CZTF, D— lB,[ SD, D— ;[ pt5gG CqI[ CF[ × SALZNF; SF lGWG CF[G[ 
5Z EL lCgN} TYF Dq;,DFG WD" S[ ,F[U VF5; D— hU0+G[ ,U[ ÉIF—lS J[ 
V5G[ WD" S[ VGq:i SALZ S[ N[C SF V\lTD ;\:SFZ SZGF RFCT[ Y[ × 
lSgTq XJ ;[ -\SF J:+ p9FG[ ;[ 5TF R,F lS JCF¡ 5Z SALZNF; SF XJ 
CL GCÄ YF × JCF¡ 5Z 5qQ5 50[+ Y[ × .;L ÝSFZ VFG\N3G S[ HLJG S[ AFZ[ 
D— RDtSFlZS AFT[ Hq0+L Cq." lD,TL C{ × DFgITF C{ lS VFG\N3GHL ,S AFZ 
DFZJF0+ S[ D[0+TF UF¡J D— UI[ × JCF¡ S[ ZFHF SL NF[ 5ql+IF¡ SqK ;DI 5}J" 
CL lJWJF CF[ U." YÄ × VTo ÝlTvlNG ~NG lSIF SZTL YL × ZFHF G[ 
pGSF XF[S N}Z SZS[ pgC— ;FgtJGF N[G[ S[ VG[S p5FI lSI[4 5Z\Tq pG 
5ql+IF— SF XF[S N}Z GCÄ CqVF × ZFHF G[ VFG\N3G SF[ pGSF XF[S N}Z SZG[ 
S[ l,, lGJ[NG lSIF × zLDNŸ G[ ;\;FZ SL V;FZTF ;DhFSZ pgC— 
VFtDv:J:i ;DhFIF lH;;[ pGSF XF[S 8, UIF VF{Z J[ WD" SL VF[Z 
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pgDqB Cq." × Tt5xRFTŸ J[ VFG\N3GHL S[ 5F; VlWS VFG[ ,UL VF{Z pGSL 
;[JF SZG[ ,UL × NqH"G DGqQIF— G[ VOJFC O{,F." lS zLDNŸ SF pG ZFH 
5ql+IF— S[ ;FY U,T ;\A\W C{ × AFT UF¡JvUF¡J O{, U." × V\T D— ZFHF G[ 
EL AFT ;qGL × .; AFT SF Uq%T:i ;[ 5TF ,UFG[ S[ l,, ZFHF TYF UF¡J 
S[ VgI ,F[U JCF¡ UI[ × p; ;DI VFG\N3G G[ pgC— VNŸEqT p5N[X lNIF 
VF{Z VluG D— NF[GF— CFY ZBSZ RDtSFZ ATFIF lH;;[ ,F[UF— SL X\SF N}Z CF[ 
U." VF{Z pGS[ RlZ+ S[ ÝlT pgC— N`-+ lJxJF; CF[ UIF × ZFHF G[ pG;[ 
ÙDF IFRGF SL × ,[;L RDtSFlZS AFT— ,F[UF— G[ HF[0+ NL C{ × HF[ CD— .; 
ÝSFZ SL AFT— JF:TlJSTF ;[ N}Z ,UTL C{ × NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SL JF:TlJS 
AFT TF[ IC C{ lS NF[GF— G[\ 5ZDFtDF SF[ 5FG[ S[ l,, ;FWGF SL YL × NF[GF— 
S[ 5F; HF[ SqK 7FG YF JC 7FG pgCF—G[ ;T;\U TYF VGqEJ D— ÝF%T lSIF 
YF × 
 NF[GF[ ;\T SlJIF— G[ 5lZE|D6 lSIF C{ × SALZNF; SF[ 3qDÉS0 SCF 
HFTF C{ × pgCF—G[ EFZT N[X D— TF[ E|D6 lSIF YF4 ;FYv;FY lJN[X D— EL 
E|D6 lSIF YF × pgCF—G[ DYqZF TYF SFXL ;[ äFZSF TS SL IF+F SL YL  
,J\ AqBFZF4 ;DZSgN4 DÉSF4 AUNFN VFlN SL IF+F SL YL × VFG\N3G SF 
UqHZFT4 ZFH:YFG VF{Z A|H lJCFZ Ù[+ ZCF C{ × >; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G SL 
V5[ÙF SALZ G[ VlWS 5lZE|D6 lSIF C{ × ,[;F ,UTF C{ lS SALZ G[ 
;\;FZ SF[ HFGG[ S[ l,, 7FG ÝF%T SZG[ S[ l,, N[X lJN[X D— E|D6 lSIF4 
HA lS VFG\N3G H{G WD" D— NLlÙT ;FWq Y[ VTo pGSL IF+F,¡ UqHZFT ,J\ 
ZFH:YFG TS ;LlDT ÝTLT CF[TL C{ ÉIF—lS H{G WDF",\lAIF— SF ACqDT lGJF; 
.gCÄ ÝN[XF— D— C{ × 
 NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SF jIlÉTtJ VFD jIlÉT ;[ V,U YF × NF[GF— SlJIF— 
D— DGqQITF4 lGlE"STF4 lGQ5ÙTF4 J{RFlZSTF4 ElÉT SL VGgITF4 ÝUlTXL,TF 
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VFlN ;DFG :i ;[ 5FIL HFG[ JF,L lJX[ØTF,¡ C{ × NF[GF— ;tI S[ 5ÙWZ       
Y[ × NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ ÝBZ ,J\ T[H:JL :JEFJ SF 5lZRI lD,TF C{ × 
NF[GF— CL l;â ;\T C{ × NF[GF— HLJG D— GFGF ;\3ØF[" ;[ H}hT[ ZC[ Y[ × NF[GF— 
SlJ ;\ÝNFlIS A\WGF— ;[ DqÉT Y[ SALZ TF[ lS;L ;\ÝNFI ;[ H0[+ CL GCÄ    
Y[ × SALZ ;\ÝNFI pGSL D`tIq S[ AFN Vl:TtJ D— VFIF C{ × IC lJ0\AGF 
C{ lS HF[ jIlÉT ;\ÝNFI ;[ lJ~â YF4 ;\ÝNFI ;[ DqÉT YF × p;L S[ GFD 
;[ SF,FgTZ D— ;\ÝNFI R,F × VFG\N3G H{G WD" S[ BZTZUrK D— NLlÙT Y[ 
,[lSG pGSL 5NFJ,L ;[ :5Q8 wJlGT CF[TF C{ lS J[ ;\ÝNFIFTLT CF[ UI[     
Y[ × .;Ll,, V5G[ HLJG SF, D— H{G WDF",\lAIF— ;[ lJZF[W ;CGF 50+F   
YF × ICF¡ TS lS pgC— E|D6 S[ NF{ZFG H{G p5FzIF— D— 9[CZG[ EL GCÄ 
lNIF HFTF YF ×!#* NF[GF— SlJ J{ZFUL Y[ Inl5 SALZ 5lZJFZ S[ A\WG ;[ Hq0[+ 
Y[ VF{Z TYF SlYT:i D— J{ZFUL GCÄ Y[ lSgTq J[ 5lZJFZ VF{Z ãjI S[ DF[C 
;[ DqÉT Y[ TF[ VFG\N3G ;\;FZ SF[ KF[0+ RqS[ Y[ × NF[GF— S[ lR¿ D— CL 
J{ZFuI pt5gG CF[ UIF YF × NF[GF— SlJ 7FG ,J\ ElÉT SL z[Q9¿D VJ:YF 
D— 5CF—R UI[ Y[ lS lH;;[ pgCF—G[ ;\ÝNFlIS ;LDFVF— SF[ TF[0+ NL YL × 
 NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SF C[Tq SFjI ZRGF SZGF GCÄ YF 5Z 5ZDFtDF SL 
ElÉT D— ,LG CF[SZ UFIF SZT[ Y[ × NF[GF— G[ :JI\ S[ ;qB VF{Z VFG\N S[ 
l,, HF[ UFIF JCL ;CH:i ;[ SFjI AG UIF × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ ;FlBIF¡ 
VF{Z 5N l,B[ C® × NF[GF— ;\T DFGJTFJFNL ,J\ µ¡rR z[6L S[ ;H"S C{ × 
SALZ G[ V5G[ SFjI S[ ;FDFlHSv5Ù SF[ ÝFIo ;FlBIF— D— VlEjIÉT lSIF 
C{ VF{Z VFwIFltDS 5Ù SF[ ;AN VYJF 5NF— S[ DFwID;[ JF6L NL C{ × 
VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— .; ÝSFZ SF lJEFHG GCÄ lSIF HF ;STF .;S[ 
VlTlZÉT SALZ SL V5[ÙF VFG\N3G SL ZRGF,¡ EL SD C® VF{Z pGD— 
VFwIFltDS 5Ù SF CL lR+6 lD,TF C{ × 
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 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ jIlÉTtJ ,J\ S`lTtJ SF[ 
,[SZ SqK NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ p5l:YlT SF, D— ,UEU !__ JØ" SF V\TZ 
C{ × SALZ SF ;DI TqU,S J\X ;[ ,F[lNIF— S[ XF;GSF, TS SF C{ HA 
lS VFG\N3G HCF\ULZ VF{Z XFCHCF¡ S[ XF;GSF, D— lJnDFG Y[ × VUZ N[B[ 
TF[ SALZ SF ;DI Iqâ VF{Z VXF\lT SF ;DI YF × HAlS VFG\N3G SF 
;DI V5[ÙFS`T lCgN}vD}l:,D ,STF SF ;DI YF × .;Ll,, SNFlRT SALZ 
G[ lCgN}vDql:,D ,STF S[ lJØI D— lHTGF VF{Z H{;F l,BF C{ J{;F VFG\N3G 
S[ ;FlCtI D— GCÄ lD,TF ×  
 SALZNF; S[ HgD N[G[JF,[ DFTFvl5TF SF{G Y[ .;S[ AFZ[ D— SF[." 9F[; 
HFGSFZL GCÄ lD,TL lSgTq pGSF 5F,Gv5F[Ø6 SZG[JF,[ DFTFvl5TF lGDFvGL~ 
SF GD p<,[B C{ × VFG\N3G ,S VF[;JF, ;[9 S[ RFZ 5q+F— D— T`TLI 5q+ 
Y[ × ,s;F p<,[B VJxI lD,TF C{ × 5Z VFG\N3G SL DFTF SF GFD SF 
p<,[B SCÄ 5Z GCÄ lD,TF × 
 SALZNF; G[ VÙZ7FG ÝF%T GCÄ lSIF YF × .; ;\NE" D— ÝFIo ;EL 
lJäFGF— G[ pGS[ V\To;F1IF— SF p<,[B lSIF C{ × ——Dl; SFUN K}IF[ GCÄ4 
S,D UlC GCÄ CFYcc TYF ——lJnF G 5-}¡ AFN GCÄ HFG}¡cc .G NF[GF— plÉTIF— 
;[ ÝFIo ;EL lJäFGF— G[ IC VFXI U|C6 lSIF C{ × SALZ SF[ VÙZ7FG 
GCÄ YF4 HA lS VFG\N3G SL U6GF V5G[ ;DI S[ DCFG lJäFGF— D— CF[TL 
C{ × 
 J:TqTo N[B[ TF[ NF[GF— VF,F[rI SlJ äI V5G[ ;DI S[ DCFG 
VFwIFltDS 5q~Ø Y[ × Inl5 NF[GF— S[ ;DI D— ,UEU ;F{ N[-+ ;F{ ;F, SF 
V\TZ C{ × NF[GF— lEgG 5lZJ[X ;[ ;\A\W ZBT[ C® × SALZ WD" ;\ÝNFI lGZ5[Ù 
lGUq"6 SFjIWFZF S[ SlJ C{ VF{Z VFG\N3G H{G WD" D— NLlÙT SlJ C{4 lOZ 
EL NMGF— S[ 5NF— D— HF[ VFwIFltDSTF VF{Z ElÉT SL WFZF lD,TL C{ p;D— 
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SFO+L ;DFGTF C{ × N};Z[ XaNF— D— SC[ TF[ NF[GF— CL VF,F[rI SlJ p; DCFG 
EFZTLI VFwIFltDS ,J\ SFjI 5Z\5ZF S[ V5G[ ;DI S[ DCF5q~Ø C{ lH;D— 
DwISF,LG ;Uq6 VF{Z lGUq"6 lJlEgG ÝN[XF— D— VG[S SlJ DlGØL GFGS4 
NlZIF,F,4 lT~J<,}JZ4 Tq,;LNF;4 ;}ZNF;4 HFI;L4 GZl;\C DC[TF4 TqSFZFD 
VFlN Cq, × 
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;\NE" ;}RL o 
! lCgNL ;FlCtI SF .lTCF; v 0F¶P GU[gã4 5• P )$ 
2 SALZ ,S lJJ[RG v ;ZGFDl;\C XDF"4 5`P !_( 
3 lCgNL ;FlCtI SF .lTCF; v 0F¶P GU[gã4 5`P )$4 )5 
4 lCgNL ;FlCtI SF .lTCF; v 0F¶P GU[gã4 5`P )& 
5 lCgNL ;FlCtI SF .lTCF; v 0F¶P ZFDD}lT" l+5F9L4 5`P 5* 
6 SALZ SlJ VF{Z IqU o ,S 5qGD}"<IF\SG v 0F¶P S[P zL,TF4 5`P !$# 
7 lCgNL ;FlCtI SF .lTCF; v 0F¶P GU[gã4 5`P !_2 
8 ;\:S`lT S[ RFZ VwIFI v ZFDWFZLl;\C lNGSZ4 5`P #)! 
9 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG v 0F¶P SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 5`P $ 
10 —lDZFT[ VCDNLc o pNâ`T v VFG\NWG o  ,S VwIIG v 0F¶P 
SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 5`P 5 
11 lCgNL ;FlCtI SL IqULG ÝJ`l¿IF¡ v 0F¶P GFDN[J pGSZ4 5`P !_$ 
12 lCgNL ;FlCtI SF .lTCF; v 0F¶P GU[gã4 5`P 2(# 
13 zL VFG\N3GHL GF 5NF— EFUv!4 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
5N ;\bIFv!# 
14 zL VFG\N3GHL GF 5NF— EFUv!4 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
5N ;\bIFv$( 
15 zL VFG\N3GHL GF 5NF— EFUv24 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
5N ;\bIFv)) 




17 H{G WD"GL 5lZl:YlTGF[ lJRFZ SZL, TF[ +6 ÝTF5L ;FWq5q~ØF[ ;DFH 5Z 
h/C/TF[ ÝSFX 5FYZL ZæF CTF × 5\P ;tIlJHIHLDF\ lÊIF4 
VFG\N3GHLDF\ IF[U VG[ IXF[lJHIHLDF\ 7FG ,D VFtD 7FGGF +6 V\UGF[ 
l+J[6L ;\UD ;WFIF[ CTF[ × VF +6[ DCF5q~ØF[ 5Z:5ZGF UF- ;\5S"DF\ 
CF[JF KTF\ ,D6[ 5F[TFGF ;FWGF DFU"GL VFUJL ZLT HF/JL ZFBL CTL × 
5\P ;tIlJHI ;FY[ VFG\N3GHLGF[ VG[ IXF[lJHIHLGF[ T[DH VDFG\NWGHL 
;FY[ zL ;tIlJHIHL VG[ IXF[lJHIHLGF[ D[/F5 ÝDF6 l;â K[ × 5\P 
;tIlJHIHL, lÊIF pâFZ DF8[ ;}lZ5N :JLSFIqÅ GCÄ4 T[VF[ ;\J[U DFU" 
5Z VFU/ RF<IF × 
H{G ,[lTCFl;S ZF;DF/F EFUv!4 ;\XF[WS v DF[CG,F, N,LR\N N[;F."4 
5`P $# 
18 VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,L v ;\P DC¿FAR\N BFZ{04 E}lDSF4 5`P !# 
19 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG v 0F¶P SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 ÝlXQ8 JFRGF 
—zL VlHT lHG :TJGc4 5`P !*_v!*! 
20 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG v 0F¶P SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 ÝlXQ8 JFRGF 
—zL VG\T lHG :TJGc4 5`P 22_ 
21 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG v 0F¶P SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 ÝlXQ8 JFRGF 
—zL VlEG\NG lHG :TJGc4 5`P !*) 
22 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG v 0F¶P SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 ÝlXQ8 JFRGF 
—zL VlHT lHG :TJGc4 5`P !*2 
23 lDZFT[ VCDNL4 EFUvZ4 5`P !$2 
24 IF[ULZFH zLDNŸ VFG\N3GHL ,J\ pGSF SFjI v ;\5FNS v G{GD, 
lJGIR\N ;qZF6F4 5`P 25 
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25 ——WFlD"S l:YlT VF ;DIGL T5F;JF DF8[ BF; lJUT 5}ZL 5F0[ T[JL ZLT[ 
zLDNŸ IXF[lJHIHL, EFØFDF\ #5_ UFYFGq\ zL;LD\WZ :JFDLGL lJ7l%T:i 
VG[ !25 UFYFGq\ 56 T[JF H VFSFZGq\ :TJG T[D H A+LX A+LXLGL 
S[8,LS A+LXLVF[ VG[ Uq~TtJ lG6"I JU[Z[ ÝF{- U|\YF[ AGFJLG[ T[DF\ 
VG[S JFTF[GF[ ;DFJ[X SIF[" K[ × T[DFGL S[8,LS JFTF[ SNFR ElJQIGL 
ÝHFG[ Xqâ DFU[" UDG SZFJJF DF8[ ,BFI[,L CF[I ,D ,FU[ K[4 TF[ 56 
,8,q\ TF[ T[ :TJGF[ p5YL :5Q8 H6FI K[ S[ TtSF,LG ;FWqVF[DF\ 
S[8,F[S ;0F[ ;bT ZLT[ 5[;L UIF[ CTF[ VG[ lÊIFlXlY,56q\ ;FWFZ6 Y." 
50Iq\ CTq\ × SqUq~ VD}<I WD"G[ 5{;FYL J[RTF CTF × 
zL VFG\WG 5n ZtGFJ/L v EFUv!4 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
E}lDSF4 5`P )#4 )$ 
26 ZFD SCF[ ZC[DFG SCF[ SF[p SCFG SCF[ DCFN[J ZL 
5FZ;GFY SCF[ SF[p A|ïF4 ;S, A|ï :JID[J ZL ×× 
zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
5N ;\bIF4 &* 
27 sIf Dq<,F DqGFZ[ ÉIF R-+lC ;F¡." G ACZF CF[. × 
 HF¡ SFZG AF¡U N[lC lN, CL ELTlZ HF[. ×× 
sSALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\5FNS v 0F¶P xIFD;q\NZNF;4 5lZlXQ84 5`P !)&4 
;FBL  ;\P !!*f 
sIIf 5FCG S[ZF 5}TZF SlZ 5}H{ SZTFZ × 
 .CL EZF[;[ H[ ZC[ T[ A}0[ + SF,L WFZ ×× 
sSALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\5FNS o 0F¶P xIFD;q\NZNF;4 5`P #$4 ;FBL ;\P !f 
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28 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG v SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 ÝlXQ8 JFRGF 
sIf RZDGIG SZL DFZU HF[JT E},F[ ;S, ;\;FZ × 
 5q~Ø 5Z\5Z VGqEJ HF[.". V\WF[ V\W l5,FI ×× 
 szL VlHT lHG :TJGf4  5`P !*_v!*! 
sIIf UrKGF\ E[N ACq GIG lGCF,TF\4 TÀJGL AFT SZTF¡ G ,FH[ × 
pNZ EZ6FlN lGH SFH SZTF YSF\4 DF[CGl0VF Sl,SF, 
ZFH{ ×× 
 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG v SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 ÝlXQ8 JFRGF4 zL 
VG\T lHG :TJG4 5`P 22_ 
29 SALZ NX"G4 0F¶P ZFDHL,F, ;CFIS4 5`P 5 
30 ;\T SALZ v DFTFÝ;FN Uq%T4 5`P 55v5& 
31 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P XIFD;qgNZNF;4 E}lDSF4 5`P !# 
32 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P XIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 25! 
33 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P XIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 2# 
34 ;\T SALZ —E}lDSFc4 ;\P ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 5`P $) 
35 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P DFTFÝ;FN Uq%T4 5`P 25 
36 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P DFTFÝ;FN Uq%T4 5`P 25 
37 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 5FZ;GFY lTJFZL4 5`P (5 
38 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 5FZ;GFY lTJFZL4 5`P !*_ 
39 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 5FZ;GFY lTJFZL4 5`P !!( 
40 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 5FZ;GFY lTJFZL4 5`P !)& 
41 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F[ XIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !#5 
42 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 5FZ;GFY lTJFZL4 5`P 2__ 
43 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P XIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !#5 )*4 5N ;\P !2$ 
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44 SALZ NX"G v 0F¶P ZFDHL,F, ;CFIS4 5`P $! 
45 lGUq"6 :S}, VF¶O lCgNL 5F[.8=L v 0F¶P A0yYJF,4 5`P 25_v25! 
46 SALZ v VFRFI" CHFZLÝ;FN läJ[NL4 5`P !! 
47 ;\T SALZ v 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 5`P &! 
48 Uq~ U|\Y ;FlCA v 5Nv#4 5`P $*& 
49 SFC[ SALZF EIF SALZ m v 0F¶P lJxJA\Wq XDF"4 5`P 2& 
50 ;\T SALZ v 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 5`P !2) 
51 ;\T SALZ v 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 5`P !&) 
52 ;\T SALZ v 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 5`P !$_ 
53 SALZ DLDF\;F v 0F¶P ZFDR\ã lTJFZL4 5`P #&v#* 
54 SALZ SF HLJG J`T EFUv!$4 V\Wv$4 R\ãA,L 5F^0[I4 5`P 5_$ 
55 SALZ ALHS4 XqSN[Jl;\C4 5`P &( 
56 SALZ ;FUZ4 :JFDL IqU,FGgN4 5`P &* 
57 SALZ ;FUZ4 :JFDL IqU,FGgN4 5`P 2*& 
58 lCgNL ;FlCtI SF .lTCF; v 5\P ZFDR\ã XqÉ,4 5`P &# 
59 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\5FP 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 Ý:TFJGF4 5`P !$ 
60 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\5FP 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 Ý:TFJGF4 5`P !$ 
61 WD"NF; S`T äFN; 5\Y ;[ VJTlZT spâ`T IqU5q~Ø SALZ v ,[P 0F¶P 
ZFD,F,JDF"4 0F¶P ZFDR\ã JDF"4 5`P 28  
62 lÝIFNF; S`T EÉTDF, SL 8LSF ;[ VJTlZT spâ`T IqU5q~Ø SALZ v 
,[P 0F¶P ZFD,F,JDF"4 0F¶P ZFDR\ã JDF"4 5`P 28 
63 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P DFTFÝ;FN Uq%T4 5`P (5& 
64 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P DFTFÝ;FN Uq%T4 5`P $) 
65 SALZ ;FlCtI SF VwIIG v 5q~ØF[TD zLJF:TJ4 5`P $5 
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66 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P #(4 —;FW SF{ V\Uc 
;FBLv# 
67 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P #54 —ÝD lAWF®;6 SF[ 
V\Uc ;FBLv!_ 
68 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P *) 
69 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !!$ 
70 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !2_ 
71 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !#_ 
72 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !## 
73 SALZ v 0F¶P CHFZLÝ;FN läJ[NL4 5`P !&$v!&* 
74 ;\T SALZ v ;\P 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 5`P 2!! 
75 ;\T SALZ v ;\P 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 5`P 2_& 
76 ;\T SALZ v ;\P 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 5`P !5_ 
77 SALZ o jIlÉTtJ4 S`lTtJ ,J\ l;âF\T4 0F¶P ;ZGFDl;\C XDF"4 5`P )5 
78 SALZ SL lJRFZWFZF v 0F¶P UF[lJ\N l+Uq6FIG4 5`P #& 
79 p¿ZL EFZT SL ;\T 5Z\5ZF v 5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL4 5`P !*2v!*# 
80 p¿ZL EFZT SL ;\T 5Z\5ZF v 5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL4 5`P !*&v!** 
81 SALZ SlJ VF{Z IqU ,S 5qGD}"<IF\SG v 0F¶P S[P zL,TF4 5`P $2v$# 
82 p¿ZL EFZT SL ;\T 5Z\5ZF v 5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL4 5`P !** 
83 SFC[ SALZ EIF SALZ m v 0F¶P lJxJA\Wq XDF"4 5`P #* 
84 VFG\N3GHL S[ 5NF— 5Z ,S N`lQ8 v UF[5LR\N 30+LJF,[4 5`P !2 
85 H{G DZDL VFG\N3G SF SFjI v VFRFI" lÙlTDF[CG ;[G —JL6Fc 5l+SF 
JØ"v!Z4 V\Uv!4 GJdAZ4 ;GŸ !)#(4 5`P ( 
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86 VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,L v ;\U|C ,J\ VY"SFZ o pDZFJR\N H{G4 HZU04 ;\P 
DC¿FA R\N BFZ{0 lJZFXN4 5`P !$ 
87 VFG\N3G SlJ¿4 E}lDSF v 5\P lJxJGFY Ý;FN lDz4 5`P !5 
88 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv!4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5`P 
!) 
89 UqHZFT S[ lCgNL UF{ZJ U|\Y v 0F¶P V\AFX\SZ GFUZ4 5`P #$ 
90 zL DCFJLZH{G lJnF,I ZHT DCF[t;J U|\Y4 ,[B o —VFwIFtDL VFG\N3G 
VG[ zL IXF[lJHIc4 DF[CG,F, N,LR\N N[;F."4 5`P 2_# 
91 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ;FWJL ;qNX"GF zL4 5`P *$v*5 
92 IF[lUZFH zLDNŸ VFG\N3GHL ,J\ pGSF SFjI v G{GD, lJGIR\ã ;qZF6F 
v 5`P 2 
93 zL VFG\N3G 5N ;\U|C v VFRFI" Aqlâ;FUZ ;}lZ4 5`P !2$v!25 
94 ZFH:YFG ,J\ UqHZFT S[ DwISF,LG ;\T ,J\ EÉT SlJ v 0F¶P 
DNGSqDFZ HFGL4 5`P !)_ 
95 H{G SFjINF[CG EFUv!4 ;\U|CSTF" v zL DG;qB,F, ZJHLEF." D[CTF4 
5`P !5 
96 zL VFG\N3GHL GF 5NF[4 EFUv!4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
E}lDSF4 5`P 5& 
97 —JL6Fc 5l+SF4 JØ"v!24 V\Sv!4 GJdAZ ;GŸ !)#( ,[B o —H{G DZDL 
VFG\N3G SF SFjIc VFRFI" lÙlTDF[CG ;[G4 5`P *v( 
98 H{G ,[lTCFl;S ZF;DF/F EFUv!4 ;\XF[WS DF[CG,F, N,LR\N N[;F."4 5`P 
#* 
99 zL VFG\N3G RF{AL;L v ;\P E¡JZ,F, GFC8F4 5`P !& 
100 VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,L v ;\P DC¿FA R\N BFZ{0 lJXFZN4 5`P 2) 
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101 zL VFG\N3G RF{AL; v ;\P E¡JZ,F, GFC8F4 5`P 2! 
102 zL VFG\N3G RF{AL; v ;\P E¡JZ,F, GFC8F4 5`P 2_v2! 
103 zL DCFJLZ H{G lJnF,I ZHT DCF[t;J U|\Y v ,[B o  
—VFwIFtDL VFG\N3G VG[ zL IXF[lJHIc4 5`P 2_# 
104 zL DCFJLZ H{G lJnF,I ZHG DCF[t;J U|\Y 
,[B o —VFwIFtDL VFG\N3G VG[ zL IXF[lJHIc4 5`P 2_! 
105 zL ;D[T lXBZ TLY"GF -Fl,IF\ v ;\P VFP zL lJHI5NŸD ;}lZ 
S,XUFYF v !$4 5`P !$*v!&& 
106 VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,L v ;\P DC¿FAR\N BFZ{04 5Nv*# 
107 VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,L v ;\P DC¿FAR\N BFZ{04 E}lDSF4 5`P #( 
108 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG v SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 ÝlXQ8 JFRGF4 5`P !)(4 
!))4 2__4 2_! 
109 VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,L v ;\P zL VUZR\N GFC8F4 5`P 21v22 
110 VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,L v ;\P zL VUZR\N GFC8F4 5`P 22 
111 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG v SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 5`P 2& 
112 zL VFG\N3G 5N ;\U|C v VFRFI" Aqlâ;FUZ ;}lZ4 5`P !25 
113 H{G SFjINF[CG4 EFUv!4 ;\U|CSTF" DG;qB,F, ZJHLEF." DC[TF4 5`P !# 
114 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv!4 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
5P 2# 
115 —;tI ÝSFXc4 JØ"v!#4 V\Sv& 
,[B o zL ;D[T lXBZ TLY"GF -Fl,IF v 5`P !$*v!&& 
116 zL VFG\N3G RF{AL;L v ;\P E¡JZ,F, GFC8F4 5`P $_ 
117 zL VFG\N3G 5N ;\U|C v VFRFI" zLDNŸ Aqlâ;FUZ ;}lZHL4 5`P 2_! 
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118 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv!4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5`P 
#& 
119 zL VFG\N3G RF{AL;L v ;\5FP ÝEqNF; A[RZNF; 5FZ[B4 5`P !) 
120 VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,L v ;\5FP DC¿FAR\N BFZ{04 
,[BS o zL VUZR\NHL GFC8F —ÝF;\lUS JÉTjIc4 5`P #! 
121 VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,L v ;\5FP DC¿FAR\N BFZ{04 
,[BS o zL VUZR\NHL GFC8F —ÝF;\lUS JÉTjIc4 5`P #! 
122 lGHFG\N RlZTFD`T o ,[P 5\P S`Q6N¿XF:+L 
;\5FP 5\P ClZÝ;FN XDF"4 5`P 5!(4 5`P 5!) 
123 IF[ULZFH zLDNŸ VFG\N3GHL ,J\ pGSF SFjI4 ,[P G{GD, lJGIR\ã 
;qZF6F4 5`P !&4 !* 
124 IF[ULZFH zLDNŸ VFG\N3GHL ,J\ pGSF SFjI4 ,[P G{GD, lJGIR\ã 
;qZF6F4 5`P !* 
125 IF[ULZFH zLDNŸ VFG\N3GHL ,J\ pGSF SFjI4 ,[P G{GD, lJGIR\ã 
;qZF6F4 5`P !*v!( 
126 IF[ULZFH zLDNŸ VFG\N3GHL ,J\ pGSF SFjI4 ,[P G{GD, lJGIR\ã 
;qZF6F4 5`P !( 
127 IF[ULZFH zLDNŸ VFG\N3GHL ,J\ pGSF SFjI4 ,[P G{GD, lJGIR\ã 
;qZF6F4 5`P !) 
128 IXF[lJHIS`T VQ85NL v 5Nv *4 ( 
129 IXF[lJHI S`T VQ85NL4 5Nv$ 
130 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG4 SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 ÝlXQ8 JFRGF4 —XF\lTGFY 
lHG :TJGc4 5`P 2#_ 
131 zL VFG\N3G 5N ;\U|C v VFRFI" Aqlâ;FUZ ;}lZ4 5`P !$ 
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132 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG v SqDFZ/5F/ N[;F."4 ÝlXQ8 JFRGF —G[lDlHG 
:TJGc4 5`P 2&2 
133 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IFJFN v ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P () 
134 UqHZFT S[ ;\TF— SL lCgNL JF6L v ;\5FP V\AFX\SZ GFUZ4 5`P !_5 
135 UqHZFT S[ ;\TF— SL lCgNL JF6L v ;\5FP V\AFX\SZ GFUZ4 5`P !_$ 
136 zL VFG\N3G RF{AL;L v ;\P E¡JZ,F, GFC8F4 E}lDSF4 5`P 5_ 
137 IF[ULZFH zLDNŸ VFG\N3GHL ,J\ pGSF SFjI4 ,[P G{GD, lJGIR\ã 
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  v lJ?GFJ:YF 
  v lD,GFJ:YF 




SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ ZC:IJFN SF  
T q,GFtDS VwIIG 
? E}lDSF 
 ZC:I EFJGF EFZTLI JF0ŸDI D— ÝFRLGSF, ;[ lJnDFG C{ × .;SF 
VFXI VFwIFltDS 5ZDTtJ SL ÝFl%T C{ × .; EFJGF D— ;FWS SL ptS8 
lH7F;F SF lJX[Ø DCÀJ C{4 ÉIF—lS ICF¡ ;FwI ;N{J ZC:IDI ZCTF C{ × 
;FWS SL lH7F;FJ`l¿ CL ;FWS SF[ ZC:IDI ;FwI TS 5Cq¡RFTL C{ × .;L 
SFZ6 EFZTLI ZC:IJFNL lR\TSF— G[ 5ZDTtJ S[ ÝlT lH7F;F VF{Z pt;qSTF 
SF ;FWS D— HFU`T CF[GF VlGJFI" DFGF C{ × JF:TJ D— V7FTTtJ S[ 
ÝlTlH7F;F DFGJ SL lRgTGXL,TF ,J\ AF{lâSTF SF 5lZ6FD C{ × EFZTLI 
klØ DClØ"IF— äFZF jIÉT VF{Z N`xIDFG N[CvHUTŸ S[ ELTZ VjIÉT4 VN`xI 
VF{Z V:i VFtDTtJ SF[ BF[HG[ SF ÝIF; lRZ\TG SF, ;[ CF[TF ZCF C{ × 
;FWGFVF— VF{Z EFJGFVF— äFZF V5G[ 38 D— CL lAZFHDFG —5ZDTtJc S[ ;FY 
TFNFtdI :YFl5T SZGF ICL EÉTF— ,J\ ;FWSF— SF RZDŸ ,1I ZCF C{ × 
EFJFtDS ,[ÉIFGqE}lT DFGJ SL z[Q9TD ,J\ pNF¿TD VGqE}lT C{ × IC 
VFwIFltDS VGqE}lT HA XaNF— D— VlEjIÉT CF[TL C{ TA p;[ ZC:IEFJGF4 
ZC:IlJRFZ VYJF ZC:Iv;FWGF SCF HFTF C{ VF{Z .;[ CL —ZC:IJFNc S[ 
GFD ;[ VlElCT lSIF UIF C{ × 
? ZC:I ,J\ ZC:IJFN SL VJWFZ6F 
 VFlNSF, ;[ CL DFGJ ÝS`lT S[ lJlEgG p5SZ6F— p;S[ lÊIFvS,F5F— 
SF VJ,F[SG SZTF R,F VF ZCF C{ × T5TF CqVF ÝR^0;}I" ;G;GFTL Cq." 
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CJF AZ;G[ JF,[ xIFD D[34 UZHT[ Cq, 3G3F[Z AFN,4 NDSTL Cq." lAH,L4 
l99qZFG[ JF,[ TqØFZ4 V\SqlZT CF[T[ ALH TYF HgD ,[T[ HLJF— VFlN SL 
ZC:IDITF G[ DFGJ S[ wIFG SF[ VFSlØ"T lSIF × ÝS`lT S[ .G SF{TqC,5}6" 
jIF5FZF— SF[ N[BSZ pGS[ DG D— ;CH:i ;[ VFxRI"4 lH7F;F VF{Z SqT}C, 
SF HgD CqVF × I[ D[3 lS;SL VF7F ;[ VFSFX D— KF HFT[ C®4 JFIq lS;S[ 
VFN[X ;[ ÝE\HG SF :i WFZ6 SZ 5qGo XF\T CF[ HFTF C{4 ;}I" V{Z R\ã 
lS;SL IF[HGF ;[ ;DIv;DI 5Z pNIvV:T CF[T[ ZCT[ C®4 kTqVF— S[ 
5lZJT"G VF{Z 5qGZFUDG S[ 5LK[ lS;L V7FT XlÉT SF CFY C{ v I[ ÝxG 
;N{J ;[ DGqQI D— ZC:I S[ ÝlT lH7F;F SL EFJGF pt5gG SZT[ ZC[ C® × 
.gCÄ ZC:IF— SL VGqE}lT IF NX"G S[ l,, DGqQI IqUvIqU ;[ ÝItGXL, ZCF 
C{ × lSgTq H{;[vH{;[ DGqQI G[ p; V7FT SF[ HFGG[ S[ l,, TS"vAqlâ SF 
VJ,\AG U|C6 lSIF J{;[vJ{;[ JC VF{Z ZC:I SF lJØI AGTF UIF × 0F¶P 
U65lTR\ã Uq%T G[ .;[ .; ÝSFZ :5Q8 lSIF C{ v ——ZC:I SF VY" C{ v 
lK5L Cq." AFT4 lJxJ SF ;A;[ A0+F ZC:I IF 5ZDTtJ IF 5ZD[xJZ C{ lH;G[ 
.; lJxJ SF lGDF"6 lSIF HF[ .;S[ 5F,Gv5F[Ø6 ,J\ ;\CFZ D— ÝJ`¿ C{ TYF 
lH;[ HFGG[ N[BG[ J ÝF%T SZG[ SF ÝItG ;C;| XTFlaNIF— D— V;\bI 
NFX"lGS4 ;FWS EÉT ,J\ DCFtDFU6 SZT[ VF ZC[ C®4 lSgTq lOZ EL JC 
V7[I C{4 VN`xI C{ VF{Z VUdI C{ ×cc! 
? ZC:I XaN SL jIqt5l¿ 
 —ZC:Ic VF{Z —JFNc NF[GF— CL XaN ;\:S`T S[ C{ × ICF¡ CD ZC:I XaN 
SL jIqt5l¿ ,J\ p;S[ lJlJW VYF[" 5Z lJRFZ SZGF RFC—U[ × D},To —ZC:Ic 
XaN —ZCtIFU[c WFTq ;[ lGlD"T C{ × tIFUFY"S —ZCc WFTq D— V;qGŸ ÝtII HF[0+G[ 
5Z ZC ´ V;qG = ZC;Ÿ XaN AGTF C{ × —lNUFlNeIF[ITŸc2 ;}+FGq;FZ ITŸ ÝtII 
,UFG[ 5Z —ZC:Ic XaN lGQ5gG CF[TF C{ × .; ÝSFZ —ZC:Ic XaN SL —ZæT[ 
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VG[G .lT ZCo4 —ZCl; EJ\ ZC:IDŸc4 ZCF[ EJ\ ZC:IDŸ .tIFlN jIqt5l¿IF¡ SL 
HF ;STL C{ × —VlEWFGZFH[gã SF[Xc S[ VGq;FZ ZC:I XaN SL jIqt5l¿      
—ZCo ,SFgT :T+ EJ\ ZC:IDŸc C{ TYF ZC:I XaN SF VY" ,SFgT lSIF     
C{ ×# 
? —ZC:Ic XaN S[ lJlJW VY" 
 ;FDFgITo ZC;Ÿ SF VY" ,SFgT C{ × ,SFgT D— HF[ CF[TF C{4 p;[ 
ZC:I SCF HFTF C{ × —5F.Vv,rKL GFDvDF,F SF[Xc D— Uq×h\ ZC:;\Uqæ VY" 
D— ZC:I XaN SF ÝIF[U CqVF C{ ×$ .;L TZC —VlEWFG lRgTFDl6c D— EL 
Uqæ VY" D— ZC:I XaN SF ÝIF[U CqVF C{ ×5 WJ, D— VgTZFI SD" SF[ 
ZC:I SCF UIF C{ × VgTZFI SD" SF VJlXQ8 GFX TLG 3FlTIF SDF[" S[ 
GFX SF VlJGFEFJL 5lZ6FD C{ VF{Z VgTZFI SD" SF GFX CF[G[ 5Z V3FlTIF 
SD" NuW ALH S[ ;DFG XlÉT ZlCT CF[ HFT[ C{ ×& —5F.Vv;¡DC^6Jc D— 
ZC:I XaN S[ VG[S VY" lN, U, C® H{;[ v Uqæ4 UF[5GLI4 ,SFgT D— 
pt5gG4 TÀJ4 EFJFY"4 V5JFN :YFG VFlN ×* 
 H{G[TZ SF[XF— D— EL —ZC:Ic XaN S[ lEgGvlEgG VY" 5FI[ HFT[ C® ×     
—D[lNGLSF[Xc D— ZC;Ÿ XaN SL N`lQ8 ;[ p;SF VY" —ZC:TtJ[ ZD[ Uqæ[c H{;[ 
ÝDF6F— S[ VFWFZ 5Z —TtJc VYJF ;FZ 5NFY" C{ ×( ZC:I XaNE[N4 DD" IF 
;FZTtJ S[ 5IF"IJFRL S[ :i D— EL ÝIqÉT CqVF C{ ×) lCgNL ZFQ8=EFØF SF[X 
D— ZC:I XaN SF VY"4 Uq%TE[N4 lK5L Cq." AFT4 U}-+TtJ HF[ ;CH D— ;Dh D— 
G VF ;S[ VFlN lNI[ C® ×!_ VDZSF[X D— ZC;Ÿ SF VY" lJlJÉT4 lJHG4 
KgG4 lGoX,FS4 ZCo VF{Z ,SFgT VFlN lSIF UIF C{ ×!! .; ÝSFZ 
lEgGvlEgG SF[XF— D— ZC:I XaN S[ lJlEgG VY" CF[G[ 5Z EL ;A VYF[" ;[    
—UF[5GLITFc SF AF[W CL VlWS CF[TF C{ × lSgTq pÉT VYF[" S[ VlTlZÉT 
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ZC:I XaN B[,4 lJGF[N4 DHFS4 DxSZL4 D{+L4 :G[C Ý[D ,J\ 5FZ:5lZS ;NŸEFJ 
H{;[ VgI VYF[" D— EL ÝIqÉT CqVF C{ × 
? lJlEgG WD" U| \YF — D— —ZC:Ic SF VY" 
 lJlEgG WD"vU|\YF— D— EL —ZC:Ic SF ÝtII p5,aW CF[TF C{ × kuJ[N D— 
—ZC;lZ JFUoc12 S[ ZC:I XaN SF ÝIF[U —Uqæc VY" D— CqVF ÝTLT CF[TF C{ × 
 EFUJNŸULTF D— .; XaN SF lJX[Ø ÝIF[U N`lQ8UT CF[TF C{ × JCF¡ 
,SFgT VY" D— —IF[UL 5q×HLT ;TT\ VFtDFG\ ZCl; l:YTo!# TYF DD" VY" D— —
EÉTF[·l; D— ;BF R[lT ZC:I\ CI[TNqTDDŸc!$ VF{Z UqæFY" D— —UqæFNŸ UqæTZ\c15 
;J"UqæTD\!& 5ZDUqæ\!* TYF VFwIFltDS p5N[X S[ VY" D— —5ZD\ UqæDwIFtD 
;\l7TDŸc!( .tIFlN ãQ8jI C{ × ULTF S[ —IF[UL IqßHLT ;TTFDFtDFG\ ZCl; 
l:YToc!) TYF J[N D— —lGQIF JRF\l;c20 ,[;[ XaNF— SF ÝIF[U CqVF C{ HF[ p;SL 
U\ELZTF SF[ ATFT[ C® × .; ÝSFZ .;;[ ,[;[ CL l:âF\T SF ;\S[T ;F     
lD,TF C{ HF[ U\ELZ CF[4 UF[5GLI CF[ VYF"TŸ HF[ ;FDFgI DGqQIF— SL AFCZ SL 
J:Tq CF[ × 
 —ZC:Ic D— ,S CL 7FTF CF[TF C{ ,S CL 7[I VF{Z ,S CL DF+ 7FG 
;FWG CF[TF C{ × lH;D— DG SL p5l:YlT ZCTL C{ × .;L TLGF— SF IF[U 
ZC:I ÝTLT SZFTF C{ × —ZC;Ÿc SF jIFJCFZLS VY" ,SFgT l,IF HFTF C{ × 
—,SFgTc VYF"TŸ lH;SF ,S CL V\T IF p5N[xI CF[ × —ZC;Ÿc ,SFgT S[ lAGF 
X}gI C{ × TF[ ,SFgT —ZC;Ÿc S[ lAGF lGZFWFZ C{ × —ZC:Ic SF NFX"lGS VY" 
DD" CF[G[ S[ ;FY CL ;FY VtI\T p5IF[UL VY" vp5lGØNŸ EL C{ × .;Ll,,    
—J[N ZC:Ic S[ VY" D— —J[NF[5lGØNŸc SF ÝIF[U J{lNS ;FlCtI D— lD,TF C{ ×21 
.; ÝSFZ lJlJW WD" U|\YF— D— ZC:I XaN SF V,UvV,U VY" lD,TF C{ × 
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? ZC:IJFN XaN SF ÝIF[U 
 ZC:IEFJGF ÝFRLG C{4 lSgTq —ZC:IJFNc XaN VJF"RLG C{ × lCgNL 
;FlCtI D— .; XaNSF ÝIF[U VFWqlGS SF, SL CL p5,laW SCF HF ;STF 
C{4 ÉIF—lS ÝFRLG EFZTLI JF¢ŸDI ,J\ DwISF,LG ;\TF— SL JF6L D— IC XaN 
.;L :i D— ÝIqÉT GCÄ C{ × J{;[ EFZTLI JF¢ŸDI D— kuJ[N ;[ ,[SZ 
p5lGØNŸ4 ULTF4 H{GFUDF— VFlN D— —ZC:Ic SF ÝtII VFwIFltDS VY" D— 
p5,aW C{ × VFU[ R,SZ CD[ .; ÝtII SF lJSl;T :i l;âF— TYF GFY 
5\lYIF— S[ ;FlCtI D— TYF DwIIqULG SALZ VFlN lGUq"6 ;\TF— SL JF6L D— 
5lZ,lÙT CF[TF C{ × VFWqlGS IqU D— lCgNL SFjIvX{,L S[ Ù[+ D— .; XaN 
G[ ,S JFN SF :i WFZ6 SZ l,IF C{ × HF[ JC —ZC:IJFNc S[ GFD ;[ 
;qÝl;â CqVF × ZC:IJFN XaN VFWqlGS CF[T[ Cq, EL ,S ÝFRLG 5Z\5ZF SF 
lJSF; C{ × 
 lCgNL EFØF D— —ZC:IJFNc XaN SF ÝIF[U ;J" ÝYD VFRFI" DCFJLZÝ;FN 
läJ[NL G[ SFjIZRGF X{,L S[ Ý;\U D— ."P ;GŸ !)2* D— —;Z:JTLc 5l+SF S[ 
D." V\S D— lSIF ×22 ZC:IJFN XaN SF V\U[|HL D— × Misticism SCF HFTF 
C{ × lCgNL ;FlCtI D— EL ZC:IJFN XaN V\U[|HL XaN lDl:8l,ßD S[ VGqJFN 
S[ :i D— CL ÝIqÉT CqVF C{ × lDl:8l;ßD XaN SF ÝIF[U V\U[|HLv;FlCtI D— 
EL ÝFIo ;GŸ !)__ S[ AFN CL ÝRl,T CqVF C{ ×23 DZF9L EFØF D— 
lDl:8l;ßD S[ l,, —U}-5FNc IF —U}-Uq\HGc H{;[ XaN 5FI[ HFT[ C® ×24 TYF 
A\UF,L EFØF D\ .;S[ l,, VlWSTD —DZlDIFJFNc XaN SF ÝIF[U lSIF UIF 
C{ ×25 
 CD[ ,[;F ÝTLT CF[TF C{ lS lH; ÝSFZ VFWqlGS SF, D— SFjI ÝJ`l¿ 
S[ Ù[+ D— KFIFJFN4 ÝUlTJFN4 ÝIF[UJFN H{;[ JFNF— SF ÝR,G VFZ\E CqVF .; 
ÝSFZ ;GŸ !)2_ ."P S[ ,UEU ZC:IJFN SF EL GFDSZ6 CqVF × 2_JÄ 
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XTL S[ läTLI NXS D— V\U[|HL TYF A\U,F ;FlCtI S[ ÝEFJ ;[ lCgNL ;FlCtI 
D— KFIFJFN SF pNŸEJ CqVF TYF ÝFZ\E D— KFIFJFN SF[ CL ZC:IJFN SCF 
HFG[ ,UF YF lSgTq ;FlCtI Ù[+ D— HA KFIFJFN 5Z VF,F[RGF ,J\ ÝtIF,F[RGF 
CF[G[ ,UL TA p;SL ÝlTlÊIF S[ 5lZ6FD :J:i ZC:IJFN SF HgD CqVF × 
.; ÝSFZ CD :5Q8 :i ;[ SC ;ST[ C{ lS lCgNL ;FlCtI D— ZC:IJFN SF 
ÝIF[U VFWqlGS IqU SL N[G C{ × 
? ZC:IJFN SL lJlJW jIFbIF,¡ ,J\ 5lZEFØF,¡  
 J:TqTo lCgNL ;FlCtI D— ZC:IJFN ,S GIF XaN C{ × EFZTLI ,J\ 
5FxRFtI lJäFGF— D— .;S[ :J:i4 VY"4 ÝSFZ ,J\ 5lZEFØF VFlN S[ lJØI D— 
lEgGvlEgG DT ZC[ C® × .;L SFZ6 .;D— lJlJW:iTF VF{Z VjIJ:YF lNBF." 
N[TL C{ × 5lZ6FDTo ZC:IFN SL VEL TS SF[." ;J"DFgI 5lZEFØF :JLS`T GCÄ 
Cq." C{ × lOZ EL EFZTLI ,J\ 5FxRFtI lJäFGF— G[ ZC:IJFN SF[ 5lZEFØF D— 
AF\WG[ SF ÝItG lSIF C{4 pGSF CD ;\Ù[5 D— VJ,F[SG SZ—U[ × lH;;[ p;S[ 
JF:TlJS :J:i SF[ ;DhG[ D— ;CFITF lD,[UL × 
? 5FxRFtIDT 
 5FxRFtI lJäFG ¶,L0Z SF DT C{ lS ZC:IJFN VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF 
S[ ,StJ SL ÝtIÙ R[TGF C{ .;l,, IC WD" SL ÝWFG EFJGF IF WFlD"S 
HLJG SL VFtDF S[ VlTlZÉT SqK EL GCÄ C{ ×26 
 ¶,L0Z G[ ÝtIÙ SF[ EFJGF DFGF C{ × IC EFJ VFtDF SF[ 5lJ+ SZS[ 
."xJZ ;[ lD,F N[TF C{ × VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF D— ,StJ VYJF VE[N AF[W 
SL EFJGF WD" SF ÝF6 C{ × IC ,StJ lJØIS EFJGF CL WFlD"S HLJG S[ 
D}, D— l:YT C{ × pgCF—G[ ZC:IJFN SF[ CL WFlD"S HLJG TYF WD" SF :J:i 
DFGF C{ × 
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 ."P S[I0" G[ WD" S[ S[gãLE}T VGgI :i SF[ ZC:IJFN DFGF C{ × IC 
DFGJ Dl:TS SL JC ÝJ`l¿ C{ lH;D— VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF S[ ;\A\W D— VgI 
;EL ;\A\W V\TlG"lCT CF[ HFT[ C® ×27 
 WFlD"S N`lQ8SF[6 ;[ IC JC DT C{ lH;D— 5ZDFtDF SL ;¿F D— CL 
ÝF6L V5GL ;¿F ;DFlCT SZ N[TF C{ × ;EL ;F\;FlZS ;\A\W ."xJZ S[ ;\A\W 
;[ CL ;tI IF V;tI :i D— U|C6 lS, HFT[ C® × ;D:T SD" ."xJZ S[ 
ÝlT ST"jIF— ;[ CL 5lZRFl,T CF[T[ C® × 
 .J[l,G V^0ZlC,  SF SYG C{ lS ——ZC:IJFN EUJNŸ ;tI S[ ;FY 
,STF :YFl5T SZG[ SL S,F C{ × ZC:IJFNL JC jIlÉT C{ lH;G[ gI}gIFlWS 
:i D— .; ,STF SF[ ÝF%T SZ l,IF C{4 VYJF HF[ p;SL ÝFl%T D—    
lJxJF; SZTF C{ VF{Z lH;G[ .; ,STF l;lâ SF[ V5GF RZDŸ ,1I AGF 
l,IF C{ ×cc28 
 V^0ZlC, S[ VGq;FZ .; 5lZEFØF D— jIlÉT VF{Z ."xJZ S[ Vl:TtJ 
SF[ :JLSFZ lSIF UIF C{ TYF NF[GF— D— ,STF :YF5GF SL ;\EFJGF EL SL 
UIL C{ × VTo V^0ZlC, lJlXQ8Fä{T SL EF¡lT ."xJZ ,J\ HLJ SL ,STF SF[ 
:JLSFZ SZT[ ÝTLT CF[T[ C® × 
 ,FDF ,GFUF[lZS UF[lJgN lJl,ID H[d; S[ SYG SF ;DY"G SZTF    
C{ × HCF¡ H[d; CØF"lTZ[S SL RRF" SZTF C{ JCF¡ ,FDF ,[;[ VGqEJ SF[ S[J, 
ÝFlTD VGqE}lT s.g8ŸIql8J ,É;5LlZ,g;f SL ;\7F N[SZ ZC HFTF C{ × ,FDF 
UF[lJgN S[ DTFGq;FZ EL ——sZC:IJFNf V;LD TYF HF[ SqK EL Vl:TtJ D— C{ 
p; ;DU| SL lJxJFtDS ,STF SL ÝFlTD VGqE}lT C{ VF{Z .;S[ VgTU"T 
;DU| R[TGF sVYJF IlN SCGF RFC— TF[f ;D}RF HLJG TÀJ TS VF HFTF   
C{ ×cc29 
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 JFGCF8" D{G ZC:IJFN SF[ DGF[J`l¿ S[ :i D— jIÉT SZT[ C® × pGSF 
SYG C{ v ——ZC:IJFN R[TGF SF JC T`l%TDI AF[W C{ lH;D— lJRFZ4 EFJ ,J\ 
.rKF sIFN OLl,\U ,—0 lJ,f SF V\T CF[ HFTF C{ TYF HCF¡ VR[TGTF s5}6" 
lGDuGTFf ;[ CL p;SL R[TGF HFU|T CF[TL C{ ×cc#_ 
 VFZP 0LP ZFGF0[ S[ VGq;FZ VFtDF SF DF+ ."xJZ S[ ;FY CL ;\A\W 
GCÄ CF[TF C{4 Vl5Tq VFG\N SF EL VGqEJ CF[TF C{ ×#! 
 :5lH"IG S[ DTFGq;FZ ——AF,} S[ S6 D— ;\;FZ SF[ ÝtIÙ SZGF VF{Z 
,S H\U,L O}, D— :JU" SF[ N[BGF4 VG\T SF[ V5GL Dq8Ÿ9L D— A\N SZ ,[GF 
TYF XFxJT SF[ ,S 3l8SF D— SZ ,[GF ZC:IJFN C{ ×cc32 
 .JF<0 SCT[ C® lS ZC:IJFNL VwIFtD lJnF IC :JLSFZ SZTL C{ lS 
DGqQI SF ."xJZ ;[ lJIF[U CF[ UIF C{ VF{Z JC ."xJZ D— lD, HFG[ S[ l,, 
VtI\T pt;qSTF 5}J"S VlE,FØF SZTF C{ ×cc## 
 .JF<0 SF IC DT C{ lS HLJ SF ."xJZ ;[ lJIF[U CF[ UIF C{ TYF 
HLJ lÝI s."xJZf lD,G S[ l,, VgI\T pt;qS ZCTF C{ × ;}lOIF— D— ."xJZ 
5tGL :i D— TYF HLJ 5lT :i D— CF[TF C{ × 5lT :iL HLJ 5tGL :iL 
."xJZ S[ l,, VtI\T ptSl^9T ZCTF C{ × 
 pÉT 5FxRFtI lJäFGF— S[ VlTlZÉT SqK VgI 5FxRFtI lR\TSF— G[ EL 
ZC:IJFN SL jIFbIF N[G[ SF ÝItG lSIF C{ × pGD— 0a,}P ."P CFlS\U sW. 
E. Hokcingf C®4 pgCF—G[ ZC:IFN SF[ ;FWGF S[ :i D— :JLSFZF C{ × 
 ——ZC:IJFN ."xJZ S[ ;FY jIJCFZ SZG[ SF ,S DFU" C{ ×cc#$ N};Z[ 
XaNF— D— SC[ TF[ JC ."xJZ SL p5F;GF SF ,S ÝSFZ DF+ C{ × 
 5FxRFtI lJäFGF— VF{Z 5FxRFtI lR\TSF— S[ DTF— SF lJJ[RG SZ ,[G[ S[ 
AFN EFZTLI lJäFGF— S[ ZC:IJFN ;\A\WL SYGF— SF lJJ[RG SZ ,[GF p5IqÉT 
CF[UF × 
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? EFZTLI DT 
 EFZTLI lJäFGF— G[ ZC:IJFN SL V,UvV,U 5lZEFØF NL C{ × HF[ 
lGdG ÝSFZ ;[ C{ × 
 5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL S[ VGq;FZ ——ZC:IJFN ,S ,[;F HLJG NX"G C{ 
lH;SF D}, VFWFZ lS;L jIlÉT S[ l,, p;SL lJxJFtDS ;¿F SL VlGlN"Q8 
IF lGlJ"X[Ø ,STF IF 5ZDFtDTtJ SL ÝtIÙ ,J\ VlGJ"RGLI VGqE}lT D— 
lGlCT ZCF SZTF C{ VF{Z lH;S[ VGq;FZ lS, HFG[JF,[ p;S[ jIJCFZ SF 
:J:i :JEFJTo lJxJHGLT ,J\ lJSF;F[gDqB EL CF[ HF ;STF C{ ×35 
 0F ¶P JF;qN[Jl;\C S[ DTFGq;FZ ——J:TqTo VFwIFtD SL RZD ;LDF CL 
ZC:IJFN SL HGGL C{ ×cc#& 
 0F ¶P ZFDGFZFI6 5F^0[I S[ VGq;FZ ——ZC:IJFN DFGJ SL JC ÝJ`l¿ 
C{4 lH;S[ äFZF JC ;D:T R[TGF SF[ 5ZDFtDF VYJF 5ZDŸ ;tI S[ ;FÙFtSFZ 
D— lGIF[lHT SZTF C{ TYF ;FÙFtSFZ HgI VFG\N ,J\ VGqEJ SF[ VFtD:i D— 
;D:T D— Ý;FlZT SZTF C{ ×cc#* 
 0F ¶P S:T}ZR\N SF;,LJF, SF ZC:IJFN S[ ;\A\W D— SYG C{ lS     
——VFwIFltDSTF SL ptSØ" ;LDF SF GFD ZC:IJFN C{ ×cc#( 
 0F ¶P 5qQ5,TF H{G SF ZC:IJFN S[ ;\A\W D— SCGF C{ lS ——ZC:I 
EFJGF ,S ,[;F VFwIFltDS ;FWG C{4 lH;S[ DFwID ;[ ;FWS :JFGqE}lT5}J"S 
VFtDTtJ ;[ 5ZDFtDTtJ D— ,LG CF[ HFTF C{ ×cc#) 
 0F ¶P ZFDZTG E8GFUZ N[XLvlJN[XL VG[S ZC:IJFlNIF— SF lJJZ6 N[T[ 
Cq, lGQSØ" 5Z 5Cq¡R[ C{ v ——VlWS ;[ VlWS CD ICL SC ;ST[ C® lS 
ZC:IJFN SL EFJGF ;\WUT GCÄ jIlÉTUT C{4 ;FWS ,S lJZF8Ÿ4 VB^04 
lG,["54 5Z\Tq Ý[DDIL ;¿F SL S<5GF SZTF C{ VF{Z :JI\ V5G[ jIlÉTtJ SF[ 
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p;SF V\X DFGTF C{ × .; V\XFGqE}lT SF[ JC S[J, Aqlâ s7FGf ;[ CL GCÄ 
5S0+ 5FTF4 JC p;[ ìNI SL ;FZL XlÉT S[ ;FY U|C6 SZTF C{ ×cc$_ 
 0F ¶P ZFDD}lT" l+5F9L S[ SYGFGq;FZ ——ZC:IJFN ZC:I NlX"IF— SF JC 
;F\S[lTS SYG IF JFN C{ lH;S[ D}, D— VB^0FGqE}lT VF{Z TÀJFGqE}lT lGlCT 
C{ ×cc$! 
 zL lJxJ\EZ —DFGJc G[ DFGJ VF{Z ÝS`lT S[ ZFUFtDS ;\A\WF— S[ 
VFWFZ 5Z VFtDFv5ZDFtDF SL 5FZ:5lZS Ý6IFGqE}lT SF[ ZC:IJFN SL ;\7F 
ÝNFG SL C{ ×42 
 0F¶P S`Q6N[J hFZL ZC:IJFN SL RRF" .; ÝSFZ SZT[ C{ v ——VFWqlGS 
IqU D— ;FlCtI S[ V\TU"T ZC:IJFN ;[ VlEÝFI C{4 5ZF[Ù ;¿F S[ ÝlT 
lJ:DI4 lH7F;F4 BF[H4 ZFUFtDS VGqE}lT VF{Z Vä{T EFJGF SF ÝSFXG ×cc$# 
 0F ¶P lJGI DF[CG XDF" VjIÉT S[ ÝlT .\lUlT SF[ CL ZC:IJFN DFGT[ 
C® v ——ZC:I SF VY" C{ v Uq%TvÝrKgG VjIÉT VF{Z lH;D— Uq%T4 ÝrKgG 
VF{Z VjIÉT SF p<,[B C{ v .\lUT C{ v JCL ZC:IJFN C{ ×cc$$ 
 0F ¶P lJxJGFY p5FwIFI G[ —lGZF,F VF{Z ZC:IJFNc lGA\W D— 7FG äFZF 
lG~l5T4 EFJGF äFZF VlH"T VF{Z JF6L äFZF VlEjIÉT 5ZDŸ ;¿F SF[ 
ZC:IJFN SL ;\7F CL NL C{4 7FG G[ lH; VlRgtI SL ;¿F lG3F["lØT SL C{4 
EFJ G[ p;[ lJlJW ;\A\WF— D— AF¡WGF ÝFZ\E SZ lNIF4 p; lNjI ;¿F ;[ HF[ 
;\A\W EFJGF S[ VFWFZ 5Z :YFl5T lSI[ UI[ VF{Z pGSF[ VlEjIÉT SZG[ S[ 
l,, lH; JF6L SF lJWFG CqVF p;L SF[ ZC:IJFN slDlQ8l;ßDf SL ;\7F ÝF%T 
Cq." C{ ×45 
 0F ¶P CHFZL Ý;FN läJ[NL S[ VGq;FZ ——lH; VFwIFltDS VGqE}lT D— 
SlJ lS;L ,[;[ lÝITD SL ;¿F D— lJxJF; SZTF C{ lH;S[ ;FY ÝS`lT VF{Z 
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DFGJFtDF SL ,L,F lGZ\TZ R,TL ZCTL C{4 JCL ZC:IJFNL SCF HF ;STF      
C{ ×cc$&  
 0F ¶P S[;ZL GFZFI6 XqÉ, S[ VGq;FZ ——ZC:IJFN lJxJ SL —5ZD;¿Fc 
SF AF[W VF{Z ;FÙFtSFZ C{ × A|ï IF ."xJZ ;[ VFtDF S[ ,[ÉI ;F ;FlGwI 
SL WFZ6F —ZC:IJFNc SC,FTL C{ ×cc$* 
 0F ¶P ;ZGFDl;\C XDF" S[ VGq;FZ ——;\Ù[5 D— IC SC ;ST[ C® lS 
ZC:IJFN VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF slH;D— ;D:T ;`lQ8 ;DFlCT C{f SL 
VE[NFGqE}lT SL VlEjIlÉT C{ × VGqE}lT lJX[Ø CF[G[ 5Z EL HA TS JC ,S 
lJX[Ø :i ;[ SFjI D— GCÄ pTZTL TA TS p;[ ZC:IJFN SL ;\7F GCÄ lD, 
;STL ×cc$( 
 0F ¶P zLS`Q6,F, G[ ZC:IJFN SL 5lZEFØF .; ÝSFZ SL C{ v        
——ZC:IJFN VFwIFltDS VGqE}lT SL JC VJ:YF C{ lH;D— ;FWS ."xJZ S[ 
V5ZF[Ù ;FÙFtSFZ SF RZD ÝItG SZTF C{ × .;D— ,S U\ELZ VFwIFltDS 
;}1D N`lQ8 VF{Z 5lZ5ÉJ VFtDFGqE}lT S[ äFZF ;D:T ;\;FZ D— jIF%T ,S CL 
lNjI ;¿F S[ N[BG[ SL R[Q8F SL HFTL C{ ×cc$) 
 HIX\SZ Ý;FN S[ VGq;FZ ——SFjI D— VFtDF SL ;\S<5GFtDS VGqE}lT 
SL DqbIWFZF SF GFD ZC:IJFN C{ ×cc50 IC ;\S<5GFtDS VGqE}lT VF{Z SqK 
EL GCÄ4 V,F{lSS ;¿F SL CL VGqE}lT C{ × 
 0F ¶P UF[lJ\N l+Uq6FIT S[ VGq;FZ ——;\Ù[5 D— ZC:IJFN S[ VFwIFltDS 
:J:i ;[ VFtDF SL EFJFtDS ,[ÉIFGqE}lT S[ .lTCF; SF ÝSFXG C{ × VFtDF 
VF{Z 5ZDFtDF S[ .; VlGJ"RGLI Ý6I ;\A\W SL VlEjIlÉT SF[ 7FG VF{Z 
ElÉT ;[ ;J"YF lEgG ;DhGF RFlC, × Aqlâ S[ ;CFZ[ VFwIFltDS ;tI SF 
lG:i6 SZGF 7FG C{ × EFJGF VF{Z Ý[D S[ ;CFZ[ A|ï SL VFlWN{lJS :J:i 
SL p5F;GF SZGF ElÉT C{ × ZC:IJFN .G NF[GF— ;[ lEgG C{ × HA ;FWS 
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EFJGF S[ ;CFZ[ VFwIFltDS ;¿F SL ZC:IDIL VGqE}lTIF— SF[ JF6L S[ äFZF 
XaNDI lR+F— D— ;HFSZ ZBG[ ,UTF C{ TEL ;FlCtI D— ZC:IJFN SL ;`lQ8 
CF[TL C{ ×cc51 
 VFRFI" ZFDR\ã XqÉ, SF SYG C{ v ——;FWGF S[ Ù[+ D— HF[ 
Vä{TJFN C{4 SFjI S[ Ù[+ D— JCL ZC:IJFN C{ ×cc52  
 5\P U\UF Ý;FN 5F\0[I S[ XaNF— D— ——ZC:IJFN ìNI SL JC lNjI 
VGqE}lT C{4 lH;S[ EFJFJ[X D— ÝF6L V5G[ V;LD VF{Z 5FlY"J Vl:TtJ ;[ p; 
V;LD VF{Z :JlU"S4 —DCF Vl:TtJc S[ ;FY ,SDFtDSTF SF VGqEJ SZG[ 
,UTF C{ ×cc53 
 0F ¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF" SF DT C{ v ——ZC:IJFN HLJFtDF SL p; V\TlC"T 
ÝJ`l¿ SF ÝSFXG C{4 lH;D— JC lNjI VF{Z V,F{lSS XlÉT ;[ V5GF XF\T 
VF{Z lGxR, ;\A\W HF[0+GF RFCTF C{ VF{Z JC ;\A\W JCF¡ TS A-+ HFTF C{ 
lS NF[GF— D— V\TZ GCÄ ZC HFTF ×cc54 
? ZC:IJFN S[ ÝSFZ q E[N 
 ZC:IJFN SL lJlJW jIFbIFVF— VF{Z 5lZEFØFVF— S[ VFWFZ 5Z ZC:IJFN 
S[ EFZTLI ,J\ 5FxRFtI lJäFGF— TYF lR\TSF— G[ p;[ lJlEgG :iF— D— lJEFHG 
SZG[ SF ÝItG lSIF UIF C{ × lS;L G[ .;[ EFJFtDS DFGF C{ TF[ lS;L G[ 
.;[ IF[U ;[ ;\A\â lSIF C{ × lS;L G[ p;[ SFjIFtDS ZC:IJFN S[ GFD ;[ 
5lZEFlØT lSIF C{ TF[ lS;L G[ .;[ DGF[J{7FlGS ZC:IJFN SCF C{ × .; 
ÝSFZ4 ;FlCtISFZF— G[ V5G[vV5G[ :i ;[ ,S GCÄ4 lSgTq VG[S :i D— 
N[BG[ SF ÝItG lSIF UIF C{ × H{;[ v WFlD"S ZC:IJFN4 NFX"lGS ZC:IJFN4 
ÝFS`lTD},S ZC:IJFN4 ;FlCltIS ZC:IJFN4 VFwIFltDS ZC:IJFN4 VlEjIlÉTv 
D},S ZC:IJFN4 Ý[DD},S ZC:IJFN4 ZF;FIlGS ZC:IJFN VFlN × 
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 —DF0G" .l^0IG lDl:8;ßDc sModern IndianMysticismf D— ZC:IJFN S[ 
TLG ÝSFZF— SL RRF SL U." C{ v 
s!f l0JF[XG, lDl:8l;ßD sE}lÉTD},S ZC:IJFNf 
s2f .g8[,[ÉRqV, lDl:8l;ßD sAF{lâS ZC:IJFNf 
s#f ,lÉ8lJ8LS lDl:8l;ßD slÊIFtDS ZC:IJFNf 
 —SALZ VF{Z HFI;L SF ZC:IJFN VF{Z Tq,GFtDS lJJ[RGc D— SALZ 
VF{Z HFI;L S[ ZC:IJFNF— SF p<,[B CD— lD, HFTF C{ × p;D— SALZ D— 
TLG ÝSFZ S[ ZC:IJFN SF lGN["X lSIF UIF C{ v VGqE}lTD},S4 IF[UD},S 
VF{Z VlEjIlÉT D},S ZC:IJFN ×56 .;L TZC HFI;L D— ZC:IJFN S[ 5F¡R 
ÝSFZ ATFI[ C® v VFwIFltDS4 ÝS`lTD},S4 Ý[DD},S4 IF[UD},S VF{Z 
VlEjIlÉT D},S ZC:IJFN ×57 0F¶P ZFH[gãl;\C ZFIHFNF G[ —ZC:IJFNc GFDS 
5q:TS D— ZC:IJFN S[ lJlEgG ÝDFZF— SL RRF" SL C{ × p;D— ;J" ÝYD 
ZC:IJFN SF[ NF[ EFUF— D— lJEFlHT lSIF UIF C{ v ÝYD Ý[D TYF ,[ÉI SF 
ZC:IJFN TYF N};ZF 7FG VF{Z ;Dh SF ZC:IJFN × VgI N`lQ8 ;[ p;D— 
ZC:IJFN S[ TLG E[N lS, U, C® v 
s!f VFtD ZC:IJFN 
s2f ."xJZ ZC:IJFN 
s#f ÝS`lT ZC:IJFN 
 .;S[ V,FJF p;D— ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN4 S`TS ZC:IJFN TYF Ý[TFtDF 
ZC:IJFN SF EL p<,[B lSIF UIF C{ ×58 
 s!f EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN 
 s2f ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN59 
 J:TqTo VFwIFltDS Ù[+ D— ZC:IJFN S[ p5Iq"ÉT NF[ CL ÝSFZ VlWS 
lD,T[ C® × ;FWGFtDS VF{Z EFJGFtDS ZC:IJFN S[ V\NZ VFwIFltDS VFltDS 
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,J\ NFX"lGS ZC:IJFN SF EL ;DFJ[X CF[ HFTF C{ × 5ZDTtJ SF[ ÝF%T SZG[ 
D— I[ NF[ :i CL ;CFIS CF[T[ C® × EFJGF VF{Z ;FWGF S[ äFZF CL ;FWS 
N`Q8 TÀJ D— VN`Q8 TÀJ SL 5ZDŸ VGqE}lT SZTF C{ × VTo Ý:TqT ÝA\W D— 
7FGDFUL" ;\T SlJ SALZ TYF VFwIFltDS ;\T VFG\N3G S[ ZC:IJFN S[ ;\A\W 
D— CD D},To NF[ :iF— SL lJJ[RGF SZ—U[4 ÉIF—lS pGSL ZRGFVF— D— DqbITo 
;FWGFtDS VF{Z EFJGFtDS sEFJFtDS VGqE}lTD},Sf ZC:IJFN CL 5FIF HFTF    
C{ × 
? ZC:iJFN SL ,[ lTCFl;S 5`Q9E}lD 
 ;\T SALZ ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ ZC:IJFN SL Tq,GF SZG[ ;[ 5}J" ZC:IJFN 
SL p; ,[lTCFl;S 5`Q9E}lD ;[ 5lZlRT CF[GF ACqT VFJxIS C{ lH;[ lCgNL S[ 
DwISF,L ;\T ;FlCtI D— ÝJFlCT ZC:Iv;FWGF SL pNŸUD :Y,L SCL HF 
;STL C{ × 
 DFGJvDG lRZSF, ;[ RZFRZ lJxJ SF lGIDG SZG[ JF,L p;      
—V7FTc4 —VjIÉTc ;¿F SL BF[H SZTF R,F VFIF C{ × p;[ HUTŸ SL 
lJlEgG ÝlÊIFVF— SF[ ;\RF,G SZG[ JF,L p; DCF;¿F SF VFEF; CF[TF ZCF 
C{4 lSgTq JC lGlxRT :i ;[ IC GCÄ HFG ;SF C{ lS JC SF{G C{ m TYF 
p;SF :J:i S{;F C{ m p;SF :YFG SCF C{ m ;F\;FlZS RÊ SF lGIDG 
S{;[ SZTL C{ m VFlNvVGFlN SF, ;[ J[NF— ;[ ,[SZ VFH TS JC .; 
ZC:I SF[ ;DhG[v;q,hFG[ SF ÝItG SZTF VFIF C{4 5Z\Tq VA TS V5G[ 
ZC:I SF[ ;DhG[v;q,hFG[ S[ ÝItG D— ;J"YF V;O, CL ZCF C{ × DFGJ 
DG SL IC ÝJ`l¿ ZCL C{ lS p;G[ V5G[ ;[ DCFGŸ SL S<5GF ;NF ;qgNZ 
:i D— CL SL C{ × DFGJ G[ ;`lQ8 S[ VFlN ;[ VA TS lH; J:Tq SL 
VFSF\ÙF SL C{ JC p;[ lS;L EL ÝSFZ S[ ÝItG ;[ ÝF%T SZS[ ZCF C{ × 
VTo ÝS`lT 5Z lJHI 5FG[ SF p;SF ;\S<5 lGZ\TZ UlTXL, AGF ZCF C{4 
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5Z\Tq p;SL JC XlÉT .; —V7FT ,J\ VjIÉTc ;¿F S[ ;DL5 VFSZ CL 
Sql^9T CF[ p9TL C{ × ICF¡ CD EFZTLI VFlN JF¢ŸDI J[NF— ;[ ÝFZ\E SZ 
DwISF,LG lCgNL ;FlCtI TS ZC:IJFN S[ lR+6 SF[ Ý:TqT SZG[ SF p5ÊD 
SZ—U[ × 
? JNF — D— ZC:IJFN 
 ;J"ÝYD ZC:IJFN IF ZC:I EFJGF S[ ALH CD[ J[NF— D— lD,T[ C® × 
pGD— 5}6"TF SL 5ZFSFQ9F 5Z 5Cq¡R[ Cq, ZC:I N`Q8FVF— SL ZC:IFGqE}lT 
VlEjIÉT Cq." C{ × J{lNS DFgITF VG;FZ J[N SL JF6L ZC:IDI JF6L SCL 
HFTL C{ × J[N D\+F— SL ZRGF SZG[JF,[ klØ C{ × ,[;F SCF HFTF C{ lS 
J[N D\+F— SF 7FG klØVF— SF[ VGqE}lT ;[ ÝF%T CqVF C{ × 
 J[NF— D— ZCF CqVF 7FG ÝTLSF— äFZF :5Q8 lSIF UIF C{ × kuJ[N 
sD^0, ;}ÉT (#f D— V\lUZ; klØ VluG SF CL :J:i C{4 HF[ lNjI ;\S<5 
XlÉT SF ÝTLS C{ × .;L ÝSFZ —UF[c XaN ßIF[lT4 7FG SL ZlxDIF— SF 
JFRS C{ × µØF SF[ —UJF\G[+Lc UF{VF— SF[ Ý[lZT SZG[JF,L SCF UIF C{ skuJ[N 
*q*&q&f × .;S[ V,FJF N[JF— SL ÝFY"GF TYF VG[S I7F— SF lJWFG EL 
J[NF— D— lD,TF C{ × .;Ll,, 0F¶P NF;Uq%TF G[ p;[ —IFl7S ZC:IJFNc H{;F 
GFD N[ lNIF C{ × RFZ J[NF— kuJ[N4 VYJ["N4 IHqJ["N4 ;FDJ[N .GD— ;[ kuJ[N 
D— ZC:IJFN SL ;A;[ VlWS VlEjI\HGF Cq." C{ × 
 5ZDŸ XlÉT lJØIS lH7F;F EFZT D— VtI\T ÝFRLGSF,vJ{lNSIqU D— 
lD,TL C{ × kuJ[N SF pNFCZ6 N`Q8jI C{ v 
 ——pT tJIF TgJF ;\JN[ TtSNFgJgTJ"Z6[EqJFlG ×cc&_ 
 VYF"TŸ ——SA D® V5G[ .; XZLZ ;[ p;SL :TqlT S~¡UF VF{Z SA D® 
p; JZ6 SZG[ IF[uI S[ ìNI S[ ELTZ ,SFSFZ CF[ ;S}¡UF ×cc ZC:IFtDS 
ÝtIÙ SF J6"G kuJ[N S[ GF;NLI ;}ÉT D— C{ × .;D— .lgãI UF[RZ ;\5}6" 
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;`lQ8 S[ Vl:TtJ ,J\ ;`HG S[ ;\A\W D— ZC:IFtDS VGqE}lT ;[ IqÉT ,S 
klØ S[ VGqEJ SF J6"G lSIF UIF C{ × JC .; ÝSFZ C{ v 
 ——GF ;NF;LgGF[ ;NF;LTNFGÄ GF;LNŸ ZHF[ GF[ jIF[DF 5ZF[ITŸ × 
 lSDFJZLJo m SqCS:I XD"GŸ m VdEo lSDF;LNŸ UCG\ UELZDŸ ×× 
 G D`tIqZF;LND`T\ G TlC" G ZFÉIF VCŸGo VF;LTŸ ÝS[To × 
 VFGLNJFT\ :JWIF TN[S\ T:SFâFgIgG 5Zo lS\ R GF; ××&! 
 VYF"TŸ ——VFlN D— G ;TŸ YF VF{Z G V;TŸ4 G :JU" YF4 G VFSFX × 
lS;G[ VFJZ6 0F,F4 lS;S[ ;qB S[ l,, m TA VUFW VF{Z UCG H, EL 
SCF YF m TA G D`tIq EL G VD`T × ZFT VF{Z lNG S[ V\TZ SF[ ;DhG[ 
SF EL SF[." ;FWG GCÄ YF × JC VS[,F CL V5GL XlÉT ;[ JFIq S[ G 
CF[T[ Cq, EL xJF; ÝxJF; ,[ ZCF YF × .;S[ VlTlZÉT .;S[ 5Z[ SqK G  
YF × kuJ[N S[ lGdGl,lBT ;}+ D— EL ZC:IFtDSTF 5lZ,lÙT CF[TL C{ v 
 .gã\ lD+\ J~6DluGDFCqZYF[ lNjIo ; ;q56F[ " Uq~tDFGŸ × 
 ,S\ ;NŸ lJÝF ACqWF JNlgT VluG\ ID\ DFTlZ`JFGDFCqo ××62 
 VYF"TŸ —.gã4 lD+4 J~64 VluG4 ;qJ6"4 ID4 DFTlZxJFGŸ .tIFlN 5`YSŸv 
5`YSŸ N[JTF .;L ,S S[ VG[S :i C® × J:TqTo ;tI 5NFY" ,S CL C{4 
lSgTq lJäFG p;[ VG[S GFDF— ;[ 5lZEFlØT SZT[ C{ ×cc .; TZC A|ï SL 
ZC:IFtDÉTF SF p<,[B kuJ[N D— lD,TF C{ × 
? p5lGØNF — D— ZC:IJFN 
 ZC:I EFJGF SF lJSl;T :i p5lGØNŸ D— p5,aW CF[TF C{ × p;D— 
A|ïlJnF SL ZC:IDITF ,J\ UF[5GLITF SF J6"G lD,TF C{ × .;S[ V,FJF 
VFtDF SF :J:i4 VFtDF SL DC¿F VF{Z p;[ 7FG4 Aqlâ4 ÝJRGvzJ6 VFlN 
;[ ÝF%T SZGF V;\EJ DFGF UIF C{ × p5lGØNF— D— p; D}, ;¿F SL BF[H 
SF ÝItG lSIF UIF YF × pGD— CL ;A;[ 5C,[ VFtDF SL ;J"EF{lTS ;¿F 
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:JLSFZ SL U." YL × —,[TZ[I p5lGØNŸc D— SCF UIF C{ lS ——5C,[ IC HUTŸ 
,SDF+ VFtDF CL YF × p;S[ l;JF VF{Z SF[." lÊIFXL, J:Tq GCÄ YL × 
p;G[ IC ;F[RF lS D® ,F[SF— SL ZRGF S~¡ ×cc&# .; ÝSFZ .; HUTŸ SL 
VG[STF S[ DwI ,STF SL :YF5GF SZS[ VFtDF SL jIF5STF SF ÝlT5FNG 
lSIF UIF × VFtDF SF[ ;AD— jIF%T DFGF UIF × .;[ VHZ4 VDZ4 VHgDF 
J XFxJT SCF UIF × XZLZ S[ GQ8 CF[ HFG[ 5Z EL VFtDF SF[ VDZ DFGF 
UIF p;SF 7FG VFtDNX"G äFZF CL ;\EJ DFGF UIF × p5lGØNF— D— IF[U 
;\A\WL lJWFG G[lTvG[lT S[ äFZF ;tI S[ :J:i SF J6"G4 ;tIvA|ï SF 
lR+64 VgTo AFæ VE[N ,J\ ;FÙFtSFZ SL l:YlTIF— S[ lJSF; VFlN 
ZC:IFtDS EFJGF S[ ;\S[T ;}+ p5,aW CF[T[ C® × —A`CNFZ^ISF[5lGØNŸc D— 
ZC:I EFJGF SL h,S CD[ lD, HFTL C{ v 
 5}6"DNo 5}6"lDN\ 5}6F"t5}6"DqNrIT[ × 
 5}6":I 5}6"DFNFI4 5}6"D[JFJlXQIT[ ××&$ 
 VYF"TŸ JC 5ZDFtDF 5}6" C{4 JC HUTŸ EL 5}6" C{4 5}6" D— ;[ 5}6" 
lGS,F C{ × 5}6" D— ;[ 5}6" lGS,G[ S[ AFN HF[ ARTF C{ JC EL 5}6" C{ × 
N};Z[ XaNF— D— SC[ TF[ JC ;¿F 5}6" CL C{ TYF HF[ SqK p;SF SFI" :i 
;DhF HF ;STF C{ JC EL 5}6" C{ VF{Z .; N};Z[ 5}6" S[ p;D— ,LG CF[ 
HFG[ 5Z lOZ JCL 5}6" ZC HFTF C{ × pÉT lJWFG SF SCG[ SF DT,A IC 
C{ lS JC lGtI ,J\ Vä{T C{ × —S[GF[5lGØNŸc D— A|ï :JI\ CL ZC:IDI CL 
AGF CqVF C{ × p;D— l,BF UIF C{ lS v 
 GFC\ DgI[ ;qJ[N[lT GF[ G J{NlT J[N R × 
 IF[ G:Tä[N Tä[N4 HF[G J[NlT J[N R ××65 
 VYF"TŸ HF[ IC ;DhTF C{ lS D®G[ A|ï SF[ ;Dh l,IF C{4 JC p;SF[ 
V<5 CL HFGTF C{ × A|ï JF:TJ D— VlGJ"RGLI C{ × VTo ICL SCF HF 
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;STF C{ HF[ ,[;F ;DhTF C{ lS A|ï SF[ D®G[ 5}6"TIF GCÄ ;DhF C{4 JCL 
p;SF[ ;DhTF C{ × lH;SF[ IC VlEDFG C{ lS D® A|ï SF[ ;DhTF C}¡4 JC 
p;SF[ GCÄ ;DhTF × HF[ IC SCT[ C® lS CDG[ p;SF[ HFG l,IF C{ J[ 
p;SF[ GCÄ HFGT[ × HF[ 7FGL CF[T[ Cq, EL SCT[ C® lS CD p;SF[ GCÄ 
HFGT[ JF:TJ D— pgCÄ SF[ A|ï lJ7FT C{ ×cc&& ßIF[lTD"I 5F+ ;[ lJlCT ;tI 
A|ï SF[ ZC:I SF ÝTLS ATFT[ Cq, —."XF[5lGØNŸc ,J\ —A`CNFZ^ISF[5lGØNŸc D— 
SCF UIF C{ v 
 lCZ^DI[G 5F+[6 ;tI:IFl5lCT\ DqBDŸ × 
 TtJ\ 5}ØgG5FJ`6q ;tIWDF"I N`Q8I[ ××&* 
 VYF"TŸ ;tI SF JF:TlJS TÀJ SF DqbI ;qJ6"DI 5F+ ;[ -SF CqVF    
C{ × C[ 5}ØGŸ ¦ T} p; -ÉSG SF[ C8F N[ lH;;[ p; ;tI WD" SL JF:TlJS 
TÀJ SL ;FÙFTŸ ÝTLlT Dqh[ CF[ ;S[ × —T{¿ZLI p5lGØNŸc D— EL IC SCF 
UIF C{ lS —A|ï SF ;FÙFtSFZ ìNI D— CF[TF C{ × .; ìNI D— HF[ VFSFX 
C{4 p;D— IC lJXqâ ÝSFXT :J:i DGF[DI 5q~Ø s5ZD[xJZf ZCTF C{ × IC —
5ZDTtJc ZC:IDI CF[SZ VFG\N :J:i C{ ×&( —xJ[TFxJ[TZ S9F[5lGØNŸc D— 
VFtDF S[ :J:i 5Z ÝSFX 0F,T[ Cq, SCF C{ v 
 ——V6F[Z6LIFgDC¿F[DCLIFGFtDF UqCFIF\ lGlCTF[·:I HgTF[o ××cc&) 
 VYF"TŸ ——IC V6q ;[ EL V6q VF{Z DCFGŸ ;[ EL DCFG VFtDF .; HLJ 
S[ VgToSZ6 D— l:YT C{ ×cc 
 .; ÝSFZ SCF HF ;STF C{ lS p5lGØNF— D— VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF4 
A|ï VF{Z HUTŸ VFlN SF lR\TG ,lÙT CF[TF C{ × J[NF— SL V5[ÙF p5lGØNF— D— 
VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF sA|ïf S[ Vä{T 5Z VFWFlZT ZC:IFtDS EFJGF SF ;qgNZ 
NX"G CqVF C{ × D},To VFtDF D— 5ZDFtDF SF ;FÙFtSFZ SZGF CL p5lGØNF— 
SF ZC:I C{ × 
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? EFUJTULTF4 EFUJT5qZF6 ,J\ ElÉT ;}+ D— ZC:IJFN 
 G S[J, J[NF— ,J\ p5lGØNF— D— Vl5Tq EUJNŸULTF D— EL ZC:IDI TÀJF— 
SL lJRFZ6F 5FIL HFTL C{ × ULTF S[ p5N[X SF ÝFZ\E VHq"G S[ —tJF\ 
Ý;gGDŸc SCG[ S[ p5ZF\T CF[TF C{ VF{Z p;SL ;DFl%T v ——;J"WDF"GŸ 5lZtIßI 
DFD[S\ XZ6\ J|Hcc D— CF[TL C{ × .; ÝSFZ ULTF ElÉT 5ZS U|\Y C{ 5Z\Tq 
lOZ EL .;D— ElÉT4 7FG4 IF[U TYF SD" DFUF[Å S[ ;DgJI SF :TqtI TYF 
;O, ÝIF; CqVF C{ × EUJNŸULTF S[ ;FTJ— VwIFI D— ZC:I EFJGF 
5lZ,lÙT CF[TL C{ v 
 l+lEUq "6DI{EF"J{Z[lEo ;J"lDN\ HUTŸ × 
 DF[lCT\ GFlEHFGFlT DFD[eIo 5ZDjIIDŸ ×× ULTF *q!# ×*_ 
 VYF"TŸ l+Uq6DIL ÝS`lT S[ DF[lCT HLJ .; GxJZ HUTŸ SF V\U CF[G[ 
S[ SFZ6 l+Uq6FTLT VjII 5ZD5q~Ø SF[ 5CRFG GCÄ ;STF4 p;SL XZ6FUlT 
;[ HLJ DFIFDI ;\;FZ SF[ ;CH CL 5FZ SZ HFTF C{ × EUJNŸULTF D— ;FTJ— 
CL VwIFI D— l,BF C{ v 
 DFD[J I[ Ý5ngT[ DFIFD[TF\ TZlgT T[ ×*! 
 VYF"TŸ XZ6FUT 5F5L EL VGgI ElÉT S[ äFZF 5ZDŸ 5N ÝF%T SZ 
,[T[ C® × EUJNŸULF S[ uIFZCJ— VwIFI D— ZC:IFtDS VGqE}lT SF J6"G V5G[ 
;JF["tS`Q8 :i D— p5,aW C{ × VHq"G SCTF C{ v 
 GFgT\ G DwI\ G 5qG:TJFlN 5xIFlD lJxJ[`JZ lJ`J:i ×72 
 VYF"TŸ ——p; lJZF8 :J:i SF G VFlN C{ G DwI VF{Z V\T ×cc ULTF 
D— Jl6"T lJxJ:i SL S<5GF Vä{T D},S ZC:I EFJGF SF RZD lJSF;    
C{ × EUJNŸULTF D— AFZCJ— VwIFI D— l,BF C{ v 
 É,[XF[·lWSTZ:T[ØFDjIÉTF;ÉT R[T;FDŸ × 
 VjIÉTF lC UlTNq "B\ N[C JlNŸEZ JF%IT[ ××*# 
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 VYF"TŸ ."xJZ S[ jIÉT VF{Z VjIÉT NF[ :i C{ × VjIÉT VGxJZ4 
VlGJ"RGLI A|ï SL VF[Z VlWSFZL ;FWS EL wIFG ,UFT[ C{4 ÉIF—lS p; 
VjIÉT SL ÝFl%T SF ,S TF[ DFU" Nq~C C{¸  N};Z[ p; VjIÉT S[ ;FY 
TFNFtdI D— Sl9GTF VFTL C{ × 
 EFUJT5qZF64 XFl^0<I ElÉT ;}+ ,J\ GFZNvElÉT ;}+ D— EL ElÉT 
5ZS ZC:IJFNL EFJGF SF lGNX"G CqVF C{ × ÝF[O[;Z VFZP 0LP ZGF0[ S[ 
DTFGq;FZ ——EFUJT5qZF6 EFZT S[ ÝFRLG ZC:IJFlNIF— S[ J6"G TYF EFJF[NŸUFZF— 
SF SF[Ø C{ ×cc*$ EFUJT D— ÝYD TLY"÷Z kØEN[J S[ HLJG RlZ+ VF{Z 
;FWGF 5âlT SF ZC:IDI J6"G C{ ×75 GFZN ElÉT ;}+F— D— EL ElÉT D},S 
ZC:IJFNL EFJGF SF J6"G CqVF C{ × .GD— UF{6L ElÉT VF{Z DqbI :i ;[ 
Ý[DFElÉT SF lJJ[RG C{ × 
 VlGJ"RGLI\ Ý[D :J:iDŸ ×*& 
 VYF"TŸ —EUJTŸ Ý[D SF :J:i VlGJ"RGLI C{ × GFZN ElÉT ;}+ D— 
ElÉT ."xJZLI Ý;FN SCF C{ v 
 T¿q lJØItIFUFTŸ ;\UtIFUFrR × 
 ,eIT[·l5 TtS`5I{J ××** 
 VYF"TŸ ElÉT SF pNI EF{lTS lJØIF— D— VGF;lÉT ;[ VGF;lÉT ;t;\U 
;[ VF{Z ;t;\U EUJNŸ S`5F ;[ ÝF%T CF[TF C{ × .; ÝSFZ ElÉT ."xJZLI 
Ý;FN C{ × GFZN ElÉT ;q+ 5!v55 D— pgCF—G[ IC l,BF C{ lS ."xJZ Ý[D 
SF :J:i VlGJ"RGLI C{ × IF[uI 5F+ D— p;SF :JTo ÝSFXG CF[TF C{ × 
,S AFZ .;SL p5,laW CF[ HFG[ 5Z EÉT S[J, EUJFG SF VJ,F[SG J6"G 
lR\TG SZTF C{ × ElÉT EÉT S[ DG SF[ XF\lT VF{Z 5ZDFGgN ;[ VF[TvÝF[T 
SZ N[TL C{ VTo IC ;Z, DFU" C{ × 
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 ;FZF\XTo IC SCF HF ;STF C{ lS —EFUJT5qZF6c4 —XFl^0<I 
ElÉTv;}+c ,J\ —GFZN ElÉT ;}+c ZC:IJFNL lR\TG S[ lJSF; SF ÝlTlGlWtJ 
SZT[ C® × 
? AF{â WD" D— ZC:IJFN 
 J{lNS WD" D— SD"SF^0 SL VlWSTF S[ 5lZ6FD :J:i H{G ,J\ AF{â 
WDF[Å SF lJSF; CqVF × AF{â WD" SL NF[ ÝDqB XFBF,\ C® v CLGIFG VF{Z 
DCFIFG × AF{â WD" ."xJZ H{;[ lS;L 5ZDŸ TÀJ VF{Z VFtDF D— lJxJF; GCÄ 
SZTF VF{Z DFGJ HLJG SF RZD wI[I ;tI SF ;FÙFtSFZ SZGF IF p;;[ 
,SFtD CF[ HFGF CL DFGTF C{ × .;l,, AF{â ;FlCtI D— J[N p5lGØNF[ JF,F 
A|ï ;[ ;FÙFtSFZ ;\A\WL ZC:IJFN GCÄ lD,TF × lSgTq IlN ZC:IJFN S[ Ù[+ 
D— 5ZFAF{lâS Ý7F IF AF[lW SL ÝFl%T TYF p;S[ l,, lSI[ HFG[ JF,[ 
IF[UFeIF; H{;[ Uæ ;FWGF— SF[ :JLSFZ lSIF HFI TF[ JCF EL CD— ZC:IJFN 
SF jIJCFlZS :i lD, HFTF C{ × AF{â WD" D— IF[UFeIF;4 DFGl;S 
,SFU|CTF4 ;DFlW H{;L NXF ÝF%T SZG[ S[ l,, lJlEgG ÝSFZ S[ ;FWGF— SL 
jIJ:YF C{ × .;l,, .;D— IF{lUS VYJF ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN 5FIF HFGF 
:JFEFlJS C{ × 5Z\Tq AF{â WD" D— SFjIUT VF{Z ;F®NIF"Gq,ÙL ZC:IJFN IF 
EFJGFtDS ZC:IJFN N`lQ8UT GCÄ CF[TF × 
? l;â ;\ÝNFI D— ZC:IJFN  
 WLZ[vWLZ[ AF{â WD" S[ VGqIFlIIF— D— EL lJS`lTIF¡ VFG[ ,UL ÉIF—lS 
IC WD" XTFlaNIF— TS HGTF CL S[ ALR D— ZCF × p;SL JH|IFG XFBF 
lJX[Ø :i ;[ lJSF; U|:T CF[ UIL × .gCF—G[ AF{â WD" ;[ V,U ."xJZ SL 
S<5GF SZ ,L YL × ——VFUDJFNL TF\l+SF[ VF{Z S5Fl,SF— S[ ;\5S" ;[ I[ EL 
,S lJX[Ø ;\ÝNFIJFNL TF\l+S IF[UL CF[ UI[ × .gCF—G[ AF{NŸWF— S[ D}, VFNX" S[ 
lJ5ZLT ."xJZ SL S<5GF SZ ,L YL ×cc*( .GSF ÝEFJ lGdG SF[l8 SL HGTF 
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D— lJX[Ø ÝSFZ ;[ YF × V5GL l;lâIF— S[ lJX[Ø ÝEFJ S[ 5lZ6FD :J:i 
CL I[ ,F[U l;NŸW SC,FI[ × lSgTq ($ sRF{ZF;Lf l;â SF{G Y[ .;SL 
ÝDFl6S HFGSFZL p5,aW GCÄ × Inl5 ÝDqB:i ;[ ;ZC5F4 ,q.5F4 ;AZ5F4 
TlgT5F4 Eq;qS5F VFlN SF[ l;âF— SL ;\7F ;[ ;\AF[lWT lSIF HFTF C{ ×  
 .G l;NŸWF— D— EL ZC:IEFJGF SF ;DqlRT lJSF; CqVF × l;âF— SL 
.; ZC:I EFJGF SALZNF; TYF ;\T SlJIF— 5Z lJX[Ø :i ;[ ÝEFJ 50+F I[ 
lGZFSFZ TYF lGUq"6 TÀJ SL ;FWGF SZT[ Y[ × I[ XF:+ ÝlT5FlNT ;FWGF 
SF DFU" B^0G SZT[ Cq, pGS[ VGqIFIF— SL lG\NF SZT[ Y[ × l;âF— G[ 
V5GF DFU" :JI\ CL AGFIF × ——.GS[ ICF¡ 3Z S[ ELTZ CL ."xJZ SF 
VGq;\WFG SZG[ SL RF, YL × .0+Fvl5\U,F VF{Z ;qØqdGF GFl0IF— SL ;FWGF4 
Sq\0l,GL SL pNLl%T4 XZLZ S[ ELTZ Sl<5T VG[S RÊF—SF E[NG4 ÝF6F— SF 
lGZF[W4 VFtD lGU|C VFlN ;FWGF— S[ äFZF l;â ;\ÝNFI D— ."xJZ l;lâ SL 
HFTL YL ×cc*) l;âF— S[ VGq;FZ ;D:T RZFRZ D— ,S CL Vä{T TÀJ 
5lZjIF%T C{ ,[;F l;NŸWF— SF 7FG YF v 
 VuU— 5rK— N; lN;— × H\ H\ HF[ VlD ;F[lJ × 
 ,jJ— Tq NL9gT0L 6FC 6F 5qrKlD SF[lJ ××(_ 
 l;â V5GL ZC:IJFlNTF SF[ jIÉT SZG[ S[ l,, V858L JF6L D— 
5Cl,IF— S[ :i D— V5GL AFT[ jIÉT SZT[ Y[ × .G JFl6IF— S[ äFZF V\TDq"B 
;FWGF S[ ;\A\W TÀJF— S[ :iS B0[+ lSI[ HF ;ST[ Y[ × pGSL .; ÝSFZ 
SL V858L JF6L VFU[ R,SZ SALZNF; VFlN ;\T SlJIF— D— p,8AF¡l;IF— S[ 
:i D— ÝS8 Cq." × 
 l;âF— SL JF6L D— ;FDFgI :i ;[ ZC:IFtDS ÝJ`l¿ S[ NX"G CF[T[       
C® × Inl5 pGSL IC ZC:IEFJGF ;FWGFtDS C{ × .GD— EFJGF SL ZD6LITF 
SD 5lZ,lÙT CF[TL C{ × ZC:IJFN SF ;qgNZ SFjI p5Iq"ÉT :J:i JCL ;DhF 
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HFTF C{ lH;D— EFJGF SF EL IF[U CF[ × .; ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN SF CDFZ[ 
DwIIqULG ;FWGF 5Z .TGF ÝEFJ 50+F lS SALZ VFlN lGUq"6 DFU" S[ 
VGqIFIL TYF ;D:T ;\T SlJ l;âF— SL .;L ZC:IEFJGF s;FWGFtDSf SF[ 
V5GF SZ VFU[ R,[ × 
? GFY ;\ÝNFI D— ZC:IJFN 
 l;âF— ,J\ GFY ;\ÝNFI SL 5Z\5ZF CDFZ[ N[X D— ,UEU 5F¡R XTFaNL 
TS ,UFTFZ R,TL ZCL × .;D— WLZ[vWLZ[ .;SF lJSF; CF[T[ CqI[ V5GL RZD 
;LDF TS 5Cq¡RF4 N};ZL VF[Z .GD— VG[S ÝSFZ S[ VGFRFZF— SF ;DFJ[X CF[G[ 
,UF × 0F¶P lJxJGFY UF{0+ S[ VGq;FZ ——lJÊD SL K9Ä XTFaNL S[ DwI S[ 
VF;5F; ;[ l;âF— SL HF[ 5Z\5ZF CDFZ[ N[X D— R,L JC lJÊD SL !2JÄ 
XTFaNLTS AZFAZ R,TL ZCL × kHq DFU" SF[ KF[0+SZ .gCF—G[ JFD DFU" SF[ 
VtI\T Tt5ZTF S[ ;FY V5GFIF × NXJÄ XTFaNL D— .GSF ÝEFJ V5GL RZD 
;LDF SF[ 5Cq¡R SZ C|F;F[gDqB CF[ UIF × .GSL ;FWGF D— Uqæ EFJGF SF 
,SFgT lJSF;CF[G[ S[ SFZ6 VG[S ÝSFZ S[ VGFRFZ .GS[ ;\ÝNFI D— VFG[ 
,U[ Y[ × DF\;4 DlNZF TYF DFlGGL SF .gCF—G[ WFlD"S :JLS`lT S[ ;FY ;AFW 
;[JG lSIF ×cc(! l;âF— S[ ;\ÝNFI D— VG[S lJS`lTIF— S[ SFZ6 .gCÄ D— ;[ 
SqK DCFtDF4 lHGSL DFGl;STF .G VGFRFZF— D— N}Z YL4 pgCF—G[ V,U lGS, 
SZ GFYv5\Y s;\ÝNFIf S[ GFD ;[ V5GF V,U DT R,FIF × .; DT S[ 
VFlN ÝJT"S HF[ SF[." C{ TF[ Uq~UF[ZBGFY CL C{ × GFYv;\ÝNFI SL ;FWGF 
V\TDq"BL C{ × .;D— C9IF[U 5Z VtIlWS A, lNIF UIF C{ × .;Ll,, .; 
5\Y SL ;FWGF SF[ C9IF[U S[ GFD ;[ 5CRFGF HFTF C{ × l;âF— SL TZC 
.; D— EL ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN 5FIF HFTF C{ × ,F{lSS ÝTLSF— S[ äFZF 
ZC:I TÀJ SL U}=- VlEjIlÉT SL R[Q8F l;â ;\ÝNFI SL TZC GFY ;\ÝNFI 
s5\Yf D— EL lD,TL C{ × N`Q8F\T N[lB, v 
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 UUG D\0, D— µ\WF S}VF4 TCF\ VD`T SF AF;F × 
 ;UqZF CF[I ;F[ ElZ ElZ 5LJ{4 lGUqZF HF. l5IF;F ××82 
 VGCT GFN SL ZD6LITF EL VtI\T ZC:IDIL C{ v 
 ——VGCN ;AN AFHTF ZC[ l;W ;\S[T zL UF[ZB SC{ ×cc(# 
 Sq^ 0l,GL S[ pNŸL%T CF[SZ A|ïZgW| D— 5Cq¡RG[ 5Z VFG\N l:YZ CF[ HFTF 
C{ × p; VFG\N SF ;FZ TÀJ l;NŸW CL ÝF%T SZ ;STF C{ 5\l0T GCÄ v 
 UUG D\0, D— UFI lAIF."4 SFUN NCL HDFIF × 
 K\lK KF ¡J l5\0TF 5LJL × l;WF\ DFB6 BFIF ××($  
 GFY5\lYIF— S[ VGq;FZ H, D— lH; ÝSFZ R\ãDF\ SF ÝlTlA\A ZCTF C{4 
p;L TZC 38 S[ ELTZ 5ZDFtDF ZCTF C{ v 
 VFTDF\ DW[ ÝDFTDF\ NL;{ ßIF ® H,DW[ R\NF ×85 
 GFY5\YvIF[U D— lXJ TYF XlÉT SF lD,G VF{Z p;SF VFG\N RZD 
;LDF C{ × IC VFG\N ZC:I SF NX"G SZFTF C{ × 
 .0Fvl5\U,F VF{Z ;qØqdGF SF ÝIF[U EL UF[ZBAFGL D— lD,TF C{ × p;SF 
,S pNFCZ6 .; ÝSFZ C{ v 
 VAW} ."0+F DFZU R\ã E6L H{4 %Iq \Uq,F DFZ6 EF6\ × 
 ;qØqDGF\ DFZ6 JF6L AF[l,,4 l+I D}, V:YFG\ ××(& 
 p5Iq"ÉT lJJ[RG ;[ IC :5Q8 :i ;[ SC ;ST[ C{ lS l;â 5\Y VF{Z 
GFY5\Y NF[GF— D— ;FwI VF{Z ;FWG U}- CF[G[ ;[ NF[GF— ;\ÝNFIF— G[ ZC:IFtDS 
;FWGF 5âlT SF 5IF"%T ÝRFZvÝ;FZ lSIF × DwISF, D— HF[ ;\T CqI[ C{ pG 
;\TF[ IF ;\T;FlCtI 5Z l;â VF{Z GFY NF[GF— 5\YF— SF ÝEFJ N[BF HFTF C{ × 




? ;}OL SlJIF — D— ZC:IJFN 
 ;}OL ;FWGF D— IC AFT VrKL TZC ;[ wIFG D— ZBG[ IF[uI C{ lS 
.GD— Aqlâ SL V5[ÙF ìNI SL EFJGF VlWS DCÀJ5}6" C{ × .;D— Ý[D TÀJ 
SF[ z[Q9 :YFG lNIF UIF C{ × 0F¶P ZFD,F,JDF" TYF 0F¶P ZFDR\ã JDF" ;}OLDT 
S[ AFZ[ D— l,BT[ C® lS v ——;}OLDT D— 5ZDFtDF SF[ lGUq"64 ;\;FZ SF[ 
p;SF N`xI ;F®NI"4 HLJ SF[ A|ï SF V\X p;SF ,1I V\XL4 7[I A|ï SL 
ÝFl%T4 ÝFl%T SF DFwID Uq~ ;FWGFDFU" SL Sl9GF."IF¡4 RFZ VJ:YF,¡ TYF V\T 
D— HLJ VF{Z A|ï SF ,[ÉI v Vä{Tl:YlT VFlN ;{âF\lTS DFgITF,¡ C{ × Ý[D4 
lJZC4 ;qZF VFlN SF ;}OLDT D— lJX[Ø lR+6 CqVF C{ × lJZCFGqE}lT ;[ 
T0+5TF Ý[DL 5ZDFtDF ;[ ;qZF5FG SZ CL S`TS`tI CF[TF C{ × .; ÝlÊIF D— 
;}OL ;FWSF— G[ HLJ SF[ Ý[DL VF{Z A|ï SF[ Ý[lDSF S[ :i D— lRl+T lSIF    
C{ ×cc(* 
 ;}OL ;FWGF D— Ý[D SL VGqE}lT SF NX"G C{ × 0F¶P lJxJGFY UF{0+ S[ 
DTFGq;FZ —;rRF4 EFJGFtDS VF{Z SFjI SF V\ULE}T ZC:IJFN CL C{ ×c(( ;}OL 
;FWGF D— ;FWS DT,A lS ;}OL SFjI SL 5Z\5ZF D— SqTAG4 D\hG4 HFI;L4 
p;DFG4 X[BGJL4 SFl;DXFC4 G}Z DqdDN VFlN ;\T SlJ CqI[ C® × p5Iq"ÉT 
;\T SlJIF— D— HFI;L SF ZC:IJFN ;JF["¿D ,J\ Ýl;lâ ÝF%T C{ × —5NŸDFJTc 
ÝA\W SFjI SL SYF S[ äFZF SlJ HFI;L SF pNŸN[xI 5NŸDFJTL :iL ."xJZ 
s5ZDFtDFf SF[ ÝF%T SZG[ S[ l,, ZtG;[G :iL HLJ sVFtDFf S[ ÝIF; SF 
J6"G SZGF C{ × 
 HFI;L S[ ZC:IJFN SF DqbI :i Ý[D SL ."xJZF[gDqBTF C{ × Ý[D SF 
;JF["tS`Q9 lJSF; lJIF[U D— CF[TF C{ × lGdGF[ÉT 5N D— lJZC SL T<,LGTF 
lNBF." N[ H{;[ v 
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 CF0 E, ;A lS\UZL4 G;® E." ;A TF\lT × 
 ZF[J\ ZF[J\ T® WqlG p9[4 SCF ® lJYF S[ lC EF\lT ××() 
 HFI;L G[ V5G[ SFjI D— ,[;L J[NGF SL jI\HGF SL C{ lS JC J[NGF 
S[J, GFUDTL SF lJZC G ZCSZ VlB, lJxJ p; jIF5StJ SL VF[Z C{ × 
JC Ý[D :J:i lÝITD ;[ lJZC lHTGF NqoBNFIL C{4 p;SF ;\IF[U pTGF CL 
ZD6LI C{ × ;FWS S[ lJZC SF[ S[J, ;FWS CL HFG ;STF C{ × 
 Ý[D3FJ NqoB HFG[ G SF[."4 H[lC ,FU{ HFG{ 5{ ;F[." ××)_ 
 lJZC SL .; VJ:YF D— lÝITD SF Ùl6S ;\IF[U slD,Gf lSTGF 
;qBN C{ v 
 UF V¡lWIFZ4 Z{G DL: K}8LF EF lEG;FZ lSZG ZlJ O}8L ××)! 
 HFI;L 5Z GFY5\YL IF[lUF— SF ÝEFJ N[BF HF ;STF C{ × GFY5\lYIF— 
SL TZC pGD— p; ÝSFZ SF ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN lNBF." N[TF C{ v H{;[ v 
 GJF{ B\0 GJ 5F{ZL4 VF{ TC\ JH| S[JFZ × 
 RFlZ A;[Z[ ;F ® R-{ +4 ;T ;F ® pTZ 5FZ ×× 
 GJ 5F{ZF[ 5Z N;JF ¡ NqJFZF4 T[lC 5Z AFH ZFHWlZVFZF ××92 
 HFI;L S[ ZC:IJFN SF HF[ :J:i µ5Z lRl+T lSIF UIF C{ JC 
EFZTLI Vä{T 5ZS ;JF"tDJFN IF A|ï D— ;}lOIF— S[ V5G[ Ý[D TÀJ S[ 
lDz6 ;[ pt5gG CqVF C{ × NF[GF— D— V\TZ .TGF C{ v Vä{T l;âF\T D— DFIF 
SF[ N5"6 DFGF UIF C{ VF{Z HFI;L S[ VGq;FZ A|ï CL N5"6 C{ ×)# 
 ——;A{ HUTŸ NZ5G S[ ,[BF × VF5qlC N5"G VF5qlC\ N[BF ××cc)$ 
 HFI;L S[ SFjIF— D— ZC:IFtDS EFJGF lNBF." 50+TL C{ × pGS[ SFjI 
D— EFJFtDS VF{Z ;FWGFtDS NF[GF— ÝSFZ SL ZC:IEFJGF C{ D},To HFI;L S[ 
ìNI SL D}, VFtDF EFJGF C{ ;FWGF GCÄ .; l,I[ pGSF D},To ZC:IJFN 
EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN SCF HF ;STF C{ × 
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? ;\T SlJIF — D— ZC:IJFN 
 7FGDFlU" SlJIF— SF[ ;\T SF lAZqN lNIF UIF C{ × l;âF— äFZF ÝJlT"T 
;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN SF[ GFY5\YL IF[lUIF— G[ V5GFIF4 lSgTq N[X SL WFlD"S4 
;FDFlHS TYF ZFHG{lTS 5lZl:YlTIF— S[ SFZ6 l;âF— VF{Z GFY5\lYIF— SF 
;\ÝNFI —lGUq"65\Yc S[ :i D— 5lZJlT"T CqVF × ;FDFgITo lGUq"65\Y S[ ÝJT"S 
SlJ SALZ DFG[ HFT[ C® × DCFtDF SALZ G[ .; 5\Y D— l;âF— TYF GFYF— SL 
C9IF[UL ;FWGF SF[ V5GFIF C{ × SALZ G[ .GS[ ;FYv;FY J[NFgT SF 
Vä{TJFN4 GFY5\lYIF— SF CIIF[U4 J{Q6JF— SL VlC\;F VF{Z XZ6FUlT TYF 
;}lOIF— SF Ý[DDFU" .G ;ASF V5G[ ;FlCtI D— ;\IF[HG lSIF C{ × ;\T 
SlJIF— D— SALZNF; ;J"z[Q9 C{ × SALZNF; S[ AFN .; 5Z\5ZF D— NFN}4 
GFGS4 WD"NF;4 ;qgNZNF;4 Z{NF; VFlN ;\T SlJ CqI[ C{4 .G ;EL ;\TF— D— 
ZC:IJFNL EFJGF 5FIL HFTL C{ × 
 CDFZ[ XF[W SF lJØI EL SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G ,S Tq,GFtDS 
VwIIG C{ × ;\T SALZNF; S[ ZC:IJFN SF[ CD VFG\N3G S[ ZC:IJFN S[ 
;FY Tq,GF SZ—U[ TA p;D— UCZF." ;[ ;DLÙF SZG[ JF,[ C® .;l,, ICF¡ 5Z 
pGS[ ZC:IJFN SL AFT CD GCÄ SZ—U[ × ;\Ù[5 D— CD SC[ TF[ SALZNF; D— 
;FWGFtDS VF{Z EFJGFtDS ZC:IJFN SL WFZF ;CH :i D— ÝJFlCT Cq." C{ × 
? ;Uq6 EÉT SlJIF — D— ZC:IJFN 
 ElÉT SFjI D— lGUq"6DFU" SL 7FGFzIL VF{Z Ý[DFzIL XFBFVF— D— 
ZC:IJFN S[ NX"G TF[ CqVF C{4 lSgTq ;FYvCLv;FY ;Uq6 WFZF S[ V\TU"T 
ZFDDFUL" TYF S`Q6DFUL" EÉT SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— EL ZC:IJFN S[ NX"G CF[T[ 
C® × p;D— ÝDqB :i ;[ DLZFAF."4 ;}ZNF; TYF Tq,;LNF; SF GFD VFTF     
C{ × lHGS[ SFjI D— ZC:IEFJGF jIÉT Cq." C{ × 
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 CD :5Q8 :i ;[ IC SC ;ST[ C{ lS lGUq"6 ElÉT SL TZC ;Uq6 
ElÉT 5Z EL ZC:IJFN SF ÝEFJ 50+F × .;SF 5lZ6FD IC CqVF lS S`Q6 
ElÉT D— DFWqI" EFJGF SF ÝJ[X CqVF × DLZF\ 5Z lGUq"6 ;\ÝNFI SF ÝEFJ 
.;L SF 5lZ6FD YF × DLZF SF[ S`Q6 S[ VlTlZÉT SF[." 5q~Ø CL GCÄ lNBF." 
N[TF C{ × pgCF—G[ lGUq"l6IF— SL TZC X}gI DC, D— 5lT SL S<5GF SL C{ 
TYF IF[U SF EL 5q8 lNIF C{ × lGdGl,lBT 5N D— N`Q8jI C{ v 
 ——G{GG AGH J ;Fµ¡ZL HF[ D® ;FCA 5Fé¡ × 
 .G G{GG D[ZF ;FlCA A;TF 0ZTL 5,S G ,Fµ¡ZL × 
 l+Sq8L D,C D— AGF C{ hZF[BF TCF ¡ ;[ hF¡SL ,UFµ¡ZL ×× 
 ;qgG DC, D— ;qZT HDFµ¡ ;qB SL ;[H lAKFµ¡ZL × 
 DLZF S[ ÝEq lUZWZ GFUZ AFZvAFZ Al, HFµ¡ZL ××95 
 DLZFAF." SL 5NFJ,L D— 5ZDFtDF ;[ lD,G SL ptS^9F SF ;qgNZ J6"G 
lSIF C{ × pgCF—G[ ÝEq Ý[D SF DFGF[ 5FG SZ l,IF C{ × lHGD— EFJFtDS 
ZC:IJFN lNBF." N[TF C{ × 
 S`Q6DFUL" ;}ZNF; S[ 5NF— D— SlJ G[ IF[lUIF— SL VgTo ;FWGF S[ -\U 
5Z VlEjIlÉT SL C{ × pGSF SCGF C{ lS EUJFG SL S`5F ;[ HA HLJ 
DFIF ;[ K}8SFZ 5F HFTF C{4 TA JC DqÉT CF[ HFTF C{ × DFIF S[ SFZ6 
HLJ V5G[ VFG\N :J:i SF[ GCÄ 5CRFG 5FTF4 DFIF TYF E|D S[ NqZ CF[G[ 
5Z HLJ SF[ V5G[ :J:i SF 7FG CF[ HFTF C{ v 
 V5qG 5F{ VF5qG CL D® 5FIF{ × 
 ;aNlC ;aN EIF{ plHIFZF{ ;TUq~ E[N ATFIF{ × 
 ßIF ® SqZ\U GFEL S:T}ZL -} ¡-T lOZT Eq,FIF{ × 
 ;}ZNF; ;Dqh[ SL IC UlT DG CL DG Dq;SFIF{ × 
 SlC G HF. IF DqB SL DlCDF ßIF — Uq ¡U{ UqZBFIF{ ××)& 
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 .; ÝSFZ TF[ ;}ZNF; S[ ;FlCtI D— ZC:IJFN S[ NX"G CF[TF C{ × 
SCÄvSCÄ 5Z SALZ SL TZC ;C:IDI IqlÉTIF¡ C{ × DT,A lS lGUq"l6IF — 
ZC:IDITF SF ÝEFJ EL ;Uq6 p5F;S ;}ZNF; D— lNBF." N[TF C{ × TF[ SCL 
5Z ÝFS`lTS 5NFYF[Å SF[ ZC:IFtDS :i D— VlEjIÉT lSIF C{ pgCF—G[ ÝTLSF — 
SF p5IF[U SZS[ ZC:IEFJGF jIÉT SL C{ × 
 ZFD ElÉT SFjIWFZF S[ ÝlTlGlW SlJ UF[:JFDL Tq,;LNF; ;DgJIJFNL 
SlJ Y[ VTo HCF¡ 5Z pGSF 5ZA|ï ZFD CF[T[ Cq, EL4 Vä{T4 VH4 VR,4 
VUq64 VGFD4 VGLC4 V:i4 VB^04 VG}54 VD,4 VlJGFXL4 lGlJ"SFZ4 
.lgãIFTLT ;A S[ ìNI 5lT TYF S[J, VGqEJ UdI C{ JCÄ 5ZZC:IFtDSTF 
SF NX"G CF[TF C{F .; VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF D— p;L ÝSFZ SL VlEgGTF C{ 
lH; ÝSFZ H, VF{Z p;SL TZ\U D— VlEgGTF CF[TL C{ v 
 ,FU[ SZG A|ï p5N[;F4 VH Vä{T VUqG ìNI[;F × 
 VS, VGLC VGFD V:iF4 VGqEJ UdI VB^0 VG}5F × 
 DG UF[TLT VDT VlJGF;L4 lGlJ"SFZ lGZJlW ;qBZF;L × 
 ;F[ T{TFlC TF[lC GLC E[NF4 JFlZ ALlR .J UFJlC\ J[NF ¦)* 
 lCgNL S[ lGUq"6 ZC:IJFNL SlJIF— SF ÝEFJ Tq,;LNF; 5Z lNBF." N[TF 
C{ × 0F¶P ÝEFSZ DFRJ[ S[ VGq;FZ ——lCgNL lGUq"6 SlJIF— S[ ZC:IJFN SF 
ÝEFJ ACqT N}Z TS 50+F × UF[:JFDL Tq,;LNF; S[ ZFDRlZT DFG; D— HF[ 
Z3qJLZ NXZY GgNG ZFD C®4 J[ J:TqTo lGUq"6 A|ï4 DCFlJQ6q VF{Z DIF"NF 
5q~ØF[TD SL ,S:iTF S[ ÝTLS C{ ×cc)( 
 .; ÝSFZ UF[:JFDL Tq,;LNF; D— ZC:IEFJGF N[BL HFTL C{ × EÉT SF 
HA TFNFtdI 5ZDFtDF ;[ :YFl5T CF[ HFTF C{ JCÄ 5Z JC ZC:IJFN SL EFJ 
E}lD D— ÝJ[X SZ HFTF CL C{ × Tq,;LNF; EL .; ZC:IEFJGF ;[ VK}T[ GCÄ 
C{ × Tq,;L SF ZC:IJFN EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN C{ × 
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? H{G WD" D— ZC:IJFN  
 EFZTLI ;FlCtI D— H{G WD" D— ZC:IJFN .TGF RlR"T GCÄ C{4 lHTGF 
H{G[TZ DT,A H{GWD" SF[ KF[0+SZ N};Z[ WDF[" D— ZC:IJFN VlWS RlR"T ZCF 
C{ × H{GWD" D— ZC:IJFN CF[ GCÄ ;STF ,[;F SCG[ JF,[ ßIFNF lD,[U[ .;S[ 
5LK[ ,S 9F[; JHC IC C{ lS H{G NX"G ."xJZ GFDS ;¿F D— lJxJF; GCÄ 
SZTF J:TqTo ZC:IJFN SF D},To VFWFZ VFl:TSTF C{ VF{Z VFl:TSTF S[ 
ELTZ VFtD 5ZDFtDJFN C{ × ZC:IJFN SF HgD CL JCF¡ ;[ CF[TF C{ HCF¡ 5Z 
VFtDF SF Vl:TtJ CF[TF C{ VF{Z ZC:IJFN SF ;DF5G CF[TF C{ 5ZDFtDF SF 
;FÙFtSFZ SZG[ D— × 
 H{G 5Z\5ZF D— TF[ ."xJZ IF A|ï H{;L ;¿F SF[ :JLSFZ CL GCÄ lSIF 
UIF C{ .GSF DT,A IC GCÄ lS .;D— 5ZDFtDF p5l:YT GCÄ C{ × H{G WD" 
S[ DqTFlAS VFtDF SL HF[ Xqâ VJ:YF CF[TL C{ p;SF GFD CL —5ZDFtDFc C{ 
VF{Z p;[ CL J{lNS XaNFJ,L D— 5ZA|ï SCF UIF C{ × 
 H{GWD" D— VFtDF SL TLG VJ:YF,¡ DFGL U." C{ v s!f AlCZFtDF4 sZf 
V\TZFtDF4 s#f 5ZDFtDF × 
 H{G ZC:IJFN NF[ TÀJF— 5Z VFWFlZT C{ v VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF × 
VFtDF D— V\TZFtDF VF{Z AlCZFtDF SF ;DFJ[X CF[TF C{ × D},To ZC:IJFN D— 
VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF NF[ CL VJ:YF,¡ SFD SZTL C{ × VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF 
EL V,UvV,U GCÄ C{4 NF[GF— ,S CL C{ DT,A VFtDF CL 5ZDFtDF C{ × 
lH;[ H{GWD" D— —XqâFtDFc SCF HFTF C{ × .; ÝSFZ H{G WD" EL VFtDF VF{Z 
5ZDFtDF SL ;¿F SF[ :JLSFZ SZTF CL C{ × .;L N`lQ8 ;[ H{G WD" D— 
ZC:IJFN ÝFRLG SF, ;[ CL 5FIF HFTF C{ × 
 ÝF[P VFZP 0LP ZFGF0[ G[ EL H{GWD" S[ ÝYD TLYÅSZ kØEN[J S[ 
;\A\W D— SCF C{ lS ——J[ ,S lEgG CL ÝSFZ S[ U}-JFNL Y[4 pGSL V5G[ 
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XZLZ S[ ÝlT VgI\T pNF;LGTF pGS[ VFtD;FÙFtSFZ SF[ ÝDFl6T SZTL C{ ×)) 
pGSF DFGGF C{ lS kØEN[J prRSF[l8 S[ ;FWS VF{Z ZC:IJFNL Y[ × 
kØEN[J SL TZC VgI TLYÅSZF— S[ äFZF EL .;L ;FWGFv5âlT SF VGq;Z6 
lSIF UIF C{ × 0F¶P ,P ,GP p5FwI[ G[ —5ZDFtDF ÝSFXc SL E}lDSF D— l,BF 
C{ lS ;FWGFtDS N`lQ8 ;[ H{G TLYÅSZ kØEN[J4 G[lDGFY4 5FxJ"GFY VF{Z 
DCFJLZ .tIFlN lJxJ S[ DCFG ZC:INlX"IF— D— Cq, C{ ×cc!__ 
 zLDNŸ EFUJTŸ D— EL H{G 5Z\5ZF ;DlY"T ÝYD TLYÅSZ kØEN[J S[ 
;\A\W D— VG[S RlZT VF{Z ;FWGFv5âlT SF HF[ lJ:T`T lJJ[RG lD,TF     
C{ ×!_! p;D— IC :5Q8 :i ;[ ÝDFl6T CF[ HFTF C{ lS kØEN[J lJxJ S[ 
prRSF[l8 S[ ZC:INlX"IF— D— ;[ ,S C{ × H{G ZC:IFGqE}lT SL h,S ;J"ÝYD 
CD— ÝFRLGTD H{GFUD VFRFZF\U D— lD,TL C{ × p;D— SC UIF C{ v 
 H[ ,U\ HF6.4 ;[ ;jJ\ HF6.4 
 H[ ;jJ\ HF6.4 ;[ ,U\ HF6. ××102 
 VYF"TŸ HF[ ,S SF[ HFGTF C{4 JC ;A SF[ HFGTF C{ VF{Z HF[ ;A SF[ 
HFGTF C{ JC ,S SF[ HFGTF C{ × 
 lJX[ØFJxIS EFQI D— EL VFRFZF\U ;q+ SL EF¡lT ZC:IFtDSTF SL 
h,S lD,TL C{ × pGS[ EFQI D— VFRFZF\U ;}+ SL DFGF[ 5qGZFJ`l¿ Cq." CF[ × 
,[;F ,UTF C{ v 
 ,S HF6\ ;jJ\ HF6lT ;jJ\ R HF6D[UlT × 
 .I ;jJ HF6\TF[ 6F·UFZ\ ;jJ\ WF Uq6lT ××!_# 
 ;ASF HFGGF ,S VFtDF S[ HFGG[ ;[ CF[TF C{ × .;l,, VFtDF SF 
HFGGF VF{Z ;ASF HFGGF ,S C{ × TFt5I" IC lS HF[ ;ASF[ GCÄ HFGTF 
JC ,S VFtDF SF[ EL GCÄ HFGTF × 
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 —D® SF{G YF m4 D® VU,[ HgD D— ÉIF CF[ µ¡UF m VFlN × lH7F;F 
SF VgTD"G D— p9GF ;dINX"GvÝFl%T SF ÝYD RZ6 C{ × IC lGTF\T ;tI 
C{ lS ZC:I S[ ÝlT lH7F;F SL EFJGF pNE}T CF[TL C{ TEL ;FWS jIJCFZ 
SL E}lDSF ;[ µ5Z p9SZ JF:TlJSTF SL BF[H D— VU|;Z CF[TF C{ × 
.;Ll,, VFtD XF[WG SL Ý6F,L —U}-c SC,FTL C{ × ;\Ù[5 D— —ZC:IJFN    
sU}-JFNf SF DD" VFtDF SL XF[W C{ × p;[ 5F ,[G[ S[ AFN lOZ SqK EL 
5FGF X[Ø GCÄ ZCTF4 U}- GCÄ ZCTF ×c!_$ 
 ZC:INXL" sVFtDNXL"f TLYÅSFZF— S[ AFN 5ZJTL" SF, D— EL VFwIFltDS 
ZC:IJFNL H{G ;FWSF—4 ;\T ,J\ SlJIF— SL ,S ,\AL 5Z\5ZF C{ lHGD— 
ÝDqB:i ;[ VFRFI" SqgNSqgN slJÊD SL 5C,L ;[ RF{YL XTL S[ ALRf4 DqlG 
SFlT"S[I s,UEU v 2v* JÄ XTLf 5}ßI5FN slJÊD SL 5v& XTLf4 
IF[ULgNqDqlG s,UEU .";F SL K9LXTLf4 DqlGZFDl;\C s!!JÄ XTFaNLf4 VFRFI" 
ClZEã s(JÄ XTFaNLf4 AGFZ;LNF; s!*JÄ XTFaNLf4 VFG\N3G s!*JÄ XTLf TYF 
p5FwIFI IXF[lJHI s!(JÄ XTLf VFlN S[ GFD p<,[BGLI C{ × 
 H{G ;FlCtI 5-+G[ S[ AFN 5TF R,TF C{ lS ZC:IJFNL SFjI ,[BG SF 
VFZ\E VFRFI" SqgNSqgN ;[ DFGF HFTF C{ pGSL ZRFGF,¡4 —;DI;FZc4       
—DF[Ù5FCq0+c4 —EFJ5FCq0c VFlN C{ HF[ ZC:IJFNL C{ × lHG ;FlCtI D— EFJGFtDS 
ZC:IJFN VlEjIÉT CqVF C{ × —DF[Ùv5FCq0c pgCF—G[ SCF C{ lS VFtDF VF{Z 
5ZDFtDF D— SF[." V\TZ GCÄ C{ × VFtDF CL 5ZDFtDF C{ × SD" S[ VFJZ6 S[ 
SFZ6 CL VFtDF lHG :J:i ;[ J\lRT C{ × ÝtI[S VFtDF SD" VFlN ;[ ZlCT 
CF[SZ p;L ÝSFZ 5ZDFtDF AG ;STF C{ lH; ÝSFZ :J6"v5FØF6 XF[WG 
;FDU|L äFZF Xqâ :J6" AG HFTF C{ ×105 .; ÝSFZ SqgNSqgN S[ ;FlCtI D— 
EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN SL lJJ[RGF Cq." C{ × 
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 SqgNSqgN S[ ZC:IJFNL ;FlCtI SF ÝEFJ SFlT"S[I4 5}ßI5FN IF[ULgNqDqlG4 
DqlGZFDl;\C VF{Z AGFZ;LNF; S[ ;FlCtI D— N[BF HF ;STF C{ × .G ;EL 
ZC:IJFNL SlJIF— D— SqgNSqgN SL TZC CL VFtDF S[ TLG E[NF— SL lJRFZ6F 
lD,TL C{ × 5}ßI5FN SL ;DFlWXTS ,J\ VFwIFtDS ZC:I ZRGF,¡ VFwIFltDS 
ZC:IvÝWFG C{ × 
 IF[ULgNqDqlG S[ 5ZDFtDF ÝSFX ,J\ IF[U;FZ D— ZC:IJFN S[ NX"G CF[T[    
C® × pGSF IC DFGGF C{ lS XZLZ S[ V\NZ HF[ VFtDF lAZFHDFG C{ JCL 
5ZDFtDF C{ × DT,A lS JC DFGT[ C{ lS VFtDF CL 5ZDFtDF C{ ×!_& 
 DqlGZFDl;\C SL —5FCq0 NF[CFc ZC:IJFN SL N`lQ8 ;[ ;qgNZ SFjI ZRGF 
C{ × J[ DFGT[ C{ lS HA DG EUJFG VFtDF ;[ lD, UIF VF{Z ."xJZ DG ;[ 
lD, UIF NF[GF— ;DZ;TF SL l:YlT D— CL 5C}¡R U, TA 5}HF lS;[      
R-+Fµ¡ ×!_* 
 DwIIqU S[ H{G lCgNL ZC:IJFNL SlJIF— D— AGFZ;LNF; SF GFD ;A;[ 
ÝYD VFTF C{ × VwIFtDULT4 GF8S ;DI;FZ4 AGFZ;L lJ,F; VFlN .GSL 
ZC:IJFNL ZRGF,¡ C{ × SlJ AGFZ;LNF; SL VFtDF lÝITD S[ lJIF[U D— 
T0+5TL C{ × p;[ lD,G[ S[ l,, pt;qS C{ × SlJ S[ VFtDF SL T0+5G TF[ 
,[;L C{ H{;[ —H, lAGq DLGc × V\T D— lÝITD ;[ lD,F5 CF[TF C{ × TYF 
DG SL CZ ,S NqlJWF ;DF%T CF[ HFTL C[ × p;[ V5GF 5lT s5ZDFtDFf 38 
D— CL lD,TF C{ × lD,G[ 5Z VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF ,SFSFZ VF{Z ,S Z; CF[ 
HFT[ C®4 lH;SF lR+6 lGdG ÝSFZ ;[ C{ v 
 l5I D[Z[ 38 D— l5I DFlC\4 
  H,TZ\U ßIF — NqlJWF GFlC\ ××!_( 
 JF:TJ D— AGFZ;LNF; G[ VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF S[ ALR Vä{TEFJ SL 
:YF5GF SZT[ Cq, ZC:IJFN SL VlEjIlÉT SL C{ × 
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 AGFZ;LNF; S[ AFN lCgNL H{G ZC:IJFNL ;\T SlJIF— D— VFG\N3G SF 
DCÀJ5}6" :YFG C{ × AGFZ;LNF; SL TZC EL pgCF—G[ EL VFtDF 5ZDFtDF SF 
lÝI S[ :i D— lR+6 lSIF UIF C{ × pgCF—G[ lÝITD s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJZC D— 
V5GL sVFtDFf SL T0+5G SF DFlD"S lR+6 lSIF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G SL SFjI ZRGF D— ZC:IJFN S[ NF[ :i p5,aW CF[T[ C® ,S 
;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN N};ZF EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN × pGSL UCZL VGqE}lT pGS[ 
5NF— D— VlEjIÉT Cq." C{ × EFJGFD},S VGqE}lT VFwIFtD Z; ;[ EZL Cq."    
C{ × pGSL ZRGFVF— D— VFwIFtDS SF U}-+ ZC:I 50+F CqVF C{ × VFG\N3G 
S[ ;FWGFtDS VF{Z EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN SL Tq,GF SALZ S[ ;FWGFtDS VF{Z 
EFJFtDS ZC:IFN SF lJXN lJJ[RG VFU[ lSIF HFI[UF × 
 VFG\N3G S[ ZC:IJFN SF ÝEFJ pGS[ ;DSF,LG p5FwIFI IXF[lJHI 
5Z EL 50+F × p5FwIFI IXF[lJHI SL —VFwIFtD;FZc4 —;DFlWT\+c4        
—VwIFtDF[5lGØNŸc VFlN ZRGF,¡ ZC:IJFNL ZRGF,¡ C® × .GD— VwIFltDS TÀJF— 
SL ;qgNZ lJJ[RGF,¡ SL U." C{ × 
 VFRFI" SqgNSqgN S[ EFJ5FCq0+ D— EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN SL ÝDqBTF C{ TF[ 
V5E|\X SL ZRGF 5ZDFtDFvÝSFX4 5FCq0+ NF[CF D— IF[UFtDS ZC:IJFN 5FIF UIF 
C{ × DwIIqU SL H{G lCgNL ZC:IJFNL SFjI ZRGFVF— D— ;FWGFtDS ,J\ 
EFJFtDS NF[GF— ÝSFZ S[ ZC:IJFN S[ NX"G CF[ HFTF C{ × 
 .; ,\AL E}lDSF S[ 5xRFTŸ VA CD V5G[ ÝlT5Fn VF,F[rI SlJ äI 
S[ SFjI D— ÝF%T ZC:IJFN SL Tq,GF SZ—U[ × 
? SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ ZC:IJFN SL Tq,GF 
 SALZNF; TYF VFG\N3G NF[GF— ;\T C{ × NF[GF— D— 5ZDFtDF SL ElÉT D— 
l,G CF[SZ 5N AGFI[ C® × E,[ CL VFG\N3G SF[ H{G SlJ DFGF HFI4 TYF 
SALZNF; SF[ lGUq"6 WFZF D— 7FG DFUL" SlJ DFGF HFI4 lSgTq NF[GF— S[ 5NF— 
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D— ZC:IJFNL EFJGFVF— SF[ ,[SZ ACqT ;FZL ;DFGTF lD,TL C{ × VFG\N3G 
VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— D— ;FWGFtDS TYF EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN lD,TF C{ × VA 
CD NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ ZC:IJFN S[ ÝSFZ ;FWGFtDS TYF EFJGFtDS ÝSFZ 
SF[ ÊDXo N[B—U[ × NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— D— ZC:IJFN SF[ ,[SZ lSTGL ;DFGTF 
TYF lSTGL lEgGTF lD,TL C{ IC N[BG[ SF CD ÝItG SZ—U[ × 
? ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN 
 ;FWGF DFGJ HLJG SF ,S DCÀJ5}6" V\U C{ × EFZTLI 5Z\5ZF D— 
ÝFIo ;EL klØ DGLlØIF— G[ ;FWGF SF[ V5GFIF C{ × ZC:IJFNL NX"G D— EL 
;FwI SL ÝFl%T S[ l,, ;FWGF V5[lÙT C{ × VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— 
SL ;FWGF 5âlT SF 5ZDŸ VF{Z RZD,1I DF[Ù IF DqlÉT ZCF C{ × DF[Ù SF 
VY" C{ VFtDUq6F— SF 5}6" lJSF;4 SD" SL 5ZT\+TF ;[ 5}6":i ;[ DqÉT    
CF[GF × 
 lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G SL 5NFJ,L VF{Z SALZNF; SL ;FBL ,J\ 5NF— SF VwIIG 
SZG[ S[ 5xRFTŸ IC AFT lGlJ"JFN :i ;[ SCL HF ;STL C{ lS VFG\N3G 
TYF SALZNF; 5C,[ ,S EÉT C{4 ;FWS C{ TTŸ5xRFTŸ J[ SlJ C{ × VYF"TŸ 
pgCF—G[ SlJTF S[ l,, SlJTF GCÄ SL × JC V5G[ VF5 CF[ U." C{ × 
VFG\N3G TYF SALZNF; SF pNŸN[xI TF[ ;tI VYJF 5ZDŸ TÀJ SF[ HFGGF 
p;;[ ;FÙFtSFZ SZGF YF × .;Ll,, ZC:IJFN S[ Ù[+ D— NF[GF— SF :YFG 
VläTLI C{ × VA CD IC ÊDXo ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN S[ lJlEgG DqNŸNF— S[ 




? ;dISŸ 7FG 
 ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN D— ;dISŸ7FG SF lJX[Ø DCÀJ C{ × ;dISŸ 7FG 
;[ TFt5I" A|ï 7FG ;[ C{ × ;dISŸ 7FG VFtDF SL JC XlÉT C{ lH;S[ 
VEFJ D— lÊIF V\WL C{ × ;dISŸ 7FG S[ ÝF%T CF[G[ 5Z ;FWS D— ;[ ZFU 
ä[Ø DF[CFlN ÙL6 CF[ HFT[ C{4 :J 5Z SF E[N :5Q8 CF[ HFTF C{ VF{Z ;DTF 
SL lSZ6— lDyIFtJ SF V\WSFZ N}Z SZ N[TL C{ × O,To S[J, 7FG :i ;}I" 
VF,F[lST CF[ HFTF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ ;dISŸ 7FG SL IYFY" NXF SF J6"G 
SZT[ Cq, SCF C{ v 
 D[Z[ 38 7FG EFG EIF[ EF[Z × 
 R[TG RSJF R[TGF RSJL EFUF[ lJZC SF[ ;F[Z ×× 
 O{,L lRCq ¡ lNl; RTqZ EFJ~lR4 lD8ŸIF[EZD TD HF[Z × 
 VF5SL RF[ZL VF5 CL HFGT4 VF[Z[ SCT G RF[Z ×× 
 VD, SD, lJSR ER[ E}T,4 D\N lJØ{;l; SF[Z × 
 VFG\N3G .S J<,E ,FUT4 VF{Z G ,FB SZF[Z ××!_) 
 D[Z[ ìNI D— S{J<I ALH:i ;dISŸ 7FG SF ;}I" plNT CF[ UIF C{ × 
.;S[ plNT CF[G[ ;[ E|D lDyIFtJ :i V\WSFZ v XlÉT SF ÝA, HF[Z D\N 
50+ UIF × ;}I" SF ÝSFX O{,T[ CL H{;[ 5`yJL 5Z SD, lB, HFT[ C{ J{;[ 
CL ;dISŸ 7FG :i ;}I" S[ VF,F[lST CF[ HFG[ ;[ ìNI SD, lJSl;T CF[ 
UIF VF{Z 5lZ6FDTo lJØI JF;GF lDyIFtJ :i R\N lSZ6— D\N 50+ U." × 
 ;dISŸ7FG ÝF%T CF[G[ SL VGqE}lT SALZNF; SL lD,TL C{ H{;[ v 
 VA D® 5F.AF{ Z[ 5F.AF[ A|ï lUIFG × 
 ;CH ;DFW— ;qB D— ZlCAF{4 SF[l8 S,5 lJzFD ×× 
 Uq~ S`5F, S`5F HA SLgCÄ4 lCZN{ S¡J, lAUF;F × 
 EFUF E|D N;F{ lN; ;qhŸIF4 5ZD HF[lT ÝSF;F ××!!_ 
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 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS VA Dqh[ 7FG SL ÝFl%T CF[ U." p; ;CH 
;DFlW D— ,[;F V5lZlDT ;qB C{ lS SZF[0F— S<5F— TS p;L l:YlT D— ZDF 
HFI × S`5F,q ;NŸUq~ G[ HA S`5F äFZF 7FG ÝX:T lSIF TF[ ìNI D— 5}6" 
SD, SF lJSF; CqVF lH;;[ D[ZF ;\;FZ v lJØIS E|D N}Z CF[ UIF VF{Z 
VGgT ßIF[lT ÝSFlXT CF[ p9L × VgI :YFG 5Z SALZ l,BT[ C® v 
 ;\TF{ EF." VF." uIF¡G SL VF ¡WL Z[ × 
 E|D SL 8F8L ;A{ p0F ¡6L4 DFIF ZC{ G AF ¡WL ×× 
 lCT lRT SL ä{ Y} ¡GL lUZF ¡GL4 DF[C Al,\0F 8}8F × 
 l+:GF ¡ KF\lG 5lZ 3Z µ5lZ4 SqAlW SF EF ¡0F O}8F ×× 
 HF[U HqUlT SlZ ;\TF{ AF ¡WL4 lGZR} RqJ{ G 5F6Ä × 
 Sq0+S58 SFIF SF lGS:IF4 ClZ SL UlT HA HF ¡6L ×× 
 VF ¡WL 5LK® HF[ H, A}9F4 Ý[D ClZHG ELGF ¡ × 
 SC{ SALZ EF ¡G S[ ÝU8[ plNT EIF TD ØLGF ¡ ××!!! 
 SALZNF; SF SCGF C{ lS HA 7FG ÝF%T CF[TF C{ TF[ DFIF4 E|D4 
lDyIFÝ[D4 DF[C4 T`Q6F4 SqAqlâ VFlN 7FG VF¡WL SL JHC ;[ XZLZ S[ 5F5F — 
:iL S}0[ SF[ lGSF, O[ST[ C® × V\T D— JC SCT[ C® lS .; EF¡lT 7FG 
ÝEFSZ S[ plNT CF[T[ CL VF7FGF\WSFZ R,F HFTF C{ × 
 lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— ;dISŸ 
7FG IF A|ï 7FG SL AT[ SCL C{ × NF[GF— G[ V7FGTF SF[ V\WSFZ SCF C{ × 
NF[GF— SF ,[;FSCGF C{ lS 7FG :iL ;}IF["NI CF[G[ ;[ V7FGTF :iL V\WSFZ 
GQ8 CF[ HFTF C{ VF{Z 7FG VF,F[lST CF[TF C{ lH;;[ ìNI SD, lJSl;T 
CF[TF C{4 lJØI JF;GF IF ;\;FZ lJØIS E|D N}Z CF[ HFTF C{ × 
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 ;dISŸ7FG SF[ ,[SZ VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; S[ ZRGFVF— D— V\TZ EL 
GHZ VFTF C{ × SALZNF; SF DFGGF C{ lS ;NŸUq~ SL S`5F ;[ 7FG ÝX:T 
CqVF C{4 HAlS VFG\N3G 7FG SF pNI ;CH :i D— DFGT[ C® ×  
? ElÉTvIF[U SL ;FWGF 
 ElÉT EL VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; SL ;FWGF SF ÝDqB :i C{ × 
;FWGF SL ÝYD E}lDSF D— ElÉT SF ACqT A0+F DCÀJ C{ × J:TqTo ElÉT 
IF[U ,S lJ,Ù6 TZC SL ;FWGFtDS VJ:YF C{4 p; Ý[D SL VH;|WFZF SF[ 
5ZDFtDTÀJ SL p5F;GF D— ÝJFlCT SZGF CL ElÉT IF[U C{ × N};Z[ XaNF— D— 
—Ý[Dc SF[ IF[U SL EFØF D— —ElÉTc SCT[ C® × 
 ElÉTv;FWGF SL ÝFYlDS l:YlT C{ × VFtDFHA 5ZDFtDF SF[ lD,GF 
RFCTL C{ TA p;SF ÝYD ItG ElÉT S[ :i D— CL CF[TF C{ × ElÉT D— 
;D5"6 SF EFJ ÝWFG CF[TF C{ × EÉT V5G[ HLJG SF[ TEL ;FY"S ;DhTF 
C{4 HA JC EUJFG S[ RZ6F— 5Z ;D}RF R-+ HF, × ;\T VFG\N3G ,J\ 
SALZNF; S[ 5NF— D— ElÉT IF[U SL 5ZFSFQ9F S[ NX"G CF[T[ C® × 
 ElÉTIF[U SL 5ZFSFQ9F VFG\N3G SL lGdGF\lST 5\lÉTIF— D— ãQ8jI C{ v 
 lHG RZ6[ lRT <IFp\ Z[ DGF × 
 VlZC\T S[ Uq6 UFµ\ Z[ DGF ×× 
 pNZ EZ6 S[ SFZ6[ Z[ UF{JF\ JG D— HFI × 
 RFZ RZ{ lRCq \ lN; lOZ[4 JFSL ;qZlT JK~VF DF\lC Z[ ××112 
 VFG\N3G G[ ICF¡ UFI SF pNFCZ6 N[SZ SCF C{ lS UF{, JG D— HFTL 
C®4 RFZF— VF[Z lOZTL C{4 lSgTq pGSF DG V5G[ AK0F— D— CL ,UF ZCTF C{4 
J{;[ CL ;\;FZ S[ SFDF— SF[ SZT[ Cq, EL EÉT SF DG EUJFG S[ RZ6F— D— 
,UF ZCTF C{ × 5qGxR pGSF SYG C{ lS lH; ÝSFZ SFDL SF DG4 VgI 
;A ;qWvAqW BF[SZ SFDvJF;GF D— CL T`%T CF[TF C{4 VgI AFTF— D— p;[ Z; 
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GCÄ VFTF4 J{;[ CL ÝDq GFD VF{Z :DZ6FlN :i ElÉT D— EÉT SL VlJR, 
VGgI lGQ9F CF[TL C{ × p;SF DG EUJFG S[ VlTlZÉT VgI+ SCL EL GCÄ 
HFTF × .; 5N ;[ IC Ol,T CF[TF C{ lS ;FWS SF[ VC"gT l;â 5ZDFtDF 
SL ElÉT VJxI SZG[ IF[uI C{ ÉIF—lS ElÉT IF[U SF wI[I C{ ÝtIÙFGqE}lT × 
 ElÉTIF[U SL 5ZFSFQ9F SF ;JF["¿D pNFCZ6 SALZNF; SL lGdGF\lST 
5\lÉTIF— D— ãQ8jI C{ v 
D® Uq,F ¡D DF[lC A[lR Uq;F ¡."4 
TG DG WG D[ZF ZFDHL S[ TF ¡." ×× 
VF ¡lG SALZF CFl8 pTFZF4 ;F[." UFCS A[RGCFZF × 
A[R[ ZF ¡D TF[ ZFB{ SF{G4 ZFB{ ZF ¡D TF[ A[R{ SF{G × 
SC{ SALZ D— TG DG HFZIF4 ;FlCA V5GF ¡ lKG G lA;FZIF ××!!# 
 SALZNF; G[ IC V5G[ VF5SF[ >"xJZ SF NF; AT,F SZ TG4 DG4 
WG ;J":J gIF{KFJZ SZ lNIF C{ × 
 lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G TYF SALZNF; G[ VgI+ EL VG[S 5NF— D— ElÉTvIF[U 5Z 
;dISŸ ÝSFX 0F,F C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ ElÉTIF[U SL 5ZFSFQ9F SL AFT SCL 
C{ × NF[GF— G[ ElÉTIF[U SF DCÀJ EL ATFIF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ ElÉTIF[U SL 
AFT SZT[ Cq, SCF C{ lS lH; ÝSFZ pNZ EZ6 S[ l,, UF{, JG D— HFTL 
C{ RFZF— VF{Z lOZTL C{4 lSgTq pGSF DG V5G[ AK0+F— D— CL ,UF ZCTF C{ 
J{;[ ;\;FZ S[ SFDF— SF[ SZT[ Cq, EL EÉT SF DG EUJFG S[ RZ6F— D— ,UF 
ZCTF C{ 5qGxR pGSF SYG C{ lS lH; ÝSFZ SFDL SF DG SFDvJF;GF D— 
CL T`%T CF[TF C{ J{;[ CL EÉT SF DG EUJFG SL ElÉT D— CL CF[TF C{ × 
TF[ SALZNF; ElÉTIF[U SL 5ZFSFQ9F SL AFT SZT[ CqI[ SCF C{ lS ÝEq D— 
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TqdCFZF NF; C}¡ D[ZF TG4 DG4 WG ;J":J VF5S[ l,, C{ × VF5 RFC[ TF[ Dqh[ 
A[R N[ × 
? IF[Uv;FWGF5ZS XaNFJ,L 
 VFG\N3GHL ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— S[ SFjI D— ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN lD,TF 
C{ × .; l,I[ IF[U ;FWGF5ZS XaNFJ,L SF ÝIF[U pgCF—G[ I+vT+ lSIF C{ × 
 ;\T VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— lH; ÝSFZ ZgT+I TYF ElÉT IF[U SL 
;FWGF SF lJJ[RG p5,aW CF[TF C{4 p;L ÝSFZ IF[U SL ;FWGF5ZS XaNFJ,L 
EL VG[S :iF— D— ÝF%T CF[TL C{ × SCÄ pgCF—G[ l;âF— GFYF— VF{Z TF\l+SF— S[ 
IF[U 5ZS XaN H{;[ ;qZlT4 lGZlT4 VH5FHFI4 VGFCNGFN4 VFG\N4 VD`T4 
UUGvD\0, A|ïZg3|4 ;CH4 lGZ\HG4 .0+F4 l5\U,F4 ;qØqdGF VFlN XaNF— SF ÝIF[U 
lS, C® TF[ SCÄ VQ8F\U IF[U SL RRF" EL SL C{ × SCÄvSCÄ H{G IF[U 5ZS 
;FWGF SF[ EL V5GFIF C{ lH;D— IF[U SL 5}J" E}lDSF S[ :i D— pgCF—G[ 
VEI4 Vä[Ø VF{Z VB[N SL RRF" SL C{ × ;FY CL VJRS +I IF[U SF 
EL p<,[B lSIF C{ × J:TqTo VFG\N3G S[ IF[U 5ZS XaNF— S[ ÝIF[U D— 
:JFGqE}lT SL UCZL R[TGF C{ × pGSL IF[Uv;FWGF D— VQ8F\UIF[U4 C9IF[U4 
H{GIF[U TYF SALZ VFlN 5}J"JTL" ;FWSF— SL IF[U ;FWGF 5âlT SF ;DlgJT 
:i lNBF." N[TF C{ × VFG\N3G JF:TJ D—4 ,S HFU~S ;FWS Y[ × .;l,, 
5}J"JTL" ,J\ TtSF,LG ;FWGF 5âlTIF— SL XaNFJ,L ;[ pGSF 5}6"To 5lZlRT 
CF[GF V:JFEFlJS GCÄ C{ × 
 SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— ÝFIo ;EL ÝDqB VwI[TFVF— G[ :JLSFZ lSIF 
C{ lS J[ G S[J, IF[U ;FWGF ;[ VrKL TZC 5lZlRT Y[ Al<S pgCF—G[ p;SF 
VeIF; EL lSIF YF × JCF¡ 5Z IF[U SL ;FWGF5ZS XaNFJ,L EL VG[S :iF— 
D— CD— lD, HFTL C{ × SCÄ pgCF—G[ l;âF— GFYF— VF{Z TF\l+SF— S[ IF[U 5ZS 
XaN H{;[ v VGCN wJlG4 sVGCNGFNf4 p,8FAF, s;qZlTf lGZlT4 VH5FHF54 
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VFG\N4 ZFDZ; sVD`Tf4 UUGD^0,4 UUG q VFSFX sA|ïZ\ãf ;CH{ s;CHf4 
lGZ\HG U\UF s.0+Ff IDqGF sl5\U,Ff ;Z:JTL s;qØdGFf VFlN XaN ÝIqÉT lS,     
C® × SALZ G[ :YFGv:YFG 5Z VG[S ZC:I5}6" 5FlZEFlØS XaNF— SF ÝIF[U 
lSIF C{ × ;\EJTo .G XaNF— S[ 5LK[ ;}OL TYF GFYF— VF{Z l;âF— S[ C9IF[U 
SF ÝEFJ SFI" SZ ZCF YF × .G XaNF— SF ÝIF[U pGSL p,8AF¡l;IF—4 &$ 
lÊIF4 !$ R\NF4 52 SF[9lZIF— & RÊF—4 !_ NZJFHF— VFlN S[ J6"G D— CqVF 
C{ × I[ ;EL XaN C9IF[U SL lJlEgG × lÊIFVF— S[ ;DI VFG[ JF,[ :YFGF— 
VF{Z J:TqVF— S[ ÝTLS ÝTLT CF[T[ C{ × 
? IF[U SF :J:i 
 —IF[Uc XaN IqHŸ WFTq ;[ AGF C{4 lH;SF VY" C{ —HF[0+GFc × HF[ ;FWG 
VFtDF SF[ 5ZDFtDF ;[ HF[0+TF C{ p;SF[ IF[U SCF HFTF C{ × DClØ"4 5T\Hl, 
S[ VGq;FZ lR¿J`l¿IF— SF lGZF[W CL IF[U C{ ×!!$ 
 ;\T VFG\N3G G[ IF[U SF[ DF[ÙÝF%T SZG[ JF,F TYF 7FG4 zâF VF{Z 
RlZ+FtDS DFGF C{ × ;dISŸ RlZ+ SF[ CL IF[U S[ :i D— ÝS8 lSIF C{ × 
J:TqTo DF[Ù ÝFl%T S[ HF[ SFZ6E}T ;FWG C®4 JCL IF[U C{ × 
 SALZNF; SF DFGGF C{ lS jIlÉT AFæ ;FWGF SF[ KF[0+SZ S[J, DG 
SL ;FWGF D— lGZT ZCTF C{ × .lgãI lGU|C äFZF DG SL R\R,TF SF[ GQ8 
SZ N[TF C{ × HA JC ,[;F SZTF C{ TA ZFD sA|ïf SL ElÉT SZG[ SF 
IF[uI 5F+ AG HFTF C{ × AFN D— l;âFJ:YF TS 5Cq¡R HFTF C{ × D},To 
IF[U ,S C{4 lOZ EL :Y}, :i ;[ p;S[ VG[S E[N lS, U, C® × C9IF[U4 
ZFHIF[U VYJF VQ8F\U IF[U4 ,IIF[U4 D\+IF[U4 H{G IF[U VFlN ×115 IF[U S[ 
E[NF— D— ;[ lGdG ÝSFZ S[ RFZ E[NF— 5Z lJRFZ6F SZ—U[ s!f 7FGIF[U4 s2f 
ZFHIF[U4 s#f C9IF[U4 s$f D\+IF[U × 
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? 7FGIF[U 
 VFtDF VG[S ÝSFZ ;[ 5ZDFtDF ;[ ;\Aâ CF[ ;STL C{ × 7FG S[ 
lJSF; ;[ HA VFtDF lJJ[S VF{Z J{ZFuI D— V5G[ Vl:TtJ SF[ E}, HFTL C{ 
VF{Z Vl:TtJ S[ S6vS6 D— 5ZDFtDF SF VlJGFXL :i N[BTL C{ TA EqlÉT 
D— NF[GF— SF ;\lD,G CF[ HFTF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G D— EL 7FGIF[U ;\AlâT 5N lD,T[ C® N[lB, v 
 VA D[Z[ 5lT UlT N[J lGZ\HG¸ 
 E8S}\ SCF SCF l;Z 58S}\4 SCF S~\ HGZ\HG × VAP ! 
 B\HG N`UG N`U G ,UFJq \4 RFC}\ G lRTlJT V\HG¸ 
 ;HG 38 V\TZ 5ZDFTD4 ;S, NqlZT EIE\HG × VAP 2 
 ,lC SFDUlJ ,lC SFD384 ,lC ;qWFZ; D\HG¸ 
 —VFG\N3Gc ÝEq 38vJG S[ ClZ4 SFD DT\U UHU\HG × VAP #!!& 
 SALZNF; S[ 5NF— D— ;[ IF[U S[ ÝSFZ 7FGIF[U SF ,S pNFCZ6 .; 
ÝSFZ C{ v 
 ,F[SF HFlG G E},F{ EF." × 
 BFl,S B,S B,S D® BFl,S4 ;A 38 ZæF{ ;DF." ×× 8[S ×× 
 V,F ,S{ G}Z p5GFIF4 TFSL S{;L lG\NF × 
 TF G}Z Y{ ;A HU SLIF4 SF{G E,F SF{G D\NF ×× 
 TF V,F SL UlT GCÄ HF ¡GL4 UqlZ Uq0+ NLIF DL9F ×× 
 SC{ SALZ D® 5}ZF 5FIF4 ;A 3l8 ;FlCA NL9F ××!!* 
 SALZNF; SF[ CZ[S DGqQI S[ V\NZ A|ï SF NX"G CF[TF C{ × ."xJZ S[ 
NX"G pgC— V5G[ Uq~ SL S`5F ;[ CqI[ C{ × ,F[UF— SF[ DFGF[ JC p5N[X N[T[ CF[ 
.;L ÝSFZ SF EFJ lK5F CqVF C{ × 
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 lGQSØ" o 
 7FGIF[U SL AFT— VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ SCL C{ × 
NF[GF— ."xJZ SF[ V5G[ XZLZ S[ V\NZ C{ ,[;F DFGT[ C{ × VFG\N3G 7FGIF[U 
SF[ ,[SZ SCT[ C{4 lS ;D:T EI SF[ N}Z SZG[ JF,F 5ZDFtDF TF[ D[Z[ 38 
D— sìNIf D— CL A{9F C{ × TF[ SALZNF; 7FGIF[U SF[ ,[SZ ,[;L AFT SZT[ C{ 
lS CZ[S DGqQI S[ V\NZ A|ï SF NX"G CF[T[ C{ ×  
? ZFHIF[U IF VQ8F\U IF[U 
 ZFHIF[U J:TqTo C9IF[U S[ 5xRFTŸ SL ;FWGF C{ × ZFHIF[U D— DG SF[ 
,SFU| SZ 5ZDFtDF S[ lNjI :J:i 5Z DGG SZT[ Cq, ;DFlW:Y CF[ SZ 
VFtDF ."xJZ ;[ lD, HFTL C{ × ZFHIF[U SF[ VQ8F\U IF[U EL SCT[ C® × 
 VQ8F\U IF[U SL RRF" VFG\N3G G[ SL C{ × .; ;\A\W D® pGSF 
lGdGF\lST 5N N`Q8jI C{ ×  
 ID lGID VF;6 HISFZL4 ÝF6FIFD VeIF;L × 
 ÝtIFCFZ WFZ6F WFZL4 wIFG ;DFlW ;DF;L ××!!( 
 VFG\N3G G[ ICF¡ ID lGID4 VF;G4 ÝF6FIFD4 ÝtIFCFZ VFlN IF[U S[ 
VF9 V\U SC[ UI[ C® × 
 SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— ZFHIF[U IFlG VF9 V\UF— D— DG SF[ ,SFU| 
SZS[ ."xJZ sA|ïf ;[ lD,G[ SL AFT SL U." × pNFCZ6 S[ :i D— N`Q8jI     
C{ v 
 DG NLIF ¡ DG 5F.,4 DG lAG DG GCÄ CF[. × 
 DG pGDG p; V\0ßI} ¡ VG, VSF;F ¡ HF[. ××!!) 
 VYF"TŸ ÝEq SF[ V5G[ DG SF Ý[D N[SZ CL pGSL S`5F ÝF%T SL HF 
;SL C{ × ;\;FZ ;[ p5ZFD Cq, jIlÉT SF lR¿ CL ÝEq v ElÉT D— ÝJ`T 
CF[TF C{ × ;\;FZ ;[ p5ZFD DG slH;[ IF[U ;FWGF D® pgDGL VJ:YF SCT[ 
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C{f p; ;`lQ8 S[ ;DFG C{ lH;S[ VFSFX D— VluG VYF"TŸ lGZ\HG ßIF[lT S[ 
NX"G CF[T[ C® × 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G TYF SALZNF; NF[GF— S[ SFjI D— ZFHIF[U IFlG 
VQ8F\U TYF DG SL ,SFU|TF äFZF ."xJZ sA|ïf D— ,LG CF[G[ SL AFT[ lD,TL 
C{ × 
 ZFHIF[U VYJF VQ8F\U IF[U D— IF[U S[ VF9 V\UF— ID4 lGID4 VF;G4 
ÝF6FIFD4 ÝtIFCFZ WFZ6F4 wIFG VF{Z ;DFlW SF J6"G CF[TF C{ × CDFZ[ 
VF,F[rI SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— pÉT VF9F— V\UF— SF J6"G VF;FGL ;[ lD,TF 
C{ × VF,F[rI SlJ äI SL ZRGFVF— D— .lgãI lGU|C TYF DCFJ|TF— S[ 5F,G 
SF lR+6 I+vT+ N[BF HF ;STF C{ pNFCZ6FY" V5lZU|C VYF"TŸ jIFU IF 
;\U|C G SZG[ SF J6"G SZT[ Cq, VFG\N3G l,BT[ C{ v 
 ;FWF[ EF." ¦ ;DTF Z\U ZDLH[4 
 VJW} DDTF ;\U G SLH[ × ;FWM EF."P 
 ;\5l¿ GFlC GFlC DDTF D®4 
 DDTFDF\ lD; D[8[¸ 
 BF8 5F8 THL ,FB B8Fp4 
 V\T BFB D— ,[8[ × ;FWM EF."P120 
 VYF"TŸ ;FWq 5q~ØF— SF[ ;\AF[lWT SZT[ CqI[ SCT[ C{ ;DTF S[ ;FY ZD 
HFJF[ ZFUvä{Ø SF[ KF[0+SZ ;DEFJL AG HFJF[ × C[ VJW} VFtDF × DDTF S[ 
Z\U D— G 50+F[ × :+L 5q+FlN4 WG VFlN J{EJ VF{Z IF{JG D— ,qaW G CF[ 
DDTF ;[ lS;L EL ÝSFZ SL pgGlT ;\EJ GCÄ C{ × .; D— ZDG[ ;[ s;FY 
ZCG[ ;[f TF[ V5GL VFtD ;\5l¿ l;D8 SZ ACqT YF[0+L CF[ HFTL C{ × 
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 SALZNF; EL SCT[ C{ lS T`Q6FVF— SL ÝFl%T D— DGqQI SF[ V5GF ;DI 
TYF XlÉT SF V5jII GCÄ SZGF RFlC, ÉIF—lS ;F\;FlZS T`Ø6FVF— TF[ 
GFXJ\T C{ 5Z ÝEqElÉT SZG[ SL ;,FC N[T[ C{ v 
 SALZ T`Q8F 8F[S6Ä4 ,L, lOZ{ ;qEF. × 
 ZFD GF ¡D RLgC[ GCÄ4 5LTl, CL S{ RF. ××121 
 SALZ SCT[ C{ lS DGqQI T} V5GL :JFEFlJS J`l¿IF— E}B SL 5lZT`l%T 
S[ l,, IC T;,F VF{Z 8F[SGL VFlN 5F+4 jIY" S[ p5FNFG4 p9FI[vp9FI[ 
lOZTF C{ × .; 5LT, SL sNF[GF— 5F+ ÝFIo 5LT, S[ CL CF[T[ C{f ÉIF[ T}      
-F[I[ lOZTF C{ lSgTq ZFD GFD S[ ACqD}<I ZtG SF[ GCÄ 5CRFGTF × IFlG 
;F\;FlZS T`Q6FVF— SL ÝFl%T D— TF[ V5GL ElÉT SF V5jII SZ ZCF C{4 ÝEq 
ElÉT GCÄ SZTF ×  
 VQ8F\U IF[U D— ÝF6FIFD SF[ DCÀJ5}6" DFGF UIF C{ × Z[RS4 5}ZS 
VF{Z Sq\ES I[ TLG ÝF6FIFD S[ V\U C{ × xJF; SF[ AFCZ lGSF, G[ SL 
lÊIF Z[RS C{4 xJF; SF[ V\NZ BÄRG[ SL ÝlÊIF 5}ZS VF{Z xJF; SF[ l:YZ 
ZBGF S\qES SC,FTF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G G[ Z[RS4 5}ZS VF{Z Sq\ES SF GFDF[<,[B lSIF C{ v 
 Dq, p¿Z Uq6 DqãFWFZL4 
  5I"SF;G RFZL¸ 
 Z[RS 5}ZS Sq \ES ;FZL4 
  DG .\ãL HISFZL ××122 
 VYF"TŸ D},Uq6 5F\R ID sVlC\;F4 ;tI4 V:T[I4 A|ïRI"4 V5lZU|Cf VF{Z 
pTZUq6 slGID TYF NF[ØtIFUf HF[ D}, Uq6 SF ;\RI SZG[ S[ l,I[ CF[TF   
C{ × DqãFWFZL IFGL XZLZ SL VFS`lT lJX[Ø IFGL VF;G WFZ6 SZT[ C® × 
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VF[Z Z[RS4 5}ZS VF{Z Sq\ES sÝF6FIFDf S[ äFZF DG VF{Z .lgãI5Z ;\5}6" 
lJHI ÝF%T SZTF C{ × 
 Sq\0l,GL S[ HFU`T SZG[ S[ l,, ÝF6F— S[ ;FWG SL EL VFJxISTF     
C{ × SALZ G[ .G JFIqVF— S[ ;\A\W D— VG[S :YFGF— 5Z l,BF C{ .GD— ;[ 
pNFCZ6 ICF¡ 5Z N`Q8jI C{ v 
 p,8L U\U GLZ AlC VFIF4 
  VD`T WFZ RqJF." 
 5F ¡R HG[ ;F{ ;\U SlZ ,LgC[4 
  R,T BqDFZL ,FUL ××123 
 VYF"TŸ ÝF6WFZF SL U\UF p,8SZ ACG[ ,UL VF{Z R{GtI SF ÝJFC 
."xJZFlEDqB CF[ UIF C{ × .; ;FWGF S[ ÝEFJ ;[ VD`T SL WFZF 85SG[ 
,UL × 
 ÝF6FIFD SF[ ,[SZ SALZNF; SF ,S VF{Z 5N ICF¡ 5Z N`Q8jI C{ v 
 p,8[ 5JG RÊ Ø8 A[wIF4 
  ;q ¡lG ;qZlT ,{ ,FUL × 
 VDZ G DZ{ DZ[ GCÄ HLJ{4 
  TFlC BF[lH A{ZFUL ××124 
 VYF"TŸ ÝF6JFIq G[ p,8 SZ Ø8Ÿ RÊ SF E[NG SZ lNIF C{ × VA 
wIFG X}gI ,J\ ;qZlT TÀJ D— ,U UIF C{ × HF[ TÀJ G VFTF C{4 G HFTF 
C{4 G DZTF C{ VF{Z G HgD ,[TF C{ × lJZÉT ;FWS4 T} p; TÀJ SL XF[W 
SZ × 
 ;FDFgITo wIFG SF TFt5I" C{ lR¿J`l¿ SF[ S[lgãT SZGF × lS;L ,S 
lJØI 5Z lRT SF[ l:YZ ,SFU|C SZGF wIFG C{ × wIFG IF[U SF ÝDqB 
;FWG C{ lH;;[ DG SF[ ,S lAgNq 5Z S[lgãT lSIF HFTF C{ × 
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 wIFG S[ ;\A\W D— H{GFUDF— D— lJXNŸ J6"G lD, HFTF C{ × H{G WD" 
SL ;FWGF D— wIFG SF[ DCÀJ lNIF UIF C{ × p;[ SD"ÙI SF ;FÙFTŸ SZ6 
DFGF UIF C{ × 
 wIFG ,S ;FWGF C{ × .;;[ VFtDF S[ Xqâ :J:i SF 5lZ7FG CF[TF 
C{ × .;L N`lQ8SF[6 SF[ N`lQ85Y D— ZBT[ Cq, CL ;\EJTo VFG\N3G G[ EL 
V5GL ZRGFVF— D— VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,L v DqlG;qJ|T lHG :TJG D— wIFG SF 
J6"G lSIF C{ v 
 VFTD wIFG SZ[ HF[ SF[p4 
 ;F[ lOZ .6 D[ GFJ{ ××125 
 VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ 5N D— wIFG SL AFT[ SCL C{ v 
 .C lJW IF[Ul;\CF;G A{9F4 
  DqUlT5q8LSq \ wIFp\4 
 VFG\N3G N[J[gã ;[ IF[UL4 
  ACqZ G Sl,D— VFp\ Z[ JCF,F ××126 
 SALZNF; G[ V5G[ 5NF— D— ZFD s5ZDFtDFf D— DG SF[ ,SFU| SZ S[ 
pGS[ wIFG WZG[ SL AFT[ SCL C{ v 
 DG lYZ A{l; lARFlZIF4 
  ZF\DlC <IF{ ,F." × 
 h}9L VGE{ lA:TZL4 
  ;A YF[YL AF." ××127 
 DG SF[ ,SFU| SZS[ .; Ý[D S[ :J:i 5Z wIFG ,UFG[ ;[ ZFD D— ,F{ 
,U HFTL C{ × .; ;\;FZ SF lGE"I CF[SZ O{,G[ JF,F lJ:TFZ ;A h}¡9F 
VF{Z ;FZCLG ÝTLT CF[G[ ,UTF C{ × 
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 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— S[ SFjIF[ s5NF—f D— wIFG IF[U 
SL AFT[ SCL U." C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ wIFGIF[U SF[ DCÀJ lNIF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ lRTJ`l¿ SF[ S[lgãT SZG[ SF[ 
SCF C{ × pgCF—G[ lRT SF[ ,SFU|C SZG[ 5Z HF[Z lNIF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ 
SCF C{ VFTD wIFG SZG[ JF,F lOZ ;[ .; ;\;FZ D— GCÄ VFTF × 
SALZNF; SF DT C{ lS DG ,SFU|C SZS[ Ý[D S[ :J:i ZFD 5Z wIFG 
,UFG[ ;[ ,F{ ,U HFTL C{ × 
 VQ8F\U IF[U SF ,S V\U ;dTFY" C{ × IF[U äFZF ÝF%T XZLZ SL JC 
VJ:YF lH;D— ;\7F IF R[TGF GQ8 CF[ HFTL C{ VF{Z SF[." XFZLlZS lÊIF GCÄ 
CF[TL ×128 
 ;}+S`TF\U R}l6" D— ;DFlW SF ,Ù6 ATFIF C{ v 
 ;DFlWGlD ZFUvä[Ø 5lZtIFUo ×129 
 ZFU ä[Ø SF tIFU CL ;DFlW C{ × ;DFlW NF[ ÝSFZ SL CF[TL C{ v 
,S ;F,dAG VF{Z N};ZL lGZF,dAG × lGZF,dAG ;DFlW CL lGlJ"S<5 ;DFlW 
SC,FTL C{ × J:TqTo ;DFlW XaNF— äFZF J6"G SZGF Sl9G C{ JC TF[ 
VGqEJHgI AF[W C{ × 
 VFG\N3G G[ EL ;DFlW SL VJ:YF SF lGN["X lNIF C{ × pgCF—G[ ,S 
5N D— ;DFlW SF ;\S[T lSIF C{ v 
 ID lGID VF;G HISFZL4 
  ÝF6FIFD VeIF;L4 
 ÝtIFCFZ WFZ6F WFZL4 
  wIFG ;DFlW ;DF;L ××!#_  
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G S[ N};Z[ ,S 5N D— EL ;DFlW XaN SF p<,[B 
lD,TF C{ v 
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 5\Y lGCFZT ,F[I6[4 
  ãU ,FUL V\0F[,F¸ 
 HF[UL ;qZT ;DFlW D[ 
  DqlG wIFG hSF[,F ×!#! 
 SALZNF; S[ ACqT ;FZ[ 5NF— VF{Z ;FBL D— ;DFlW IF[U SL AFT[ lD,TL 
C{ × SALZNF; SF ;DFlW IF[U XF:+LI G CF[SZ VGqEJHgI C{ ,[;F DFGF 
HFTF C{ × pgCF—G[ ;CH ;DFlW IF[U SL AFT[ 5N D— SCL C{ v 
 ØF[0; S¡J, HA R[lTIF4 
  TA lDl, UI[ zL AGJFlZ Z[ × 
 HqZFDZ6 E|D EFlHIF4 
  5qGZl5 HGD lGJFlZ Z[ ×× 
 UqZ UlD T{ 5F.,4 
  h\lØ DZ[ lHlG SF[. Z[ × 
 TCÄ SALZF ZlD ZæF4 
  ;CH ;DFWL ;F[. Z[ ××132 
 SALZNF; ,S ;FBL D— SCT[ C® Dqh[ ."xJZ s5ZDFtDFf SF 7FG CF[ UIF 
TF[ HLJG SL ;A ÝSFZ SL ßJF,FI[ ;DF%T CF[ U." × ;A D\U, DI lNBG[ 
,UF × XZLZ D— lJlJW ÝSFZ SL JF;GF,¡ 5L0+F YÄ J[ ;A 5ZDFtDF SL 
VFZFWGF D— 5lZ6T CF[SZ ;CH ;DFlW S[ ;qB AG U." C{ v 
 VA CD ;S, Sq;, SlZ DF\GF ¡4 
  :JF ¡lT E." TA UF[aI\N HF ¡GF ¡ ×× 
 TG D® CF[TL SF[l8 p5FlW4 
  E." ;qB ;CH ;DFlW ××!## 
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 SALZNF; V5G[ 5N D— SCT[ C{ ;CHv;DFlW S[ VFG\NvZ; ;[ XZLZ 
:iL J`Ù VtIlWS VlEl;\lRT CF[ UIF C{ × Sq^ 0l,GL S[ D},FWFZ RÊ TYF 
;C;|FZRÊ NF[GF— SF[ ;F[B SZ ,SFSFZ SZ lNIF C{ × .;;[ 5ZDŸ VFG\N SL 
ÝFl%T CF[G[ ,UL C{ × SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS D® p; Uq~ SF lXQI C}¡ lH;G[ 
;FWGF SL .; VJ:YF 5Z 5Cq¡R[ Cq, XZLZ :iL J`Ù SF ;FÙFtSFZ lSIF C{ 
lGdGl,lBT 5N D— .; ÝSFZ SL ;DFlW SL AFT SCL C{ v 
 ;CH ;DFlW lAZØ IC ;LrRF4 
  WZTL H, CZ ;F[QIF × 
 SC{ SALZ TF; D® R[,F4 
  lHlG ICq T~JZ 5[QIF ××!#$ 
 lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; G[ ACqT ;FZ[ 5NF— D— ;DFlW IF[U IF ;CH ;DFlW IF[U SL 
AFT[ SCÄ C{ × HF[ pGSF VGqEJHgI 7FG IF VGqE}lT C{ HF[ pgCF—G[ 
V,UvV,U 5NF— D— VlEjIÉT SZG[ SF ÝItG lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— 
D— ;[ SqK CL 5NF— D— ;DFlW SL AFT[ SCÄ C{ SCÄ SCÄ 5Z TF[ OÉT lGN["X 
DF+ lD,TF C{ × pGS[ ;FlCtI D— ;DFlWIF[U SL SF[." ßIFNF AFT[ IFTF[ UCZF." 
CD[ lD, GCÄ 5FTL × 5Z IC AFT CD lGlJ"JFN :i ;[ SC ;ST[ C{ lS 
VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— S[ ;FlCtI sSFjIF—f D— ;DFlW IF[U SL AFT[ 
SCL U." C{ TYF ;DFlW SF[ IF[U SL V\lTD VJ:YF ATF." C{ × 
? C9IF[U 
 C9IF[U lJlJW VF;GF[ äFZF lSIF HFTF C{ × C9IF[U D— lJX[Ø :i ;[ 
XZLZ ;[ ;\Aâ ;FWGF C{ × .;D— DqbITo xJ;F[rKŸJF; SF lGZF[W lSIF HFTF 
C{ × DwIIqU D— l;âF— VF{Z GFYF— G[ C9IF[U SL ÝlÊIF SF SFOL 
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ÝRFZvÝ;FZ lSIF × C9IF[U SF ;A;[ ÝDqB lJØI C{ GF0+L HI4 .;SF 
lJSl;T :i Sq^ 0l,GL XlÉT SF C{ × IF[UL SF ,1I Sq^ 0l,GL XlÉT SF[ 
;qØqdGF S[ ALR ;[ RÊF— SF E[NG SZT[ Cq, ;C;|FZ SD, TS ,[ HFGF C{ × 
HA Sq^ 0l,GL ;C;|FZ RÊ D— 5Cq¡R HFTL C{ TA ;FWS SF[ ;DFlW SL l:YlT 
ÝF%T CF[ HFTL C{ × .; ;DFlW VJ:YF SF[ ÝF%T SZG[ S[ 5xRFTŸ IF[UL VDZ 
CF[ HFTF C{ × 
 Inl5 H{G ;FWGF D— C9IF[U SF[ GCÄ DFGF UIF C{4 lSgTq ;\T 
VFG\N3G D— .;S[ ÝFZ\lES TÀJ 5F, HFT[ C® × pGSL ZRGFVF— D— C9IF[U 
SF pU| :i N`lQ8UF[RZ GCÄ CF[TF C{ × C9IF[U SL ÝFZ\lES ÝlÊIF SF p<,[B 
SZT[ Cq, VFG\N3G SF SYG C{ v 
 dCFZF[ AF,}0F[ ;\gIF;L N[C S[J, D9JF;L × 
 .0+F l5\U, DFZU TlH HF[UL4 ;qØDGF WZJF;L ××  
 A|ïZgW| DlW VF;6 5qZL AFA}4 VGCN GFN AHF;L ××135 
 D[ZF V<5J:S ;gIF;L XZLZ :iL D\lNZ D— lGJF; SZTF C{ VF{Z JC 
RgãGF0+L s.0+Ff TYF ;}I"GF0+L sl5\U,Ff SF 5lZtIFU SZ ;qØqdGF GF0+L D— ÝJ[X 
SZTF C{ × TNGgTZ IF[UL V5GF VF;G l:YZ SZ ;qØqdGF GF0+L äFZF ÝF6JFIq 
SF[ A|ïZgN D— ,[ HFSZ VGCNGFN AHFTF CqVF lRT J`l¿ SF[ p; D— ,LG 
SZ N[TF C{ × 
 SALZ C9IF[UL ;FWGF SF J6"G SZT[ C® × pGS[ 5NF— D— C9IF[U SF[ 
,[SZ ACqT ;FZL 5\lÉTIF¡ CD[ lD, HFTL C{ × SqK 5\lÉTIF¡ s5Nf pNFCZ6 S[ 
:i D— lGdG ÝSFZ ;[ C{ v 
 A|ï VUlG D® SFIF HFZ{4 
  l+S`8L ;\UD HFU{ × 
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 SC{ SALZ ;F[." HF[U[xJZ4 
  ;CH ;q \lG <IF[ ,FU{ ××!#& 
 A|ï SL V,B :J:i lGZ\HG ßIF[lT ;[ XZLZ SF[ lGD", SZ ,[TF C{ 
TF[ l+Sq8L D— A|ï SF ;FÙFtSFZ SZTF C{ × SALZ SCT[ C® lS JCL ;FWS 
IF[U[xJZ C{ HF[ ;CHFJ:YF SF[ ÝF%T SZ V5GL lRTJ`l¿IF— SF[ X}gI D— S[lgãT 
SZ N[TF C{ × 
 ,S VgI 5N D— SALZ C9IF[U SL AFTF— SF[ ,[SZ SCT[ C{ v 
 HA ,U l+Sq8L ;\lW G HFG{4 
  ;l;CZ S{ WlZ ;}Z G VFG{ × 
 HA ,U GFlE SJ, GCÄ ;F[ W{4 
  TF{ CLZ{ CLZF S{;[ J[ W{ ×× 
 ;F[,C S,F ;\5}Z6 KFHF4 
  VGCN S{ 3lZ AFH{ AFHF × 
 ;qØDG S{ WlZ EIF VG\NF4 
  p,l8 SJ, E[8[ UF[jI\NF ××!#* 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— C9IF[U SL l;O" ÝFZ\lES TÀJ CL 5FI[ 
HFT[ C{ lJ:T`T J6"G GCÄ C{ × HA lS SALZNF; S[ 5NF— D— C9IF[U SF 
lJ:TFZ N[BF HF ;STF C{ × SALZ SL ;FWGF D— ;A ;[ ßIFNF C9IF[U SF 
IF[UNFG ZCF C{ × pgCF—G[ C9IF[U4 .0+F4 l5\U,F4 ;qQDGF TYF A|ïZgW| IF 
;C;|FZ SJ, SL AFT[ ACqT ;FZL 5\lÉT D— SCL C{ ×  
 lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— C9IF[U ;FWGF SF 
NX"G CF[TF C{ × H{G ;FWGF D— C9IF[U SF[ GCÄ DFGF UIF C{ × lSgTq ;\T 
VFG\N3G D— C9IF[U S[ ÝFZ\lES TÀJ 5FI[ HFT[ C® × SALZNF; S[ SFjIF— D— 
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C9IF[U SL ,SFlWS pNFCZ6 lD,T[ C{ NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ .0+F4 l5\U,F4 ;qØqdGF 
GF0+L4 VGCNGFN4 A|ïZgW| VFlN SL AFT[ SL C{ × VFG\N3G C9IF[U S[ AFZ[ 
D— CT[ C{ lS D[ZF AF,}0F[ ;\gIF;L XZLZ:iL D\lNZ D— lGJF; SZTF C{ × JC 
R\ãGF0+L s.0+Ff TYF ;qI"GF0+L sl5\U,Ff SF 5lZtIFU SZ ;qØqdGF GF0+L D— ÝJ[X 
SZTF C{ ;qØqdGF GF0+L äFZF ÝF6JFIq SF[ A|ïZg3| D— ,[ HFSZ VGCNGFN 
AHFTF C{ × 
 SALZNF; DFGT[ C{ lS ;FWS lGZ\HG ßIF[T ;[ XZLZ SF[ lGD", SZ 
,[TF C{ JC l+Sq8L D— A|ï SF ;FÙFtSFZ SZTF C{ × ;FWS ;CHFJ:YF ÝF%T 
SZ lR¿J`l¿IF— SF[ X}gI D— S[lgãT SZ N[TF C{ × SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS HA 
TS ;FWS Dl65}ZS RÊ SF E[NG GCÄ SZTF TA TS ÝEq s5ZDFtDFf SF[ 
ÝF%T GCÄ SZ ;STF × ;FWS S[ äFZF ;qØqdGF S[ äFZF X}gI SD, E[NG 
CF[G[ 5Z VD`T ;|lJT CF[G[ ,UTF C{ × lH;;[ V5lZlDT VFG\N SF ;`HG CF[TF 
C{ × 
? D\+IF[U 
 D\+IF[U SF lJØI VlTlJXNŸ C{ × .;D— H5 SF DCÀJ5}6" :YFG C{ × 
ULTF D— —I7FGFDŸ H5 IXF[·l:DŸc SCSZ H5 SL DC¿F ÝNlX"T SL C{ × H5 
S[ VG[S E[N ÝE[N C® × lOZ EL DqbITo H5 TLG ÝSFZ SF C{ EFQI H54 
p5F\Xq H5 VF{Z DFG; H5 × 
 VFG\N3G G[ DFG; H5 SF[ ;JF"lWS DCÀJ lNIF C{ × .; DFG; H5 
SF ;A;[ ;qgNZ VF{Z DCÀJ5}6" :i VH5FHF5 C{ × IF[ULHG VlWSF\XTo .;L 
VH5FHF5 SL ;FWGF SZT[ C® ×  VH5FHF5 DFG; H5 SF ,S ÝSFZ C{ × 
VH5FHF5 ;[ VlEÝFI C{ v lH;S[ VGq;FZ ;FWS AFæ HLJG SF 5lZtIFU 
SZ VeIgTlZT HLJG D— ÝJ[X SZTF C{ × .; VH5FHF5 D— xJF;F[rKŸJF; SL 
lÊIF S[ ;FY Dg+FJ`l¿ SL HFTL C{ × VH5FHF5 SF ;\A\W GFN ;FWGF ;[ 
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DFGF HFTF C{ × ;\T VFG\N3G G[ EL VG[S 5NF— D— VH5F SF lGN["X lSIF 
C{ × ,S 5N D— J[ .;SL RRF" SZT[ Cq, SCT[ C{ v 
 VF;F DFlZ VFZ6 WlZ 38 D—4 VH5FHF5 ,UFJ{ × 
 VFG\N3G R[TG D{ D}ZlT4 GFY lGZ\HG 5FJ{ ××!#( 
 HF[ ;FWS VFXFvT`Q6F SF[ DFZSZ DT,A 5lZtIFU SZ S[ DG D— N`-+ 
l:YZTF :i VF;G HDFSZ HF[ VH5FHF5 VYF"TŸ prRFZ6 ZlCT swJlG ZlCTf 
HF54 wIFG SZTF C{4 TF[ JC VFG\N :J:i 7FGDI lGZ\HG :JFDL s5ZDFtDFf 
SF[ ÝF%T SZ ,[TF C{ × .; VH5FHF5 SL ;FWGF D— VF;G SF EL ACqT 
A0+F DCÀJ DFGF C{4 ÉIF—lS VF;G ;[ XZLZ SF lXlY,LSZ6 CL D}bI C{ × 
ßIF—vßIF— XZLZ lXlY, CF[TF HFTF C® tIF—vtIF— DG ,SFU|C CF[TF HFTF C{ × 
DG SL ,SFU|TF CL VFtDl;lâ SF DFU" C{ × 
 VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— D\+IF[U S[ pNFCZ6 lD, HFT[ C{ × ,S pNFCZ6 
N[lB, v 
 GIF[ " VG\TJFZ lAG ;DßIF[4 VA ;qBvNqoB lJ;Z—U[¸ 
 VFG\N3G lG58 lGS8 VÙZ NF[4 GlC ;DZ[ ;F[ DZ—U[ ××!#) 
 VYF"TŸ ;Dh[ lAGF VG[S AFZ VJ;FG CqVF VA JC ;qB NqoB SF[ 
E}, HFI[UF × HF[ NF[ VÙZ V5G[ lGS8 p;[ IFN GCÄ SZ—UF JC DZ[UF 
DT,A J[ ;\;FZ D— E|D6 SZT[ ZC—U[ × .; 5N äFZF VDZtJ SF EFJ EL 
lGS,TF C{ × 
 VFG\N3GHL V5G[ ,S VgI 5N D— D\+ IF[U SL AFT .; ÝSFZ SZT[ 
C{ v 
 ;q \NZ ;:iL ;qEU lXZF[Dl6 CF[4 
  ;q6 DqH VFTDZFD¸ 
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 TgDI T<,I T;q EHG SZL CF[4 
  —VFG\N3Gc 5N 9FD ×!$_ 
 C[ ;qgNZ J ;qBN J:TqVF— S[ l;ZTFH ¦ lXZF[D6L ¦ D[Z[ VFTD ZFD 
;qG4 T} EL ,SFU| EFJ VF{Z T<,LGTF ;[ l;â EUJFG S[ Uq6UFG SZ lH;;[ 
VFG\NFIS 5ZDFGgN ÝF%T CF[4 TNFSFZ J`l¿ ;[ l;â EUJFG D— T<,LG CF[SZ 
EHG SZ4 lH;;[ 5ZDFG\N NFIS 5ZD5N ÝF%T CF[ × 
 DG SF[ ,SFU|C SZS[ EUJ\T SF GFD ,[G[ SL AFT VFG\N3G SZT[    
C{ v 
 H}VFZL DGD— H}VF Z[4 
  SFDLS[ DG SFD¸ 
 —VFG\N3Gc ÝEq Iq \ SC[4 
  .D <IF[ EUJ\T SF[ GFD Z[ ×!$! 
 SALZNF; EL D\+IF[U SF J6"G SZT[ Cq, DFG; H5 SF ;JF"lWS 
DCÀJ N[T[ C{ × lGUq"6 ;\TF— SL ElÉT 5âlT D— VFZFwI S[ GFD :DZ6 SF[ 
ACqT DCÀJ lNIF C{ × GFDv:DZ6 EL ,S ,[;F VFWFZ C{4 lH;S[ äFZF 
DGqQI DqlÉT ÝF%T SZ ;STF C{ × ;FZ[ J[NF— VF{Z XF:+F— SF ;FZ EL ICL    
C{ × ZFD SF GFD CL ;\;FZ D— ;J" z[Q9 VF{Z ;A;[ U|Fæ J:Tq C{ × IlN 
DGqQI V5G[ DG SF[ .;L ÝSFZ GFD :DZ6 D— ZDF ,[ lH; ÝSFZ p;SF 
DG DFIF S[ VFSØ"6F— D— ,LG ZCTF C{4 TF[ JC ;}I"D\0, SF[ E[NSZ TqZgT 
A|ï,F[S D— lGJF; SZG[ SF VlWSFZL AG HFTF C{ × D\+IF[U lJØIS 
SALZNF; SF IC 5N N[lB, v 
 VZWvpZW SL U\UF HDqGF4 
  D}, SJ, SF{ 3F8 × 
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 Ø8 RÊ SL UFUZL4 
  l+J[6L ;\UD AF8 × 
 GFN aI\N SL GFJZL4 
  ZF\D GFD SlGCFZ × 
 SC{ SALZ Uq6 UF.,[4 
  UqZ UlD pTZF{ 5FZ ××142 
 ICF¡ SALZNF; G[ Sq^ 0l,GL D},FWFZ RÊ S[ 3F8 ;[ .0Fvl5\U,F :iL 
DFUF[" äFZF Ø8 RÊF— SL UUZL SF[ p9FSZ E[NG SZ VGCNGFN pt5gG SZG[ 
SL AFT SZT[ Cq, GFD :DZ6 SL DlCDF AT,FT[ C{ × SALZ SCT[ C{ HLJ ¦ 
Tq ZFD SF Uq6UFG SZ ,[ lH;;[ .; ;\;FZ ;lZTF[ ;[ 5FZ pTZF HF ;S[ × 
 ,S VgI 5N pNFCZ6 S[ l,, N[lB, v 
 ZFD GFD lGH VD`T ;FZ4 
  ;qDlZ ;qDlZ HG pTZ[ 5FZ × 
 SC{ SALZ NF;lG SF{ NF; 
  VA GCÄ KF0F ® ClZ S[ JZG lGJF; ××!$# 
 SALZNF; ZFD SF GFD ,[T[ ,[T[ J[ ZFDDI CF[ UI[ C{ lGdGl,lBT 
;FBL N[lB, v 
 T} ¡ T} ¡ SZTF T}\ EIF4 Dqh D® ZCL G C} ¡ × 
 JFZLO[ZL Al, U."4 lHT N[BF ® lTT Tq ¡ ××!$$sVf 
 ICF¡ SALZ V5G[ VC\SFZ SF[ lD8FSZ 5`YSŸ Vl:TtJ SF[ GSFZT[ Cq, 
5ZDFtDF D— VFtDF S[ lD, HFG[ SL AFT SZT[ C® × 
 SALZNF; SL ,S VF{Z ;FBL HF[ GFD :DZ6 sHF5f SF[ ,[BZ l,BL 
C{ v  
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SALZ 5l-+SF NqZ SlZ4 5q;TU N[Cq ACF. 
 AFJG VlÉBZ ;F[lW S{4 ZZ{ DD® lRT ,F. ××!$$sAf 
 SALZ ICF¡ XF:+7FG SF[ jIY" AT,FT[ Cq[ ZFD GFD S[ DCÀJ SF[ 
ÝlT5FlNT SZT[ C® × 
 lGQSØ" o 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G TYF SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ D\+IF[U SF ÝWFG 
DCÀJ GFD :DZ6 SF 5IF"%T J6"G lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJF— G[ GFD :DZ6 D— 
ZFD GFD SL DlCDF SF 5IF"%T ABFG lSIF C{ × SALZNF; AFJG VÙZF— D— 
;[ —Zc VF{Z —Dc VYF"TŸ ZFD GFD 5Z lR¿ ,FG[ SL AFT SZT[ C®4 TF[ 
VFG\N3G lG58 VF{Z lGS8 NF[ VÙZ VYF"TŸ —Zc VF{Z —Dc VYF"TŸ ZFD SF[ G 
—;qlDZc G[ JF,[ SL DZ6 SL AFT SZT[ C®4 NF[GF— SlJ 5ZD5N SF[ 5FG[ S[ 
l,, GFD :DZ6 SF[ VFJxIS AT,FT[ C® SALZNF; GFNA|ï SL GFJ SF[ 
ZFDGFD äFZF R,FSZ ;\;FZ ;[ 5FZ pTZG[ SL AFT SZT[ C® TF[ VFG\N3G 
TGDI CF[SZ EHG SZG[ ;[ CL DqlÉT ÝF%T CF[ ;STL C{4 ,[;F p<,[B SZT[ 
C® SCG[ SF TFt5I" IC C{ lS NF[GF— CL SlJIF— G[ D\+IF[U N};Z[ XaNF— D— GFD 
:DZ6 SF ;q\NZ lR+6 lSIF C{ × 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G SL Tq,GF D— SALZNF; G[ GFD :DZ6 5Z ßIFNF 
HF[Z lNIF C{ × SALZNF; G[ TF[ ;qlD6 SF{ V\U GFD ;FBL l,BL C{ TYF 
ACqT ;FZ[ 5N D— EL GFD:DZ6 TYF pGSF DCÀJ ATFIF C{ × ;\Ù[5 D— CD 
SC[ TF[ VFG\N3G TYF SALZNF; NF[GF— S[ SjI 5\lÉTIF— D— ."xJZ S[ GFD HF5 
SF DCÀJ ATFIF C{ × 
 ;FZF\X :i D— IC SCF HF ;STF C[ lS VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; 
NF[GF— SL IF[U ;FWGF D— CD— ZC:IJFN SL V\T"DqBL ÝlÊIF lD, HFTL C{ × 
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J:TqTo NF[GF— ;\T SlJ ;J"z[Q9 ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFNL Y[ × NF[GF— DCF5q~ØF— SF[ 
IF[U H{;[ Sl9G lJØI SF VlT;}1D 7FG YF × 
? EFJGFtDS ZC:IJFN o 
 ZC:IJFN D— NFX"lGS lR\TG SL V5[ÙF VGqE}lT SF DCÀJ VlWS C{ × 
NFX"lGS lR\TG TFlS"S IF AF{lâS CF[TF C{ HAlS VGqE}lT SF GFTF EFJGF 
sìNIf ;[ CF[TF C{ × TYFl5 lR\TG slJRFZf VF{Z VGqEqlT sEFJf NF[GF— D— 7FG 
SF DCÀJ CF[TF C{ × Inl5 HA NFX"lGS lJRFZF— SL VlEjIlÉT EFJGF SL 
E}lDSF ;[ CF[TL C{ TA ZC:IJFN SF HgD CF[TF C{ × VFwIFltDS ZC:IJFN S[ 
:J:i SF[ ;q:5Q8 SZT[ Cq, 0F¶P ZFWFS`Q6GŸ G[ lJRFZFtDS VGqE}lT SF[ 
VFwIFtD lJnF SCF C{ × pGS[ VGq;FZ ——VwIFtDlJnF JC C{ lH;D— DqbITo 
VGqE}lTUT J:TqTtJ SF lJRFZ lSIF HF, ×145 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— 
S[ SFjI D— VFwIFtDvlR\TG S[ ;FYv;FY EFJFtDS VGqE}lT EL C{ pGS[ 
SFjI D— Aqlâ VF{Z EFJ NF[GF— SF ;q\NZ ;DgJI CqVF C{ × 
? VGqE}lT SF DCÀJ 
 EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN S[ Ù[+ D— VGqE}lT SF DCÀJ5}6" :YFG C{ × VGqEJ 
S[ NF[ ÝSFZ C{ v ,F{lSS VF{Z VFwIFltDS × .G NF[GF— D— VFwIFltDS VFG\N 
SF VGqEJ CL VGqE}lT SC,FTF C{ VF{Z JC XqâFtDF SF[ CL CF[TF C{ × 
;FWGF SL ÝFZ\lES l:YlT ;[ ,[SZ p;SL ;JF["rR l:YlT 5I"gT VGqEJ IF 
VGqE}lT ÊDXo A-+TL HFTL C{ VF{Z ,S lNG ;FWS SF[ S`TS`tI SZ N[TL    
C{ × JF:TJ D— VFtDF SF VGqEJ IF VGqE}lT :Jv;\J[NG äFZF CL ;\EJ C{ × 
VFtDF SF[ HFGG[ D— VGqEJ IF VGqE}lT CL ÝWFG C{ × SlJ AGFZ;LNF; S[ 
VGq;FZ —VGqEJc S[ ,Ù6 lGdG l,lBT C{ v 
 J:Tq lJRFZT wIFJT[4 DG 5FJ{ lJzFD × 
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 Z; :JFNT ;qB µ5H{4 VGqEF{ IFSF[ GFD ××!$& 
 VFltDS Z; SF VF:JFNG SZG[ ;[ HF[ VFG\N lD,TF C{ p;[ CL 
VGqEJ IF VGqE}lT SCT[ C® × .;L VGqEJ SF[ 7FGLHG Z;FIG SCT[ C® × 
 VGqEJ Z; SL RRF" VFG\N3G G[ EL VlWSF\X 5NF— D— EL SL C{ × 
VGqEJZ; SL DC¿F 5Z ÝSFX 0F,T[ Cq, J[ SCT[ C® v 
 VJW} VGqEJ Sl,SF HFUL4 
  DlT D[ZL VFTD Xq \ DL,G ,FUL × 
 VGqEJ Z; D— ZF[U G ;F[UF4 
  ,F[SJFN ;A D[8F 
 S[J, VR, VGFlN VAFlWT 
  lXJX\SZ SF E[8F 
 JØF" Aq \N ;Dq \N ;DFGL 
  BAZ G 5FJ[ SF[."¸ 
 VFG\N3G jC{ ßIF[lT ;DFJ[ 
  V,B SCFJ[ ;F[. ×!$* 
 VGqEJ :iL Sl, S[ lJSl;T CF[ HFG[ 5Z Sqâ Aqlâ VGFtD EFJF— ;[ 
C8SZ VFtD :DZ6 D— ,U HFTL C{ × VFtD VGqEJ Z; D— lGDuG ;FWS S[ 
l,, DFGl;S TYF XFZLlZS lS;L EL ÝSFZ SF XF[Sv;\TF5 GCÄ ZCTF VF{Z 
G p;[ lG\NF :TqlT VFlN ,F[SF5JFN SF EI ZCTF C{ × VGqEJ Z; D— TF[ 
S[J, AFWFZlCT4 XFxJTŸ4 l:YZ VFtDFv5ZDFtDF SF lD,G VYF"TŸ VFtD 
;FÙFtSFZ ZCTF C{ × lH; ÝSFZ JØF" SL A}¡N ;FUZ D— lD,SZ ;Dqã:i SF[ 
HFTL C{ p;L ÝSFZ VGqEJ Z; SF VF:JFNG SZG[ JF,[ VFtDFGqEJL EL 
VFG\N ZFlX :i ßIF[lT D— ;DF HFT[ C® VYF"TŸ 5ZDFtD :J:i CF[ HFT[ C® × 
.; SFZ6 J[ :JI\ V,1I CF[ HFT[ C® × lSgTq .; V,1I ZC:IDI TÀJ 5Z 
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lJRFZ ,J\ ,[BGL SL UlT GCÄ CF[TL4 S[J, VGqE}lT CL .; V,1I TÀJ SF 
;FÙFtSFZ SZG[ D— ;DY" CF[TL C{ × ,S VgI 5N D— VFG\N3G SF SYG C{ 
lS VFtDFGqEJ S[ lAGF ;dIuNX"G :i VgTßIF["lT ÝS8 GCÄ SL HF ;STL 
VF{Z ;dIuNX"G :i VFtDvßIF[lT S[ VEFJ D— 38 D— l:YT VFtDN[J S[ NX"G 
GCÄ CF[ ;ST[ v 
 VFTD VGqEJ lAG GCÄ4 
  HFG[ V\TZ ßIF[lT HUFJ[4 
 3Z V\TZ 5ZB[ ;F[ CL D}ZlT4 
  VFG\N3G 5N 5FJ{ ××!$( 
 VTo HF[ ;FWS VFtDFGqEJ S[ äFZF ;dIuNX"G :i VFtD ßIF[lT SF[ 
VF,F[lST SZ ìNI D— lJZFlHT VFtDvD}lT" s5ZDFtDD}lT"f SF[ N[BTF C{4 JCL 
VFG\N S[ E\0FZ 5ZDFtD 5N SF[ ÝF%T SZTF C{ × pgCF—G[ IC EL :5Q8 :i 
;[ SCF C{ lS VFtDF SF[ HFGG[ SF ,S DF+ p5FI VGqEJ 7FG C{ v 
 VGqEJ UF{RZ J:TqSF[ Z[4 
  HF6JF[ IC .,FH × 
 SCG ;qGGSF[ SKq GlC %IFZ[4 
  VFG\N3G DCFZFH ××!$) 
 ICF¡ VFG\N3G SCT[ C{ IC VFtDF VGqEJ ;[ CL HFGL HFG[ JF,L C{ × 
.;S[ HFGG[ SF p5FI ICL C{ × VGqEJ UdI VFtDF S[ ;\A\W D— TF[ SCG[ 
;qGG[ JF,L AFT SqK EL GCÄ C{ ÉIF—lS IC VFtDF TF[ VFG\N ;D}C DCFtDF    
C{ × .;SF 7FG .lgãIF— äFZF GCÄ CF[ ;STF C{ × IC TF[ .lgãIFTLT C{ × 
IC VFtDF TF[ VFtDF äFZF CL HFGL HFTL C{ × .;SL 5lCRFG SF TF[ ,S CL 
.,FH p5FI VGqEJ 7FG C{ × 
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 VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— R[TG VF{Z ;DTF S[ lJZCvlD,G S[ ;\NE" D— EL 
—VGqEJc XaN SF ACq,TF ;[ ÝIF[U CqVF C{ × 
 VGqEJ Z; SL RRF" SALZNF; G[ EL V5GL ;FBL TYF 5NF— D— SL    
C{ × VGqEJ Z; SF DCÀJ SL AFT pgCF—G[ ;FBL D— SCL C{ lS v 
 5FZA|ï S[ T[H SF4 
  S{;F C{ pGDFG × 
 SlCA[ S} ¡ ;F[EF GCÄ4 
  N[bIFCL 5ZJFG ×150 
 5Z A|ï S[ ÝSFX SF ÉIF VGqEJ ,UFIF HF ;STF C{ m VGqDFG 
VF{Z p5DFG S[ ;A ;FWG ,F{lSS ,J\ DFIF S[ Ù[+ S[ C{ × JC ÝSFZ 
HUTŸ ;[ SCL µ5Z SF C{ × ;}ZH SF ÝSFX VFlN ,F{lSS VGqE}lTIF— S[ 
äFZF TF[ .; ÝSFX SL VF{Z S[J, ;\S[T DF+ CF[ ;STF C{ × JC ;F®NI" 
JF6L SF lJØI GCÄ × JC S[J, VGqE}lT SF CL lJØI C{ × ;\T SALZNF; 
G[ V5G[ 5NF— D— EL ."xJZFGqE}lT SL AFT[ SCL C{ v  
 lAG CFYlG 5F ¡.G lAG SF ¡GlG4 
  lAG ,F[RG HU ;}h{ ×× 8[S ×× 
 lAG DqB BF. RZG lAGqRF,{4 
  lAG lHeIF Uq6 UFJ{ × 
 VFK{ ZC[ 9F{Z GCÄ KF0{4 
  NC lNl;CL lOlZ VFJ{ × 
 lAGCL TF,F TF, AHFJ{4 
  lAG D\N, Ø8 TF,F × 
 lAGCL ;AN VGFCN4 AFH{  
  TCF ¡ lGZTT C{ UF[5F,F ×× 
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 lAGF ¡ RF[,G{ lAGF ¡ S\RqSL  
  lAGCL ;\U ;\U CF[." × 
 NF; SALZ VF{;Z E, N[bIF4 
  HF ¡G{UF HG SF[." ××151 
 SALZNF; G[ ICF¡ VGqEJ Z; SL AFT SCL C{ pgCF—G[ HF[ VGqEJ lSIF 
C{ pGSF pgCF—G[ JC XaNFTLT lSIF C{ × CFY4 5{Z4 SFG VF{Z G[+ S[ lAGF 
CL R{TgI ;FZ[ SFI" SZTF C{ × JC DqB S[ lAGF CL BFTF C{ × R{TgI HLE 
S[ lAGF CL Uq6UFG SZTF C{ × JC V5G[ :YFG 5Z ;[ lJRl,T GCÄ CF[TF 
TA EL N;F— lNXFVF— D— 3}D VFTF C{ × SZT, S[ lAGF CL TF, AHFTF C{ × 
D\N, AFH[ S[ lAGF Ø8TF, AHFTF C{ × JCF¡ XaN S[ lAGF CL VGCNGFN 
AHTF C{ × ;FWS SL .;L XqâR{TgI SL VJ:YF ;[ CL EUJFG G`tI SZT[ 
C® × RF[,[4 S\RqSL VF{Z JFnvI\+ S[ lAGF CL .;L VJ:YF ;[ GFRvZ\U CF[TF 
ZCTF C{ × EÉT SALZNF; G[ .;L VFG\N SL VJ:YF SF VGqEJ SZ l,IF 
C{ × p; VFG\N SL VJ:YF SF VGqEJ lS;L EÉT SF[ CL CF[ ;S[UF × 
 SALZNF; G[ V5G[ VG[S 5NF— D— VGqE}lT IFGL ."xJZF VGqE}lT SL 
AFT SL C{ × pNFCZ6 S[ :i D— lGdGl,lBT 5N N[lB, v 
 ,S ,S lHlG HF\l6IF\4 
  lTG CÄ ;R 5FIF × 
 Ý[DL ÝLlT <IF{ ,ÄG DG ×× 
  T[ ACqlZ G VFIF ×  
5}Z[ SL lãlQ8  
 5}ZF SlZ N[B{ × 
SC{ SALZ SK} ;DqlhG 5Z."4 
 IF SK} AFT V,[B{ ××152 
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 SALZNF; SF SCG[ SF DT,A C{ lH;G[ ,S Vä{T TÀJ SF[ ;DhF C{ 
p;L G[ ;tI SF ;FÙFtSFZ lSIF C{ × lHgCF—G[ EUJFGŸ S[ Ý[D D— V5G[ DG 
SF[ ,J,LG SZ lNIF C{4 pGSF 5qGZFUDG GCÄ CF[TF C{ × IC VFtD7FGL ,J\ 
VF%TSFD SF[4 HF[ :JI\ 5}6" C{4 V5GL 5}6" N`lQ8 ;[ p; 5}6" TÀJ SF 
;FÙFtSFZ C{ IC Ý[D ,J\ lJXqâ VGqE}lT ;[ EUJFG S[ ;CH :i D— TgDI 
CF[ HFG[ SL VJ:YF C{ × .;SF XaNF[ S[ äFZF J6"G GCÄ lSIF HF ;STF    
C{ × IC AFT SqK V,1I4 VUdI VF{Z XaNTLT C{ 5Z IC VGqE}lT UdI 
VJxI C{ × 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G TYF SALZNF; NF[GF— SL SFjI 5\lÉTIF— D— VGqEJ 
:i IF ."xJZ SL VGqE}lT HgI AFT[ lD,TL C{ × ,S GCÄ lSgTq ACqT ;FZL 
5\lÉTIF— D— NF[GF— G[ VGqEJ SF DCÀJ ATFIF C{ × VGqEJ Z; D— TF[ VFtDF 
SF 5ZDFtDF ;[ lD,G CF[TF C{ ICL AFT[ NF[GF— SL ZRGFVF— D— lD,TL C{ × 
SALZNF; SCT[ C{ 5ZA|ï S[ ÝSFX SF VGqDFG GCÄ ,UFIF HFTF × JC TF[ 
S[J, VGqE}lT SF CL lJØI C{4 TF[ VFG\N3G EL SCT[ C{ IC VFtDF VGqEJ 
;[ CL HFGL HFG[ JF,L C{ × .;S[ HFGG[ SF p5FI ICL C{ × SALZNF; VF{Z 
VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ VFG\N SL VJ:YF SF VGqEJ SZ l,IF C{ × NF[GF— 
DFGT[ C{ lS VFtD VGqE}lT SF[ XaNF— S[ äFZF J6"G GCÄ lSIF HF ;STF 
ÉIF—lS JC XaNFTLT C{ × 
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 ZC:IJFN SL VJ:YF,¡ 
 ZC:IJFNL ;FWGF S[ lJSF; D— lJäFGF— G[ lJlEgG VJ:YFVF—4 
VFWFZE}lDIF— VYJF 9CZFJF— SL S<5GF SL C{ × 
 .lJl,G V^0ZlC, S[ VGq;FZ ZC:IJFNL ;FWGF S[ lJSF; SL ÝDqB 
VJ:YF,¡ lGdGF\lST C® o 
s!f VFtDvHFU`lT SL VJ:YF 
 sVJ[SlG\U VFO ;[<O OFZ ,[a;F[<I}8f 
s2f VFtDv5lZQSZ6 SL VJ:YF 
 s%IF[lZlOS[XG VFO lN ;[<Of 
s#f VFtDvAF[W SL VJ:YF 
 s.<I}lDG[XG VFO lN ;[<Of 
s$f VFtDvlJ?G SL VJ:YF 
 slN 0FS" GF.8 VFO lN ;F[,f 
s5f TFNFtdI slD,Gf SL VJ:YF 
 sI}lG8L VFO lN ;F[,f ×153 
 V^0ZlC, G[ TFNFtdI VYJF VFtDv;FÙFtSFZ SL VJ:YF SF[ CL lD,G 
SL VJ:YF DFGF C{ × J:TqTo V^0lC, VF{Z ZC:IJFN S[ EFZTLI VFRFIF[± 
äFZF ÝlT5FlNT p5Iq"ÉT VJ:YFVF— D— lJX[Ø 5FY"ÉI ÝTLT GCÄ CF[TF × 
VlWSF\X lJäFGF— G[ ZC:IJFNL ;FWGF S[ lJSF;ÊD SL TLG VJ:YF,¡ DFGL  
C{ v 




 p5lGØNF— D— 5ZDTtJ S[ ;FÙFtSFZ IF Vä{TTF ;[ 5}J" lJlEgG WZFT,F— 
S[ :i D— VgGDI4 ÝF6DI4 DGF[DI4 lJ7FGDI TYF VFG\NDI SF[ØF— SF J6"G 
C{ × .:,FDL ;}OL ZC:IJFNL 5Z\5ZFD— .G 9CZFJF— SF[ A;[ZF SCF UIF HF[ .; 





 .;L ÝSFZ C9IF[U 5Z\5ZF D— EL I[ VJ:YF,¡ Ø8Ÿ RÊF— S[ GFD ;[ 
HFGL HFTL C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— G[ V5G[ EFJFtDS VGqE}lTD},S ZC:IJFN 
SL VlEjIlÉT NFD\5tI Ý[D S[ DFwID ;[ SL C{ × IC ;tI C{ lS 
VFwIFltDSTF S[ RZDF[tSØ" SF[ jIÉT SZG[ S[ l,, ZC:IJFNL ;FWS SF[ 
ZC:I SL lJlJW VJ:YFVF— ;[ UqHZGF 50+TF C{ × .GD— DqbITo ;J"ÝYD 
VFtDTtJ SL l\H7F;F SL VJ:YF C{ × V\TD"G D— VFtDvlH7F;F pt5gG CF[G[ 
5Z ;FWS VFtDGqE}lT S[ l,, T0+5 p9TF C{ × O,To p;[ IC 7FG CF[ 
HFTF C{ lS XZLZ VF{Z VFtDF V,UvV,U C{ × ,[;F VFtDAF[W CF[G[ 5Z p;[ 
;\;FZ S[ ;D:T 5NFY" SF VFSØ"6 ;DF%T CF[ HFTF C{ × ,[;L VJ:YF D— 
;FWS S[ V\TD"G D— S[J, ,S CL VFSF\ÙF ARTL C{ XqâvR[TG :i lÝITD 
s5ZDFtDFf ;[ lD,G SL HA TS p;SF lÝI ;[ lD,G GCÄ CF[TF C{ TA TS 
JC lÝI S[ lJZC D— jIlYT ZCTF C{ × VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; D— .; 
VFtDlH7F;F SL VJ:YF S[ NX"G ÝRqZ DF+F D— CF[T[ C{ × VFtD lH7F;F pG 
NF[GF— S[ ZC:IJFN SF ÝDqB TÀJ C{ × VFtD lH7F;F S[ 5xRFTŸ CL lJZC SL 
VJ:YF VFTL C{ × VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; D— lJZCJ:YF S[ 5IF"%T NX"G CF[T[ 
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C® × pgCF—G[ R[TG s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJIF[U D— ìNI SL lH; VFSq,TF VF{Z 
VFTqZTF SF lR+6 lSIF C{ × p;D— SCÄ EL S`l+DTF GCÄ VFG[ 5F." C{ × 
NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ lJZCvjIYF S[ J6"G VG}9[ VF{Z :JFEFlJS C{ × pGS[ 
VlWSF\X ZRGFVF— D— A[R{GL VF{Z lJJXTFVF— ;[ EZL Cq." DFlD"S J[NGF 
:JFEFlJS :i ;[ VlEjIÉT Cq." C{ × ,S VF[Z ;FWS lÝI S[ lJZC D— 
VtIlWS NqoBL ZCTF C{4 N};ZL VF[Z p;[ 5FG[ S[ l,, lJlJW ÝSFZ SL 
;FWGF,¡ SZTF C{ × ICL VFtDv5lZQSZ6 SL VJ:YF C{ × IC ZC:IJFN SL 
N};ZL VJF:YF C{ × .; VJ:YF SF[ ZC:IJFN SF ;FWG 5Ù SCF HFTF C{4 
lH;D— ;FWS IF[U ;FWGF S[ äFZF 5ZDTtJ ;[ TFNFtdI :YFl5T SZG[ SF 
ÝIF; SZTF C{ × .;SF lJJ[RG l5K[ lSIF HF RqSF C{ ;FWGF S[ äFZF 
VFtDF S[ 5lZQS`T CF[G[ 5Z lÝIvlD,G SL VJ:YF VFTL C{ × lSgTq .;D— 
;FWS SF[ 5ZDTtJ :i lÝI S[ lD,G D— VG[SlJW lJ?G p5l:YT CF[G[ ,UT[ 
C® × .; l:YlT D— J[ ;D:T lJS`T EFJ VFT[ C® HF[ VFtDv;FÙFtSFZ D— 
AFWS CF[T[ C® × lÝIvlD,G D— AFWF 0F,G[JF,L .; TL;ZL VJ:YF SF[ lJ?G 
SL VJ:YF SCT[ C® × H{GvNX"G SL EFØF D— IC lJEFJvNXF IF SDF"JZ6 
SL NXF C{ × VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ lÝI lD,G D— VG\TZFI E}T DFIFvDDTF4 
DF[lCGL TYF 3FTL SD":iL 5J"T C{ × SALZNF; G[ DqbI:i ;[ DFIF SF[ 
lÝIvlD,G D— lJ?GFJ:YF S[ :i D— DFGF C{ × HA ;FWS 5}6":i ;[ 
DFIFvDDTF4 DF[C VFlN ;[ Iqâ SZ lJHI ÝF%T SZ ,[TF C{ TA lD,G SL 
l:YlT VFTL C{ × .; l:YlT D— R[TG VF{Z R[TGF s;DFTFf SF VFtDF VF{Z 
5ZDFtDF SF HF[ VGFlN SF, ;[ lAK0[+ Cq, Y[ pGSF lD,G CF[ HFTF C{ × 
.;S[ AFN ZC:IJFN SL VFtDv;D5"6 SL VJ:YF VFTL C{ VF{Z lOZ 
ZC:IJFN SL V\lTD ,J\ z[Q9 VJ:YF TFNFtdI VYJF VFtDv;FÙFtSFZ SL CF[ 
;STL C{4 lH;D— ;FWS SF VFtDF :JI\ 5ZDFtDF AG HFTF C{ × .; VJ:YF 
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D— VFtDFv5ZDFtDF SF TYF R[TG VF{Z R[TGF SF ä{T EFJ ;DF%T CF[SZ NF[GF— 
D— Vä{T :YFl5T CF[ HFTF C{ × ZC:IJFN SL .;L RZDFJ:YF SF[ ÝF%T SZGF 
;FWS SF DqbI ,1I C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN SL Tq,GF 
ZC:IJFN SL lGdGl,lBT VJ:YFVF— S[ VFWFZ 5Z SZ—U[ × 




s5f TFNFtdI IF VFtDF[5,laW SL VJ:YF  
 VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ SF[ S[J, GLZ;4 XqQS VF{Z NFX"lGS l;âF\TF— TS 
CL ;LlDT G ZBT[ Cq, R[TG VF{Z ;DTF S[ ;\A\W SL EFJFtDS VGqE}lT SF[ 
NFd5tI :iSF— S[ äFZF ;HLJ ,J\ ;Z; :i D— VlEjI\lHT lSIF C{ × pgCF—G[ 
SlT5I 5NF— D— 5tGL S[ l,, —;DTFc4 —;qDTFc4 ;qDlT VF{Z SqK 5NF— D—    
—R[TGFc sXqâ R[TGFf XaN SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{4 lSgTq I[ ;EL XaN ,UEU 
,SFY"JFRL C{ × CD VFG\N3G S[ ZC:IJFN SL VJ:YFVF— S[ lJJ[RG D— 5tGL 
S[ l,, —;DTFc  VF{Z 5lT slÝITDf S[ l,, R[TG XaN SF p<,[B SZ—U[4 
ÉIF—lS —R[TGFc  SL V5[ÙF —;DTFc  XaN pGS[ 5NF— D— ;JF"lWS ÝIqÉT CqVF 
C{ × 
 SALZNF; G[ EL V5G[ SF[ S[J, GLZ;4 XqQS VF{Z NFX"lGS l;âF\TF— 
TS CL ;LlDT G SZ 5ZDFtDF S[ ;FY 5}6" ,SFtDEFJ SL VlEjIlÉT S[ 
l,, NFd5tI Ý[D S[ ÝTLSF— ,J\ :iSF— SF ;CFZF ,[SZ ;HLJ ,J\ ;Z; :i 
D— VlEjI\lHT lSIF C{ × SALZNF; G[ EL VFG\N3G SL TZC 5ZF[Ù ;¿F 
s5ZDFtDFf SF[ V5GF lÝITD DFGSZ V5G[ SF[ p;SL lÝIF IF 5tGL sVFtDFf 
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S[ :i D— Sl<5T lSIF C{ × TG TYF DG SL 5}6"To ,ÉI NFd5tI Ý[D S[ 
V\NZ CL ;\ElJT C{ × 
 VA CD VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; S[ ZC:IJFN SL Tq,GF p;SL 
VJ:YFVF— SF[ S[gã D— ZBSZ ÊDXo SZ—U[ × 
 lH7F;F IF HFUZ6 VJ:YF 
 VFtDTtJ SL lH7F;F VwIFtDJFNL VF{Z ZC:IJFNL SL VFWFZ EqlD C{ × 
ZC:IJFN SF lJXF, DC, VFtDFGqE}lT SL VEL%;F 5Z CL B0+F CqVF C{ × 
ÝYD lH7F;F IF HFUZ6FJ:YF D— ;FWS lJX[Ø p; 5ZDTtJ ;[ Ý[DEFJ SF 
VGqEJ SZTF CqVF p; VF[Z VU|;Z CF[TF C{ × ICF¡ Ý[Z6F S[ l,, Uq~ 
VYJF Ý;\U lJX[Ø SF lR+6 ZCTF C{ × zL VFG\N3G G[ V5GL .; 
HFU|TFJ:YF S[ D}, D— ,S J`TF\T lJX[Ø SL VF{Z ;\S[T s."XFZFf lSIF C{ 
pgCF—G[ l,BF C{ v 
 VFTD VGqEJ Zl;S SF[¸ VHA ;qgIF[ lJZT\T¸ 
 lGJ["NLJ[NG SZ[¸ J[NG SZ[ VG\T ×155 
 .; ;FBL S[ V,FJF N};Z[ VgI 5N D— EL V5GL .;L VJ:YF SF 
J6"G SZT[ Cq, l,BF C{ v 
 ;qCFUlG HFUL VGqEF{ ÝLlT × 
 GÄN VGFlN V7FT SL D[l8 UCL lGH ZLlT × 
 38 D\lNZ NL5S SLIF[4 ;CH ;qHF[lT ;:i¸ 
 VF5 5ZF. VF5 CL4 9FGT J:Tq :i VG}5 × 
 SCF lNBFJq VF{Z Sq \4 SCF ¡ ;DhFp\ EF[Z¸ 
 TLZ VR}S C{ Ý[D SF ,FU[ ;F[ ZC[ 9F[Z × 
 GFN lJ,qwIF[ ÝF6 Sq \4 lUG[ G T`U D`U ,F[I¸ 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq Ý[D SL4 VSY SCFGL SF[I ×156 
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 ICF¡ VFG\N3G G[ Uq~ ;[ GCÄ Al<S —lGHZLTc  ;[ V7FG S[ lD8G[ 
TYF 38 D— NL5S ßIF[lT H,G[ SL AFT SL C{ × IC Ý[D SF TLZ lH;[ 
,UTF C{ JCL p;[ ;Dh ;STF C{ × DLZF¡AF." G[ EL l,BF C{ v —3FI, SL 
UlT 3FI, HFG[4 VF[Z G HFG[ SF[I × VFG\N3G EL SCT[ C® lS .;[ VgI 
SF[ lNB,FGF jIY" C{ ÉIF—lS EF[,[ ,F[U .; Ý[D SL VSY SCFGL SF[ GCÄ 
;Dh ;ST[ × 
 VFtDFGqE}lT SL IC VEL%;F IF VFtDTtJ SL ptS8 lH7F;F VFwIFltDS 
;\T VFG\N3G SL .G 5\lÉTIF— D— VlEjIÉT Cq." C{ o 
 VFTD TT ÉI}\ HF6}\ HUTUq~4 ,C lJRFZ Dqh SlCI{ × 
 VFTD TT HF^IF lJ6 lGZD,¸ lRT ;DFlW GlJ ,lCI{ ××157 
 VFG\N3G VFtD7FG SL TLJ| VEL%;F l,, Cq, SCT[ C® lS ÝEq• ¦ Dqh[ 
VFtDTtJ SF 7FG lS; ÝSFZ ÝF%T CF[4 IC p5FI AT,F.,4 ÉIF—lS HA TS 
VFtDTtJ SF 7FG GCÄ CF[UF4 TA TS lR¿ D— lGZFSq,TF GCÄ VF,UL4 DG 
lGD", VF{Z lGlJ"SFZ GCÄ CF[UF VF{Z ;DFlW SL p5,laW ;\EJ GCÄ CF[UL × 
 SCF HF C{ lH7F;F ,S DGF[J`l¿ C{ VF{Z .;SL T`l%T4 7FG S[ DFwID 
;[ CL ;\EJ C{ × DGF[lJ7FG D— EL lH7F;F SF[ DFGJ SL D}, ÝJ`l¿ DFGF 
UIF C{ × Inl5 DGF[lJ7FG S[ VGq;FZ ÝF6L D— ;FDFgITo RF{NC D}, ÝJ`l¿IF¡ 
DFGL U." C{ TYFl5 lH7F;F SL D}, ÝJ`l¿ DFGJ S[ V,FJF ÝFl6IF— D— GCÄ 
DFGL U." C{ × 
 VFG\N3G SL 5\lÉT S[ äFZF N[B ;ST[ C{ lS VFtDTÀJ AF[W S[ l,, 
ÝxGvÝlTvÝxG ,J\ X\SFv;DFWFG SL HF[ X{,L N`lQ8UT CF[TL C{ JC pGSL 
VFUlDS N`lQ8 SL 5lZRFIS C{ × 
 SALZNF; D— HFUZ6 IF 5lZJT"G Uq~ SL S`5F ;[ VFIF YF × J[ SCT[ 
C{ lS D® ;FDFgI ;F\;FlZS jIlÉT SL TZC 5Z\5ZFUT WFZ6F TYF DFgITFVF— 
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SF[ ,[SZ R,F HF ZCF CL YF lSgTq DFU" D— Dqh[ ;TUq~ lD, UI[ pgCF—G[ 
7FG :iL NL5S N[SZ D[Z[ 5Y SF[ ÝSFlXT lSIF × 
 5LK® ,FUF HF. YF4 ,F[S J[N S[ ;FlY × 
 VFU{ Y® ;TUq~ lD<IF4 NL5S NLIF CFlY ××158 
 SALZNF; BqN :JLSFZ SZT[ C® lS VrKF CqVF HF[ Uq~ lD,F VgIYF 
A0+L EFZL CFlG CF[TL × 
 E,L E." Hq Uq~ lD<IF4 GCÄ TZ CF[TL CF ¡l6 ×159 
 SALZ SCT[ C{ D® TF[ ;\;FZv;FUZ D— 0}A CL UIF YF × lSgTq Uq~ G[ 
CDFZ[ DG D— 7FGßIF[lT SF ÝSFX lNIF × CDG[ N[BF lS lH; A[0[+ ;[ CD 
;\;FZv;FUZ 5FZ SZGF RFCT[ C{ JC TF[ HL6"vXL6" C{4 VTo CD p;;[ 
TtÙ6 S}N 50[+ VF{Z V,U CF[ UI[ × 
 A}0[ + Y[ 5lZ µAZ[4 Uq~ SL ,ClZ RD\lS × 
 E[ZF N[bIF HZHZF4 sTAf µTlZ 50[ + OZ\lS ××160 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS ;NUq~ SL S`5F ;[ lHgC[ DZ6 S[ NX"G CF[ 
HFT[ C® J[ IlN DZGF RFC— TF[ DZ6 CL pGS[ l,, DWqZ C{ ÉIF—lS ÝDqvNX"G 
SF ,S p5FI C{ × HF[ ;\;FlZS SDF[" S[ l,, DZ HFTF C{ VYF"TŸ pG;[ 
lJZÉT CF[ HFTF C{ p;[ SD"v5F5 GCÄ ,UTF × VC\ VF{Z N\E SF[ GQ8 SZ 
,J\ lDyIFvDFG SF[ EL tIFU SZ jIlÉT ;F\;FlZS Ý5\R ;[ V,U CF[ HFTF    
C{ × SALZ SCT[ C® lS .; EF¡lT ;\;FZ S[ l,, DZ SZ HF[ ÝEq ElÉT D— 
,LG ZCT[ C® lOZ J[ ÝEq ;[ lD,SZ VDZtJ SF[ ÝF%T CF[ HFT[ C® × 
 H[ SF[ DZ{ DZG C{ DL9F4  Uq~ Ý;FlN lHGCÄ DlZ NLU × 
 D}JF SZTF Dq." H SZGL4  Dq." GFZL ;qZlT ACq WZGL × 
 DqJF VF5F D}JF DF¡G4 5Z5\R ,[. D}JF VlEDFG × 
 ZFD ZD[ ZlD H[ HG D}JF4 SC{ SALZ VlJGF;L C}VF ×161 
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 SALZ S[ Uq~ SL S`5F ;[ —VGgT ,F[RGc  Bq, U, C{ VF{Z pgC— 
VG\T S[ NX"G CF[G[ ,U[ C{ v 
 ;TUq~ SL DlCDF VG¡T4 VG¡T lSIF pUFZ × 
 ,F[RG VG¡T p3Fl0IF4 VG¡T lNBFJ6 CFZ ×162 
 SALZNF; SF[ HF[ VFtDAF[W CqVF JC Uq~ G[ lNIF CqVF 7FG S[ äFZF 
CL × Uq~ ;[ 7FG ÝF%T SZG[ S[ AFN SALZNF; SF DG ;\;FZ ;[ lJDqB 
CF[SZ ."xJZF[gDqB CqVF × .;S[ l,I[ pgC— DG SF 5lZ5SFZ SZGF 50+F × 
SALZNF; G[ DG SF[ lGI\lHT SZT[4 5ZDFtDF S[ GFD SF :DZ6 SZG[ Xqâ 
VFRZ6 ZBG[4 lJRFZ VFRZ6 D— ,STF ,FG[ ;F\;FlZS Ý,F[EGF— ;[ V,U 
ZCG[4 ;tI SF[ U|C6 SZG[4 VC\SFZ SF[ tIFUG[ VF{Z HLJG DqÉT CF[G[ SL 
VFJxISTF 5Z HF[Z AFZvAFZ lNIF C{ × VFtDXqlâ S[ AFN 5ZDFtDF SL 
ßIF[lT SF VFEF; lD,GF :JEFlJS C{ × 
 lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— SL 5ZDFtDF SF[ HFGG[ SL TLJ| 
lH7F;F YL × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ lH7F;F IF HFUZ6FJ:YF SF DCÀJ ATFIF C{ × 
NF[GF— ÝYDvlH7F;F IF HFUZ6FJ:YF D— 5ZDTtJ ;[ Ý[DEFJ SF VGqEJ SZT[ 
CqI[ VFU[ A-[+ C{ × NF[GF— DFGT[ C{ lS HFUZ6 JC ÝYD l;-+L C{ lH;SL 
JHC ;[ CL V7FG:iL V\WSFZ N}Z CF[TF C{ VF{Z 7FG:iL ßIF[T H,G[ ,UTL 
C{ × NF[GF— SlJ DFGT[ C{ lS VFtDTtJ SF[ HFG[ lAGF DG SL ,SFU|CTF v 
l:YZTF GCÄ ÝF%T CF[ ;STL × 
 lH7F;F IF HFUZ6FJ:YF SF[ ,[SZ SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ SFjIF— D— 
lEgGTF lNBF." N[TL C{ × VFG\N3G Uq~ S`5F ;[ GCÄ lSgTq —lGHZLTc ;[ 
V7FG SF[ lD8FG[ TYF 38 D— NL5SvßIF[lT H,FG[ SL AFT SZT[ C® × TF[ 
SALZNF; D— HFUZ6 IF 5lZJT"G Uq~ S`5F ;[ VFIF YF × Uq~ G[ CL pgC— 
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7FG:iL NL5S N[SZ SlJ S[ 5Y SF[ ÝSFlXT lSIF YF × VFG\N3G 5ZDFtDF 
SF[ SCT[ C® lS VF5 Dqh[ VFtDTtJ 7FG S[ p5FI ATFVF— TF[ SALZNF; SF[ 
Uq~ S`5F ;[ CL ÝF%T 7FG ;[ VFtDAF[W CqVF C{ × 
 lJZCFJ:YF 
 —lJZCc SF VY" C{ JC ,SFSL5G SF EFJ lH; D— HLJ V5G[ D}, ;[ 
—lJc VYF"TŸ lJX[Ø :i ;[ —ZCc v ZlCT CF[G[ S[ SFZ6 TLJ| J[NGF SF 
VGqEJ SZTF C{ ×163 VFwIFltDS Ý[D S[ V\TZUT lJZC ÝWFG CF[TF C{ × 
lJZC ,S VF\TlZS J[NGF C{ lH;SF[ lS;L AFæ ,Ù6 ;[ ;DhGF Sl9G C{ × 
lJZC S[ NF[ :i C® v ,S ,F{lSS VF{Z N};ZF VFwIFltDS × ,F{lSS lJZC 
SF[ AFæ ,Ù6F— S[ äFZF ;DhF EL HF ;STF C{ lSgTq VFwIFltDS lJZC SF[ 
;DhGF NqQSZ C{ × lJZC RFC[ ,F{lSS CF[ IF VFwIFltDS JC ;J"YF jIlÉTUT 
VGqEJ CF[TF C{ × .; lJZC TF5 S[ J[NGFtDS :J:i SL VtI\T lJXNŸ 
jI\HGF VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; SL JF6L D— DqBlZT Cq." C{ × pgCF—G[ ÝS`lT4 
5Xqv5ÙL VFlN pNŸNL5GF[ äFZF lJZlC6L VFtDF SL jIYF SF[ A0+L CL DFlD"STF 
;[ jIÉT lSIF C{ × ——HF[ J[NGF4 HF[ SF[D,TF4 HF[ ;Z,TF4 HF[ U\ELZTF TYF 
HF[ VS`l+DTF VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— N`lQ8UT CF[TL C{4 JC ;\EJTo SALZ VF{Z 
AGFZ;LNF; S[ VlTlZÉT VgI+ Nq,"E C{ ×cc164 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; SL 
;FBL VF{Z 5NF— S[ UCGEFJ SF[ ;DhG[ S[ AFN CD EL ICÄ SC—U[ lS 
VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— TF[ lJZC SL TF[ AF-+ VF." C{ TF[ SALZNF; SL ;FBL 
VF{Z 5NF— D— EL lJZC J6"G EL lJ:T`T :i D— lD,TF C{ × SFjI SL N`lQ8 
;[ VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— SF lJZC J6"G VG}9F C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; S[ 5NF— TYF ;FlBIF— SF[ 5-+G[ 5Z ,[;F ,UTF 
C{ lS pGSF ìNI lSTGF SF[D, VF{Z —Ý[D SL 5LZc  ;[ EZF YF × pGS[ 
;D:T 5NF— D— U}-+TF VF{Z U\ELZTF lJ,Ù6 :i D— lNBF." N[TL C{ × lJZC 
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VFXF S[ VFWFZ 5Z HLlJT ZCTF C{ × lH;;[ VFH lJIF[U IF lJZC C{4 SEL 
p;;[ ;\IF[U IF lD,G EL CF[UF4 IC ,S DF+ VFXF CL Ý[DL SF ;CFZF CF[TF 
C{ × VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; SL VFtDF V5G[ lÝITD S[ lJIF[U D— jIFSq, 
lNBF." N[TL C{ × VFG\N3G G[ ;DTFvlÝIF S[ lJZC jIlYT ìNI S[ DGF[EFJF— 
SF ;qgNZ lR+6 lSIF C{ × Inl5 pgCF—G[ lD,G4 ;FÙFtSFZ4 VFtD;D5"6 VFlN 
ZC:IJFNL SL lJlJW VJ:YFVF— 5Z ÝSFX 0F,F C{4 TYFl5 lJZC pGSF ÝDqB 
TÀJ ZCF C{ × pGS[ VlWSF\X 5N lJZC J[NGF ;[ CL ;dAâ C{ × SALZNF; 
SF EL lJZC jIF5S C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ lJZC SL lJlJW VJ:YFVF— S[ 
VGq5D lR+ BÄR[ C® × 
 VFG\N3G ptS`Q8 SF[l8 S[ ;FWS TYF EÉT C{ × pgC— V5G[ R[TGF IF 
5lT 5ZDFtDF IF XqâFtDF ;[ VGgI lJZC C{ × 5ZDFtDFvlÝI SF[ KF[0+SZ JC 
VgI lS;L SL RFC GCÄ SZT[ C® × VFwIFltDS VGqE}lT S[ Ù[+ D— VFG\N3G 
G[ lH; Ý[D SL RRF" SL C{4 JC JF;GFHgI Ý[D G CF[SZ lJXqâ VFltDS Ý[D 
C{ × 
 SALZNF; EL ptS`Q8 SF[l8 S[ ;FWS TYF EÉT C{ × pgC— V5G[ 
lÝITD ZFD ;[ VGgI lJZC C{ × J[ EL ZFD s5ZDFtDFf lÝI SF[ KF[0+SZ 
VgI lS;L SL RFC GCÄ SZT[ C® × SALZNF; Uq~ ;[ Ý[D SF D\+ U|C6 SZ 
EFJ ;FWGF äFZF ElÉTv;FWGF S[ ÝlT pgDqB Cq, C{ × pGSF EL JF;GFHgI 
Ý[D G CF[SZ lJXqâ VFltDS Ý[D C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— lJlEgG SL lJZC NXFVF— S[ 
ptS`Q8 J6"G lD,T[ C® × NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— lJZC SL lJlEgG 





 lÝI SF SF[." ;\N[X G lD,G[ TYF ;FÙFtSFZ G CF[G[ ;[ Ý[DL S[ ìNI 
D— p;;[ lD,G[ SL TLJ| ptS^9F pt5gG CF[TL C{ × ICL ptS^9F lJZC SL 
ÝYD NXF DFGL HFTL C{4 lH;[ XF:+SFZF— G[ —lRgTFc  GFD lNIF C{ × 
VFG\N3G :iL ;DTF lJZlC6L G[ V5GL lD,G SL VlE,FØF SL TLJ|TF SF[ 
:5Q8 :i ;[ 5NFJ,L D— Ý:TqT lSIF C{ × lD,GF[tS^9F lGdGF\lST 5N D— 
lRl+T Cq." C{ × 
 S\RG JZ6F[ GFC Z[4 DF[G[ SF[." lD,FJF[¸ 
 V\HG Z[B G VF ¡B0+L EFJ{4 D\HG l;Z 50+F[ NFC ×165 
 V5G[ :JFDL sR[TGf S[ lJZC ;[ jIFSq, ;qDlT SCTL C{ lS VZ[4 SF[." 
:J6" J6" JF,[ GFY ;[ Dqh[ lD,F NF[ v VYF"TŸ XqâFtDFv:i lÝI ;[ D[ZL 
E—8 SZF NF[ × lÝIvlD,G S[ VEFJ D— lJZC S[ SFZ6 VF¡BF— D— SFH, SL 
Z[BF GCÄ ;qCFTL C{ × VF¡BF— D— VF¡;qVF— ;[ 9CZTF CL GCÄ C{ × :GFG SZG[ 
5Z TF[ ,[;F ÝTLT CF[TF C{ lS H{;[ l;Z 5Z VFU ,UL CF[ × lD,G SL 
pt;qSTF lGdGF\lST 5N D— EL N`lQ8UT CF[TL C{v 
 TqD EFJ[ ;F[ SLH— JLZ × 
  ;F[." VFG lD,FJF — ,F,G WLZ ×166  
 ;DTF lJZlC6L V5G[ EF." lJJ[S ;[ SCTL C{ lS TqdC— HF[ EL plRT 
,U[ JC SZF[ lSgTq I[GvS[G ÝSFZ[6 Dqh[ V5G[ lÝITD ;[ lD,F NF[ × HA 
TS lÝIvlD,G GCÄ CF[TF C{4 TA TS lÝITD SL ÝTLÙF D— lJZlC6L SF 
DFU" SL VF[Z CL wIFG ,UF ZCTF C{ × HF[ 5lYS VFT[ Cq, lNBF." 50+T[ C®4 
pG;[ lÝITD S[ VFUDG SF ;\N[X 5}KTL ZCTL C{ lS lÝITD Dqh ;[ SA 
VFSZ lD,—U[ × VFG\N3G :i ;DTF lJZlC6L EL V5G[ EF." lJJ[S ;[ 
;J"ÝYD lÝITD SL SqX,TF S[ ;DFRFZ 5}KTL C{ v 
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 ÝFG HLJG VFWFZ Sq\4 
  B[DSqX, SCF[ AFT ×167 
 lÝI sR[TGf lD,G SL ptS\9F C{ .; l,I[ lÝITDF sVFG\N3Gf SCTL 
C{ v 
 lD,F5L VFG lD,FVF[ Z[4 
  D[Z[ VGqEJ DL90[ lD¿ ×168  
 ;qDTL SCTL C{ v C[ D[Z[ 5ZDŸ lCT lR\TS lD,F5L lD+vVGqEJ ¦ 
S`5F SZ D[Z[ lÝITD sR[TGf SF[ ,FSZ Dqh;[ lD,FJF[ × TNG\T V5G[ EF." 
lJJ[S ;[ lÝIvVFUDG S[ ;DFRFZ 5}KTL C{ lS C[ EF." lJJ[S × TqD ICF 
;Rv;R ATFVF[ lS lÝI :JFDL ICF¡ SA VF,¡U[ VYJF GCÄ VF,¡U[ m 
 ;E}6— ;FlCA VFJ—U[ D[Z[4 
  VF,LZL4 JLZ lJJ[S SCF[ ;F\R ×169 
 HA VFG\N3G SL ;DTFvlJZlC6L lÝIvlD,G S[ l,, VtIlWS lJCŸJ, 
VF{Z VFTqZ CF[ HFTL C{4 W{I" 8}8G[ ,UTF C{ TA JC lÝIvlD,G ;\A\WL AFT 
ßIF[lTØL ;[ 5}KG[ S[ l,, AFwI CF[ HFTL C{4 ÉIF—lS VA TS ;EL ;[ V5GL 
lJZCvjIYF SCvSC SZ YS U." × lSgTq lÝI ;[ lD,G GCÄ CqVF × VTo 
lJlXQ8 7FGL Uq~ HG :i ßIF[lTØ7 ;[ JC V5G[ lÝIvlD,G SL AFT 5}KTL 
C{ × lÝIvlD,G S[ l,, VlT jIFSq, lJZlC6L ;DTF äFZF ßIF[lTØ7 ;[ 5}K[ 
U, ÝxG SF A0+F CL ;HLJ ,J\ :JFEFlJS lR+6 lGdGF\lST 5\lÉTIF— D— CqVF 
C{ × 
 ZFX XlX TFZF S,F4 HF[;L HF[." G[ HF[;¸ 
 ZDTF ;qDTF SA lD,[4 EFU{ lJZCF;F[; ×170 
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 HLXLZFH ¦ V5G[ 5\RF\U D— ZFlXA,4 RgãA,4 U|CA, VF{Z ,uG V\XA, 
VFlN N[BSZ IC ATFVF[ SL ZDTF ZFD R[TG VF{Z p;SL 5tGL ;DTF SF 
lD,G SA CF[UF m p;SL lJZCvjIYF SA N}Z CF[UL m 
 JF:TJ D— ;DTFvlJZlC6L lJZC ;[ YS U." C{ × JC V5GL lJZC 
jIYF SEL lJJ[S SF[ VF{Z SEL V5GL ;BL zâF S[ 5F; lJZCvNqoB SF[ 
SCSZ ìNI C<SF SZTL C{4 IC DFGJ :JEFJ C{ × .;;[ SqK XF\lT lD,TL 
C{ × ;DTF SF[ lJZC SF, VlT NL3" VF{Z V;æ ,UTF C{ VF{Z HA p;S[ 
W{I" SF AF¡W 8}8 HFTF C{ TA JC lJZC jIYF ;[ DqÉT CF[G[ S[ l,, 
ßIF[lTØ7 SF ;CFZF ,[TL C{ × IC XTvÝlTXT ;CL C{ × HA jIlÉT RFZF— 
VF[Z ;[ lGZFX VF{Z CTFX CF[ HFTF C{ TA JC V5GF ElJQI HFGG[ S[ l,, 
ßIF[lTØXF:+ SF VFJ,\AG ,[TF C{ × lJX[Ø:i ;[ lJZlC6Lvl:+IF¡ ßIF[lTØ D— 
ßIFNF lJxJF; SZTL C{ × ;\EJTo .;Ll,, pgCF—G[ ;DTF VF{Z R[TG S[ lD,G 
S[ lJØI D— ßIF[lTØ7 ;[ ÝxG lSIF C{ × 
 SALZNF; :iL VFtDF lJZlC6L V5G[ lÝITD ZFD S[ G lD,G[ 5Z 
pGS[ lJZC D— T0+5G[ ,UTL C{ × p;[ VFX\SF C{ lS ZFD ;[ p;SF lD,G 
SEL DL GCÄ CF[ ;S[UF v 
 RSTL lAK}ZL Z{l6 SL4 VF. lD,L 5ZEFlT × 
 H[ H lAKqZ[ ZFD ;} ¡4 T[ lNG lD,[ G ZFlT ××171 
 lD,G SL VlE,FØF ,S VgI ;FBL D— VlEjIÉT Cq." C{ v 
 ACqT lNGG SL HF[JTL4 AF8 TqdCFZL ZFD × 
 lHJ TZ;{ Tqh lD,G S} ¡4 DlG GFCÄ lJzFD ××172 
 SALZNF; :i VFtDF v lÝIF SF[ lÝI s5ZDFtDFf lD,G SL ptS8 
VlE,FØF C{ lS ACqT lNGF— ;[ lÝITD D® TqdCFZL AF8 N[B ZCL C}¡ TqD;[ 
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lD,G S[ l,, D[ZF ìNI TZ; ZCF C{ VF{Z TqdCFZ[ lJZC D— D[ZL V\ToSZ6 
A[R{G C{ × 
 SALZNF; G[ V5GL ;FlBIF— S[ ;FYv;FY 5NF— D— EL lÝITD IF 5lT 
s5ZDFtDFf SF[ lD,G[ SL TLJ| ptS\9F ATF." C{ v 
 CZL D[ZF 5LJ EF."4 ClZ D[ZF 5LJ × 
 ClZ lAG ZlC G ;S{ D[ZF HLJ ×× 
 ClZ D[ZF 5LJ D® ClZ SL ACqlZIF4 
  ZFD A0[ +D® Kq8S ,CqlZIF ×× 
 lSIF :I\UFZ lD,G S{ TF[."4 
  SFC{ G lD,F{ ZFHF ZFD Uq;F\." ×× 
 VASL A[Z lD,G HF[ 5Fé\ 
  SC{ SALZ EF{vHl, GCÄ VFµ\ ××173 
 SALZ SCT[ C{ lS C{ ;lB ¦ ;qG ÝEq D[Z[ lÝITD C{4 pGS[ VEFJ D— 
D[Z[ ÝF6 5, EZ EL GCÄ ZC ;ST[ × J[ D[Z[ 5lT C{ TF[ D® pGSL 5tGL × 
J[ DCFG C{ D® Ùqã × D®G Ý[D 5Y 5Z VU|;Z CF[SZ X`\UFZ lSIF4 lSgTq 
lÝITD ZFD G HFG[ ÉIF— GCÄ lD, ZC[ C® m .; HgD D— VF5 Dqh[ lD,[ 
HFVF—U[ TF[ N};ZF HgD Dqh[ ,[GF CL GCÄ 50[+UF × ,S VF{Z 5N D— SALZNF; 
:i VFtDFvlÝIF 5lT SF[ lÝI ZFD s5ZDFtDFf lD,G SL ptS8 VlE,FØF 
jIÉT SL C{ v 
 ;F[ D[ZF ZF ¡D SA® 3lZ VFJ{4 
  TF N[B[ D[ZF lHI ;qB 5FJ{ × 
 lAZC VlUlG TG lNIF HZF."4 
  lAG NZ;G ÉI} ¡ CF[. ;ZF." ×× 
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 lG; AF;qZ DG ZC{ pNF;4 
  H{;— RFlTU GLZ l5IF;F ×× 
 SC{ SALZ VlT VFTqZTF."4 
  CDSF ® A[lU lD,F{ ZF ¡D ZF." ××174 
 lJZC SL lJS,TF D— lÝIF sHLJFtDFf SC ZCL C{ lS D[Z[ 5lT ZFD D[Z[ 
3Z SA VFJ—U[ m pGS[ NX"G ;[ D[ZF ìNI VFG\N SF VGqEJ SZTF C{ × 
lJZCFluG G[ D[ZF XZLZ H,F lNIF C{ × ZFD S[ NX"G S[ lAGF p;[ XLT,TF 
GCÄ lD, ;STL C{ × ZFTvlNG p;S[ lJZC D— ìNI pNF; ZCTF C{4 pGSL 
H, S[ VEFJ D— %IF;[ RFTS SL ;L VJ:YF C{ × SALZ SCT[ C® lS Dqh[ 
ZFD ;[ lD,G[ SL VtIlWS lJS,TF C{ × C[ ZFD4 VF5 XL3| CL Dqh[ NX"G 
NF[ × SALZNF; G[ V5G[ 5N D— ,[;L AFT[ SCL C{ lS C[ ZFD sEUJFGf ¦ 
VF5 Dqh[ NX"G NF[ IF TF[ Dqh[ VF5S[ 5F; Aq,F,F[ v 
 VHC} ¡ ALR S{;— NZ;G TF[ZF4 
  lAG NZ;G DG DF ¡G[4 ÉIq ¡ DF[ZF ×× 
 CDlC Sq;[JU ÉIF TqdClC VHF ¡GF ¡4 
  Nq. D® NF[; SC{ × lSG ZF ¡DF ¡ ×× 
 TqdC SlCIT l+EJG 5lT ZFHF4 
  DG AF\lKT ;A 5qZJG SFHF ×× 
 SC{ SALZ ClZ NZ; lNBFJF{4 
  CDlC Aq,FJF{ S[ TqdC Rl, VFJF{ ××175 
 C[ EUJFG VA EL Tqh D— VF{Z Dqh D— VgTZ C{ × DqhD— .; V\TZ 
SL R[TGF ,J\ E[N SL Aqlâ C{ × lOZ Dqh[ TqdCFZ[ NX"G S{;[ CF[ ;ST[ C® m 
5Z VF5S[ NX"GF— S[ lAGF D[ZF ìNI lJS, C{ × D® Sq;[JS C}¡ × ÉIF VF5 
.; AFT ;[ V5lZlRT C{ m C[ ZFD NF[GF— D— NF[Ø C{4 IC lS;G[ SCF m C[ 
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ZFD IC ÉIF— GCÄ SCT[ CF[ lS NF[GF— D— NF[Ø C{ × 5Z VF5 TF[ l+EqJG5lT C{ 
VF{Z DG SL ;\5}6" VlE,FØFVF— SF[ 5}6" SZG[ JF,[ C® × D[Z[ NF[ØL CF[G[ 5Z 
EL VF5 D[ZL ;\5}6" .rKFVF— SF[ 5}6" SZG[ D— ;DY" C® × SALZ ÝFY"GF SZT[ 
C®4 C[ EUJFG VF5 Dqh[ NX"G N— × IF TF[ Dqh[ V5G[ 5F; Aq,F ,[ IF VF5 
:JI\ CL D[Z[ 5F; ICF¡ R,[ VF,¡ VYF"TŸ Dqh[ HUTŸ VF{Z HLJG D— ;J"+ 
VF5SF ;FDL%I VF{Z Ý[D SL VGqE}lT CF[TL ZC[ × 
 lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ V5G[ SFjIF— D— lJZlC6L S[ 
ìNI D— lÝI SF[ lD,G[ SL ptS\9F slR\TFf SF J6"G lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF — 
G[ lÝI S[ lD,G[ SL TLJ| ptS^9F SF lR+6 lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL 
lJZlC6L DFU" SL VF[Z wIFG ,UFTL C{ TYF 5lYS SF[ lÝI S[ VFUDG SF 
;\N[X 5}KTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ V5G[ SFjI D— lJZlC6L S[ DG D— IC ÝxG 
p9FIF C{ lS D[Z[ lÝI Dqh[ SA lD,G[ S[ l,I[ VFI—U[ m NF[GF— G[ lJZlC6L S[ 
ìNI SL pNF;LGTF SF lR+6 lSIF C{ × 
 NF[GF— SlJIF— D— lJZC D— lR\TF S[ J6"G SF[ ,[SZ lEgGTF,¡ EL lNBF." 
N[TL C{ × SALZNF; SL lJZlC6L SF[ VFX\SF C{ lS lÝITD ;[ pGSF lD,G 
SEL EL GCÄ CF[UF × HA lS VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L D— ,[;L SF[." VFX\SF SF 
J6"G GCÄ C{ lS pGSF lD,G lÝI ;[ SEL EL GCÄ CF[UF × SALZNF; SL 
lJZlC6L ÝxG SZTL C{ lS lÝITD G HFG[ ÉIF— GCÄ lD, ZC[ C{ m HAlS 
VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L ,s;F SF[." ÝxG GCÄ SZTL × VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L 
EF." lJJ[S4 lD+ VEqGJ SF[ V5G[ lÝITD SF[ lD,FG[ SL AFT SZTL C{ × 
HA lS SALZNF; SL lJZlC6L EF."vlJJ[S4 lD+ v VGqEJ ,[;[ ;\AF[WG 
SZTL Cq." GH+Z GCÄ VFTL × 
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? jIU|TF 
 IC lJZC SL N};ZL VJ:YF CF[TL C{ × .;D— EÉT VF{Z VlWS jIFSq, 
CF[G[ ,UTF C{ × ÝlTÙ6 lÝIvlJIF[U D— CL T0+5TF C{ × VFG\N3G :iL 
Ý[I;LvlÝITDF SF R[TG :iL lÝITD ;[ lJZC SL J[NGF VlWS A-+ HFTL C{ 
VF{Z SCTL C{ v 
 EFNq \ SL ZFlT SFTL ;L 
  KFTLI lKG lKG KLG ××176 
 ;qDlT SCGL C{ lS lÝI R[TG :JFDL SL lJEFJ NXF :i EFã5N SL 
3G3F[Z V\W[ZL ZFl+ D[ZL KFTL SF[ Ù6vÙ6 D— SZF[T S[ ;DFG K[N ZCL C{ × 
VFG\N3G :iL lÝITDF 5tGL SL lJZC jIYF VlT Sl9G ,UTL C{ TF[ JC 
SCTL C{ v 
 lJZCFG, HF,F VlTlC Sl9G C{4 
  DF[;[ ;CL G U." ×177 
lÝI SL lJZC VluG SL ßJF,F A0+L NF~6 CF[TL C{4 lÝITDF s;DTFf 
;[ ;CL GCÄ HFTL ,[;L C{ × VFG\N3G SL ;DTF lÝIF ,S :Y, 5Z NX"G 
SL TLJ| ptS^9F jIÉT SZT[ Cq, JC lJZC D— VtI\T jIFSq, CF[ HFTL C{ v 
 NZ;G ÝFGHLJG DF[lC NLH{ × 
 lAG NZ;G DF[lC S, G 5ZT C{4 
  T,lO T,lO TG KLH{ ××178 
 C[ ÝF6HLJG ¦ VA TF[ NX"G NF[ × lAGF NX"G S[ Dqh[ R{G GCÄ 50+ 
ZCL C{ × TqdCFZ[ NX"G S[ VEFJ D— D[ZF XZLZ T0+5 T0+5 SZ ÙL6 CF[TF 
R,F HF ZCF C{ × VFtD ;FÙFtSFZ4 VFtDNX"G D— CL XF\lT lGlCT C{ × 
lÝITDvR[TGF lJIF[U SL J[NGF jIÉT SZT[ CqI[ SCTL C{ v 
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 ÝFGGFY lAK}Z[ SL J[NG4 
  5FZ G 5FJq ¡ VYFU YUF[ZL ×179 
 lÝITD R[TG S[ lJIF[U SL TLJ| J[NGF C{ lS SF[." 5FZ GCÄ C{ × JC 
J[NGF YSF N[G[ JF,L C{ × VFG\N3G :iL lÝITDF sVFtDFf lÝITDv5lT 
s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJZC NF[GF— D— ICF¡ TS SC N[TL C{ lS SF[." SEL EL Ý[D G 
SZF[ × 
C;TL TACq lAZFGLIF4 
 N[BL TG DG KLßIF[ CF[ × 
;DHL TA ,TL SCL4 
SF[." G[C G SL• IF[ CF[ ×180 
 lÝITDF sVFtDFf SF[ 5C, HA Xâ R[TG :i 5lT SF lJIF[U GCÄ YF4 
p; ;DI D— IC GCÄ HFGTL YL lS lJIF[U SF NqoB lSTGF CF[TF C{ × 
.;l,I[ 5lT lJIF[U ;[ NqlBT VgI l:+IF— SF[ TG ;[ ÙL6 sNqA,Lf TYF DG 
;[ NqlBT CF[TL N[BSZ D® pGSL C¡;L sDHFSf SZTL YL lSgTq VA XqâFtDF 
s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJIF[UvNqoB SF[ ;DhL TF[ .TGF CL JRG DqB ;[ lGS,F v    
——SF[." SEL EL Ý[D G SZF[cc .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— V5GF 5ZDFtDF 
;[ HF[ lJIF[U C{ JC lJIF[U SL J[NGF V;æ C{ lH;D— JC 50+5T[ C{ × 
 SALZNF; EL 5ZDFtDF S[ lJIF[U D— T0+5T[ C{ × pGSL EL lJZC SL 
J[NGF EL V;æ C{ × J[ ÝlTÙ6 lÝIvlJIF[U D— CL T0+5T[ Cq, lÝI SF[ 
5qSFZT[ Cq, SCT[ C{ v 
 AF;qlZ ;qB GF¡ Z{l6 ;qB4 
  GF ;qB ;ql5G{ DF ¡C × 
 SALZ lAKq8IF ZFD ;} ¡ 
  GF ¡ ;qB W}5 G KF ¡C ××181 
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 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS ZFDlJIF[UL SF[ G lNG D— VF{Z G ZFT D— ;qB 
C{ VF{Z G :J%G D— p;[ lÝI SL lJIF[U jIYF CL jIlYT lSI[ ZCTL C{ × W}5 
IF KFC SCL EL p;[ ;qB GCÄ CF[TF × SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS V;æ 5L0+F 
D[Z[ ìNI D— ;DF U." C{ v 
 SALZ 5LZ l5ZFJGÄ4 5\HZ 5L0+ G HF. × 
 ,S H 5L0+ 5ZLlT SL4 ZCL S,[HF KF. ××182 
 SALZ SCT[ C® lS 5L0+F A0+L J[NGF5}6" CF[TL C{4 XZLZ SL 5L0+F CL 
.TGL S;SDI CF[TL C{ lS p5RFZ SZG[ 5Z EL GCÄ HFTL4 lOZ Ý[D SL HF[ 
5L0+F C{ JC TF[ ;J"YF CL p5RFZ ;[ AFCZ C{4 JCL V;æ 5L0+F D[Z[ ìNI D— 
;DF U." C{ × 
 SALZNF; G[ V5GL ;FBL S[ ;FYv;FY 5NF— D— EL lJZC SL V;æ 
J[NGF S[ NX"G CF[TF C{ × ,S 5N D— SALZNF; UF[Sq, S[ G8JZ :JFDL 
s5ZDFtDFf ;[ lJZC J[NGF SL AFT SCL C{ v 
 UF[Sq, GF.S AÄ9q,F4 D[ZF{ DG ,FUF{ TF[lC Z[ × 
 ACqTS lNG lAKqZ[ EI[4 T[ZL VF{;[lZ VFJ{ DF[lC Z[ ××183 
 C[ UF[Sq, S[ G8JZ :JFDL4 D[ZF DG Tqh D— VGqZÉT CF[ UIF C{ × 
Tqh;[ lAK0[+ Cq, ACqT ;DI ALT UIF C{4 VA 7FG VF{Z Ý[D HFUG[ 5Z Dqh[ 
TqdCFZL IFN ;TFG[ ,UL C{ × SALZNF; V5G[ lGdG 5N D— SCT[ C® lS ZFD 
S[ Ý[D TYF VGqU|C S[ lAGF XZLZ TYF HLJ sVFtDFf SL jIYF N}Z GCÄ    
CF[TL v 
 ZFD lAG TG SL TF5 G HF." × 
 H, D® VUlG p9L VlWSF." × 
 TqdC H,lGlW D® H, SZ DLGF ¡4 
 H, D® ZCF ® H,lC\ lAG ØLGF ¡ ××184 
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 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS EUJFGŸ ZFD S[ Ý[D VF{Z VGqU|C S[ lAGF XZLZ 
SL T5G GCÄ AqhTL C{ × p;S[ lAGF HLJ S[ .; R[TG :iL H, D— jIYF 
SL ßJF,F,¡ VlWS ÝA, CF[ HFTL C{ × C[ EUJFG4 TqD VFG\N VF{Z Ý[D S[ 
V5FZ ;Dqã CF[ D® p; ;Dqã D— lJCFZ SZG[ JF,L DK,L C}¡ × D® TqdCFZ[ 
:J:i D— ZDTL ZC}¡4 TEL :J:Y ZCTL C}¡ VgIYF jIlYT C}¡ CL × SALZNF; 
V5G[ 5N D— SCT[ C® lS :JFDL ZFD S[ lJIF[U D— D[ZF XZLZ NuW CF[ ZCF    
C{ v 
 ;F[ D[ZF ZF ¡D SA® WlZ VFJ{4 
  TF N[B[ D[ZF lHI ;qB 5FJ{ × 
 lAZC VlUlG TG lNIF HZF."4 
  lAG NZ;G ÉI} ¡ CF[. ;ZF." ×× 
 lG; AF;qZ DG ZC{ pNF;F4 
  H{;® RFlTU GLZ l5IF;F ××185 
 SALZNF; V5GL VFtDF S[ DFwID ;[ SCT[ C® lS D[Z[ :JFDL ZFD ¦ 
VF5 Dqh[ SA NX"G NF[U[4 lH;;[ D[ZF DG VC,FlNT CF[ × IC XZLZ lJZCFluG 
;[ NuW CF[ ZCF C{4 NX"G S[ lAGF ICF¡ XLT,TF4 XF\lT4 ;\EJ GCÄ × lH; 
ÝSFZ RFTS :JFlT GÙ+ S[ H, S[ l,, T`lØT ZCTF C{ p;L EF¡lT D[ZF DG 
ÝEq NX"G S[ l,, A[R{G ,J\ NqoBL ZCTF C{ × 
 .; ÝSFZ SALZNF; SL ;FlBIF— ,J\ 5NF— D— lJZC SL jIFSq,TF S[ 
NX"G CF[T[ C{ × 
 lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjID— lJZlC6L SL lÝI S[ 
lJZC D— VlWS jIFSq,TF IFGL jIU|TF S[ NX"G CF[T[ C® × NF[GF— SL lJZlC6L 
lÝI S[ lJZC D— ZFTvlNG jIFSq, ZCTL C® × NF[GF— SL lJZlC6L SF[ lJZC 
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J[NGF VluG SL ßJF,F;L ,UTL C{ × NF[GF— G[ lJZlC6L SL J[NGF ,[;L    
lNBF." C{ lS lJZlC6L SF XZLZ lÝI S[ lJZC D— T0+5vT0+5 SZ ÙL6 CF[ 
HFTF C{ × 
 NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— lJZlC6L SL jIFSq,TF IF jIU|TF SF[ ,[SZ 
lEgGTF,¡ EL lNBF." NL C{ × SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS lÝI S[ lJZC SL jIYF 
;J"YF CL p5RFZ ;[ AFCZ C{ × ,[;L 5L0+F lJZlC6L S[ ìNI D— ;DF U."   
C{ × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— lJZlC6L SF[ lÝI s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJZC D— EFã5N 
SL 3G3F[Z V\W[ZL ZFl+ pGSL KFTL SF[ Ù6vÙ6 SZF[T S[ ;DFG K[NTL CF[ 
,[;L ,UTL C{ × TF[ SALZNF; :iL lJZlC6L SCTL C{ lS lH; ÝSFZ RFTSF 
:JFlT GÙ+ S[ H, S[ l,, T`lØT ZCTF C{ p;L ÝSFZ D[ZF DG lÝI sÝEqf 
NX"G S[ l,, A[R{G ,J\ NqoBL ZCTF C{ × VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L S[ DqB ;[ 
XaN lGS, HFTF C{ lS SF[." SEL EL Ý[D G SZF[4 TF[ SALZNF; lJZC SL 
5L0+F SF[ ìNI 5Z KFG[JF,L :YF." 5L0+F 5FGL D— ZCG[JF,L %IF;L DK,L H{;L 
AT,FT[ C{ × 
? VzqDF[RG 
 lÝI SL ÝTLÙF SZT[ SZT[ Ý[DL SF W{I" ;DF%T CF[ HFTF C{ VF{Z G[+F— 
;[ VzqVF— SL WFZF AC 50+TL C{ × VzqVF— SF lJZC J[NGF D— ACqT DCÀJ 
C{ × lJZC JNGF A-+G[ 5Z VF¡;} hZG[ ,UT[ C® × .;Ll,, ;\T VFG\N3G G[ 
EL lJZlC6L SL VzqVJ:YF S[ lR+ Ý:TqT lS, C® v 
 J[NG lJZC VYFC C{4 5FGL GJ G[HF CF[ × 
 SF{G CALA TALA C{4 8FZ{ SZS SZ[HF CF[ ×× 
 UF, CY[,L ,UF. S{4 ;qZl;\Wq CD[,L CF[ × 
 V;qVG GLZ ACFI S{4 ;ÄR} SZ A[,L CF[ ××186 
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 lJZC SL 5L0+F VYFC C{ × O,To lJZlC6L SL V\NZ 3¡;L Cq." VF¡BF— 
;[ Vzq:i H, ,[;F ,U ZCF C{4 H{;[ lS;L UCZ[ D— H, lNBF." N[TF C{ × 
,[;F SF{G ;qNŸUq~ :iL J{n IF CSLD C{ HF[ p;S[ ìNI D— CF[G[JF,L J[NGF 
s5L0+Ff SF[ N}Z SZ ;S[ × VTo ;NŸUq~ :iL J{n CSLD SL Nq,"ETF S[ 
5lZ6FDv:J:i JC UF, 5Z CFY ZBSZ lÝI S[ lJRFZF— D— XF[S DuG CF[SZ 
J[NGF ;Dqã D— UF[T[ BF ZCL C{ VYJF UF, 5Z CY[,L ZBSZ G[+F— D— ;[ 
Vzq:i GLZ ACFSZ DFGF[ JFC C:T :iL ,TF SF[ ;ÄR ZCL C{ × .;L ;Fzq 
VJ:YF SF ,S VF[Z lR+ VFG\N3G G[ lSIF C{ v 
 lGl; V\lWVFZL DF[CL C;[ Z[4 TFZ[ NF\T lNBF."¸ 
 EFNq SFNq D— lSIF[ %IFZ[4 V;}VG WFZ ACF." ××187 
 ICF¡ J[ SCT[ C® V\W[ZL ZFT D— TFZ[ RDS ZC[ C® JC ,[;[ ,UT[ C® 
DFGF— ZFT NF¡T lNB,FSZ D[ZL C¡;L sDHFSf SZ ZCL C{ × .;;[ J[ SCT[ C® 
lS EFã5N D— HA 3G3F[Z JØF" CF[TL C{ VF{Z D[3 JØF" ;[ RFZF— VF[Z SLR0+ 
CF[ HFTF C{ TA AFN,F— SF[ AZ;T[ N[B lJZC jIYF ;[ NqlBT lJZlC6L S[ 
GIGF— ;[ EL VF¡;qVF— SL h0+L ,U HFTL C{ O,v:J:i VF¡;qVF— S[ VtIlWS 
ACG[ ;[ p;S[ ;DL5 SLR0+ CF[ HFTF C{ × ,S VF{Z VFG\N3G S[ 5N D— 
VF¡;} ACFTL Cq." lJZlC6L V5GL ;BL SF[ SCTL C{ v 
 JFZ[ GFC ;\U D[ZF[4 Iq \CL HF[JG HFI¸ 
 , lNG C;G B[,G S[ ;HGL4 ZF[T[ Z{G lJCFI ×188 
 lJZlC6L V5GL ;BL SF[ SCTL C{ lS C[ ;BL GFY s:JFDLf D[ZF ;\U 
GCÄ C{ VF{Z .;L ÝSZ lJZC D— D[ZF IF{JG jIY" R,F HF ZCF C{ × IC lNG 
TF[ C¡;G[vB[,G[ S[ C{ .;SL AHFI ZFT ZF[T[vZF[T[ CL lATTL HFTL C{ × 
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 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G ÝLI s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJZC SL JHC ;[ NqoBL C{ 
VF{Z .; lJZC SL 5L0+F SL JHC ;[ VzqVF— SL WFZF ACTL C{ × 
;FzqVJ:YF S[ lR+F\SG VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— lNBF." N[T[ C® ×  
 ;Fzq VJ:YF SF lR+F\SG SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— EL lNBF." N[TF    
C{ × lÝI SL ÝTLÙF SZT[ SZT[ Ý[DL lJZC D— jIFSq, CF[ HFTF C{ × JC 
ZFTvlNG VF¡;} ACFTF ZCTF C{ VF[Z lÝI SF[ 5qSFZTF ZCTF C{ v 
 G{IF GLhZ ,F.IF4 ZC8 AC{ lG; HFD × 
 55LCF ßI} ¡ l5J l5J SZF ®4 SA~ lD,CqU[ ZFD ××189 
 VF¡BF— ;[ VF¡;qVF— SL VlJZ, h0+L ,UL Cq." C{ × ZFTvlNG —ZC8c  
S[ 5FGL SL TZC pD0+vpD0+ SZ V\ToSZ6 VF¡;qVF— D— AC ZCF C{ × D® 
sHLJFtDFf 55LC[ SL TZC lGZ\TZ 5qSFZ ZCL C}¡ v ——C[ lÝITD4 VF5 SA 
lD,—U[ ×cc VgI ,S ;FBL D— SALZ lÝITD S[ lJZC D— 5}ZL ZFT ZF[TL Ý[I;L 
S[ lJØI D— SCT[ C{ v 
 V\Øl0+IF\ Ý[D S;F."IF ¡4 ,F[U HF ¡6{ NqBl0IF ¡ × 
 ;F\." V56{ SFZ6®4 ZF[. ZF[. ZTl0+IF ¡ ××190 
 VF¡B[ lJZC D— ZF[vZF[ SZ ,FE CF[ U." C®4 5Z HUTŸ ;DhTF C{ lS 
VF\B— VF U." C{ × S{;L lJ0\AGF C{ × HUTŸ SF[ .; jIYF SF SCF¡ 7FG C{ 
lS D® V5G[ lÝI S[ l,, ZFTvZFT EZ ZF[IL C}\ VF{Z D®G[ ZF[vZF[ SZ VF¡B— 
,F, SZ ,L C{ × ,S ;FBL D— TF[ SALZNF; G[ SCF C{ lS 5}ZF ;\;FZ 
;qBL C{ lSgTq BqN NqoBL C{ v 
 ;qlBIF ;A ;\;FZ C{4 BFJ{ V~ ;F[J{ × 
 NqlBIF NF; SALZ C{4 HFU{ V~ ZF[J{ ××191 
 ;FZF lJØIL ;\;FZ ;qBL C{ o BFGF C{ VF{Z ;F[TF C{ × S[J, lJZCL 
SALZ NqoBL C{ HF[ HFUTF C{ VF{Z lJZC D— ZF[TF C{ × ÉIF—lS p;[ lJØIF— ;[ 
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J{ZFuI C{ VF{Z Ý[D Z; SL %IF; C® × SALZNF; G[ V5GL ;FlBIF— S[ 
;FYv;FY 5NF— D— EL lJZC ;[ NqoBL CF[SZ VF¡;q ACFG[ SL AFT[ SL C® v 
 AG AG -} ¡-F{ G{G ElZ HF[µ¡4 
  5LJ G lD,{ TF{ lA,lB SlZ ZF[µ¡ × 
 SC{ SALZ ICq ;CH CDFZF4 
  lAZ,L ;qCFUlG S\T l5IFZF ××192 
 5ZD[xJZ :i 5lT SF[ D® JGvJG D— DT,A ;J"+ ,J\ lJlEgG 
;FWGFVF— D— -}¡- ZCL C}¡ × G[+F— SL 5}ZL ;FDyI" ;[ pgC— N[B ZCL C}¡ × 
VYJF lD,G[ 5Z G[+ EZ SZ pgC— lGZB}¡UL VF{Z G lD,[ TF[ lA,BvlA,B 
SZ ZF[µ¡UL × SALZ SCT[ C® lS HLJFtDFv:iL 5tGL SF :JEFJ C{4 V5G[ 
5lT 5ZD[xJZ SF[ ;CH EFJ ;[ Ý[D SZGF 5Z lOZ EL lJZ,L ;qCFlUG 
HLJFtDF SF[ CL V5GF 5ZDFtDF :i ÝlT JF:TJ D— lÝI ,UTF C{ × VTo 
;\Ù[5 D— CD IC SC ;ST[ C{ lS SZLANF; EL lÝIvZFD S[ lJZC ;[ 
jIFSq, C{ TYF pGSL IC jIFSq,TF .TGL A-+ HFTL C{ lS J[ ZF[G[ ,UT[ C{ 
pGSL VF¡BF— ;[ VzqVF— SL WFZF ACG[ ,UTL C{ × 
 lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— lJZLC6L lÝI SL 
ÝlTÙF SZTL C{ p;SF W{I" ;DF%T CF[ HFTF C{ VF{Z p;S[ G[+F— ;[ VzqVF— 
SL WFZF ACG[ ,UTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ VzqDF[RG VJ:YF S[ J6"G lSI[ 
C® × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL lJZlC6L SL NXF ZFl+ D— VtI\T NqoBNFIL CF[ HFTL C{ 
lH;SL JHC ;[ JC 5}ZL ZFT ZF[T[vZF[T[ CL lATFTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL 
lJZlC6L lÝI IF 5lT S[ lJZC D— jIFSq, CF[ HFTL C{ × VFG\N3G SL 
lJZlC6L CY[,L 5Z UF, ZBSZ Vzq ACFTL Cq." C:T A[,L SF ;ÄRG SZTL 
C{4 TF[ SALZNF; SL lJZlC6L G[+F— D— VF¡;} EZTL Cq." H\U,vH\U, lJ,BTL 
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Cq." lOZTL C{ × pGSL jIFSq,TF .TGL A-+TL C{ lS J[ ZF[G[ ,UTL C{ × NF[GF— 
SlJIF— G[ VF¡;} S[ ACG[ SL TLJ|TF ATF." C{ × SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS 
lJZlC6L lÝI S[ lJZC D— ZF[G[ ,UTL C{ TF[ VF¡BF— D— ;[ VF¡;}VF— SL WFZF 
ACG[ ,UTL C{ × .;S[ ;DFG VFG\N3G YF[0+F J6"G D— 5lZJT"G SZS[ SCT[ 
C{ lS lJZlC6L S[ GIGF— ;[ VF¡;}VF— SL h0+L ,U U.L" C{ × 5lZ6FD :J:i 
VF¡;}VF— S[ VtIlWS ACG[ ;[ p;S[ ;DL5 SLR0+ CF[ HFTF C{ × 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— lJZlC6L S[ VzqDF[RG VJ:YF SF[ 
,[SZ lEgGTF,¡ EL lD,TL C{ × SALZNF; SL lJZlC6L lÝI S[ lJZC D— 
ZFTvlNG VF¡;} ACFTL ZCTL C{ TF[ VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L SF lNG TF[ C¡;G[ 
B[,G[ D— lATTF C{ 5Z ZFT D— ZF[TL C{ VF{Z VF¡;} ACFTL C{ × SALZNF; lÝI 
5ZDFtDF ;[ lJZlCT C{ HF[ 5}ZF ;\;FZ BFTF C{ VF{Z ;F[TF C{ × lSgTq BqN 
JC HFUT[ C{ VF{Z ZF[T[ C{ × VFG\N3G G[ l,BF C{ lS lJZlC6L S[ 3¡;L Cq." 
VF¡BF[ D— Vzq:i H, ,[;F ,U ZCF C{ H{;[ lS;L UCZ[ D— H, lNBF." N[TF 
CF[ × .;L ÝSFZ SALZ SL lJZlC6L SL VF¡B[ —ZC8c  S[ 5FGL SL TZC 
lGZ\TZ ACTL C{ × 
? pä[U 
 pä[U SL NXF D— ;FWS SF[ ;\;FZ D— SqK EL VrKF GCÄ ,UTF p;S[ 
l,, ;qBN J:Tq,¡ EL NqoB N[G[ JF,L AG HFTL C® × DT,A SL lÝI S[ ;FY 
CF[G[ 5Z HF[ J:Tq,¡ lÝI ,UTL C{ JCL J:Tq,¡ lÝI S[ lJIF[U D— NqoB N[G[JF,L 
,UTL C{ × VFG\N3G SL EL ICL NXF CF[ U." C{ v 
 ;LT, 5\BF SqDSqDF4 R\NG SCF ,FJ{ CF[ × 
 VG, G lJZCFG, IC{4 TG TF5 A-+FJ{ CF[ ×193 
 VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L SCTL C{ ;BL ¦ XLT ,F[5RFZ4 B; SF 5\B4 
;qU\lWT Uq,FAvS[J0F H,4 AFJGF R\NG VFlN ÉIF— ,UFTL C{ × VZ[ EF[,L4 
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IC NFC ßJZ GCÄ C{ × IC TF[ DNG ßJZ C{ × I[ 5\B[ VFlN ;qU\lWT XLT, 
5NFY" TF[ ÝLTD SL IFN lN,FG[ JF,[ C® DT,A NqoBL SZT[ C{ × .;l,, 
.GSF p5IF[U G SZG[ SF[ SCTL C{ × ,S VgI 5N D— VFG\N3G :iL 
lJZlC6L SCTL C{ v 
 GU E}Ø6 ;[ HZL HFT DF[ TG SKq G ;CFI ×194 
 lÝI s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJIF[U D— ZtG V,\SFZ S;[ ;HL Cq." DF[TL SL DF,F 
EL VrKL GCÄ ,UTL × VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L SF[ lÝI S[ lJIF[U D— SqK 
VrKF GCÄ ,UTF v 
 V\HG Z[BG VF\B0L EFJ—4 D\HG lXZ 50F[ NFC Z[ × 
 SF[." ;I6vHF6[ 5Z DGGL4 J[NG lJZC VYFC × 
 YZYZ N[C0L W| qH[ DFCZL¸ lHD JFGZ EZDFC Z[ × 
 N[C G U[C G G[C G Z[C G4 EFJ[ G NqC0F UFC ××195 
 lÝI S[ lJIF[U D— VF¡BF— D— lSIF CqVF V\HG lJZlC6L SF[ VrKF GCÄ 
,UTF VYJF V\HG Z[BF JF,L VF¡B[ 5;\N sVrKLf GCÄ VFTL × :GFG SZTL 
C}¡ TF[ DFY[ 5Z 5FGL 0F,G[ ;[ ,[;F ,UTF C{ lS DFY[ 5Z VFU 50+TL CF[ TF[ 
JC AFN D— SCTL C{ Dqh[ XZLZ4 3Z4 :G[C TLGF— D— ;[ SqK EL VrKF GCÄ 
,UTF ÉIF—lS I[ ;A pGS[ l,I[ NqoB SF E\0FZ C{ × lÝI S[ lJIF[U D— I[ 
;A pGS[ l,I[ ;qB N[G[ JF,[ VF,\AG NqoBNFIL AG UI[ C® × 
 VFG\N3G :iL lÝITDF lÝI ÝLTD sR[TGf S[ lAGF Ý;gG GCÄ ZCTL 
JC SCTL C{ v 
 Z\UT R}G0L Nq,0L RL0+F4 SFY ;q5FZL V~ 5FG SF AL0+F¸ 
 DF\U l;\N}Z ;N, SZ[ 5L0+F4 TGS90F SF[Z[ lJZCF SL0F ×196 
 IC R}G0+L J Nq,0+L Z\UT S[ J:+4 StYF4 ;q5FZL VF{Z 5FG SF AL0+F4 
DF¡U SL l;\N}Z VF{Z R\NG SF ,[5 I[ ;A Dqh[ 5L0+F sNqoBf N[T[ C{ ÉIF—lS 
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XZLZ :iL SF9 SF[ lJZC :iL SL0+F SqZ[NTF C{ × VFG\N3G :iL lÝITDF SF[ 
XLT,TF N[G[JF,L J:Tq4 ÝS`lT TYF UFI[ HFG[ JF,[ ULT VFlN ;A pgC— 
XLT,TF N[G[ SL AHFI p;[ UD" sT%Tf SZ N[T[ C® v 
;[H ;qCF,L RF\N6L ZFTF4 O},0+L AF0+L VF{Z ;LT, JFTF × 
;I,L ;C[,L SZ[ ;qB ;FTF4 D[ZF TG TFTF D}VF lJZCF DFTF ××197 
 p¡L5G S[ ;FWG ;A DF{H}N C{ v RF¡NGL ZFT C{4 5qQ5 JFl8SF C{4 
D\NvD\N XLT, 5JG AC ZCF C{4 ;qgNZ ;qCFJGL XiIF lAKL Cq." C{4 ;A 
;lBIF¡ DG AC,FJ äFZF lJZlC6L SF[ :J:Y SZG[ SF ÝIF; SZ ZCL C® × 
,[lSG lÝITD sR[TGf G VFG[ ;[ pGS[ lJZC D— DG T%T CF[ HFTF C{ H, 
G[ ,UTF C{ × 
 lÝI S[ lJZC D— lÝITDF SL .TGL J[NGF A-+ HFTL C{ lS v 
 ,S 5[;FEZ G EFJ[ GFH¸ 
  G E}Ø6 GCÄ 58 ;DFH ×198 
 lJZC jIFYF SL JHC ;[ ,S 5{;F S[ JHG lHTGF EL VGFH EFTF 
GCÄ UCG[ EL VrK[ GCÄ ,UT[ VZ[ SF[." EL ;FDU|L VrKL GCÄ ,UTL × 
 pä[U SL NXF D— ;FWS SF[ ;\;FZ D— SqK EL VrKF GCÄ ,UTF × 
p;S[ l,, ;qBN J:Tq,¡ EL NqoB N[G[ JF,L AG HFTL C{ × SALZNF; SL EL 
;CL NXF CF[ U." C{ v 
 DF ¡lC pNF;L ;FWF{ RFC{4 lRTJG Z{lG lACF." × 
 ;[H CDFZL :I\n E." C{4 HA ;F[µ TA BF. ×199 
 D® .; ;\;FZ ;[ lJZÉT CF[ lGtI ÝlT VClG"X VF5SF[ CL N[BGF 
RFCTF C}¡ × VF5S[ lJIF[U D— Dqh[ XiIF l;\C S[ ;DFG EIFGS ,UTL C{ VF{Z 
HA p; 5Z ;F[G[ SF p5ÊD SZTF C}¡ TF[ JC SF8G[ SF[ NF{0TL C{ × VgI 
5N D— J[ R\NG SF pNFCZ6 N[T[ Cq, SCT[ C® v 
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 R\NG 3l; 3l; V\U ,UFµ¡4 
  ZF ¡D lAGF ¡ NF~G NqoB 5Fµ¡ ×200  
 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS D® V5G[ XZLZ 5Z l3;vl3; SZ R\NG ,UFTF 
C}¡ lSgTq p; R\NG ;[ Dqh[ XL,TF ,J\ XF\lT GCÄ lD,TL p;;[ TF[ lJZC SF 
NF~6 NqoB VF{Z A-+ HFTF C{ × 
 rI\TFDl6 lRT RF[lZIF[ TFY® SK} G ;qCF. ×201 
 ;J"SFDGF 5}6" SZG[ JF,L lRgTFDl6 S[ Tq<I ÝEq D— J`l¿IF¡ ,UG[ ;[ 
Dqh[ ÝEq S[ V,FJF ;\;FZ D— VgI SqK VrKF GCÄ ,UTF × 
 lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ lJZlC6L S[ pä[U SL VJ:YF 
SF ;HLJ J6"G lSIF C{ × NF[GF— CL lJZlC6L SF[ lÝI s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJIF[U 
SL JHC ;[ ;\;FZ D— SqK VrKF GCÄ ,UTF VF{Z ;qBN J:Tq,¡ EL NqoB 
N[G[JF,L AG HFTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL lJZlC6L SF[ lÝI S[ lJIF[U D— XiIF 
;qB N[G[ SL AHFI NqoB N[TL C{ × NF[GF— SL lJZlC6L SF[ R\NG SF ,[5 
XLT,TF N[G[ SL AHFI NF~6 NqoB N[TF C{ × 
 NF[GF— SlJIF— :iL lJZlCl6IF— SF[ lÝI s5ZDFtDFf S[ lAGF ;qBN J:Tq,¡ 
NqoB N[G[JF,L ,UTL C{ × SALZNF; SF[ XiIF l;\C S[ ;DFG EIFGS ,UTL C{ 
VF{Z JC ;F[G[ HFT[ C{ TF[ XiIF SF8G[ SF[ NF{0+TL C{ × SALZNF; V5G[ SFjI 
D— lJZlC6L SF[ SF{GvSF{G ;L J:Tq,¡ VrKL GCÄ ,UTL p;SF ;FDFgI J6"G 
lSIF C{ × HAlS VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L SF[ SF{GvSF{G ;L ;qB N[G[JF,L J:Tq 
VrKL GCÄ ,UTL p;SF lJXNŸ p<,[B lSIF C{ 5\BF4 Uq,FAvS[J0F H,4 ZtG 
V,\SFZ ;[ ;HL Cq." DF,F4 VF¡BF— D— lSIF V\HG4 XLT, H,4 R}G0L4 Nq,0L 
Z\UT S[ J:+4 StYF4 ;q5FZL4 5FGAL0+F4 DF¡U SL l;gN}Z TYF ;FYv;FY RF¡NGL 
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ZFT4 5qQ5JFl8SF D\N XLT, 5JG4 DG AC,FJ S[ ULT VFlN ;qB S[ p5FNFG 
lJZC D— NqoBNFIL ,UT[ C® × 
? lJ:D`lT 
 .; NXF D— lJZlC6L lÝI S[ lJZC D— VtIlWS jIFSq, CF[ × 5FU, ;L 
CF[ HFTL C{ × JC V5G[ XZLZ J:+ VFlN SL lR\TF tIFU SZ JC SqK EL 
SZG[ S[ l,, pTFJ,L CF[ HFTL C{4 lH;;[ V5G[ lÝITD lD, ;S— × 
VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— .; lJ:D`lT NXF SF lR+6 lD,TF C{ v 
 HF ¡lW p3FlZ V5GL SCL ,TL4 
  lJZC HFZ lGl; DF[lC ;TFJ{ ×202 
 VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L V5GL ;lB ;[ H\WF p3F0+SZ4 ,ßHF tIFU SZ4 
A[5NF" CF[SZ V5GL SYF .;l,I[ SC ZCL C[ lS Dqh[ VFtD lJZC SL ßJF,F 
ZFTF— D— ;TFTL ZCTL C{ × 
 VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ 5N D— l,BF C[ lS D®G[ V5G[ lÝITD S[ lJZC D— 
,F[S ,ßHF TYF Sq, DIF"NF SF[ tIFU lNIF C{ v 
 ,F[S ,FH GFlC SFH4 Sq, DZHFNF KF[ZL × 
 ,F[S A8Fp C;F[ lJZFGF[4 V5GF[ SCT G SF[ZL ×203 
 VFG\N3G :iL lÝITDF sVFtDFf SCTL C{ × Dqh[ ,F[S ,ßHF ;[ SF[." 
;\A\W GCÄ C{ × Sq, DIF"NF SL VF0 D— AGL Cq." HF[ AF0+ AGL C." C{ p;[ 
D®G[ tIFU lNIF C{ × ZF:TF R,G[ JF,[ VgI ,F[U E,[ D[ZL C¡;L SZ— DT,A 
SL Dqh[ 5FU, ;Dh[ .;SL Dqh[ lRgTF GCÄ C{ ÉIF—lS ,F[UF— SF :JEFJ N};ZF— 
SL C¡;L p0FG[ SF CL CF[TF C{ × V5G[ VJUq6 SF{G N[BTF C{ m VF{Z N[B 
EL ,[ TF[ N};ZF— 5Z SF{G ÝS8 SZTF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L SL ,[;L NXF CF[TL C{ lS JC V5G[ XZLZ 5Z 
J:+ TYF VFE}Ø6 GCÄ VF[-+TL v 
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 58 E}BG TG EF{S G VF[-[4  
  EFJ[ G RF —SL HZFp HZLZL ×204 
 lJIF[UFJ:YF D— lJZlC6L J:+ VFE}Ø6F— V5G[ XZLZ 5Z VF[-+TL GCÄ C{4 
ACqD}<I H0Fµ RF{SL EL VrKL GCÄ ,UTL C{ × 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L lÝI s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJZC D— J:+4 
V5G[ XZLZ VFlN SF EL bIF, GCÄ ZBTL TYF p;SL ,F[Sv,FH4 DIF"NF EL 
K}8 HFTL C{ × DT,A ;\;FZ SL N`lQ8 ;[ JC 5FU, ;L CF[ HFTL C{ × 
 SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— SL lJ:D`lT NXF SF lR+6 lD,TF C{ × 
SALZNF; :iL lJZlCl6 V5G[ lÝI s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJZC D— V5G[ XZLZ SF 
bIF, GCÄ ZB ;STL N[lB, v 
 RF[8 ;TF ¡6L lAZC SL4 ;A TG HZHZ CF[. × 
 DFZ6CFZF HF ¡l6 C{4 S{ lHlC ,FUL ;F[. ×205 
 lJZC SL RF[8 A0+L jIlYT SZTL C{4 .;SL J[NGF ;[ XZLZ S`XSFI CF[ 
HFTF C{ × .; 5L0+F SF VGqEJ NF[ SF[ CL CF[TF C{4 ,S TF[ HF[ p;[ EF[U 
ZCF C{ TYF N};ZF HF[ .; 5L0+F SF[ ÝNFG SZTF C{ × 
 SALZNF; G[ Ý:TqT ;FBL D— SCF C{ lS V5G[ J:+ OF0+SZ WlßHIF 
SZ N} v 
 OFl0 58F[,F WH SZF{4 SFD,0+L 5lZCFµ¡ × 
 lHlC lHlC E[ØF ClZ lD,{4 ;F[. ;F[. E[Ø SZFp¡ ×206 
 SALZNF; :iL lJZlC6L SCTL C{ lS V5GL Z[XDL VF[-+GL SF[ OF0+SZ 
WlßHIF SZ ;FWq SL TZC SdA, WFZ6 SZ ,}¡UL × EUJFG lH; J[X D— 
lD,[ JCL J[X SZ ,}\UL4 EF[U KF[0+SZ lJZÉT CF[G[ SF[ T{IFZ C}¡ × 
 SALZNF; S[ lGdGl,lBT 5N D— V5G[ XZLZ H,G[ ,U[ 5Z V5GF V\U 
GCÄ DF[0+G[ SL AFT SCL C{ × DT,A V5G[ XZLZ SF bIF, GCÄ ZBT[ v 
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 VA ClZ C} ¡ V5GF{ SlZ ,LGF® × 
 Ý[D EUlT D[ZF{ DG ELGF ® × 
 HZ{ ;ZLZ V\U GlC DF[ZF ®4 
  ÝFG HF. TF[ G[C G TF{ZF ® ×207 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS VA D{G[ EUJGŸ SF[ V5GF AGF l,IF C{ × Ý[D 
ElÉT ;[ D[ZF DG ELU UIF C{ × ElÉT S[ lJZC D— RFC[ D[ZF XZLZ H,G[ 
,U[ 5Z D® .; H,G ;[ V5GF V\U GCÄ DF[0}¡UF × E,[ ÝF6 R,[ HFJ— 5Z 
D® EUJFGŸ ;[ :G[C GCÄ TF[0}¡UF × 
 .; ÝSFZ SALZNF; :iL lJZlC6L EL lÝI s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJZC D— 
V5G[ J:+ SF bIF, GCÄ ZTL JC J:+ OF0+SZ WlßHIF p0+F N[G[ SL AFT 
SZTL C{ TYF V5GF XZLZ SF EL bIF, GCÄ ZBTL × 
 lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ V5G[ SFjI D— lÝI S[ lJZC 
D— VtIlWS jIFSq, lJZlC6L S[ ;HLJ Z[BF\SG Ý:TqT lSI[ C{ × pGSL 
lJZlC6L SF[ XZLZ J:+ VFlN SL lR\TF lJ:D`T CF[ HFTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL 
lJZlC6L V5G[ XZLZ 5Z 5CG[ J:+ SF bIF, GCÄ ZBTL × SALZNF; SL 
lJZlC6L Z[XDL J:+ OF0+ SZ WlßHIF¡ p0+FG[ SL AFT SCTL C{ TYF ;FWq SL 
TZC SdA, WFZ6 SZG[ SF[ T{IFZ C{ × .;L ÝSFZ VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L EL 
V5G[ XZLZ 5Z J:+ TYF VFE}Ø6 GCÄ VF[-+TL × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL lJZlC6L 
V5G[ XZLZ SF bIF, GCÄ ZB 5FTL lH;SL JHC ;[ pGSF XZLZ NqA,F 
5T,F CF[ HFTF C{ × 
 NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— lJ:D`lT VJ:YF SF[ ,[SZ V\TZ EL lNBF." 
N[TF C{ × SALZNF; :iL lJZlC6L lÝI S[ lJZC D— V5G[ XZLZ H,F N[G[ SL 
AFT SZTL C{4 JCL VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L H\WF p3F0 SZ ,ßHF tIFU N[TL    
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C{ × VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L G[ ,F[S,ßHF4 Sq,DIF"NF KF[0 NL C{ VF{Z ,F[S 
p;SL C¡;L p0FI[ IF pgC— 5FU, ;Dh[ >;SL pgC— lRgTF GCÄ C{ × 
 HFUZ6 o  
 .; NXF D— lJZCL SF[ GÄN GCÄ VFTL4 JC V5G[ lÝI S[ .\THFZ D— 
lNGvZFT HFUTF ZCTF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ SFjI D— EL HFUZ6 NXF SF 
lR+6 lSIF C{ × lJZlC6L V5G[ :JFDL s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJZC D— ZFTvlNG ZFC 
N[BTL ZCTL C{ × 
 5\Y lGCFZT ,F[I6[¸  ãU ,FUL V0F[,F × 
 HF[UL ;qZT ;DFlWD[4 DqlG wIFG hSF[,F ××208  
 lJZlC6L SCTL C{ lS V0F[,vVlGD[Ø VF¡B ;[ N`lQ8 ;[ 8S 8SL 
,UFSZ D® p;SL BF[H D— DFU" SF[ .; ÝSFZ N[BTL ZCTL C}¡ lH; ÝSFZ 
IF[UL wIFG SL D:TL ;[ ;DFlW D— ,SFU| CF[TF C{ × D® VF5 CL S[ wIFG D— 
l:YZ lR+ ZCTL C}¡ × lJZlC6L SCTL C{ ÝF6 %IFZ[ R[TG S[ lAGF lNGvZFT 
D— ;\T%T ZCTL C}¡ v 
 l5IF lAG lGZF lNG hq~\ BZLZL4 
  ,Cq0L J0LSL SF\lG lD8F.4 
  äFZT— V\B[ SA G 8ZZL ×209 
 ;qDlT SC ZCL C{ ÝF6 %IFZ[ R[TG S[ lJIF[U D— lNGvZFT D® T05TL 
ZCTL C}¡ × KF[8[ A0+s ;ASL DIF"NF tIFU SZ D[ZL VF¡B[ äFZ ;[ SEL C8TL 
CL GCÄ × ÝLTD SL ÝTLÙF D— äFZ SL VF[Z 8S8SL ,UFI[ ZCTL C}¡ × V5G[ 
:JFDL SF .gTHFZ SZ ZCL C}¡ × SA D[Z[ :JFDL D[Z[ 3Z VFI—U[ × 
 VFG\N3G V5G[ ,S VF{Z 5N D— lÝI S[ lJZC D— VF¡BF[ ;[ lGãF R,L 
U." C{ .;SL VlEjIlÉT SZT[ C{ v 
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 GÄN lGDF6L VF\lB T[Z[4 GF9L Dqh NqoB N[B 
 NL5S l;Z0F[,[ B0L %IFZ[4 TG lYZ WZ{ G lGD[B ×210 
 lÝI S[ lJZC D— lJZlC6L SL ÝF6F— ;[ lÝI ,F0,L lGãF EL D[ZF NqoB 
N[BSZ VF¡BF— ;[ HFTL ZCL × NL5S SL lXBF S[ ;DFG D[ZF D:TS .WZ 
pSZ 0F[, ZCF C{ × D[ZF XZLZ ,S Ù6 DF+ S[ l,I[ EL l:YZ GCÄ      
ZCTF × 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— HFUZ6 NXF SF lR+6 lD,TF C{ × 
lH; D— lJZlC6L lÝI S[ lJZC D— 5\Y lGCFZTL ZCTL C{ × ZFTvlNG .; 
ÝSFZ SF SD" SZTL C{ TF[ SCÄ 5Z JCL AFT SF p<,[B lD,TF C{ lS 5}ZL 
ZFT ZF[T[vZF[T[ CL lATFTL C{ 5}ZL ZFT D— YF[0[+ JÉT TS EL ;F[ GCÄ ;STL 
YL × lJZC D— 5}ZL ZFT T0+5TL ZCTL C{ × 
 HFUZ6 NXF SF lR+6 SALZNF; S[ ;FBL ,J\ 5NF— D— lD,TF C{ × 
lJZlC6L lÝI SL ÝTLÙF D— ZFTvlNG HFUTL C{ VF{Z lÝI GFD SL Z8 ,UFI[ 
ZCTL C{ × ÝTLÙF SZT[vSZT[ p;SL VF¡BF— D— hF¡. 50+ U." C{ VF{Z lÝI SF 
GFD Z8T[vZ8T[ HLE D— KF,[ 50+ UI[ C® v 
 VBl0+IF ¡ hF.Å 50+L4 5\Y lGClZ lGCFlZ × 
 HLEl0IF ¡ KF,F 50+IF4 ZFD 5qSFlZ 5qSFlZ ××211 
 SALZNF; lGdGl,lBT ;FBL D— SCT[ C® lS v 
 SALZ N[BT lNG UIF4 lG; EL N[BT HF." × 
 lJZCl6 l5J 5FJ{ GCÄ4 lHIZF T,5{ DF. ××212 
 lJZlC6L VFtDF V5GL ;BL SF[ ;\AF[lWT SZ SCTL C{ lS C[ ;BL 
lÝI SL ÝTLÙF D— ;D:T lNJ; ALT UIF VF{Z ZFl+ EL I}¡ CL ZF[T[ Cq, ALTL 
HF ZCL C{ × lJZlC6L SF[ lÝI SL ÝFl%T GCÄ4 CF[TL .;;[ p;SF ìNI J[NGF 
D— T0+5TF C{ × 
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 SALZNF; G[ ;FlBIF— S[ ;FY V5G[ 5NF— D— EL HFUZ6 NXF SL AFT[ 
SCL C{ lÝI v 5ZDFtDF S[ lJZC D— lJZlC6L sVFtDFf SCTL C{ v 
 lG; lNG ClZ lAG GÄN G VFJ{4 
  NZ; l5IF;L ZF ¡D ÉI} ¡ ;Rq 5FJ{ ×213 
 lJZlC6L SCTL C{ Dqh[ VClG"X ÝEqvNX"G S[ lAGF GÄN GCÄ VFTL      
C{ × E,F HF[ :JFDL S[ NX"G SL E}BL C{ JC XF\lT ,FE S{;[ SZ[UL m  
 lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ V5G[ SFjI D— lJZlC6L S[ 
HFUZ6 VJ:YF SF J6"G lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL lJZlC6L lÝI s5ZDFtDFf 
S[ lJZC D— ZFTvlNG HFUTL ZCTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL lJZlC6L lÝI 
s5ZDFtDFf SL BF[H D— ZFTvlNG DFU" SF[ VlGD[Ø N`lQ8 ;[ N[BTL ZCTL C{ × 
NF[GF— SlJIF— SL lJZlC6L SF[ lÝI S[ lJZC D— ZFTvlNG XF\lT GCÄ lD,TL .; 
l,I[ pGSL lG\N R,L U." C{ × 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— HFUZ6 VJ:YF SF[ ,[SZ lEgGTF,¡ 
EL lNBF." N[TL C{ × SALZNF; SL lJZlC6L ZFTvlNG HFUTL TF[ ZCTL C{ 
;FYv;FY lÝI S[ GFD SL Z8 ,UFI[ ZCTL C{ × HA lS VFG\N3G SL 
lJZlC6L lÝI SL ÝTLÙF D— IF[UL wIFG SL D:TL ;[ l:YZ lRT ;[ N[BTL 
ZCTL C{ × SALZNF; SL lJZlC6L lÝI SL ÝTLÙF D— ZFTvlNG HFUTL ZCG[ 
SL JHC ;[ pGSL VF¡BF— D— hF¡." 50+ HFTL C{4 J{;[ CL VFG\N3G SL 
lJZlC6L ÝLTD SL ÝTLÙF D— äFZ SL VF[Z 8S 8SL ,UFI[ ZCTL C{ × 
? pgDFN 
 .; VJ:YF D— lJZC SF NqoB .TGF A-+ HFTF C{ lS ;FWS V5GL 
;qWvAqW BF[ A{9TF C{ × JC 5FU, ;F CF[ HFTF C{ × VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— 
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pgDFGN VJ:YF SF lR+6 lD,TF C{4 lH;D— VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L V5G[ 
5lT s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJZC D— pGSL J[NGF .TGL TLJ| CF[ HFTL C{ lS JC 
;qWvAqW BF[ A{9TL C{ v 
 NqBLVFZL lGXlNG ZCq \Z[4 lO~¡ ;A ;qW Aqâ BF[I × 
 TGSL DGSL SJG ,C[ %IFZ[4 SL;— N[BFp\ ZF[I ××214 
 lJZlC6L SCTL C{ lÝITD lAGF D® lNG ZFT NqoBL ZCTL C}¡ × V5GL 
;A ;qW AqW BF[SZ 5FU, SL EF¡lT .WZ pWZ E8S ZCL C}¡ × D[Z[ TG DG 
SL 5L0+F sNqoBf SF[ SF{G ;Dh ;ST[ C® lOZ ZF[SZ EL lS;SF[ V5GL NXF 
lNBFp¡ × VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L SCTL C{ lS 5lT slÝIf S[ lJZC D— 
;qWvAqW BF[ A{9L C}¡ × 
 5LIF lAG ;qâ Aqâ E},L CF[ × 
 VF ¡B ,UF." NqoBDC[, S[4 H~B[ h},L CF[ ×215 
 lJZlC6L 5lT slÝIf S[ lJZC D— ;qWvAqW E}, U." C{ TYF NqoB D\lNZ 
µ5Z H~B[ 5Z B0+L ZCSZ VF¡B— ,UF ,UFSZ ,8S SZ N[BTL C{ × 
 VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ 5N D— pgDFN NXF SL AFT SCL C{ v 
 l5IF lAG ;qW Aqâ Dq \NL CF[ × 
 lJZCvEqI\U lG;F ;D[4 D[ZL ;[H0L B}\NL CF[ ×216 
 lJZlC6L V5GL lJZC jIYF SZTL C{ v 5lT N[J sR[TGv:JFDLf lAGF 
D[ZL ;qlWvAqlW VrKFlNT CF[ U." C{ × VYF"TŸ D[Z[ CF[X CJF; UqD CF[ UI[    
C® v BF[ UI[ C® × ZFl+ S[ ;DI lJZC :iL ;5" G[ D[ZL XiIF SF[ ZF—N SZ 
V:TvjI:T SZ lNIF C{ × .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— SF[ 5-+G S[ AFN CD[ 
5TF R,TF C{ lS pGS[ 5NF— D— lJZC S[ pgDFN NXF DT,A ;FWS V5GF 
;qWvAqW BF[ A{9TF C{ TYF 5FU, ;F CF[ HFTF C{ × .; ÝSFZ S[ lR+6 
lNBF." N[T[ C® × 
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 SALZNF; S[ ;FBL ,J\ 5NF— D— lJZC SL pgDFN NXF SF lR+6 lD,TF 
C{ × .; NXF D— lJZlC6L SF lJZC SF NqoB .TGF VlWS TLJ| CF[ p9TF C{ 
lS lJZlC6L V5GL ;qWvAqW BF[ A{9TL C{ × JC 5FU, ;L CF[ HFTL C{ v 
 lAZC EqJ\UD TG A;{4 D\+ G ,FU{ SF[." × 
 ZFD lAIF[UL GF lHJ{4 lHJ{ T AF{ZF CF[. ×217 
 lJZC :iL ;5" ìNI D— CL lGJF; SZTF C{ × JC lGZ\TZ 0;TF ZCTF 
C{ × VA .; TG 5Z D\HFlNS S[ p5RFZ GCÄ R, ;ST[ C® × ZFD ;[ 
lJDqÉT HLJ HL GCÄ ;STF C{ × VUZ HLTF C{ TF[ 5FU, CL ZCTF C{ × 
VYF"TŸ ;F\;FlZS lJØIF— S[ U|C6 SL N`LQ8 ;[ 5FU, ;F CF[ HFTF C{ × 
SALZNF; S[ 5NF— D— lJZC SL pgDFN NXF SF lR+6 lNBF." N[TF C{ .; S[ 
l,, pNFCZ6 N`Q8jI C{ v 
 D[Z[ TG DG ,FUL RF[8 ;9F{ZL × 
 lA;Z[ uIFG AqlW ;A GF9L4 h." lAS, DlT AF{ZL ××218 
 SALZ SCT[ C® D[Z[ XZLZ ,J\ DG 5Z ÝEqvÝ[D SL UCZL RF[8 IYF 
:YFG ,U U." C{ × .;;[ D[Z[ ;D:T 7FGvlJ7FG ,J\ AqlâvlJJ[S GQ8 CF[ 
UI[ C® × Aqlâ EL jIFSq, CF[SZ 5FU, ;L CF[ U." C{ × 
 SALZNF; V5G[ 5N D— SCT[ C® D® TF[ V5G[ 5ZDFtDF S[ Ý[D D— 5FU, 
C}¡ 5Z ;\;FZL jIlÉT Dqh[ GCÄ ;DhT[ v 
 HF{ D® AF{ZF TF{ ZFD TF[ZF × 
  ,F[U DZD SF HF ¡G[ DF[ZF ××219 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® C[ ZFD4 D® 5FU, CF[ ZCF C}¡4 JC TF[ TqdCFZ[ Ý[D D— 
CL 5FU, C}¡ × VYJF 5FU, EL TqdCFZF CL C}¡ × ,F[U D[Z[ .; ZC:I SF[ TF[ 
HFGT[ GCÄ C{ VF{Z Dqh[ HUTŸ ,S ;FDFgI ;\;FZL 5FU, ;Dh A{9F C{ × 
,F[UF— SF[ Ý[D SF ;rRF DD" EL 7FT GCÄ C{ × 
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 lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— lJZlC6L SL 
pgDFNFJ:YF SF J6"G lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL lJZlC6L lÝI s5ZDFtDFf S[ 
lJZC D— V5GL ;qWvAqW BF[ A{9TL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL lJZlC6L lÝI S[ 
lJZC D— 5FU, CF[ HFTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL lJZlC6L lÝI S[ lJZC D— 
.TGL jIlYT CF[ HFTL C{ lH;SL JHC ;[ pGS[ lN,F[vlNDF\U 5Z UCZL V;Z 
50+TL C{ × 
 SALZNF; :iL lJZlC6L SCTL C{ lS ÝEqvÝ[D SL UCZL RF[8 IYF 
:YFG ,UL C{ × lH;;[ ;D:T 7FGvlJ7FG ,J\ Aqlâ lJJ[S GQ8 CF[ UIF     
C{ × VFG\N3G :iL lJZCl6L SCTL C{ lS 5lT s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJZC D— D® 
V5GL ;qWL BF[SZ 5U,vSL EF¡lT .WZvpWZ E8STL C}¡ × SALZNF; SL 
lJZlC6L SF[ lJZC ;5" H{;F ,UTF C{4 TF[ VFG\N3G SL lJZl6L NqoB:iL DC[, 
S[ H~B[ 5Z B0+L ZCSZ VF¡B[ ,UFSZ N[BTL CL ZCTL C{ × 
 DZ6 o 
 .; NXF D— J:TqTo DZ6 TF[ GCÄ CF[TF4 5Z\Tq lÝI × lJIF[U V;CGLI 
CF[ HFTF C{ × JC lJZCvJ[NGF ;[ VtIlWS jIFSq, CF[SZ DZ6 SL SFDGF 
SZG[ ,UT[ C® × VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— DZ6 NXF SF lR+6 lD,T[ C® × 
VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L V5G[ :JFDL SF lJZC ;CF GCÄ HFTF .;l,, JC 
SCTL C{ lS VF5 D[Z[ ÝF6 ,[,F[ H{;[ v 
 lJZCjIYF SKq \ ,;L jIF5TL4 DFGq \ SF[. DFZTL A[HF × 
 V\TS V\T SCF,q \ ,[UF[ %IFZ[4 RFC[ HLJ Tq \ ,[HF ××220 
 VFG\N3G :iL lÝITDF SF[ V5G[ :JFDL sR[TGZFHf S[ lJZC SF NqoB 
.; ÝSFZ CqVF DFGF[ SF[." AF6 DFZ ZCF CF[ × V5G[ :JFDL sR[TGf SL 
VGq5l:YlT D— EL lÝITDF s;DTFf pgC— pNŸN[xI SZ SCTL C{ C[ :JFDL ¦ D[Z[ 
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TF[ VFlN DwI VF{Z V\T ;A VF5 CL CF[ × E,[ CL TqD D[Z[ ÝF6 ,[ ,F[ 
lSgTq Dqh[ NX"G NF[ × VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ ,S 5N D— JC BqN R[TGZFH SL 
5tGL C{ VF{Z pGS[ :JFDL S[ lAGF JC T0+5TL C{ v VF{Z JC SCTL C{ v 
 T[ZL Cq \ T[ZL Cq \ ,TL SCq \ZL × 
 .G AFTG D— NUF[ Tq \ HFG[ TF[ SZJT SFXL HFI U|Cq \ZL ×221 
 VFG\N3G :iL lÝITDF V5G[ :JFDL sR[TGf SF[ SCTL C{ T}\ lGxRI5}J"S 
HFG lS D® T[ZL C}¡ × D® VG[S AFZ SC RqSL C}\ lS D® T[ZL C}¡4 D® T[ZL CL 
C}¡4 VA lOZ SCTL C}¡ lS D® T[ZL C}¡ × D[ZL AFT D— SqK SDL IF OS" 
;DhTF CF[ TF[ D® SFXL4 HFSZ SZJT ,[ ;STL C}¡ × .; ÝSFZ V5G[ 
lÝITD SL lJZC J[NGF jIÉT SZTL C{ × 
 VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L V5G[ :JFDL SF[ NX"G N[G[ S[ l,, ÝFY"GF 
SZTL C{ VF{Z SCTL C{ VF5S[ NX"G lAGF Dqh[ TlGS EL R{G GCÄ 50+TF C{ 
× T0+O T0+O SZ D[ZF XZLZ ÙL6 CF[TF HF ZCF C{ × IFN D— JC SCTL C{ 
v :JFDLGFY S[ lAGF D® HL GCÄ ;STL × H{;[ v 
 VFG\N3G lAGq ÝF6 G ZC[ lKG4 SF[Z HTG HF[ SLH[ ×222 
 lJZlC6L SCTL C{ I[ ,F[U RFC[ SZF[0+F[ p5FI SZ— D[Z[ ÝF6 TF[ 
:JFDLGFY sVFG\N3Gf S[ lAGF VA GCÄ ZC ;ST[ × VFG\N3G 5tGL SF[ XF[E[ 
,[;[ XaNF— D— SCT[ C{ lS VF5 s:JFDLf Dqh[ VFSZ lD,F[ GCÄ TF[ D® V5GF 
ÝF6 N[ N}¡UL v 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq TqDFZ[ lD,GSq4 HFI SZJT <I}\ SF;L ×223 
 VFG\N3G SCT[ C® R[TGZFH ¦ VFG\N3G ÝEq ¦ VF5 S[ lD,G C[Tq VA 
TF[ SFXL HFSZ SZJT ,}¡ .TGF SZG[ S[ S[ l,, EL T{IFZ C}¡ × 
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 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L SF[ lÝI :JFDL GCÄ lD,G[ 5Z pgC— 
lJZC J[NGF ;CL GCÄ HFTL × .;l,, JC jIFSq, CF[SZ V5G[ DZ6 SL 
SFDGF SZTL C{ × 
 SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— EL DZ6 NXF S[ lR+6 lD,T[ C® × SALZ 
:iL lJZlC6L SF[ DF{T TF[ GCÄ VFTL4 5Z\Tq lÝI SF lJIF[U V;CGLI CF[ HFTF 
C{ × JC lJZCvJ[NGF ;[ VtIlWS jIFSq, CF[ SZ DZ6 SL SFDGF SZG[ 
,UTL C{ v 
 S{ lAZClG S} ¡ DÄR N[4 S{ VF5F lNB,F. × 
 VF9 5CZ SF NFh6F\4 DF[5[ ;æF G HF." ×cc224 
 C[ EUJFGŸ Dqh lJZlC6L SF[ DF{T N[ N[4 VgIYF V5G[ :J:i S[ NX"G 
SZF N[ × VF9F— 5CZ SF H,GF Dqh ;[ GCÄ ;CF HF ZCF C{ × ;FBL D— 
SALZNF; :iL lJZlC6L SCTL C{ lS v 
 ICq TG HF,F ® Dl; S~¡4 ßI} 3}JF ¡ HF. ;ZluU × 
 DlT J{ ZFD NIF SZ®4 AZl; AqhFJ{ VluU ×225 
 lJZlC6L SCTL C{ D® .; XZLZ SF[ H,FSZ .; ÝSFZ E:D SZ N}¡ lS 
.;S[ H,G[ SF W}¡VF :JU" TS 5Cq¡R HFI × ;\EJTo ZFD Dqh 5Z NIF SZ[ 
VF{Z V5G[ VGqU|C SL JØF" ;[ D[ZL lJZCFluG AqhF N— × SALZNF; :iL 
lJZlC6L ,S 5N D— V5G[ 5lT SF[ Aq,FTL C{ C[ 5lTN[J TqD CDFZ[ 3Z    
VFVF[ × TqdCFZ[ lJIF[U D— D® T0+5 ZCL C}¡ × VF5 S[ lJZC D® D[Z[ ÝF6 DFGF[ 
lGS, ZC[ C® v 
 C{ SF[." ,[;F 5Zp5UFZL4 ClZ ;}\ SC{ ;qGF. Z[ × 
 ,[;[ CF, SALZ EI[ C®4 lAG N[B[ HLJ HF. Z[ ××226 
 lJZlC6L SCTL C{ v SF[." ,[;F p5SFZL C{ m HF[ D[ZL IC jIYF 
EUJFG SF[ ;qGF N[ × lJZlC6L SL V5G[ 5lT SF[ lAGF N[B[ pGSL ACqT CL 
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AqZL NXF CF[ U." C{ × 5lTv5ZD[xJZ SF[ lAGF N[B[ pGS[ ÝF6 VtI\T jIFSq, 
C{4 DFGF[ ÝF6 lGS, ZC[ C® × 
 lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— lJZC J6"G D— 
DZ6 NXF SF lR+6 lD,TF C{ × VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L 5lT S[ lJZC D— 
ÝF6 N[G[ S[ l,I[ T{IFZ C®4 JC SFXL HF SZ SZJT ;[ V5GF U,F SF8 G[ 
SL AFT SZTL C{ TF[ SCL 5Z JC SCTL C{ lS ÝF6GFY S[ lAGF D® GCÄ HL 
;STL ,[;L AFT[ SZTL C{ × SALZNF; :iL lJZlC6L SCTL C{ lS Dqh[ DF{T 
NF[ IF NX"G NF[4 V5G[ XZLZ H,F SZ E:D SZ N[G[ VF{Z JC SCTL C{ lÝI 
5lT S[ lJZC D— D[Z[ ÝF6 lGS, ZC[ C® × ;\Ù[5 D— SC[ TF[ VFG\N3G ,J\ 
SALZNF; NF[GF— S[ SFjI D— lJZlC6L 5lTvlÝITD S[ lJZC D— HL GCÄ   
;STL × J[ V5GF ÝF6 N[G[ S[ l,I[ T{IFZ CF[TL C{ × 
 VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L SL ACqT ;FZL VJNXF CF[TL C{ × lJZC SL 
T0+5GvjIFSq,TF ;[ DZ6 SL SFDGF EL SZTL C{ TA EL SALZNF; G[ lJZC 
SF[ A}ZF GCÄ SCF 5Z p;[ ;q,TFG S[ ;DFG ;J" z[Q9 ATFIF C{ VF{Z SCF 
EL C{ lS lH; VgToSZ6 D— lJZC SF ;\RFZ GCÄ C{4 JC TF[ xDXFG S[ 
;DFG C{4 X}gI C{ ,J\ V5lJ+ C{ ×227 
? lJ?GFJ:YF 
 ZC:IJFN SL TL;ZL VJ:YF lJ?GFJ:YF C{ × .; S[ V\TU"T J[ ;EL 
lJSFZ4 lJEFJ IF 5ZEFJ VFT[ C® HF[ ."xJZ lD,G IF VFtDFGqE}lT D— lJ?G:i 
IF AFWS C{ × ZC:IJFNL ;FWS SF[ HA VFtDvVGFtD SF lJJ[S CF[ HFTF C{ 
VF{Z ;FWGF S[ äFZF 5ZDTtJ SL VF\lXS VGqE}lT CF[G[ ,UTL C{4 TA JC 
XqâFtDFvlÝI ;[ lD,G[ S[ l,, VFTqZ CF[ p9TF C{ × lSgTq lÝI lD,G S[ 
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l,, p;[ VG[S DF[CvDFIFHgI AFWFVF— ;[ ,0+GF 50+TF C{ × ZC:IJFNL ;FWGF 
S[ lJSF; SL VJ:YF D— lÝI lD,G SL ptS^9F HFU`T CF[ HFG[ S[ TqZ\T 
AFN lJ?G SL VJ:YF ;FDG[ VFTL C{4 lH;[ V^0ZlC, G[ —N 0FS" GF.8 
VFO N ;F[,c SCF C{ × IC VJ:YF lÝI S[ lD,G[ D— AFWS CF[TL C{ × 
;}OL ZC:IJFlNIF— S[ DTFGq;FZ lÝI lD,G D— AFWS X{TFG CF[TF C{ VF{Z 
EFZTLI ZC:IJFNL ;FWSF— S[ VGq;FZ DFIF × ;\T VFG\N3G G[ 5ZDFtDFvNX"G 
D— AFWS TÀJF— D— DFIF4 DDTF VF{Z SD" SF[ ÝDqB DFGF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ IF[UL SL ;FWGF DFIF S[ äFZF E\U CF[TL C{ × 
.;Ll,, ÝFIo ;EL ;FWSF— G[ DFIF SF[ 5ZDFtDFvlD,G D— V5GF 5ZDŸ X+q 
DFGF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ SCF C{ lS D}B" DFGJ VFG\N3GDI VFtD:iL CLZ[ SF[ 
KF[0+SZ DFIF :iL S\SZv5tYZ D— DF[lCT CF[ HFTF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G CLZF[ HG KF\ZT4 GZ DF[CIF[ DFIF S\SZL ×228 
 .;L ÝSFZ pgCF—G[ —DFIFc  S[ äFZF R[TG S[ K,[ HFG[ SL AFT EL 
VgI 5NF— D— SCL C® × DFIF V7FG SF ÝTLS C{ × H{GNX"G D— .;[ lDyIFtJ 
SCF UIF C{4 K, VF{Z S585}6" J`l¿ SCF UIF C{ × DFIF SF SFD C{ HUTŸ 
SF[ K,GF × ;FY CL IC DFIF ;ASF[ DF[lCT SZG[JF,L C{ × .;Ll,, ;gT 
VFG\N3G G[ EL .; DF[lCGL DFIF SF lR+6 A0[+ CL ÝEFJF[t5FNS -\U ;[ 
V5G[ 5NF— D— lSIF C{ × ,S 5N D— pgCF—G[ :5Q8:i ;[ SCF C{ lS —HUTŸc  
SF[ 9UG[JF,L DF[lCGL DFIF G[ R[TGZFH SF[ EL 9U l,IF C{ v 
 DF[CGL DF[CG 9uIF[ HUTŸ 9UFZLZL × 
 NLHL, VFG\N3G NFC CDFZLZL ×229 
 VgI+ EL pgCF—G[ DDTF DFIF SF[ 9lUGL WF[B[AFH VFlN lJX[Ø6F— ;[ 
GJFHF C{ v 
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 9UF[ZL EUF[ZL ,UF[ZL HUF[ZL × 
 DDTF DFIF VFTD ,[ DlT4 VGqEJ D[ZL VF{Z NUF[ZL ×230 
 DFIF SF IC DCFDF[lCGL :i .TGF ÝA,TD C{ lS JC HLJ SF[ lS;L 
ÝSFZ GCÄ KF[0+TL C{ × E|D4 DF[C VFlN lJSFZF— ;[ ZlCT ÝF6L SF[ EL V5G[ 
VFSØ"S ,J\ DF[CS :i ;[ K,5}J"S Eq,F ,[TL C{ × Inl5 IC lG,"ßH C{ 
TYFl5 .; D— JC DF[CS HFN} C{ lH;D— VG\T Uq6F— SF E\0FZ R[TG EL 
DF[lCT CF[ HFTF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ IYFY" CL SCF C{ v 
 SCF lGUF[0L DF[CGL CF[4 DF[CT ,F, UDFZ ×231 
 H{GNX"G D— DFIF SF ;\A\W DF[CGLI SD" ;[ C® VYF"TŸ DFIF DF[CGLI 
SD" SF CL ,S E[N C{ × VF9 SDF[" ;[ DF[CGLI SD" ÝA,TD C{ × DF[C S[ 
SFZ6 CL R[TG 5Z EFJF— D— E8S HFTF C{ × SFD4 ÊF[W4 ,F[E4 DN4 Dt;Z4 
ZFUvä[Ø4 T`Q6F4 DFIFvDDTF VFlN DF[C S[ CL lJlEgG :i C{ × ;FDFgITIF 
DF[C4 DFIF VF{Z DDTF 5IF"IJFRL VY" D— CL ÝIqÉT CF[T[ C® × ;\T VFG\N3G 
G[ DF[CGLI SD" SF[ —DF[lCGLc  :+L SF :i N[SZ p;S[ 5lZJFZ SF ;qgNZ 
lR+ BÄRF C{ × DF[lCGL SL lDyIF GFDS SgIF C{4 ÊF[WvDFG p;S[ 5}+ C{ × 
DFIF SF ,F[E S[ ;FY 5Fl6U|C6 CqVF C{ × VTo JC DF[lCGL SF HDF." C{ × 
.; ÝSFZ .; DF[lCGL SF ACqT ,\AF RF{0+F 5lZJFZ C{ × 
 JF\S[ 3Z lDyIF ;qTF CF[4 ZLh 5Z[ SCF\ IFZ × 
 ÊF[W DFG A[8F EI[ CF[4 N[T R5[8F ,F[S × 
 ,F[E HDF." DFIF ;qTF CF[4 ,S J-IF[ 5lZDF[S ××232 
 DF[CGL DFIF S[ .; ÝSFZ S[ VF{Z EL VG[S ;q\NZ lR+ VFG\N3G G[ 
BÄR[ C® × ICL DF[CGL DFIF VFG\N3G SL ZC:IFGqE}lT D— AFWS :i C{ × 
.;SF[ DGqQI DF[CGLI SD" SF GFX SZS[ CL HLT 5FTF C{ × 
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 VFG\N3G G[ DF[lCGL DFIF S[ ;FYv;FY DDTF SF[ EL lÝIvlD,G D— 
AFWS DFGF C{4 ÉIF—lS R[TG ;DTF :iL :Jv5tGL SF[ KF[0+SZ DDTF :iL 
5Zv5tGL D— VF;ÉT CF[ HFTF C{ VF{Z lNGvZFT DDTF SL ;[H 5Z CL 50+F 
ZCTF C{ × .;;[ ;DTF R[TG ;[ GCÄ lD, 5FTL C{ × JC lÝITD ;[ lGJ[NG 
SZTL C{ lS C[ lÝI ¦ VA TF[ DDTFvUl6SF SF ;FY KF[l0+, × VF5S[ VF{Z 
D[Z[ ALR HF[ V\TZ 50+F CqVF C{ p;[ N}Z SLlH, × JF:TJ D— IC lAGF 5FI[ 
SL VYF"TŸ lGD}", DDTF CL VF5S[ VF{Z D[Z[ lD,G D— AFWF 0F, ZCL C{ × 
lSgTq R[TG N[J TF[ DDTF:iL Ul6SF D— DTJF,[ CF[SZ p;L S[ Z\U D— Z\U[ 
Cq, C® × HA TS H0+tJ:i .; DDTF SF ;FY GCÄ K}8TF TA TS R[TG 
;[ ;DTF SF lD,F5 GCÄ CF[ ;STF v 
 VA HFUF[ 5ZD Uq~ 5ZD N[J %IFZ[ × 
  D[8Cq ¡ CD TqD lAR E[N ×× 
 VF,L ,FH lGUF[ZL UDFZL HFT × 
  DqlC VFG DGFJT lJlJW EFT ×× 
 Vl, 5Z lGD}",L Sq,8L SFG × 
  DqlG TqlC lD,G lAR N[T CFG × 
 5lT DTJFZ[ VF{Z Z\U¸ 
  ZD[ DDTF Ul6SFS[ Ý;\U ×× 
 VA H0TF[ H0JF; V\T × 
  lR¿ O},[ —VFG\N3Gc EI J;\T ××233 
 .; ÝSFZ DDTF SF p<,[B VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— ACq,TF ;[ CqVF C{ × 
,S 5N D— J[ SCT[ C® lS —C[ R[TG ¦ lH;S[ ;\U TqD B[, ZC[ CF[ JC TF[ 
;\;FZ SL NF;L C{ × ;FY CL4 JC NqU"lT D— ,[ HFG[ JF,L W}T"4 S58L4 S`564 
VlCT{ØL VFlN C{ v 
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 DDTFNF;L VlCTSFZL CZlJlW4 lJlJWEF\TL ;\TF;L × 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq lJGTL DFGF[4 VF{Z G lCTq ;DTF;L ×234 
 DDTFvDFIF S[ VlTlZÉT lÝIvlD,G D— AFWS SqAqlâ4 SqDlT4 VFXF4 
T`Q6F VFlN EFJF— SF EL J6"G VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— CqVF C{ × pGS[ VGq;FZ 
D},To R[TG VF{Z ;DTF S[ ALR lJIF[U lJZC SZFG[ JF,F —SqEFJc IFGL lJS`T 
EFJ C{4 HF[ DF[lCGL DFIF DDTF VFlN VFtDF SL J{EFlJS VJ:YF C{ v 
 lJZC SqEFJ[ ;F[ DqH lSIF4 
  BAZ G 5FJ lWU D[ZF HLVF × 
 NCL JFINF[ HF[ ATFJ[ sD[ZFf SF[. 5LIF4 
  VJ[ —VFG\N3Gc  S~\ 3Z NLIF ×235 
 VFG\N3G SL V\TZFtDF R[TGF 5ZDFtDF NX"G S[ l,, VtIlWS ptSl^9T 
C{4 lSgTq ALR D— VG[S lJ?G AFWF,¡ B0+L CF[ HFTL C{ × ZC:I ;[ ;FÙFtSFZ 
SZG[ SF DFU" A0+F SQ8NFIL C{4 p;D— VG[S AFWF,¡ VFTL CL C{ × R}¡lS 
DFGJ ;F\;FlZS HLJ C{4 VTo 5ZDFtDF S[ IYFY" NX"G D— 3FTL SD" :iL 
5J"T AFWS CF[ ZC[ C® × VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ ,S 5N D— SD" S[ E[N ATFI[ C® 
7FGJZ6L SD"4 NX"GFJZ6L SD"4 J[NGL SD"4 VFIqQI SD"4 XqEFXqE ÝSFZ ;[ 
GFD SD"4 prR UF[+ VF{Z GLR UF[+ SD"4 VG\TZFI SD" VFlN SDF[" SF[ V5G[ 
;[ N}Z SZG[ S[ AFN DGqQI 5\RD UlT DF[Ù S[ :JFDL CF[T[ C{ v 
 7FGFJZ6L 5\R ÝSFZGF[ CF[4 NZ;6GF GJ E[N × 
 J[NGL DF[CGL NF[I NF[I HF6LI[ CF[4 VFpBF[ RFZ lJrK[N × 
 XqE VXqE GFD NF[I JBF6L, CF[4 µ¡R GLR NF[I UF[T × 
 lJ3G 5\RS lGJFZL VF5YL CF[4 5\D UlT5lT CF[T ××236 
 VFG\N3G V5G[ VgI 5N D— 7FGJZ6L SD" S[ ,S ÝSFZ DlT IF 
NqD"lT SD" SF[ KF[0+G[ S[ l,, SCT[ C{ ÉIF—lS NqD"lT SD" NqZFRFZL4 C9L 
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NqZFU|CL CF[T[ C®4 NqAq"lâ N[G[JF,[ C{ .;l,, pgC— KF[0+ N[G[ SF[ SCT[ C{4 pgC— 
KF[0[+U[ TF[ CL ;DFlW VJ:YF D— A{9SZ V5GF VF{Z N};ZF[ SF pâFZ SZ 
;S—U[ v 
 Sq,8F Sql8, SqAqlâ SqDTF4 K\0F[ jC{ lGH RFZF[ × 
 ;qB —VFG\Nc  5N[ TqD A[;L4 :J5Z Sq \ lG:TFZF[ ×237 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G V5G[ 5NF—D— 5ZDFtDF ;[ VFtDF S[ lD,G[ D— lJ?G 
S[ :i D— DF[CvDFIFvDDTF TYF 3FTL SD" SF[ DFGT[ C® × .G ;A SF[ HF[ 
DGqQI KF[0+ N[TF C{ JCL DGqQI sVFtDFf 5ZDFtDF SF[ lD, ;STF C{ ZC:IJFN 
SL TL;ZL VJ:YF lJ?GFJ:YF D— DFIF SF[ ÝWFGTF N[T[ Cq, SALZNF; G[ V5GL 
ZRGFVF— D— lJ?G AWFVF— SF lR+6 lSIF C{ × ,[;L AFWFVF— D— ;\XI U|:T 
DG4 5FlZJFlZS ;\A\W SGSvSFlDGL S[ ÝlT VF;lÉT ,J\ VgI ÝSFZ S[ 
DF[CFlN SF[ DFGT[ C® × I[ ;EL ;F\;FlZS DFIFvHF, SL lJlJW Sl0+IF¡ C® × 
DFIFv:iL 9lUGL ALR AFHFZ D— V5GF HF, O{,F, A{9L ZCTL C{ × 
SALZNF; G[ DFIF SF[ 0FIG S[ :i D— S<5GF SL C{ × J[ SCT[ C® DFIF 
:iL 0FIG D[Z DG D— ZCTL C{ × JC lGtI D[Z[ DG SF[ lJS`T SZTL C{4 
.; 0FIG S[ 5F¡R ,0+S[ C® SFD4 ÊF[W4 DN4 DF[C VF{Z ,F[E J[ ZFTvlNG 
Dqh[ GFR GRFT[ C® v 
 .S 0F ¡.lG D[Z[ DG D® A;{Z[4 lGT pl9 D[Z[ lHI SF[ 0;{ Z[ × 
 IF 0F ¡.gI S[ ,lZSF 5F ¡R Z[4 lG; lNG DF[lC GRFJ® GFR Z[ × 
 SC{ SALZ C}\ TFSL NF;4 0F ¡.lG S{ ;¡lU ZC{ pNF; ××238 
 SALZNF; G[ DFIF SF[ EUJFG SL DFIF SCF C{ VF{Z JC .; ;\;FZ D— 
;A SF lXSFZ SZG[ D— pnT C{ × DFIF G[ RqGvRqG SZ RTqZ ,J\ z[Q9 
jIlÉTIF—4 :YFlItJ SF VC\SFZL4 DqlGz[Q9 5LZ4 lNUdAZ IF[UL4 H\U, S[ H\UD4 
J[N 5-+T[ A|Fï6 ,J\ ;[JF SZT[ Cq, :JFDL VYF"TŸ ;FWq4 5qZF6F— S[ U\ELZ VY" 
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SZT[ Cq, lDz VFlN SF[ DFZF C{ × DT,A DFIF G[ ;D:T ;\;FZ SF[ V5G[ 
JX D— SZ RlZ+ E|Q8 SZ ZBF C{ × .;l,, SALZ G[ .;[ jIlERFlZ6L TS 
SC 0F,F C{ v 
 T} DFIF Z3qGFY SL4 B[,0+ R-+L VC[0[ + × 
 RTqZ lRSFZ[ Rql6 Rql6 DFZ[4 SF[." G KF[0+IF G[0[ + × 
 DqlGIZ 5LZ l0U\AZ DFZ[4 HTG SZ\TF HF[UL × 
 H\U, DlC S[ H\UD DFZ[4 T} ¡ Z[ lOZ[ Al,J\TL × 
 J[N 5-+TF A|dC6 DFZF4 ;[JF SZTF ¡ :JFDL × 
 VZY SZTF ¡ lD;Z 5KF0IF4 T} ¡Z[ lOZ[ D{ D\TL ××239 
 VgI 5N D— SALZNF; G[ DFIF SF[ 9lUGL ATFIF C{ v 
 DFIF DCF 9UGL CD HFGL × 
 lTZUqG OF¡l; l,I[ SZ 0F[,{ AF[,{ DWqZL AFGL ×240 
 pgCF—G[ DFIF SF[ —5F56Lc  SCF C{ HF[ HLJ SF[ O¡;FG[ S[ l,, O\NF 
,[SZ AFHFZ D— A{9L C{ v ;FZF ;\;FZ .;S[ OgN[ D— O¡; UIF C{ v 
 SALZ DFIF 5F56Ä4 O\W ,[ A{l9 CFl8 × 
 ;A HU TF{ O\W{ 50+IF4 UIF SALZF SFl8 ××241 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS HLJ 5ZDFtDF SF[ lD,G[ SL VlE,FØF CF[TL C{4 
.;;[ ACqT A0+L VFXFI[ AF¡WTF C{ 5Z DFIF A0+L lJxJF;3FlTGL C{4 HLJ VF{Z 
EUJFGŸ S[ ALR E[N pt5gG SZ N[TL C{ v 
 HF6Ä H[ ClZ SF ® EHF ®4 DF[ DlG DF[8L VF; × 
 ClZ lAlR 3F,{ V\TZF4 DFIF A0+L lA;F; ××242 
 SALZNF; G[ DF[C S[ ,S :i SFD IF SFlDGL SF[ TLGF— ,F[SF— D— O{,L 
Cq." SF,L GFlUG SCF C{ × .;S[ N\X ;[ S[J, ZFD EÉT CL AR ;STF        
C{ × .;G[ lJØIL 5q~ØF— SF[ VX[Ø :i ;[ CL BF l,IF C{ v 
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 SF\Dl6 SF,L GFU6Ä4 TLgI} ¡ ,F[S D\hFlZ × 
 ZFD ;G[CL µAZ[4 lJØ." BFI[ hFlZ ××243 
 SALZNF; SF SCGF C{ lS ;\XIU|:T DG 5ZDFtDF S[ lD,G D— lJ?G 
5{NF SZTF C{ × JC SCT[ C® lS ÝEq ÝFl%T SF DFU" ;\SL6" C{ VF{Z IC DG4 
HF[ ;FWGF SF D},FWFZ C{4 R\R, VF{Z RF[Z S[ ;DFG ,F[EL J`l¿ SF C{ × 
IC S58L DG ÝtIÙ D— TF[ ,UTF C{ lS Ý[DDuG CF[SZ ÝEq SF Uq6UFG SZ 
ZCF C{4 lSgTq .;S[ ELTZ DFIFvHlGT VFSØ"6F— SF[ ÝF%T SZG[ SL .rKF,¡ 
3Z lS, Cq, C{v 
 SALZ ;[ZL ;F ¡S0L4 R\R, DGJF RF[Z × 
 Uq6 UFJ{ ,{,LG CF[.4 SK} ,S DT D® VF[Z ×244  
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS ;A DGqQI VC\ VYJF DDtJEFJGF S SFZ6 
lJlJW XZLZ WFZ6F SZT[ C® × HF[ 5C,[ ;DFH D— ;dDFGLI :YFGF— VF{Z 5NF— 
SL XF[EF Y[ pgC— EL RF{ZF;L ,FB IF[lGIF— D— E8SGF 50+TF C{ v 
 D[ZL D[ZL NqlGIF ¡ SZT[4 DF[C DKZ TG WZT[ × 
 VFU{ 5LZ DqSFND CF[T[4 J{ EL UI[ IF — SZT[ ×245 
 SALZNF; S[ VGq;FZ ,[;[ EÉT ACqT lD,—U[4 lHG D— ElÉT ACqT SD 
CF[TL C{4 lSgTq VC\SFZ IF N\E ACqT CF[TF C{ lH;SL JHC ;[ J[ ÝEq 
s5ZDFtDFf SF[ lD, GCÄ ;ST[ v 
 YF[ZL EUlT ACqT VC\SFZF4 ,[;[ EUTF lD,{ V5FZF ×246 
 .; ÝSFZ SALZNF; G[ VFtDF SF[ 5ZDFtDF S[ lD,G D— DFIFvDDTF4 
;\xIU|:T DG4 SGSvSFlDGL VFlN SF[ lJ?GvAFWF 0F,G[ JF,[ DFGF C® IlN 
DGqQI .G ;A SF[ KF[0+ N[ IF N}Z ZC[ TF[ CL 5ZDFtDF ;[ ;FÙFtSFZ SZ 
;STF C{ × 
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 lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— 5ZDFtDF ;[ 
lD,G IF VFtDFGqE}lT D— lJ?GFJ:YF SF J6"G lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ 
5ZDFtDF lD,G D— lJ?G:i DFIF SF[ DFGF C{ × pGSF DFGGF C{ lS IF[UL SL 
;FWGF DFIF S[ äFZF E\U CF[TL C{ × NF[GF— G[ 5ZDFtDF lD,G D— lJ?G:i DFIF 
SF[ 9lUGL4 WF[B[AFH IF lJxJF;3FlTGL SCT[ Cq, UFl,IF NL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— 
G[ 5ZDFtDF lD,G D— lJ?G:i DFIF S[ lJlEgG :i SFD4 ÊF[W4 DN4 DF[C 
VF{Z ,F[E SF[ DFGF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ SD" S[ E[N ATF, C{ v 7FGJZ6L 
SD"4 NX"GFJZ6L SD"4 J[NGL SD"4 VFIqQI SD"4 XqEFXqE SD"4 prRUF[+ VF{Z 
lGdGUF{+4 VG\TZFI SD" VFlN × pgCF—G[ NqD"lT SD" SF[ KF[0+G[ SF[ SCF C{ × 
NqD"lT SD" KF[0[+U[ TF[ CL 5ZDFtDF SF lD,G CF[UF × .;l,I[ NqD"lT SD" SF[ 
lJ?G:i DFGF C{ × IC H{G WD" SF ÝEFJ C{ × DFIF SF J6"G NF[GF— SlJIF— 
G[ V5G[ V5G[ -\U ;[ VG}9[ :i D— lSIF C{ SALZ DFIF VF{Z p;S[ 5F¡R 
5q+F— SFD4 ÊF[W4 DN4 DF[C VF{Z ,F[E SF J6"G SZT[ Cq, DFIF S[ 5lZJFZ SF 
:JEFlJS lR+ BÄRF C{ × 9LS .;L ÝSFZ VFG\N3G .; :iS SF[ VF{Z 
lJ:TFZ N[T[ Cq, DFIF S[ ;\5}6" SqGA— 5q+v5q+L4 HDF." VFlN SF J6"G SZT[ C® 
J[ DFIF DF[lCGL SL SgIF lDyIF SF[ ATFT[ C® VF{Z p;SF lJJFC ,F[E S[ 
;FY CqVF ATFSZ ,F[E SF[ HDF." SL ;\7F N[T[ C® ;FY CL ;FY J[ ÊF[W 
VF{Z DFG SF[ DFIF S[ 5q+ ATFT[ C® × H{G WD" D— 5ZDFtDF S[ lD,G D— 
lJ?G:i 3FTL SD" SF[ DFGF C{4 HF[ DFIF S[ :i C{ × VFG\N3G H{G WD" S[ 
;\ÝNFI D— NLlÙT Y[ .;l,, pgCF—G[ EL 3FTL SD" SF[ 5ZDFtDF lD,G D— 
AFWS DFGF C® × pgCF—G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— SD" S[ E[N AT,F,¡ C® × 
VFG\N3G NqD"lT SD" SF[ EL lJ?G:i DFGT[ C{ × p;L ÝSFZ SALZNF; 
5ZDFtDF lD,G D— lJ?G:i ;\xIU|:T DG SF[ DFGT[ C{ ×  
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? lD,GFJ:YF 
 ZC:IJFN D— A|ï lD,G SL SL RF{YL VJ:YF lD,GFJ:YF C{ × .;D— 
ZC:IJFNL ;FWS SF[ IC AF[W CF[ HFTF C{ lS p;SF lÝI ;[ lJIF[U VQ8 
SDF[" S[ A\WG VYJF DFIFvDDTF S[ SFZ6 C{ × ;D:T DGF[lJSFZ SD" A\WG 
S[ SFZ6 C{ VF{Z I[ DGF[lJSFZ 5ZDFtDF lD,G D— AFWS C{ × TA EL 
ZC:IJFNL ;FWS SF IC N`-+ lJxJF; ZCTF C{ lS SD"vA\WG K}8G[ 5Z 
5ZDFtDF :i lÝI ;[ ;FÙFtSFZ CF[UF4 lD,G CF[UF × HA VFtDF 5}6"TIF Xqâ 
CF[ HF,UL SDF[" ;[ ZlCT CF[ HF,UL TEL lÝI ;[ lD,G ;\EJ C{ × 
 J:TqTo ;\IF[U ,S ÝSFZ SL EFJvNXF,¡ C® × lD,G S[ NF[ :i C{ v 
,S ,F{lSS VF{Z N};ZF VFwIFltDS × IC :5Q8 C{ lS ,F{lSS lD,G 
JF;GFDI CF[TF C{ × p;D— DG lJØI JF;GF ;[ ;GF CqVF CF[TF C{4 HA lS 
VFwIFltDS lD,G XZLZ äFZF GCÄ CF[TF4 ÉIF—lS IC lD,G 5ZDFtDF sXqâFtDFf 
;[ CF[TF C{ × 5ZDFtDF SF lD,G XZLZ VF{Z .lgãIF— äFZF CF[ GCÄ ;STF × 
SFD VF{Z EF[U SF ;\A\W XZLZ VF{Z .lgãIF— TS ;LlDT C{ × VFwIFltDS 
lD,G D— lJØIvJF;GF lGoX[Ø CF[ HFTL C{ × IC lD,G prRDFGl;S WZFT, 
5Z CF[TF C{ × DG S[ NF[ :TZ C{ v ,S Xqâ DG VF{Z N};ZF VXqâ DG × 
Xqâ DG lJØIvJF;GF ;[ ZlCT CF[TF C{ VF{Z VXqâ DG SFD ;[ ;GF CqVF 
CF[TF C{ × 5ZDFtDF lD,G Xqâ DG S[ äFZF CL ;\EJ CF[ ;STF C{ × IC 
VFwIFltDS lD,G HLJG S[ RZD ;FwI VFG\N SL p5,laW SZF N[TF C{ × 
.; ÝSFZ4 VFwIFltDS lD,G V,F{lSS CF[TF C{ × 
 ZC:IJFNL ;\T VFG\N3G G[ lJZC VF{Z lD,G NF[GF— S[ ULT UF, C{ 
Inl5 pGD— lJZCFGqE}lT SF :JZ CL VlWS U}\HTF C{4 5Z lD,G SL VJ:YF 
S[ EL SqK lR+ 5FI[ HFT[ C® × VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L V5G[ R[TG 
s5ZDFtDFf lÝI S[ lD,G S[ CØ"ULT UF, C® × VFG\N3G S[ ZRGFVF— D— lJZC 
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SL V5[ÙF lD,G SF lR+6 VtI<5 C{4 TYFl5 IC lR+6 EL pgCF—G[ :iSF— 
S[ ;CFZ[ A0[+ CL ;qgNZ ,J\ EFJ5}6" -\U ;[ VlEjI\lHT lSIF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ 5NF— D— lD,GFJ:YF SF J6"G ÊDXo lSIF C{ × HA 
lD,G SL 30+L lGS8 VFTL C{ TF[ 5C,[ 7FGvEFGq SF pNI CF[TF C{ × 
5lZ6FD :J:i lJZC SF XF[Z TYF E|D SF V\WSFZ lD8 HFTF C{ × lGDF\lST 
5N D— R[TG VF{Z R[TGF SL lJZCFJ:YF S[ V\T VF{Z lD,G SL VJ:YF SF 
J6"G RSJF RSJL S[ :iS S[ äFZF DGF[ZD -\U ;[ lSIF UIF C{ × SlJ 
l,BT[ C® v 
 D[Z[ 38 uIFG EFGq EIF[ EF[Z × 
 R[TG RSJF R[TGF RSJL4 EFUF[ lJZC SF[ ;F[Z ×× ! ×× 
 O{,L lRCq \lN; RTqZF EFJ ~lR4 lD8IF[ EZD TD HF[Z × 
 VF5SL RF[ZL VF5CL HFGT4 VF{Z SCT G RF[Z ×× 2 ×× 
 VD, SD, lJSR EI[ E}T,4 D\N lJØI XlX SF[Z × 
 VFG\N3G ,S J<,E ,FUT4 VF{Z G ,FB lSZF[Z ×× # ××247 
 R[TG :i RSJF VF{Z R[TGF :iL RSJL SF HF[ VGFlNSF,LG lAKF[C 
YF4 lJIF[U YF4 lJZC YF4 p; lJZC SF VFH V\T CF[ UIF × lJEFJ NXF 
;DF%T CF[SZ ìNI D— :JEFJ NXF:iL ;}I" plNT CF[ UIF × V~6F[NI CF[G[ ;[ 
H{;[ E}T, 5Z lGD", SD, lB, HFT[ C®4 J{;[ CL 7FG ;}IF["NI ;[ ìNI 
SD, lB, p9F C{ VF{Z JF;GF :iL Rgã lSZ6— DgN CF[ UIL × ,[;L l:YlT 
D— S[J, VFG\NDI VFtDF CL ;FWS SF[ lÝI ,UTL C{ × VgI ,FBF— SZF[0+F— 
;F\;FlZS Ý,F[EG p;D[ ;DÙ TqrK VF{Z lGo;FZ ÝTLT CF[T[ C® × .;SF SFZ6 
IC C{ lS XqâFtDF S[ ;DÙ ;F\;FlZS J{EJ lJ,F; GU^I C{ × ICF¡ VFG\N3G 
SL lJlXQ8TF IC C{ lS lJZC lD,G S[ DFwID ;[ pgCF—G[ lDyIF TÀJ 
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V\WSFZ lGZFSZ6 VF{Z S{J<I ALH :i ;dISŸ 7FG S[ plNT CF[G[ 5Z A, 
lNIF C{ × 
 ;DTF sR[TGFf SF R[TG ;[ lD,F5 SZG[JF,[ VGqEJ VF{Z lJJ[S C{ × 
VEqGJ VF{Z lJJ[S R[TGF SF R[TGvlÝITD ;[ lD,G SZF SZ TEL ND ,[T[ 
C® × 5N N[lB, v 
 A\Wq lJJ[S[ 5Lp0F[ A}hjIF[4 JFIF[ " 5Z3Z ;\U × 
 —VFG\N3Gc ;DTF 3Z VF6[4 JFW[ GJ GJ Z\U ××248 
 lJJ[S A\Wq G[ R[TGF SF[ ;DhFIF VF{Z p;[ DDTF :iL 5Z 3Z D— HFG[ 
;[ ZF[SF × VFG\N3G :i ;DTF SF[ V5G[ 3Z ,FIF VF{Z AFN D— GI[vGI[ 
Z\U A-+T[ UI[ × lSgTq lÝITD SF VFUD CF[G[ 5Z EL R[TGF SF p;;[ 
;FÙFtSFZ GCÄ CF[TF C{4 ÉIF—lS p;SF SD" :iL 3}\38 NF[GF— S[ ÝtIÙ lD,G 
D— AFWS C{ × VTo ;BL p;[ SD" 3}\38 SF[ C8FG[ SF ;\S[T SZTL Cq." 
SCTL C{ v 
 VFG\N3G l5IF NZ; l5IF;[4 BF[, 3}\38 DqB HF[J[ ×249 
 V\T D— SD" :iL 3}3\8 Bq, HFTF C{ VF{Z lÝITDF lÝITD ;[ ;qCFU 
ÝF%T SZTL C{ × ,\AL ÝTLÙF S[ AFN VF, GFY SF[ Ý;gG SZG[ S[ l,I[ JC 
;FWGF :iL lJlJW X`\UFZ SZTL C{ × p;G[ ;NŸUq6F— S[ Ý[D SL VF{Z zâF S[ 
Z\U D— Z\UL Cq." hLGL ;F0+L 5CGL C{ × ElÉT :iL D—CNL TYF EFJ SF ;qB 
N[G[ JF,F V\HG ,UFIF C{ × .;S[ AFN ;CH :JEFJ :iL R}l0+IF VF{Z 
l:YZTF :iL ACqD}<I S\UG WFZ6 lSI[ C® × wIFG :i pJ"XL v UCGF 
J`Ù:Y, 5Z ZBF C{ VF{Z lÝI S[ Uq6vZtGF[ SL DF,F SF[ U,[ D— 5CGF C{ × 
;qZT :i l;gN}Z ;[ DF\U SF[ ;HFIF C{ VF{Z lGJ`l¿ :i J[6L SF[ VFSØ"S   
-\U ;[ U}¡YF C{ × .; TZC4 ;DTFvlÝIF ;F[,CF— X`\UFZ ;[ ;HSZ lÝI S[ 
DqlÉT DC, D— HFG[ C[Tq Uq6:YFG :i ;Ll-+IF— 5Z R-+TL C{4 TA p;S[ 38 
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D— l+EqJG SL ;A;[ VlWS ÝSFXDFG VGqEJ 7FG :iL ßIF[lT ÝU8 Cq." × 
lH;;[ 7FG :i DGvDF[CS lÝI SF :i K,S p9F × lÝI SF[ N[BT[ CL 
VH5FHF5 SL wJlG pt5gG CF[ U." VF{Z äFZ 5Z VGCNGFN S[ lJHI GUFZ[ 
AHG[ ,U[ × VA TF[ VFG\N D[3 SL h0+L ,U U." VF{Z DGvDI}Z p; VFG\N 
D— ,S TFZ CF[ UIF × 
 Ý[D ÝTLT ZFU ~lR Z\UT4 5lCZ[ HLGL ;FZL × 
 DlC\NL ElÉT Z\U SL ZFRL4 EFJ V\HG ;qBSFZL ××  
 ;CH ;qEFJ R}ZL D® 5[GL4 lYZTF S\SG EFZL × 
 wIFG pZJXL pZ D— ZFBL4 l5I UqGDF, VFWFZL ×× 
 ;}ZT l;\N}Z DF\U Z\UT ZFTL4 lGZT[ J[GL ;DFZL × 
 p5HL ßIF[T pnF[T 38 l+EqJG4 VFZ;L S[J, SFZL ×× 
 p5HL WqGL VH5FSL VGCN4 lHTGUFZ[ JFZL × 
 h0L ;NF VFG\N3G AZBT4 JGDF[Z ,SG TFZL ××250 
 VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ HA DG p; 5ZDŸ TÀJ G8GFUZ ;[ Hq0+ HFTF C{ 
TF[ ,F[S,FH ,J\ Sq, DIF"NF lD8 HFTL C{ × .; VJ:YF D— 7FG l;\Wq S[ 
D\YG ;[ Ý[D SF VD`T ÝF%T CF[TF VF{Z ;FWS p; 5ZDŸ ;tI :i lÝITD 
SF[ RSF[ZL SL TZC lGlG"D[Ø N`lQ8 ;[ N[BTF ZCTF C{ v 
 DG;F G8 GFUZ;}\ HF[ZL CF[4 DG;F G8 GFUZ;} HF[ZL CF[ × 
 G8 GFUZ;q \ HF[ZL ;BL CD4 VF{Z ;AG;{ TF[ZL CF[ ×× 
 ,F[S ,FH GFlC SFH4 Sq, DZHFNF KF[ZL × 
 ,F[S A8Fp C;F[ lJZFGF[4 V5GF[ SCT G SF[ZL ×× 
 VF[ZFCGF[ SCF SCFJT VF[Z5—4 GFlC G SLlG RF[ZL × 
 SFK SKIF[ ;F[ GFRT lGAC[."4 VF{Z RFRZL RZL OF[ZL ×× 
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 uIFGl;\W} DlYT 5F."4 Ý[D5LI}Ø S8F[ZL CF[ × 
 DF[NT VFG\N3G ÝEq XlXWZ4 N[BT N`lQ8 RSF[ZL ××251 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— lJZCJ:YF SL Tq,GF lD,GFJ:YF S[ 5NF— 
IF lR+6 VtIV<5 C{ × VFG\N3G :iL lÝITDF SF 5ZDFtDF :iL lÝI ;[ 
lD,G VFwIFltDS lD,G C{ × pgCF—G[ lÝI S[ lD,G S[ CØ"ULT UF, C® × 
 SALZNF; G[ EL V5GL ZRGFVF— D— lHGD— pgCF—G[ lÝIv5ZDFtDF S[ 
lD,G S[ ULT UFI[ C{ × 7FG:iL ZFl+ 5,FIG SZG[ TYF 7FG :iL ;}I" 
plNT CF[G[ SL AFT SL C{ × N[lB, v 
 VA D® 5F.AF{ Z[ 5F.AF[ A|ïlUIFG4 
 ;CH ;DFW— ;qB D— ZlCAF{4 SF[l8 S,5 lJzFD × 
 UqZ S`5F, S`5F HA SLCÄ4 lCZN{ S¶J, lAUF;F × 
 EFUF E|D N;F ® lN; ;qhIF4 5ZD HF[lT ÝSF;F ×× 
 D`TS p9IF 3GS SZ ,LI{4 SF, VC[0+L EFUF ×× 
 pNI ;}Z lG; lSIF 5IF ¡GF ¡4 ;F[JT Y® HA HFUF ×× 
 VlJUT VS, VG}5D N[bIF4 SCTF\ SæF G HF." × 
 ;{G SZ{ DG CL DG ZC;{4 U} ¡U{ HF ¡lG lD9F." ××252 
 SALZNF; lD,GFJ:YF SF J6"G SZT[ Cq, SCT[ C{ v VA Dqh[ A|ï 
7FG CF[ UIF C{ × SZF[0+F[ S<5F— TS VYF"TŸ VGgT SF, TS D® ;CH ;DFlW 
S[ ;qB SF VGqEJ SZTF CqVF :J:i D— l:YZ ZC}¡UF × HA S`5F,q Uq~ G[ 
Dqh 5Z VGqU|C lSIF TA D[ZF ìNI SD, lJSl;T CqVF × D[Z[ ;A EI 
EFU UI[ VF{Z Dqh[ NUF— lNXFVF— SF 7FG CF[ UIF × 5ZA|ï SL ßIF[lT SF 
ÝSFX ;J"+ O{, UIF C{ × VA IC HLJGD`T VYJF HLJgDqÉT ;FWS 7FG 
S[ WGqØ SF[ ,[SZ B0+F CF[ UIF C{ × SF,v:iL lXSFZL HF[ VA TS .; 
HLJFtDF SF[ AF¡W[ Cq, YF4 VA EFU UIF C{ × HLJFtDF G[ V5G[ SF,FTLT 
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:JEFJ SF ;FÙFtSFZ SZ l,IF C{ × HA HLJFtDF V7FG SL GÄN D— ;F[T[ Cq, 
;[ 7FG D— HFU U." TF[ 7FG SF ;}I" plNT CF[ UIF VF{Z V7FG SL ZFl+ 
5,FIG SZ U." × HLJ SF[ p; VlJUT4 VB\0 ,J\ VNŸEqT S[ NX"G Cq, HF[ 
:JI\ EL ,J\ lH;SL VGqE}lT EL J6"GFTLT C{ × .; VGqE}lT SF[ VlEjIÉT 
SZG[ S[ l,, HLJ S[J, ;\S[T EZ SZTF C®¸ DG CL DG p;SL ZC:IDITF 
SF ;FÙFtSFZ SZTF ZCTF C{ IC p;S[ l,, U}¡U[ SF Uq0+ C{ ×  
 SALZNF;:iL lÝITDF S[ 3Z 5ZDFtDF :iL 5lT 5WFZ[ C® .; ÝSFZ SF 
lR+6 SZT[ Cq, SCT[ C{ v 
 Nq,CGL UFJCq \ D\U,RFZ × 
 CD WlZ VFI[ CF[ ZFHF ZFD EZTFZ ×× 
 TG ZT SlZ D®4 DG4 ZT SlZC} ¡4 5\RTT AZFTL × 
 ZFDN[ DF[Z{ 5F ¡C}G® VFI[4 D® HF[AG DNDFTL × 
 ;ZLZ ;ZF[JZ A[NL SlZC} ¡4 A|ïF J[N pRFZ × 
 ZF ¡DN[J ;¡lU EF ¡JZL ,{C} ¡4 WlG WlG EFU CDFZ ×× 
 ;qZ T[TL;q SF{lTD VFI[4 DqlGJZ ;C; V9IF;L × 
 SC{ SALZ C¡D aIFlC R,[ C{4 5qlZØ ,S VlAGF;L ××253 
 C[ Nq<CG VYJF ;F{EFuIXFl,GL :+L TqD D\U, ULT UFVF[ × CDFZ[ 3Z 
5Z :JI\ EUJFGŸ 5lT S[ :i D— 5WFZ[ C® × D® V5G[ 5lT D® V5G[ XZLZ 
VF{Z DG NF[GF— SF[ ,J\ pGS[ Ý[D D— Z\lHT SZ N}¡UL × VYJF XZLZ VF{Z DG 
:iL pG J:+F— SF[ Z\U ,}¡UL HF[ lJJFC S[ VJ;Z S[ J:+ CF—U[ × 5\RTÀJ 
5`yJL4 H,4 JFIq4 VluG ,J\ ÝSFX SF[ AZFTL AGFSZ VYF"TŸ pGSL ;FÙL AGF 
XZLZ :iL Sq^ 0 SL J[NL 5Z ÝEq S[ ;FY lJJFC ;\A\W D— A¡W HFµ¡UL × .; 
lJJFC S[ ;\:SFZ 5Z :JI\ A|ïF J[N D\+F— SF prRFZ6 SZ—U[ × AFN D— J6"G 
C{ lS lJJFC CF[ RqSF C{4 .; Ý[D ;[ Ý[lDSF sVFtDFf S[ .; DCF lD,G SF[ 
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N[BG[ S[ l,, T—TL; SZF[0+ N[JTF ,J\ V8Ÿ9F;L ;C:+ DqlGJZ VFI[ × 
SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS .; ÝSFZ VlJGFXL 5ZDŸ 5q~Ø ;[ lJJFC ;}+ sV8}8 
Ý[D ;\A\Wf HF[0+SZ .; ;\;FZ ;[ HF ZC[ C® × 
 SALZNF; :iL lJZlC6L G[ ACqT ;FZL IFTGF 5ZDFtDF :iL lÝITD S[ 
lJZC D— ;CL C{ × ,\AL ÝTLÙF S[ AFN lÝITD SF lD,G CF[TF C{ TF[ JC 
SCTL C{ v 
 VA TF[lC HF\G G N[C} ¡ ZFD l5IFZ[4 
 ßI} ¡ EFJ{ tI} ¡ CF[C CDFZ[ ×× 
 ACqT lNGG S[ lAKq8[ ClZ 5FI[4 EFU A0[ + 3lZ A{9[ VFI[ ×× 
 RZGlG ,FlU SZF ® AlZIFIL4 Ý[D ÝLlT ZFBF ® pZhF." × 
 .T DG D\lNZ ZCF{ lGT RF{Ø[4 SC{ SALZ 5ZCq DlT 3F[Ø{ ××cc254 
 5tGL EFJ D— VFtDF SC ZCL C{ lS C[ lÝITD ZFD ¦ VA D® TqdC— 
V,U G CF[G[ N}¡UL × lH; ÝSFZ SL VF5 D[Z[ 5F; ZC ;ST[ C®4 J{;[ CL 
ZlCI[ ¦ D®G[ ACqT lNGF— ;[ lAKq0[+ :JFDL SF[ ÝF%T lSIF C{ VF[Z J[ 3Z A{9[ 
CL ÝF%T CF[ UI[ C® × IC D[ZF 5ZDŸ ;F{EFuI C{ × D® pgC— Ý[DvA\WG D— AF¡W 
pGS[ RZ6F— D— ZCSZ ;[JF S~¡UL × C[ :JFDL ¦ VF5 D[Z[ DG D\lNZ D— lGtI 
E,L ÝSFZ ZCF[ × VF5 VgI HFSZ WF[B[ D— DT 5l0+I[ VYF"TŸ D[Z[ H{;F 
;rRF Ý[D VgI+ Nq,"E CF[UF × 
 lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— 5ZDFtDF ;[ lD,G VFwIFltDS lD,G C{ × 
NF[GF— ;\TF— SF SCGF C{ lS HA DG D— ;[ DF[CvDFIF DDTF VFlN ;F\;FlZS 
lJØI JF;GF,¡ K}8 HFTL C{ TA DG Xqâ CF[TF C{ × DG Xqâ CF[G[ 5Z CL 
VFtDF SF 5ZDFtDF ;[ lD,G CF[TF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ 5ZDFtDF S[ lD,G[ 
5Z CØ"vULT UFI[ C® × pgCF—G[ HF[ CØ"vULT UFI[ C{ J[ VD}<I ZtG C{ × NF[GF— 
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SlJIF— G[ V5G[ SFjI S— lÝI s5ZDFtDFf S[ lD,GFJ:YF SF HF[ J6"G lSIF C{ 
JC VG}9F C{ × NF[GF— G[ SCF C{ lS 7FG:iL HA ;}I"plNT CF[ HFTF C{ TF[ 
V7FG SL ZFl+ 5,FIG SZ HFTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SF 5ZDFtDF ;[ lD,G 
CF[G[ 5Z pgC— ;\;FZ TqrK VF{Z lGo;FZ ÝTLT CF[TF C{ × NF[GF— G[ SCF C{ lS 
lÝI s5ZDFtDFf ;[ ACqT lNGF— ;[ lAKq0 G[ S[ AFN VA ÝF%T lSIF C{ × VA 
lJZC SF V\T CF[ UIF C{ × NF[GF— G[ lÝI s5ZDFtDFf SF[ V\ToSZ6 D— ÝF%T 
lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ V5G[ SFjI D— lJZCFGqE}lT SL Tq,GF D— 
lD,GFJ:YF SF[ SD lR+6 lSIF C{ ×  
 NF[GF— SlJIF— äFZF lD,GFJ:YF S[ HF[ lR+6 Cq, C® J[ V5G[ VF5 D— 
VG}9[ C® × EFJ SL N`lQ8 ;[ ;DFG CF[G[ 5Z EL XaNF— SL N`lQ8 ;[ lEgG C{ 
VFG\N3G G[ 5ZDFtDF lD,G S[ ;DI Nq<CG äFZF ;F[,C X`\UFZ SZG[ ;\A\WL 
lJlXQ8 lR+6 lSIF C{ TF[ SALZ G[ VFtDF Nq<CGL VF{Z 5ZDFtDF Nq<CF S[ 
5Fl6U|C6 SF :iS Ý:TqT lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— lJZC SL 
V5[ÙF lD,G SF lR+6 VtI<5 C{ × pgCF—G[ lD,GFJ:YF S[ J6"G :iSF— S[ 
;CFZ[ A0[+ CL ;q\NZ ,J\ EFJ5}6" -\U ;[ VlEjI\lHT lSI[ C® × pgCF—G[ R[TG 
SF[ RSJF VF{Z R[TGF SF[ RSJL SF :i lNIF C{ × R[TG RSJF VF{Z R[TGF 
RSJL SF HF[ VGFlN SF,LG lAKF[C YF4 p; lJZC SF V\T CF[ UIF C{ ,[;F 
l,BF C{ × SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS S`5F,q Uq~ G[ Dqh 5Z VGqU|C lSIF TA 
D[ZF ìNI SD, lJSl;T CqVF Dqh[ NXF— lNXFVF— SF 7FG CF[ UIF × HLJFtDF 
SF V5G[ SF,FTLT CF[G[ SF 7FG CF[ UIF × VFG\N3G G[ lÝI s5ZDFtDFf SF 
lD,G Uq~ S`5F ;[ CqVF ,[;F GCÄ SCF C{ lSgTq JC SCT[ C{ lS lÝI 
s5ZDFtDFf ;[ lD,F5 SZFG[JF,[ VGqEJ VF{Z lJJ[S C{ × VFG\N3G G[ l,BF C{ 
lS lD,GFJ:YF D— 7FG l;\Wq S[ D\YG ;[ Ý[D SF VD`T ÝF%T CF[TF C{ VF{Z 
;FWS p;[ lGlG"D[Ø N`lQ8 ;[ N[BTF ZCTF C{ ×  
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? TFNFtdI IF VFtDF[5,laW VJ:YF 
 ZC:IJFN SF IC VlgTD ;F[5FG C{ × .;D— VFtDF[5,laW IF 
V5ZF[ÙFGqE}lT ;FWS S[ l,I[ l;âFJ:YF IF DqÉTFJ:YF AG HFTL C{ × ACqT 
;FZ[ EFZTLI ZC:IJFlNIF— G[ .;[ TFNFtdI SL VJ:YF EL SCF C{ VF{Z 
V^0ZlC, G[ .;[ —I}lG8L VF¶O N ;F[,c  SCF C{ v ;FWS S[ .; l:YlT D— 
5Cq¡R G[ 5Z ìNI SL ;D:T DF[C U|\lYIF¡ GQ8 CF[ HFTL C{ × l5ITD 
s5ZDFtDFf S[ Z\U D— 5}6"TIF Z\U HFG[ 5Z EÉT ä{T SL EFJGF ;[ DqÉT CF[ 
HFTF C{ × EÉT S[ EFJ VF{Z EUJFG D— TFNFtdI :YFl5T CF[ HFTF C{ × EFJ 
VF{Z EUJFGŸ NF[GF— lGZFSFZ C{ × .G NF[GF— S[ lD, HFG[ 5Z EÉT VF{Z 
EUJFGŸ SF EL TFNFtdI CF[ HFTF C{ × J:TqTo ZC:IJFNL ;FWS SF V\lTD 
,Ù6 IF 5ZDŸ ;FwI .;L VJ:YF SF[ ÝF%T SZGF C{ × G S[J, ZC:IJFlNIF— 
SF4 Vl5Tq NFX"lGSF— SF EL DqbI ÝIF[HG VFtD NX"G VF{Z VFtDF[5,laW CL 
ZCF C{ × .; VJ:YF SF[ p5lGØNF— D— —A|ï EFJc  SL ;\7F NL U." C{ × 
pGD— .; l:YlT SF J6"G A0[+ lJXNŸ :i D— 5FIF HFTF C{ × Dq^ 0SF[5lGØNŸ 
D— SCF UIF C{ v 
 lEnT[ ìNIU|\lYlrKngT[ ;J" ;\XIFo × 
 ÙLIgT[ JF:I SDF"l6 Tl:DGŸ N`Q8[ 5ZFJZ[ ××255 
 p; A|ï S[ NX"G CF[G[ 5Z ìNI SL ;D:T V7FG :iL U|\lYIF¡ GQ8 CF[ 
HFTL C® VF{Z ;A ÝSFZ S[ ;\XI N}Z CF[ HFT[ C® × ;FWS S[ ;D}R[ 
5F5vSD" EL ÙI CF[ HFT[ C® × .;L A|ïv;FÙFtSFZ IF VFtDv;FÙFtSFZ SL 
VFG\NFGqE}lT SF VF:JFNG ZC:IJFNL ;\T VFG\N3G G[ EL lSIF C{ ×  
VFG\N3G V5G[ Ý:TqT 5N D— pÉT NXF SF J6"G SZT[ Cq, l,BT[ C{ lS 
VA CD VDZ CqI[ C{ DZ—U[ GCÄ ÉIF—lS CD 5ZDFtDF S[ ;FY TFNFtdI :YFl5T 
SZ RqS[ C{ v 
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 VA CD VDZ EI[ G DZ—U[ × 
 IF SFZ6 lDyIFT NLIF[ TH4 ÉI}\ SZ N[C WZ—U[ ×× 
 ZFU NF[; HA A\W SZT C{4 ."GSF[ GF; SZ—U[ × 
 N[C lJGFXL Cq \ VlJGFXL4 V5GL UlT 5SZ—U[ × 
 GF;L HF;L CD YLZJF;L4 RF[B[ jC{ lGBZ—U[ ×× 
 DIF[ " VG\TJFZ lAG ;DßIF[4 VA ;qB NqoB lJ;Z—U[ × 
 VFG\N3G lG58 lGS8 VÙZ NF[4 GlC ;DZ[ ;F[ DZ—U[ ××256 
 VFG\N3G l,BT[ C® lS VA CD VDZ CF[ UI[ C® .;l,, CD GCÄ 
DZ—U[ × HF[ N[C slDyIFtIf KF[0+ lNIF C{ lOZ ÉIF— WFZ6 SZ—U[ m VFG\N3G 
SCT[ C{ lS D® TF[ VDZ CF[ UIF C}¡ × ÉIF—lS 5ZDFtDF S[ ;FY TFNFtdI 
:YFl5T SZ l,IF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G V5G[ lGdG 5N D— SCT[ C® lS JØF" SL A}¡N ;Dqã D— ;DF 
HFTL C{ VF{Z lOZ p; A}¡N SL lS;L SF[ BAZ GCÄ ,UTL C{ × .;L ÝSFZ 
VGqEJ 7FGL sVFtDFf 5ZDFtDF D— ;DF HFTF C{ TA NF[GF— SF TFNFtdI CF[ 
HFTF C{ N[lB, v 
 JØF" Aq \N ;Dq \N ;DFGL4 BAZ G 5FJ[ SF[. × 
 VFG\N3G jC{ ßIF[lT ;DFJ[4 V,B SCFJ[ ;F[. ××257 
 JØF" SL A}¡N ;Dqã D— lUZ G[ ;[ JC ;Dqã :i WFZ6 SZ ,[TL C{ × 
p;L ÝSFZ VGqEJ7FGL VFG\NZFXL SL ßIF[lT D— ;DF HFT[ C{ × l;â 5ZDFtDF 
:J:i ÝF%T CF[ HFT[ C{4 .;l,, V,BvV,1I CF[ HFT[ C® ÉIF—lS .; lJØI 
5Z lJRFZ ,J\ ,[BGL SL UlT GCÄ CF[TL × ;Dqã D— JØF" SL A}¡N SL BF[H 
GCÄ CF[ ;STL ÉIF—lS JC ;DqãDI AG HFTL C{ J{;[ CL R[TG lJXF, VFG\N 
;Dqã AG HFTF C{ × 
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 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— VFtDF TYF 5ZDFtDF S[ TFNFtdI IF 
VFtDF[5,laW SF A0+F DFlD"S lR+6 lD,TF C{ × SCÄ 5Z JØF" SL A}¡N SF 
;Dqã D— ;DF SCÄ ßIF[lT S[ ßIF[lT ;[ lD, HFG[4 V,UvV,U :iSF— äFZF 
R[TG S[ ;FY TFNFtdI SF lR+6 CqVF C{ × 
 SALZNF; G[ EL 5ZDFtDF ;[ TFNFtdITF SL AFT SCL C{ × pgCF—G[ EL 
ICL AFT SCL C{ × lS HA VFtDF Xqâ CF[ HFTL C{ VF{Z ;F\;FlZS lJØI 
JF;GFI— K}8 HFTL C{ × TYF V7FGTF N}Z CF[ HFG[ S[ AFN JCL VFtDF 
5ZDFtDF D— lJ,LG CF[ HFTL C{ ,SD[S CF[ HFTL C{ × SALZNF; V5G[ 5N D— 
SCT[ C® lS CDG[ V5G[ VF5 SF[ 5ZDTtJ D— lJ,LG SZ lNIF .; l,, CD 
GCÄ DZ—U[4 VA CD VDZ CF[ UI[ C® v 
 CD G DZ{ DlZC® ;\;FZF × 
 C¡D S} ¡ lD<IF lHIFJGCFZF ×× 
 VA G DZF ® DZG® DG DF ¡GF4 T[ D}, lHlG ZF ¡D G HF ¡GF × 
 ;FST DZ{ ;\T HG HLJ{4 ElZ ElZ ZFD Z;F ¡.G 5LJ{ ×× 
 ClZ DlZC® TF{ CDC} ¡ DlZC{4 ClZ G DZ{ C¡D SFC[ S} ¡ DlZC® × 
 SC® SALZ DG DGlC lD,FJF4 VDZ EI[ ;qB ;FUZ 5FJF ××258 
 SALZ G[ ICF¡ 5ZDFtDF S[ ;DFG VDtJ ÝFl%T SL AFT SL C{ × J[ 
V5G[ ,S VgI 5N D— ICL TyI .; ÝSFZ ÝS8 SZT[ C® v 
 lACqlZ CD SFC{ S}\ VFJlC\U[ × 
 lAKqZ[ 5\RT¿ SL ZRGF4 TA CD ZF ¡DlC 5F ¡JlCU[ × 
 5`YL SF Uq6 5F ¡6L ;F[QIF4 5F ¡GL T[H lD,FJlCU[ × 
 T[H 5JG lDl, 5JG ;AN lDl,4 ;CH ;DFlW ,UF ¡JlCU[ ×× 
 H{;[ ACq S\RG S[ E}Ø64 I[ SlC UFl, TJF ¡JlCU[ × 
 ,;{ CD ,F[S J[N S[ lAKqZ—4 ;qlGlC DF ¡lC ;DF ¡JlCU[ ×× 
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 H{;[ H,lC TZ\U TZ\UGL4 ,[;® CD lNB,F ¡JlC\U[ × 
 SC{ SALZ :JFDL ;qB ;FUZ4 C\;lC C\; lD,F ¡JlC\U[ ××259 
 SALZ pÉT 5N D— XZLZ SL ;¿F K}8 HFG[ TYF ;qB ;FUZ :J:i 
A|ï ;[ ,SFSFZ CF[ HFG[ SL AFT VG}9[ 9\U ;[ SZT[ C® × 
 V5GL ,S VgI ;FBL D— SALZ A}¡N VF{Z ;Dqã S[ pNFCZ6 äFZF 
VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF S[ TFNFtdI SF lR+6 .; ÝSFZ SZT[ C{ v 
 C[ZT C[ZT C[ ;BL4 ZæF SALZ lCZF. × 
 A} ¡N ;DFGL ;D\N D®4 ;F[ ST C[ZL HF. ××260 
 lGQSØ" o 
 .; ÝSFZ SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— VFtDF TYF 5ZDFtDF S[ TFNFtdI 
SF DFlD"S lR+6 lD,TF C{ × SCÄ ßIlTvS[vßIlT D— lD,FG[ TF[ SCÄ A}\N 
SF[ ;Dqã ;DFHFG[ S[ pNFCZ6 äFZF TFNFtdI SF lR+6 SlJG[ lSIF C{ × 
VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— SL ZRGFVF— D— VFtDF[,laW SF lR+6 A0[+ 
DFlD"S -\U ;[ CqVF C{ × NF[GF— ;\T SlJ SCT[ C{ lS CD GCÄ DZ—U[ ÉIF—lS 
NF[GF— G[ 5ZDFtDF ;[ TFNFtdI :YFl5T SZ l,IF C{ .; l,, 5ZDFtDF SL TZC 
J[ VDZ CF[ UI[ C{4 NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ A}¡N VF{Z ;Dqã S[ N`Q8F\T äFZF VFtDF 
VF{Z 5ZDFtDF S[ lD,G SF VtI\T DFlD"S ,J\ ;8LS lR+6 lSIF C{ × 
VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ ;Dqã D— ;DF." Cq." A}¡N SL SF[." BAZ GCÄ 5F ;STF4 
TF[ SALZ S[ VGq;FZ ;Dqã D— ;FD." Cq." A}¡N SF[ S{;[ -}¡-+F HF ;STF C{ 
NF[GF— CL SlJIF— S[ SCG[ SF EFJ ;DFG C{ × N`Q8F\T EL ;DFG C{ ,[lSG 




 Tq,GFtDS lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— ;FWGFtD ZC:IJFN 
S[ lR+6 lD,T[ C® × ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN D— ;dISŸ 7FG ,S DCÀJ5}6" TÀJ 
C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— ;dISŸ7FG S[ J6"G lD,T[ C® × SALZNF; 
SF DFGGF C{ lS ;NŸUq~ SL S`5F ;[ 7FG ÝX:T CqVF C{ HAlS VFG\N3G 
7FG SF pNI ;CH :i D— DFGT[ C® × SALZNF; ElÉTIF[U SL 5ZFSFQ9F SL 
AFT SZT[ C{ lS ÝEq ¦ D[ZF TG4 DG4 WG4 ;J":J VF5S[ l,, C{4 TF[ 
VFG\N3G G[ l,BF lS UF{, SF DG V5G[ AK0F— D— CL ,UF ZCTF C{ J{;[ 
EÉT SF DG EUJFG S[ RZ6F— D— ,UF ZCTF C{ × SALZNF; VF{Z VFG\N3G 
NF[GF— S[ SFjI D— IF[U ;FWGF 5ZS XaNFJ,L lD,TL C{ v ;qZlT4 lGZlT4 
V\H5FHF54 VGFCNGFN4 .0+F4 l5\U,F4 ;qØqdGF VFlN ×  VF,F[rI NF[GF— SlJ 
DFGT[ C® lS ."xJZ s5ZDFtDFf V5G[ XZLZ S[ V\NZ lGJF; SZT[ C® × 
VF,F[rI SlJ ä[I SL ZRGFVF— D— ZFHIF[U IF VQ8F\U IF[U S[ VF9 V\UF— ID4 
lGID4 VF;G4 ÝF6FD4 ÝtIFCFZ4 WFZ6F4 wIFG VF{Z ;DFlW SF J6"G 5FIF 
HFTF C{ × VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— C9IF[U S[ ÝFZ\lES TÀJ 5FI[ HFT[ C{ × 
TF[ SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— C9IF[U S[ lJXNŸ J6"G lD,T[ C® × NF[GF— SlJIF — 
G[ D\+IF[U N};Z[ XaNF— D— GFD :DZ6 S[ ;q\NZ lR+6 lSI[ C® × NF[GF— G[ GFD 
:DZ6 5Z HF[Z lNIF C{ × SALZNF; G[ AFJG VÙZF— D— —Zc  VF{Z —Dc  ZFD 
GFD 5Z lR¿ ,FG[ SL AFT SL C{ × TF[ VFG\N3G G[ —lG58c  VF{Z —lGS8c  
NF[ VÙZ —Zc  VF{Z —Dc  —ZFDc  SF[ G ;qlDZG[ JF,[ DZ—U[ ,[;F SCF C{ × 
 VF,F[rI SlJäI SL ZRGFVF— D— EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN S[ J6"G lD,T[    
C® × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ SCF C{ lS 5ZDFtDF sA|ïf S[ VGqDFG GCÄ ,UFIF HF 
;STF JC TF[ VGqE}lT SF lJØI C{ × NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— G[ VFG\N SL VJ:YF 
SF VGqEJ SZ l,IF C{ × NF[GF— DFGT[ C{ lS VFtD VGqE}lT SF[ XaNF— S[ 
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äFZF  J6"G GCÄ lSIF HF ;STF ÉIF—lS JC XaNFTLT C{ × JNF[GF— ;\T 
SlJIF— SF[ 5ZDFtDF SF[ HFGG[ SL TLJ| lH7F;F YL4 SALZNF; D— HFUZ6 IF 
5lZJT"G Uq~vS`5F ;[ VFIF YF Uq~ G[ pgC— 7FG:iL NL5S N[SZ SlJ S[ 5Y 
SF[ ÝSFlXT lSIF YF × VFG\N3G D— HFUZ6 Uq~vS`5F ;[ GCÄ lSgTq       
—lGHZLTc  ;[ VFIF YF × J[ —lGHZLTc  ;[ V7FG SF[ lD8FG[ TYF 38 D— 
NL5SvßIF[lT H,FG[ SL AFT SZT[ C® × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ lÝI lD,G S[ 
ptS^9F slRgTFf SF J6"G lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL lJZlC6L DFU" SL VF[Z 
wIFG ,UFTL C{ × TYF 5lYS SF[ lÝI S[ VFUDG SF ;\N[X 5}KTL C{4 
SALZNF; SL lJZlC6L SF[ VFX\SF C{ lS lÝITD ;[ pGSF lD,G SLEL GCÄ 
CF[UF × HAlS VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L D— ,[;L SF[." VFX\SF GCÄ C{ × NF[GF— 
;\T SlJIF— G[ lJZlC6L SL jIFSq,TF sjIU|TFf SF J6"G lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SL 
lJZlC6L lÝI s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJZC D— ZFTvlNG jIFSq, ZCTL C{ × NF[GF— SL 
lJZlC6L SL lJZC J[NGF VluG ßJF,F ;L ,UTL C{ × SALZNF; SF DFGGF C{ 
lS lÝI S[ lJZC SL jIYF ;J"YF p5RFZ ;[ AFCZ C{ × HAlS VFG\N3G SL 
lJZlC6L SF[ EFã 5N SL 3G3F[Z V\W[ZL ZFT pGSL KFTL SF[ Ù6vÙ6 SZF[T 
S[ ;DFG K[NTL CF[ ,[;L ,UTL C{ × 
 VF,F[rI SlJ äI SL lJZlC6L lÝI SL ÝlTÙF SZTL C{ × p;SF W{I" 
;DF%T CF[ HFTF C{ VF{Z p;S[ G[+F— ;[ VzqVF— SL WFZF ACG[ ,UTL C{ × 
VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L CY[,L 5Z UF, ZBSZ Vzq ACFTL Cq." C:TA[,L SF 
;ÄRG SZTL C{4 TF[ SALZNF; SL lJZlC6L G[+F— D— VF¡;} EZTL Cq." 
H\U,vH\U, lA,BTL Cq." lOZTL C{ × SALZNF; SL lJZlC6L lÝI S[ lJZC D— 
ZFTvlNG VF¡;} ACTL ZCTL C{ × TF[ VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L S[ lNG TF[ C¡;G[ 
BF[,G[ D— lATTF C{ 5Z ZFT D— ZF[TL C{ VF{Z VF¡;} ACTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— 
SL ZRGFVF— D— lJZlC6L S[ pä[U SL VJ:YF SF J6"G 5FI[ HFT[ C® × NF[GF— 
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SL lJZlC6L SF[ lÝI s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJIF[U SL JHC ;[ ;\;FZ D— SqK EL 
VrKF GCÄ ,UTF pgC— ;qB N[G[JF,L J:Tq,¡ EL NqoB N[G[JF,L AG HFTL C{ × 
NF[GF— SL lJZlC6L SF[ R\NG SF ,[5 XLT,TF N[G[ SL AHFI NF~6 NqoB N[TF 
C{ × SALZNF; SF[ XiIF l;\C S[ ;DFG EIFGS ,UTL C{ × TF[ VFG\NG SF[ 
5\BF4 Uq,FA4 S[J0FvH,4 ZtG V,\SFZ4 RqG0L4 Nq,0L Z\UT S[ J:+ 
5FGvAL0+F4 DF¡U SL l;gNqZ TYF ;FYv;FY RF¡NGL ZFT NqoBNFIL ,UT[ C® × 
NF[GF— SL lJZlC6L SF[ XZLZvJ:+ VFlN SL lR\TF lJ:D`T CF[ HFTL C{ × 
SALZNF; SL lJZlC6L Z[XDL J:+ OF0+ SZ WlßHIF¡ p0FG[ SL AFT SZTL C{ 
TYF ;FW SL ZC SdA, WFZ6 SZG[ SF[ T{IFZ C{ × TF[ VFG\N3G SL 
lJZlC6L EL XZLZ 5Z J:+ TYF VFE}Ø6 GCÄ VF[-TL × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL 
lJZlC6L V5G[ XZLZ SF bIF, GCÄ ZB 5FTL × SALZNF; SL lJZlC6L lÝI 
S[ lJZC D— V5G[ XZLZ H,F N[G[ SL AFT SZTL C{4 TF[ VFG\N3G SL 
lJZlC6L H\WF p3F0SZ ,ßHF VF{Z Sq, DIF"NF tIFU N[TL C{ × ,F[S p;SL 
C¡;L p0FI[ IF pgC— 5FU, ;Dh[ .;SL pgC— lR\TF GCÄ C{ × 
 NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— HFUZ6 VJ:YF SF J6"G lSIF C{ × 
NF[GF— SlJIF— SL lJZlC6L lÝI s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJZC D— ZFTvlNG HFUTL ZCTL 
C{ VF{Z ZFTvlNG DFU" SF[ VlGD[Ø N`lQ8 ;[ N[BTL ZCTL C{ × VFG\N3G SL 
lJZlC6L lÝI SL ÝTLÙF D— IF[UL wIFG SL D:TL ;[ l:YZ lRT ;[ N[BTL 
ZCTL C{ × VF,F[rI SlJ äI G[ lJZlC6L SL pgDFNFJ:YF SF J6"G lSIF        
C{ × NF[GF— SL lJZlC6L lÝI s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJZC D— V5GL ;qWvAqW BF[ A{9TL 
C{ VF{Z 5FU, CF[ HFTL C{ × NF[GF— G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— lJZC J6"G D— 
DZ6NXF SF lR+6 lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— :iL lJZlC6L 5ZDFtDF S[ lJZC 
D— HL GCÄ ;STL J[ V5GF ÝF6 N[G[ S[ l,, T{IFZ CF[TL C{ × SALZNF; G[ 
lJZC SF[ A}ZF GCÄ SCF 5Z p;[ ;q,TFG S[ ;DFG ;J"z[Q9 ATFIF C{ × 
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VF,F[rI SlJ äI G[ V5GL S`lTIF— D— 5ZDFtDF ;[ lD,G IF VFtDFGqE}lT D— 
lJ?GFJ:YF SF J6"G lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ 5ZDFtDF lD,G D— lJ?G:i 
DFIF SF[ DFGF C{ × NF[GF— G[ DFIF SF[ 9lUGL4 WF[B[AFH IF lJxJF;3FlTGL SCF 
C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ 5ZDFtDF lD,G D— lJ?G:i SFD4 ÊF[W4 DN4 DF[C VF{Z 
,F[E SF[ DFGF C{ × VFG\N3G H{GvWD" S[ ;\ÝNFI D— NLlÙT Y[ .;l,, 
pgCF—G[ 3FTL SD" SF[ TYF NqD"lTSD" SF[ 5ZDFtDF lD,G D— lJ?G:i DFGF C{ × 
 NF[GF— SF 5ZDFtDF ;[ lD,G VFwIFltDS lD,G C{ × NF[GF— DFGT[ C® lS 
HA DG Xqâ CF[TF C{ TA VFtDF SF 5ZDFtDF ;[ lD,G CF[TF C{ × NF[GF— 
SlJIF— G[ 5ZDFtDF S[ lD,G[ 5Z CØ" ULT UFI[ C{4 J[ VD}<I ZtG C{ × 
SALZNF; G[ VFtDF Nq<CL VF{Z 5ZDFtDF Nq<CF S[ 5Fl6U|C6 SF :iS Ý:TqT 
lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ 5ZDFtDF lD,G S[ ;DI ;F[,C X`\UFZ SZG[ ;\A\WL 
lJlXQ8 lR+6 lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G D— lJZCFJ:YF SL Tq,GF D— lD,GFJ:YF SF 
lR+6 VtI<5 C{ × NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— VFtDF IF 5ZDFtDF ;[ 
TFNFtdI IF VFtDF[,laW SF lR+6 A0[+ DFlD"S -\U ;[ CqVF C{ × NF[GF— G[ 
5ZDFtDF ;[ TFNFtdI :YFl5T lSIF YF × .;l,, 5ZDFtDF SL TZC J[ VDZ 
CF[ UI[ C® × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ A}¡N VF{Z ;Dqã S[ N`Q8F\T äFZF VFtDF VF{Z 
5ZDFtDF S[ lD,G SF VtI\T DFlD"S ,J\ ;8LS lR+6 lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G 
S[ VGq;FZ ;Dqã D— ;DF." A}¡N SL SF[." BAZ GCÄ 5F ;STF TF[ SALZNF; 
S[ VGq;FZ ;Dqã D— ;DF." Cq." A}¡N SF[ S{;[ -}¡-L HF ;STL C{ × NF[GF— CL 
SlJIF— S[ SCG[ SF EFJ ;DFG C{ × N`Q8F\T EL ;DFG C{ × ,[lSG SCG[ SF 
-\U V,U V5GFvV5GF C{4 VG}9F C{ × 
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;\NE" ;}lR o 
1 lCgNL ;FlCtI ÝDqBJFN ,J\ ÝJ`l¿IF¡ v 0F¶P U65lTRgã Uq%T4 5`P # 
2 T+EJo lNUFlNeIF[ITŸ s5Fl6lG ;}+ $q#q5#4 5$f 
3 VlEWFG ZFH[gã SF[X4 B\0v&4 5`P $)# 
4 5F.Vv,rKL GFDDF,F SF[X4 UFYF 2*! 
5 Uqæ[ ZC:I\PPP × VlEWFG lRgTFDl6 SF[X *$2 × 
6 ZC:IDgTZFIo T:I X[Ø 3FlT l+IT lJGFXFvlJGFEFlJGF[ EQ8 ALHJlgGo 
XlÉT S`TF 3FlT SD"6F[o 
pâ`T v H{G[gã l;âF\T SF[X4 EFUv#4 5`P $_* 
7 5F.Vv;â DC^6JF[4 5`P *_( 
8 D[lNGL SF[X4 pNŸW`T v ZC:IJFN4 VFRFI" 5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL4 5`P # 
9 EUJNŸUF[D^0,4 EFUv(4 5`P *55 
10 lCgNL ZFQ8=EFØF SF[X v ;\5FlNT o lJxJ[xJGFZFI6 zLJF:TJ4 N[JLNIF, 
RTqJ["NL —D:Tc4 5`P !2#$ 
11 VDZSF[X v 2q(4 22v2# 
12 kuJ[N 2q2)q! 
13 EFUJNŸ ULTF &q!_ 
14 EFUJNŸ ULTF $q# 
15 EFUJNŸ ULTF !(q&# 
16 EFUJNŸ ULTF !(q&$ 
17 EFUJNŸ ULTF !(q&( 
18 EFUJNŸ ULTF !!q! 
19 EFUJNŸ ULTF &q!_ 
20 kuJ[N $q#q!& 
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21 ,ØFJ[NF[5lGØNŸ v T{¿ZLIF[5lGØNŸ sVFRFIF"GqXF;GDŸf 
22 ;Z:JTL 5l+SF4 D." ;GŸ !)2* SF V\S 
23 N Sg;F.H VFÉ;OF[0" l0ÉXGZL4 5`P 2(24 J0" —lDl:8Sc  VFÉ;OF[0" 
!)&! 
24 —DZF9L ;FlCtIF\TL, DWqZFElÉTc  s5}6[ !)5* ."Pf4 5`P !5_v!5! 
25 c J[NFgT VF[ ;}OL NX"Gc  v ZDF RF{WZL4 5P !$&4 !&$v!&5 
26 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v 0F¶P N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 
!( sD}, - Mysticism in Religion - Dean Inge, Page 25f 
"Mysticism is the immediate feeling the self with god : it is nothing therefore 
but the fundamental feelings of religion. The religious life at its very heart and 
centre". 
27 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v 0F¶P N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 
!) Mysticism in Religion - Dean Inge., Pate 25 
"Mysticism is religion in the most concentrated and exclusive form. It is that 
aptitude of mind in which all other relations are swallowed up in the relation of 
the soul to god": 
28 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ,[lBSF ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P!_ 
Practical - Mysticism by Under Hill, P. 3 
29 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ,[lBSF v ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P !! 
The intuitive experience of the infinity and the allembracing oneness of all that 
is of all consciousness of all life or however, we may call it. Foundation of 
Tibaten Mystism; of Lama Anagarika Govind P. 77 Varieties of Religious 
Experienc es, P. 38 (Rider Co., London, 1959) 
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30 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ,[lBSF v ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P !! 
Von Hartman - "Mysticism is the feeling of the consciousness with a content 
(Feeling, though : and desire) by an involuntary emergence of the same out of 
the unconsciousness" 
31 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ,[lBSF v ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P !! 
32 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v 0F¶P N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 
2_ "To see a world in a grain of sand and Heaven in a wild flower, Holl 
infinity in the palm of your hand and enternity in an hours" 
Mysticism in English Literature, P. 11 
33 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 2_ 
Christian - Mysticism Page. 339 
34 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P !# 
"Mysticism is a way of dealing with God" 
The meaning of God in Human Experience (New Haven, 1912), P. 355 
35 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P !&4 ZC:IJFN4 VFRFI" 
5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL4 5`P 25 
36 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P !&4 ZC:IJFN4 VFRFI" 
5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL4 5`P !& V5E|\X VF{Z lCgNL D— ZC:IJFN4 5`P !# 
37 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P !&4 !* 
sElÉT SFjI D— ZC:IJFN4 0F¶P ZFDGFZFI6 5F^0[I4 E}lDSF4 5`P 5f 
38 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P !*4 lCgNL5N ;\U|C v 
0F¶P ZFDl;\C TF[DZ4 ;\P 0F¶P S:T}ZR\N SF;,LJF,4 5`P 2_ 
39 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P !&4 VFP ÝJZ VFG\N 
klØ VlEG\NG U|\Y4 5`P ##$4 ;\P zL RgN;qZFGF 
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40 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v 0F¶P N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 
2!4 ZC:IJFN v 0F¶P ZFDZTG E8GFUZ4 5`P !#v!$ 
41 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v 0F¶P N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 
2! v ZC:IJFN v 0F¶P ZFDD}lT" l+5F9L4 5`P 2( 
42 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v 0F¶P N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 
2! v pNâT DCFN[JL SL ZC:I ;FWGF v zL lJxJ\EZ DFGJ45`P $) 
43 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v0F¶P N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 
2!4 IqU SlJ lGZF,F v 0F¶P S`Q6N[J hFZL4 5`P !)2 
44 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v0F¶P N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 
2!4 DCFSlJ lGZF,F SF SFjI o ,S lJx,[Ø6 v 0P NqUF"X\SZ lDz4 
5`P $*f 
45 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v0F¶P N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 
2!4 lGZF,F v ;\P VF—SFZXZN4 5`P !#! 
46 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v0F¶P N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 
224 lCgNL ;FlCtI v 0F¶P CHFZL Ý;FN läJ[NL4 5`P $*2 
47 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v0F¶P N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 
224 VFWqlGS SFjIWFZF v 0F¶P S[;ZLGFZFI6 XqÉ,4 5`P 2#& 
48 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v0F¶P N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 
22 
49 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v0F¶P N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 
224 VFWqlGS lCgNL ;FlCtI SF lJSF; v 0F¶P zL S`Q6 ,F,4 5`P (( 




51 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v0F¶P N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 5`P 
224 SALZ SL lJRFZWFZF v 0F¶P UF[lJ\N l+Uq6FIT4 5`P 21! 
52 SALZ v VF,F[RGFtDS VwIIG v ,[P ZFHGFY XDF"4 5`P !!$ 
53 SALZ v VF,F[RGFtDS VwIIG v ,[P ZFHGFY XDF"4 5`P !!$ 
54 SALZ SF ZC:IJFN v 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 5`P #$ 
55 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P !( sModern Indian - 
Mysticism, P. 38f 
56 SALZ VF{Z HFI;L SF ZC:IJFN VF{Z Tq,GFtDS lJJ[RG v 0F¶P UF[lJ\N 
l+Uq6FIT4 5`P &5 
57 SALZ VF{Z HFI;L SF ZC:IJFN VF{Z Tq,GFtDS lJJ[RG v 0F¶P UF[lJ\N 
l+Uq6FIT4 5`P 2_! 
58 ZC:IFN v 0F¶P ZFH[gãl;\C ZFIHFNF4 5`P 2$v#! 
59 SALZ U|YFJ,L4 0F¶P EUJT:J:i lDz4 5`P !! 
60 kuJ[N *q&q2 
61 kuJ[N !_q!2)q!4 2 
62 kuJ[N !q!&$q$& 
63 ;FlCltIS lGA\W sZC:IJFNf v ZFHGFY XDF"4 5`P $5# 
64 A`CNFZ^ISF[5lGØNŸ 5q!q! 
65 S[GF[5lGØNŸ 2q2 
66 I:IFDT\ T:I DT\ I:I G J[N ;o × 
VlJ7FT\ lJHFGTF\4 lJ7FTDlJHFGTFDŸ ×× S[GF[5lGØNŸ 2q# 
67 ."XF[5lGØTŸ v !5 ,J\ A`CNFZ^IS p5lGØNŸ 5q!5q! 
68 T{l¿ZLIF[5lGØNŸ 2q*  
69 xJ[TFxJ[TZ #q2_ ,J\ S9F[5lGØNŸ 2q2_ 
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70 EUJNŸ ULTF *q!# 
71 zLDNŸ EUJNŸ ULTF *q!$ 
72 zLDNŸ EUJNŸ ULTF !!q!& 
73 zLDNŸ EUJNŸ ULTF !2q5 
74 lDl:8l;ßD .G DCFZFQ8 v 5`P ( 
75 zLDNŸ EFUJT4 :SgWv54 VwIFIv5 
76 GFZNElÉT ;}+ v 51 
77 GFZNElÉT ;}+ v #54 $_ 
78 VFWqlGS lCgNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN4 0F¶P lJxJGFY UF{04 5`P ( 
79 VFWqlGS lCgNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN4 0F¶P lJxJGFY UF{04 5`P ) 
80 NF[CFSF[X v l;â ;ZC5FN4 ;\P ZFCq, ;F\S`tIFIG4 5`P 2&4 &) 
81 VFWqlGS lCgNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v 0F¶P lJxJGFY UF{04 5`P !5 
82 UF[ZBAFGL4 5`P 2# 
83 UF[ZBAFGL4 5`P !_& 
84 UF[ZBAFGL4 5`P !)& 
85 UF[ZBAFGL4 5`P !2$ 
86 UF[ZBAFGL4 5`P )$ 
87 IqU5q~Ø SALZ v ,[P 0F¶P ZFD,F, JDF"4 0P ZFDRgã JDF"4 5`P (# 
88 VFWqlGS lCgNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN v 0F¶P lJxJGFY UF{04 5` 2& 
89 HFI;L U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 5\P ZFDRgã XqÉ,4 5`P !#( 
90 5NŸDFJTŸ v ;\P DqgXLZFD XDF"4 5`P #$ 
91 5NŸDFJTŸ v ;\P DqgXLZFD XDF"4 5`P #$ 
92 HFI;L U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 5\P ZFDRgã XqÉ,4 5`P !$ 
93 HFI;L SL Ý[D;FWGF v 0F¶P ZFDRgã4 5`P 2#& 
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94 5NŸDFJTŸ v ;\P DqgXLZFD XDF"4 5`P !&# 
95 DLZF VF{Z pGSL Ý[DJF6L sDLZF AF." SL 5NFJ,L4 B^0v!f4 ,[BS 
7FGR\N H{G4 5`P !2 
96 ;}Z;FUZ v GFUZL ÝRFZ6L ;EF4 5`P $_& 
97 ZFDRlZTDFG; v —p¿ZSF^0c4 5`P !!_ 
98 ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN4 5`P *( —lCgNL VF{Z DZF9L 
SF lGUq"6 ;\T SFjI v 0F¶P ÝEFSZ DFRJ[4 5`P #_* 
99 "Rishadhadeva, whose interesting account we meet within the Bhagvata is get a 
mystic of a different kind, whose utter —arelessness of his body is the sypreme 
mark of his god realisation". 
R. D. Randade, Indian - Mysticism - Mysticism in Maharashtra, P. 9 
pâ`T v 5ZDFtDF ÝSFX v IF[ULgNqDqlG4 ;\P zL ,P ,GP p5FwI[4 5`P 
!!_ 
100 "To take a practical view the Jain Tirthankaras like Risabhadeva, Neminath, 
Parsvanath and Mahavira etc. have been some of the greatest ystic s of the 
world. - A. N. Upadhey, Introduction of Paramatma Prakash, P. 43 
101 EZT\ WZl6 5F,GFIFlElØQI :JI\ EJG ,JF[JlZTXZLZDF+ 5lZU|C pgD¿ 
.J UDG 5lZWFG o ÝSL6" S[X VFtDgIFZF[l5TF CJGLIF[ A|ïFJTF"tÝJJ|H × 
H0FgWD}SJlWZl5XFRLgDFNSJNJ W}T J[ØF[·lEEFQIDF6F[·l5 HGFGF\ U`CLT 
DF[GJ|T:TqQ6L AE}J × zLDNŸ EFUJTŸ4 ULTF Ý[;4 5\RD :SgW4 5\RD 
VwIFI4 5`P 5&# 
102 VFRFZF\U ;}+ 5\RD U6WZ ;qWDF":JFDL4  !q#q$ 
103 lJX[ØFJxIS v EFQIUFYF v $(24 VFRFI"lHGEãUl6 pNŸW`T v 
VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P $_ 
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104 H{GNX"G DGG VF{Z DLDF\;F v DqlGGYD, v ;\P lJHIDqlGXF:+L4 5`P 
$#) 
105 V.;F[C6 HF[,6\ ;qâ\ CF[D\ CJ. HC TCI × 
SF,F." ,wNLI[ V%IF 5ZD%IF[ CJlN ×× 
DF[Ù5FCq0 v 2$4 VFRFI" SqgNSqgN 
pNŸW`T v VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P $Z 
106 HF[5ZD%5F 6F6Dp ;F[ Cp\ N[p V6\Tq × 
HF[ Cp\ ;F[ 5ZD%5q 5~ ,Cp EFlJ l6E\Tq ×× 
5ZDFtDF ÝSFXG v IF[ULgNqDqlG4 ;\P zL ,P ,GP p5FwI[4 5`P 
2($v2(5 
107 D6q lDl,IS 5ZD[;Z4 5ZD[;~ lH D6:; × 
lJl^6 lJ ;DZl; Cq. ZlCI 5qßH R0FJp S:; ×× 
5FCq0 NF[CF v DqlGZFDl;\C4 5`P !& 
108 AGFZ;L lJ,F; v SlJJZ4 5\P AGFZ;LNF;4 5`P !&! 
109 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L4 5N ;\P !5 ;\P DF[TLR\ã lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF 
110 SALZU|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P *!4 5N ;\P & 
111 SALZU|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P *#4 5N ;\P !& 
112 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv#4 5N ;\P )5 ;\P DF[TLR\ã lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF 
113 SALZU|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P )54 5N ;\P !!# 
114 IF[UNX"G4 !q2 
115 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ;FwJL ;qNX"GF zL4 5`P 2&#4  
116 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUvZ4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N ;\P &_ 
117 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P 5!4 5`P (! 
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118 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUv!4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N ;\P & 
119 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;q\NZNF; 
;FBL v —DG SF{ V\Uc ;FBL ;\P )4 5`P 22 
120 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P #_ 
121 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 RF¡6FS SF{ V\U ;FBL4 ;\P 54 
5`P 2( 
122 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P & 
123 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P *$4 5`P (& 
124 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P &4 5`P *! 
125 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ,[P ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P 2&* 
126 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\bIF #* 
127 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNE;4 5N !5&4 5`P !_$ 
128 lCgNL ZFQ8= EFØF SF[X v ;\S,GSTF" v lJxJ[xJZ GFZFI6 VF{Z 
N[JLNIF, RTqJ["NL4 —D:Tc4 ÝSFXG v .\l0IG Ý[; l,lD8[04 ÝIFU4 5`P 
!$!( 
129 ;}+ S`TF\U v ;}+ zLDNŸ XL,F\SFRFI"4 !q2q2 pâT v VFG\N3G SL 
ZC:IJFN ,[P ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P 2&( 
130 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P &4 
131 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P !&4 
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132 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P $4 5`P *_ 
133 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P !54 5`P *# 
134 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P !&&4 5`P !_* 
135 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L4 EFUv!4 5N ;\P &4 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF 
136 SALZU|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P &)4 5`P (5 
137 SALZU|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P 2_24 5`P !!* 
138 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L v ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0DIF4 EFUv!4 
5N ;\P * 
139 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L v ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 EFUv!4 5N 
;\P $2 
140 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUvZ4 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N ;\P 
*! 
141 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUvZ4 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N ;\P 
*5 
142 SALZ U|\YFJ,Lv 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P !(4 5`P *$ 
143 SALZ U|\YFJ,Lv 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P #)24 5`P !&5 
144 sVf JCL4 —;qlDZ6 SF{ V\Uc  ;FBLv)4 5`P $ 
144 sAf SALZ JF6L v 0F¶P 5FZ;GFY lTJFZL4 5`P !*( 
145 —N C8" VFO lCgNq:TFGc  v 0F¶P ZFWFS`Q6GŸ VGqJFN v EFZT SL 
V\TZFtDF v lJxJ\EZGFY l+5F9L4 5`P &5 
146 ;DI;FZ GF8S v AGFZ;LNF; !*JF¡ 5n4 5`P & 
147 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L v ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 EFUv!4 
5N ;\P 2# 
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148 zL VFG\N3GGF 5NF— v EFUvZ4 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
5N ;\P )( 
149 zL VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L v EFUv!4 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWF,F, 
SF5lIF4 5N ;\P 21 
150 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; —5ZRF SF{ V\Uc  v ;FBL ;\P 
#4 5`P !_ 
151 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; 5N ;\P !5)4 5`P !_5 
152 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; 5N ;\P !(!4 5`P !!2 
153 zL VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P 2*& 
154 SALZ SF ZC:IJFN v 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 5`P $(v$) 
155 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L4 EFUv!4 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P & 
156 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L4 EFUv!4 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P ( 
157 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG v SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 —DqlG;qJ|T lHG :TJGc 5`P 
253 
158 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; Uq~N[J SF{ V\U4 ;FBL ;\P !!4 
5`P 2 
159 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; Uq~N[J SF{ V\U4 ;FBL ;\P !)4 
5`P 2 
160 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; Uq~N[J SF{ V\U4 ;FBL ;\P 254 
5`P # 
161 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; Uq~N[J SF{ V\U4 ;FBL ;\P $&4 
5`P (_ 
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162 SALZ U|\YFJ,Lv0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; Uq~N[J SF{ V\U4 ;FBL ;\P #4 5`P ! 
163 SALZ ;FCA ;\P lJJ[SNF;4 5`P #(! 
164 VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN v ,[P ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5`P 2($ 
165 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L v EFUv!4 5N ;\P $) 
166 VFG\N3GGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5N ;\P *5 
167 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUvz4 5N ;\P (( 
168 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L v EFUv!4 5N ;\P ## 
169 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUv24 5N ;\P (& 
170 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUv24 5N ;\P &5 
171 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —lJZC SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBL ;\P #4 
5`P & 
172 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —lJZC SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBL ;\P &4 
5`P & 
173 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P !!*4 5`P )5 
174 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P 2254 5`P !!2 
175 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P #5(4 5`P !5& 
176 zL VFG\N3GGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N ;\P 
5! 
177 zL VFG\N3GGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N ;\P 
&) 
178 zL VFG\N3GGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N ;\P 
)2 
179 VFG\N3G ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N ;\P 
$5 
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180 VFG\N3G ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N ;\P 
$! 
181 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —;FBLc 5`P & 
182 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —lAZC SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBL ;\P !#4 
5`P * 
183 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P 54 5`P *_ 
184 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P !2_4 5`P )& 
185 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P 2254 5`P !22 
186 zL VFG\N3GGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N ;\P 
&2 
187 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 zL DF[TL,F, lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P ## 
188 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L4 EFUv!4 5N ;\P #& 
189 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —lAZC SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBL ;\P 2$4 
5`P * 
190 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —lAZC SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBL ;\P 254 
5`P * 
191 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —lAZC SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBL ;\P $54 
5`P ( 
192 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —lAZC SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBL ;\P #*!4 
5`P !5) 
193 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 5N ;\P $! 
194 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 5N ;\P #& 
195 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 5N ;\P $) 
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196 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUv24 5N ;\P *2 
197 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUv24 5N ;\P *# 
198 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUv24 5N ;\P 5( 
199 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; 5N ;\P #_&4 5`P !$$ 
200 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; 5N ;\P !!54 5`P )5 
201 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; 5N ;\P #_24 5`P !$# 
202 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 5N ;\P !_ 
203 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 5N ;\P #( 
204 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 5N ;\P $* 
205 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; ;FBL —lAZC SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBL ;\P 
!$4 5`P * 
206 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; ;FBL —lAZC SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBL ;\P 
$!4 5`P ( 
207 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; ;FBL —lAZC SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBL ;\P 
##$4 5`P !5! 
208 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L v EFUv!4 5N ;\P !& 
209 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L v EFUv!4 5N ;\P $* 
210 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUv24 5N ;\P &5 
211 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —lAZC SF{ V\Uc  ;FBL ;\P 
224 5`P * 
212 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —lAZC SF{ V\Uc  ;FBL ;\P 
#$4 5`P ( 
213 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —lAZC SF{ V\Uc  ;FBL ;\P 
22$4 5`P !22 
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214 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
5N ;\P ##4  
215 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
5N ;\P $! 
216 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUv214 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N ;\P 
&24 
217 SALZ U|\YFJ,L ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; —lAZC SF{ E\Uc4 ;FBL ;\P !(4 
5`P * 
218 SALZ U|\YFJ,L ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; —lAZC SF{ E\Uc4 ;FBL ;\P #_#4 
5`P !$# 
219 SALZ U|\YFJ,L ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; —lAZC SF{ E\Uc4 ;FBL ;\P #$#4 
5`P !5# 
220 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 5N ;\P #5 
221 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 5N ;\P $#$ 
222 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUv24 5N )2 
223 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUv24 5N !_& 
224 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; —lJZC SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBLv ;\P 
#54 5`P ( 
225 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; —lJZC SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBLv ;\P 
!!4 5`P & 
226 SALZ U|\YFJ,Lv ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P #_*4 5`P !$$ 
227 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; —lJZC SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBLv ;\P 
214 5`P * 
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228 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P # 
229 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P #) 
230 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P $5 
231 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUv24 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N ;\P (* 
232 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUv24 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N ;\P (* 
233 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUv24 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N ;\P &$ 
234 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P ) 
235 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P *# 
236 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L EFUv!4 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P *! 
237 zL VFG\N3GGF\ 5NF[ EFUv24 5N ;\P (! 
238 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; 5N ;\P 2#&4 5`P !25 
239 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; 5N ;\P !(*4 5`P !!# 
240 SALZ v ;\P CHFZL Ý;FN läJ[NL4 5N ;\P !#$4 5`P 2#*•  
241 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZ NF; v —DFIF SF{ V\Uc  ;FBL 
;\P 24 5`P 25 
242 JCL v —DFIF SF{ V\Uc  ;FBL ;\P 54 5`P 25 
243 JCL v —SFDL GZ SF{ V\Uc  ;FBL ;\P !4 5`P #_ 
244 JCL v —DG SF{ V\Uc  ;FBL ;\P $4 5`P 22 
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245 JCL v —DG SF{ V\Uc  ;FBL ;\P !_Z4 5`P )2 
246 JCL v —DG SF{ V\Uc  ;FBL ;\P !#*4 5`P !__ 
247 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L v EFUv!4 5N ;\P !5 
248 VFG\N3GGF 5NF— EFUv24 5N ;\P 5& 
249 VFG\N3G 5N ZtGFJ,L v EFUv!4 5N ;\P !) 
250 VFG\N3G 5N ZtGFJ,L v EFUv!4 5N ;\P 2_ 
251 VFG\N3G 5N ZtGFJ,L v EFUv!4 5N ;\P #( 
252 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P &4 5`P *! 
253 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P !4 5`P &) 
254 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P #4 5`P &) 
255 Dq^ 0SF[5lGØNŸ v ULTFÝ[;4 UF[ZB5qZ × 2q2q( 
256 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L4 EFUv!4 ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P $2 
257 VFG\N3G 5n ZtGFJ,L v EFUv! ;\P DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 5N 
;\P 2# 
258 SALZ U|\YFJ,L  v;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P $#4 5`P (_ 
259 SALZ U|\YFJ,L  v;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P !5_4 5`P !_2 







SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ NFX"lGS  
l;âF\TF — SF T q,GFtDS VwIIG 
 
 ? NX"G XaN SF VY" 
 ? A|ï lJRFZ 
  ? VFG\N3G o A|ïvlJRFZ 
  ? SALZNF; o A|ïvlJRFZ 
 ? HLJ lJRFZ 
  ? VFG\N3G o HLJvlJRFZ 
  ? SALZNF; o HLJvlJRFZ 
 ? DFIF lJRFZ 
  ? VFG\N3G o DFIFvlJRFZ 
  ? SALZNF; o DFIFvlJRFZ 
 ? HUTŸ lJRFZ 
  ? VFG\N3G o HUT Ÿ vlJRFZ 
  ? SALZNF; o HUT Ÿ vlJRFZ 
 ? HLJvDqlÉT lJRFZ 
  ? VFG\N3G o HLJvD qlÉTvlJRFZ 
  ? SALZNF; o HLJvD qlÉTvlJRFZ 




SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ NFX"lGS  
l;âF\TF — SF T q,GFtDS VwIIG 
 
 EFZTLI HLJG D— NX"G VF{Z WD" SF jIF5S ÝEFJ ZCF C{ × NX"G S[ 
DFwID ;[ HLJG SL lJlXQ8 5âlT VF{Z HLJG ;[ ;\A\lWT lJxJ ,J\ 
HLJ;`lQ84 DGqQI S[ ;qoBvNqoB DqlST VFlN S[ ÝlT lRgTG SL NLW" 5Z\5ZF 
EFZT D— N[BL HFTL C{ × D{ SMG C}\ m SIF ;[ VFIF m SCF¡ HFp¡UF m IC 
;\;FZ ÉIF C{ m VFlN lH7F;F,¡ CL NX"G SM HgD N[TL C{ × ,S CL J:Tq 
SL VF[Z N[BG[ SL ÝtI[S jIlST SL lEgGN`lQ8 CqVF SZTL C{ × .;Ll,, 
lJlEgG NX"GM\ G[ HgD l,IF × EFZT D— NX"G Vt\IT ÝRl,T C{ × HLJ4 
HUT4 DFIF4 A|ï4 DqlÉT VFlN S[ lJØI D— HM lRgTG klØ DGLØL G[ lSIF 
p;L SM NX"G SCT[ C® ICF CD NX"G XaN SF ;FDFgI 5lZRI N[T[ CqI[ CDFZ[ 
VF,MrI SlJ SALZNF; VF{Z VFG\N3G S[ NF"XlGS lJRFZM\ SL Tq,GF Ý:TqT 
SZ—U[ × 
? NX"G XaN SF VY" 
 ÝFZ\E D— ;\:S`T JF¢DI D— —NX"Gc  XaN SL HUC —DLDF\;Fc  XaN 
ÝIqÉT CF[TF YF × DLDF\;F IFlG DGG 7FG ÝFl%T SL .rKF lS;L TFlÀJS 
lJØI SL S;F{8L × VFH ÝFIo NX"G XaN ÝIF[U CF[TF C{ × NX"G XaN SF 
D}, D— —N`Xc  WFTq C{ lH;SF VY" CF[TF C{ —N[BGFc  NX"G VYF"TŸ N[BGF JC 
TÀJ7FG SL ,S 5âlT¸ ;tI SF[ N[BG[ SL4 ;DhG[ SF ,S 5q~ØFY" × IC 
N[BGF ;\EJ CF[TF C{ V5G[ VGqEJ äFZF4 VGqDFG S[ VFWFZ 5Z IF 
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VFtDFGqE}lT äFZF × —NX"Gc  DT,A TÀJ SF ;FÙFtSFZ ,[;F EL ,S VY" 
lSIF HFTF C{ × IC VY" IF[lUVF— VF{Z TÀJN`Q8FVF— SL SqNZTL Ý7F 
sIntutionf SZ[ VF[Z ;\S[T SZTF C{ × ÝtI[S NX"G lOZ JC 5}J"SF,LG CF[ IF 
p¿ZSF,LG ;tI SF[ V5G[ ,S lJlXQ8 N`lQ8SF[6 ;[ ;DhG[ S[ l,I[ ÝItG 
SZTF C® × NX"G IFlG N[BG[ SF ;FWG × .; VY" D— lJlJW NX"G ;tI SF[ 
HFGG[ S[ V,UvV,U DFU" C{ × N[BGF NF[ ÝSFZ SF CF[TF C{ × lS;L EL 
J:Tq SF[ N[X4 SF,4 5lZl:YlT VFlN ;\NE" ;lCT HA CD N[BT[ C®4 TA JC 
;tI CF[G[ 5Z EL jIFJCFlZS ;tI C{ × klØ p;[ EL ;tI TF[ SCT[ C® lSgTq 
p;L J:Tq SF[ lS;L EL ;\NE" lAGF lGZ5[Ù EFJ ;[ N[B[ VF{Z JC H{;L lNB[ 
p;[ —kTc  SCF HFTF C{ ×! jIFJCFlZS ;tI SF NX"G TF[ ACqT ;FZ[ ,F[U 
SZ ;ST[ C®4 lSgTq 5FZDFlY"S ;tI SF NX"G ACqT CL DIF"lNT jIlÉT CL SZ 
;ST[ C® × p5lGØNŸ SL plÉT C{ lS ,S TÀJ VYF"TŸ 5ZDŸ TÀJ SF[ HFG 
,[G[ 5Z VgI ;EL TÀJF— SF[ :JI\D[J HFG ;ST[ C® × NX"G S[ l,, V\U[HL 
XaN Philosophy (PHILO = LOVE VF{Z SOPHIA = WISDOMf SF VY" EL 7FG 
S[ l,, Ý[D ,[;F ;}lRT SZTF C{ × Philosophy = lJnF S[ l,, Ý[D sVGqZFUf 
VF{Z Philosopher = lJnFGqZFUL 7FGFGqZFUL4 7FG ÝFl%T S[ l,, ÝItGXL, ×2 
TÀJ7FG D— SF[." EL l;âF\T lAGF ;F[R[v;Dh[ DFgI ZBF GCÄ HFTF × DGqQI 
S[ HLJG S[ lJlJW Ù[+ SF[ ,[SZ VG[SlJW D},E}T DFgITFVF— D— ;[ ÝtI[S 
DFgITFVF— SL VF[Z X\SF SZS[ TÀJ7FGL pGSL ;F\UF[5F\U 5ZLÙF SZG[ S[ l,, 
;NF T{IFZ ZCT[ C® VF{Z .; l,, ,[;F SCF HFTF C{ lS TÀJ7FG SF[." N};ZL 
J:Tq GCÄ4 lSgTq S[J, 7FG IF RFTqI" S[ ÝlT Ý[D C{ ×  
 VFtDTtJ SL lH7F;F VFwIFtD ,J\ NX"G SL VFWFZE}lD C{ × NX"G 
VF{Z ZC:IJFN SF lJXF, Ý;FN lR\TG ,J\ VGqE}lT 5Z CL lGlD"T CqVF C{ 
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5Z p;S[ D}, D— DFGJ SL lH7F;F J`l¿ CL C{ × CDFZ[ VF,F[rI SlJ 
VFG\N3G G[ l,BF C{ v 
 WZD 5ZD VZCGFY GF[ lSD HF6q \ EUJ\T Z[ × 
 :J 5Z ;DI ;DhFlJ,4 DlCDFJ\T DCgT Z[ ××# 
 ;FDFgITo lJxJ D— VG[SlJW WD" NX"G ÝRl,T C{4 ,[lSG ÝxG p9TF 
C{ lS IYFY" WD" SF{G ;F C{ m ,[;F SF{Gv;F WD" C{ HF[ ;\;FZ RÊ ;[ 
DqlÉT lN,FG[JF,F CF[4 :Jv:J:i SL p5,laW SZFG[JF,F CF[ × .; N`lQ8 ;[ 
VFG\N3G pÉT 5\lÉTIF— D— 5ZDFtDF S[ ;FDG[ JC lH7F;F jIÉT SZT[ C®4 lS 
Dqh[ IC ATFGF lS VFtDWD" SF[ S{;[ 5CRFGF HF ;STF C{4 VFtDF SF V5GF 
WD" IF :J :JEFJ ÉIF C{ VF{Z p;SF 5ZDWD" ÉIF C{ m 
 VFtDv7FG SL IC lH7F;F H{G ,J\ J{lNS JF0+DI D— EL VlEjIÉT 
Cq." C{ × D® SF{G C}¡ VF{Z SCF¡ ;[ VFIF C}¡ × ICL AFT Dq^ 0SF[5lGØNŸ$ ,J\ 
S\9F[5lGØN5Ÿ D— EL C{ × 
 VlJnF IF VlJJ[S CL ;D:T NqoBF— SF D}, SFZ6 C{ × VGFtD ,J\ 
VFtDlJØIS E[N S[ 7FG SF VEFJ CL VlJnF IF VlJJ[S IF V7FG C{ × 
.;l,, VlJnF ;[ K}8SFZF 5FG[ S[ l,, TÀJ7FG IF VFtD7FG IF A|ï7FG 
5ZDFJxIS C{ × DClØ" A|ï7FG SL ÝFl%T S[ l,, ÝFRLG SF, ;[ CL ÝItG 
SZT[ VF, C® × ÝFRLGSF, S[ ;|F[T J[NF— D— VFtD7FG ÝF%T SZG[ SF ;\S[T 
lNIF UIF C{ lS VFtD7FG ÝF%T SZ DFGJ D`tIq SF[ 5FZ SZ ;STF C{ ov 
 —TD[J lJlJtJFlT D`tIqD[lTc & 
 VYJ"J[N D— SCF UIF C{ lS VFtD7FGL IF WLZ 5q~Ø D`tIq ;[ EIELT 
GCÄ CF[TF v 
 —TD[J lJäFGŸ G lJEFI D`tIF[c * 
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 ULTF D— EL 7FG SL ;JF["tS`Q8TF SF ÝlT5FNG lSIF UIF C{ × ULTF 
SCTL C{ 7FG ;D:T UqCŸIF— D— ZFHF VYF"TŸ z[Q9 ZFHlJnF VYF"TŸ ;A lJnFVF— 
D— z[Q94 5lJ+ p¿D4 ÝtIÙ AF[W N[G[ JF,F VFRZ6 SZG[ D— ;qB SFZS 
VjIÉT ,J\ WdI" C{ v 
 ZFHlJnF ZFHUqæ\ 5lJ+lDNDq¿DDŸ × 
 ÝtIÙFJUD\ WdI" ;q;qB\ STq "DjIIDŸ ×(  
 VFtDTtJ SL lH7F;F SF ,S SFZ6 IC C{ lS VFtDJFN SL D}, lElT 
5Z CL 5F5v5q^ I4 ,F[Sv5Z,F[S4 A\WGvDF[Ù VFlN SL EjI .DFZT B0+L Cq." 
C{ × .;S[ VEFJ D— jIlÉT G TF[ ,F[SJFNL CF[ ;STF C{4 G SD"JFNL TYF G 
CL lÊIFJFNL × IlN VFtDTtJ SF[ CL DFGF HFI TF[ ,F[Sv5Z,F[S4 SD"vlÊIF 
VFlN lS; 5Z 3l8 CF—U[ m .;Ll,, —VFRFZF\Uc  D— SCF UIF C{ ——;[ 
VFIFJFNL ,F[UFJFNL SdDFJFNL lSlZIFJFNLcc) VYF"TŸ lH;[ VFtDF SF ;dISŸ 
5lZ7FG CF[ UIF C{ JCL VFtDJFNL4 ,F[SJFNL4 SD"JFNL VF{Z lÊIFJFNL C{ ×  
 lH7F;F ,S DGF[J`l¿ C{ VF{Z .;SL T`l%T4 7FG S[ DFwID ;[ CL ;\EJ 
C{ × DGF[lJ7FG D— EL lH7F;F SF[ DFGJ SL D}, ÝJ`l¿ DFGF UIF C{ × 
Inl5 DGF[lJ7FG S[ VGq;FZ ÝF6L D— ;FDFgITo RF{NC D}, ÝJ`l¿IF¡ C®4 TYFl5 
lH7F;F SL D}, ÝJ`l¿ DFGJ[TZ ÝFl6IF— D— GCÄ DFGL U." C{ × 
 ÝS`lT S[ lJlEgG ÝSFZ S[ p5SZ6F— VF{Z lÊIFvS,F5F— SF[ N[BSZ 
p;S[ DG D— ;CH CL ÝxG pt5gG CF[TF C{ D® SF{G C}¡ m D[ZF :J:i ÉIF      
C{ m lJxJ SF ;FZTtJ ÉIF C{ m p; 5ZDTtJ ;[ CDFZF ÉIF ;\A\W C{ m 
VFlN × D},To ZC:IJFNL ;FWS S[ l,, XqâFtDTtJ SF[ 5FG[ S[ l,, 
V\TDF"G; D— TLJ| lH7F;F SF CF[GF lGTF\T VFJxIS C{ × lH; ;FWS D— 
lH7F;F GCÄ C{4 JC SEL EL ZC:IJFNL GCÄ CF[ ;STF × .; ÝSFZ SCF HF 
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;STF C{ lS VFtDTtJ S[ 7FG S[ l,, lH7F;F SL 5âlT V5GF SZ 
VF,F[rI SlJäI G[ DGF[J{7FlGS ,J\ ZC:IJFNL N`lQ8 SF 5lZRI lNIF C{ × 
 EUJTL ;}+ D— lGN["X C{ lS U6WZ v UF{TD G[ EUJFGŸ DCFJLZ ;[ 
K¿L; CHFZ ÝxG lSI[ Y[ × VTo IC ;tI C{ lS lAGF lH7F;F S[ TÀJ 
AF[W GCÄ CF[ ;STF × JF:TJ D— ;\T VFG\NW G[ TÀJAF[W S[ l,, lH7F;F 
SF[ VFJxIS CL DFGF TYF DGF[lJ7FlGS ;tI SF[ AFCZ ,FI[ × ;\Ù[5 D—4 
VFtDTtJ AF[W S[ l,, ÝxGvÝlT ÝxG TYF X\SFv;DFWFG SL X{,L VFG\N3G 
S[ ZC:IJFNL NX"G D— ÝlTlT CF[TL C{4 JC 5}6"To pGSL VFUlDS N`lQ8 SL 
5lZRFIS C{ × 
 ,[;F SCF HFTF C{ lS A|ï7FG S[ l,, VgI ,F{lSS ÝDF6F— SL 
VFJxISTF GCÄ CF[TL C{ × 7FG :JI\ ÝSFZ :J:i C{ × J[NF\T G[ ;FDFgI 
HG ,J\ HUTŸ Ý5\R S[ l,, VgI ÝDF6F— SF[ :JLSFZ lSIF C{4 ÉIF—lS HA 
TS Ý5\R SF 7FG GCÄ CF[UF4 TA TS A|ï7FG EL V;\EJ C{ × .;l,, 
J[NF\T G[ lJxJ ,J\ DFIF S[ lGZFSZ6 S[ l,, Ko ÝDF6 ÝtIÙ VGqDFG4 
p5DFG4 XaN4 VYF"5l¿ ,J\ VGq5,laW SF[ DFGF C{ ×  A|ï7FG S[ 
VGqEJ ;[ VlJnF SF GFX CF[ HFTF C{ ,J\ HUTŸ S[ ;FZ[ Ý5\RF— SF EL 
;J"YF GFX CF[ HFTF C{ × VgI EFZTLI NFX"lGSF— G[ EL 7FG 5Z lJRFZ 
lSIF C{ × ä{T VF{Z lJlXQ8Fä{T VFlN NX"GF— D— EL 7FG S[ ;FYv;FY ElÉT 
5Z A, lNIF C{ × 
 GFY ;\ÝNFI D— EL 7FG SF ;JF"lWS DCÀJ C{ × UF[ZBGFY S[ VGq;FZ 
——lR¿ SF[ IF[UDFU" D— VF~-+ SZG[ S[ l,, 7FG CL ;A;[ A0+F Uq~ C{ × 
;FWGF Ù[+ D— VU|;Z CF[G[ S[ l,, 7FG ;A;[ A0[+ ;CFIS C{ × p;L S[ 
lGN["XF— ;[ ;FWS lNXF ÝF%T SZTF C{ × .; ÝSFZ HA IF[U ;[ IqÉT 7FG 
SL ÝFl%T CF[ HFTL C{ TA .; l5^0 D— 5Zï 5N SL BF[H ;\EJ C{ × 7FG 
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S[ ÝF%T CF[G[ 5Z 5\R TÀJF— D— J{ØdI GCÄ ZCTF × IF[UL S[ l,, 7FG VFWFZL 
C{ VYF"TŸ 7FG S[ VFWFZ S[ lAGF IF[U ;FWG lGQS\8S EFJ ;[ GCÄ R, 
;STF × Inl5 IC ;tI C{ lS 5ZDŸ 5N SL ÝFl%T CF[ HFG[ 5Z 7FG SL EL 
;\7F GCÄ ZCTL TYFl5 ;FWGFSF, D— lAGF .;SL ;CFITF S[ IF[UL 5ZDŸ 5N 
TS 5Cq¡R EL GCÄ ;STF × IC 7FG Uq~DqB ;[ lD,TF C{ × .;L ;[ DG 
SF DFZ6 ;\EJ CF[TF C{ × 5F¡RF— .\lãIF— SF[ ;¡EF,[ ZBG[ D— 7FG ;CFIS 
CF[TF C{ × p;L SL ;CFITF ;[ IF[UL XZLZ S[ ;EL äFZF— 5Z lJØI :iL 
X+qVF— ;[ Iqâ SZTF C{ × .; ÝSFZ S[ 7FG ;[ CL lJlXQ8 7FG IF lJ7FG 
s5ZD5N 7FG4 TÀJ 7FG4 VFtD7FGf ;\EJ CF[TF C{ × V7FGL jIlÉT IF[U 
l;â GCÄ CF[ ;STF ×!_ 
 ;D:T EFZTLI NFX"lGSF— G[ RFC[ J[ VFl:TS CF[ IF GFl:TS 7FG 
DLDF\;F 5Z lJRFZ lSIF C{ VF{Z pG ,F[UF— G[ 7FGvÝFl%T SF[ DF[Ù SF DqbI 
;FWG l:JSFZ lSIF C{ × EFZTLI ;FWS ,J\ lR\TS ;\T SALZNF; EL 7FG 
SL VF[Z VFU[ A-[+ × pgCF—G[ HLJG SF[ ;O, AGFG[ S[ l,, 7FG SF[ 
VFJxIS DFGF C{ VF{Z SCF C{ lS D®G[ HF[ 7FGvlJRFZ SF[ GCÄ ;DhF TF[ 
D®G[ V5GF HLJG lGSdDF CL U¡JF lNIF v 
 HF{ D® uIF ¡G lARFZ G 5FIF4 
  TF{ D® IF — CL HgD U¡JFIF ×!! 
 SALZ ;FCA 7FG pt5l¿ SL ÝYDFJ:YF D— Aqlâ SF[ :JLSFZ SZT[    
C® × lAGF Aqlâ S[ 7FG ;\EJ GCÄ C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; SF 7FG Aqlâ ,J\ VGqEJ ;\IqÉT p5H :i    
C{ × lH;SL JHC ;[ NF[GF— ;T SlJIF— S[ 5F; HF[ 7FG C{ JC ;tI 7FG 
ÝF%T lSIF CqVF C{ × VA CD VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ 
NFX"lGS l;âF\TF— SF Tq,GFtDS VwIIG SZ—U[ × NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SF NX"G 
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TÀJ7FG SF NX"G C{ × pGS[ NX"G SL AFT[ CD A|ï s5ZDFtDFf4 VFtDF 
sHLJf4 DFIF4 HUTŸ s;`lQ8f4 VFtDDqlÉT .G 5F¡R TÀJF— SF[ S[gã D— ZBSZ 
SZ—U[ × 
? A|ï lJRFZ 
 ;\5}6" HUTŸ SF[ ,S :i D— VGqEJ SZT[ Cq, p5lGØNŸ D— ;\5}6" lJxJ 
SL pt5l¿4 UlT4 5F,G VF{Z l:YlT TYF .; ;D:T HUTŸ S[ ,I S[ SFZ6 
SF[ A|ï SCF UIF C{ ×12 JC VFtDF ;J"UT4 Xqâ4 VXZLZL4 :GFIq ;[ ZlCT4 
lGD",4 ;J"ãQ8F4 ;J"74 ;JF["tS`Q8 VF{Z :JI\E} C{ ×!# JC V5G[ CL ÝSFX ;[ 
ÝSFlXT C{4!$ p;S[ ÝSFX ;[ CL IC ;A ÝSFlXT CF[TF C{ ×15 HF[ VXaN4 
V:5X"4 :iZlCT4 VjII4 Z;CLG4 lGtI VF{Z U\WCLG C{ ×!& .tIFlN SYGF— 
äFZF XaNFlN S[ ;lCT p;S[ ;D:T :iF— SF ÝlTØ[W lSIF HFTF C{ × 
p5lGØNŸ SF klØ p;[ —;tISFDo ;tI;\S<5oc !* ;tI\ 7FGDGgT\ A|ï!( 
lJ7FGDFG\N\ A|ï!) .tIFlN VG[S :iF— D— VF5G[ VFtDRÙqVF— ;[ N[BTF C{ × 
JF:TJ D— JC HFGG[JF,F— S[ l,, V7FT C{ VF{Z G HFGG[ JF,F— S[ l,, 7FT 
C{ ×20 H{;[ SYG lJlX8 jI\HTF ;[ IqÉT C{ × p;S[ V;LDtJ4 ;J"7tJ :i 
SL 5}6" VGqE}lT G HFGG[ S[ SFZ6 7FlGIF— S[ l,, JC V7FT C{ × 
p5lGØNŸ D— —,Ø ;J"E}TF\T ZFtDFc 21 sIC ;D:T E}TF— SF V\TZFtDFf —CØ ;J["Øq 
U}-Foc 22 sIC ;D:T E}TF— D— lK5F CqVFf¸ V\IDFtDF A|ï23 sIC VFtDF A|ï C{f 
.tIFlN VG[SFG[S SYGF— äFZF p;[ lGtI lGZlTXI4 7FGXlÉT:i p5FlWJF,F4 
VgTIF"DL ."xJZ DFGF UIF C{ × 
 ULTF D— A|ï S[ :i SF lJJ[RG SZT[ Cq, SCF UIF C{ o JC VGFlN 
5ZDŸ A|ï G ;TŸ CL SCF HFTF C{4 G V;TŸ CL24 JC ;\5}6" .lgãIF— S[ 
lJØIF— SF[ HFGG[ JF,F C{4 5Z\Tq JF:TJ D— ;A .lgãIF— ;[ ZlCT C{ × 
VF;lÉTvZlCT CF[G[ 5Z EL ;ASF WFZ6v5F[Ø6 SZG[ JF,F VF{Z lGUq"6 CF[G[ 
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5Z EL Uq6F— SF[ EF[UG[ JF,F C{ ×25 JC 5ZDFtDF lJEFUZlCT4 ,S :i ;[ 
VFSFX S[ ;N`X 5lZ5}6" CF[G[ 5Z EL RZFRZ ;\5}6" E}TF— D— lJEÉT;F l:YT 
ÝTLT CF[TF C{ TYF JC HFGG[ IF[uI 5ZDFtDF E}TF— SF[ WFZ6 5F[Ø6 SZG[ 
JF,F ;\CFZ SZG[JF,F TYF ;ASM pt5gG SZG[ JF,F C{ ×26 JC 5ZA|ï 
ßIF[lTIF— SL EL ßIF[lT ,J\ DFIF ;[ VtI\T 5Z[ SCF HFTF C{ × JC 5ZDFtDF 
AF[W:J:i4 7[I4 TÀJ7FG ;[ ÝF%T SZG[ IF[uI TYF ;AS[ ìNI D— lJX[Ø :i 
D— l:YT C{ ×27 lH; ÝSFZ ;J"+ jIF%T VFSFX ;}1D CF[G[ S[ SFZ6 l,%T 
GCÄ CF[TF4 J{;[ CL N[C D— ;J"+ l:YT VFtDF lGUq"6 CF[G[ S[ SFZ6 N[C S[ 
Uq6F— ;[ l,%T GCÄ CF[TF ×28 D® CL VD`T VF{Z D`tIq ,J\ ;TŸ VF{Z V;TŸ ;A 
SqK D— CL C}¡29 D— HF[ lJZF[W VFEFl;T CF[TF C{ p;SL jIFbIF SZT[ Cq, 
lT,S G[ SCF C{ v I[ NF[GF— Inl5 5ZD[xJZ S[ CL :J:i C®4 TYFl5 ;rRF 
5ZD[xJZ TÀJ .G NF[GF— ;[ 5Z[ VYF"TŸ 5}6"TIF V7[I C{ × GFGF GFD:iFtDS 
DFIF E|D C{ VF{Z p;D— VlJEÉT ;[ ZCG[ JF,F A|ï CL ;tI C{#_ ,S VgI 
:Y, 5Z pgCF—G[ SCF C{ v ULTF D— 5ZD[xJZ S[ jIÉT :J:i SF Inl5 
ACqTv;F J6"G C{ TYFl5 5ZD[xJZ SF D}, VF{Z z[Q9 :J:i lGUq"6 TYF 
VjIÉT CL C{ VF{Z DGqQI DF[C IF V7FG ;[ p;[ ;Uq6 DFGT[ C® ×#! 
  zLDNŸEFUJT 5qZF6 D— A|ï S[ Uq6F— SF lJXNŸ lJJ[RG lSIF UIF 
C{ × EFUJTSFZ SF SYG C{ v —C[ ÝEF[4 VF5 HLJFtDF ;[ lEgG C{ ÉIF—lS 
VF5 lGtIDqÉT4 lGtIXqâ4 R[TG VFtDF4 lGlJ"SFZ VFlN 5q~Ø Ø0{xJI" ;d5gG4 
TLGF— ,F[SF—S[ VlW5lT VF{Z V5GL N`lQ8 ;[ Aqlâ SL VJ:YFVF— SF[ VB^0 
:i ;[ N[BT[ C® o32 lHG;[ lJnF TYF VlJWF VFlN lJ~â UlTIF— IqÉT VG[S 
XlÉTIF¡ ÊDvÊD ;[ ÝS8 CF[TL ZCTL C®4 D® pG lJxJ SF[ pt5gG SZG[ JF,[4 
,S4 VGgT4 VFn4 VF\NDF+ TYF lGlJ"SFZ A|ï SL XZ6 D— C}¡ ×## EFUJT D— 
."xJZ S[ VJTFZ SF ,1I :5Q8 CF[ RqSF C{ × NXD :SgW D— S`Q6 lJRFZ 
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SZT[ C® v D[ZF VJTFZ ;ßHGF— SL ZFÙF TYF NqQ8F— SF ;\CFZ SZG[ VF{Z 
5`yJL SF EFZ pTFZG[ S[ l,, CL CqVF C{ × HA SEL D— VJTFZ ,[TF C}\ 
TA D[Z[ N[CWFZ6 SF ÝIF[HG WD" SL ZÙF VF{Z ;DIFGq;FZ A-¡T[ Cq, VWD" 
SF GFX CF[TF C{ ×#$ 
 IC ÝEq DG4 Aqlâ TYF .lgãI :i p5SZ6F— ;[ ZlCT CF[SZ EL :JTo 
l;â 7FGJFGŸ CF[G[ S[ SFZ6 ;D:T SFZ6F— SL XlÉT ;[ ;NF ;d5gG ZCT[    
C® ×35 JC .; lJxJ SL pt5l¿4 l:YlT TYF ;\CFZ S[ lJØI D— ptÝ[ÙF SZT[ 
C®4 JC ÝS`lT TYF 5q~Ø S[ >"xJZ C{ ×#& JC ,L,F ;[ CL ;\5}6" lJxJ SL 
ZRGF4 5F,G TYF ;\CFZ SZT[ C{ ×#* XqSN[J SF SYG C{ v VF5 ;AS[ 
VFtDF HUTŸ S[ VFlN SFZ6 TYF lGIgTF CF[SZ EL DFIFv:iL 5N[" ;[ -¡S[ 
Cq, C{ ×#( 
? VFG\N3G o A|ï lJRFZ o 
 VFG\N3G A|ï s."xJZf SF[ EUJ\T4 ÝEq4 GFY4 J<,E4 ÝF6GFY4 
DGDF[CG4 A\;LJFZ[4 ÝF6LHLJG4 5ZDqUq~4 ZC[DFG4 DCFN[J4 A|ïF4 HUNLX4 
%IFZ[,F,G4 V\TZHFDL4 :JFDLHL4 lGZ\HG4 5ZDFTD4 VFG\N3G4 lXJX\SZ4 
G8GFUZ4 ÝF6%IFZ[4 GgNNq,FZ[4 J|HGFY4 ZFD4 SCFG4 5FZ;GFY4 ClZ4 XqâFTD4 
5ZD4 GFC,LIF4 xIFD VFlN GFD ;[ ;\AF[lWT SZT[ C® × 
 zL VFG\N3G H{GFUDF— S[ DD"74 gIFI4 TS"4 K\N V,\SFZ VFlN S[ prR 
SF[l8 S[ lJäFG Y[ × J[ V;FWFZ6 DFGl;S VF{Z VFwIFltDS IF[UL Y[ × J[ 
5ZDFtDF IF A|ï S[ AFZ[ D— DFGT[ C® lS 5ZDFtDF 38 38 D— lAZFHDFG C{v 
 VA D[Z[ 5lT UlT N[J lGZ\HG o 
 E8S}\ SCF SCF l;Z 58S}\4 SCF S~¡ HGZ\HG ×× 
 B\HG N`UG N`U G ,UFJ}\4 RFC}\ G lRTlJT V\HG¸ 
 ;HG 38 V\TZ 5ZDFTD4 ;S, NqlZT EIE\HG ×× 
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 ,lC SFDUlJ ,lC SFD384 ,lC ;qWFZ; E\HG¸ 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq 38vJG S[ ClZ4 SFD DT\U UHU\HG ××#) 
 38— 38— KF[ V\TZHFDL4 DqHDF\ SF\ GlJ N[Bq \ 
 H[ N[Bq \ T[ GHZ G VFJ[4 Uq6SZ J:Tq lJX[Bq \4$_ 
 VFG\N3G SCT[ C® lS 5ZDFtDF DGqQI S[ V\NZ CL C{ 5Z DGqQI 5\KL 
S[ 5N SF[ VFSFX D— VF{Z DKl,IF— S[ 5N SF[ 5FGL D— -}¡-+T[ C{4 ,[;L D}B"TF 
SZTF C{ × lSgTq HF[ DGqQI ìNISD, D— 5ZDFtDF SF[ -}¡-+TF C{ p;[ V\TZ D— 
ZDTF CqVF VFG\N E|DZ lD, HFI[UF H{;[ v 
 BU 5N UG DLG 5N H, D—4 
 HF[ BF[H[ ;F[ AF{ZF¸ 
 lR¿ 5\SH BF[H ;F[ lRgC[4 
 ZDTF VFG\N EF{ZF ×$! 
 VFG\N3G SCT[ C® lS VlZC\T4 l;â VFRFI" p5FwIFI J ;FWq .G 5\R 
5ZD[xJZF— SF T[Z[ D:TS D— JF; C{ v T[Z[ 38 D— ;}1D lB0+SL C{ lH;S[ 
DFU" W|qJTFZ[ SF NX"G SZ ;STF C{4 5Z\Tq JC ÝSFZ lS;L EFuIXF,L SF[ CL 
NL3" VeIF; S[ äFZF ÝS8 CF[TF C{ × ;\5}6" VFXFVF— SF[ DFZSZ DG D— 
l:YZTF SF VF;G HDFSZ HF[ VH5FHF5 VYF"TŸ prRFZ6 ZlCT lR\TG ZlCT 
HF5vwIFG4 SZTF C{ TF[ JC VFG\N :J:i 7FG NX"GDI lGZ\HG :JFDL 
5ZDFtDFN[J SF[ ÝF%T SZ,[TF C{ × H{;[ v 
 lGZ5Z 5\R A;{ 5ZD[xJZ4 38 D— ;}lKD AFZL × 
 VF5 VeIF; ÝSF;{ lJZ,F4 lGZB{ W| ` SL TFZL ×× 
 VF;F DFlZ VF;6 WlZ 38 D—4 VH5F HF5 HUFJ{ × 
 VFG\N3G R[TG D® D}ZlT4 GFY lGZ\HG 5FJ{ ××42  
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 VFG\N3G S[ ."xJZ A\;LJFZ[ EL C{ ,S 5N D— JC DLZFAF." SL TZC 
A\;LJFZ[ zL S`Q6 5Z V5GF lN, ,UF C{ ,[;L AFT SZS[ ;FSFZ ."xJZ zL 
S`Q6 SF[ JC DFGT[ C{ ,[;F ,UTF C{ H{;[ v 
 ;FZF lN, ,UF C{ A\;LJFZ[;}4 A\;LJFZ[;}\ ÝFGiIFZ[;}\¸ 
 DF[ZDqSq8 DSZFS`T Sq^0,4 5LTFdAZ 58JFZ[;}\ ×× 
 RgãRSF[Z EI[ ÝFG 55{IF4 GFUZGgN Nq,FZ[;}\¸ 
 .G ;BL S[ UqG Ugã5 UFJ[4 VFG\N3G pHLIFZ[;}\ ××$# 
 VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ ,S 5N D— TF[ A|ï TYF pGS[ :J:i S[ AFZ[ D— 
AFT SL C{ × 5ZDŸ TÀJ SF[ RFC[ ZFD4 ZCDFG4 S`Q64 DCFN[J4 5FxJ"GFY TYF 
A|ïF S[ GFD ;[ ;\AF[lWT SZ[ lSgTq JC DCFR{TgI :JI\ A|ï :J:i CL C{ × 
SlJ 5N S[ V\T D— SCT[ C® lS .; VFG\NDI 5ZDTtJ SL D®G[ .;L ÝSFZ 
VFZFWGF SL C{ × IC 5ZDŸ TÀJ TF[ lGQSD"4 7FTF4 N`Q8F4 R{TgIDI C{ ×     
H{;[ v 
ZFD SCF{ ZlCDFG SCF{ SF[p4 SFgC SCF{ DCFN[JZL × 
5FZ;GFY SCF{ SF[p A|ïF4 ;S, A|ï :JD[JZL ×× ZFD ×× ×× ! ×× 
EFHG E[N SCFJT GFGF4 ,S D`lTSF :iZL × 
T{;[ B\0 S,5GFZF[l5T4 VF5 VB\0 ;:iZL ×× ZFD ×× ×× 2 ×× 
lGH5N ZD{ ZFD ;F[ SlCI{4 ZCD SZ[ ZCDFG ZL × 
SZØ{ ZSD SFgC ;F[ SlCI{4 DCFN[J lGZJF6 ZL ×× ZFD ×× ×× # ×× 
5Z;{ :i ;F[ 5FZ; SlCI{4 A|ï lRgC{ ;F[ A|ïZL × 
.C lJW ;FwIF[ VF5 —VF\NWGc R[TGDI lGoSD"ZL ×× ZFD ×× ××$××$$ 
 VFG\N3G SF A|ï ßIF[lTv:J:i C{ .;Ll,, JC ßIF[lT :i D— ßIF[lT 
lD,FG[ SL SFDGF SZTF C{ × H{;[ v 
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 GCÄ HFp\ ;F;ZL, G[ GCÄ HFp\ 5LIZL,4 
  5LIqHLSL ;[H lAKF."¸ 
 cVFG\N3Gc  SC[ ;qGF[EF." ;FWq TF[4 
  ßIF[T ;[ ßIF[T lD,F." × VJW}_45 
 ,S VF{Z 5\lÉT D— EL A|ï SF[ ßIF[lT v :J:i SCF C{ TYF p;[ 
;Dqã SF H, SF :i EL lNIF C{ H{;[ v 
 JØF" A} ¡N ;Dqã ;DFGL4 
  BAZ G 5FJ[ SF[."¸ 
 VFG\N3G jC{ ßIF[lT ;DFJ[4 
  V,B SCFJ[ ;F[. × VJW}_$& 
 VFG\N3G A\CD SF[ lXJvX\SZ EL DFGT[ C® TYF p; >"xJZ SF[ VR,4 
VGFlN4 VAFlWT SCT[ C® H{;[ v 
 VGqEJZ; D— ZF[U G ;F[UF4 
  ,F[SJFN ;A D[8F¸•  
 S[J, VR,4 VGFlN VAFlWT4  
  lXJX\SZF SF E[8F × VJW}_$* 
 VFG\N3G SF R{TgI :J:i IFGL ."xJZ SD"vD, ZlCT Xqâ C{ H{;[ v 
 SCF lJ,\A SZ[ VA AFpZ[4 
 TZL EJH,lGlW 5FZ 5Fp Z[¸ 
 VFG\N3G R[TGDI D}ZlT4 
 Xqâ lGZ\HG N[J wIFp Z[ ×$( 
 IF[ULZFH VFG\N3G SCT[ C® v l;â 5ZDFtDF VG\T C{ V:iL C{ v 
.lgãIF— äFZF HFGF GCÄ HF STF4 p;S[ :J:i SF 5}ZF J6"G GCÄ lSIF HF 
;STF × JC XFxJT C{ × l;â lX,F 5Z lGJF; SZT[ C® × ;\5}6" J:TqVF — 
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S[ TYF pGS[ EFJF— S[ 7FTF C{ × ;CH ;qB D— lJ,F; SZT[ C® × lSgTq 
SEL lS;L ;[ C¡;L GCÄ SZT[ VYF"TŸ U\ELZ C® ÉIF—lS lJSFZ ZlCT VF{Z 
VlJGFXL C{ × H{;[ v 
 VGgT V:iL VlJUT ;F;TF[ CF[ JF;TF[ J:Tq lJRFZ × 
 ;CH lJ,F;L CF;L GlJ SZ{4 VlJGFXL VlJSFZ ××$) 
 5ZDFtDF S{;[ C{ m pGSF :i S{;F C{ m pGS[ AFZ[ D— SqK ATF GCÄ 
;ST[ SF[." p;[ ßIF[lT :J:i SCT[ C{ 5Z p;S[ ;DFG ßIF[lT TF[ SCL 5Z 
GCÄ C{ TF[ ßIF[lT S{;L JC 5}6"To ATF GCÄ ;ST[ TF[ VFG\N3G 5ZDFtDF S[ 
AFZ[ D— SCT[ C{ v 
 38 D\lNZ NL5S SLIF[ ;CH ;qßIF[lT ;:i × 
 VF5 5ZF.4 VF5qCL —9FGT J:Tq VGq5 
 SCF lNBFJq \ VF{ZSq \4 SCF ¡ ;DHFp\ EF[Z × 
 TLZ VR}S C[ Ý[D SF4 ,FU[ ;F[ ZC[ 9F[Z ×50 
 .; lJJ[RG ;[ :5Q8 C{ lS VFG\N3G 5ZDFtDF sA|ïf S[ V,UvV,U 
GFDF— ;[ 5qSFZT[ C{ A\;LJFZ[ sS`Q6f4 lXJ X\SZ4 ZFD4 ZlCD VFlN × pgCF—G[ 
5ZDFtDF SF[ lGZ\HG :JFDL4 V\TZIFDL TF[ SCL 5Z 38v38 D— lAZFHDFG C{ 
,[;F EL SCF C{ × pgCF—G[ A|ï SF[ ßIF[lT :J:i ,J\ ;Dqã SF :iL EL lNIF 
C{ × A|ï IF 5ZDFtDF S{;[ C{ p;S[ AFZ[ D— 5}6"To TEL ;Dh ;ST[ C{ HA 
p;[ GHZ ;DÙ N[BF CF[ × SCF HFTF C{ lS 3FI, SL UlT 3FI, CL HFG[ 
p;L ÝSFZ A|ï S[ AFZ[ D— J CL 5}ZL TZC HFGTF C{ lH;G[ p;[ N[BF C{ IF 
VGqE}lT SL C{ × lGQSØ"To VFG\N3G A|ï S[ lGUq"6 VF{Z ;Uq6 NF[GF— :iF— SF[ 
DFGT[ ÝlTT CF[T[ C® v 
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? SALZNF; o A|ïvlJRFZ o 
 SALZNF; A|ï SF[ ClZ4 ZFD4 GFZFI64 DFWJ4 DqSqgN4 XFl,UZFD4 ;CH4 
lJxJ\EZ4 AL9,F slJ9Ÿ9,f SZLD4 V<,FC4 VF[~DŸ4 lJQ6q4 zLZ\U4 lGZ\HG4 
UF[lAgN4 S[XJ4 HUHLJG4 DCFN[J4 Z3qGFY4 X}gI4 GZClZ4 DqZFlZ4 ZCLD4 5ZA|ï4 
;F.Å4 SD,FSFgT4 AGJFZL4 5q~Ø4 G}Z4 STF"Z4 ;FlCA4 BqNF VFlN GFD ;[ 
;\AF[lWT SZT[ C{ × 
 A|ï S[ AFZ[ D— SALZ SF NX"G C{ lS 5ZDFtDF 38v38 D— lAZFHDFG 
C{ × lH;S[ NX"G SALZNF; G[ lSIF C{ H{;[ v 
 UF[ZB EZYZL UF[5L R\NF4 TF DG ;F ® lDl, SZ{ VFG\NF × 
 ;S, lGZ\HG ;S, ;ZLZF4 TF DG ;F ® lDl, ZæF SALZF ××51 
 .;L ÝSFZ SALZNF; SF ,S VF{Z pNFCZ6 N[lB, v 
 S:T}ZL Sq \0l, A;{4 D`U -} ¡-{ AG DF\lC × 
 ,[;{ 3l8 3l8 ZF\D C{4 NqlGIF\ N[B® GF\lC ××52 
 SALZNF; SF DFGGF C{ lS A|ï ßIF[lTv:J:i C{ .;Ll,, JC ßIF[lT 
:i D— ßIF[lT lD,FG[ SL SFDGF SZT[ C{ ICL pGS[ VGq;FZ DqlÉT SL l:YlT 
C{ v 
 HCF ¡ AC} CLZF WG DF[TL4 TCF ¡ TT ,F. ,{ HF[TL × 
 lT; HF[lTlC\ HF[lT lD,F ¡µ¡UF4 TF[ D® ACqlZ G EF{Hl, VF ¡µ¡UF ×53 
 SALZNF; S[ VGq;FZ A|ï CL 5FZDFlY"S ;tI C{ × JC jIF5S A|ï ;A 
D— jIF%T C{ v 
 ——SC{ SALZ IC Dq,GF h}9F4 
  ZFD ZCLD ;AlG D® NL9 ×cc54 
 ——jIF5S A|ï ;AlG D® ,S{4 
  SF[ 5\l0T SF[ HF[UL × 
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 ZF\6F ZFJ SJG ;} SlCI[4 
  SJG A{N ;F[ ZF[UL ××cc55 
 SALZNF; S[ VGq;FZ A|ï SF VFlN V\T GCÄ HFGF HF ;STF VZlRT4 
VlJUT4 VlJSFZL4 7FGv:i D— ;A :YFGF— 5Z lJnDFG C{ × pNFCZ6 v 
 ——VZRT VlJUT C{ lGZWFZF4 
  HFQIF ¡ HF. G JFZ G 5FZFcc ×cc56 
 ——VlAUT V5Z5FZ A|ï4 uIFG :i ;A 9F ¡D × 
 ACq lJRFlZ SlZ N[lBIF4 SF[." G ;FlZB ZF ¡D ××cc57 
 SALZNF; SF DFGGF C{ lS A|ï SF :J:i :JI\ CL lGZ\HG C{4 
lGZFSFZ C{4 V5Z\5FZ C{ v 
 lGH ;:i lGZ\HGF\4 lGZFSFZF V5Z\5FZ V5FZ ×58 
 SALZ SCT[ C{ lS VFG\N D}, 5q~ØF[TD sA|ïf C{4 JC VGxJZ C{ v 
 VFG\N D}, ;NF 5Z;F[TD 
  38 lAG;{ UUG G HF." ,[ ×59 
 SALZ SF A|ï ;J";qBNFTF C{ v 
 HCF ¡ GF ¡N G aI\N lNJ; GCÄ ZFTÄ4 GCÄ GZGFlZ GCÄ Sq, HFTL × 
 SC{ SALZ ;ZA ;qB NFTF4 VlJUT V,B VE[N lAWFTF ××&_ 
 SALZNF; A|ã S[ AFZ[ D— DFGT[ C{ lS .; ;`lQ8 SL lGIFDS XlÉT 
A|ï C{4 SqdCFZ S[ ;DFG lJlEgG AT"GF— SL ZRGF p;L G[ CL SL C{¸  JC 
T~JZ VG[S :iM\ D— O,TF C{ 5Z J D}, ,J\ XFBF lAGF SF C{ v 
 AãF ,S lHlG ;`lQ8 p5F."4 GF ¡J Sq,F, WZFIF × 
 ACq lAlW EF ¡0{ pGCL 3l0+IF4 ÝE} SF V\T G 5FIF ×× 
 TZJZ ,S GF ¡GF ¡ lAlW Ol,IF4 TFS{ D}, G ;FBF ××&!  
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 SALZNF; S[ VGq;FZ 5ZA|ï S[ T[H SF J6"G ;\EJ GCÄ C{ JC TF[        
—N[bIFc CL ÝDF6 C{ v 
 5FZA|ï S[ T[H SF S{;F C{ pGDFG × 
 SlCA[ S} ¡ ;F[EF GCÄ4 N[bIFCL 5ZJFG ××62 
 SALZ SCT[ C{ 5ZA|ï S[ NX"G CF[ EL HF,¡ TF[ p;SF J6"G ;\EJ 
GCÄ4 IlN J6"G SZ— TF[ lJxJF; SF{G SZ[UF m JC ClZ H{;F C{ p;S[ Uq6F— 
SF UFG CL z[I:SZ C{ v 
 NL9F C{ TF[ S; SC} ¡4 SæF G SF[ 5lTIF. × 
 ClZ H{;F C{ T{;F ZCF{4 T} ¡ ClZlØ Uq6 UF. ××&# 
 .;L ÝSFZ SALZNF; SF 5ZA|ã IF A|ï S[ AFZ[ D— V5GF :JI\ SF 
NX"G C{ lS A|ï 38 38 D— lAZFHFDG C{ × J[ ßIF[T :J:i C{ VF{Z ;J" 
jIF5S C{ × pGSF VFlN VF{Z V\T GCÄ C{ × A|ï SF :J:i :JI\ lGZ\HG     
C{ × J[ VDZ C{4 ;J";qBNFTF C{ × pGS[ T[H SF J6"G ;\EJ GCÄ C{ × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; SL A|ï s."xJZf ;\A\WL DFgITFVF— SF lJx,[Ø6 
SZG[ S[ 5xRFTŸ lGQSØ" :i D— IC SCF HF ;STF C{ lS VFG\N3G ,J\ 
SALZNF; NF[GF— EÉT SlJIF— G[ lGZFSFZ A|ï SF[ CL V5GF .Q8N[J DFGF × 
NF[GF— SlJIF— SL A|ï S[ AFZ{ D— HF[ ;DFG DFgITF C{ .;[ N[B[ TF[ v NF[GF— 
SlJ DFGG[ C{ lS 38v38 D— ."xJZ sA|ïf lAZFHDFG C{4 A|ï ßIF[lT :J:i 
C{4 A|ï jIF5S C{ TYF ;A D— jIF%T C{4 A|ï SF VFlN V\T GCÄ HFGF HF 
;STF C{4 A|ï SF :J:i :JI\ CL lGZ\HG C{ × A|ï SF J6"G ;\EJ GCÄ C{ 
JC N[BG[ IF VGqEJ SZ[ TF[ CL A|ï s."xJZf SF[ ;Dh ;ST[ C{ × .; 
ÝSFZ A|ï S[ AFZ[ D— DFgITF ;DFG C{ × VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZ NF[GF— G[ A|ï 
s."xJZf SL GFGF GFDF— ;[ ;\AF[lWT lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G H{G SlJ C{ .; l,, 
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;CH AFT C{ lS p; D— H{G WD" S[ lJRFZ ;CH ;\EFjI C{ × VFG\N3G G[ 
A|ï s."xJZf SF[ %IFZ[ ,F,G4 :JFDLHL VFG\N3G4 5FZ;GFY4 XqâFTDF VFlN 
GFD ;[ 5qSFZF C{ HF[ SALZNF; ;[ V,U ;\AMWG C{ × 
 VFG\N3G G[ A|ï SF[ ;Dqã:i ,J\ ßIF[lT :i DFGF C{ × H{;[ lS —
JØF"A}\N ;Dqã ;DFGLc  TYF VFG\N3G jC{ ßIF[lT ;DFJ[ × TF[ SALZNF; EL 
HLJ TYF 5ZDFtDF SF[ ßIF[lT:i SCT[ C{ lS lT; HF[lTlC HF[lT lD,Fµ¡UF × 
VFG\N3G SF DT C{ lS 5ZDFtDF SF[ JCL 5}ZL TZC HFG ;STF C{ lS lH;G[ 
5ZDFtDF SF[ N[BF C{ IF VGqE}lT lS C{ v —VF5 5ZF. VF5CL  9FGT J:Tq 
VGq5c SALZNF; EL SCT[ C{ lS 5ZDFtDF S[ T[H SF S{;F —pGDFGc  C{ JC 
p;[ CL 5TF R,TF C{ lH;G[ 5ZDFtDF SM —N[bIF CL 5ZJFGc  lH;G[ 5ZDFtDF 
SF[ N[BF C{ J[ EL 5ZDFtDF S[ AFZ[ D— J6"G GCÄ SZ ;ST[ × VFG\NWG 
VFtDF S[ TLG lJEFU SZT[ C{ AlCZVFtDF4 V\TZVFtDF VF{Z TL;ZL XqâFtDF       
C{ × HF[ XqâFtDF C{ JCL 5ZDFtDF C{ × JC DFGT[ C{ lS XqâFtDF s5ZDFtDFf 
SD"vD, ZlCT Xqâ CF[TF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZ NF[GF— CL SF IC lJxJF; C{ lS ."xJZ CDFZ[ ìNI 
:iL D\lNZ D— JF; SZTF C{ VTo p;[ SCÄ AFCZ VYJF TLYF"lN :YFGF— D—       
-}¡-+G[ SL SF[." VFJxISTF GCÄ × 
? HLJvlJRFZ 
 HLJ VF{Z A|ï S[ ,StJ SF[ pTlGØNF— G[ :JLSFZ lSIF C{ × —VFRFI" 
X\SZ S[ VGq;FZ VlJnFvSl<5T ä{T ;[ DqÉT Cq." VFtDF :J%G VF{Z HFU`lT 
VJ:YF D— STF" CF[SZ NqoBL CF[TL C{ × IC VFtDF V5G[ 5ZA|ï :J:i D— 
ÝJ[X SZS[ SFZ6v;\3FTF— ;[ DqÉT CF[TL C{ ,J\ ;qØq%T VJ:YF D— VSTF" 
CF[SZ ;qBL CF[TF C{ ×&$ HLJ S[ HgD DZ6 EL p5FlW S[ SFZ6 C{4 ÉIF—lS 
p5FlW S[ HgD ;[ .;SF HgD VF{Z TNŸGq;FZ DZ6 CF[TF C{ × ."xJZ Ý[ZS C{ 
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VF{Z HLJ p; 5Z lGE"Z C{ × IC Ý[Z6F DFIFDIL C{ × IC VGFlN C{ VF{Z 
HLJ S[ SD" VF{Z p;S[ O, S[ l,, ."xJZ 5Z VFlzT C{ ×65 IC ."xJZ 
I\+ 5Z VF~-+ Cq, S[ ;DFGv;D:T E}TF— SF[ V5GL XlÉT ;[ ;\RFl,T SZTF 
C{ VF{Z ;A E}TF— S[ ìNI D— JF; SZTF C{ × 
 ."xJZo ;J"E}TFGF\ × ìN[X[0Hq "G lTQ9lT × 
 E|FDDg;JE}TFlG I\TF~-FlG DFIIF ×&& 
 ."xJZ ;[ HLJ S[ AgWG VF{Z DF[Ù CF[T[ C® × ."xJZ S[ :J:i SF 7FG 
CF[G[ 5Z DF[Ù VF{Z V7FG ;[ A\WG CF[TF C{ × KFgNF[uI p5lGØNŸ SF SYG C[ 
;F{dI × 9LS .;L ÝSFZ T} HFG lS HLJ ;[ ZlCT CF[G[ 5Z IC XZLZ DZ 
HFTF C{4 HLJ GCÄ DZTF ×&* KFgNF[uI v p5lGØNŸ D— ÝHF5lT SF SYG C{ v 
C[ .gã × IC XZLZ DZ6XL, CL C{¸  IC D`tIq ;[ U|:T C{ × IC .; VD`T4 
VXZLZL VFtDF SF VlWQ9FG C{ × ;XZLZ VFtDF lGxRI CL lÝI VF{Z VlÝI 
;[ U|:T C{¸  ;XZLZ ZCT[ Cq, .;S[ lÝIFvlÝI SF GFX GCÄ CF[ ;STF VF{Z 
VXZLZ CF[G[ 5Z .;[ lÝI VF{Z VlÝI :5X" GCÄ SZ ;ST[ ×&(  
 DFGJ XZLZ S[ V\NZ ,J\ AFCZ lH; TÀJ SL VFEF C{4 p; TÀJ SF[ 
HFGG[ SF ÝItG ÝFRLG SF, ;[ DGqQI ;TT SZTF VF ZCF C{ × DFGJ G[ 
HFGG[ SF ÝIF; lSIF C{ lS VFtDF ÉIF C{ m p;SF :J:i ÉIF C{ m p;SL 
UlTvÝUlT .tIFlN ÉIF C{ m 
 H{G NX"G S[ VGq;FZ lGZ\TZ 7FGFlN 5IF"IF— SF[ HF[ ÝF%T CF[TF C{ JC 
VFtDF C{ × VFRFZF\U D— SCF C{ o ——H[ VFIF ;[ lJ^6FIF4 H[ lJ^6FIF ;[ 
VFIF ×&) VYF"TŸ HF[ lJ7FTF C{ JCL VFtDF C{ VF{Z HF[ VFtDF C{ JCL lJ7FTF 
C{ × —VFtDFc XaN SL jIt5l¿ 5Z lJRFZ SZG[ ;[ .; S[ :J:i SF IYFY" 
5lZRI ÝF%T CF[TF C{ × VlEWFG ZFH[gã SF[X S[ VGq;FZ —VTlT .lT VFtDF*_ 
VYF"TŸ HF[ UDG SZTF C{ JC VFtDF C{ × TFt5I" IC lS HF[ 7FGvNX"G 
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;qBvNqoB VFlN 5IF"IF— D— ;TT ZD6 SZTF C{ JC VFtDF C{ ×*! N};Z[ XaNF— 
D— HF[ HFGTF C{4 VGqEJ SZTF C{ VF{Z ;\S<5 SZTF C{ JCL VFtDF C{ × 
 H{G XF:+M D— VFtDF S[ HLJ4 R[TG4 ÝF6L4 ;tJ VFlN XaN 5IF"IJFRL 
C{ × H{GFUDF— D— —VFtDFc  XaN S[ :YFG 5Z VlWSF\XTo —HLJc  XaN SF 
ÝIF[U CqVF C{ × H{GvNX"G D— VFtDF VF{Z HLJ XaN ,S CL VY" D— :JLS`T 
C{ × 
? VFG\N3G o HLJvlJRFZ 
 VFG\N3G G[ VFtDF XaN S[ :YFG 5Z R[TG4 VJW} VFlN XaNF— SF 
ÝIF[U ACq,TF ;[ lSIF C{ × pGS[ DTFGq;FZ HLJ sVFtDFf VDZ C{4 lSgTq 
HLJ lH; XZLZ D— ZCTF C{ IC XZLZ GFXJ\T C{ × JC SCT[ C® C[        
VJW}T ¦ sHLJf TqD .; XZLZ :iL D9 sVFJF;f SF lS\lRT EL lJxJF; DT 
SZ .;SF HZF EL EZF[;F GCÄ C{ lS G DF,}D IC SA -CSZ Ù6 DF+ D— 
E}lD;FT CF[ HFJ[vlUZ 50[+ × .; 38 :iL ;ZF[JZ S[ H, D— ZD6 SZG[ 
JF,[ VFtDFZFD SF[ 5CRFG v 
 ccVF{W} ÉIF ;F[J[ TG D9 D—4 HFlU lJ,F[ST 38 D— × 
 TG D9 SL 5ZTLT G SLH{4 -C. 5Z{ ,S 5, D— × 
 C,C, D[l8 BAlZ ,{ 38 SL4 lRgC® ZDTF H, D— ×cc72 
 
 ccN[C lJGFXL Cq \ VlJGFXL V5GL UlT 5SZ—U[¸ 
 GF;L HF;L CD YLZJF;L4 RF[B[ jC{ lGBZ—U[cc ××cc*# 
  
 ccTG WG HF[AG ;A CL H}9F[4 
  ÝF6 5,S D— HFJ[cc ×cc*$ 
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 VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ HLJFtDF HA 38 D— ZCL Cq." ßIF[T ;[ 7FG ÝF%T 
SZ ,[TF C{ TF[ p;[ HgDvD`tIq :iL .; RÊ ;[ DqlÉT lD, HFTL C{v 
 GCÄ HFp\ ;F;ZL, G[ GCÄ HFp\ 5LIZL,4 
  5LIqHLSL ;[H lAKF." × 
 VFG\N3G SC[ ;qGF[ EF." ;FWq TF[4 
  ßIF[T ;[ ßIF[T lD,F." ×75 
 VFG\N3G VFtDTtJ SF[ A|ï TÀJ ;[ VlEgG DFGT[ C{ × JC SCT[ C{ 
lS R[TG TqD .; ÝSFZ S[ 7FG SF lJRFZ SZ— × lS TqD CÄ —;F[C\c DT,A 
5ZDFtDF CF[ N};ZF lJRFZ SZGF VrKF GCÄ C{ × JC ;A SF ;FZ C{ VF{Z 
p;[ E}, G HFGF v 
 R[TG ¦ ,[;F 7FG lJRFZF[¸ 
 ;F[C\ ;F[C\ ;F[C\ ;F[C\ ;F[C\ V6q G ALIF ;FZF[ ×*& 
 VFG\N3G SF HLJ S[ AFZ[ D— DFGGF C{ lS HLJ DFIF S[ äFZF 
VFrKFlNT CF[ HFG[ S[ SFZ6 V5G[ JF:TlJS :J:i SF[ E}, A{9TF C{ × SlJ 
SCT[ C{ lS sV7FGLf ÝF6L CLZ[ SF[ KF[0+SZ DFIF:iL S\S0+ s5tYZf 5Z 
DF[lCT CF[ UIF C{ × HLJ HA VR[TG  CF[ HFTF C{ TA ,[;F CF[TF C{ v 
 VHCq R[T SKq R[TG GF\lC4 
 5SZL 8[S CFlZ, ,SZLZL¸ 
 VFG\N3G CLZF[ HG KF\ZT4 
 GZ DF[CIF[ DFIF SSZLZL ×** 
 VFG\N3G SCT[ C{ lS Uq~ VYJF ;FWqv;\TF[ SL S`5F äFZF 7FG RÙqVF— 
S[ Bq,G[ 5Z 5ZDFtDF SF 5lZRI CF[ HFTF C{ × IC 7FG CF[G[ 5Z ;\;FZ SL 
lDyIFvl:YlT p;[ :5Q8 CF[ HFTL C{ H{;[ J\X4 J[X VFlN ;A ;[ lN, pTZ 
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HFTF C{ × O,To JC Xqâ4 Aqâ4 ÝAqâ CF[ DqlÉT SL VJ:YF SF[ ÝF%T SZTF 
C{ v 
 ;FWq EF." ¦ V5GF :i N[BF4 
  ;FWq EF." ¦ V5GF :i N[BF × 
 SZTF SF{G SF{G OqGL SZGL m 
  SF{G DFU[UF ,[BF m ;FWq EF." m 
 ;FWqv;\UlT V~ Uq~SL S`5F T®4 
  lD8 U." Sq,SL Z[BF¸ 
 cVFG\N3Gc  ÝEq 5ZRF[ 5FIF[4 
  µ5Z UIF[ lN, ,[BF4 ;FWq EF."P*( 
 ;\TvDqlGHG S[ ;\U S[ lAGF SF[." HLJFtDF ;C:+ ÝItG SZ,[4 lSgTq 
VGqEJ SYF S[ lAGF IC ZFD:i VlT ptS`Q8 DCFZ;GF WFDv:YFG sDF[Ùf 
SF[ S{;[ ÝF%T SZ—U[ m DT,A GCÄ SZ ;S—U[ × ;FWq ;\T SL S`5F TYF 
VGqEJ S[ 7FG ;[ CL HLJFtDF IC DCFZ; SF 5FG SZ 5FI—U[ × 
 ;FWq ;\UlT lAGq \ S{;[ 5F.I[4 
  5ZD DCFZ; WFD ZL¸ 
 SF[l8 p5FI SZ[ HF[ AF{ZF[4 
  VGqEJSYF lJ;ZFD ZL ;FWq m*) 
 VFG\N3G VFtDF S[ AFZ[ D— DFGT[ C{ lS HLJFtDF SL VG[STF E|D S[ 
SFZ6 EFlØT CF[TL C{ × lSgTq 7FG ÝF%T CF[TF C{ TYF V7FGTF N}Z CF[ HFTL 
C{ TA ä{TTF N}Z CF[ HFTL C{ VF{Z Vä{ITF ÝlTlQ9T CF[ HFTL C{ v 
 VJW} G8GFUZ SL AFHL4 
  HF6{G AF\E6 SFHL ×× 
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 lYTF ,S ;DI D— 9FG{4 
  p5H{ lAG;{ TACL × 
 p,8 5q,8 W| qJ ;¿F ZFB{4 
  IF CD ;qGL GCÄ SACL ×× VJW ×× ! ×× 
 ,S VG[S VG[S ,S OqlG4 
  Sq \0, SGS ;qEFJ{ × 
 H, TZ\U 38 DF8L ZlJSZ4 
  VUlGT TF. ;DFJ{ ×× VJW} ×× ×× Z ××(_ 
 p5Iq"ÉT 5N D— H{G NX"G S[ VGF[B[ l;âF\T ãjIvUq6 VF{Z 5IF"I SF 
;qgNZ J6"G C{ × ãjI ;NF sl+SF, D—f ,S ;F ZCTF C{ RFC[ p;S[ :i 
;NF 5lZJT"G CF[T[ CL ZC— × ãjI S[ ãjItJ SF SEL GFX GCÄ CF[TF C{ × 
:i ;NF 5lZJT"GXL, CF[T[ C® × VFtDF sHLJf 5IF"IF— S[ SFZ6 ;NF 
VgIvVgI :i AN,TF ZCTF C{ lSgTq lOZ EL VFtDFvVFtDF CL ZCTF C{ × 
:J6" ,S :i sSq\0,4 V\U}9L4 VFE}Ø6 VFlNf ;[ AFZ AFZ U,SZ VF{Z VF{Z 
:i D— ÝS8 CF[ HFTF C{ lSgTq lOZ EL JC :J6" SF :J6" CL ZCTF C{ × 
.; AFT SF lNuNX"G .; 5N D— lSIF UIF C{ × 
 H{G NFX"lGSF— G[ 5NFY" S[ :J:i SF GFX G CF[GF4 lGtI SF ,Ù6 
DFGF C{ × .; ,Ù6 S[ VGq;FZ ÝtI[S ãjI D— pt5FN jII VF{Z W|F{jI 5FI[ 
HFT[ C{ × H{G NX"G S[ VGq;FZ HF[ J:Tq pt5FN4 jII VF{Z W|F{jI ;[ IqÉT CF[ 
pG[ ;TŸ VYJF ãjI SCT[ C{ × VFtDF 5}J" EJ SF[ tIFU SZ p¿Z EJ 
U|C6 SZTL C{ VF{Z NF[GF— CL VJ:YFVF— D— VFtDF ;DFG :i ;[ ZCTL C{ × 
.;;[ VFtDF D— pt5FN4 jII VF{Z WF{jI l;â CF[TF C{ × 
 —p5gG[. JF lJUD[. JF W|qJ[. JFc  .6 TLG 5NF— 5Z CL l;âF\TF— 5Z 
CL H{G NX"G SL GÄJ l:YZ C{ × ,S S[ VG[S :i CF[ HFT[ C® VG[S lOZ 
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EL ,S CL C{ × :J6" SF Sq\0, CF[ HFJ[4 VG[S ÝSFZ S[ VG[S VFE}Ø6 
AG HFJ[ lOZ EL :J6" CL ZCTF C{ × :J6" SF :J6"tJ ;A VFE}Ø6F— D— 
lJnDFG ZCTF C{ × JC SEL GFX CÄ CF[TF C{ × 
 p;L ÝSFZ VFtDF ,S ãjI TYF DGqQI4 UFI4 A{,4 SA}TZ4 XqS4 l5S 
VFlN p;S[ 5IF"I C{ × .G 5IF"IF— D— VFtDF ;NF4 ;J"NF J{;F SF J{;F CL 
ZCTF C{ × 
 H, TZ\U D— EL 5}J" TZ\U SF jII4 GJLG SF pt5FN C{4 lSgTq H,tJ 
TF[ NF[GF— D— W|qJ :i ;[ N[BG[ D— VFTF C{ × J{;[ CL lDÎL SF 38 VFSFZ 
:i pt5FN4 8}8G[ 5Z 9LSZ :i D— jII lSgTq .G NF[GF— VJ:YFVF— v lDÎL 
SF :i ,S CL C{ × ;}I" SL lSZ6F— D— EL pt5FN4 jII VF{Z W|qJTF N[BG[ 
D— VFTL C{ × VYF"TŸ ;}I" SL lSZ6— VG[S lNXFVF— D— O{,SZ VG[S lNBF." 
N[TL C{ lSgTq ;}I" :i D— J[ ,S CL C{ × 
 HLJ sVFtDFf HLJ s5ZDFtDFf D— ;DhFTF C{ VF{Z Vä{T CF[ H×T[ C{ × 
IC ;DhFG[ S[ l,I[ VFG\N3G G[ ,S 5N l,BF C{ lS JØF" SL A}\N lH; 
EF¡lT ;Dqã D— ;DF HFTL C{ v lD, HFTL C{ VF{Z lOZ p; A}¡N SL lS;L 
SM BAZ GCÄ ,UTL C{ lS JC A}\N SF{G ;L C{ JC TF[ ;Dqã :i CF[ HFTL 
C{ × p;L EF¡lT VGqEJ 7FGL VFG\NZFXL SL ßIF[lT D— ;DF HFT[ C{ v l;â 
5ZDFtDF :J:i ÝF%T CF[ HFT[ C® v  
 JØF" A} ¡N ;Dq \N ;DFG{4 
  BAlZ G 5FJ[ SF[." × 
 VFG\N3G æ{ HF[lT ;DFJ{4 
  V,B ,BFJ{ ;F[." ×× VJP ××(! 
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 VFG\N3G DFGT[ C{ lS .; ;\;FZ D— XZLZ SF GFX lGlxRT C{ ÉIF—lS 
HgD C{ JC D`tIq S[ lAGF GCÄ VF{Z D`tIq EL HgD S[ lAGF GCÄ CF[TF .; 
l,I[ HLJFtDF SF[ ,S N[C KF[0+ S[ N};ZF N[C WFZ6 SZGF 50+TF C{ v 
 HFDG DZ6 lAGF GFlC Z[  
  DZ6 G HGD lJGF; ××82 
 VFG\N3G G[ VFtDF sHLJf S[ ;\A\W D— l,BT[ C{ lS D® sXZLZ GCÄ C}¡ 
Dqh[ XZLZ ;DhG[ JF,[ E}, SZT[ C{ VF{Z JC NqoBL CF[T[ C{ .; ÝSFZ VFtDF 
S[ :J:i S[ AFZ[ D— lJRFZ N[lB, v 
 VJW} GFD CDFZF ZFB{4 
  ;F[. 5ZD DCFZ; RFB{ ×× 
 GF CD 5q~Ø GF CD GFZL4 
  JZG G EF ¡lT CDFZL ×× 
 HFlT G 5F ¡lT G ;FWq G ;FWS4 
  GF CD ,3q GlC EFZL ×× VJP ×× ×× ! ×× 
 GF CD TFT[ GF CD ;LZ[4 
  GF CD NLZ3 G KF[8F × 
 GF CD EF."4 GF CD EUGL4 
  GF CD AF5 G KF[8F ×× ×× VJP ×× ×× 2 ×× 
 GF CD DG;F GF CD ;ANF4 
  GF CD TG SL WZ6L ×× 
 G CD E[Ø E[ØWZ GFCÄ4 
  GF CD SZTF SZ6L ×× VJP ×× ×× # ×× 
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 G CD NZ;G GF CD OZ;G 
  Z; G U\W SKq GFCÄ × 
 cVFG\NWGc  R[TG DI D}ZlT4 
  ;[JS HG Al, HFCÄ ×× VAP ×× ×× $ ××(# 
 VFG\N3GHL SCGF RFCT[ C{ lS VFtDF VF{Z SqK GCÄ C{ VYF"TŸ VFtDF 
S[ :i Z;4 U\W4 :5X" SqK EL GCÄ C{ × JC SCT[ C® R{TgI Uq6 IqÉT IC 
VFtDF sD®f C{4 VG\T 7FG4 NX"G4 VFG\N J JLI" IqÉT VFtDF C{4 ;TŸ lRT J 
VFG\N :J:i JC VFtDF C{ × ;[JS HG s;FWS JU"f .; :i 5Z Al,CFZ 
HFT[ C{ VYF"TŸ V5G[ VF5SF[ pt;U" SZT[ C{ × 
 zL VFG\N3G SCT[ C{ v IC VFtDF VGqEJ ;[ CL HFGL HFG[ JF,L       
C{ × .;S[ HFGG[ SF p5FI ICL C{ × VGqEJ UdI VFtDF S[ ;\A\W D— TF[ 
SCG[ ;qGG[ JF,L AFT SqK EL GCÄ C{ ÉIF—lS IC VFtDF TF[ VFG\N ;D}C 
DCFtDF C{ × .;SF 7FG .lgãIF— äFZF GCÄ CF[ ;STF C{ × IC TF[        
>lgãIFTLT C{ × IC VFtDF TF[ VFtDF äFZF CL HFGL HFTL C{ × .;SL 
5lCRFG SF TF[ ,S CL .,FH p5FI VGqEJ 7FG C{ × 5\lÉT N[B[ v 
 VGqEJ UF[RZ J:Tq SF[ Z[4 
  HFl6JF[ .C .,FH × 
 SC6 ;q6J Sq \ SKq GCÄ %IFZ[4 
  cVFG\N3Gc  DCFZFH ×($ 
 zL VFG\N3GHL S[ HLJ sVFtDFf lJØIS lJRFZF— SF[ ;FZF\X :i D— SC[ 
TF[ HLJ VDZ C{ × HLJ VgI :i AN,TF ZCTF C{ × JC ;J"NF J{;F SF 
J{;F CL ZCTF C{ × lSgTq XZLZ GFXJ\T C{ × pgCF—G[ VFtDTtJ SF[ A|ï TÀJ 
;[ VlEgG DFGF C{ × HLJFtDF SL VG[STF E|D S[ SFZ6 EFlØT CF[TL C{ 
V7FGTF N}Z CF[G[ 5Z ä{TTF N}Z CF[ HFTL C{ VF{Z Vä{ITF ÝlTQ9T CF[ HFTL 
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C{ × pgCF—G[ VFtDF SF[ EL VGqEJ ;[ CL HFGL HFG[ JF,L C{ ,[;F AT,FIF     
C{ × 
? SALZNF; o HLJvlJRFZ 
 SALZNF; S[ DTFGq;FZ HA TS XZLZ D— HLJ sVFtDFf C{ TA TS 
XZLZ SL lS\DT C{ 5Z HA XZLZ D— ;[ VFtDF R,L HFTL C{ TF[  
 XZLZ SL SF[." lS\DT GCÄ C{ × XZLZ GxJZ C{ 5Z VFtDF VHZ VDZ 
C{ v 
 h}9[ TG SF® SCF ZB.I[  
  DlZI[ TF{ 5, ElZ ZC6 G 5.I[ ×× 
 BLZ BF\- 3`T %I\0 ;¡JFZF4 
  ÝF ¡G UI— ,[ AFClZ HFZF ×× 
 RF[JF R\NG RZRT V\UF4 
  ;F[ TG HZ{ SF9 S[ ;\UF ×× 
 NF; SALZ ICq SLgC lARFZF4 
  .S lNG æ{C{ CF, CDFZF ××85  
  
 HFUCqZ[ GZ ;F[JCq SCF 
  HD A85FZ{ ~¡W" ICF ×× 8[S ×× 
 HFlU Y[lT SK} SZL p5F."4 
  DF[8F A{ZL C{ H¡DZF." ×× 
 ;[T SFU VFI[ AG DF ¡lC4 
  VHC} ¡ Z[ GZ R[T{ GF\lC × 
 SC{ SALZ TA{ GZ HFU{4 
  HD SF 0\0 D} ¡0 D® ,FU{ ××(& 
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 SALZNF; DFGT[ C{ lS V\WSFZ D— lH; ÝSFZ NL5S J:TqVF— SF[ ÝtIÙ 
SZ N[TF C{4 p;L ÝSFZ 38 NL5S —Zæ ;DF."c HA HLJ .; NL5S äFZF 
7FG ÝF%T SZ ,[TF C{ TF[ .; RÊ ;[ DqlÉT ;\EJ CF[ HFTL C{ v 
 V¡lWIFZ[ NL5S RlCI{ × .S J:Tq VUF[RZ ,lCI{ × 
 J:Tq VUF[RZ 5F." × 38 NL5S ZæF ;DF." ×× 
 SlC SALZ VA HFgIF × HA HFgIF TF{ DG DFgIF × 
 DG DFG[ ,F[U G 5TLH{ × G 5TLH{ TF{ ÉIF SLH{ ××(* 
 SALZ VFtDTtJ SF[ A|ï TÀJ ;[ VlEgG DFGT[ C® HF[ SqK ;D:T 
A|ïF\0 D— C{4 p; ;A SL ;¿F XZLZ D— C{ A|ïF\0 SF CL ,3q ;\:SZ6 C{ v 
 ;F[C\ C\;F ,S ;DFG4 
  SFIF S[ UqG VF\GlC VF\G ×× 
 ;F8L ,S ;S, ;\;FZF4 
  ACq lAlW EF ¡0[ 30{ Sq ¡EFZF ×× 
 5\R AZG N; NqlCI[ UF.4 
  ,S N}W N[BF{ 5lTVF." ×× 
 SC{ SALZ ;\;F SlZ N}lZ4 
  l+EqJGGFY ZæF EZ5}lZ ××(( 
 SALZNF; SF DFGGF C{ lS HgD S[ p5ZF\T HLJ DFIF S[ äFZF 
VFrKFlNT CF[ HFG[ S[ SFZ6 V5G[ JF:TlJS :J:i SF[ E}, HFTF C{ v 5Z 
HA DFIF ;[ AFCZ lGS,T[ C® TA HLJ SF[ TTŸ SF 7FG CF[TF C{ v 
 DFIF TH} ¡ THL GCÄ HF. × 
 lOlZ lOlZ DFIF DF[lC ,58F. × 
 DFIF VFNZ DFIF DF\G4 
  DFIF GCÄ TCF ¡ A|ï lUIF\G ××() 
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 SALZNF; S[ VGq;FZ HLJ sVFtDFf 5Z Uq~ ;\TF[ VYJF EUJNŸ v S`5F 
äFZF 7FG RÙqVM\ S[ Bq,G[ 5Z JC V5G[ R{TgI D}, A|ï :i SF[ HFG ,[TF 
C{ × IC 7FG ÝF%T CF[T[ CL ;\;FZ SL lDyIFvl:YlT p;[ :5Q8 CF[ HFTL C{ × 
O,To JC CF[ DqlÉT SL VJ:YF SF[ ÝF%T SZTF C{ v 
 ,F[SF HF\lG G E},F{ EF." × 
 BFl,S B,S B,S D® BFl,S4 
  ;A 38 ZæF[ ;DF." × —8[Sc  × 
 V<,F ,S{ G}Z p5GFIF4 
  slG5FIFf TFSL S{;L lA\NF × 
 TF G}Z Y® ;A HU lSIF4 
  SF{G E,F SF{G DgNF ×× 
 TF V<,F SL UlT GlC\ HFGL4 
  Uq~ Uq0+ lNIF DL9F × 
 SC{ SALZ D® 5}ZF 5FIF4 
  ;A 3l8 ;FlCA NL9F ××)_ 
 SALZNF; S[ DTFGq;FZ HLJ SL VG[STF E|D S[ SFZ6 EFlØT CF[TL C{4 
lSgTq 7FG ;[ E|D EFU HFTF C{ × Sq\E S[ O}8 HFG[ 5Z H, S[ O{, HFG[ 
5Z ÝlTlA\A D— ;DF HFTF C{ HLJvHLJ D— ;DFHFTF C{ VF{Z Vä{ITF 
sVä{IT;f ÝlTlQ9T CF[ HFTL C{ v 
 H, D— Sq \E SqE D® H, C{4 
  AFClZ ELTlZ 5FGL × 
 O}8F Sq \E H, H,lC ;DF\GF\4 
  ICq TT SYF{ lUIFGÄ ××)! 
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  TFY® DF[lC GFRJF{ G VFJ{4 
   D[ZF[ DG D\N,F G AHFJ{ ×× 8[S ×× 
  µEZ YF T[ ;}EZ ElZIF4 
   l+Q6F\ UFUlZ O}8L × 
  ClZ lR\TT D[ZF[ D\N,F ELGF ®4 
   EZD EF[IG UIF{ K}8L ×× 
  A|ï VUlG D® HZL Hq DlDTF4 
   5FB\0 V~ VlEDFGF ¡ ×92 
  ,S VR\EF ,[;F EIF4 
   SZ6Ä Y{ SFZ6 lDl8 UIF ×× 8[S ×× 
  SZ6L lSIF SZD SF GF;4 
   5FJS DF ¡lC 5qCq5 ÝSF; ×× 
  5qCq5 DF ¡lC 5FJS ÝHZ{4 
   5F5 5q \G NF[µ E|D 8Z{ ×× 
  ÝU8L AF; AF;GF WF[.4 
   Sq, ÝU8IF{ Sq, 3F<IF{ BF[. ×× 
  p5HL rI\T rI\T lDl8 U."4 
   EF{ E|D EFUF ,[;[ E." ××)# 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS .; ;\;FZ D— XZLZ SF GFXvD`tIq pTGL CL 
lGlxRT C{ lHTGF :JI\ lGlxRT XaN v 
 HF[ µuIF ;F[ VF ¡YJ{4 
  O}<IF ;F[ SqlD,F. × 
HF[ lRl6IF ¡ ;F[ -lC 50{4 
 HF[ VFIF ;F[ HF. ××)$ 
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 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS HLJ HA TS C{ TA TS WGv;\5lT jIlÉT SL 
jIlÉT S[ 5F; C{ 5Z HA HLJ sÝF6f R,F HFTF C{4 TA ;A ;\5lT pGS[ 
l,I[ SF[." SFD SL GCÄ ÉIF—lS DZG[ S[ AFN HLJ S[ ;FY pGSL ;\5lT GCÄ 
VFTL DT,A lS HF[ WG4 ;\5lT C{ p;SF p5IF[U SZ[ TF[ CL JC SFD SL C{ 
GCÄ TF[ JC KF[0+ SZ ,S lNG HFGF CL 50[+UF v 
 ZF\D YF[Z[ lNG SF{ SF WG SZGF4 
  W\WF ACqT lGCF.lT DZGF ×× 8[S ×× 
 SF[8L WH ;FC C:TL A¡W ZFHF4 
  lÊ5G SF[ WG SF{G— SFHF ×× 
 WG S{ UZlA ZFD GCÄ HFGF4 
  GFUF æ{ HD 5{ UqN ZF ¡GF ¡ ×× 
 SC{ SALZ R[TCq Z[ EF."4 
  C\; UIF SKq ;\lU H HF." ××95 
 SALZNF; S[ HLJFtDF lJØIS lJRFZ ;\Ù[5 D— SC[ TF[ JC VFtDF 
sHLJFtDFf SF[ VDZ DFGT[ C{ × JC VFtDTtJ SF A|ï TÀJ ;[ VlEgG DFGT[ 
C{ × XZLZ D— A|ïF^0 SF CL ,3qv;\:SZ6 C{ × HLJFtDF S[4 Uq~v;\TF— SL 
S`5F äFZF CL 7FG RÙqVF— Bq,T[ C{ × HLJFtDF 5Z DF[CvDFIF SF VFJZ6 
CF[G[ 5Z CL JC 5ZDFtDF ;[ lD, GCÄ 5FTL × HA HLJFtDF 5ZDFtDF D— 
;DFHFTL C{ VF{Z TA Vä{ITF ÝlTlQ9T CF[ HFTL C{ × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; S[ HLJvlJØIS lJFZF— SF Tq,GFtDS VwIIG 
SZG[ 5Z CD .; lGQSØ" 5Z 5Cq¡RT[ C{ lS NF[GF— SlJ VFtDTtJ SF[ A|ï TÀJ 
;[ VlEgG DFGT[ C{ × IC TG H}9F C{4 GxJZ C{ 5Z VFtDF VDZ C{ × HA 
38 NL5S äFZF HLJ 7FG :iL NL5S H,FTF C{ TM HLJG RÊ ;[ DqlÉT 
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;\EJ CF[TL C{ × HgD S[ p5ZF\T HLJ DFIF S[ äFZF VFrKFlNT CF[ HFG[ S[ 
SFZ6 V5G[ JF:TlJS :J:i SF[ E}, HFTF C{ × Uq~väFZF EUJNŸ S`5F äFZF 
7FG RÙqVF— S[ Bq,G[ 5Z HLJ V5G[ R{TgI D}, A|ï :i SF[ HFG ,[TF C{ × 
IC 7FG ÝF%T CF[T[ CL ;\;FZ SL lDyIFvl:YlT :5Q8 CF[ HFTL C{ × O,To 
Xqâ4 Aqâ4 ÝAqâ CF[ DqlÉT SL VJ:YF SF[ ÝF%T SZTF C{ × HLJ SL VG[STF 
E|D S[ SFZ6 ,UTL C{ × lSgTq 7FG ;[ E|D R,F HFTF C{ VFtDF 5ZDFtDF 
D— ;DFHFTF C{ VF{Z Vä{ITF ÝlTlQ9T CF[ HFTL C{ × VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; 
NF[GF— EÉT SlJIF— S[ HLJ lJØIS lJRFZ ,S ;DFG ;[ C{ × 
 lOZ EL VF,F[rI SlJ äI D— ;DFGTF D— EL SqK lEgGTF,\ GHZ VFTL 
C{ × VFG\N3G DFGT[ C{ lS HLJFtDF SL VG[STF E|D S[ SFZ6 EFlØT CF[TL 
C{ × Xqâ VFtDF SF[ VFtDF äFZF CL HFGL HFTL C{ H{;[ —VGqEJ UF[RZ J:Tq 
SF[Z[4 HFl6JF[ IC .,FH × TF[ SALZ NF; SCT[ C{ lS E|D R,F HFTF C{ 
HA —p5HL rI\T rI\T lDl8 U."c TA ,[;F CF[TF C{ × 
? DFIFvlJRFZ 
 Vä{T J[NFgT SL ,S VNŸEqT S<5GF DFIF C{ × IC ;T GCÄ C{4 
V;TŸ GCÄ C{ .;l,, GCÄ C{ lS A|ï SF 7FG CF[G[ 5Z .;SF 7FG AFlWT 
CF[ HFTF C{ × lSgTq IC V;TŸ EL GCÄ ÉIF—lS V;TŸ J:Tq SL ÝTLlT GCÄ 
CF[TL HA lS DFIF SL ÝTLlT CF[TL C{ × X\SZFRFI" S[ VGq;FZ —DFIFc  
EUJFG SL VjIÉT XlÉT C{4 lH;S[ VFlN SF 5TF GCÄ R,TF × IC Uq6+I 
s;T4 ZH4 TDf ;[ IqÉT VlJnF ~l56L C{ ×)& ULTF D— p<,[B C{ lS 
IF[UDFIF ;[ l3ZF CF[G[ S[ SFZ6 D® ;ASF[ ÝS8 GCÄ CF[TF × 
 GFC\ ÝSFXo ;J":I IF[UDFIF ;DFJ`To)* 
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 .;L ÝSFZ D® VHgDF4 VlJGFXL VF{Z E}TF— SF ."xJZ CF[TF CqVF EL 
V5GL ÝJ`l¿ SF VlWQ9FTF CF[SZ V5GL DFIF ;[ lJlJW :iF— D— VJTL6" 
CF[TF C}¡ ×)( 
 VFRFI"X\SZ G[ DFIF SF[ —HF, SCF C{ v  
 IC ,So 5ZDFtDF ; HF,JFGŸ HF,\ DFIF NqZtIItJTŸ ××)) 
 K,GF4 J\RGF4 Sql8,TF4 lDyIFtJ VFlN S[ ,Ù6 DFIF 5Z VFZF[l5T 
lS, HFT[ C® IF lJJ[S R}0FDl6 S[ VGq;FZ DFIF ;tJ4 ZH VF{Z TGvTLGF— 
Uq6F— ;[ IqÉT C{ × JC VGFlN VlJnF :J:iF C{4 5ZDFtDF SL XlÉT C{ × 
JCL HUTŸ SF[ pt5gG SZTL C{ × 
 VjIÉTFdGL 5ZD[XXlÉTZGFY lJnF l+Uq6FltDSF 5ZF × 
 SFIF"GqD[IF ;qlWI{J DFIF4 IYF HUt;J"lD\N Ý;}IT[ ××!__ 
 A`CNFZ^IS p5lGØNŸ S[ VGq;FZ .gã DFIF ;[ VG[S :i WFZ6 SZTF 
C{ × 
 .gãF[ DFIFlEo 5q~:i ."IT[ ×!_! 
 ICF¡ DFIF XaN ;`lQ8 SL VG[S :iTF SF[ .\lUT SZ ZCF C{ × 
xJ[TFxJTZ p5lGØNŸ D— DFIF SF ;\A\W l+U6FtDS ;`lQ8 S[ ;FY Hq0+ UIF    
C{ v 
 DFIF\ Tq ÝS`lT lJnFgDFlIG\ Tq DC[xJZDŸ ×102 
 ULTF D— S`Q6 SF SYG C{ v D[ZL IC N[JL Uq6DIL DFIF Nq:TZ CF[ 
HF[ Dqh SF[ CL ÝF%T SZT[ C® J[ .; DFIF ;[ 5FZ CF[ HFT[ C® ×!_# VFRFI" 
X\SZ S[ DTFGq;FZ ÝS`lT äFZF CL DG4 JF6L VF{Z XZLZ ;[ CF[G[ JF,[ ;D:T 
SD" ;\5FlNT lS, HFT[ C{ ×!_$ ;tJ4 ZH VF{Z TD I[ Uq6 ÝS`lT ;[ pt5gG 
CF[G[ JF,[ C®4 I[ N[C D— VlJGFXL N[CWFZL sHLJf SF[ AF¡W ,[T[ C® × 
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 ;tJ\ ZH:TD .lT Uq6Fo ÝS`lT;\EJFo × 
 lGAwGlgT DCFAFCF[ N[C[ N[lCGDjIIDŸ ×105 
 SEL T`%T G CF[G[ JF,L SFDGFVF— SF[ WFZ6 SZG[JF,[4 DF[C ;[ VG[S 
NqQ8 .rKFVF— SF[ WFZ6 SZS[ VXqâ VFRZ6 SZG[JF,[ N\EL4 DFGL VF{Z DNFgW 
,F[U SD" SZG[ S[ l,, ÝJ`T CF[T[ C® × I[ Ý,I TS ;DF%T G CF[G[ JF,L 
V5lZlDT lR\TFVF— ;[ U|;[ Cq,4 SFDvEF[UF— SF[ CL 5ZDŸ VF{Z ;J":J DFGG[ 
JF,[ CF[T[ C® × ;{S0+F[ VFXFVF— S[ HF,F— ;[ A¡W[ Cq,4 SFDL VF{Z ÊF[WL V5G[ 
EF[U S[ l,, ACqT ;F WG ;\RI SZT[ C® VFH D®G[ IC ÝF%T lSIF × 
 p; DGF[ZY SF[ S, ÝF%T S~q¡UF4 IC WG .; ;DI D[Z[ 5F; C{ VF{Z 
S, D[Z[ 5F; IC WG CF[ HF,UF × .; X+q SF[ D®G[ DFZF C{4 .;L TZC 
VgI X+qVF— SF[ EL D® DF~q\UF × D® CL ."xJZ C}¡4 D® CL EF[UL C}¡4 D® CL l;â 
C}¡ VF{Z D® CL A,JFG TYF D® CL ;qBL C}¡ × D® zLDFG VF{Z Sq,LG C}¡4 D[Z[ 
H{;F N};ZF SF{G C{ m D® I7 SZq¡UF4 D® NFG N}\UF VF{Z D® CL EF[H S~q¡UF4 
.; TZC ;[ V7FG ;[ DF[lCT Cq, I[ VF;qZL ,F[U CF[T[ C® × VC\SFZ4 A,4 
3D^04 SFD4 ÊF[W SF VFzI SZS[ V5G[ TYF N};ZF— SL N[CF— D— ZCG[ JF,[ 
Dqh s."xJZf ;[ ä[Ø SZG[ JF,[ I[ ,F[U ;NF lG\NF CL lSIF SZT[ C® ×!_& 
p5Iq"ST ;DU| lR+6 DFIFvJ{Q8T ÝFl6IF— SF C{ DFIF S[ 5lZ6FD :J:i IC 
5lJ+TF4 VFRFZvXqâTF ,J\ ;tIvjIJCFZ ;[ lJ5ZLT l:YlT lJSl;T CF[TL  C{ 
×  
 .;L DFIF S[ JXLE}T CF[SZ lRgTF4 SQ84 5FZ:5lZS ;\3Ø" VF{Z VDFlgT 
D— J`lâ CF[TL C{ × VFU[ R,SZ S`Q6 :5Q8 SZT[ C® lS v  
 —l+lJW\ GZS:I[N\ äFZ\ GFXGDFtDGo × 
 SFDo ÊF[W:TYF ,F[E:T:DFN[Tt+I\tIH[TŸ ×!_* 
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 p5Iq"ST lJJ[RG SZG[ 5Z SCF HF ;STF C{ lS DFIF VFtDF S[ AgWG 
SF SFZ6 C{4 IC p5FlW:iF C{4 VTo HLJ SL VFtDv:J:i ÝFl%T D— AFWS 
C{ × IC ;`lQ8 SL ZRGF SF SFZ6 C{ × A|ï SF[ VG[S :iF— D— EFl;T 
SZJFG[ JF,L IC DFIF HLJ SF[ E|lDT SZTL C{4 O,To JC V5G[ 7FGDI 
A|ï :i SF[ E},SZ .lgN|IvHgI lJØIF— D— l,%T CF[ HFTF C{ × DFIF S[ .; 
VFJZ6 S[ C8T[ CL HLJ —lJ7FGDFGgN\ A|ïc!_( VYJF —;tI\ 7FGDGgT\ A|ïc!_) 
S[ V5G[ :i SF[ ÝF%T SZTF C{ × 
? VFG\N3G o DFIFvlJRFZ 
 VFW\NSG S[ DTFGq;FZ JCF¡ DFIF VF{Z XZLZ lS; HFlT S[ C{ m JC 
;J" H0P VR[TG C{ × JCF\ SD"GF E|D:i lJØA[l, SF ;\U C{4 JCF¡ GFGF 
ÝSFZ SL .rKF,¡4 K,4 S584 VF9 DN V7FG VF{Z VlEDFG C{ × ;DTF SF[ 
pNŸN[xI SZ S[ SCT[ C{ lS ;DTF ¦ JCF¡ DDTF DFIF S[ ;\U NqoB VG\T C{ 
.; l,I[ DFIF S[ ;\U ZCG[ S[ AHF. ICF¡ VFG\NZFlX EUJFGŸ J;\TF[t;J B[,T[ 
C{ TF[ pGSF CL ;\U SZ— DT,A VFG\N3G DFIF ;[ N}Z EFUG[ SL AFT SZT[ 
C{ ÉIF—lS DFIF S[ ;\U NqoBvNqoB CL C{ × 
 lST HF\GDT— CF[ ÝF6GFY 
 .T VFI lGCFZF[ 3ZSF[ ;FY   lSTP v ! 
 pT DFIF SFIF SJG HFT4 
  ICq H0+ TqD R[TG HU lJbIFTo 
 pT SZD EZD lJØJ[l, ;\U4 
  .T 5ZD GZD DlT D[l, Z\U lSTP v 2 
 pT SFD S58 DN DF[C DFG4 
  .T S[J, VGqEJ VD`T 5FGo 
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 VF,L SC[ ;DTF pT NqoB VG\T4 
  .T B[,Cq VFG\N3G J;\T × lSTP v #!!_ 
 VFG\N3G S[ DTFGq;FZ NqlGIF¡ D\ ACqT ;FZ[ ÝF6L HLJ ,[;[ C® AlCZFtD 
EFJ D— NA[ CqI[ C{ VF{Z DFIF S[ O\N[ D— ZCG[JF,[ C{ × SqK ÝF6L SF 
pNFCZ6 l,IF C{ H{;[ v DTJF,[ V5G[vV5G[ DT D— D:T4 D9JF,[ V5G[ 
D9 D—4 VF;ÉT4 H8FWZ V5GL H8F D—4 5F8WZ V5GL 5F8 D—4 K+WFZLVF— 
V5G[ K+ D—4 VFUD SF VeIF; SZS[ VUDWFZL YS UI[ C{4 DFIFJFNL V5G[ 
lJRFZ D— KS[ C{4 IC ;A HLJ DFIF S[ O\N[ D— ZCG[JF,[ C{ DFIF S[ O\N[ ;[ 
AFCZ lGS,G[ JF,[ ÝF6L lD,GF DqlxS, C{ p;D— DCFDqlxS, ;[ ,[;[ ÝF6L 
lD, ;ST[ C{ v 
 VJW} ZFD ZFD HU UFJ[4 lJZ,F V,B ,UFJ[ × VJW}P 
 DTJF,F TF[ DT D— DFTF4 D9JF,F D9ZFTF¸ 
 H8F H8FWZ 58F 58FWZ4 KTF KTFWZ TFTF × VJW}P ! 
 VFUD 5l- VFUDWZ YFS[4 DFIFWFZL KFS[¸ 
 NqlGIFNFZ NqlG;— ,FU[4 NF;F ;A VFXFS[ × 
 AlCZFTD D}-F HU H[TF4 DFIF S[ O\N[ ZC[TF4 
 38 V\TZ 5ZDFTD EFJ[4 NqZ,E ÝF6L T[TF × VJW} v#!!! 
 VFG\N3G DFIvDDTF S[ AFZ[ D— l,BT[ C{ × ;qDlT VF{Z VGqEJ S[ 
ALR SL AFTvRLT ;[ DFIFvDDTF SF 5lZRI lNIF C{ × ;qDlT SCTL C{ D® 
TF[ VFtDFZFD SL NF;L C}¡ C[ VGqEJ ¦ ATFVF— IC DFIFvDDTF SCF¡ ;[ VF 
U." × D® TF[ IC EL GCÄ HFGTL lS IC DFIFvDDTF lS; N[X SL ZCG[ 
JF,L C{ × VGqEJ SCTF C{ v R[TG p; DFIF 5Z DF[lCT CF[ UI[ C® × 
DT,A DFIF ,[;L DF[lCGL C{ lS ;A SF[ DF[C,[ .TGL XlÉT C{ 5\lÉT S[ V\T 
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D— SCT[ C{ VG\N S[ ;D}C ÝEq R{TgI SF 3Z s3ZJF,Lf TF[ ;DTF CL C{ × 
VgI TF[ sDFIFvDDTFf SF<5lGS KNDJ[ØL C{ × 
 VGqEJ CD TF[ ZFJZL NF;L4 
 VF. SCFT— DFIF DDTF4 
 HFGq \ G SCF\SL JF;L × VGqP v ! 
 ZLH 5Z[ JF\S[ ;\U R[TG4 
 TqD ÉIq \ ZCT pNF;L¸ 
 JZßIF[ G HFI ,SF\T STSF[4 
 ,F[SD— CF[JT CF\;L × VGqP 2 
 ;DHT GFlC lG9qZ 5lT ,lT4 
 5, ,S HFT KDF;L 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq 3ZSL ;DTF4 
 V8S,L VF{Z ,JF;L × VGqP #112 
 VFG\N3G SF DFGGF C{ lS DFIFvDDTF 9UG[JF,L DT,A WF[BF N[G[JF,L 
C{ × JC DFIFvDDTF VFtDF S[ 5LK[ VGFlN SF, ;[ ,UL Cq." C{ × JC SCT[ 
C{ VA N}Z C8F[4 EFU HFVF[ × TqdCFZL lXÙF ;[ VA TS IC R[TG sD[Z[ 
:JFDLf D[Z[ s;qDlT S[f VF{Z VGqEJ S[ ;\U NUFvWF[BF SZT[ VFJ[ C® lSgTq 
VA D®G[ TqdCFZ[ ;A Ý5\RF— SF[ HFG l,IF C{ × VA TqdCFZL NF, ICF¡ GCÄ 
U,[UL4 .; l,I[ TqD ;A ICF¡ ;[ R,T[ AGF[ × EF."vDF¡vAF54 5q+ TYF V5G[ 
XZLZ SL EL AFT VrKL GCÄ ,UTL C{ v 
 9UF[ZL EUF[ZL ,UF[ZL HUF[ZL4 
 DDTF DFIF VFTD ,[ DlT4 
 VGqEJ D[ZL VF{ NUF[ZL ×  
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 E|FT G DFT G JFT G UFT G4 
 HFT G JFT G ,FUT UF[ZL¸ 
 D[Z ;A lNG NZ;G OZ;G4 
 TFG ;qWFZ;5FG 5UF[Z ×113 
 VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ DFIFvDDTF C{4 5ZDFtDF lD,G D— AFWF 0F,G[ 
JF,L C{ × pgCF—G[ DFIFvDDTF SF[ lGD}",L VF{Z HFT Sq,8L sJ{xIFf SCF C{ × 
DT,A DFIF DDTF SL lG\NF SL C{ v 
 VA HFUF[ 5ZD Uq~ 5ZD N[J %IFZ[¸ 
 D[8Cq \ CD TqD lAR E[N × VAP ! 
 VF,L ,FH lGUF[ZL UDFZL HFT¸ 
 DqlC VFG DGFJT lJlJW EFT × VAP 2 
 Vl, 5Z lGD}",L Sq,8L SFG¸ 
 DqlG TqlC lD,G lAR N[T CFG × VAP # 
 5lT DTJFZ[ VF{Z Z\U4 
 ZD[ DDTF Ul6SF S[ Ý;\U × VAP $ 
 HA H0+TF[ H0JF; V\T¸ 
 lR¿ O},[ —VFG\N3Gc  EI J;\T × VAP 5114 
 VFG\N3G S[ DTFGq;FZ DFIFvDDTF X94 VC\SFZ VF{Z V7FG 5{NF SZG[ 
JF,L C{ × DFIF S[ ;FY VFXF4 T`Q6F4 ,F[E VF{Z ÊF[W ZCT[ C{ × DFIF S[ 
;\U ZCG[ ;[ pgGTL D— lT, S[ ;DFG AZST GCÄ CF[TL × DFIFvDDTF S[ 
;\U C\D[XF 5F5 jIF%T ZCTF C{ v 
 %IFZ[ ÝF6HLJG ,C ;FR HFG¸ 
  pT AZST GF\lC G lT, ;DFG × %IFZ[ ! 
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 pG;— G DF\Uq \ lNG GF\lC ,S¸ 
  .T 5SlZ ,F, K —ZLc  SlZ lJJ[S × %IFZ[P 2 
 pT X9TF DFIF DFG 0q \A¸ 
  .T kHqTF D`NqTF GLH Sq8q \A × %IFZ[P # 
 pT VF;F lT;GF ,F[E SF[C¸ 
  .T XF\T NF\T ;\TF[Ø ;F[C × %IFZ[P $ 
 pT S,F S,\SL 5F5 ,F5¸ 
  .T B[,[ —VFG\N3Gc  E}5 VF5 %IFZ[ × %IFZ[P 5115 
 VFG\N3G G[ DFIFvDDTF SF[ S9F[Z XaNF— D— lG\NF SL C{ × DFIFvDDTF 
SF SEL EL ;\U GCÄ SZGF RFlC, ,[;F SCF C{ × T`Q6F\ SF[ ZF\0 SCF C{ × 
T`Q6F G[ V5GF 3Z ;HFIF C{ × pgCF—G[ NqQ84 9U4 S58L VFlN 5lZJFZ SF 
5F[Ø6 lSIF C{ × SlJ SCT[ C{ lS p;S[ ;\U ZCSZ V5GL ÝlTQ9F GCÄ 
BF[GL RFlC, × DT,A pGS[ ;\U CL GCÄ ZCG[ SL ;,FC N[T[ C{ v 
 VGqEJ Tq \ C{ C[Tq CDFZF[P VGqP 
 VF5 p5FI SZF[ RTqZF.4  
 VF{Z SF[ ;\U lGJFZF[P VGqP ! 
 T`Q6F ZF\0 EF\0 SL HF.4  
 SCF 3Z SZ[ ;JFZF[¸ 
 X9 9U S58 Sq8q \ACL 5F[B[4 
 DG D— ÉIq \ G lJRFZF[ 
 s5F9F\TZf pGSL ;\UlT JFZF[ × VGqP 2 
 Sq,8F Sql8, SqAqlâ ;\U B[, S[4 
 V5GL 5T ÉIq \ CFZF[¸ 
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 VFG\N3G ;DTF 3Z VFJ[4 
 JFH[ HLT GUFZF[ × VGqP #!!& 
 VFG\N3G S[ DTFGq;FZ DFIFvDDTF S[ Z\U D— GCÄ Z\UGF RFlC, × 
.;SL AHFI ;DTF S[ ;FY ZCGF RFlC, × DFIFvDDTF S[ ;\U D— ZCG[ ;[ 
lS;L ÝSFZ SL pgGTL GCÄ CF[TL × .;S[ ;FY ZCG[ ;[ VFtD ;\5lT l;D8 
SZ ACqT YF[0+L CF[ HFTL C{ × DDTF S[ ;\U ;[ VFtDF V5G[ VC\ D— ;\SqlRT 
CF[ HFTF C{ × lHGSL WG NF{,T 5Z VtI\T VF;lÉT CF[TL C{ J[ CL WG 
NF{,T SF[ HDLG D— UF0+T[ C® × .; N`-+ VF;lÉT ;[ EZ SZ JCL ;5" IF 
R}C[ CF[T[ C{ JC ,1DL TF[ V,1DL SC,FTL C{ v 
 ;FWF[ EF." × ;DTF Z\U ZDLH[¸ 
 VJW} DDTF ;\U G SLH[ × ;FWF[ EF."P 
 ;\5l¿ GFlC GFlC DDTF D—4 
 DDTFDF\ lD; D[8[¸ 
 BF8 5F8 THYL ,FB B8Fp4 
 V\T BFB D— ,[8[ × ;FWF[ EF."P ! 
 WG WZTL D— UF0[ + AF{Z[4 
 W}Z VF5 DqB <IFJ[4 
 D}ØS ;F5 CF[IUF[ VFBZ4 
 TF[T[ V,lrK SCF J[ × ;FWF[ EF."P !!* 
 VFG\N3GHL DF[lCGL S[ 5lZJFZ SL AFT SZT[ C{ × DF[lCGL 5Z R[TGHL 
UDFZvDqB" CF[SZ ÉIF— DF[lCT CF[T[ C{ m DF[lCGL S[ 3Z TF[ lDyIF GFD SL 
A[8L C{ × R[TGHL lH; 5Z ZLh UI[ C{ JC lGUF[0L DF[CGL SF[ ÊF[W VF{Z 
DFG GFD S[ NF[ A[8[ C{ × lH;[ ,F[U R5[8 DFZT[ C{ × lH;[ ,F[E GFD SF 
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HDF." VF{Z DFIF GFD SL A[8L C{ VF{Z .GSF 5lZJFZ A-+TF CL HFTF C{ v 
H{;[ v 
lJJ[SL JLZF ¦ ;CIF[ G 5Z[4 AZHF[ SIq \ SIq \ G VF5S[ EÄT × lJJ[SL_ 
SCF lGUF[0L DF[CGL CF[ DF[CT ,F, UDFZ¸ 
JFS[ 3Z lDyIF ;qTF CF[4 ZLh 5Z[ SCF ¡ 5FZ × lJJ[SLP ! 
ÊF[W DFG A[8F EI[ CF[4 N[T R5[8F ,F[S¸ 
,F[E HDF." DFIF ;qTF CF[4 ,C A-IF[ 5lZDF[S × lJJ[SL 2P!!( 
 VFG\N3GHL SCT[ C{ lS VGqEJ 7FG lJSl;T SZG[ D— DFIF AFWS C{ 
.; l,I[ DFIF :iL NF;L SF[ pGS[ 5lZJFZ sSFD4 ÊF[W4 ,F[E4 DF[C4 DN 
VFlNf S[ ;FY ,S 0[-+ lNG TS 3[Z SZ V5G[ A; D— SZ ,F[ lOZ VGqEJ 
7FG lJSl;T SZ— TF[ ;O,TF lD, ;STL C{v 
 VJW} VGqEJ Sl,SF HFUL4 
 DlT D[ZL VFTD Xq \ DL,G ,FUL¸ VJW}P 
 HFI[ G SACq VF{Z l-U G[ZL4 
 TF[ZL lJGTF J[ZL4 
 DFIF R[0L Sq8q \A SZL CFY[4 
 ,S N[- TLG 3[ZL × VJW}P !!!) 
 VFG\N3GHL SCT[ C{ lS J{ZFuI EFJ HA pt5gG CF[ HFTF C{ TA JC 
NqQ8F— SF[ 5lZJFZ ;lCT GQ8 SZ N[T[ C{ × J{ZFuI A[8F sEFJf G[ DFIF VF{Z 
DDTF ;qB VF{Z NqoB GFD S[ NF[ EF."4 SFD VF{Z SF[W SF[ BFIF × NqD"lT 
GFD SL A0+L DF VF{Z Dt;Z GFD S[ NFNF DqB N[BT[ CL DZ UI[ × J{ZFuI 
G[ 5F5 5q^ I 50+F[XL4 VC\SFZ VF{Z SFD :i DFDF SF[ BFIF × DF[CGUZ S[ 
ZFHF sDCFDF[Cf SF[ GQ8 SZ lNIF × DT,A J{ZFuI pt5gG CF[TF C{ TF[ 7FG 
ÝFl%T D— AFWF:i ;A SF[ 5lZJFZ ;lCT GQ8 SZ N[TF C{ v  
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 VJWq J{ZFuI A[8F HFIF4 JFG[ BF[H Sq8q \A ;A BFIF × VJW}P 
 H[6[ DFIF DDTF BF."4 ;qBvNqoB NF[GF — EF."¸ 
 SFDvÊF[W NF[GF — BF."4 BF." T`Q6F AF."P VJW}P ! 
 NqD"lT NFNL Dt;Z NFNF4 DqB N[BT CL D}VF¸ 
 D\U,:iL JWF." JF\RL4 , HA A[8F CqJF × VJWP 2 
 5q^I v 5F5 50F[XL BFI[4 DFGvSFD NF[p DFDF¸ 
 DF[CGUZ SF ZFHF BFIF4 5LK— CL Ý[D T[ UFDF × VJW}P #120 
 VFG\N3GHL SCT[ C{ lS lHG[xJZ EUJFG SF[ GD:SFZ SZ ×  T}D 
VF9 5CZ 5}Z[ lNG DNvD:T CF[SZ VC\SZ SZT[ CF[4 lSgTq VA TqD DF[C 
lG\ãF D— ;[ V7FG SL lG\ãF D— ;[ HFU ¦ DT,A DF[CvDFIF TYF VC\SFZ SF[ 
KF[0+G[ SL AFT SZT[ C® v 
 , lHGS[ 5FI ,FU Z[4 TqG[ DCLI— S[TF[ × ,P 
 VF9F[." HFD lOZ[ DNDFTF[4 DF[C lG\NZLIF Xq \ HFUZ[ × TqG[P !121 
 VFG\N3G G[ J[NGL SD" S[ NF[ E[N VFZ DF[CGL SD" S[ NF[ E[NF— SF 
J6"G lSIF C{ × DF[CGL SD" S[ NX"G DF[C VF{Z RlZ+ DF[C IC NF[ E[N C{ × 
NX"G DF[C SD" S[ GFX ;[ ÙlIS ;dIStJ TYF RlZ+ DF[C S[ GFX ;[ :J:i 
ZD6TF :i ÙFlIS RFlZ+ 5S8 CF[TF C{ v 
 —J[NGL DF[CGL NF[I NF[I HF6L. Z[c 122 
 VFG\N3G V5G[ 5N D— HLJ SF[ DF[CvDFIF tIFU SZ NFGv5q^ I SqK 
WD" SZG[ SL ;,FC N[T[ C{ JC SCT[ C® lS T} ;Dh ,[ VFBZ D— TqdCFZ[ 
5F; HF[ VJ;Z s;DIf VFIF C{ JC T} BF[ N[UF v 
 NFG 5q^I SKq WD"SZ ,[4 DF[C DFIFS}\ tIFHL Z[P ÝEqP 2 
 —VFG\N3Gc SC[ ;DH ,[4 VFBZ BF[J[UF AFHL Z[P ÝEqP #123 
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 zL VFG\N3GHL S[ DFIF S[ ;\A\lWT lJRFZ ;FZF\X :i ;[ SC[ TF[ 
DDTFvDFIF S[ ;\U NqoB VG\T C{ .;l,, p;SF ;\U KF[0+GF RFlC, × ;A 
HLJ DFIF S[ O\N[ D— ZCT[ C® × DFIF S[ O\N[ ;[ AFCZ lGS, G[ JF,[ ÝF6L 
lD,GF DqlxS, C{ × DFIF lS; N[X SL ZCGL JF,L C{ IC 5¿F GCÄ R,TF 
× JC SF<5lGS AFCI J[ØWFZL C{ × SlJ G[ DFIF SL S9F[Z XaNF— D— lG\NF 
SL C{ lS DFIF X94 VC\SFZ VF{Z V7FG 5{NF SZG[ JF,L C{ × JC VGqEJ 
7FG lJSl;T SZG[ D— AFWS C{4 .;l,, DFIF SF ;\U KF[0+SZ ;DTF S[ ;FY 
ZCGF RFlC, ,[;L ;,FC NL C{ × 
? SALZNF; o DFIFvlJRFZ 
 SALZNF; SF[ DFIF S[ :J:i SF 5}ZF 7FG YF × J[ VrKL TZC HFGT[ 
C{ lS DFIF l+Uq6FltDSF C{ v 
 ;T ZH TD Y® SLgCL DFIF × 
  RFlZ BFlG lJ:TFZ p5FIF ×124 
 SALZNF; SF DFIF S[ AFZ[ D— DFGGF C{ lS DFIF 5\RTtJ ;[ DGqQI SF[ 
A\WG D— 0F,TL C{4 5F54 5q^ I4 DFG4 VlEDFG SL p,hG D— p,hF N[TL     
C{ v 
 DFIF DF[C WG HF[AGF ¡4 .lG A\W[ ;A ,F[. × 
 h}9lG h}9 lAIFl5IF SALZ4 V,B G ,B." SF[. ×125 
 SALZ SL N`lQ8 D— DFIF SF jIJCFlZS :i ;F\;FlZS A\WG CL C{ × 
ICL SFZ6 C{ lS JC 
 cW¡G W\WF aIF{CFZ ;A4 DFIF lSyIFJFN ×c126 
 SALZNF; DFIF S[ .; :Y}, :i SF 5lZRI N[G[ SF p5ÊD SZT[      
C{ × ;\;FZ S[ ÝtI[S A\WG ÝtI[S ;\A\W SF[ DFIFHlGT DFGT[ C{ × DFG4 H54 
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T54 IF[U4 H,4 Y,4 VSFX ;D:T ;\A\WF— ,J\ 5NFYF[Å D— —DFIFc S[ A\WG SF[ 
N[BT[ C{ v 
 DFIF TH}\ THL GCÄ HF.4 
 lOZ lOZ DFIF DF[lC ,58F. ×× 8[S ×× 
 DFIF VFNZ DFIF DF ¡G4 DFIF GCÄ TCF ¡ A|ï lUIF ¡G ×× 
 DFIF Z; DFIF SZ HF ¡G4 DFIF SFZlG TT{ 5ZFG ×× 
 DFIF H5 T5 DFIF HF[U4 DFIF AF ¡W ;ACL ,F[U ×× 
 DFIF H, Yl, DFIF VFSFl;4 DFIF aIFl5 ZCL RC} ¡ 5Fl; ×× 
 DFIF DFTF DFIF l5TF4 Vl; DFIF V:TZL ;qTF ×× 
 DFIF DFlZ SZ{ aIF{CFZ4 SC{ SALZ D[Z[ ZF ¡D VWFZ ××127 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS DFIF ;\TF— SL NF;L C{ ;FWFZ6 DGqQI C{ J[ G 
TF[ DG SF[ lGI\l+T SZ ;S[ VF{Z G DFIF SF EF[U CL SZ 5F, v 
 DFIF NF;L ;\T SL µ¡EL N[. V;LD × 
 lA,;L V~ ,FTF{ K0+L4 ;qDlZ ;qDlZ HUNL; ××128 
 SALZNF; G[ :YFG :YFG 5Z DFIF S[ lJlEgG :iF— SL lG\NF SL C{ × 
pgCF—G[ DFIF SF[ ,S ,[;L jIF5S XlÉT DFGF C{ lH;S[ Rq\U, ;[ N[JTF EL 
GCÄ AR 5FT[ v 
 DFIF DCF 9lUlG CD HFGL4 
 lTZUqG OF ¡; l,, SZ 0F[,® AF[,{ DWqZL AFGL ××129 
 SALZNF; G[ DFIF SL lG\NF SZT[ Cq, p;SL p5DF J{xIF ;[ NL C{ × 
p;[ —5F56Lc4 —DF[C6Lc4 —0FS6Lc  VF{Z —lJxJF;3FlTGLc  SCF C{ × p;[ ZFD 
ElÉT D— ;A ;[ A0+L AFWF DFGF C{ v 
 HU C8JF0+F :JFN 9U4 DFIF A[;F ¡ ,F. × 
 ZFDRZG GLSF ¶ UCL4 lHlG HF. HGD 9UF. ××!#_ 
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 SALZ DFIF 5F56Ä4 ClZ ;} ¡ SZ[ CZFD × 
 DqlB Sl0+IF,L SqDlT SL4 SC6 G N[." ZFD ××!#! 
 SALZ DFIF DF[CGL4 DF[C[ HF ¡6 ;qHF6 × 
 EFUF ¡ CL K}8{ GCÄ4 ElZ ElZ DFZ{ AF ¡6 ××132 
 SALZ DFIF 0FS6L4 ;A lS;CL SF ® BF. × 
 NF ¡T p5F6F ® 5F50Ä4 H[ ;\TF{ G[0+L HF. ××!## 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ C[ ;\TF[ ¦ IC ;A VFJFUDG SF RÊ DFIF CL     
C{ × VYF"TŸ HF[ SqK pt5gG VF{Z lJlGQ8 CF[TF C{ JC ;A DFIF ;[ ÝEFlJT 
C{ v 
 ;\TF[ VFJ{ HFI ;F[ DFIF ×!#$ 
 SALZNF; IC EL HFGT[ C{ lS IC DFIF EUJFG SL CL XlÉT C{ HF[ 
;FZ[ ;\;FZ S[ HLJF— SF[ V5GF lXSFZ AGFG[ S[ l,, lGS, 50+L C{ v 
 .\ DFIF Z3qGFY SL AF{ZL B[,G R,L VC[ZF CF[ ×135 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS DFIF SF :i A0+F DWqZ C{ JC V7FGL 5q~Ø 
SF[ lB,FvlB,FSZ sE},FJ[ D— 0F,SZf BFTL C{ v 
 DÄ9L DÄ9L DFIF THL G HF." × 
  VuIF ¡GL 5qlZØ SF ® EF[l, EF[l, ZBF." ×× 8[S ×× 
 lGZUq ¡6F ;Uq ¡6 GFZL4 ;\;FlZ l5IFZL4 
  ,ØDl6 tIFUL UF[ZlØ lGJFZL ××!#& 
 X\SZFRFI" G[ DFIF SF[ E|D DFGF YF × —SALZNF;c  pgCÄ S[ ;DFG 
DFIF SF[ EFJDI E|D DFGT[ C® v 
 5FC6 S[ZF 5}T,F4 SlZ 5}H{ SZTFZ × 
 .CL EZF[;{ H[ ZC[4 T[ A}0[ SF,L WFZ ××!#* 
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 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ HLJ V5G[ DG D— VlE,FØF EL SZTF C{ lS D® 
EUJFGŸ SF EHG S~¡4 p; 5ZDTtJ ;[ VlEgG CF[ HFµ¡ × .;;[ ACqT A0+L 
VFXFI[ AF¡WTF C[ × 5Z IC DFIF A0+L lJxJF;3FlTGL C{ × IC HLJ VF{Z 
EUJFGŸ S[ ALR E[N pt5gG SZ N[TL C{¸  HLJ D— ."xJZ S[ ÝlT VlJxJF; 
HUF N[TL C{v 
 HF6F ® H[ ClZ SF{ EHF ®4 DF[ DlG DF[8L VF; × 
 ClZ lAlR 3F,{ V\TZF4 DFIF A0+L lA;F; ×!#( 
 ;\XI pt5gG SZG[JF,L DFIF S[ GQ8 CF[ HFG[ 5Z DFIFvHlGT ;\5}6" 
A\WG S8 U, VF{Z SALZNF; A|ïFG\N D— ,LG CF[ UI[ × IC E[NvAqlâ pt5gG 
SZG[JF,L DFIF A0+L NqQ8F C{ × SALZNF; TF[ .;S[ A\WG SF[ SF8 UI[4 5Z\Tq 
;FDFgI HLJ D® .TGL ;FDyI" GCÄ CF[TL lS JC .;S[ O\N[ ;[ AR ;S[ × 
.; DFIF S[ 5F¡R ,0+S[ sSFD4 ÊF[W4 DF[C4 ,F[E4 DNf C{ SGS SFlDGL .;S[ 
;A;[ A0[+ ;CFIS C{ × I[ ~." D— l,58L VFU SF[ ÝßHl,T CF[G[ ,J\ p;[ 
~." SF[ E:D SZG[ ;[ S{;[ ZF[SF HF ;STF C{ v 
 DFIF SL h, HU H<IF4 SGS SF ¡D6Ä ,FlU × 
 SCq ¡ WF ® lSlC lAlW ZFlBI[4 ~." ,5[8L VFlU ×!#) 
 SALZNF; G[ DFIF SF[ ;DlQ8:i DFGF C{ × DFIF SF JF; VF{Z lJ:TFZ 
;\5}6" HUTŸ D— C{ × .;G[ TLGF— ,F[SF— S[ ÝFl6IF— SF[ V5G[ JX D— SZ ZBF 
C{ v .;SF[ SF[." EL ;DF%T GCÄ SZ ;SF C{ v 
 SL0L Sq \HZ D® ZCL ;DF."4 
  TLlG ,F[S HLtIF DFIF lSGC® G BF. ×× 
 SC{ SALZ 5N ,[Cq lARFZL4 
  ;\;FlZ VF. DFIF lSgC} ¡ ,S SCL ØFZL ×!$_ 
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 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS DFIF DF[lCGL C{ × IC XÉSZ H{;L DL9L C{ × 
VrKF CqVF lS ;NŸUq~ S`5F CF[ U." lH;SL JHC ;[ DqhD— 7FGvJ{ZFuI HFU 
UIF4 VgIYF TF[ IC DFIF Dqh[ EF^0 VYF"TŸ ACq~l5IF ,J\ lDyIF ÝX\;S 
AGFSZ CL KF[0+TL VYJF C¡;L SF 5F+ AGF N[TL C{ v 
 SALZ DFIF DF[C6Ä4 H{;L DL9L BF ¡0 × 
 ;TUq~ SL S`5F E."4 GCÄ TF{ SZTL EF ¡0 ××!$! 
 ;F\;FlZS WG ;\5NF S[ VY" D— EL —DFIFc  XaN SF ÝIF[U SALZNF; 
G[ lSIF C{ × HLJ G[ WG SF[ VG[S ItG SZS[ TYF p;[ UF0+ SZ lK5FIF 
YF × 5Z lS;L G[ WG SF ;\RI lSIF VF{Z lS;L G[ EF[UF × HLJ G[ 
lT,vlT, ;\U|C SZS[ IC WG ,S+ lSIF YF4 5Z DZT[ ;DI .;;[ 5}6" 
;\A\W v lJrK[N CF[ UIF × SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS D® p; TFGL SF NF; C}¡ 
HF[ .; WG NF{,T ,J\ DFIFvDDTF ;[ 5}6"To pNF;LG ZC 5FTF C{ × 5\lÉT 
N[lB, v 
 DFIF SF Z; ØF6 G 5FJF4 
  TA ,U HD lA,JF ìF{ WFJF × 8[S ×× 
 VG[S HTG SlZ UFl0+ NqZF."4 
  SFC} ;F\RL SFC} BF." × 
 lT, lT, SlZ ICq DFIF HF[ZL4 
  R,lT A[Z lT6F ¡ ßI} ¡ TF[ZL ×× 
 SC{ SALZ C} ¡ TFSF NF;4 
  DFIF DF\C® ZC{ pNF; ××142 
 SALZNF; SF DFIFJFN EFUJT 5qZF6 VF{Z X\SZFRFI" S[ DFIF J6"G ;[ 
ÝEFlJT C{ × SALZNF; G[ DFIF S[ :J:i p;SL XlÉT4 jIFl%T VF{Z ;LDF SF 
5}ZF 7FG YF pgCF—G[ ;FDFgITo VlJnF S[ :J:i SF CL J6"G lSIF C{ × DG 
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S[ lJSFZF— SL HCF¡ TS 5Cq¡R C{ JC ;A DFIF C{ × .;l,, DG VF{Z DFIF 
SL VrKL NF[:TL C{ × DG S[ lJSFZ CL DFIF S[ Sq8q\AL C® × .; ÝSFZ DFIF 
V5GF V,U V:TLtJ ZCTL C{ × 
 SALZNF; S[ DFIF lJØIS lJRFZ ;FZF\X :i ;[ SC[ TF[ pgCF—G[ DFIF 
SF[ l+Uq6FltDSF SCF C{ × JC 5\RTtJ ;[ DGqQI SF[ A\WG D— 0F,TL C{ × 
p;SF jIJCFlZS :i ;F\;FlZS A\WG C{ × JC ;\TF[ SL NF;L C{ × SALZ G[ 
DFIF SL lG\NF SL C{ × pgCF—G[ SCF C{ lS DFIF —5F56Äc4 —DF[C6Lc4 —0FS6Lc  
VF{Z lJxJF; 3FlTGL C{ × pgCF—G[ DFIF SL p5DF J{xIF ;[ NL C{ × SALZ G[ 
DFIF SF[ EUJFG SL XlÉT DFGF C{ VF{Z ;FZ[ ;\;FZ S[ HLJF— SF[ V5GF 
lXSFZ AGFG[ S[ l,, lGS, 50+L C{4 ,[;F SCF C{ × pgCF—G[ DFIF S[ 5F¡R 
,0+S[ SFD4 ÊF[W4 DF[C4 ,F[E4 DN DFG[ C{ × pGSF JF; VF{Z lJ:TFZ ;\5}6" 
HUTŸ D— C{ × SlJ G[ ;\;FlZS WG ;\5NF S[ VY" D— EL DFIF XaN SF 
ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × 
? lGQSØ"  
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; S[ DFIFvlJØIS lJRFZF— D— 5IF"%T ;FdI C{ × 
NF[GF— G[ l,BF C{ lS DFIF D— p,h SZ ;tI SF 7FG ÝF%T SZGF DqlxS, 
CF[ HFTF C{ × NF[GF— G[ DFIF SF[ 5ZDFtDF ÝFl%T D— AFWS DFGF C{ × NF[GF— 
;\T SlJ G[ DFIF SL lG\NF SL C{ VF{Z S9F[Z XaN D— O8 SFZF C{ × NF[GF— 
SF DFGGF C{ lS DFIF S[ D}, D— V7FG TÀJ C{ HF[ E|D pt5gG SZTF C{ × 
NF[GF— SF DFGGF C{ lS DFIF ;FWqv;\TF[ SL NF;L C{ × NF[GF— SlJ G[ DFIF SL 
lG\NF SZT[ CqI[ p;SL p5DF J{xIF ;[ NL C{ × NF[GF— DFGT[ C{ lS DFIF S[ 
;\U NqoB CL NqoB C{ × ;\;FZ D— ;A HLJ DFIF S[ O\N[ D— O;[ CqI[ C{ 
DqlxS, ;[ CL ,[;F HLJ lD, ;STF C{ × HF[ ;NŸUq~ S`5F ;[ DFIF ;[ AFCZ 
lGS, UIFCF[ × NF[GF— G[ DFIF SF[ WF[B[ AFH SCF C{ × TYF DFIF SF[ ;J" 
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jIF%T DFGF C{ × NF[GF— DFGT[ C{ lS DFIF S[ ;\U SFD4 ÊF[W4 ,F[E4 DF[C4 
VC\SFZ ZCT[ C® × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ DFIF S[ 5lZJFZ SF J6"G lSIF C{ × 
VFG\N3G G[ DF[CGL S[ 5lZJFZ SL AFT SZT[ C{ v CqI[ SCT[ C{ lS DF[CGL 
S[ 3Z Z lDyIFGFD SL A[8L C{ × ,F[E GFD SF HDF." C{ VF{Z DFIF GFD SL 
A[8L S[ ;FY lH;SF lJJFC CqVF C{ × DF[lCGL S[ ÊF[W VF{Z DFG NF[ 5q+        
C{ × .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G G[ DF[lCGL S[ ,\AF 5lZJFZ SF lR+6 V5G[ -\U ;[ 
lSIF C{ × SALZNF; G[ DFIF S[ 5lZJFZ D— SFD4 ÊF[W4 ,F[E4 DF[C VF{Z 
VC\SFZ SF[ ,[SZ V5G[ -\U ;[ J6"G lSIF C{ × pgCF—G[ IC EL SCF¡ C{ lS 
IC 5F¡R DGqQIF— S[ NqxDG C{ × NF[GF— SlJ DFIF DDTF SF SEL EL ;\U GCÄ 
SZGF RFlC, ,[;L ;,FC N[T[ C{ × DFIF S[ ;\U ZCG[ ;[ HLJ SL CZ ÝSFZ 
;[ CFlGvCLvCFlG CF[TL C{ .; l,I[ HF[ VFtDF pgGlT SZGF RFCTL C{ p;[ 
DFIF SF ;\U KF[0+GF CL 50[+UF × NF[GF— DFGT[ C{ lS HA jIlÉT D— J{ZFuI 
sEFJf pt5gG CF[TF C{ TF[ JC DFIF SF[ pGS[ 5lZJFZ S[ ;FY ;DF%T SZ 
N[TF C{ × NF[GF— SCT[ C{ lS ;A;[ Sl9G AFT IC C{ lS DFIF KF[0+G[ SF 
ÝItG SZ[ lSgTq JC K}8TL GCÄ × NF[GF— G[ WGv;\5NF S[ l,I[ EL DFIF XaN 
SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × lJRFZF— D— lEgGTF VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; S[ 
DFIFvlJØIS S[ AFZ[ D— SCT[ C{ lS DFIF lS; N[X SL JF;L C{ SCF ;[ 
VF." 5TF CL GCÄ R,TF × SALZNF; DFIF 5ZDFtDF äFZF ;lH"T AT,FT[ C{ × 
VFG\N3GHL S[ 5N DFIF S[ AFZ[ D— SALZNF; SL ;FBL VF{Z 5NF— SL Tq,GF 
D— ACqT SD CL C{ × lOZ EL NF[GF— SlJ S[ ;FBLv5NF— D— DFIF lJØI 
lJRFZF— SF ;FdI lHTGF lD,TF C{ pTGF ;FdI N};Z[ SlJIF— D— XFIN lD,GF 





 HUTŸ SL ;`lQ8 SF SFZ6 —."xJZ SL ,L,Fc  DFGF UIF C{ × 5Z       
—;\5}6" ,F[SF— ;[ lJ,Ù6 5ZDFtDF ,F[S S[ NqoB ;[ l,%T GCÄ CF[TF ×     
—lGl,%IT[ ,F[S NqoB[Gc ×!$# JC HZF VF{Z D`tIq SF[ 5FZ lS, Cq, C{ v —HZF 
D`tIqDtIlTc ×!$$ XFS\ZvJ[NFgT NX"G D— —;¿Fc TLG ÝSFZ SL C{ v 
5FZDFlY"SL4 ÝlTEFl; SL4 TYF —jICFlZSLc  × lH; J:Tq SF Vl:TtJ l+SF, 
D— VAFlWT CF[4 JCL 5FZDFlY"S ;TŸ C{4 ,[;L ;¿F ,DF+ —A|ïc  SL C{ × 
lH;S[ Vl:TtJ SF[ ;\;FZvNXF D— jIJCFZ S[ l,, —;tIc  DFGT[ C®4 JCL 
jIJCFlZSL ;¿F C{ × .; ;tI EFJGF SF GFX A|ïv7FG CF[G[ ;[ CF[TF C{4 
VgIYF GCÄ × DFIF SL lJÙ[5vXlÉT S[ SFZ6 HF[ ;`lQ8 CF[TL C{4 JC DFlIS 
C{4 E|F\lT C{ × IC VFZF[5 —TtJv7FGc S[ äFZF AFlWT CF[ HFTF C{ × A|ï SF[ 
VlWQ9FG DFGSZ lHTG[ SFI" HUTŸ D— CF[T[ C®4 ÝtIqT ;D:T HUTŸ CL A|ï 
SF —lJJ¿"c C{ ×145 
 EFQISFZ :JP 5\P ZFHFZFD XF:+L G[ —GJNX"G 5lZRIc  D— HUTŸ SF 
STF" SF[." ."xJZ GCÄ C{ ,[;F SCT[ CqI[ l,BF C{ v HLJF— G[ XZLZtJ[G 
V;0ŸbI[I 5ZDF6qVF— SF U|C6 SZS[ SDF[" S[ lGlD¿ ;[ V;\bI XZLZF— SF 
HF[ l5^0 ZRF C{4 JCL 5`lYJL VFlN 5F¡R C{ VF{Z .GS[ 5Z:5Z lD,G[ D— s!f 
SF,4 s2f :JEFJ4 s#f lGIlT sVN`Q8f s$f SD"4 s5f Ý[Z6F I[ 5F¡R XlÉTIF¡ 
ÝS8 CF[TL C® × .gCÄ XlÉTIF— S[ äFZF 5NFYF[Å S[ lD,G[ ;[ lJlR+ ÝSFZ SL 
ZRGF VGFlN ÝJFC ;[ Cq." C{ VF{Z CF[ J[UL × I[ 5F¡RF— XlÉTIF¡ H0+4 HLJ 
5NFYF[" S[ V\TE}"T CL C®4 5`YS GCÄ × .;l,, .; HUTŸ S[ lGIDF— SF lGI\TF 
VF{Z STF" SF[." V,U ."xJZ GCÄ4 lSgTq H0+ 5NFYF[" SL XlÉTIF¡ CL lGI\l+T 
SZTL C® ×!$& 
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? VFG\N3G o HUTŸ vlJRFZ 
 VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ ."xJZ ElÉT S[ lAGF IC ;\;FZ lDyIF C{4 lH;SL 
Ùl6S l:YlT C{ × N[JTFVF— SF :JFDLR\ã4 GFU,F[S SF :JFDL WZ6[gã VF{Z 
DqlGIF— S[ :JFDL TLYÅSZ EUJFG EL HA N[C SF[ tIFU SZ R,[ UI[ TA 
ZFHF4 AFNXFC VF{Z RÊJTL" SL AFT CL ÉIF C{ m lOZ T[ZL TF[ lJ;FT 
s;FDyI"f CL ÉIF C{ × ;\;FZ ;Dqã D— E8ST[ E8ST[ IC DFGJ XZLZ 
lD,SZ EUJFG SL ElÉTv:i :JEFlJS GFJ ÝF%T Cq." C{ × EJ;FUZ ;[ 5FZ 
5FG[ S[ l,I[ p; :JEFJ :iL GFJ ÝF%T Cq." C{ × EJ;FUZ ;[ 5FZ 5FG[ S[ 
l,I[ p; :JEFJ :iL GFJ SF ÝIF[U SZS[ V5G[ ,Ù :YFG 5Z HF 5Cq¡R × 
 .\N R\N GFlU\N DqlG R,[4 
 SF[6 ZFHF5lT ;FC ZFp Z[¸ 
 EDT EDT EJH,lW 5FIS—4 
 EUJ\T EHG lAG EFp GFpZ[ × 
 SCF\ lJ,\A SZ[ VA AFpZ[4 
 TZL EJH,lGlW 5FZ 5Fp Z[¸ 
 VFG\N3G R[TGDI D}ZlT4 
 Xqâ lGZ\HG N[J wIFp Z[ ×!$* 
 VFG\N3G S[ DTFGq;FZ ;`lQ8 SL WFZ6F lGdG V\X D— VtI\T DqBZ Cq." 
C{ v IC ;`lQ8 VlJUT ;[ pt5gG Cq, C{4 lJS`T CF[G[ 5Z IC 5qGo p;L D— 
;DFlCT CF[ HFT[ C{ × 
 JØF" Aq \N ;D\N ;DFGL4 
 BAZ G 5FJ[ SF[."4 
 VFG\N3G jC{ ßIF[lT ;DFJ[4 
 V,B SCFJ[ ;F[. ×!$( 
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 VFG\N3G DFGT[ C{ lS R[TG SL ÝFl%T SF DFU" A0+F lJØD C{ × 
.;l,, ;\;FZ ;[ 5FZ pTZ G[ S[ l,I[ GFD :DZ6 :i GF{SF SL DF\U SZT[ 
C{ v 
 ÝFGGFY lAKqZ[SL J[NG4 
 5FZ G 5FJq \ VYFU YUF[ZL¸ 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq NZ;G VF[384 
 3F8 pTFZG GFJ DUF[ZL ×!$) 
 VFG\N3G SF DT C{ lS HUTŸ Vl:YZ C{4 ;H"G CF[GF VF{Z lOZ GQ8 
CF[GF lGlxRT C{ ÉIF—lS DZ6 lAGF HgD SL ;\EFJGF GCÄ C{4 VF{Z HgD S[ 
lAGF DZ6 GCÄ CF[TF v 
 HFDG DZ6 lAGF GFlC Z[4 
 DZ6 G HGD lJGF;¸ 
 lN5S ALGq \ 5ZSFXTF %IFZ[4 
 lAG NL5S 5ZSFX ×150 
 VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ IC ;\;FZ ;NŸUq6F— SL XF,F E}T C{ × .; ;\;FZ 
;[ Dqh[ SqKvGvSqK lXÙF ;NF lD,TL ZCTL C{ × .; l,I[ ;\5}6" ;\;FZ CL 
SF[ D® V5GF Uq~ DFGTF C}¡ VF{Z V5G[ SF[ p;SF lXQI .; ÝSFZ SZG[ ;[ 
TS" lJTS" IF JFN lJJFN SL ;FZL 5lZl3 CL ;DF%T CF[ HFTL C{ v 
 HUTŸ Uq~ D[ZF4 D® HUTŸ SF R[,F4 
  lD8 UIF JFN lJJFN SF 3[ZF ××151 
 VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ VFG\N EF[UG[ JF,[ :JFDL s5ZDFtDFf S[ lAGF ;A 
;\;FZ ;}GF ,UTF C{ v  
 HCF ¡ TCF ¡ -}\-} \ -F[,G DLTF4 
 56 EF[UL E¡JZ lAG ;A HU ZLTF ×152 
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 VFG\N3G SCT[ C{ lS DGDF[CG 5lTN[J s5ZDFtDFf D[Z[ ×; G CF[G[ 5Z 
;A ;\;FZ pHF0+ s;}G;FGf H\U, S[ ;DFG ,UTF C{ v 
 DF[ClGIF GFCl,IF 5FB{ DFCZ[4  HU ;lJ pH0 HF[0 ×153 
 VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ HUTŸ s;\;FZf ;[ DF[CGL DFIF SF VT}8 ;\A\W 
CF[TF C{ v 
 ICL T[ DF[lCGL D{;L4 HUTŸ ;\U{;L ZL ×154 
 VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ D[Z[ :JFDL sR[TGf S[ VlTlZÉT VgI ,F[S Dqh[ 
lÝI GCÄ ,UT[ C® × 5lT sR[TGf D— VFSØ"6 ,UTF C{ VgI ,F[UF— D— DT,A 
;F\;FlZS HLJF— D— IF ;\;FZ D— XF[S ;\TF5 lNBF." 50+TF C{ v 
 DL9F[ ,FU{ S\T0F[ G[4 BF8F[ ,FU{ ,F[S × 
  * * * 
 S\T0F D— SFD64 ,F[S0F D— ;F[S ×155 
 VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ DDTF ;\;FZ sHUTf SL NF;L C{ v 
 HFU[ ;\U B[,F[ ;F[TF[4 HUTŸ SL R[ZL ZL ×156 
 VFG\N3G DFGT[ C® lS VFXFvT`Q6F ;[ HS0+F CqVF ÝF6L ;\;FZ D— NF{0+ 
,UFTF CL ZCTF C{ v E|D6 SZTF CL ZCTF C{ VF{Z .; VFXFvT`Q6F S[ 
A\WG ;[ K}8F CqVF DqÉT CqVF ÝF6L ,S :YFG 5Z l:YZ CF[ HFTF C{ v 
 HU VF;F H\HLZ SL UlT p,8L Sq, DF{Z × 
 HSZŸIF[ WFJT HUTŸ D—4 ZC{ K}8F{ .S 9F{Z ××157 
 VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ IC B[, DT,A ;\;FZ VGFlN VF{Z VG\T C{ H0+ 
VF{Z R[TG NF[GF— VGFlN C{ v 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq JRG SL Z[4 5lZ6lT WlZ ~lRJ\T × 
 ;F:JT EFJ lJRFZT[ %IFZ[4 B[,F[ VGFlN VG\T ××158 
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 VFG\N3G SF DFGGF C{ lS l;â ;\;FZ S[ lAGF GCÄ CF[ ;ST[ VYF"TŸ 
;\;FZ CF[G[ ;[ CL DF[Ù SL l;lâ C{ × l;â G CF[ TF[ ;\;FZ SL ;\EFJGF 
S{;[ CF[ ;\;FZL HLJ CL l;â VJ:YF ÝF%T SZT[ C{ v 
 l;â ;\;FZL lAGq GCÄZ[4 l;â G lAGq ;\;FZ ×159 
 VFG\N3G DFGT[ C{ lS V5ZFlW lR¿ SF :YFG HUTŸ s;\;FZf HG D— 
C{ SF[Z[ 5NFY" sDGf 5Z VrKL TZC ;[ EF+T AGF ;ST[ C® × VFG\N3G BqN 
lGxRI 5}J"S DFGT[ C{ lS ÝEq D— VF5 SF C}¡4 DT,A VF5S[ äFZF lGlD"T C}¡ 
IFlG HUTŸ HGTF SF ;H"G SZG[ JF,[ VF5 s5ZDFtDFf C{ v 
 V5ZFWL lR¿ 9FG HUTŸ HFG 
  SF[lZS EF\T RSF[ × 
 VFG\N3G 5Eq lGCR[ DFGF[4 
  .C HG ZFJZF[ YSF[ ×!&_ 
 ;FZF\X :i ;[ SC[ TF[ VFG\N3G ."xJZ ElÉT S[ lAGF ;\;FZ SF[ lDyIF 
DFGT[ C{ × ;`lQ8 VlJUT ;[ pt5gG Cq." C{ lJS`T CF[G[ 5Z 5qGo p;L D— 
;DFlCT CF[ HFTL C{ × JC ;\;FZ ;[ 5FZ pTZG[ S[ l,I[ EUJF SF GFD 
:DZ6 SZG[ SF[ SCT[ C{ × HUTŸ Vl:YZ C{ ;H"G CF[GF VF{Z lOZ GQ8 CF[GF 
lGlxRT C{ × JC 5qZ[ ;\;FZ CL SF[ V5GF Uq~ DFGT[ C®4 pgC— 5ZDFtDF S[ 
lAGF ;A ;\;FZ ;}GF ,UTF C{ × JC DFGT[ C{ lS ;\;FZ ,J\ DF[lCGL DFIF 
SF V8}8v;\A\W C{ × pgC— ;\;FZ D— XF[S ;\TF5 lNBF." 50+TF C{ × J[ SCT[ 
C{ lS HUTŸ SF ;H"G SZG[ JF,[ 5ZDFtDF C{ × J[ HUTŸ SF[ VGFlN VF{Z 




? SALZNF; o HUTŸ vlJRFZ 
 HUTŸ SL ;`lQ8 S[ lJØI D— SALZ SL WFZ6F C{ lS ."xJZ ElÉT S[ 
lAGF IC lDyIF ;\;FZ lH;SL Ùl6S l:YlT C{ VF{Z EL VlWS NqoBNFIL C{4 
ÉIF—lS ;J"NF SrR[ WFU[ D— ,8SL T,JFZ SL EF¡lT SF, B0+F ZCTF C{ v 
 ZF ¡D lAGF ¡ ;\;FZ W\W SqC[ZF4 
  l;lZ ÝU8IF HD SF O[ZF ×!&! 
 SALZNF; DFGT[ C{ lS IC ;\;FZ H, SL A}¡N H{;F C{ .;S[ lJGQ8 
CF[T[ N[Z GCÄ ,UTL × 
 ßI} ¡ H, A} ¡N T{;F ;\;FZF4 p5HT lAG;T ,FU{ G AFZF ×162 
 SALZNF; SL ;`lQ8 SL WFZ6F lGdGl,lBT pNFCZ6 D— VtI\T DqBZ Cq." 
C{ v IC 5F\RF— TÀJ p;L ,S VlJUT ;[ pt5gG Cq, C{4 lJS`T CF[G[ 5Z IC 
5qGo p;L D— ;DFlCT CF[ HFT[ C® v 
 5\RTT VlJUT Y{ pT5GF ¡4 ,S{ lSIF lGJF;F × 
 lAK}8[ TT lOlZ ;ClH ;DF ¡GF4 Z[B ZCL GCÄ VF;F ×× 
 SALZNF; S[ VGq;FZ IC ;\;FZ UCG U\ELZ H, C{ .;S[ GFD :iL 
HCFH CL —NF;c SALZ SF[ 5FZ ,UF ;STF C{ × RZ6 lRgTFDl6 CL .; 
EJ;FUZ ;[ DqGQI SF[ DqlÉT ÝNFG SZJF ;ST[ C® v 
 ICq ;\;FZ U\ELZ VlWS H, SF[ UlC ,FJ{ TLZF × 
 GFJ lHCFH B[J.IF ;FW}4 pTZ[ NF; SALZF ××!&# 
 SALZNF; S[ DTFGq;FZ IC GFD:iFtD HUTŸ Vl:YZ C{4 .;SF GQ8 
CF[GF :JEFlJS WD" C{ v 
 HF[ µuIF ;F[ VF ¡YJ[4 Oq<IF ;F[ SqlD,F. × 
 HF[ lRl6IF ¡ ;F[ -lC 50{4 HF[ VFIF ;F[ HF. ×!&$ 
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 HUTŸ SL ;`lQ8 S[ lJØI D— SALZ SL WFZ6F C{ lS ,S V<,C S[ 
G}Z T[ ;A HU p5ßIF4 DT,A ßIF[lT ;[ HUTŸ SL ;`lQ8 SL pt5l¿ Cq."     
C{ × 
 VaJ, V<,C G}Z p5FIF S}NZ; S[ ;A A\N[ 
 ,S G}Z T[ ;A HG p5ßIF SF{G E,[ SF[ D\N[ ××165 
 SALZ G[ 5}6"To J[NFgT DT SF CL VGq;Z6 lSIF C{ .;SF ,S VF{Z 
ÝDF6 pGS[ ÝlTlAdAJFN S[ V5GFG[ ;[ lD, HFTF C{ × ÝlTlAdAJFN EL 
Vä{TJFN SF CL l;âF\T C{ × .;S[ VGq;FZ ;`lQ8 —A|ïc  SF ÝlTlAdA C{ 
VF{Z lAdA ;tI GCÄ CF[TF × SALZ SCT[ C{ v 
 B\l0T D}, lA;F;4 SCF{ lSD lAUTC SLH{ × 
 ßI}\ H, D® ÝlTaIA4 tI}\ ;S, ZF\DlC\ HF\6LH{ ××!&& 
 SALZNF; SL HUTŸ lJØIS DFgITF C{ lS p; ;`HGSTF" 5ZDTtJ G[ 
,S CL DF8L SF[ VG[S :iF— D— Ý:TqT SZ lNIF C{ × ;`lQ8 S[ D}, D— ,S 
CL TÀJ C{ v 
 µ\SFZ VFlN C{ D},F4 ZFHF 5ZHF ,SlC ;},F × 
 CD TqdC DF\ C® ,S{ ,F[C}4 ,S{ ÝFG HLJG C{ DF[C} ×× 
 ,S CL AF; ZC{ N; DF;F4 ;}TU 5FTU ,S{ VF;F × 
 ,S CL HGGL HgIF — ;\;FZF4 SF{G uIFG Y{ EI[ lGGFZF ××!&* 
 SALZNF; HUTŸ SL lG:;FZTF SF[ N[BSZ J[ p;[ ;[DZ S[ O}, SL 
TZC E|D D— 0F,G[ JF,F VF{Z lG:;FZ DFGT[ C{ v 
 ICq ,[;F ;\;FZ C{4 H{;F ;®A, O}, × 
 lNG N;S[ jIF{CFZ4 SF{4 h}9{ Z\lUG E}l, ××!&( 
 SALZNF; S[ VGq;FZ IC ;\;FZ :J%GJTŸ C{4 7FGL HLJ CL .; ;tI 
SF VFEF; 5F ;STF C{ v 
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 ;Dlh lARFlZ HLJ HA N[BF4 ICq ;\;FZ ;q5G SlZ ,[BF × 
 E." AqlW SK} uIF¡G lGCFZF4 VF5 VF5 CL lSIF lARFZF ××!&) 
 SALZNF; S[ VGq;FZ IC HUTŸ Ù6 D— ;qBDI ÝTLT CF[TF C{ VF{Z Ù6 
D— CL NqoBDI CF[ HFTF C{ × S, HF[ lJJFCvD^05 D® A{9F YF4 VFH 
xDXFGE}lD D— N`lQ8UT CF[TF C{ v 
 SALZ IC HU SqK GCL4 lØG ØFZF lØG DÄ9 × 
 SFl<C Hq A{9F D[l0+IF4 VFH D;F —6F ¡ NL9 ××!*_ 
 SALZNF; SF DT C{ lS IC HUTŸ TF[ ,S 50+FJ S[ ;DFG C{ HCF¡ 
HLJv:iL 5lYS SqK ;DI S[ l,, ~S HFTF C{ × .; HLJ SF[ ;\;FZ ;[ 
HFGF C{ v ÉIF—lS ;\;FZ D— HF[ lNBF." 50+TF C{4 JC GQ8 CF[ HFTF C{ v 
 HF[ N[BF ;F[ ACqlZ G 5[QIF4 DF8L ;} ¡ ,58F ¡GF ××!*! 
 SALZNF; HUTŸ s;\;FZf S[ lJØI D— SCT[ C{ Z[ DG4 TqD ;DhF[ .; 
;\;FZ D— VF;ÉT DT CF[VF[ × ;F\;FlZS lJØIF— S[ :JFN D— VGqZÉT CF[G[ 5Z 
,[;F SF{G X}ZJLZ C{ HF[ .; DFIF ;[ K}8 ;STF C{ × :J6" VF{Z SFlDGL v 
;\;FZ D— A\WG S[ I[ NF[ CL O\N[ C{ HF[ .G O\NF— D— GCÄ A¡WTF C{4 p;SF D® 
NF; C}¡ × HF[ EUJFG S[ Ý[D D— ,J,LG CF[ U,4 pGSF ;\;FZ D— 5qGZFUDG 
GCÄ CF[TF × pgCF—G[ VEI 5N SL ÝFl%T SZ ,L C{ v 
 HU ;} ¡ ÝLlT G SLlH,4 ;¡Dlh DG D[ZF × 
 :JFN C[T ,58F., SF[ lGS;{ ;}ZF ×× 8[S ×× 
 ,S SGS V~ SFDGL4 HU D— NF[. O\NF × 
 .G5{ HF{ G A¡WFJ."4 TFSF D® A\NF ×× 
 N[C WZ[ .G DF ¡lC AF;4 SCq S{;[ K}8{ × 
 ;LJ EI[ T[ µAZ[4 HLJG T[ ,}8{ ×× 
 ,S ,S ;} ¡ lDl, ZæF4 lTGCL ;Rq 5FIF × 
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 Ý[D UUG ,{,LG DG4 ;F[ ACqlZ G VFIF ×× 
 SC{ SALZ lGCR, EIF4 lGZE{ 5N 5FIF × 
 ;\;F TF lNG SF UIF4 ;TUq~ ;DhFIF ××172 
 SALZNF; HUTŸ S[ AFZ[ D— DFGT[ C® lS IC ;FZF ;\;FZ S[J, Ý5\R 
C{4 WgWF C{4 ;A ,F[U HFGT[ C® lS IC HUTŸ V\WF C{4 7FG X}gI C{ × 
VYJF .;[ ;A ,F[U V\WF sV7FGDIf GCÄ DFGT[ C®4 ;A DF[C DFIF SL Z:;L 
D— l,58[ Cq, C® v 
 HG W\WF Z[ HU W\WF4 ;A ,F[UlG HF ¡6L V\WF × 
 ,F[E DF[C H[J0+L ,58FGL lAGCL UF\l9 UæF[ O\NF ×× 8[S ×× 
 µ¡R[ 8LA[ D\K A;T C{4 ;;F A;[ H, DF ¡CL × 
 5ZAT µ5lZ 0}lA D}JF GLZ4 D}JF W} ¡ SF ¡CL ×× 
 H,{ GLZ lT6 Ø0+ pAZ{4 A{;\NZ ,[ ;LR{ × 
 µ5lZ D}, O}, lAG ELTlZ4 lHlG HFgIF{ lTlGGLS{ × 
 SC{ SALZ HF ¡GCL HF ¡G{4 VGHFGT NqoB EFZL × 
 CFZL AF8 A8Fµ HLtIF4 HFGT SL Al,CFZL ××!*# 
 SALZNF; S[ VGq;FZ ;\;FZ S[ GZS ,J\ N,N, ;[ lGS,G[ S[ l,, 
EUJFG :iL HCFH SF ;CFZF GCÄ l,IF C{ VTo XZLZ EL GQ8 CF[ HFIUF 
VF{Z Sq, EL GQ8 CF[ HFIUF v 
 HUTŸ HC\ND ZFlRIF4 h}9[ Sq, SL ,FH × 
 TG lAG;[ Sq, lAGl; C{4 UæF G ZF ¡D lHCFH ××!*$ 
 SALZNF; S[ VGq;FZ IC HUTŸ ClZ SL DFIF SF 5lZ6FD C{ × pgCF—G[ 
;\;FZ D— V5GL lJnF SF Ý;FZ lSIF C{ TNq5ZFgT ;A;[ 5`YSŸ CF[SZ lK5 U, 
C{ × HF[ ;tI SF[ HFG ,[TF C{4 JC .; —9Uc  SF[ 5CRFGSZ lJnF S[ E[N 
SF[ ;Dh ,[TF C{ v 
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 ClZ 9U HU SF ® 9UF{ZL ,F." × 
  * * * 
 SC{ SALZ 9U ;F ® DG DFGF4 U." 9UF{ZL 9U 5lCRFGF ××175 
 SALZNF; ;\;FlZS A\WGF— D— VFAâ CF[G[ VYJF EJG4 DC, lGDF"6 
SZG[ .tIFlN S[ lJØI D— EL HUTŸ SL GxJZTF SF VFWFZ ,[SZ SCT[ C® v 
 SC[ S}\ D\lNZ DC, lR6Fµ¡4 
 Dq ¡JF 5LK{ 30+L ,S ZC6 G 5Fµ¡ ××!*& 
 .; HUTŸ S[ VFSØ"6 ;[ Vl,%T ZCG[ SF ;\N[X N[T[ Cq, SALZNF; G[ 
SGS VF{Z SFlDGL SF[ O\NF DFGF C{ v 
 :JFN C[T ,58F.,4 SF[ lGS;{ ;}ZF × 
 ,S SGS V~ SFDGL4 HU D— NF[. O\NF ××!** 
 SALZNF; S[ DTFGq;FZ HF[ l;lâ ÝF%T SZ ,[T[ C®4 pgC— lAGF G[+F— S[ 
CL ;A lNBF." N[TF C{4 l;lâ S[ VEFJ D— G[+ ZCT[ EL jIlÉT V\WF C{ × 
JF:TlJSTF TF[ IC C{ lS IC HU N[bIF W\WF × 
 HG W\WF Z[ HU W\WF4 ;A ,F[UlG HF ¡6F{ V\WF ×!*( 
 ;FZF\X :i D— SC[ TF[ SALZNF; HUTŸ S[ AFZ[ D— DFGT[ C® lS ."xJZ 
S[ lAGF IC lDyIF ;\;FZ SL Ùl6S l:YlT C{ × HUTŸ S[ 5F¡RF[ TÀJ VlJUT 
;[ pt5gG Cq, C{ lJS`T CF[G[ 5Z IC 5qGo p;L D— ;DFlCT CF[ HFT[ C{ × 
5ZDFtDF CL ;\;FZ D[ ;[ 5FZ pTFZ ;ST[ C{ × ßIF[lT ;[ HUTŸ SL pt5l¿ 
Cq." C{ × pgCF—G[ ;`lQ8 sHUTŸf SF[ —A|ïc SF ÝlTlAdA DFGF C{ × pgCF—G[ HUTŸ 
SF[ :J%GJTŸ DFGF C{ × HUTŸ Ù6 D— ;qBDI ÝTLT CF[TF C{ TF[ Ù6 D— CL 
NqoBDI CF[ HFTF C{ × HUTŸ ,S 50+FJ S[ ;DFG C{ × .; HUTŸ S[ ;A 
,F[U DF[C DFIF SL Z:;L D— l,58[ Cq, C{ × SALZ G[ HUTŸ SF[ GZS ,J\ 
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N,N, S[ ;DFG DFGF C{ × J[ SCT[ C{ lS HUTŸ ClZ SL DFIF S[ 5lZ6FD 
:J:i C{ × 
 .; ÝSFZ SALZNF; G[ ;J"+ Vä{TJFN S[ l;âF\TF— S[ VGq:i CL 
;`lQ8ÊD TYF ;`lQ8 SF lJSF; lG~l5T lSIF C{ × HUTŸ IF ;\;FZ S[ AFZ[ D— 
lJXN lJRFZ SALZ G[ V5G[ 5NF— ;FlBIF— D— lSIF C{ × 
? lGQSØ"  
 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— CL TÀJNXL" ;\T SlJ Y[ × p5Iq"ÉT 
lJJ[RG S[ VFWFZ 5Z NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ HUTŸ ;\A\WL lJRFZF— D— VNŸEqT ;FdI 
N`lQ8UF[RZ CF[TF C{ × NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ lJRFZF— SL ;DFGTF N[B[ TF[4 NF[GF— 
DFGT[ C{ lS ."xJZ ElÉT S[ lAGF IC ;\;FZ lDyIF C{ lH;SL l:YlT Ùl6S 
TYF NqoBNFIL C{ × NF[GF— DFGT[ C{ × ;`lQ8 S[ 5F¡RF— TÀJ ,S VlJUT ;[ 
pt5gG CqI[ C{ VF{Z pGD— CL ;DF HFT[ C{ × NF[GF— DFGT[ C{ lS .; ;\;FZ 
sHUTf ;[ 5FZ pTZG[ S[ l,I[ GFD s."xJZ GFDf :iL GFJ IF HCFH SL 
VFJxISTF C{ × lH;;[ DGqQI SF[ DqlÉT lD,TL C{ × NF[GF— SF DFGGF C{ lS 
HUTŸ s;\;FZf ;[ DF[C DFIF SF V8}8 ;\A\W C{ × IC EL ;FdI C{ lS ;\;FZ 
VFGlN VF{Z VG\T C{4 H0+ VF{Z R[TG NF[GF— XFxJT VF{Z VGFlN C{ × NF[GF— 
DFGT[ C® lS s;\;FZf SF lGDF"6 SZG[ JF,[ 5ZDFtDF sA|ïf CL C{ × DT,A 
A|ï SF CL HUTŸ C{ × VF,F[rI SlJ äI G[ HUTŸ SF lGDF"6 SZG[JF,[ 
5ZDFtDF C{ ,[;F SCF C{ NF[GF— S[ SCG[ SF EFJ ;DFG C{ lSgTq VlEjIlÉT 
SF -\U V,UvV,U C{ × VFG\N3G SCT[ C{ D® VF5SF C}¡ IFGL VF5S[ äFZF 
lGlD"T C}¡ × HUTŸ HGTF SF ;H"G CFZ ×5 CL C{ × SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS 
HUTŸ SF ;`HGSTF" 5ZDFtDF C{ × pgCF—G[ ,S CL DF8L SF[ VG[S :iF— D— 
Ý:TqT SZ lNIF C{ × NF[GF— SF DT C{ lS ßIF[lT ;[ HUTŸ s;\;FZf SL pt5l¿ 
Cq." C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ SCF¡ C{ lS ;\;FZL HLJ l;lâ sDF[Ùf EL ÝF%T 
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SZTF C{ × SALZNF; DFGT[ C{ lS H, SL A}¡N H{;F ;\;FZ C{ × lH;[ 
pt5gG CF[G[ VF{Z GQ8 CF[G[ D— N[Z GCÄ ,UTL × 
 NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— D— HUTŸ lJØIS DFgITF D— SqK lEgGTF,¡ EL lNBF." 
N[TL C{ × VFG\N3G G[ DDTF SF[ ;\;FZ SL NF;L SCF C{ × TF[ SALZNF; 
HUTŸ SF[ ClZ SL DFIF SF 5lZ6FD DFGF C{ × SALZNF; HUTŸ S[ VFSØ"6 
;[ Vl,%T ZCG[ SF ;\N[X N[T[ C{ HUTŸ D— SGS VF{Z SFlDGL SF[ O\NF DFGT[ 
C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— D— ACqT SD lEgGTF GHZ VFTL C{ × 
? HLJvDqlÉT lJRFZ 
 EFZTLI HLJG N`lQ8 DF[Ù SF[ RZD 5q~ØFY" DFGTL C{ × —DF[Ùc  SF 
VY" C{ v HLJG DZ6 S[ RÊ ;[ K}8SFZF × TÀJ7FG CF[ HFG[ ;[ DGqQI 
VF;lÉT ZlCT CF[TF C{4 p;SL SD" D— ÝJ`l¿ GCÄ CF[TL × SD" D— ÝJ`l¿ G 
CF[G[ ;[ p;SF O, EF[U G[ SF ÝxG GCÄ p9TF × VTo HLJG VF{Z DZ6 
NF[GF— SF ÊD CL ;DF%T CF[ HFTF C{ × HLJFtDF ;\;FZ ;[ DqÉT CF[ HFTL C{ 
VF{Z 5ZDŸ TÀJ ;[ lD,SZ ,SFSFZ CF[ HFTL C{ × VFtDF SF 7FG ÝF%T CF[ 
HFGF DqlÉT C{ × HF[ WLZ 5q~Ø ìNI l:YT p; ;¿F SF[ lGZ\TZ N[BT[ ZCT[ 
C{4 pgCÄ SF[ XFxJTv;qB ÝF%T CF[TF C{4 VgI SF[ GCÄ H{;[ v 
 TDFtD:Y\ I[0Gq5xIlgT WZF:T[ØF\ ;qB\ XFxJT\ G[T Z[ØFDŸ ×!*) 
 IF[U D— Jl6"T WFZ6F4 wIFG VF{Z ;DFlW SF VFzI VF{Z lGQSFD EFJ 
;[ SDF[" SF VGqQ9FG SZG[ ;[ 21 s.lÉS;f ÝSFZ S[ NqoB SF GFX CF[TF C{ 
VF{Z HLJFtDF SF[ ptSØ" sDF[Ùf SL ÝFl%T CF[TL C{ v 
N qoB HgD ÝJ `l¿ NF[Ø lDyIF 7FGFGFD q¿ZF[¿Z5FI[ TNGgTZF 5F5N5JU"o ×!(_ 
 5q~Ø BqN ÝS`lT ;[ V,U C{ ,[;F DFGGF p;SF GFD lJJ[S7FG lJJ[S 
bIFlT C{ × VC\SFZ VF{Z DDTF ;[ 5q~Ø V,U CF[ HFTF C{ VF{Z pgC— CL 
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S{J<I v S{J, SC ;ST[ C{ × lJJ[S 7FG ÝF%T SZS[ ÝS`lT S[ CZ ,S 
lJSFZF— ;[ DqÉT CF[GF IC CL HLJFtDF SL DqlÉT C{ v 
 ,JDŸ TÀJFeIF;FEFl:D G D[ GFCFlDtI 5lZX[ØDŸ × 
 VlJ5I"IF läXqâ\ S[J,Dqt5nT[ 7FGDŸ ××!(! 
 cGJNX"G 5lZRIc  D— —VFC"TvNX"G H{GvNX"Gc VwIFI D— DF[Ù SF 
J6"G lSIF C{ lS lH; VFtDF S[ ;FZ[ É,[X VF{Z pGSL JF;GF,¡ N}Z CF[SZ 
7FG SF VFJZ6 p9 UIF C{4 p; VFtDF SL DZ SZ S[J, ;qB SF[ VGqEJ 
SZT[ Cq, HF[ p5lZN[X sV,F[SFSFXf D— l:YlT C{4 JC DF[Ù C{ × JCF¡ p;SF[ 
VC"gT DqlG SL ÝFl%T CF[TL C{ × DqlÉT S[ lJØI D— VFC"T ;\ÝNFI SF IC 
,S DgTjI C{ × N};ZF DgTjI IC C{ lS HLJ SF :JEFJ µ5Zvµ5Z HFG[ 
SF C{ × JC WD" VF{Z VWD" Vl:TSFI ;[ A\WF CqVF ICF¡ 9CZF CqVF C{ × 
p;;[ K}8SZ ,UFTFZ µ5Z CL µ5Z HFGF IC DF[Ù C{ ×182 
 ULTF S[ VGq;FZ lH;;[ HLJ 5Z:5Z lJEÉT ;A E}TF— D— VlJEÉT 
VF{Z VlJGFXL EFJ SF[ N[BTF C{4 JC 7FG ;FlÀJS C{ v 
 ;J"E}T[Øq I[G{S\ EFJDjI5DLÙT[ × 
 VlJEÉT\ lJEÉT[Øq Tß7FG\ lJlâ ;FlÀJSDŸ ××!(# 
 .;L ;FlÀJS 7FG SL ÝFl%T4 VE[NvNX"G4 ;\5}6" ;¿F D— jIF%T 
ßIF[lTTÀJ SF[ HFG ,[GF CL DqÉTFJ:YF C{ × 
? VFG\N3G o HLJvDqlÉTvlJRFZ 
 VFG\N3G ;\T SlJ C{4 J[ ."xJZ s5ZDFtDFf SF ;FÙFtSFZ ÝF%T SZT[     
C® × VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ HA ;FWS ;DTF SL 5ZFSFQ9F 5Z 5Cq¡R HFTF C{ 
TA p;[ VG\T VFG\N SL VGqE}lT V5G[ VF5 CF[G[ ,UTL C{ .TGF CL GCÄ4 
ÝtIqT p; l:YlT D— ;DTF VF{Z VFG\N D— SF[." ä{T GCÄ ZC HFTF × ;DTF 
VF{Z VFG\N SL .; Vä{TvNXF SF lR+6 SlJ G[ .; ÝSFZ lSI C{ ×  
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 Ý[D HCF ¡ NqlJWF GCÄ Z[4 GlC 9SqZF.G Z[H × 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq VF. lJZFH{4 VF5 CL ;DTF ;[H ××!($ 
 HCF¡ lJXqâ Ý[D CF[TF JCF¡ läWF EFJ GCÄ l8STF VF{Z G KF[8[vA0[+ SF 
E[NEFJ TYF VC\SFZ ZCTF C{ × .;L TZC HA VFtDF ;DTF SL 5ZFSFQ9F 
sRZD;LDFf 5Z 5Cq¡R HFTL C{ TA p; l:YlT D— VFG\N 5q\H :i 5ZDFtDF IF 
XqâFtDF :JI\ CL ;DTF SL ;[H 5Z VFSZ lJZFHDFG CF[ HFT[ C® × .; 
;DTF VF{Z VG\T VFG\N SL Vä{T NXF SF[ CL DqlÉT SCT[ C® × .; l:YlT 
D— VFtDF :Jv:J:i D— l:YZ ZCTF C{4 p;D— lS;L EL ÝSFZ ZFUvä{ØFlN 
lJEFJ GCÄ ZCT[ C® × IC VFG\NFGqE}lT SL NXF VFtD5}6"TF SL NXF C{ × .; 
VR,vVAFlWT VFG\NFlIGL 5ZDFG\N NXF SF[ SF[." lJZ,F ;DNXL" ;FWS IF 
7FGL HG CL 5F ;STF C{ v 
 VFTD VGqEJ Z; EZL4 IFD[ VF{Z G DFJ[ × 
 VFG\N3G VlJR, S,F4 lJZ,F SF[." 5FJ[ ××185 
 IlN CD VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ DqlÉT S[ :J:i SL AFT SZ[ TF[ DqlÉT 
SF VY" CF[UF VFtDF SL VFG\NDI NXF VYF"TŸ VG\T VFG\N SL ÝFl%T lH;[ 
H{G NX"G SL XF:+LI EFØF D— VjIFAFW ;qB sVG\Tf ;qB SCF UIF C{ × 
.; VG\T ;qB SF[ CL VFG\N3G G[ —VFG\N3Gc  GFD lNIF C{ × J:TqTo 
VFG\N VFtDF SF :JEFJ C{ × NX"Gv7FG VFlN EL VFtDF S[ :JEFJ ,Ù6      
C{ × VFG\N3G SL N`lQ8 D— ÝF64 XZLZ4 DFTFvl5TF4 HFlT4 ZFßI VFlN ;A 
SqK VFG\N CL C{ v 
 D[Z[ ÝFG VFG\N3G4 TFG VFG\N3G × 
 DFT VFG\N3G4 TFT VFG\N3G ×× 
 UFT VFG\N3G4 HFT VFG\N3G × 
 ZFH VFG\N3G4 SFH VFG\N3G ×× 
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 ;FH VFG\N3G4 ,FH VFG\N3G × 
 VFE VFG\N3G4 UFE VFG\N3G ×× 
 GFE VFG\N3G4 ,FE VFG\N3G ××!(& 
 VFG\N3G SCT[ C{4 zâF4 ;qDlT VF{Z R[TGF JCL CF[TL C{ HCF¡ R[TG 
VGqEJ CF[TF C{ × V5GL :J:i ;\A\lWGL XlÉT4 ,UFSZ IC ;FZF 5lZJFZ 
7FGFG\N SL ;3GTF D— ,LG CF[ UIF VYF"TŸ VFG\N3G :i CF[ UIF v 
 ;UlT OF[Z lGH :i SL CF[ × 
  ,LgC[ VFG\N3G DF\ CL ××!(* 
 VFG\N3G G[ SCF C{ lS DqlÉT S[ l,I[ 5F5 VF{Z 5q^ I S[ E|D SF[ GQ8 
SZ lNIF HFTF C{ .;S[ AFN CL 7FG :i ;}I" SF pNI CF[TF C{ VF{Z ."xJZ 
s5ZDFtDFf SF lJZC CD[XF S[ l,I[ GQ8 CF[ HFTF C{ v 
 D[Z[ 38 uIFG EFGq EIF[ EF[Z4 
 R[TG RSJF R[TGF RSJL4 
 EFUF[ lJZC SF[ ;F[Z 
 O{,L lRCqlN; RTqZF EFJ~lR4 
 lD8IF[ EZD TD HF[Z 
 VF5SL RF[ZL VF5CL HFGT4 
 VF{Z SCT G RF[Z ××!(( 
 VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ lJJ[S ÝF%T CF[G[ 5Z VFtDF D— ;DtJ VF HFTF C{ 
p;;[ DF[C N}Z CF[ HFTF C® × .;;[ 5ZDŸ 5N SL ÝFl%T CF[ HFTL C{ VYF"TŸ 
DqlÉT lD, HFTL C{ v 
 TA ;DTF plND lSIF[4 D[8ŸIF[ 5}ZJ ;FH × 
 ÝLlT 5ZD ;q \ HLlZS{4 NLgCF[ —VFG\N3Gc ZFH  ××!() 
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 VFG\N3G äFZF l,lBT zL ;qDlT lHG :TJG D— VFtDF S[ V5"6 SF 
TFltJS lJRFZ SZG[ ;[ E|D VF{Z Aqlâ SF NF[Ø N}Z CF[TF C{ VF{Z 5ZDŸ 5NFY" 
SL ;\5l¿ DF[Ù SL ÝFl%T CF[TL HF[ VFG\N S[ Z; SF[ 5F[ØTF C{ v 
 VFTD VZ56 J:Tq lJRFZTF\ 
  EZD %,[ DlTNF[Ø 
 5ZD 5NFZY ;\5l¿ ;\5H[  
  VFG\N3G Z; 5F[Ø ××!)_ 
 VFG\N3G S[ VGq;FZ 5}6" RFlZ+ 5F,G[ JF,[ ;\T 5q~ØF— S[ ;t;\U lAGF 
VFtDFGqEJ :i 5ZDŸ DCFZ; S[ :YFG SF[ ÝF%T GCÄ lSIF HFTF × ;FWq 
;\UlT S[ VlTlZÉT VgI SZF[0F— ItG SZG[ JF,[ 5FU, CL C{ × ;FWq ;\UlT 
lAGF VGqEJ 5}6" AFTF— S[ HFGG[ D— lJZFD ~SFJ8 CL VFTL C{ × DT,A 
;FWq ;\UlT lAGF IFGL VGqEJ 7FG lAGF jIlÉT 5ZD5N SF[ 5F GCÄ ;ST[ 
IFGL DqlÉT sDF[Ùf GCÄ lD,TF v 
 ;FWq ;\UlT lAGq S{;[ 5.I[4 5ZD DCFZ; WFDZL × 
 SF[l8 p5FJ SZ[ HF[ A{ZF4 VGqEJ SYF lJZFDZL ××!)! 
 p5Iq"ÉT lJJ[RG S[ VFWFZ 5Z lGQSØ":i D— SC ;ST[ C{ lS VFG\N3G 
S[ VGq;FZ —5ZDFG\Nc  IC —DqlÉTc  ;J" SDF[" S[ ÙI ;[ ÝU8 Cq." C{ × 
5ZDŸ VFG\N IF VFtDF SL VFG\NDI sVFG\N3Gf VJ:YF CL DqlÉT VYJF DF[Ù 
C{ VF{Z ICL VFtDF SF 5ZDŸ ,J\ RZD ;FwI C{ × VFG\N3G G[ ."xJZ 
s5ZDFtDFf ;[ ;FÙFtSFZ ÝF%T lSIF C{ × HA ;FWS ;DTF SL 5ZFSFQ9F 5Z 
5Cq¡RTF C{ TA p;[ VG\T VFG\N SL VGqE}lT CF[G[ ,UTL C{ × p; l:YlT D— 
;DTF VF{Z VFG\N D— SF[." ä{T GCÄ ZC HFTF × J[ Vä{T NXF SF[ CL DqlÉT 
SCT[ C® × DqlÉT S[ l,I[ 5F5 VF{Z 5q^ I S[ E|D SF[ GQ8 SZ lNIF HFTF C{ 
VF{Z 5ZDFtDF SF lJZC C\D[XF S[ l,I[ GQ8 CF[ HFTF C{ × J[ DFGT[ C{ lS 
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lJJ[S ÝF%T CF[G[ 5Z VFtDF D— ;DtJ VF HFTF C{ VF{Z DqlÉT lD,TL C{ × 
pGSF IC EL DFGGF C{ lS ;t;\U lAGF IFGL ;FWq ;\UlT lAGF jIlÉT 
5ZD5N SF[ 5F GCÄ ;STF C{ × 
? SALZNF; o HLJvDqlÉTvlJRFZ 
 VA CD SALZNF; SL HLJ DqlÉT sDF[Ùf lJØIS DFgITFVF— S[ AFZ[ D— 
N[B[ TF[ SALZNF; HA DG SL lGD",TF S[ äFZF —lGZD, DF\lC ;DFGFc SF 
p<,[B SZT[ C® TF[ lGxRI CL A|ï ;FÙFtSFZ ,J\ VNŸEqT5}J" VFG\NFGqE}lT SL 
.;L l:YlT SF[ Ý:TqT SZT[ C® v 
 A|ï VUlG A|ï ;F[."4 
 VA ClZ lAG VF{Z G ;F[." ×192 
 SC{ SALZ DG EIF VFG\N VG\T S,F E[8[ UF[aR\N SL l:YlT 
DqÉTFJ:YF C{ HCF¡ lJE[N SL EFJGF IlTZF[lCT CF[SZ ;tI 7FG SL ÝFl%T CF[TL 
C{ × 
 SALZNF; DFGT[ C{ lS ;D:T HLJF— D— JC ,S CL ZDF CqVF C{ O,To 
A{Sq\9 .tIFlN SL WFZ6F SF SF[." VlEÝFI CL GCÄ ZC HFTF × IC 
TZ6vTFZ6 SL RRF" TF[ TEL TS CF[TL C{ HA TS TÀJ7FG GCÄ HFGF 
TÀJ7FG S[ ÝF%T CF[T[ CL ,S ZFD N[bIF ;AlCG D— VF{Z 5lZ6FDTo VG[S S[ 
:YFG 5Z ,S SL VGqE}lT CF[ HFTL C{ v 
 ZF ¡D DF[CL TFlZ SFCF ¡ ,{ H{CF[ × 
 ;F[ A{Sq \9 SCF{ W} ¡ S{;F4 SlZ 5;FJ DF[lC N{CF[ ×× 
 HF[ D[Z[ HLJ NF[. HF ¡GT CF{ TF{ DF[lC DqSlT ATFVF[ × 
 ,SD[S ZlD ZæF ;AlG D®4 TF[ SFC{ EZDFJ{ ×× 
 TFZ6 lTZ6 HA{ ,U SlCI[4 TA ,U TT G 6F ¡GF ¡ × 
 ,SZFD N[bIF ;AlCG D® SC{ SALZ DG DF ¡GF ¡ ××!)# 
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 SALZNF; G[ DqlÉT SF VlEÝFI VFJFUDG S[ RÊ SL ;DFl%T ;[ EL 
l,IF C{ × A|ïv7FG SL ÝFl%T CF[ HFG[ 5Z IC l:YlT VFTL C{ × Uq~vS`5F 
;[ ìNIvS,D lB, p9TF C{4 ;D:T E|D GQ8 CF[SZ 5ZDŸ ßIF[lT SF ÝSFX 
lD, HFTF C{ VF{Z TA SF, VC[0+L EFUF 7FG SF ;}I" pNI CF[SZ V7FG SL 
ZFl+ SF GFX CF[ HFTF C{ v 
 
 VA D® 5F.AF{Z[ 5F.AF{ A|ï lUIFG4 
 ;CH ;DFW— ;qB D— ZlCAF{4 SF[l8 S,5 lJzFD ×× 
 Uq~ S`5F, S`5F HA SLgCÄ4 lCZN{ S¡J, lAUF;F ×× 
 EFUF E|D N;F ® lN; ;qhIF4 5ZD HF[lT ÝSF;F × 
 D`TS p9IF WGS SZ ,LI{4 SF, VC[0L EFØF × 
 pNI ;}Z lG; lSIF 5IFGF ¡4 ;F[JT Y{ HA HFUF ××!)$ 
 SALZNF SL DqlÉTvlJØIS DFgITF lJlEgG NX"GF— D— Jl6"T TNŸlJØIS 
DFgITFVF— SF VNŸEqT ;ldDz6 C{ pNFCZ6FY" ,S :Y, 5Z pgCF—G[ SCF C{ v 
lDÎL S[ 38 D— H, EZF C{4 .; H, D— lAdA SF ÝlTlAdA 5lZ,lÙT CF[TF 
C{ 38 S[ GQ8 CF[ HFG[ 5Z lAdA VF{Z ÝlTlAdA ,S CL CF[ HFT[ C®4 ICL 
l:YlT HLJ VF{Z A|ï SL C{ × lJE[N S[ GQ8 CF[ HFG[ 5Z HLJ V5G[ Xqâ4 
DqÉT4 A|ïv:J:i SF[ ÝF%T SZ ,[TF C{ × 
 ßI}\ lA\AlC ÝlTlA\A ;DF\GF\4 plNS Sq \E lAUZF\GF\ × 
 SC{ SALZ HF\lG E|D EFUF4 HLJlC\ HLJ ;DF\GF\ ××195 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ v HA DG lGD", SZ l,IF HFTF C{ TF[ —lGZD, 
DF\lC ;DFGF\c  HA 5F5 VF{Z 5q^ I S[ E|D SF[ GQ8 SZ lNIF HFTF C{ TEL —
DqZFZLc SF ÝSFX CF[TF C{ ICF¡ VFSZ DlÉT S l,, ìNI SL 5lJ+TF ,J\ 
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,F{lSS A\WGF— ;[ :JI\ SF[ V,U SZ ,[G[ SL VFJxISTF SF[ VlWS DCÀJ 
lNIF UIF C{ v 
 HA ,U DGlC\ lASFZF4 TA ,lU GCÄ K}8{ ;\;FZF × 
 HA DG lGZD, SlZ HF ¡GF ¡4 TA lGZD, DF ¡lC\ ;DFGF ¡ ××!)& 
 SALZNF; S[ VGq;FZ J[ CL DZ[ C{ lHgCF—G[ 5ZDFtDF SF[ GCÄ HFGF × 
;\T HG HLlJT ZCT[ C{ VF{Z EZ5[8 ElÉTZ; SF 5FG SZT[ C{ × JC SCT[ 
C{ lS CDG[ V5G[ VF5 SF[ 5ZDTtJ D— lJ,LG SZ lNIF C{ × VA CD VDZ 
CF[ UI[ C{ VF{Z CDG[ VFG\N ;FUZ ÝF%T SZ l,IF C{ v 
 CD G DZ® DlZ C{ ;\;FZF × 
 CD S} ¡ lD<IF lHIFJGCFZF ×× 
 VA G D~ DZG{ DG DF\GF\4 T[." Dq, lHlG ZF\D G HF\GF\ × 
 ;FST DZ{ ;\T HG HLJ{4 ElZ ElZ ZFD Z;F.G 5LJ{ ×× 
 ClZ DlZ C{ TF[ CDC} ¡ DlZ C{4 ClZ G DZ{ CD SC[ S}\ DlZ C® × 
 SC® SALZ DG DGlC lD,FJF4 VDZ EI[ ;qB ;FUZ 5FJF ××!)* 
 SALZNF; ,S VgI :Y,5Z JC DqlÉT S[ 5ZDŸ 5N SL ÝFl%T SF 
5IF"I DFG ,[T[ C® v 
 lÊTD SZTF SC{ 5ZD5N ÉI}\ ,C®4 
  E}l, D® 50ŸIF ,F[S ;FZF × 
 SC{ SALZ ZF ¡D ZlDTF EH{4 
  SF[." ,S HG U, pTlZ 5FZF ×!)( 
 SALZNF; DFGT[ C{ lS D® sVFtDFf T® s5ZDFtDFf ä{ sNF[f GCÄ C{ × 
VF5 TF[ ;A 38 D— lJZFHDFG C{ × lH;S[ äFZF Vä{T SL N`lQ8 SZT[ C® × 
JC 5ZDŸ TÀJ ;J"jIF5S C{ v 
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 DG SF E|D DG CL Y® EFUF4 
  ;CH :i ClZ B[,6 ,FUF × 
 D® T® T® D® , ä{ GFCÄ4 
  VF5{ V,S ;S, 38 DF ¡CL ××!)) 
 SALZNF; G[ DqlÉT NF[ ÝSFZ ;[ DFGL C{ v 
 lJSFZ ZlCT CF[SZ HLJGvSF, D— CL ;CHFJ:YF SL ÝFl%T × ICF¡ HLJ 
V5G[ ;CH WD" SF 5F,G SZT[ CqI[ SD" D— GCÄ A¡WT[ CF[ × N};ZL VJ:YF 
D— ä{T SL HUC 5Z Vä{TFJ:YF SL ÝFl%T¸ lJE[N SF GFX ,J\ Xqâ R{TgI:i 
D— l:YlT CF[ HFGF × SALZ SL DqlÉT EFJGF p5lGØNŸ ,J\ Vä{T J[NFgT SL 
5Z\5ZF SF[ ;\HF[I[ Cq, C{ × VgI NX"GF— IFGL AF{â ,J\ IF[U SF SlT5I ÝEFJ 
EL pGSL .; WFZ6F 5Z 50+F C{ × GFY ;\ÝNFI ,J\ IqUFGqS}, VFJxISTFVF — 
S[ SFZ6 lR¿vXqlâ SF[ lJlXQ8 :YFG lD,F C{ × 
? lGQSØ"  
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZ NF[GF— z[Q9 SF[8L S[ ;\T SlJ Y[ × p5Iq"ÉT 
lJJ[RG S[ VFWFZ 5Z NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ HLJG DqlÉT ;\A\WL lJRFZF— D— ACqT ;F 
;FdI N`lQ8UF[RZ CF[TF C{ × NF[GF— DG SL lGD",TF ;[ HLJG DqlÉT DFGT[ C{ × 
NF[GF— VFG\NFGqE}lT SL l:YlT SF[ DqlÉT DFGT[ C® × NF[GF— SlJ DFGT[ C{ lS 
VFJFUDG RÊ SL ;DFl%T IFGL DqlÉT sDF[Ùf C{ × NF[GF— DFGT[ C{ ;A SD" 
S[ A\WG ;[ DqÉT CF[GF DqlÉT sDF[Ùf C{ × VF{Z ßIF[lTTtJ SF[ 5}6"To HFG 
,[GF CL DqlÉT C{ × NF[GF— DFGT[ C{ lS HA DG D— ;[ E|D GQ8 SZ lNIF 
HFTF C{ TA HF SZ DqlÉT ;\EJ CF[TL C{ × NF[GF— DFGT[ C{ lS VFtDF VF{Z 
5ZDFtDF NF[GF— S[ ALR SF ä{T EFJ lD8 SZ Vä{T EFJ HFU`T CF[ HFTL C{ 
TF[ DqlÉT sDF[Ùf C{ VF{Z VFtDF ßIF[T HF[ 5ZDFtDF :iL ßIF[T D— lD, HFTL 
C{ DT,A HA VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF SL E[N Z[BF lD8 HFTL C{ TF[ DqlÉT 
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sDF[Ùf C{ × NF[GF— DFGT[ C{ lS HUTŸ SL ;EL VFXFVF— SF[ tIFUGF CL DqlÉT 
C{ × NF[GF— SlJ DFGT[ C{ lS CD ;A SD" ;[ DqÉT CF[ UI[ C{ ."xJZ 
s5ZDFtDFf ;[ ,S D[S CF[ UI[ C{ .; l,, CD VDZ CF[ UI[ C{ VF{Z SEL 
GCÄ DZ—U[ × 
 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZ NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ HLJGDqlÉT ;\A\WL lJRFZF— D— 
lEgGTF ACqT CL SD lNBF." N[TL C{ × VFG\N3G DFGT[ C{ lS ;FWq SL ;\UlT 
S[ TYF pGSL S`5F lAGF DqlÉT sDF[Ùf ;\EJ GCÄ × JC SCT[ C{ —;FWq ;\UlT 
lAG S{;[ 5.I[4 5ZDŸ DCFZ; WFDZLc ;FWq ;\UlT S[ lAGF VF5 RFC[ SF[l8 
p5FI SZ[ lSgTq DqlÉT 5F CL GCÄ ;ST[ ÉIF—lS VGqEJ 7FG CL ÝDqB VFWFZ 
:T\E C{ IlN VF5G[ VGqEJ7FG GCÄ ÝF%T lSIF × DT,A VGqEJ 7FG CD[ 
;FWqVF— S[ 5F; D— IF ;t;\U ;[ lD,TF C{ × .;;[ CL 5ZDFtDF S[ 5N SF[ 
5F ;ST[ C{ IFGL DF[Ù sDqlÉTf 5F ;ST[ C{ × SALZNF; G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— 
Uq~ SF[ DCÀJ lNIF C{ Uq~ G[ CL pgC— ;CL ZFC lNBF." C{ pgC— V\WSFZ D— 
;[ ÝSFX SL VF[Z ,[ VFI[ C{ .; l,I[ SALZNF; DFGT[ C{ lS CD[ Uq~ S`5F 
;[ IF pGS[ VGqEJ 7FG SL JHC ;[ CD 5ZDFtDF SF[ 5F ;ST[ C{ TYF 
HLJ DqlÉT S[ VlWSFZL AG ;ST[ C{ × SALZ G[ ;FWq ;\UlT4 ;t;\U VFlN 
SF[ DCÀJ TF[ lNIF C{ 5Z CD lGlJ"JFN :i ;[ SC ;ST[ C{ lS pgCF—G[ 
5ZDFtDF ÝFl%T D— ;A ;[ A0+F z[I V5G[ Uq~ SF[ CL lNIF C{ VF{Z SCF C{ 
v —Uq~ S`5F, S`5F HA SLgCÄ4 lCZN{ S¡J, lAUF;F ×c  HA lS VFG\N3G 
G[ Uq~S`5F ;[ CL DqlÉT IF DF[Ù SL ÝFl%T SL C{ ,[;F p<,[B SCL 5Z EL 





;\NE" ;}RL o 
 
1 EFZTLI NX"G sØ0ŸNX"GF[f v ,[P ÝFwIF5S ;LP JLP ZFJ,4 5`P 2 
2 EFZTLI NX"G sØ0ŸNX"GF[f v ,[P ÝFwIF5S ;LP JLP ZFJ,4 5`P # 
3 VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,L v —zL VZlHG :TJGc pNâ`T o VFG\N3G o ,S 
VwIIG v ,[P SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 5`P 242 
4 Sl:DgGq EUJF[ lJ7FT[" ;J"lDN\ lJ7FT\ EJTLlT × v Dq^ 0SF[5lGØNŸ !q!# 
5 I[I\ Ý[T[ lJlRlSt;F DGqQI[4 V:TLtI[S[ GFID:TLlG\ R{S[ × S9F[5lGØNŸ 
!q2_ 
6 IHqJ["N v #!q!( 
7 VYJ"J[N v !_q(q$$ 
8 EUJNŸULTF v )q2 
9 VFRFZF\U !q!q! 
10 AF{â NX"G DLDF\;F v VFRFI" A,N[J p5FwIFI4 5`P 2!_ 
11 SALZU|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; 5N;\bIF4 2#54 5`P !25 
12 ITF[ JF .DFlG E}TFlG HFIgT[ I[G HFTFlG HLJlgT ×  
ItÝIgtIlE;\lJXlgT × TNŸ A|ï[lT × T{l¿ZLIF[5lGØNŸ #q! sULTFÝ[;f 
13 ; 5I"UFrKqÊD SFIDJ|6D:GFlJZ XqâD5F5lJâDŸ × SlJD"GLØL 5lZE}o 
:JIdE}oPPP ×× ."XFJF:IF[5lGØNŸ ( × [sX\SZEFQI;lCTf ULTF Ý[;] 
14 VFtDG{JFI\ ßIF[lTØF:T[ × A`CNFZ^IS p5lGØNŸ $q#q& 
15 T:I EF;F ;J"lDN\ lJEFlT × S9F[5lGØNŸ 2q2q!5 sULTFÝ[;f 
16 VXaND :5X"D:iDjII\ TYFZ;\ lGtIDUgWJrR ITŸ JCL !q#q!5 
17 KFgNF[uI p5lGØNŸ (q*q! 
18 T{l¿ZLIF[5lGØNŸ 2q!q! ULTF Ý[;  
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19 A`CNFZ^IS p5lGØNŸ #q)q2( 
20 VlJ7FT\ lJHFGFTF\ lJ7FTDlJHIGTFDŸ × S9F[5lGØNŸ 2q# 
21 Dq^ 0S p5lGØNŸ 2q!q$ 
22 S9F[5lGØNŸ !q#q!2 sULTFÝ[;f 
23 A`CNFZ^IS p5lGØNŸ 2q5q!) 
24 ULTF4 !#q!2 
25 ULTF4 !#q!$ 
26 ULTF4 !#q!& 
27 ULTF4 !#q!* 
28 ULTF4 !#q#2 
29 ULTF4 )q!) 
30 ULTF ZC:I v zL AF,U\UFWZ lT,S4 5`P *(* 
31 ULTF ZC:I v zL AF,U\UFWZ lT,S4 5`P 2!_ 
32 tJ¡ lGtIDqÉT5lZXqâlJJ`â VFtDF S}8:YF VFlN5q~ØF[ EUJF:ÈWLXo × 
INŸ AqâIJl:YlTDBl^0TIF :JN`Q8IF N`Q8F l:YTFJlWDBF[ jIlTlZÉT 
VF:;[ × zLDNŸEFUJT 5qZF64 $q)q!5 jIFbIF 5F^0[I ZFDT[H XF:+L 
33 JCL4 $q)q!& 
34 JCL4 !_q5_q!_ 
35 JCL4 !_q(*q2( 
36 JCL4 !_q(*q5_ 
37 JCL4 !_q5*q!5 
38 JCL4 !_q($q2# 
39 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5N ;\P &_ ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF 
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40 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5N ;\P )$ 
41 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5N ;\P 2* 
42 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5N ;\P * 
43 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5N ;\P 5# 
44 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5N ;\P &* 
45 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5N ;\P )) 
46 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5N ;\P 2# 
47 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5N ;\P 2# 
48 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5N ;\P ! 
49 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5N ;\P *! 
50 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5N ;\P $ 
51 SALZU|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P ##4 5`P ** 
52 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; 
S:T}lZIF D`U SL VU ;FBL ;\P !4 5`P &$ 
53 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶PxIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P #!4 5`P ** 
54 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶PxIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P &_4 5`P (# 
55 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶PxIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ;\P !(&4 5`P !!# 
56 JCL4 AFZCZ5NL4 ZD{6L4 5`P !($ 
57 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 0F¶P 5FZ;GFY lTFZL4 5`P !!( 
58 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 ;T5NL ZD®6L4 5`P !*# 
59 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N 2)#4 5`P !$_ 
60 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N 2)*4 5`P !$! 
61 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N 2&(4 5`P !#$ 
62 JCL4 5ZRF SF{ V\U4 ;FBL4 ;\P #4 5`P !_ 
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63 JCL4 H6F¡ SF{ V\U4 ;FBL4 ;\P 24 5`P !$ 
64 X\SZ Vä{T J{NFgT SF lGUq"6 SFjI 5Z ÝEFJ4 0F¶P XFlgT:J:i l+5F9L4 
5`P !5( 
65 JCL4 5`P !&$ 
66 ULTF !(q&! 
67 KFgNF[uI p5lGØNŸ &q!!q# 
68 JCL v (q!2q! 
69 VFRFZF\U !q5q5 
sVFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN D— ;[f 
70 VlEWFG ZFH[gã SF[X4 EFUv24 5`P !(( 
71 JCL4 5`P !(( 
72 zL VFG\N3GGF\ 5NF— EFU v !4 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
5N ;\P * 
73 zL VFG\N3GGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5N ;\P $2 
74 zL VFG\N3GGF\ 5NF— EFUvZ4 5N ;\P !__ 
75 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5N )) 
76 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5N (! 
77 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5N # 
78 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5N && 
79 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5N &( 
80 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5N 5 
81 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5N 2# 
82 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5N 22 
83 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5N 2) 
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84 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5N 2! 
85 SALZ U\|YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N )#4 5`P )! 
86 SALZ U\|YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N #524 5`P !55 
87 SALZ U\|YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N 5#4 5`P 2!# 
88 SALZ U\|YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N 5#4 5`P (2 
89 SALZ U\|YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ($4 5`P () 
90 SALZ U\|YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N 5!4 5`P (! 
91 SALZ U\|YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N $$4 5`P (_ 
92 SALZ U\|YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N 2(!4 5`P !#* 
93 SALZ U\|YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N #2)4 5`P !5_ 
94 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —SF, SF{ V\Uc  ;FBLv!!4 5`P 5* 
95 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5N ))4 5`P )2 
96 EFZTLI NX"G4 A,N[J p5FwIFI4 XFZNF D\lNZ4 JFZF6;L4 !)#5 ."P¸ 5`P 
$5_ 
97 ULTF *q25 
98 ULTF $q&!@  
99 xJ[TFxJTZ p5lGØNŸ v ULTF Ý[; v EF^I #q! 
100 TqSFZFD ,J\ SALZ ,S Tq,GFtDS VwIIG v 0F¶P zLDTL ZD[X ;[94 
5`P 2!_ 
101 A`CNFZ^IS p5lGØNŸ v 5`P 2q5q!) 
102 xJ[TFxJTZ p5lGØNŸ v ULTF Ý[;4 $q!_ 
103 ULTF v ULTFÝ[; v *q!$ 
104 ULTFEFQI4 VFRFI" X\SZ v !#q2) 
105 ULTF vULTF Ý[; v !$q5 
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106 ULTF v ULTFÝ[;v !&q!_ ;\P !( 
107 ULTF v ULTFÝ[; v !&q2!  
108 T{l¿ZLI p5lGØNŸ v 2q!q! 
109 JCL4 2q!q! 
110 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— v EFUv!4 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
5N #! 
111 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— v EFUv!4 5N 2* 
112 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— v EFUv!4 5N !# 
113 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— v EFUv!4 5N $5 
114 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— v EFUv24 5N &$ 
115 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— v EFUv!4 5N *& 
116 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— v EFUv!4 5N !$ 
117 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— v EFUv!4 5N #_ 
118 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— v EFUv24 5N (* 
119 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— v EFUv!4 5N 2# 
120 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— v EFUv24 5N !_5 
121 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— v EFUv24 5N !_2 
122 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— v EFUv24 5N *! 
123 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— v EFUv24 5N !_# 
124 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —AFCL VQ85NL ZD®6Lc  5`P 
!*$ 
125 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —AFCL VQ85NL ZD®6Lc  5`P 
!*$ 
126 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !$! 
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127 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P () 
128 JCL4 —DFIF SF® V\Uc  v ;FBLv!_4 5`P 2& 
129 ALHS sSALZ RF{ZF 5F9f v ;\P U\UFXZ6 XF:+L4 SALZ JF6L ÝSFXG4 
!)(2 ."P XaN 5)4 5`P 2_24 2_# 
130 SALZ U|\YFJ,Lv;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; —DFIF SF{ V\Uc ;FBLv!4 5`P 25 
131 SALZ U|\YFJ,Lv;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; —DFIF SF{ V\Uc ;FBLv$4 5`P 25 
132 SALZ U|\YFJ,Lv;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; —DFIF SF{ V\Uc ;FBLv&4 5`P 25 
133 SALZ U|\YFJ,Lv;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF; —DFIF SF{ V\Uc ;FBLv2!45`P 2& 
134 ALHS v ;\P XqSN[Jl;\C4 5`P !(! 
135 ALHS v ;\P XqSN[Jl;\C4 5`P !(! 
136 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !2$ 
137 JCL4 —E|D lAWF®;6 SF{ V\Uc  ;FBLv!4 5`P #$ 
138 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —DFIF SF® V\Uc  ;FBLv54 
5`P 25 
139 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —DFIF SF® V\Uc  ;FBLv#24 
5`P 2* 
140 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !24 
141 JCL4 —DFIF SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBLv*4 5`P 25 
142 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P )2 
143 S9F[5lGØNŸ v ULTFÝ[;4 2q2q!! 
144 A`CNFZ^IS p5lGØNŸ v #q5q! 
145 EFZTLI NX"G4 pD[X lDz4 5`P #5$v55 
146 GJNX"G v 5lZRI v EFQISFZ v :JP 5\P ZFHFZFD XF:+L4 ;\P XqlRJ|T 
,Ù65F,4 VFC"T NX"G H{G NX"G4 5`P #& 
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147 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv!4 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWFZL,F, SF5l0IF4 
5Nv! 
148 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv!4 5Nv2# 
149 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv!4 5Nv$5 
150 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv!4 5Nv22 
151 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv24 5Nv*( 
152 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv24 5Nv*2 
153 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv24 5Nv)# 
154 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv24 5Nv*) 
155 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv!4 5Nv$_ 
156 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv24 5Nv&! 
157 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv24 5Nv5* 
158 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv!4 5Nv22 
159 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 EFUv!4 5Nv22 
160 zL VFG\N3HLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5Nv5) 
161 SALZU|\YFJ,L v ;\P0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !$& 
162 SALZU|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P )# 
163 SALZU|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !!$ 
164 JCL4 —SF, SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBLv!! 5`P 5* 
165 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 2_# 
166 JCL4 —lJRFZ SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBLv!_4 5`P $$ 
167 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 —RF{5NL ZD®6Lc4 5`P !(5 
168 JCL4 —lRTFJ6L SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBLv!#4 5`P !& 
169 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !** 
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170 JCL —SF, SF{ V\Uc  ;FBLv!54 5`P 5* 
171 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFDP4 5`P )_ 
172 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFDP4 5`P !!# 
173 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFDP4 5`P !!_ 
174 JCL4 —E[Ø SF{ V\Uc4 ;FBLvZ_4 5`P #& 
175 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFDP4 5`P )_ 
176 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFDP4 5`P !5* 
177 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFDP4 5`P !!# 
178 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFDP4 5`P !!_ 
179 xJ[TFxJTZ p5lGØN4 &q!2 
180 gIFI;}+ v !v!v2 sEFZTLI NX"G v ÝF[P ;LP JLP ZFJ,4 5`P !_5f 
181 ;F\bISF\P &$4 sEFZTLI NX"G v ÝF[P ;LP JLP ZFJ,4 5`P !($f 
182 GJ NX"G 5lZRI4 EFQISFZ4 :JP 5\P ZFHFZFD XF:+L4 ;\P ÝFP XqlRJ|T 
,Ù65F,4 5`P #$ 
183 ULTF4 !(q2_ 
184 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[4 zLDTL R\N lUZWZ ,F, SF5l0IF4 EFUv!4 5N 
!( 
185 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5`P 2 
186 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5`P 52 
187 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5`P (& 
188 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 5`P !5 
189 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5`P (* 
190 zL VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG o ÝlXQ8 JFRGFv :TJGv54 zL ;qDlT 
lHG :TJG4 5`P !($ 
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191 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 5N &( 
192 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !## 
193 JCL4 5`P (!4 (2 
194 JCL4 5`P *! 
195 JCL4 5`P !!! 
196 JCL4 5`P !## 
197 JCL4 5`P (_ 
198 SALZ U|\YFJ,Lv 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !!* 






RT qY" VwIFI 
SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ ElÉTTÀJ SF  
T q,GFtDS VwIIG 
 
  E}lDSF 
  ElÉT XaN S[ lJlJW VY"4 ;FWG ,J\ :i 
  ElÉT SL ,[ lTCFl;S 5`Q9E}lD v 
  ? J[N  
  ? p5lGØN 
  ? 5 qZF6 
  ? EUJN ŸULTF  
  ? l;â ;dÝNFI 
  ? ;}OL SlJ  
  ? ;\TSlJ  
  ? ;U q6 SlJ  
  SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G SL ElÉTvEFJGF  
  SL Tq,GF 
  ? lGU q "6 ElÉT 





RT qY" VwIFI 
SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ ElÉTTÀJ SF  
T q,GFtDS VwIIG 
 
 E}lDSF o 
 EFZTLI HGDFG; 5Z ;A;[ VlWS ÝEFJ —ElÉTc SF C{ × 
SDv;[vSD l5K,[ NF[ CHFZ JØF[" ;[ .; ÝEFJ SL lGZgTZTF ÝDFl6T C{ × 
TFZLB— Sl9GF." D— 0F, N[TL C® × —;GFTGc SL SF[." TFZLB GCÄ × SF[." ;GŸ 
VF{Z ;\JTŸ GCÄ × ;GFTG VG\T VF{Z VHgDF C{ × BF[HL Cq." ElÉT SF 
VFZ\E J[NF— ;[ CL SCT[  C® × HCF¡ TS EFZTLI ;FlCtI C{ JCF¡ ;J"+ CL 
ElÉT C{ × J[N4 p5lGØNŸ4 5qZF64 SFjI4 ÝAgWDŸ4 EFØF4 AF{â4 H{G4 NlÙ64 
p¿Z4 5}J"4 5lxRD ;A HUC ElÉT C{ × ICF¡ TS lS ;}lOIF— S[ ICF¡ EL 
ElÉT A|ï H{;L jIFl5GL C{ × ULTF D— zLS`Q6G[ ElÉTIF[U SF[ 5qZFTG SCF  
C{ × DCFEFZT D— ElÉT GFZN SF[ xJ[TäL5 D— EUJFG ;[ ÝF%T Cq." YL × IC 
B[TäL5 ANlZSF VFzD S[ VF;v5F; C{ × VFU[ R,SZ lH; ElÉT SF 
lJSF; CqVF JC EL GFZFI6L IF EFJUT ElÉT C{ × lSgTq ElÉT SF Ù[+ 
lJQ6q S[ VlTlZÉT EL C{ × lXJ VF{Z lJQ6q SL ElÉT SL NF[ WFZF,¡ ÝFRLG 
C® × ,F[SDFgI lT,S G[ l,BF C{ v EUJNŸ ULTF s)P!$f ,J\ lXJULTF 
s!2P$f NF[GF— U|\YF— D— SCF¡ C{ lS ElÉT lS;L SL EL SZF[4 5Cq¡R[UL IC ,S 
CL 5ZD[xJZ SF[ × DCFEFZT S[ GFZFI6L WD" D— .G NF[GF— N[JTFVF— SF VE[N 
IF— ATFIF UIF C{ lS GFZFI6 VF{Z ~ã ,S CL C® × HF[ ~ã S[ EÉT C®4 J[ 
GFZFI6 S[ EÉT C{ VF{Z HF[ ~ã S[ ä[ØL C® J[ GFZFI6 S[ EL ä[ØL C® ×1 
.TGF CL GCÄ XFZNF4 NqUF"4 ;}I"4 A|ïF VFlN SL EL ElÉT CF[TL YL × VFU[ 
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R,SZ AF{lW;tJ4 Aqâ4 VC"T VFlN SL ElÉT CF[G[ ,UL × ;EL EÉTF—G[ ÝFIo 
;EL N[JTFVF— SF[ ÝFY"GF,¡ SL C® × VJTFZF— SL ;\bIF EL A-+TL HF ZCL   
C{ × VFl:TS Aqlâ SF zâF,q EÉT VF{Z EUJFGŸ D— E[N SZG[ SF ;FC; 
GCÄ SZTF × hU0[ TF[ vVzâF,qVF— S[ SFD C® × ;EL N[JF— S[ ÝlT 5}ßI 
EFJ S[ SFZ6 CL ;DgJI SF lJSF; CqVF × J[NvlJZF[WL Aqâ J[NWlD"IF— S[ 
EUJFGŸ CF[ U, × H{GF— G[ kØEN[J VJTFZF— D— XFlD, SZ l,, UI[ × 
VFtDF4 5ZDFtDF VF{Z ;¿F S[ lJZF[WL 5}ßI CF[T[vCF[T[ :JI\ EUJFG AG U, × 
;JF["rR ;¿F AG U, × ElÉTvEqlÉT S[ NFTF AG U, × .lTCF; ;[ VlWS 
5qZF6 AG UI[ × 
 ElÉT XaN S[ lJlJW VY" o  
 —EHŸc WFTq ;[ —lTGŸc ÝtII CF[G[ 5Z —ElÉT XaN AGTF C{4 lH;SF VY" 
5`YSTF4 V\X TYF zâF4 ;dDFG4 ;[JF VF{Z VGqZFU .G RFZF— SL ;ldDl,T 
EFJGF EL C{ ×
2
 ElÉTXaN SF VY" 5`YSTF IF V\X EL CF[G[ ;[ ,[;F ÝlTT 
CF[TF C{ lS lH;S[ ÝlT ElÉTvEFJGF SL HFI4 p;;[ V5G[ SF[ 5`YSŸ ;DhGF 
EL VFJxIS C{ G lS Tã}5 × ÉIF—lS TN}5TF SL EFJGF D— zâF4 ;dDFG4 
;[JF VF{Z VGqZFU SL ;dEFJGF ,UEU GCÄ S[ AZFAZ ZC HFTL C{ × .;l,,        
—ElÉTc XaN SF ÝIF[U SDv;[vSD ;FWS S[ ."xJZtJ VYJF A|ïtJ ÝF%T 
SZG[ SL l:YlT S[ 5C,[ TS CL ;dEJ C{ × 
 XaNSF[X D— ElÉT SF VY" l,BF C{ lS N[JLvN[JTF IF ."xJZ S[ ÝlT 
CF[G[ JF,F lJX[Ø Ý[D4 HF[ GF{ ÝSFZ SF DFGF UIF C{ VF{Z .;Ll,, lH;[ 
GJWF ElÉT SCT[ C® IYF v zJ64 SLT"G4 :DZ64 5FNv;[JG4 VR"G4 J\NG4 
NF:I4 ;bI VF{Z VFtD lGJ[NG4 lS;L A0+[ S[ ÝlT CF[G[JF,L zâ IF 
VFNZEFJ ×
3
 —GFZNLI ElÉT;}+c S[ VGq;FZ 5ZDFtDF VYJF ."xJZ D— 5ZDŸ 
Ý[D:iF VF{Z VD`T:J:iF C{ v 
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 —;F tJl:DGŸ 5ZDÝ[D:iF4 VD`T:J:iF R ×c4 
 R}¡lS ElÉT SF[ ÝF%T SZG[ S[ AFN 5q~Ø l;âTF VF{Z VDZtJ S[ ;FY 
5ZDŸ T`l%T SF[ ÝF%T SZTF C{ .;Ll,, ElÉT SF[ VD`T:J:iF EL SCF UIF   
C{ v 
  I<,awJF 5qDFGŸ l;âF[EJlT4 VD`TF[ EJlT4 T%TF[ EJlT ×5 
 ElÉT;}+ D— CL ATFIF UIF C{ 5}HFlN SFIF[" S[ ÝlT VGqZFU SF[     
5ZFXZ v 5q+ jIF; HCF¡ ElÉT DFGT[ C® JCL SYFlN D— VGqZFU SF[ UU" 
ElÉT DFGT[ C® ×  




 GFZN S[ ElÉT;}+ D— ."` JZ S[ DCFtdI 7FG SL XT" C{ ×  
 XF\l^0<I ZlRT ElÉT ;}+ S[ VGq;FZ v  
 ;F 5ZFGqlÉTZLxJZ[c* ."xJZ S[ ÝlT 5ZDŸ VGqZlÉT CL ElÉT C{ × .; 
ÝSFZ ElÉT J:TqTo ."xJZ S[ ÝlT UCZ[ Ý[D SL VlEjIlÉT SF CL N};ZF GFD  
C{ × 
 GFZNG[ ElÉT DCFtdI SF[ :5Q8 lSIF —."xJZ SF[ EL VlEDFG ;[ ä[Ø C{ 




 HA TS VlEDFG C[4 N{gI GCÄ VF ;STF × VlEDFG SF VY" C{ D® 
SF EFJ × D® VF{Z D[ZF SF EFJ EUJT ÝFl%T D— AFWS C{ × VlEDFGL4 
VC\SFZL D}- CF[T[ C® V5G[ SF[ STF" DFGT[ C®4 HAlS J[ lGlDT DF+ C® × 
GFZN SF[ V5GL T5:IF VF{Z SFDvlJHI SF VlEDFG YF × VHq"G V5G[ 
S¿F"5G S[ VlEDFG S[ SFZ6 CL Iqâ ;[ lCRS ZCF YF × S`Q6 G[ ULTF S[ 
p5N[XF— äFZF VHq"G S[ DG D— A{9[ STF"5G sVC\SFZf SF[ lGSF, lNIF × 
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VC\SFZ ZlCT DG D— :JvVY" s:JFY"f S[ ZCG[ SF ;JF, BtD CF[ HFTF C{ × 
ElÉT SL ;A;[ KF[8L 5lZEFØF .; ÝSFZ CF[ ;STL C{ v —lJZF8Ÿ ;¿F S[ 
ÝlT ,SF\T ;dAgW VF{Z VFtD;D5"6 ElÉT C{ ×c .; ElÉT SL ÝFl%T VF{Z 
5}6"TF S[ GF{ TZLS[ ATF, UI[ C® v zJ64 SLT"G4 :DZ64 5FN;[JG4 VR"G4 
J\NG4 NF:I4 ;bI4 VFtDvlGJ[NG × 
 zJ6\ SLT"G\ lJQ6F —o :DZ6\ 5FN;[JGDŸ 
 VR"G\ JgNG\ NF:I\ ;FbI\ VFtDlGJ[NDŸ ××
9
 
 GFZN ElÉTv;}+ D— uIFZC DFU" ATF, U, C® × SqK ,F[U EUJTŸ ÝFl%T 
S[ 7FG DFU" VF{Z ElÉT DFU" NF[ E[N ATFT[ C® VF{Z 7FGDFU" SF[ ElÉTDFU" ;[ 
z[Q9 ATFT[ C® × 7FGDFU" VjIÉT4 lGUq"64 lGZFSFZ4 VTLlã\I SL p5F;GF SF 
DFU" C{ × jIÉT4 ÝtIÙ VF{Z ;Uq6 SL p5F;GF ElÉTvDFU" C{ × ULTF D— .G 
NF[GF— DFUF[" SF[ ,S GFD VwIFtD lNIF UIF C{ ×10 ,[;[ ,F[U IC EL DFGT[ C® 
lS —ElÉT SF 5IF"J;FG IF O, 7FG C{ × ElÉT 7FG SF ;FWG C{ × JC 
SqK VlGTD ;FwI J:Tq GCÄ C{ ×11  
 ;\TF[G[ lGUq"6 ZFD SF[ V5GL ElÉT SF lJØI AGFIF YF × lSgTq 
VFRFI" CHFZLÝ;FN läJ[NL S[ VGq;FZ v —pGS[ lGUq"6 ZFD D— VF{Z J[NFlgTIF— 
S[ 5FlZEFlØS —lGUq"6c A|ï D— DF{l,S E[N C{ × lOZ EL .;D— TF[ SF[." ;\N[C 
GCÄ lS SALZNF; ZFD SF[ :ivZ[BF4 VFSFZ ÝSFZ4 ä[TvVä[T4 EFJvVEFJ 
;[ 5Z ;DhT[ Y[ ×
12
 VFRFI" läJ[NLG[ ElÉT S[ ;\NE" D— IC ÝxG p9FIF C{ 
lS ÉIF :iFTLT EUJFGŸ EL ElÉT SF lJØI CF[ ;STF C{ m pgCF—G[ :JI\ CL 
IC p¿Z EL lNIF C{ lS4 —EUJNŸ lJØIS IC HF[ VC{TqS IF SFZ6vZlCT 
Ý[D C{4 JC G TF[ lG:iFlWS :J:i S[ l,, V;dEJ C{ VF{Z G Vä[T 




 ElÉT 5Z ,F{lSS N`lQ8 ;[ lJRFZ SZT[ Cq, VFRFI" ZFDR\ã XqÉ, G[ 
Ý[D VF{Z zâF S[ IF[U SF[ ElÉT SCF C{ × .;SL jIFbIF SZT[ Cq, J[ SCT[ 
C® lS v ——HA 5}HF EFJ SL J`lâ S[ ;FY zâF v EFHG S[ ;FDL%I ,FE 
SL ÝJ`l¿ CF[4 p;SL ;¿F S[ S." :iF— S[ ;FÙFtSFZ SL JF;GF CF[4 TA 
ìNI D— ElÉT SF ÝFNqEF"J ;DhGF RFlC, × HA zâ[I S[ NX"G4 zJ64 
SLT"G4 wIFG VFlN D— VFG\N SF VGqEJ CF[G[ ,U[ v HA p;;[ ;\A\W ZBG[ 
JF,[ zâF S[ lJØIF— S[ VlTlZÉT AFTF— SL VF[Z EL DG VFSlØ"T CF[G[ ,U[4 
TA ElÉTvZ; SF ;\RFZ ;DhGF RFlC, ×cc14 
 ElÉT S[ lJlEgG ;FWG o 
 EFUJT 5qZF6 D— ElÉT S[ GF{ ÝSFZ S[ ;FWGF— SF p<,[B C® v     
s!f zJ6 s2f SLT"G s#f :DZ6 s$f 5FN;[JG s5f VR"GF s&f J\NGF s*f 
NF:I s(f ;bI TYF s)f VFtDlGJ[NG IF XZ6FUlT ×
15
 
s!f zJ6 o zL EUJFG S[ GFD4 Uq6 VF{Z ,L,FVF— SF[ ;qGGF zJ6 
SC,FTF C{ × 5qZF6F— D— SCF UIF C{ lS ."xJZ S[ GFD4 Uq6 VF{Z 
,L,FVF— SF zJ6 SZS[ DGqQI EJv5FX ;[ Kq8SFZF 5F HFTF C{ × 
s2f SLT"G o EUJFG S[ AFZ[ D— sUq6F— S[ AFZ[ D—f jIFbIFG N[G[ × ÝJRG 
SZGF4 :TJG UFGF4 :TF[+5F9 SZGF4 SYF SCGF I[ ;A SLT"G S[ CL 
lJlJW:i C{ × 
s#f :DZ6 o EUJFG S[ GFD4 Uq6 VF{Z ,L,FVF— SF :DZ6 SZGF × SCF 
HFTF C{ lS HF[ A0+[v;[vA0+[ 5F5 VG[S AFZ U\UFH, D— :GFG SZG[ ;[ 
GQ8 CF[TF C{4 JC EUJFG S[ :DZ6 DF+ ;[ GQ8 CF[ HFTF C{ × 
s$f 5FN;[JG o sRZ6v;[JFf 5qZF6F— S[ VGq;FZ ÝEq S[ RZ6F— SL ;[JF HF[ 
,1DL SF VFNX" C{4 p;;[ ;EL 5F5 lJlrKgG CF[ HFT[ C® × 
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s5f VR"GF o 5}HF VR"GF p5F;GF SL ÝFRLG lJlW C{ TYF 5qZF6F— S[ 
VGq;FZ EUJFGŸ lJQ6q SL 5}HF SZG[ ;[ 5}HG ;[ ;A 5F5 N}Z CF[ HFT[ 
C® × 
s&f J\NGF o EUJFG SL J\NGF SZGF VYF"TŸ Ý6FD SZGF × IF EUJFG S[ 
DFCFtdI SF[ ìNI D— WFZ6 SZ GTD:T CF[SZ pGSL :TqlT ,J\ ÝUlT 
JgNGvElÉT C{ × 
s*f NF:I o V5G[ SF[ EUJFG SF NF; s;[JSf ;DhGF VYF"TŸ ."JZ S[ 
ÝlT ;[JF EFJ × Tq,;LNF; SL ElÉT D— NF:I EFJ SL ÝWFGTF C{ × 
s(f ;bI o ."xJZ SF[ V5GF lD+4 ;BF ;DhGF4 VHq"G ;bI EFJ S[ 
VFNX" C® VF{Z ;}ZNF; S[ SFjI D— ;bI EFJ SL ÝWFGTF C{ × 
s)f VFtD lGJ[NG o ."xJZ S[ RZ6F— D— V5G[ SL 5}6"To ;Dl5"T SZ N[GF 
VYF"TŸ pGS[ XZ6 D— R,[ HFGF CL VFtD lGJ[NG IF XZ6FUlT C{ × 
ElÉT SF IC ÝDqB ;FWG ZCF C{ × 
 ElÉT S[ lJlEgG :i o 
 ElÉTSF, S[ NF{Z D— EÉTF— VF{Z EÉT SlJIF—G[ EUJFG S[ ÝlT V5GL 
EFJGF SL EUJFG S[ ;FY lEgGvlEgG ;\A\W HF[0SZ SL × DqbITo I[ ;A\W 
5F¡R :iF— D— jIÉT Cq, o ;bIEFJ4 NF:IEFJ4 JFt;<IEFJ4 DFWqI"EFJ ,J\ XF\T 
EFJ × ICF¡ CD ElÉT S[ .G lJlEgG :iF— SF ;\lÙ%T 5lZRI N[B—U[ × 
 NF:IEFJ o .;D— EÉT V5G[ SF[ ."xJZ SF NF; VF{Z ."xJZ SF[ V5GF 
:JFDL DFGTF C{ VF{Z :DZ64 SLT"G TYF ,L,F UFIG NF; :i D— SZTF C{ × 
UF[:JFDL Tq,;LNF; SL ElÉT NF:I EFJ SL YL × VÊ}Z4 CGqDFG4 lJELØ6 SL 
ElÉT SF[ EL .;L z[6L D— ZBF UIF C{ × 
 ;bIEFJ o .;D— EÉT V5G[ SF[ ."xJZ SF ;BF slD+f DFGSZ V5GL 
EFJGF jIÉT SZTF C{ × ;FDFgITo .G SlJIF— G[ S`Q6 ,L,F SF J6"G lSIF 
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C{ × ;}ZNF; SL ElÉT ;bI EFJ SL C{ × VHq"G4 pâG TYF UF[5 ;BFVF — 
SL ElÉT EL .;L z[6L D— VFTL C{ × 
 JFt;<IEFJ o J[ EÉT VF{Z EÉT SlJ lHgCF—G[ S`Q6 S[ AF, :i SF[ 
VF{Z AF,v,L,FVF— SF[ V5GL ElÉT SF VFWFZ AGFIF C{4 JCF¡ ElÉT SF 
JFt;<I EFJ jIÉT CqVF C{ × ;}ZNF; S[ SFjI D— JFt;<I Z; SL ElÉT 
jIÉT Cq." C{ × GgNvIXF[NF SL ElÉT .;L z[6L D— VFTL C{ × 
 DFWqI"EFJ o DFWqI"EFJ s.;[ SF\TF EFJ VF{Z NF\5tIEFJ SL ElÉT EL 
SCT[ C® f DFWqI" EFJ SL ElÉT S[ NF[ :i C® × ;Uq6 EÉT SlJIF— D— IC 
S`Q6 VF{Z ZFD SL Ý[D ,L,FVF— S[ Uq6vUFG S[ :i D— jIÉT Cq." C{ IF 
lOZ V5G[ SF[ S`Q6 SL Ý[lDSF sUF[5L:iFf DFGSZ ElÉT SL U." C{ × .;L 
5Z\5ZF D— ZFWF S`Q6 SL IqU, D}lT" SL p5F;GF VF{Z SF,F\TZ D— ZFWF SL 
ElÉT SF[ ÝWFGTF ÝF%T Cq."  C{ × 
 lGUq"6 EÉT SlJIF— D— IC NFd5tI EFJ S[ :i D— jIÉT Cq." C{ × 
SALZNF; V5G[ SF[ ——ZFD SL ACqlZIFcc SCT[ C® × DLZFG[ EL lUZWZ SF[ 
V5GF ——5lTcc DFGF C{ × HAlS ;}OL SlJ ."xJZ SF[ :+L :i D— DFGSZ 
p;S[ ÝlT NFd5tI EFJ ;[ CL ElÉT SZT[ C® × 
 XF\TEFJ o .; ElÉT D— 7FG SF lDz6 C{ VF{Z EÉT wIFG VF{Z 
7FG äFZF V5GL ElÉT jIÉT SZTF C{ × ;GSv;GFTGv;G\NG ;GTSqDFZ 
SL ElÉT .;L SF[l8 D— VFTL C{ × 
 ElÉT SL ,[ lTCFl;S 5`Q9E}lD o 
 ;gT SALZ ,J\ VFGgNNFG SL ElÉT SL Tq,GF SZG[ 5}J" ElÉT SL 
p; ,[lTCFl;S 5`Q9E}lD ;[ 5lZRI CF[GF ACqT VFJxIS C{ × ElÉT ;FlCtI 
SF pNI ;A;[ 5C,[ NlÙ6 D— CqVF ,[;F S." lJäFGF— SF DT C{ × 
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 ElÉT ;FlCtI SF IF ElÉT SF pNI ;A;[ ÝYD NlÙ6 D— CqVF × 
5Z\Tq ElÉT S[ TÀJ ALH:i D— J[NF— D— CL lD, HFT[ C®4 ,[;F S." lJäFGF— 
SF DT C® × J:TqTo ElÉT VF\NF[,G S[ NF{ZFG HF[ :J:i ElÉT SF pEZ SZ 
;FDG[ VFIF4 JC G." XTFlaNIF— S[ NF{ZFG AGF YF × 
? J[NF — D — ElÉT o 
 J[N EFZT S[ ;A;[ ÝFRLG U|\Y C{ × .GD— kuJ[N SF[ ÝFRLGTD DFGF 
HFTF C{ × J[NF— D— Inl5 ElÉT SF lJJ[RG GCÄ C{ 5Z\Tq p;SL S." lJX[ØTF,¡ 
CD J[NF— D— 5F ;ST[ C® × XF\l0<I S[ ElÉT;}+ S[ VGq;FZ —;F 5ZFGq 
ElÉTZxJZ[ ×
16
 ."xJZ D— 5ZDŸ VGqZlÉT CL ElÉT C{ × ElÉT ìNI SL p; 
EFJGF SF GFD C{ lH;D— ;FWS HCF¡ ,S VF{Z 5}6" EFJ ;[ A|ï D— VGqZÉT 
CF[ VF{Z 5}6" :i ;[ V5G[ SF[ ."xJZ S[ ÝlT ;Dl5"T SZG[ JF,F CF[4 ;FY CL 
A|ï äFZF ZlRT .; ;FZL ;`lQ8 S[ ÝlT ;[JF SL EFJGF ZBG[ JF,F EL CF[ × 
 kuJ[N S[ klØ G[ ,S Dg+ D— SCF C{ v 
 ——VluG DgI[ l5TZDluGDFl5DluG\ E|FTZ\ ;N lDt;BFIDŸcc
17
 
 D® VluG SF[ CL ;N{J V5GF l5IF4 V5GF AgWq4 EF." TYF ;BF DFGTF 
C}\ × ,S VgI Dg+ D— klØ EUJt;¿F VF{Z V5G[ D— VGgITF sA|ïvHJ{ÉIf 
S[ ;dAgW SL :YF5GF SZTF CqVF SCTF C{ v 
 ——tJD:DFS\ TJ :Dl; ×cc
18
 sTqD CDFZ[ VF{Z CD TqdCFZ[ C® ×f  
 kuJ[N D— EUJFG SL VGgT lJE}lTIF— SF J6"G lD,TF C{ × .gã SL 
ÝX\;F D— klØ SF SYG C{ v 
 .gãF[ lNJo .gã ."X[ 5`lYjIFo 
 .gãF[ V5FlDgã .T 5J"TFGFDŸ × 
 .gãF[ J`WFlDgã .gD[lWZF6F  




 .gã :JU" ,F[U TYF 5`yJL ,F[S4 H, TYF 5J"TF[o H0+TF H0+ TYF R[TG 
SF lGIgTF C{ × JC .gã CDFZ[ IF[U TYF Ù[D S[ lJWFG D— ;DY" C{ × VTo 
IC VFCŸJFG SZG[ IF[uI C{ × 
 .gã ;[ ;BFv:i D— RFZF— VF[Z TYF VFU[v5LK— ZÙF SL ÝFY"GF EL 
lD,TL C{ v 
 A`C:5lTG"o 5lZ5FTq 5xRFNq¿Z:DFNWFIF[o 
 .gã 5qZ:TFNqT DwITF[ Go ZBF ;lBeIF[ JlZ Jo S`6F[Tq ×20 
 J[NF— D— DwISF,LG EÉT SlJIF— SL TZC ;FWS V5G[ SF[ NqQ84 B,4 
SFDL4 5lTT VF{Z 5F5L GCÄ DFGTF 5Z\Tq ."xJZ S[ ÝlT lJGD|TF SF EFJ JCF¡ 
EL C{ × 
 IF[ EqT\ R EjI\ R ;J" xRFlWlTQ9lT  
 :JI":I R S[J,\ T:D{ ßI[Q9FI A|ï6[ GDo
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 E}T ElJQI VF{Z JT"DFG SF HF[ :JFDL C{4 HF[ ;D:T lJxJ D— jIF%T C{ 
TYF HF[ lGlJ"SFZ VFG\N ÝNFG SZG[ JF,F C{4 p; ."xJZ SF[ D[ZF Ý6FDŸ × 
? p5lGØNF — D — ElÉT o 
 p5lGØNF— D— DqbI :i ;[ 7FG SL RRF" C{4 5Z\Tq SCÄvSCÄ ElÉT S[ 
SqK :iF— SF EL J6"G lD,TF C{ × pNFCZ6 S[ l,, S9F[5lGØNŸ D— SCF UIF 
C{ v 
 GFIDFtDF ÝJRG[G ,eIF[4 G D[WIF G ACqGF zqT[G 
 ID[J{Ø J`6qT[ T[G ,eI:T:I[Ø lJ\J`6qT[ TG}\ ;JFDŸ ××22 
 ——VFtDF ptS`Q8 XF:+LI jIFbIF S[ äFZF p5,aW GCÄ lSIF HFTF4 D[WF 
S[ äFZF ÝF%T GCÄ CF[TF4 ACqT 5F\l0tI S[ äFZF EL GCÄ ÝF%T CF[TF × IC 
lH;SF[ JZ6 SZTF C{4 p;L SF[ ÝF%T CF[TF C{ × p;S[ ;FDG[ VFtDF V5G[ 
:J:i SF[ jIÉT SZTF C{ ×cc ICF¡ ."xJZ SL S`5F SF J6"G C{ HF[ ElÉT SF 
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,S :i C{ × ."xJZ SF[ ÝF%T SZG[ S[ l,, ."xJZ SL S`5F VH"G SZGL 
50+TL C{ × HF[ DGqQI ."xJZ SL p5F;GF SZTF C{ p; CL ."xJZ SL S`5F 
ÝF%T CF[TL C{ × S9F[5lGØNŸ S[ CL ,S VF[Z x,F[S C{ v 
 V6F[Z6LIFgDCTF[ DCLIFGFtDF:IHgTF[lG"lCTF[ UqCFIFDŸ4 
 TDÊTqo 5xIlT JLTXF[SF[ WFTq 5;FNFgDlCDFGDFtDGo ×23 
 VFtD V6q ;[ EL V6q C{4 DCFGŸ ;[ EL DCFG C{ × IC ÝF6L SL 
ìNIvUqCF D— VJ:YFG SZTF C{ × lGQSFD ;FWS ."xJZ SL S`5F ;[ p;SF 
NX"G SZTF C{ × p;SF NX"G SZG[ 5Z ;FWS D— ;J"7TF VFlN DlCDF SF 
VFlJEF"J CF[TF C{ TYF JC XF[S ;[ 5FZ 5F HFTF C{ × xJ[TFxJTZvp5lGØNŸ D— 
A|ï S[ ÝlT ;d5}6" EFJ ;[ VFtD;D5"6 SL EFJGF Jl6"T C{ v 
 ——DqDqÙqJ{" XZ6DC\ Ý5n[ ×cc24 
 A`CNFZ^ISvp5lGØNŸ D— :5Q8 l,BF UIF C{ v lH; ÝSFZ V5GL 
lÝITDF ;[ Vl,\lUT CF[G[ 5Z G SqK AFCZL J:Tq SF VGqEJ CF[TF C{4 G 
ELTZL J:Tq SF4 p;L ÝSFZ 5ZFtDF SF VFl,\UG CF[G[ 5Z G DGqQI SqK 
AFCZL AFT HFGTF C{ VF{Z G ELTZ v 
TnYF lÝIIF l:+IF ;\5lZQJÉTF[ G Aæ\ lS×RG J[N GFgTZDŸ4 
,JD[JFI\ 5q~Ø Ý7FG[GFtDGF ;\5lZQJÉTF[ G AFæ\ lS×RG J[NGFgTZDŸ ×25 
 ÝxGF[5lGØNŸ D— A|ïvÝFl%T S[ ;FWGF— D— zâF SL EL 5lZU6GF C{ v 
VYF[TZ[6 T5;F A|ïRI["6 zâIF lJnIFtDFGDlgJQIFlNtID lEHIgT[ ×
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 xJ[TFxJTZF[5lGØNŸ D— —ElÉTc XaN SF CL p<,[B CqVF C{ v 
 I:I N[J[ 5ZF ElÉTI"YF N[J[ TYF UqZF{ × 





? 5 qZF6F — D — ElÉT o 
 ElÉT S[ :J:i SL RRF" ;A; VlWS 5qZF6F— D— CL lD,TL C{ × JNF— 
VF{Z p5lGØNF— D— lJQ6q SL RRF" ÝFIo GCÄ C{ HAlS 5qZF6F— D— lJQ6q CL 
ÝDqB N[JTF C{ VF{Z p;L S[ lJlEgG VJTFZF— SL ,L,FVF— SF J6"G 5qZF6F— D[ 
lD,TF C{ × VJTFZJFN VF{Z ,L,FUFG ElÉT ;FlCtI SF DCÀJ5}6" V\U C{ × 
ICL SFZ6 C{ lS 5qZF6F— D— ElÉT SF[ lJX[Ø DCÀJ lNIF UIF C{ N[JL EFUJT 
5qZF6 D— SCF UIF C{ lS v SD"IF[U4 7FGIF[U VF{Z ElÉTIF[U D— ElÉTIF[U CL 
VGFIF; ÝF%T CF[G[ JF,F C{4 ÉIF—lS IC IF[U SFIvlR¿ VFlN SF[ 5L0+F lNI[ 
lAGF CL S[J, DGF[J`l¿ S[ äFZF ;\5FlNT CF[ ;STF C{ ×
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 IC AFT EFUJT 5qZF6 D— SCF UIF C{ lS v  
 VCF[ AT xJ5R[ TF[ UZLIFGŸ 
  IlßHCJFU|[ JT"T[ GFD TqdIDŸ × 
 T[ 5q:T5:T[ HqCqAq ;:GqZFIF" 
  A|ïFG}RqGF"D Uq6"gT I[ T[ ××29 
 lHGS[ lHjCFU| 5Z TqdCFZF GFD ZCTF C{4 J[ RF\0F, CF[G[ 5Z EL z[Q9 
CF[ HFT[ C® × HF[ TqdCFZF GFD ,[T[ C®4 pgCF—G[ IYFY" T5:IF SZ ,L4 VluG D— 
IYFY" CJG SZ l,IF4 pgCF—G[ TLY" D— :GFG SZ l,IF4 J[ CL VFI" C®4 pgCF—G[ 
CL IYFY" J[NFwIIG lSIF C{ × 
 EFUJT 5qZF6 D— ElÉT S[ GF{ ÝSFZ S[ ;FWGF— SF p<,[B lSIF UIF   
C{ v 
 zJ6\ SLT"G\ lJQ6F[o ;DZ6\ 5FN;[JGDŸ × 
 VR"G\ JgNG\ NF:I\ ;bIDFtDlGJ[NGDŸ × 
 .lT 5q \;Fl5"TF lJQ6F{ ElÉTxR[gGJ,Ù6F ×30 
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 EFUJT D— 7FG VF{Z J{ZFuIIqÉT ElÉT SL ÝX\;F SL U." C{ × ElÉT 
7FG S[ äFZF NL%T CF[TL C{ VF{Z J{ZFuI S[ ELTZ ;[ VFtD ÝSFX SZTL C{ × 
EFUJT 5qZF6 D— ;Uq6F VF{Z lGUq"6F E[N ;[ ElÉT S[ NF[ lJEFU lSI[ UI[   
C® × 
? EUJN ŸULTF D — ElÉT o 
 EUJNŸULTF DCFEFZT SF ,S V\X C{ × DCFEFZT Iqâ S[ ÝFZ\E D— 
S`Q6 äFZF VHq"G SF[ lNIF UIF p5N[X CL EUJNŸULTF S[ GFD ;[ HFGF HFTF 
C{ × ULTF D— SD"IF[U4 ElÉTIF[U VF{Z 7FGIF[U SF lJ:T`T J6"G C{ × ;FTJ— 
VwIFI ;[ AFZCJ— VwIFI TS S[ Sq, 209 x,F[SF— D— ElÉT SF CL lJXN 
lJJ[RG C{ × ,[lSG VgI VwIFIF— D— EL ElÉT lJJ[RG lD,TF C{ × pNFCZ6 
S[ l,, N};Z[ VwIFI D— XZ6UlT SF EFJ jIÉT CqVF C{4 TF[ TL;Z[ VwIFI 
S[ ,S x,F[S D— 5ZDFtDF D— ,U[ Cq, lR¿ äFZF ;A SD" EUJFG D— ;D5"6 
SZG[ SF EFJ C{ × ULTF S[ RF{Y[ VwIFI D— CL S`Q6 VJTFZJFN SF l;âF\T 
Ý:TqT SZT[ C®  
 5lZ+6FI ;FW}GF\ lJGFXFI R NqQS`TFDŸ × 
 WD";\:YF5GFYF"I ;dEJFlD IqU[ IqU[ ×31 
 ;ßHG 5q~ØF— SF pâFZ SZG[ S[ l,,4 5F5vSD" SZG[ JF,F— SF lJGFX 
SZG[ S[ l,, VF{Z WD" SL VrKL TZC ;[ :YF5GF SZG[ S[ l,, D® IqUvIqU 
D— ÝS8 CqVF SZTF C}¡ × 
 ."xJZLI VJTFZ S[ ÝlT ICL lJxJF; ;Uq6 ElÉT SF VFWFZ ZCF C{ × 
ElÉT D— EUJFG SF EHG lS;L EL :i D— lSIF HF ;STF C{ × .;L AFT 
SF[ S`Q6 .; :i D— SCT[ C® ——I[ IYF D— Ý5ngT[ TF\:TY{J EHFdICcc HF[ 
EÉT Dqh[ lH; ÝSFZ EHT[ C®4 D® EL pGSF[ p;L ÝSFZ EHTF C}¡ × ULTF 
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S[ V9FZCJ— VwIFI D— S`Q6 VHq"G SF[ V5GL XZ6 D— HFG[ SF p5N[X N[T[ 
C® v 
 ;J"WDFGŸ 5lZtIFßI DFD[S\ XZ6\ A|H × 
 VC\ tJF ;J"5F5[eIF[ DF[ÙlIQIFlD DF XqRo ××32 
 ;\5}6" WDF[" SF[ Dqh D— tIFU SZS[ IFGL V5"6 SZS[ T} Dqh 
;J"XlÉTDFGŸ4 ;JF"lWSFZ 5ZD[xJZ SL CL XZ6 D— VF HF × D® Tqh[ ;\5}6" 
5F5F— ;[ DqÉT SZ N}\UF4 T} XF[S DT SZ × 
 ULTF S[ GF{ s)f D— VwIFI D— S`Q6 VHq"G SF[ p5N[X N[T[ C® lS ——
D[ZF EÉT AGcc v —DNŸEÉTF[ DNŸc33 S`Q6 SCT[ C® lS HF[ VGgI Ý[DL 
EÉTHG4 Dqh 5ZD[xJZ SF lGZ\TZ lR\TG SZT[ Cq, lGQSFD EFJ ;[ Dqh[ EHT[ 
C®4 pG lGtI lGZ\TZ D[ZF lR\TG SZG[ JF,[ 5q~ØF—SF IF[UÙ[D D® :JI\ JCG 
SZTF C}¡ × SCF UIF C{ lS EUJFG SL ÝFl%T S[ l,, HF[ ;FWG ÝF%T C®4 
;A ÝSFZ S[ lJ?G AFWFVF— ;[ ARFSZ p;SL ZÙF SZGF VF{Z lH; ;FWG 
SL SDL C{4 p;SL 5}lT" SZS[ :JI\ V5GL ÝFl%T SZF N[GF CL pG Ý[DL EÉTF— 
SF IF[UÙ[D JCG SZGF C{ × ULTF D— :5Q8 :i ;[ SCF UIF C{ lS ElÉT 
;JF["¿D C{ VF{Z HF[ EÉT ,SFU| DG ;[ EUJFG SF[ EHTF C{ JC IF[lUIF— ;[ 
EL A0+F IF[UL C{ × 
 .; ÝSFZ EUJNŸULTF D— ."xJZ S[ ÝlT 5}6" VF;lÉT4 lGQSFD EFJ ;[ 
EUJFG SF EHG4 V5G[ SF[ 5}ZL TZC ;[ ."xJZ SF[ ;F®5 N[GF4 lS;L EL DFU" 
VF{Z :i D— ."xJZ SF[ EHGF4 ."xJZ SL NIF,qTF VF{Z XZ6FUT Jt;<TF SF 
lJXN lJJ[RG C{ × I[ ;EL ElÉT S[ VFWFZ C® × lJX[Ø :i ;Uq6 ElÉT 




? l;â ;dÝNFI D — ElÉT o  
 ElÉT S[ lJSF; D— NX"lGS lJRFZWFZFVF— S[ V,FJF N};Z[ VG[S 
lJRFZWFZFVF— IF ;dÝNFIF— SF EL 5IF"%T IF[U ZCF C{ × AF[â WD" S[ 5ZJTL" 
:iF— JH|IFG4 ;CHIFG TYF 5FXq5T DT4 IF[Uv5Zd5ZF VFlN G[ EL ElÉT 
WFZF SF[ VG[S G." AFT[ NL YL × AF{âF— S[ JH|IFG D— HA Tg+vDg+ SF 
ÝEFJ VlWS A-+F VF{Z O,:J:i E|Q8FRFZ SF ;FD|FßI A-+G[ ,UF4 TF[ l;âF— 
G[ pG E|Q8FRFZL l;âFgTF— SF B^0G lSIF TYF pGD— ;[ ,S ;CGvDFU" SF 
GFZF ,UFIF × I[ l;â HLJG SL ;CH SFI" D— lJxJF; ZBT[ Y[ × .;Ll,, 
TF[ .GS[ l;âFgTF— SF[ —;CH DFU"c SCF UIF × .; l;âF— G[ lCgN}4 AF{â TYF 
H{G ;FWGF v 5âlTIF— SF lJZF[W SZS[ ;CHv;FWGF SF[ DCÀJ lNIF ,J\ 
pGSF ÝRFZ lSIF × I[ ,F[U lRTvAqlâ 5Z ßIFNF A, N[T[ Y[ TYF 
;CHFJ:YF SL p5,laW SF[ CL 5ZDŸ 5q~ØFY" DFGT[ Y[ × pGS[ VGq;FZ Aâ 
lR¿ äFZF AgWG lD,TF C{4 VF{Z DqÉT lR¿ äFZF DqlÉT lD,TL C{ × HA 
lR¿ —B;Dc VYF"TŸ ÝSFX S[ ;DFG X}gI SF :i WFZ6 SZ —;D;qBc 
VYF"TŸ ;\Tql,T VJ:YF D— ÝJ[X SZTF C{4 TA p;[ lS;L .lgãI S[ lJØIF— SF 
VGqEJ GCÄ CF[TF ×cc34 .; TZC .G l;âF— G[ HLJG D— ;NFRFZ4 lR¿vXqlâ 
TYF lGD", RlZ+ SF[ ACqT DCÀJ N[SZ lJlEgG ;FWGFvDFUF[" D— KF, 
E|Q8FRFZ4 VF0dAZ VFlN SF lJZF[W lSIF × SALZNF; VFlN ;gT SlJIF— 5Z 
—;CHIFGc SF ACqT UCZF ÝEFJ 50+F YF × 
? ;}OL SlJIF — D — ElÉT o  
 lGUq"6 ElÉTvSFjI WFZF SL ,S XFBF ;}OL SFjI IF ;}OL Ý[DFbIFGS 
SFjI SL ;\7F ;[ VlElCT SL HFTL C{ × ;}OLvDT S[ EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN G[ 
EL ElÉTvWFZF ACqTvSqK ÝEFlJT lSIF C{ × GLZ; A|ïJFN 5Z ;}OL 
Ý[DvEFJGF SF ÝEFJ ;[ p;D— ;Z;TF VF U." YL × C9IF[lUIF— S[ GFYv5\Y 
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SF EL ElÉTvWFZF S[ ;gTF— 5Z SFOL ÝEFJ YF × pgCF—G[ C9IF[U SF[ 
A|ïvÝFl%T SF ;FWG AGF l,IF YF 5ZgTq I[ ;FZ[ ÝEFJ UF{6 CL ZC[ × ElÉT 
SL ;Z; WFZF D— .GSF IF[UNFG DCÀJ 5}6" GCÄ DFGF HF ;STF × lSgTq 
;}lOIF— G[ Ý[DvZ; SL ,[;L WFZF ÝJFlCT SL lH;D— ;EL :GFT CF[ p9[ × 
0F8vO8SFZ SF ÝEFJ ;A 5Z GCÄ 50+ ;STF4 lSgTq Ý[DvEFJGF ;[ VK}TF 
TF[ .; ;`lQ8 D— SF[." GCÄ ZCF4 G ZC[UF CL × 
 ;}OL SlJIF— G[ V5G[ ÝA\W SFjIF— S[ l,, V,F{lS Ý[D SYFVF— SF[ 
VFWFZ AGFIF C{ VF{Z p;S[ DFwID ;[ J[ VFwIFltDS lJRFZF— SF[ jIÉT SZT[ 
C® × ;}OL SlJIF— G[ 5q~Ø SF[ VFtDF SF ÝTLS VF{Z lÝITDF SF[ 5ZDFtDF SF 
ÝTLS DFGF C{ × Ý[D CL lÝITDF SF[ ÝF%T SZG[ SF ;FWG C{ × ,[lSG 
lÝITDF S[ :i SF ;rRF 7FG Uq~ SL S`5F ;[ CF[TF C{ × Ý[D SF DFU" 
SF\8F[ ;[ EZF C{ × Ý[DL .; DFU" SL Sl9GF.IF— SL lR\TF lSI[ lAGF ,UFTFZ 
VFU[ A-+TF HFTF C{ × DFIF IF X{TFG EL Ý[DL S[ DFU" D— AFWF pt5gG SZTF 
C{ × Uq~ SL ;CFITF ;[ Ý[DL pG AFWFVF— SF[ N}Z C8FTF C{ × ;}OL SFjI 
SF ICL VFwIFltDS ;FZ C{ lHG 5Z pGS[ ÝA\W SFjI VFWFlZT C® × 
 ;}OL SlJIF— G[ ,F[S D— ÝRl,T Ý[D SYFVF— SF[ V5G[ SFjI SF lJØI 
AGFIF C{ × .GS[ RlZ+ .lTCF; Ýl;â jIlÉT EL CF[ ;ST[ C® VF{Z 
SF<5lGS EL × ,[lSG SYF SF lJSF; ÝFIo ,F[S lJxJF;F— S[ VGq;FZ CF[TF 
C{ IF SlJ SL S<5GF S[ VGq;FZ .GSF .lTCF; ;[ ÝFIo ;\A\W GCÄ CF[TF × 
 Ý[D CL WD" VF{Z SD" C{ × IC lJRFZ ;}OL DT G[ lNIF C{ × ;}OL 
SFjI D— jIÉT Ý[D N[XLvlJN[XL NF[GF— X{,L SF GHZ VFTF C{ × OFZ;L Ý6F,L 
S[ VGq;FZ GFIS SF GFlISF SL ÝFl%T S[ l,I[ A[R{G CF[GF VF{Z p;[ ."xJZ 
IF 5ZDFtDF SF :i DFGGF VFlN SF J6"G .GS[ SFjI D— ÝF%T CF[TF C{ × 
ICF¡ GFIS SF[ VFtDF DFGSZ GFlISF SF[ 5ZDFtDF DFGF UIF C{ × 
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? ;\T SlJIF — D — ElÉT o 
 lGU"q6 ElÉT SFjI SL 7FGFzIL XFBF SF[ ;\T SFjI EL SCF HFTF  
C{ × .;SF SFZ6 ;\EJTo IC C{ lS lGUq"65\YL SlJIF— SF[ ;\T SCG[ SL 
,\AL 5Z\5ZF ZCL C{ × ElÉT SL HF[ ,CZ NlÙ6 ;[ VF." YL4 p;SF ;A;[ 
5C,F ÝEFJ DCFZFQ8= S[ ;\T SlJIF— 5Z 50+F YF × JCL ;\T 5Z ÝEFJ C{ 
0F¶P GU[gã G[ l,BF C{ lS ——;gTvSFjIWFZF S[ NFX"lGS ;F\:S`lTS VFWFZ 
VG[S C®4 lHGD— ;[ ÝDqB:i[6 p<,[BGLI C® v p5lGØNŸ4 X\SFZFRFI" SF 
Vä{TvNX"G4 GFYv5gY4 .:,FD WD" TYF ;}OL NX"G × ;gTF— S[ lRgTG4 
HLJGvNX"G VF[Z SFjIWFZF 5Z p5lGØNF— SF jIF5S ÝEFJ C{ ×cc35  
 ;\T SFjIWFZF S[ EÉTF— SF[ ;A;[ 5C,[ ZFDFGN G[ Ý[Z6F NL × GFDN[J 
.; N`lQ8 ;[ 5C,[ ;\T SlJ DFG[ HF ;ST[ C® × SALZNF;4 Z{NF;4 WgGF4 
;{GF VF{Z 5L5F ZFDFG\N SL lXQI 5Z\5ZF D— DFGF HFTF C{ × 7FGzIL XFBF 
;[ ;\Aâ VgI DCÀJ5}6" SlJIF— D— l;B WD" S[ ÝJT"S Uq~ GFGS4 NFN}NIF,4 
;q\NZNF;4 Uq~ VHq"GN[J4 Uq~T[U ACFNqZ VFlN ÝDqB C® × IC VFSl:DS GCÄ 
C{ lS 7FGFzIL XFBF S[ VlWSF\X SlJ lGdG ;DhL HFG[ JF,L HFlTIF— ;[ 
VFI[ Y[ × 
 J6F"zD jIJ:YF S[J,v;FDFlHS VFRFZvlJRFZ TS CL ;LlDT GCÄ  
YL × WFlD"S Ù[+ D— EL .;SF NB, YF × lGdG HFlTIF— SF D\lNZ D— ÝJ[X 
lGlØâ YF × J[NF— SF VwIIG GCÄ SZ ;ST[ Y[4 G CL pGSF I7F[5JLT 
;\:SFZ CF[ ;STF YF × ,[;L l:YlT D— lGdG HFlTIF— SF ."xJZLI p5F;GF SL 
XF:+ ;dDT 5âlTIF— D— S{;[ lJxJF; pt5gG CF[TF × ElÉT DFU" SL VF[Z 
lGdG HFlTIF¡ .;Ll,, VFS`Q8 Cq." ÉIF—lS .; DFU" D— G D\lNZ HFGF VFJxIS 
YF4 G CL J[NF— SF VwIIG × .;G[ IC ;Dh EL NL lS ."xJZ SL p5F;GF 
S[ l,, S[J, UCZL VGqZlÉT VFJxIS C{ .;l,, pgCF—G[ WD" ;[ ;\Aâ ,[;[ 
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V\W lJxJF;F— SF lJZF[W lSIF lHGSF EÉT SL ìNIUT VGqZlÉT ;[ SF[." 
;\A\W GCÄ YF × .G ;\T SlJIF— G[ .;Ll,, l;Z Dq\0FG[4 U\UF D— GCFG[4 
D\lNZvDl:HN HFG[ TYF VHFG N[G[ H{;[ lJxJF;F— SF N`-TF5}J"S lJZF[W   
lSIF • × 
 EÉT DFU" D— .gC— IC ;Dh EL NL lS ;EL WD" ,S CL ;tI SF[ 
jIÉT SZG[ S[ lJlEGG DFU" C® × VUZ ."xJZ ,S C{ TF[ D\lNZvDl:HN SF 
E[N4 GDFH VF{Z 5}HF SF E[N jIY" C{ × .; EFJGF G[ HCF¡ ,S VF[Z pgC— 
lC\NqVF— VF{Z Dq;,DFGF— D— ,STF S[ l,, SFD SZG[ SF[ Ý[lZT lSIF4 JCÄ 
N};ZL VF[Z pgC— NF[GF— WDF[" D— jIF%T AqZF.IF— ;[ ;DFG :i ;[ ;\3Ø" SZG[ 
Ý[Z6F EL NL × GFDN[J4 SALZ4 GFGS4 Z[N;F4 NFN}NIF, VFlN ;EL ;\T 
SlJIF— G[ ;DFG :i ;[ lC\N} Dql:,D ,STF SF ÝIF; lSIF × ;\T SlJIF— S[ 
.; ;F\ÝNFlIS ;F{CFN" SF ,[lTCFl;S DCÀJ IC C{ lS SDv;[vSD WD" S[ 
Ù[+ D— 5}Z[ DwIIqU S[ NF{ZFG lC\N} VF{Z Dql:,D HGTF D— ;F{CFN" VF{Z ,STF 
AGL ZCL × 
 ;\T SlJIF— lGUq"6 lGZFSFZ ."xJZ D— lJxJF; SZT[ Y[ × pgCF—G[ 
VJTFZJFN SF N`-TF 5}J"S B\0G lSIF × .; DT D— ;`lQ8 SF SFZ6 5ZA|ï 
SF[ CL DFGF UIF C{ × JC ;D;T ;`lQ8 SF SFZ6 EL C{ VF{Z p;D— jIF%T 
EL C{ × .; l,, A|ï ;J"+ lJnDFG C{ × JC CDFZ[ ìNI D— EL C{ × DFIF 
S[ SFZ6 CD p;[ 5CRFG GCÄ 5FT[ × ,[lSG Uq~ SL S`5F ;[ CD— VFtDF7FG 
CF[ HFTF C{ TF[ CD A|ï S[ ;FÙFTŸ :i SF[ 5CRFG HFT[ C® × .; VFtD7FG 
S[ AFN A|ï SF[ 5FG[ S[ l,, HLJ T05 p9TF C{ × ;\T SFjI D— ICÄ 5Z 
Ý[DTÀJ SF ÝJ[X CF[TF C{ × ;D:T ;`lQ8 D— ."xJZLI ;¿F SF VGqEJ SZGF 
VF{Z p;[ 5FG[ S[ l,, T05GF ICL ZC:I EFJGF C{4 lH;SL VlEjIlÉT 
7FGFzIL SFjI D— 5FT[  C® × 
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 ;\TF— SL ElÉT SF VFWFZ lGUq"6 ZFD SF CF[GF lS;L lJJFN SL V5[ÙF 
GCÄ ZBTF × ;\TF[ G[ ;SFD ElÉT SL V5[ÙF lGQSFD ElÉT SF[ VlWS 
DCÀJ lNIF C{ v 
 —HA TS EUlT ;SFDTF4 TA TS lGQO, ;[J × 
 SC{ SALZ J{ ÉI}\ lD,{4 lGCSFDL lGH N[J ××
36
 
 ;\TF[G[ HLJFtDF SF[ ;qCFlUG :+L S[ :i D— EL Jl6"T lSIF C{4 lSgTq 
pGSL N`lQ8 D— ;qCFlUG :+L JCL C{ HF[ v 
 TG DG HLJG ;F ®l5 ;ZLX4 TFlC ;CFlUG SC{ SALZF ×37 
 ;\TF[G[ V5GL ;FWGF D— —ZFDc XaN SF ÝIF[U TF[ lSIF C{4 lSgTq pGS[ 
ZFD —lGUq"6 ZFDc C® v 
 clGUq"6 ZFD H5Cq Z[ EF." × 
 VlJUT SL UlT ,BL G HF." ××
38
 
 ;\TF[G[ V5GL ElÉT SF[ —EFJ ElÉT SL ;\7F N[T[ Cq, .;D— ;FWS S[ 
l,, ;A SqK ;dEJ DFGF C{ v 
 HF — HG EFJ EUlT SKq HFG[ 
  TSp VRZHq SFCF[ ×39 
 .;L ÝSFZ ;\T UF[ZBGFYHL G[ EL EFJvElÉT SF DCÀJ ÝlT5FlNT 
lSIF C{ v 
——uIFG[ G wIFG® HF{U[ G HqÉTF\ × 5F5[ G 5q \G[ DF[Ø[ G DqÉTF\ × 
p5H{ G lAG;{ VFJ{ G HF." × Hq8F G EZ6 JFJ{ AF5 G EF." × 
E6T UF{ZØGFY\ DKÄã TF\ NF;F4 EFJ EUlT VF{Z VF; G 5F;F ××
40
 
 ;\TF—G[ EUJFG SF[ lÝITD S[ :i D— N[BF C{ × SALZNF; SCT[ C® v 
 —lAZClG µEL 5\Y l;lZ4 5\YL A}h{ WF. × 
 ,S ;AN SlC 5LJ SF4 SA Z[ lD,F ®U[ VF. ××41 
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 Z{NF; SL ElÉT EL lGUq"6 -F¡R[ SL HFG 50+TL C® × SCL TF[ J[ V5G[ 
EUJFGŸ SF[ ;A D— jIF5S N[BT[ C® v 
 YFJZ H\UD SL8 5T\UF 5}lZ ZæF[ ClZF." ×
42
 
 Uq~GFGS G[ ;\;FZ SL VlGtITF EUJNŸ ElÉT VF{Z ;\T :JEFJ S[ 
;dAgW D— l,BF C{ v 
 ——.; ND NF D{G} ¡ SLA[ EZF[;F4 VFIF VFIF G VFIF G VFIF ×  
 IC ;\;FZ Z{G NF ;q5GF4 SCÄ N[BF4 SCÄ GFlC lNBFIF ×× 
 ;F[R lJRFZ SZ[ DT DG D® lH;G[ -} ¡-F p;G[ 5FIF × 
 GFGS EÉTG N[ 5N 5Z;[ lG;lNG ZFD RZG lRT ,FIF ×cc
43
 
 lGUq"6DFUL" ;\T SlJIF— SL 5Z\5ZF D— YF[0+[ CL ,[;[ Cq, C{4 lHGSL ZRGF 
;FlCtI S[ V\TU"T VF ;STL C{ × lXlÙTF— SF ;DFJ[X SD CF[G[ ;[ .GSL 
AFGL VlWSTZ ;F\ÝNFlISF[ S[ CL SFD SL C{ × lGUq"6DFUL" S[ CZ ,S ;\T 
SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— ElÉTEFJ lNBF." N[TF C{ × 
? ;U q6 SlJIF — D — ElÉT o 
 ."xJZ S[ ;Uq6 VF{Z ;FSFZ :i D— lJxJF; SZG[ JF,[ EÉT SlJIF— S[ 
SFjI SF[ ;Uq6 SFjIWFZF GFD lNIF UIF × .; ElÉT DT S[ VGq;FZ4 ."xJZ 
VF{Z HLJ SL ;¿F RFC[ VlEgG CF[ ,[lSG ElÉT S[ l,, pGSL :JT\+ ;¿F 
DFGGF VFJxIS C{ × HLJ SF RZD ,1I ."xJZ SL S`5F ÝF%T SZGF C{4 ICL 
ElÉT SF ,1I C{ × ;D:T ;`lQ8 ."xJZ SL ,L,F C{ × ."xJZ ,L,F SF 
UFIG SZGF ElÉT SF ,S V\U C{ × ZFD VF{Z S`Q6 VFlN VJTFZ .;L 
."xJZ S[ ;Uq6 :i C{ × 
 ZFD SF RlZ+ SFjI l,BG[ SL AZFAZ Ý[Z6F N[TF ZCF C{ × ZFD S[ 
RlZ+ SF[ S[gã D— ZBSZ JF<DLlS G[ ;\:S`T D— —ZFDFI6c SL ZRGF SL       
YL × JF<DLlS EFZTLI 5Z\5ZF D— VFlN SlJ DFG[ HFT[ C® × —ZFDFI6c SL 
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ZRGF SF ;DI .";F ;[ 5F¡RJL K9L XTFaNL 5}J" ;[ 5C,[ SF DFGF HFTF    
C{ × JF<DLlS S[ AFN EL ZFDSYF SF[ VFWFZ AGFSZ SFjI ZRGF CF[TL    
ZCL × 
 DwISF, D— ZFDFGqH G[ ZFD SL p5F;GF SF[ ,F[S D— ÝRFlZT lSIF × 
:JFlD ZFDFG\N G[ zLZFD SF[ 5ZA|ï SF ÝTLS ATFIF × VFWqlGS EFZTLI 
EFØFVF— D— EL ZFDSYF 5Z VFWFlZT ÝA\W SFjI ZR[ UI[ × .GD— TlD, SlJ 
S\AG S`T ZFDFI64 T[,Uq SlJ Z\UGFY ZlRT ZFDFI64 A\U,F EÉT SlJ 
S`lTJF; S`T ZFDFI6 VFlN ÝDqB C{ × lC\NL Ù[+ D— ZFDSYF SF[ ,F[SlÝITF 
Tq,;LNF; S[ SFZ6 CL lD,L × 
 Tq,;LNF; SF —ZFDRlZT DFG;c p¿Z EFZT S[ lC\N} 5lZJFZF— D— WD"U|\Y 
SL TZC 5}ßI CF[ U." × Tq,;LNF; VFlN ZFDEÉT SlJ IC DFGT[ Y[ lS 
EUJFG N`Q8F— SF N,G SZG[ VF{Z ;FWqVF— SL ZÙF SZG[ S[ l,, VJTFZ ,[T[ 
C® × ZFD EÉT SlJIF— SL .; DFgITF S[ SFZ6 pGS[ SFjI D— ZFD ,S 
,[;[ ."xJZ S[ :i D— lRl+T Cq, C® lH;G[ ,F[S S<IF6 SL EFJGF ;[ Ý[lZT 
CF[SZ VJTFZ l,IF C{ × 
 Tq,;LNF; G[ —ZFDRlZT DFG;c D— ,S CL :YFG 5Z jIJl:YT :i ;[ 
lH; GJWF ElÉT SL p5:YF5GF SL C{4 JC XAZL S[ ÝlT ZFD G[ SCL C{ v 
 ——GJWF EUlT SCµ¡ TLlC 5FCÄ4 
  ;FJWFG ;qG W~ DG DFCÄ ×× 
 ÝYD EUlT ;\TgC SZ ;\UF × 
  N};lZ ZlT DD SYF Ý;\UF ×× 
 Uq~ 5N 5\SH ;[JF4 
  TL;lZ EUlT p5DFG × 
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 RF{lZ EUlT DD UqG UG4 
  SZlC\ S58 TlH UFG ×× 
 D\+ HF5 DD N`- lJ:JF;F × 
  5\RD EHG ;F[ J[N ÝSF;F ×× 
 K8 ND ;L, lJZT ACq SZDF × 
  lGZT lGZ\TZ ;ßHG WZDF ×× 
 ;FTJF ¡ ;D DF[lC DI HU N[BF × 
  DF[T— ;\T VlWS SlZ ,[BF ×× 
 VF9JF ¡ HYF,FE ;\TF[ØF × 
  ;5G[Cq ¡ GlC\ N[BlC\ 5ZNF[ØF ×× 
 GJD ;Z, ;A ;G K, CLGF × 
  DD EZF[; lCI¡ CZ; G NLGF ×× 
 GJ DCq ¡ ,Sp lHgC S[ CF[." × 
  GFZL 5q~Ø ;RZFRZ SF[." ×44 
 Tq,;LNF;HL S`T —lJGI5l+SFc SF ÝtI[N 5N ElÉTEFJ ;[ 5lZ5}6" C{ × 
lJGI5l+SF ElÉTSF^0 SF ,S z[Q9 U|gY C{ × ElÉT SL ;F\UF[5F\U 5âlT 
.;D— lNBF." N[TL C{ × 
 ZFD EÉT SlJIF— S[ ;FDG[ VFNX" ,F[SD\U, SF ZCF VF{Z 5L0FVF— ;[ 
DqÉT SZGF EL C{ × .;l,, pgCF—G[ ."xJZ S[ ,S ,[;[ VFNX" :i SF[ ;FDG[ 
ZBF HF[ HLJG S[ ÝtI[S Ù[+ D— Ý[Z6F N[ × ICL SFZ6 C{ lS ZFD ElÉT 
SFjI D— ,F[SHLJG SL p5[ÙF GCÄ C{ Al<S HLJG[ ;\3ØF[" S[ ALR CL pGS[ 
RlZ+ SF pßßJ, :i CDFZ[ ;FDG[ VFTF C{ × ZFD S[ XL, VF{Z ;F®NI" SF 
NX"G CD HLJG ;\U|FD S[ ALR CL 5FT[ C® × ;LTF SF tIFU VF{Z 5FlTJ|tI4 
EZT VF{Z ,1D6 SF ZFD S[ ÝlT EFT`tJ Ý[D TYF CGqDFG SL :JFDL ElÉT 
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HLJG ;\3ØF[" S[ ALR CL lGBFZ 5FT[ C® × ZFD EÉT SlJIF— S[ ;FDG[ ;DFH 
SL DIF"NF SL ZÙF SZGF pNN[xI ZCF4 .;l,, pgCF—G[ lJZF[WL ÝJ`l¿IF— S[ 
ALR ;DgJI SF ÝIF; lSIF × ZFD EÉT SlJIF— D— V5GL NLGTF SF EFJ 
EL UCZ[ TS ;DFIF CqVF C{ × V5GL NLGTF SF AF[W VF{Z ."xJZ ;[ V5GL 
DqlÉT SL SFDGF4 p;S[ ;DÙ VGqGIvlJGI EL .; SFjI SL ,S VgI 
lJX[ØTF C{ × 
 ElÉT S[ lJSF; SL IC N};ZL XFBF C{ × ZFDSFjI 5Z\5ZF S[ H{;L 
S`Q6 SFjI 5Z\5ZF C{ × S`Q6 SFjI SL 5\Z5ZF S[ D}, ;|F[T J[NF— D— 5FI[ HFT[ 
C® × JCL ;[ VFU[ ;FlCtI D— ZFD VF{Z S`Q6 .G NF[GF— SF VJTZ6 lSIF 
UIF C{ × lCgNL SlJIF— SF[ S`Q6 SFjI SL 5Z\5ZF HIN[J VF{Z lJnF5lT ;[ 
lD,L C{ × JLZUFYF SF, S[ SlJ R\NAZNF." G[ × —5`yJL ZFHZF;F[c D— NXFJTFZ 
S[ V\TU"T S`Q6FJTFZ SF J6"G lSIF C{ × SlJ G[ S`Q6 S[ ,F[SZÙS J 
,F[SZ\HS NF[GF— :J:iF— SF lR+6 lSIF C{ ×45 EFUJT 5qZF6 DwISF,LG S`Q6 
ElÉT ;FlCtI SF Ý[Z6F ;|F[T ZCF C{ × .; D— S`Q6 SL AF, VF{Z lSXF[Z 
JI SL ,L,FVF— SF DFlD"S lR+6 lSIF UIF C{ × 
 ElÉTSF, SL S`Q6 ElÉT XFBF D— 5F¡R ;\ÝNFIF— SF p<,[B VFTF   
C{ × 
s!f J<,E ;\ÝNFI o 
 .; ;\ÝNFI S[ ÝJT"S J<,EFRFI" C{ × .; ;\ÝNFI SF NFX"lGS VFWFZ 
XqwIFä{T NX"G C{ × .; D— SD"SF^0 SL V5[ÙF GCÄ CF[TL4 S[J, ."xJZ S`5F 




s2f lGdAFS" ;\ÝNFI o  
 .; ;\ÝNFI SL DFgITF C{ lS S`Q6 A|ï C{ VF{Z ;D:T J:TqVF— S[ 
D}, D— J[ CL C® × IlN ,[;[ A|ï SL S`5F ÝF%T CF[ TF[ HLJ SF S<IF6 CF[TF 
C{ × .;S[ ÝDqB SlJzL EÎ VFlN C® × 
s#f ZFWFvJ<,E ;\ÝNFI o  
 .; D— S`Q6 SF[ ÝDqB :YFG G N[SZ ZFWF SF[ lNIF HFTF C{ × zL 
S`Q6 SF p5F:I GFD ZFWFvJ<,E C{ × .;D— p5F;GF SF DCÀJ CF[TF C{4 
lH;[ Z;F[5F;GF EL SCF HFTF C{ × lCT ClZJ\X4 NFDF[NZ VFlN .;S[ SlJ   
C® × 
s$f ClZNF;L ;\ÝNFI s;BL ;\ÝNFIf o 
 lGSq\H lACFZL S`Q6 .; ;\ÝNFI D— ;JF["5lZ C® × I[ S`Q6 G TF[ ;`lQ8 
ZRGF ÝlÊIF D— 50+T[ C® VF{Z G ÝEqTF WFZ6 SZ ;\;FZ S[ ÝlT NFlItJ 
ZBT[ C® × .; ;\ÝNFI D— NLlÙT EÉT :+L J[X WFZ6 SZ ;BL ÝF%T SZT[ 
C® × .;S[ ÝDqB SlJ :JFDL ClZNF;4 HUgGFY UF[:JFDL VFlN C{ × 
s5f R{TgI sUF{0LIf ;\ÝNFI o 
 R{TgI DCFÝEq .; ;\ÝNFI S[ ÝDqB ATFI[ HFT[ C® × .; ;\ÝNFI S[ 
VFZFwI S`Q6 J|H[gã SqDFZ SC[ HFT[ C® × HF[ J|H D— UF[,F[S ,L,FVF— ;lCT 
lJCFZ SZT[ C® × ,[;[ VFZFwI SF[ 5ZDTÀJ ,J\ VFG\N TÀJ S[ :i D— DFGF 




 lCgNL ;FlCtI S[ S`Q6ElÉT SL VH;|WFZF SF[ ÝJFlCT SZG[JF,[ EÉT 
SlJIF— D— ;}ZNF; SF :YFG D}wI"gI C{ × ;}ZNF; zL J<,EFRFI" S[ 5qlQ8DFUL"I 
ElÉT ;dÝNFI D— VQ8KF5 S[ SlJIF— D— ;[ ,S SlJ C{ × ;}ZNF; S[ SFjI 
D— GJWF ElÉT SF ;DFJ[X CqVF C{ × JC GJWF ElÉT Ý[D,ÙF ElÉT SF 
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;FWG DF+ C{ × ;}ZNF; S[ SFjI D— Ý[D,Ù6F ElÉT D— Dq,To TLG :i 
lD,TF C{ v DFWqI"EFJ4 JFt;<IEFJ VF{Z ;bIEFJ × 
 ;}ZNF; S[ ElÉT ;FlCtI S[ AFZ[ D[¡ 0F¶P R\ãEFG ZFJT l,BT[ C® v     
——;}ZNF;HLG[ XqâFä{T NX"G VF{Z 5`lQ8DFUL"I ElÉT S[ TÀJF— SF 5}6" 5lZ5F,G 
SZT[ Cq,4 ÝtI[S EFJGF SF ElÉTDFUL"I ZFUFtDS VF{Z SFjIFtDS lJ:TFZ lSIF 
C{ × VF{5RFlZSTF S[ :YFG 5Z lGHL VGqEJF— S[ ;\IF[U ;[ ;HLJ ;\NE" SL 
IF[HGF S[ SFZ6 ;\ÝNFIFlzT SFjI EL lJXqâ DFGJLI EFJE}lD 5Z pTZ 
VFIF C{ × WD"v;\ÝNFI SL VFtDF SF[ TF[ U|C6 lSIF UIF C[4 5Z .; p;SL 
IF[HGF C{ lS SFjI SL VFtDF VÙT ZC ;S[ × ICL —;}Zc S[ ElÉT ;FlCtI 
SF J{lXQ8I C{ ×cc
$*
 
 S`Q6 ElÉT SFjI D— S`Q6 SL ,L,FVF— SF[ CL ÝDqBTF NL U." × I[ 
EÉT SlJ EUJFG SL ,L,FVF— SF p;;[ AFZC SF[." ÝIF[HG GCÄ DFGT[ Y[ 
.;l,, .GS[ SFjI D— ;FDFlHS 5Ù ÝFIo p5[lÙT CL ZCF × S`Q6 S[ DFWqI" 
:i SL p5F;GF SF IC ,FE VJxI CqVF lS .; D— S`Q6 SF ,F[SZ\HS 
:i pEZF × S`Q6 SL AF,v,L,F,\ v J:TqTo ,F[SZ\HG S[ l,, CL C{ × 
;FYv;FY S`Q6 SFjI S[ DFwID ;[ X`\UFZ SF EL lJXN lR+6 CqVF C{ lJX[Ø 
:i ;[ lJZC SF lR+6 CqVF C{ × 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G SL ElÉTvEFJGF SL Tq,GF o  
 ."xJZ S[ :i D— DFGJG[ ,S ,[;L ;¿F SL S<5GF SL C{ HF[ ;A 
SqK HFGTF C{4 N[BTF C{ × p;S[ 5F; .TGL V5lZlDT XlÉT C{ lS JC 
V5GL .rKFGq;FZ ;A SqK SZJF ;STF C{ p;SL XlST S[ ;dDqB DFGJ GT 
D:TS C{ × .;l,I[ ;\;FZ D— NqBF— ;\TF5F— ;[ +F6 5FG[ S[ ;FZ[ p5FI HA 
jIY" CF[ HFT[ C®4 TA DFGJ ."xJZ S[ RZ6F— D— 5Cq¡R HFTF C{ × lOZ JC 
."xJZ SL ElÉT D— ,LG CF[SZ ElÉT ULT UFG[ ,UTF C{ × .; ÝSFZ S[ 
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ElÉT SlJ SALZNF; VF{Z VFG\N3G NF[GF— C{ × EFZTLI lRgTGWFZF D— EÉT 
SALZNF; SF VläTLI UF{ZJDI :YFG C{ × H{G SlJ VFG\N3G S[ AFZ[ D— CD 
lGo;\SF[R :i ;[ SC ;ST[ C® lS pGSF EL H{G ;FlCtI D— EÉT VFG\N3G 
SF VläTLI UF{ZJDI :YFG C{ × lJäFGF—G[ DwISF, SL ElÉTv;FWGF SF 
D},FWFZ SALZ SL JF6L SF[ AGFIF C{ × lGEL"S4 V5}J" ÙDTFv;d5gG4 OÉS0 
;\T SALZ SL ElÉT D— HF[ VFtD lJxJF; ,J\ T<,LGTF lGlCT C{4 JC N[X 
VF{Z SF, SL ;LDF ;[ VGFAâ XFxJT ;tI SF ÝlT5FNG C{ × VFG\N3G ,J\ 
SALZNF; NF[GF— SL ElÉTvEFJGF SF VwIIG ,J\ lJx,[Ø6 ÝDqB ,1I C{ × 
TNq5ZFgT NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SL ElÉTvEFJGF S[ Tq,GFtDS lGQSØ" Ý:TqT SZGF 
;dEJ CF[UF × lCgNL ;FlCtI D— SALZ S[ S`lTtJ ,J\ pGS[ SFjI S[ lJlEgG 
5ÙF— SF[ ,[SZ VG[S lJäFGF— G[ XF[W5ZS ,J\ lJx,[Ø6FtDS -\U ;[ DCÀJ5}6" 
SFI" lSIF C{ × CDFZF ,1I VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; SL ElÉTv;FWGF ,J\ 
5âlT SF Tq,GFtDS VwIIG SZ NF[GF— S[ N`lQ8SF[6 D— ;FdI VYJF J{ØdI 
SF[ Ý:TqT SZGF C{ × VTo NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ SFjI S[ VFWFZ 5Z ElÉT 
5âlT ,J\ ;FWGF lJØIS pGS[ N`lQ8SF[6 SF lJx,[Ø6 VlGJFI" VFJxISTF  
C{ × ;J"ÝYD VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— lGUq"6 ElÉT SF CD 
Tq,GFtDS VwIIG Ý:TqT SZ—U[  
 lGUq "6 ElÉT o 
 lGUq"6 p5F;GF SL ;FWGF DwIDSF,LG WD" ;FWGF SF ,S DCÀJ5}6" 
,J\ Hl8, ÝxG C{ × DwISF,LG VFRFIF[" G[ .; ÝxG 5Z UdELZTF ;[ lJRFZ 
SZT[ Cq, D},IJFG TS" Ý:TqT lS, C® × VFWqlGS IqU D— DGF[J{7FlGS N`lQ8 
;[ EL .; ÝxG 5Z lJRFZ lSIF UIF C{ × .; lJRFZvlJDX" S[ 5lZ6FD 
:J:i DqbI NF[ ÝSFZ SL WFZ6FI[ AGL C® × ;FDFgITo IC ;DhF HFTF C{ 
lS lGUq"6 lGZFSFZ A|ï 7FG SF lJØI C{ VF{Z ;Uq6 ;FSFZ A|ï p5F;GF SF 
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VYF"TŸ ;Uq6 A|ï s."xJZf S[ EHGv5}HG ;[ lR¿ lGlJ"SFZ VF{Z Xqâ CF[TF    
C{ × IC ;FWGF SF ÝYD ;F[5FG C{ × .; ;F[5FG ;[ VFU[ A-+SZ lGlJ"SFZ 
lR¿ ;[ CL lGUq"6vlGZFSFZ SF 7FG ÝF%T lSIF HF ;STF C{ × p5F;GF S[ 
l,, —wIFGc SF DCÀJ ;J"DFgI C{ × wIFG ,S RIGFtDS lÊIF C{ × lS;L 
J:Tq 5Z wIFG S[lgãT SZG[ SF VY" CF[TF C{ VgI J:TqVF— ;[ lR¿J`l¿ SF[ 
C8F SZ .Q8 J:Tq 5Z p;[ S[lgãT SZGF .;S[ l,, .Q8 J:Tq SL pT[HS 
XlÉT EL ,S SFZ6 DFGL HFTL C{ × 
 N};ZL WFZ6F IC C{ lS lGUq"6vlGZFSFZ S[ jIFbIFTF lJnFZ^I :JFDL G[ 
SCF C{ v ——;Uq6 A|ï SL EF¡lT lGUq"6 A|ï SL EL p5F;GF CF[ ;STL C{ × 
IlN IC SCF HFI lS DG VF{Z JF6L ;[ VUdI CF[G[ S[ SFZ6 lGUq"6 A|ï 
p5F:I GCÄ CF[ ;STF TF[ DG VF{Z JF6L ;[ VUdI p; TÀJ SF[ 7FG EL 
GCÄ CF[ ;STF VF{Z IlN IC SCF[ lS JFUFlN ;[ VUF[RZ p; TÀJ SF[ HFGF 
HF ;STF C{ TF[ D® SC}¡UF lS JFUFlN ;[ VUF[RZ :i D— CL p;SL p5F;GF 
EL CF[ ;STL C{ × IlN IC SCF[ lS p5F:I CF[G[ ;[ ;Uq6TF SL ;dEFJGF 
ÝTLT CF[TL C{ TF[ IC ;dEFJGF TF[ J[n CF[G[ ;[ EL CF[ ;STL C{ VF{Z IlN 
TqD IC SCT[ CF[ lS J[n TF[ ,Ù6FJ`l¿ ;[ CF[TF C{ TF[ D® SC}¡UF lS p5F;GF 
EL p; ,lÙT SL CL SZ 0F,F[ ×cc
48
 
 VFG\N3G SL ElÉT SL SqK ,[;L C{ lS J[ lGUq"6 5ZDFtDF SL EL 
p5F;GF SZT[ Y[ × lGUq"6 5ZDFtDF SF[ 5FG[ S[ l,, 7FG VFJxIS C{ × 7FG 
S[ äFZF CL pgC— ÝF%T lSIF HF ;STF C{ × 7FG S[ ÝF%T CF[G[ 5Z ;FWS 
sEÉTf D— ;[ ZFUvä[Ø DF[CFlN ÙL6 CF[ HFT[ C® :J 5Z SF E[N :5Q8 CF[ 
HFTF C{ VF{Z lDyIFTÀJ SF V\WSFZ N}Z CF[ HFTF C{ × O,To S[J, 7FG 
:i ;}I" ÝSFlXT CF[ HFTF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ 7FG SL IYFY"NXF SF J6"G 
SZT[ Cq, SCF C{ v 
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 D[Z[ 38 7FG EFG EIF[ EF[Z × 
 R[TG RSJF R[TGF RSJL EFUF{ lJZC SF[ ;F[Z ×× 
 O{,L lRCq ¡ lNl; RTqZ EFJ ~lR4 lD8ŸIF[ EZD TD HF[Z × 
 VF5SL RF[ZL VF5 CL HFGT4 VF[ZF — SCT G RF[Z ×× 
 VD, SD, lJSR EI[ E}T,4 D\N lJØ{ ;l; SF[Z × 
 VFG\N3G ,S J<,E ,FUT4 VF{Z G ,FB SZF[Z ××49 
 VFG\N3G SCT[ C® RFZF— J[NF— SF[ skuJ[N4 VHqJ["N4 ;FDJ[N VF{Z 
VYJ"J[Nf D® GCÄ HFGTF4 XF:+ 7FG Dqh[ GCÄ C{ × G l5\U, XF:+Gq;FZ K\NF— 
S[ ,Ù6 HFGTF gIFI XF:+ J JFNlJJFN sXF:+Y"f SZGF EL D® GCÄ HFGTF 
G SlJIF— H{;L JFS RFTqZL Dqh D— C{ × SlJ SCT[ C® D® TF[ S[J, DF+ 
VFGgN :J:i Uq6F— S[ lGWFG ÝEq S[ ZFUvä[Ø ZlCT .rKF ZlCT CF[GF CL 
ÝEq SF 3Z äFZ C{ pGS[ Uq6F— SF :DZ6 SZTF C}¡ H{;[ v 
 J[N G HFGq \ lSTFA G HFGq \ HF6q \ G ,Ù6 K\NF × 
 TZSJFN lJJFN G HFGq \4 G HFGq \ SlJ O\NF ×× 
 2 2 2 2 2 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq S[ 3Z äFZ[4 Z8G S~\ Uq6 WFDF ××50 
 VFG\N3G G[ lG:JFY" EFJ ;[ ÝEq SF :DZ6 SZT[ Cq, V5G[ VFRZ6 
äFZF SFI" SZG[ SF DFU"NX"G lSIF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G G[ 5ZDTÀJ SL VFZFWGF SL C{ lSgTq 5ZDtJ SL VFZFWGF 
pgCF—G[ lGQSFD EFJ ;[ VFZFWGF SL C{ × pgCF—G[ lGQSFD ElÉT SF[ DCÀJ 
lNIF C{ v 
 5Z;[ :i 5FZ; ;F[ SlCI[4 A|ï RLG[ ;F[ A|ï ZL × 




 VFG\N3G SCT[ C® lS Xqâ ;FWqVF— SL ;\UlT SZG[ ;[ pGS[ JRGFD`T 
5FG SZG[ ;[ VYF"TŸ pGS[ ;Nq5N[XF— S[ VGq;FZ VFRZ6 SZG[ ;[ VF{Z Uq~ SL 
S`5F ;[ NLW" SF, S[ HD— CqI[ ;\:SFZ GQ8 CF[ UI[ × VYF"TŸ HFlT4 Sq, 
sJ\Xf J[Ø VFlN SF VlEDFG GQ8 CF[ UIF × VFGgN S[ ;D}C sVFtDFf ;[ 
D[ZF 5lZRI CF[ UIF4 HFG 5lCRFG CF[ U." v VFtDF SF[ HFG l,IF VGqEJ 
SZ l,IF TF[ D[Z[ ìNI ;[ AFæ :i SF DF[C N}Z CF[ UIF pNFCZ6 S[ l,, 
5\lST C{ v 
 ——;FWq ;\UlT V~ Uq~ SL S`5F T® 
  lD8 U." Sq, SL Z[BF × 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq 5ZRF[ 5FIF[ 
  µTZ UIF[ lN, E[BF ×
52
 
 VFG\N3G VgI ,S 5N D— Uq~ S`5F ;[ JFN lJJFN SF 3[ZF lD8 UIF 
C{ ,[;L AFT[ SZT[ C® v 
 HUTŸ Uq~ D[ZF4 D— HUTŸ SF R[ZF4 
 lD8 UIF JFNlJJFN SF 3[ZF4 
 Uq~ S[ 3Z D— GJ lGlW ;FZF4 R[Z[ S[ 3Z D— lG58 V\WFZF 
 Uq~ S[ 3Z ;A HlZT HZFIF4 R[Z[ SL Dl-IF D— K5Z KFIF 
 Uq~ DF[CL DFZ[ XaN SL ,F9L4 R[Z[ SL DlT V5ZFWLGL SF9L × 
 Uq~ S[ 3ZSF DZD G 5FIF4 VSY SCF\l6 VFG\N3G EFIF ×53 
 ;\T VFG\N3G DFGT[ C® lS 5ZDŸ 5N ÝF%T SZG[ S[ l,, DF[CGL4 ÊF[W4 
DFG4 ,F[E VF{Z DFIF VFlN SF[ tIFUGF VFJxIS C{ H{;[ v 
 —SCF lGUF[0L DF[CGL CF[4 DF[CT ,F, UDFZ × 
 JF\S[ 3Z lDyIF ;qTF CF[4 ZLh 5Z[ SCF IFZ ×× 
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 ÊF[W DFG A[8F EI[ CF[4 N[T R5[8F ,F[S × 
 ,F[E HDF." DFIF ;qTFCF[4 ,S J-IF[ 5lZDF[S ×× 
 U." lTlY SCF A\E6FCF[4 5}K[ ;qDTF EFJ •  
 3ZSF[ ;qT T[Z[ DT[ CF[ SCF\ ,F[ SZT 5-+FJ ×× 
 TJ ;DTF pnD SLIF[ CF[4 D[8IF[ 5}ZJ ;FH × 
 ÝLT 5ZD;q \ HF[ZL S[ CF[4 NLGF[ VFG\N3G ZFH ××54 
 VFG\N3G SL N`lQ8 D— l;â 5ZDFtDF VGgT C{ V:iL C{ v .lgãIF— 
äFZF HFG[ GCÄ HF ;ST[ .GS[ :J:i SF 5}ZF J6"G GCÄ lSIF HF ;STF × 
JC XFxJT C{ × JC lJSF; ZlCT VF{Z VlJGFXL C{ × pNFCZ6 N[lB, v 
 VG\T V:iL VlJUT ;F;TF[ CF[4 JF;TF[ J:Tq lJRFZ × 
 ;CH lJ,F;L CF;L GJL SZ[ CF[4 VlJGF;L VlJSFZ ××
55
 
 l;âFJ:YF D— VFG\N3G G[ 5ZDŸ TÀJ S[ VlGJ"RGLI :i SF[ XaNF[ D— 
AF¡WG[ SF ÝItG lSIF C{ v 
 lGXFGL SCF ATFJq Z[4 T[ZF[ VUD VUF[RZ :i × 
 :iL SCq \ TF[ SKq GCÄ Z[4 A\W[ S[;[ V:i × 
 :iF:iL HF[ SCq %IFZ[4 ,[;[ G l;â VG}5 × 
 2 2 2 2 2 2 
 VGqEJ VUF[RZ J:Tq SF[ Z[ HF6JF[ IC .,FH × 
 SCG ;qGG SF[ SKq GlC %IFZ[ VFG\N3G DCFZFH ××56 
 VFG\N3G SL lGUq"6 ElÉT EFJGF S[ AFZ[ D— ;FZF\X :i ;[ SC[ TF[ 
pGSL ZRGFVF— D— ;[ pGS[ 5NF— D— lGUq"6 ElÉT S[ NX"G CF[T[ C® × VFG\N3G 
G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— 7FG SF[ DCÀJ lNIF C{ × JC DFGT[ C® lS 7FG S[ 
äFZF CL CD E|D SF[ KF[0+ ;ST[ C® VF{Z WD" SF ;CL DFU" V5GF 5FT[ C® 
JC SCT[ C® —D[Z[ 38 D— 7FG EFG EIF[ EF[Zc 7FG ÝF%T SZG[ S[ AFN CL 
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5ZDFtDF ;[ HF[ EÉT sVFtDFf SF lJZC C{ JCL ;DF%T CF[TF C{ × VFG\N3G 
G[ lGQSFD EFJ ElÉT SF[ DCÀJ lNIF C{ × pgCF—G[ Uq~ ,J\ ;FWq;\UlT SF EL 
DCFtDI ATFIF C{ × SlJ DFGT[ C® lS 5ZDŸ 5N 5FG[ S[ l,I[ DF[C4 DFIF4 
ÊF[W4 DFG VFlN SF[ tIFUGF RFlC, × JC DFGT[ C® lS A|ï SF[ VGqEJ ;[ 
CL HFG ;ST[ C® × VFG\N3G S[ ZRGFVF— D— lGUq"6 ElÉT ,J\ ;Uq6 ElÉT 
EL lD,TL C{ ×  
 SALZNF; SL ElÉT SqK ,[;L C{ lS lH;[ ÝRl,T XaNFJ,L D— Jl6"T 
GCÄ lSIF HF ;STF × J[ lGUq"6 A|ï S[ p5F;S Y[ lGUq"6 A|ï SL ÝFl%T 
ÝFIo 7FG S[ äFZF CL CF[ ;STL C{ TS" CL p;SF VFWFZ C{ Aqlâ S[ äFZF 
V7FG SL 5T[" C8F SZ p;S[ NX"G lSI[ HF ;ST[ C® × SALZNF;G[ EL .;L 
7FGDFU" SF[ V5GFIF × JC ,[;F ;F[RT[ Y[ lS 7FG S[ äFZF CL E|D 
V\WlJxJF; VF{Z lGZY"S SD"SF^0 SL DF[8L TC SF[ K[NSZ WD" S[ ;rR[ :i 
SF[ 5CRFGG[ SL VgTN`lQ8 VFTL C{ × JF:TlJS DFIF TF[ IC V\WSFZ D},S 
V7FG CL C{ × DF[C DFIF VFlN SF[ N}Z SZG[ S[ l,, 7FG SL VFJxISTF C{ 
.;L l,, SALZNF; SCT[ C® × 
 ;\TF{ EF." VF." uIF¡G SL VF ¡WL Z[ × 
 E|D SL 8F8L ;A{ p0F ¡6L4 DFIF ZC{ G AF ¡WL ×× 
 lCT lRT SL ä{ Y} ¡GL lUZFGL4 DF[C Al,\0F T}8F × 
 l+:GÄ KF¡lG 5lZ3Z µ5lZ SqAlW SF EF ¡0F ¡ O}8F ×× 
 HF[U HqUlT SlZ ;\TF{ AF ¡WL4 lTZR} R}J{G 5F ¡6L × 
 Sq0S58 SFIF SF lGS:IF4 ClZ SL UlT HA HF ¡6L × 
 VF ¡WL 5LK{ HF[ H,  A}9F4 Ý[D ClZ HG ELGF ¡ × 
 SC{ SALZ EF ¡G S[ ÝU8 plNT EIF TD ØLGF ¡ ××57 
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 SALZNF; G[ 7FG SF[ ,S GJLG VY" ÝNFG lSIF × pgCF—G[ 7FG SF 
;CFZF D}lT"5}HF4 TLY"4 lT,S4 DF,F VFlN S[ lJZF[W S[ l,, lSIF C{ × pGSF 
ZF:TF :JFGqE}lT VF{Z :JTg+ R[TGF SF C{ × 7FG SF[ J[ :JFGqE}lT S[ ;DSÙ 
DFGT[ C{ J[ 7FG SF[ 5q:TSLI 7FG S[ V,U DFGT[ Y[ VTo J[ J[N lSTFA 
SF EL lJZF[W SZT[ C® × JC SCT[ C® lS 5-+G[ S[ O[Z[ D— DT 50+F IC 
ZF:TF Aqlâ SF[ H0+ AGFTF C{ VF{Z ìNI Ý[D TÀJ SL VF[Z ;[ VgWF AGF 
ZCTF C{ v 
 SALZF 5l-JF N}lZ SlZ4 5q:TS N[C} ACF." × 
 AFJG VFlØZ ;F[lW SlZ4 ZZ{ DD{ lR¿ ,F." ××
58
 
  *  *  * 
 SALZ 5l-AF N}lZ SlZ4 VFlY 5-+IF ;\;FZ × 
 5L0+ G p5HL ÝLlT ;} ¡4 TF{ ÉI} ¡ SlZ SZ{ 5qSFZ ×× 
 5F[YL 5l-v5l- HU DqJF4 5\l0T EIF G SF[. × 
 ,S{ VlBZ 5LJ SF4 5-+ { ;q 5\l0T CF[. ×• 59 
 SALZNF; G[ lGQSFD ElÉT SF[ DCÀJ lNIF C{ v 
 ——HA ,lU EUlT ;SFDGF TA ,lU lG:O, ;[J × 
 SC{ SALZ J[ ÉI}\ lD,{ lGC SFDL lGH N[J ××
60
 
 ElÉT S[ Ù[+ D— Uq~vlGQ9F ;\ID ,J\ DFGl;S N`-TF SF[ SALZNF;G[ 
VlGJFI" DFGF C{ × J[ VrKL TZC HFGT[ C® lS DG SL R\R,TF ;DF%T SZ 
p;[ pgDGL VJ:YF TS 5Cq¡RFG[ D— Uq~ S[ DD"E[NL XaN AF6 CL D}, SFZ6  
C{ v 
 C¡;{ G AF[,{ pGDGL R\R, D[<IF DFlZ × 
 SC{ SALZ ELTlZ lEnF4 ;TUq~ S[ ClYIFZ ××61 
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 SALZNF; l,BT[ C® lS Uq~ ;[ :J:i ÝlTQ9F SF p5N[X lD,F × Uq~ 
S`5F ;[ CL 5ZDFGgN :iL CLZF ÝF%T CF[ UIF C{ × Xqâ R{TgI S[ VFGgN 
;FUZ D[ p;SF HLJ lC,F[Z— ,[ ZCF C{ v 
 YF5l6 5F." lYlT E."4 ;TUq~ NLgCÄ WLZ × 
 SALZ CLZF A6lHIF4 DFG;ZF[JZ TLZ ××
62
 
 EÉT S[ ;\IT VF{Z DFGl;S l:YZTF SF[ pgCF—G[ ;TL SL DFGl;S N`- 
;[ p5lDT lSIF C{ × pgCF—G[ AFZvAFZ DG S[ lJSFZF— SF[ ;D}, GQ8 SZG[ 
SL AFT SCÄ C{ VF{Z ClZ SF EÉT CF[G[ S[ l,, SFD4 ÊF[W ,J\ ,F[E SF[ 
tIFUGF VFJxIS DFGF C{ v 
 T[ZF DG HA ,S VFW C{ SF[." × 
 SFD ÊF[W V~ ,F[E lAAlH"T4 ClZ5N RLgC{ ;F[." ××
63
 
 SALZNF; SL N`lQ8 D— ìNI D— ClZ S[ ÝlT Ý[D SF ÝSFlXT CF[GF DFGF[ 
HUTŸ D— IF[U lJE}lT SF HUGF VF{Z ;\XI SF GQ8 CF[GF × s7FGFNI CF[GFf 
,S ;FY R[TGF S[ ,S CL :TZ 5Z ;\EJ C{ v 
 l5\HZ Ý[D ÝSFl;IF4 HFuIF HF[U VG\T × 
 ;\;F B}8F ;qB EIF4 lD<IF l5IFZF S\T ××64 
 ;\T SlJ SALZ SCT[ C® ìNI D— 5ZDŸ VCŸ,FN :i SD, VYJF ;C;| 
SD, lJSl;T CF[ UIF C{ × p;D— A|ï SF lGJF; C{ v 
 V\TZL SJ, ÝSFl;IF4 A|ï AF; TCF ¡ CF[. × 
 DG EJZF TCF ¡ ,qAlWIF4 HF ¡6{UF HG SF[. ××65 
 SALZNF; SF A|ï lGU"q6 lGZFSFZ C{ v 
 HFS{ DC DFYF GCÄ4 GCÄ :iS :i × 
 5qCq5 AF; Y® 5T,F ,[;F TT VG}5 ××66 
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 lSgTq HA J[ .; A|ï SF[ ;D:T ;\;FZ SF[ AGFG[ JF,F DFGT[ C® TF[ 
lGUq"6 SF Vl:TtJ ÝxG;}RS lRCŸG S[ ;FY ZBGF 50+TF C{ v 
 ——;FT ;D\N SL Dl; SZF ®4 ,[BlG ;A AGZF. × 
 WZTL ;A SFUN SZF{4 Tµ ClZUq6 l,bIF G HF. ××67 
 A|ï SF IC :J:i lG~6 ÉIF ;gT SFjI D— :JLS`T ."xJZ ;[ lEgG 
C{ m IlN 5ZLÙF SL HF, TF[ SALZNF; SF ."xJZ EL .gCL Uq6F— H{;F ,UTF 
C{ v 
 ——VHZF VDZ SC{ ;A SF[."4 V,B G SyIF\ HF." × 
 HFlT ;:i JZ6 GlC\ HFS[4 38 38 ZæF{ ;DF." ×× 
  2 2 2 2 2 
 V,B lGZ\HG ,B{ G SF[."4 lGZE{ lGZFSFZ C{ ;F[." × 
 ;qlG V:Y}, :i GlC\ Z[BF4 lNQ8 VlNlQ8 lK%5F[ GlC\ N[BF ××68 
 ;`lQ8 ZRGF ÝlÊIF SF J6"G EL SALZG[ X\SZFRFI"HL VF{Z p5lGØNF— S[ 
D[, ;[ lSIF C{ × ;gTF— EL VF—SFZ ;[ ;ÀJ4 ZH4 TD VFlN Uq6F— TYF 
5\RE}TF— SL pt5l¿ DFGT[ C® v 
 ;T ZH TD I[ SLgCÄ DFIF4 RFlZ BFlG lJ:TFZ p5FIF × 
 5\R TÀJ T[ SLgC AWFG\4 ›SFZ VFlN C{ D},DŸ ××
69
 
 SALZ SL lGUq"6 ElÉT EFJGF S[ AFZ[ D— ;FZF\X :i ;[ SC[ TF[4 pGS[ 
SFjI D— lGUq"6 A|ï SL ElÉT EFJGF lD,TL C{ × lGU"q6JFNL ;\T SALZNF; 
SL ZRGFVF— S[ VwIIG SZ[G ;[ CD :5Q8 :i ;[ SC ;ST[ C® lS pgCF—G[ 
7FG DFU" SF[ V5GFIF YF × 7FG S[ äFZF CL E|D V\WlJxJF; VF{Z lGY"S 
SD"SF^0 SF[ KF[0+SZ WD" S[ ;rR[ :i SF[ 5CRFGF YF × JC IC EL DFGT[ 
C® lS DF[C4 DFIF4 VFlN SF[ N}Z SZG[ S[ l,, 7FG SL VFJxISTF C{ × 
pgCF—G[ 7FG S[ ;CFZ[ DqlT"5}HF4 TLY"4 lT,S4 DF,F SF EL lJZF[W lSIF C{ × 
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pgCF—G[ 5q:TSLI 7FG SF lJZF[W lSIF C{ × SALZG[ 7FG S[ l,, Uq~ lGQ9F4 
;\ID ,J\ DFGl;S N`-+TF SF[ VlGJFI" DFGF C{ × 
? lGQSØ" o  
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— EÉT SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— lGUq"6 ElÉT 
lD, HFTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SF DFGGF C{ lS 5ZDFtDF SF[ ÝF%T SZG[ S[ 
l,, ÝYD 7FG ÝF%T SZGF VFJxIS C{ × NF[GF— SlJ lSTFA— 5-+G[ S[ lJZF[WL 
C® × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ lGQSFD ElÉT SF[ DCÀJ lNIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF—G[ Uq~ 
SF[ DCÀJ lNIF VF{Z Uq~ S[ XaN:iL AF6 5ZDFtDF TS 5Cq\RFTF C{ ,[;F 
DFGT[ C® × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ ElÉT SZG[ S[ l,, DG S[ lJSFZF— SF[ GQ8 
SZG[ SF[ SCF C{ × NF[GF— S[ DT C{ lS 5ZDFtDF lGUq"6 lGZFSFZ C{ × 
VF,F[rI SlJ äI G[ 5ZDFtDF S[ VlGJ"RGLI :i SF[ XaNF[ D— AF\WG[ SF 
ÝItG lSIF C{ × 5ZDFtDF SF[ lGZFSFZ4 lGZ\HG4 VUD4 VUF[RZ4 V:i4 
38v38 ZæF[ VFlN Uq6F— H{;F DFGF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G S[ :TJGF— D— DF[8[ TF{Z 5Z ;Uq6 ElÉT S[ NX"G CF[T[ C® 
lSgTq pGS[ 5NF— D— ;Uq6 ,J\ lGUq"6 NF[GF— ElÉT S[ NX"G CF[T[ C{4 HA lS 
SALZNF; S[ SFjI ;FBL4 5N ,J\ ZD®6L D— lGUq"6 ElÉT C{ lSgTq lGUq"6 
ElÉT S[ ;FY ;FY ;Uq6 ElÉT SF SqK V\X NX"GLI C{ × VFG\N3G S[ ,S 
5N D— —J[N G HFGq lSTFA G HFGc S[ äFZF J[NvlSTFA 5-+G[ SF lJZF[W 
lSIF C{4 TF[ SALZNF; G[ ACqT ;FZL ;FBL ,J\ 5N D— 5F[YL 5-+G[ SF lJZF[W 
lSIF C{ × VFG\N3GG[ V5G[ TLG 5N D— CL Uq~ SF DCÀJ ATFIF C{ VF{Z 
JCL 5ZDFtDF TS 5Cq¡RFG[ D— ;CFIE}T CF[T[ C® ,[;F SCF C{4 HA lS 
SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— -[Z ;FZL sACqT ;FZLf ;FBL4 5N ,J\ ZD{6L lD, 
HFI[UL HF[ ,[;L AFT SCL CF[ × 
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 zLDNŸ EFUJT D— ElÉT S[ GF{ E[NF— SF p<,[B CqVF C{ HF[ GJ 
WFvElÉT S[ GFD ;[ lJbIFT C® .GSF ÊD .; ÝSFZ C{ s!f zJ64 s2f 
SLT"G s#f :DZ6 s$f 5FN;[JG s5f VR"G s&f JgNG s*f NF:I s(f ;bI 
VF{Z s)f VFtDlGJ[NG C{ ×
70
 GFZNvElÉTv;}+ S[ Gq;FZ ElÉT ,S ÝSFZ SL 
CF[TL Cq." EL uIFZC ÝSFZ SL C{ v s!f Uq6DFCFtdIF;lÉT s2f :iF;lÉT s#f 
5}HF;lÉT s$f :DZ6F;lÉT s5f NF:IF;lÉT s&f ;bIF;lÉT s*f SFgTF;lÉT 




 J{;[ TF[ SALZNF; VF{Z VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— SF Dq, :JZ 
lGUq"6 lGZFSFZ SL ;FW GF SZGF IF ElÉT SZGF C{ × VFG\N3G H{G 
xJ[TFdAZ ;\ÝNFI D— BZTZUrK D— NLlÙT Y[ × D},To H{GF— D— D}lT"5}HF SF 
DCFtdI C{ × .;l,, VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— ;Uq6 ElÉT lD, CL HFI[UL × 
pgCF—G[ V5G[ ÝFZ\lES ZRGF SF, D— IFGL :TJGF— D— DqlT"5}HF SF p<,[B lSIF 
C{ × :TJGF[ S[ AFN XFIN pgCF—G[ 5NF— SL ZRGF SL lH; D— D},To ElÉT 
SF D}, :JZ lGUq"6 ElÉT SF ZCF C{ × VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— lGUq"6 ElÉT 
CL lD,TL C{ ,[;F CD GCÄ SC 5FI—U[ ÉIF—lS pGS[ 5NF— D— EL ;Uq6 ElÉT 
lD,TL C{ × SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— SF VwIIG SZG[ S[ AFN CD IC GCÄ 
SC 5FI—U[ lS J[ 5}6"To lGUq"6 SlJ C{ × SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— ;Uq6 
."xJZ SL EL ElÉT lD,TL C{ × CD TF[ ICF¡ TS DFGG[ ,U[ C® lS SF[." EL 
;\T SlJ 5}6"To lGUq"6JFNL CF[ CL GCÄ ;ST[ × lGUq"6JFNL SlJ EL SCÄ G 
SCÄ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— ;Uq6 ."xJZ SL EL ElÉT SZT[ Cq, GHZ VFT[ C® × 
.;l,, CD SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SL ElÉT EFJGF SL 
Tq,GF pÉT ElÉT S[ ÝSFZF— D— ;[ uIFZC ElÉT S[ ÝSFZ zJ64 SLT"G4 
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:DZ64 5FN;[JG4 VR"G4 JgNG4 NF:I4 ;bI VFtDlGJ[NG4 SFgTF4 JFt;<I S[ 
VFWFZ 5Z SZ—U[ × 
? zJ6 o 
 EUJFG S[ GFD4 IX4 DC¿F4 Uq6 ,J\ pGSL ,L,FVF— SF[ zâF5}J"S 
;qGGF VYJF lS;L VgI SF[ ;qGFGF —zJ6 ElÉT C{ × lCgNL ;FlCtI S[ 
,UEU ;EL ;gT VF{Z EÉT SlJIF— G[ zJ6vElÉT SL DlCDF SF Uq6UFG 
DqÉT S\9 ;[ lSIF C{ × VFG\N3GG[ V5G[ 5NF— D— 5ZDFtDF S[ Uq6 zJ6 SF 
p<,[B C{ TF[ —VFG\N3G RF[AL;Lc D— 22 TLY"SF\ZF[ SL :TqlT HF[ ;CH ElÉT 
:i C{ × VFG\N3G V5G[ 5N D— l,BT[ C® —D[ZF 7FGNX"G RFlZ+ :i ,F, 
R[TG :JFDL TF[ VD}<I C{ × pGS[ AZFAZ EL SF[." EL J:Tq GCÄ C{ v 
 HJCZL DF[, SZ[ ,F, SF4 D[ZF ,F, VDF[,F × 
 HL;S[ 58\TZ SF[ GlC4 p;SF ÉIF DF[,F ×
72
 
 zL VFG\N3G ,S 5N D— SCT[ C® lS l;â EUJFG SF SF[." :J:i 
GCÄ C{ ÉIF—lS l;â EUJFG S[ ,Ù6 ;[ D[, GCÄ A{9TF × HF .;[ ÝDF67FG 
äFZF ;DhG[ SF ÝItG SZT[ C® J[ .;S[ :J:i SF[ ;Dh ;ST[ C® v 
 lGXFGL SCF ATFJq \ Z[4 T[ZF[ VFUD VUF[RZ :i 
 :i SCq \ TF[ SKq GlC Z[4 A\W[ S{;[ V:i¸ 
 :iF:iL HF[ SCq \ %IFZ[4 ,s;— G l;â VGq5 × 
  2 2 2 2 2 
 VGqEJUF[RZ J:Tq SF[ Z[4 HF6JF[ IC .,FH × 
 SCG ;qGG SF[ SKq GlC %IFZ[4 VFG\N3G DCFZFH ××73 
 SlJ SCT[ C® VFtDFGqEJ :i Z; SYF SF %IF,F l5IF GCÄ HF ;STF4 
.;[ 5LGF VtIgT NqQSZ C{ ;FDFgI ,F[U DT,A ;\;FlZS DF[C DFIF D— 50+[ 
CqI[ jIlÉT IC %IF,F GCÄ 5L ;STF × JC jIlÉT CL IC %IF,F 5LSZ 5RF 
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,[T[ C® lHgC[ ;F\;FlZS AFTF— ;[ lHgC[ ÝLlT GCÄ C{ HG ;FWFZ6 SF[ 
VFtDFGqEJ :i Z; JFTF" SF 5FG Nq,"E CL C{ v 
 VFTD VGqEJ Z; SYF4 %IF,F l5IF G HFI 
 DTJF,F TF[ -lC 5Z[4 lGDTF 5Z[ 5RFI ××
74
 
 VFG\N3G V5G[ VgI 5N D— SCT[ C® lS CD[ N};ZF— SL VFXF GCÄ 
SZGL RFlC, DT,A ;qBF— SL VFXFvT`Q6F tIFU SZ 7FG :i VD`T Z; SF 
VF:JFNG SZGF RFlC, v 
 VFXF VF[ZG SL ÉIF SLH[4 
  uIFG ;qWFZ; 5LH[ ×75 
 ;\T SlJ VFG\N3G SCT[ C® lHGN[J ¦ VF5 SL IX UFYF D®G[        
;qGL TA ;[ VF5 D— D[ZL ,UG ,U ,." × lS;L S[ SCG[ 5Z IC GCÄ 
8}8TL C{ v 
 ,FUL ,UG CDFZL4 lHGZFH ¦ ;qH; ;}gIF[ D— × 
 SC}S[ SC[ SAC} GlC K}8[4 ,F[S,FH ;A 0FZL4 
 H{;[ VD,L VD, SZT ;D[4 ,FU ZCL ßI} BqDFZL ×76 
 VFG\N3G SCT[ C® HUTŸ S[ :JFDL l;â EUJFG D— ,S ;FY ,S CL 
;DI D— .STL; Uq6 CF[T[ C® × l;â 5ZDFtDF D— VF{Z EL VGgT VlJZF[WL 
Uq6 C{4 lHgC— 5ZDFUD ;[ HFGGF RFlC, v 
 IqU5N EFJL Uq6 HUNLXGF CF[4 
  ,S+LX DG VF6¸ 
 VJZ VG\TF 5ZDFUD YSL CF[4 
  VlJZF[WL Uq6 HF6 ×77 
 VFG\N3G G[ l,BF C{ lS lSTG[ CL 5ZDFtDF SF[ ;A H0+vH\UD VF{Z 
;A :YFGF— D— jIF%T DFGT[ C® lSgTq lOZ EL pGSL V,U ;¿F :JLSFZ SZT[ 
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C® × HF[ VFGgN :J:i EUJFG S[ VD`TDI JRGF— SF[ HFGT[ C®4 pGS[ JRGF— 
5Z lJxJF; SZT[ C®4 J[ CL 5ZDFY" sDF[Ùf SF[ ÝF%T SZT[ C®4 
 ;JD"IL ;ZJ\UL DFG[4 gIFZL ;¿F EFJ[¸ 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq JRG ;qWFZ;4 5ZDFZY ;F[ 5FJ[ ×78 
 VFG\N3G SCT[ C® lS H0+ VF{Z R[TG NF[GF— XFxJT C{ VF{Z VGFlN     
C® × .GSF ;dAgW VGFlN SF, ;[ C® VF{Z VG\TSF, TS ZC[UF × IC ;J"7 
N[J SL JF6L C{ .; 5Z zâF ZBF[ v 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq JRG SLZ[4 
 5lZ6lT WZL ~lRJ\T¸ 
 XFxJT EFJ lJRFZT[ %IFZ[4 
 B[,F[ VGFlN VG\T ×
79
 
 VFG\N3GG[ ,S —zL ;\EJ lHG :TJGc D— l,BF C{ lS VXqE SD" SF[ 
CZG[ JF,[ ;FWq S[ ;FY 5lZRI CF[4 TF[ DG D— ZCL VS<IF6 SL EFJGF 
;DF%T CF[UL × CD GI S[ l,, VwIFtD U|\YF— S[ zJ64 DGG VF{Z 5lZXL,G 
SZ—U[ v 
 5lZRI 5FTS 3TS ;FW:Iq 
  VSqX, V5RI R[T 
 U|\Y VwIFTD zJ6 DGG SZL 
  5lZ;L,G GI C[T ×
80
 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G S[ 5N ,J\ :TJG D— zJ6 ElÉT C{ × pgCF—G[ 
l,BF C{ l;â EUJFG SF[ ,Ù6 ;[ D[, GCÄ4 pGSF SF[." :i GCÄ C{ × CD 
pGC— ÝDF6 7FG ;[ CL ;Dh 5FI—U[ × JC SCT[ C® v HG ;FWFZ6 SF[ 
VFtDFGqEJ:i SYFZ; SF 5FG Nq,"E C{ × VTo ;qBF— SL VFXFvT`Q6F tIFU 
SZ 7FG :i VD`T Z; SF VF:JFNG SZGF RFlC, × SlJ ,S :TJG D— TF[ 
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JCF¡ TS SCT[ C® lHGN[J ¦ SL HA ;[ IXUFYF D®G[ ;FWq ;[ ;qGL C{ pGS[ 
AFN lHGN[J D— ,UG ,U U." C{ × 
 ÝEq S[ Uq6F— SF zJ6 SALZG[ ;FWqv;\TF[ S[ ;DFUD ;[ lSIF × 
lGZ\TZ zJ6 SZG[ S[ 5lZ6FD :J:i ÝEq S[ Uq6 ìNI 5Z V\lST CF[ U, × 
VA 5FGL 5LG[ ;[ EL EIELT C® lS 5FGL äFZF SCÄ J[ lD8 G HF, v 
 UF[aI\N S[ Uq6 ACqT C{4 l,B[ Hq lCZN{ DF ¡lC × 
 0ZTF 5F ¡6L GF l5µ¡ DlT J{ WF[I[ HF ¡lC ××81 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS ÝEq S[ Uq6F— SF ABFG ;\EJ GCÄ v 
 ;FT ;D\N SL Dl; SZF{4 ,[BlG ;A AGZF. × 
 WZTL ;A SFUN SZF{ Tµ ClZ Uq6 l,bIF G HF. ××82 
 HA TS ClZ SF[ GCÄ N[BF TA TS p;[ EFZL SCG[ D— 0Z YF C,SF 
SCG[ D— EL 0Z .; l,, DF+ .TGF SCF v 
 D® SF HF ¡6F{ ZFD Sq ¡4 G{T} \ SAC}\ GNL983 
 5Z HA ;FÙFtSFZ CF[ UIF TF[ l:YlT SL Hl8,TF 38L GCÄ A-+   
UIL × IlN ATFT[ C® TF[ SF[." lJxJF; GCÄ SZ[UF VTo JC SCT[ C® v 
 ClZ H{;F C{ T{;F ZCF[4 T} ¡ CZlØvCZlØ Uq6 UF. ×84 
 JC .TGF VNŸEqT C{ lS pGSF SYG EL ;\EJ GCÄ VTo v 
 ,[;F VNŸEqT lHlG SY{4 VNŸEqT ZFlB ,qSF. ×85 
 ÝEq SL V;LD VGqSd5F S[ 5lZ6FD :J:i SALZ p; VGgT S,F 
;\5gG ÝEq S[ Uq6F— SF 7FG SZG[ D— :JI\ SF[ Ý:TqT 5FT[ C® IC SCT[ C® 
p; ÝEq SF[ E,F SCÄ lJ:D`T lSIF HF ;STF C{ m 
 lHlG A|ïF\0 ZrI{ ACq ZRGF4 AFA AZG ;l; ;}ZF × 
 5F.S 5\R 5qClD HFS{ ÝS8{4 ;F[ ÉI} ¡ SlCI[ N}ZF ××86 
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 SALZNF; V5G[ VG[S 5NF— D— :JLSFZF C{ lS HF[ EUJFG ElÉT D— 
,LG ZC[UF4 JC K}JFKFT HFlTUT E[NEFJ4 lJlEgG lJSFZFlN ;[ DqÉT CF[UF 
ÉIF—lS ÝEq SL ElÉT S[ :5X" DF+ ;[ Uq6F— SF pNI CF[ HFTF C{ × J[ V5G[ 
5N D— K}VFK}T SZG[ JF,[ 5\l0TF[ SF[ BZLBF[8L ;qGFT[ C® v 
 SCq 5F\0[ ;qlR SJG 9F ¡J4 lHlC 3lZ EF[HG A{l9 BFµ¡ × 
  2 2 2 2  
 SC{ SALZ T[." HG ;}R[4 H[ ClZ ElH THlC lASFZF ×
87
 
 ;\T SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS ZFD S[ GFD S[ lAGF H54 T54 ;A h}9F 
C{ × HF[ p; ÝEq S[ Uq6F— D— ,J,LG CF[ HFTF C{ p;S[ ;D:T E|D VF{Z 
SD" ;DF%T CF[ HFT[ C® v 
 ClZlAG h}9[ ;A aIF{CFZ4 S[T[ SF[µ SZF{ U¡JFZ × 
 h}9F H5 T5 hq9F uIF ¡G4 ZFD ZFD lAG h}9F wIF ¡G ××88 
 SALZ V5GL ;FBL D— SCT[ C{4 ;FWS ¦ ElÉT SF p5N[XFD`T ÝtIS[ 
SF[ l5,FG[ SF ÉIF— ÝItG SZ ZCF C{4 .; ElÉT SF H, SF S[gã s;FUZf 
ÝEq ;A S[ ìNI D— lJnDFG C{ × lH;[ ÝEq ElÉT SL %IF; CF[UL JC ÝEq 
EHG SZ[UF v 
 GLZ l5,FJT ÉIF lOZ{4 ;FIZ 3Z 3Z AFlZ × 
 HF[ l+ØFJ\T CF[.UF4 TF[ 5LJ[UF hB DFlZ ××
89
 
 ClZ Uq6 UFG SZT[ ;DI SALZ E}, HFT[ C® lS pGS[ l;âF\TF[ D— 
lGUq"6 lGZFSFZ SF[ CL DFgITF NL UIL C{ × lH; ;DI SALZ EÉT SYF 
Ý;\U ;[ —N[JFlWN[Jc 5ZDFtDF SF[ ÝC,FN SL ZÙF S[ lGlD¿ G`l;\C :i D— 
ÝS8 N[BT[ C® TF[J[ N\U ZC HFT[ C® VF{Z pGSL lGUq"6vlGZFSFZ ElÉT SL 
VUFN TZ\UF[ D— lGDuG CF[ SZ SCT[ C® × —IC ElÉT SF ZC:I C{ ×c90 
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? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ SFjI SF VwIIG SZG[ 
;[ :5Q8 CF[TF C{ lS NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— zJ6vElÉTvEFJ C{ •  NF[GF— 
SlJIF— SF[ ;FWqvIF ;\TF[ S[ ;DFUD ;[ TYF pGS[ DqB ;[ IXUFYFvIF 
Uq6vUFG ;qGG[ S[ AFN ."xJZ SL ,UG ,UL C{ × NF[GF— SlJ DFGT[ C® lS 
ÝDF6 7FG sVGqEJ7FGf äFZF EUJFG SF[ ;DhF HF ;STF C{ × NF[GF— DFGT[ 
C® lS ;qBF— SL VFXFvT`Q6F IF lJSFZFlN ;[ DqÉT CF[G[ ;[ Uq6F— SF lJSF; 
CF[TF C{ × NF[GF— SCT[ C® lS EUJFG VNŸEqT C{ × pGSF SYG EL ;\EJ    
GCÄ × NF[GF— SlJ lGUq"6 lGZFSFZ ."xJZ D— DFGG[ JF,[ C® lSgTq Uq6UFG SZT[ 
Cq, ;FSFZ ."xJZ SL AFT SZ N[T[ C® × 
 VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— zJ6 ElÉT S[ 5N VF{Z :TJG ;\bIF SL N`lQ8 
;[ SD C{ × lSgTq SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— zJ6 ElÉT S[ ACqT ;FZ[ pNFCZ6 
lD, HFT[ C® × SALZNF; ;FÙFtSFZ CF[G[ S[ AFN SCT[ C® ClZ H{;F C{ T{;F 
ZC[ × D® TF[ VFG\lNT CF[ SZ Uq6UFG S~¡UF × DT,A NF[GF— SlJ S[ SFjI D— 
zJ6vElÉT D— ;DFGTF ßIFNF TYF lEgGTF ACqT SD CL lNBF." N[TL C{ × 
? SLT"GvElÉT o 
 EUJFG S[ GFD4 Uq64 DCFtdI4 ,L,F VFlN J6"GF[ SF prR :JZ ;[ 
UFG VYJF 5F9 SLT"G SC,FTF C{ × VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— SLT"G ElÉT 
lD,TL C{ × 5NF— D— D},To pgCF—G— VgTo ;FWGF 5Z A, lNIF C{ TF[ :TJGF— 
D— AFæ ;FWGF SF EL ;DFJ[X lSIF C{ × ;\T VFG\N3G lGZFSFZ SL EL 
p5F;GF SZT[ C® × lGZFSFZ SL p5F;GF SZG[ JF,[ EÉT DFGl;S 5}HF S[ 
;DY"S CF[T[ C® VTo VFG\N3G G[ VH5FvHF5 5Z CL A, lNIF C{ v 
 VFXFDFZL VF;G WZL 38 D—4 VH5FHF5 HUFJ[¸ 




 VFG\N3G SCT[ C® R[TGZFH S[ lJHI ÝF%T SZG[ 5Z Z;Z\U ;[ EZL 
Cq." S[J, 7FG :i ,1DL ;q\NZ V%;ZFVF— S[ ;DFG ;qDWqZ XaNF— ;[ UFG 
SZTL C{ VF{Z VFG\N :J:i R[TG4 7FG,1DL :i Xqâ R[TGF SF[ V;\bIFT 
ÝN[XFtDS lGH XZLZ S[ ÝtI[S ÝN[X D— WFZ6 SZ ,[T[ C® v 
 S[J, SD,F V5KZ ;q \NZ4 UFG SZ[ Z; Z\U EZLZL¸ 
 HLT lGXFG AHF. lJZFH[4 VFG\N3G ;ZJ\U WZL ZL ×
92
 
 VFG\N3G VlEjIÉT SZT[ C® lSG Dqh[ ;FDFgI 7FG C{4 G lJX[Ø 7FG 
C{ VF{Z G EHG SLT"G SL ZLlT CL SF 7FG C{ × D— TF[ S[J, DF+ VFGgN 
:J:i Uq6F— S[ lGWFG ÝEq S[ 3Z S[ NZJFH[ 5Z pGS[  Uq6F— SF 7FG SZTF 
C}¡ v 
 uIFG G HF6q \ lJuIFG G HF6q \4 G HF6q \ EHGFDF × 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq S[ WlZ äFZ{4 Z8G S~¡ Uq6 WFDF ××93 
 ;\T SlJ VFG\N3G SCT[ C® C{ ;qgNZ J[ ;qBN J:TqVF[ S[ l;ZTFH 
lXZF[D6L D[Z[ VFTD ZFD ;qG T} EL ,SFU| EFJ VF{Z T<,LGTF ;[ l;â 
EUJFG S[ Uq6UFG SZ lH;;[ VFGgNNFIS 5ZDFGgN ÝF%T CF[4 TNFSFZ J`l¿ 
;[ l;â EUJFG D— T<,LG CF[SZ EHG SZ lH;;[ 5ZDFG\N NFIS 5ZD5N 
ÝF%T CF[ v 
 ;qgNZ ;:iL ;qEU l;ZF[D6L4 ;ql6 Dqh VFTD ZFD¸ 
 TGDI T<,I T;q EHG{4 VFG\N3G 5N 5FD ×94 
 EÉT SlJ VFG\N3G SCT[ C® C{ DG ¦ T} VlZC\T DCFZFH SF Uq6UFG 
SZ × lH; ÝSFZ UFI JG D— RFZ s3F;f RZG[ S[ l,IF HFTL C{ VF{Z RFZF[ 
lNXFVF— D— 3qDTL lOZTL C{ 5Z pSF DG V5G[ —AK~VFc D— CF[TF C{ .; 
ÝSFZ DG T} EUJFG D— DG ,UFSZ pGSF Uq6UFG SZ v 
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 ,[;[ lHG RZ6[ lRT <IFp\ Z[ DGF4 
 ,[;[ VlZC\T S[ Uq6 UFp Z[ DGF × 
 pNZ EZGS[ SFZ6[4 UF{VF\ JG D— HFI¸ 
 RFZ RZ[ lRCq \ lN; lOZ{4 JFSL ;qZlT JK~VF DF\lCZ[ ×95 
 VFG\N3G V5G[ VgI ,S 5N D— G\N S[ 5q+ zLS`Q6 HF[ VJTFZL 5q~Ø 
C{ × pGSL ;FSFZ:i SL ElÉT SZT[ CqI[ lNBF." N[T[ C® × SlJ SCT[ C® 
RSF[Z 5\KL SF ÝF6 RF\N SL VF[Z TYF 55{IF SF ÝF6 H, SL VF[Z ,UTF 
C{ .; ÝSFZ GUZ D— A;G[JF,F ;IFG[ G\N SF ¦ Nq,FZ[ 5q+ szLS`Q6f D— D[ZF 
DG ,UF C{ × zLS`Q6 SF Uq6vUFG U\WJ" UFT[ C{4 ,[;[ zLS`Q6 D— D[ZF lN, 
UF C{ v 
 RgãRSF[Z EI[ ÝF6 55{IF4 
  GFUZ GgNNq,FZ[ ;}\ 
 .G ;BL S[ UqG Ugã5 UFJ[4 
  VFG\N3G pHLIFZ[ ;} ×
96
 
 VFG\N3G WD"GFY lHG[xJZ SF Uq6vUFG SZT[ C® × DG:iL D\lNZ D— 
pGS[ V,FJF N};Z[ lS;L SF[ EL D— GCÄ ,Fµ¡UF v 
 WZD lH6[;Z UFJq \ Z\U:Iq \ 
  E\U D 50ßIF[ CF[ ÝLtI4 
 ALH[ DGD\lNZ VF6q GCL 
  , VdC Sq,J8 ZLlT ×97 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3GG[ V5G[ 5N ,J\ :TJG NF[GF— D— SLT"GvElÉT S[ 
NX"G CF[T[ C® × pgCF—G[ SqK 5\lST D— TF[ 5ZDFtDF S[ wIFG D— VH5FvHF5 
SL AFT SCL C{ × TF[ SqK SFjI 5\lST D— EUJFG S[ ;FSFZ :i SL 
p5F;GF SZT[ Cq, GHZ VFT[ C® VF{Z ;FSFZ SF SLT"G sUq6UFGf SZT[ C® × 
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 SALZNF; lGUq"6 SFjI WFZF S[ ;\TvEÉT SlJ C{ × lGUq"6 EÉTF[ G[ 
ElÉT G[ AFævlJWFG SF tIFU SZ VgTo ;FWGF 5Z A, lNIF C{ × SALZG[ 
GJWFvElÉT S[ ;EL V\UF[ SF[ 5}6" :JLSFZ GCÄ lSIF × SLT"G4 VR"G4 JgNG 
VJWF ElÉT S[ I[ TLG E[N DqbI :i ;[ ;Uq6vElÉT D— ;dEJ C{ lSgTq 
SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— SLT"G4 VR"G VF[Z J\NG GJWFElÉT S[ I[ TLG E[N 
CDG[ N[BG[ SF ÝIF; lSIF C{ × E,[ .G TLGF— S[ AFZ[ D— pGSF ;SFZFtDS 
:JZ G CF[ 5Z GSFZFtDS :JZ EL ZCF CF[ TF[ EL CDG[ SqK V\X ;DFlJQ8 
SZG[ SF ÝIF; lSIF; C{ ÉIF—lS CDFZF D},To C[Tq VF,F[rI SlJ äI SL 
Tq,GF SZGF C{ .; l,, CD pÉT TLG E[N SLT"G4 VR"G VF{Z J\NG SL EL 
VF,F[RGF SZ—U[ × lGZFSFZ SL p5F;GF SZG[ JF,[ EÉT DFGl;S 5qHF S[ 
;DY"S C{ VTo SALZ G[ VH5FHF5 5Z CL A, lNIF C{ v 
 rI\T G ;F[H lRT lAG lRTJ{4 
  lAG DG;F DG CF[." × 
 VH5F H5T ;qlG VlE V\TlZ4 
  IC TT HFG{ ;F[." ×
98
 
 SALZNF; G[ ClZvSLT"G SL DlCDF SF UFG lSIF C{ v 
 RZG SD, UF[lJ\N Z\U ,FUF × 
 ;\T Ý;FN EI[ DG lGD", ClZ SLT"G DlC VGlNG HFUF ××
99
 
 SALZNF; G[ Uq6vSLT"G SL ;FD}lCS ;FWGF SF lJRFZ lSIF C{ v 
 SALZ ICq TG HFT C{4 ;S{ TF[ 9FCZ ,F. × 
 S{ ;[JF SlZ ;FW SL4 S{ Uq6 UF[lJ\N S[ UF. ××100 
 SALZ SCT[ C® ZFD S[ Uq6vUFG SZG[ ;[ Uq~ SL XlÉT ;[ EJ;FUZ 
;[ 5FZ CF[ ;ST[ C® v 
 SC{ SALZ Uq6 UF. ,{4 UqZ U¡lD pTZF{ 5FZ ××101 
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 SALZNF; V5G[ SFjI D— SCT[ C® lS HLJ T} ;F[IF CqVF ÉIF SZ ZCF 
C{ m Tqh[ TF[ ClZ SF Uq6UFG SZGF RFlC, v 
 SALZ ;}TF ÉIF SZ{4 
  Uq6 UF[lJ\N S[ UF. ×102 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® ZFDvUq6 SF :DZ6 SZ ßIF—vßIF— pgC— UFG[ SL 
R[Q8F SL HFTL C{ tIF—vtIF— ,S TLZ ;F ,UTF ÝTLT CF[TF C{ v 
 ßI} ¡ ßI} ¡ Uq6 ;F\E,} ¡ 
 tI} ¡ tI} ¡ ,FU{ TLZ ×103 
 SALZNF; SF DFGGF C{ lS HF[ EÉT lGD", CF[SZ EUJFG S[ lGD", 
Uq6F— SF[ UFTF ZCTF C{ × JC EÉT EUJFG SF[ VtIgT lÝI CF[TF C{ v 
 lGZD, lGZD, ZF ¡D Uq ¡6 UFJ{4 
  ;F[ EUTF D[Z[ DlG EFJ{ ×
104
 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS ;d5}6" WZTL :iL SFUH 5Z EUJFG S[ Uq6UFG 
l,B[ HFI TA EL pGS[ 5}Z[ Uq6 GCÄ l,B[ HF ;ST[ v 
 ;FT ;D\N SL Dl; SZF ®4 ,[BlG ;A AGZF. × 
 WZTL ;A SFUN SZF{4 Tµ ClZ Uq ¡6 l,bIF G HF. ××105 
 SALZNF; DG SF[ ClZ EHG[ SF[ SCT[ C® × lH; lNG TqdCFZ[ SF[. EL 
;CFZF GCÄ ZC[UF p; lNG EL EUJFG CF—U[ × 
 DG Z[ ClZ ElH ClZ ElH ClZ EH EF." × 
 HF lNG T[ZF[ SF[." GF\CL TF lNG ZFD ;CF." ××
106
 
 J:TqTo SALZNF; SL SLT"G ElÉT D— YF[0+L EL VF:YF GCÄ C{ × pgCF—G[ 
pG SLT"GvSFZL 5Z SZFZF jI\U lSIF C{ HF[ prR :JZ D— ClZ SF Uq6vUFG 
TF[ SZT[ C{4 5ZgTq HF[ ÝEq S[ ÝlT G TF[ ,S lGQ9F C{ TYF G TF[ pgC— 
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VFtD 7FG SL ÝFl%T Cq." C{ × —,[;[ jIlÉT äFZF lSIF UIF SLT"G DF+ 
AFæFRFZ CL C{ .; SF lJZF[W SZT[ Cq, SCT[ C® v 
 ——SZTF NL;{ SLZTG4 µ¡RF SlZ SlZ T}\0 × 
 HF ¡6® A}h[ SqK GCÄ4 IF ® CL VF ¡WF\ ~\0 ××cc107 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— S[ SFjI D— SLT"GElÉT NX"G CF[TF C{ × 
NF[GF— SlJ DFGl;S 5}HF SL EL AFT SZT[ C® TYF o VH5FvHF5 5Z A, 
N[T[ C® × NF[GF— SlJG[ ClZvSLT"G SL DlCDF SF UFG lSIF C{ × NF[GF— DG 
,UF SZ ."xJZ SF Uq6vUFG SZG[ SL AFT SZT[ C® × VFG\N3G SCT[ C® lS 
ÝEq Uq6F— S[ lGWFG C{ TF[ SALZNF; pGS[ ;DFG CL ClZ Uq6 SL AFT SZT[ 
C® lS 5}ZL WZTL SF[ SFUH AGF SZ ClZUq6 l,BG[ ,U[ TF[ EL 5}6" ClZUq6 
l,BF GCÄ HFTF × —DT,A JC EL ÝEq SF[ Uq6F— S[ lGWFG DFGT[ C® × NMGF— 
ÝEq S[ ÝlT ,S lGQ9F ;[ ."xJZ S[ Uq6vUFG SZG[ SF[ SCT[ C®  × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— SLT"G ElÉT SL 
lEgGTF,¡ N[B[ TF[ IC C{ lS SALZNF; Uq6vSLT"G SL ;FDqlCS ;FWGF 5Z 
lJRFZ SZT[ C® TF[ VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— ;FD}lCS Uq6vSLT"G SL SCL EL 
AFT GCÄ Cq." C{ × SALZNF; SCT[ C® ClZ SF Uq6vUFG SZG[ ;[ TYF Uq~ 
SL XlÉT ;[ EJ;FUZ 5FZ CF[UF × VFG\N3G G[ SCL EL Uq~ SL ElÉT ;[ 
EJ;FUZ 5FZ SZG[ SL AFT GCÄ SL C{ × SALZNF; G[ SCF C{ lS ÝEq S[ 
ÝlT ,SlGQ9F G CF[ VF{Z G VFtD7FG SL ÝFl%T ,[;[ jIlÉT äFZF lSIF UIF 
SLT"G AFæFRFZ SCF C{ TYF ,[;[ SLT"G SF lJZF[W lSIF C{4 TF[ VFG\N3G G[ 
SCL 5Z EL SLT"GvIF SLT"G SZG[ JF,[ 5Z lJZF[W ÝNlX"T GCÄ lSIF × 
VFG\N3G SL SLT"G ElÉT D— ,S V,U CL lJX[ØTF lD,TL C{ lS JC 
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DFGl;S 5}HF S[ ;FY JC SEL JC G\N S[ 5q+ zL S`Q64 l;â EUJFG TYF 
WD"GFY lHG[xJZ S[ Uq6vUFG SZT[ C® × 
? GFDv:DZ6 o 
 EUJFG S[ GFD4 pGS[ Uq64 DCFtdI4 pGSL ;J" jIF5STF4 ,L,F VFlN 
5Z ;N{J wIFG S[lgãT SZGF TYF .gCÄ S[ :DZ6 D— ,LG ZCGF        
—;DZ6vElÉTc C{ ×
108
 VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— GFDv:DZ6 ElÉT SF NX"G 
CF[TF C{ × SlJ SCT[ C® lS HLJ HA ÝEq ElÉT SZTF C{ v p;S[ Uq6UFG 
SZTF C{ TF[ p;[ lGH Uq6F[ ;[ UF-+ 5lZRI CF[TF C{ .;l,, ÝEq ElÉT ;[ 
A-+ SZ ;\;FZ ;Dqã ;[ 5FZ 5FG[ SF VgI SF[." ;FWG GCÄ C{ × ;\;FZ S[ 
;FZ[ WD" .;D— ,SDT C® × EUJFG SF :DZ6 SZGF RFlC,4 .;D— HZF EL 
N[Z G SZGL RFlC, × SF[." EL VDZ CF[GF l,BFSZ GCÄ VFIF C{ × 
VFG\N3G p5N[xIFtD -\U ;[ SCT[ C® lS ——R{TgI :J:i SD"vD, ZlCT4 Xqâ 
VFtD :J:i SF wIFG SZ4 lH;;[ T} V5GL :JFEFlJS VJ:YF SF[ ÝF%T CF[ 
;S[ v 
 .\N R\N GFlU\G DqlG R,[4 
  SF[6 ZFHF5lT ;FC ZFp Z[ × 
 EDT EDT EJH,lW 5FI S[4 
  EUJ\T EHG lAG EFp GFpZ[ × 
 SCF ¡ lJ,\A SZ[ VA AFpZ[4 
  TZL EJH,lGlW 5FZ 5FpZ[ × 
 VFG\N3G R[TGDI D}ZlT4 
  ;qâ lGZ\HG N[J wIFpZ[ ×109 
 VFG\N3G SCT[ C® lS VFG\N ;D}C EUJFGŸ ¦ sZFDf lGZFWFZ NF[ VÙZ 
HF[ V5G[ lGS8 C{ pgC— GCÄ ;DZ[U[ JC DZ—U[ v 
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 DIF[ " VG\TJFZ lAG ;DßIF[4 
  VA ;qB NqoB lJ;Z—U[ × 
 VFG\N3G lG58 lGS8 VÙZ NF[ 
  GlC ;DZ[ ;F[ DZ—U[ ×110 
 VFG\N3G V5G[ VgI ,S 5N D— ÝEq S[ GFD :DZ6 ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ 
SCT[ C® CDFZL ,I TF[ ÝEq GFD SL ,UL C{ × CD[ ZFH DC[, CDFDBFG[4 NZ 
VF{Z VNF,T SF SFD GCÄ C{ × DGqQI SF[ 5F¡R4 5RL; IF 5RF; CHFZ VF{Z 
lS;L SF[ ,FB IF SZF[0 SF WG ÝF%T CF[ HF." lSgTq V\T D— BFI[vBZR[ IF 
NLI lAGF l;O" V5GF DqB SF,F SZS[ R,F HFTF C{ × ,[;[ DGqQI G ICF 
S[ ZC{ VF{Z G JCF¡ S[ ZC[4 JC G HLJ DqlÉT S[ ZC{ VF{Z G CL HLJG   
SF × pGSL XlÉT lAGF l9SFG[ SL CF[ U." × V\T D— SlJ SCT[ C® lS SF[." 
;\T5q~Ø Uq6 WFD VFG\N3G SF[ lNBFJF[ ÉIF—lS CDFZL ,LGTF TF[ ÝEq GFD D— 
T<,LG CF[ U." C{ pNFCZ6 lGdG ÝSFZ ;[ C{ v 
 CDFZL ,I ,FUL ÝEq GFD 
  CDFZL ,I ,FUL ÝEqGFD × 
 VFD BF; V~ Uq;,BFG[ 
  NZ VNF,T GlC SFD × 
 5\R 5RL; 5RF; CHFZL4 
  ,FB lSZF[ZL NFD × 
 BFI[ BZR[ NF[I[ ALGq HFT C[4 
  VFGG SZ SZ xIFD × 
 .GS[  G pGS[ lXJS[ G HLpS[4 
  pZH ZC[ lAGq \ 9FD × 
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 ;\T ;IFG[ SF[." ATFJF[4 
  VFG\N3G Uq6 WFD • ×111 
 ;\T SlJ VFG\N3G l,BT[ C® lS lH; S[ lN, D— ;tI A;TF C{ pgC— 
Hq9 GCÄ EFTF × JC TF[ R,T[ CqI[ 5\Y 5Z ÝEq SF GFDv:DZ6 SZT[ C® 
TYF pGS[ Uq6F— SF UFG SZT[ C® v 
 HFS[ lN, D— ;FR A;T[ C[4 
  TFSq \ H}9 G EFJ[ × 
 —VFG\N3Gc ÝEq R,T 5\Y D—  
  ;DZL ;DZL Uq6 U6FJ[ ×112 
 VFG\N3GG[ V5G[ 5N D— l,BF C{ lS 5ZDŸ TÀJ SF[ RFC[ ZFD S[ GFD 
;[ SF[." ;\AF[lWT SZ[4 RFC[ ZCDFG S[ GFD ;[4 RFC[ S`Q6 S[ GFD ;[ IF 
DCFN[J S[ GFD ;[ RFC[ 5FxJ"GFY S[ GFD ;[ RFC[ A|ïF S[ GFD ;[ ;\AF[lWT 
SZ[ lSgTq JC DCF R{TgI :JI\ A|ï :J:i CL C{ × SlJ SCT[ C® lS .; 
VFgNDI 5ZDŸ TÀJ SL D®G[ .;L ÝSFZ VFZFWGF SL C{ × IC 5ZDŸ TÀJ TF[ 
lGQSD"4 7FTF4 N`Q8F4 R{TgIDI C{ v 
 ZFD SCF[ ZlCDFG SCF{ SF[p4 
  SFgC SCF{ DCFN[JZL × 
 5FZ;GFY SCF{ SF[p A|ïF4 
  ;S, A|ï :JID[J ZL × 
 EFHGE[N SCFJT GFGF4 
  ,S D`lTSF :i ZL × 
 T{;— B\0 S<5GFZF[l5T4  
  VF5 VB\0 :J:i ZL × 
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 lGH 5N ZD[ ZFD ;F[ SlCI— 
  ZlCD SZ[ ZlCDFG ZL × 
 SZØ[ SZD SFG ;F[ SlCI[4 
  DCFN[J lGZJF6 ZL × 
 5Z;[ :i 5FZ; ;F[ SlCI[4 
  A|ï RLG[ ;F[ A|ï ZL × 
 .C lJW ;FWF[ VF5 —VFG\N3Gc 
  R[TGDI lGoSD" ZL ×
113
 
 VFG\N3G V5G[ SFjI D— SCT[ C® lS HUTŸ S[ ÝFl6IF— sDGqQIf ZFD 
ZFD DqB ;[ UFT[ C® lSgTq lGZ\HG EUJFG S[ V,1I :J:i SF[ 5C[RFGG[ 
JF,[ TF[ SF[." EFuIJFG CL CF[T[ C® v 
 VJW} ZFD ZFD HU UFJ[4 
  lJZ,F V,B ,UFJ[ ×
114
 
 VFG\N3G DG slR¿f ,SFU|C SZS[ EUJFG SF GFD :DZ6 SZG[ SF[ 
SCT[ C® × 5lGCFlZVF— G84 H}VFZL4 SFDL .G RFZF— SF DG V5G[ V5G[ SFD 
D— CL CF[TF C{ 5lGCFlZVF— SF DG V5G[ l;Z S[ µ5Z C^0L VF{Z UUZL D— 
CF[TF C{4 G8 SF DG 0F[Z4 AF¡; TYF V5GL ;DTq,F AGFI[ ZBG[ D— CF[TF   
C{ × H}VFZL SF DG H}VF D— CF[TF C{ × SFDL jIlÉT SF DG SFD D— CF[TF 
C{ × VFG\N3G SCT[ C® lS .; ÝSFZ VF5 EUJFG D— DG ,SFU| SZ EUJFG 
SF GFD :DZ6 SZ— v 
 ;FT 5F ¡R ;C[,LIF4 lC,lD, 5F6L HFI × 
 TF,L lNI[ B0+B0+ C;[4 JFSL ;qZlT UU~VF DF\lCZ[ • ××  
 G8qVF GFR[ RF{S D—Z[4 ,F[S SZ[ ,B ;F[Z × 
 JF\; U|CL JZT— R-+ [4 JFSF[ lR¿ G R,[ SCq 9F[Z Z[ ×× 
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 H}VFZL DG D— HqVF Z[4 SFDL S[ DG SFD4  
 —VFG\N3Gc ÝEq Iq \ SC[4 .D <IF[ EUJ\T SF[ GFD Z[ ×115 
 VFG\WG SL ZRGFVF— D— GFDv:DZ6 ElÉT S[ NX"G CF[T[ C® × JC 
SCT[ C® lS EFUJFG S[ GFD :DZ6 D— HZF;L SL N[Z GCÄ SZGL RFlC, × 
ZFDvGFD S[ NF[ VÙZ C{ JC NF[ VÙZ SF :DZ6 HF[ GCÄ SZT[ JC DZT[ C® 
VF{Z HF[ :DZ6 SZT[ C® JC TF[ VDZ CF[T[ C® × SlJ SF[ ZFDvGFD :DZ6 
S[ V,FJF lS;L EF{lTS J:T D—4 WG4 ;\5lT IF 5N D— Z; GCÄ C{ × JC 
TF[ ÝEqGFD S[ :DZ6 D— T<,LG CF[ UI[ C® × SlJ B}\N 5\Y 5Z R,T[ R,T[ 
ÝEq SF GFDv :DZ6 SZT[ C® × JC SCT[ C® ZFD4 ZCDFG4 S`Q64 DCFN[J4 
5FxJ"GFY4 A|ïF JC ;A DCFR{TgI :JI\ A|ï :J:i CL C{ × DGqQI ZFD SF 
GFDv;DZ6 TF[ SZT[ C® 5Z pGD[ ;[ SF[." lJZ,F jIlÉT CL ZFD S[ :J:i 
SF[ 5CRFG 5FTF C{ × V\T D[ SlJG[ DCÀJ5}6" AFT SCL C{ lS EUJFG sÝEqf 
D— DG ,UFSZ pGSF GFDv:DZ6 SZGF RFlC, × 
 SlAZNF; SL SlJTF D— GFDv:DZ6 ElÉT lD, HFTL C{ × pGSL 
ZRGFVF— D— GFDv:DZ6 ElÉT S[ ACqT ;FZ[ pNFCZ6 lD, HFT[ C® × SlJ S[ 
lJRFZFGq;FZ ZFDGFD SF :DZ6 GCÄ SZT[ J[ VFwIFltDS N`lQ8 ;[ V\W C{ 
ÉIF—lS —ZFD lAGF H¡D D[,{ O\NFc × SALZ TF[ GFD S[ ;DÙ l;lâ SF[ EL 
EL C[I DFGT[ C® VF{Z SCT[ C® v 
 ——SF l;lW ;FlW SZF ® SqK GF\CÄ4 
 ZF ¡D Z;F ¡.G D[ZL Z;GF\ DF ¡CL ××116 
 SALZNF;G[ ;FWq SL ;[JF VF{Z UF[lJgN S[ Uq6F— SF SYG SZG[ D— 
DFGJ HLJG SL ;FY"STF DFGL C{ × 
 SALZ ICq TG HFT C{4 ;S{ TF[ 9FCZ ,F. × 
 S{ ;JF SlZ ;FW SL4 S{ Uq6 UF[lJ\N S[ UF. ××117 
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 SALZNF; V5G[ 5N D— SCT[ C® lS CD GCÄ DZ—U[ ÉIF—lS CD[ TF[ ÝEq 
S[ NX"G CF[ UI[ C® × ;FWqHG EZ5qZ DF+F D— ZFD :iL Z;FIGvÝEq ElÉT 
SF 5FG SZT[ C® VTo J[ VDZ CF[ HFT[ C® v 
 CD G DZ{ DlZC{ ;\;FZF4 CD S} ¡ lD<IF lHIFJGCFZF × 
 VA G DZF ® DZG{ DG DF¡GF ¡4 T[." Dq, lHlG ZFD G HF ¡GF ¡ × 
 ;FST DZ{ ;\TG HLJ{4 ElZ ElZ ZFD Z;F.G 5LJ{ ××
118
 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® D® SlY UIF SlY UIF A|ï DC[X lS ZFD GFD CL 
;FZ TÀJ C{ × GFD :DZ6 ElÉT5}J"S DG4 JRG VF{Z SD" ;[ SZG[ 5Z CL 
ÝEF[t5FNS CF[TF C{ v 
 EUlT EHG ClZ GF ¡J C[4 N}HF NqÉB V5FZ × 
 DG;F AFRF ÊDGF\4 SALZ ;qlDZ6 ;FZ ××119 
 .; ÝSFZ ;[ GFD :DZ6 S[ O,:J:i ;\;FZ S[ Ý5\R ;DF%T CF[4 
EÉT ZFDDI CF[ HFTF C{ × 
 jI\uIAF6 KF[0+G[ S[ AFN EL SALZ ;tI SF DFU" ATFG[ ;[ GCÄ RqST[ 
J[ DFGF[ 5qRSFZT[ Cq, SZT[ C® v C[ EF." CDFZL AFT ;qGF[ ZFD S[ GFD S[ 
lAGF l;lâ ;dEJ GCÄ C{ VTo p;L SF[ VFWFZ AGFSZ ;tI S[ 5Y 5Z 
VU|;Z CF[G[ SF ÝIF; SZF[ ×
120
 HA TS lHàF ZFDvGFD SF prRFZ6 GCÄ 
SZ[UL TA TS ÝF6L —p5HTc lAG;G IFlG HLJFtDF AFZdAFZ HgDvD`tIq S[ 
O[Z[ D— 50+L ZC[UL v 
 HF ® T® Z;GF ¡ ZF ¡D G SlCAF{4 
 TF[ p5HT lAG;T EZDT ZlCAF{ ×
121
 
 GFD S[ ;FY SALZ SF lR¿vXqlâ 5Z lJX[Ø VFU|C C{ × DF+ ZFD 
SF GFD prRlZT SZG[ ;[ DqlÉT ;dEJ GCÄ BF\0 XaN SF AFZvAFZ prRFZ6 
SZG[ ;[ DqB DL9F GCÄ CF[ HFTF 5FJS SCG[ ;[ DqB VluG äFZF NuW GCÄ 
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CF[ ;STF VF{Z VF{Z GCÄ H, SCL l+ØF AqhF."c ,J\ EF[HG SCG[ ;[ E}B 
GCÄ lD8TL IlN ,[;[ CF[TF TF[ ;A SF[." lTlZHF." DGqQI ClZ XaN SF prRFZ6 
SZTF C{ p;S[ ;FY TF[TF EL .;[ NF[CZFTF C{4 5Z JC TF[ ClZ S[ 7FG ;[ 
VGlE7 C{ × IlN ;rRL ÝLlT lJØIF— VF{Z DFIF ;[ C® TF[ SALZ S[ DTFGq;FZ 
—Ý[D GCÄ p5ßIF[c VTo  
 5\l0T AFN A\NT[ h}9F
122
 
 ;\Tv;\UlT D— p;[ VlTXI VFGgN SL p5,laW CF[TL C{ × SALZ SF 
SYG C{ lS 5lJ+ ìNI ;[ HF[ ZFD SF Uq6UFG SZTF C{ —;F[ EUTF D[Z[ DlG 
EFJ{ ×c HF[ ;FWqv5q~Ø ZFD SF GFD ,[T[ C® D® pGSL Al,CFZL C}¡c SALZNF; 
;FWqv;\UlT S[ l,, CZ ;dEJ tIFU SZG[ SL AFT SZT[ C® v :JI\ SF[ 
pGS[ ;DÙ TqrK DFGT[ C®4 pGSF SYG C{ v 
 lGZD, lGZD, ZF ¡D U¡6 UFJ{4 ;F[ EUTF D[Z[ DlG EFJ{ × 
 H[ HG ,[lC\ ZF ¡D SF[ GF¡p¡4 TFSL D® Al,CFZL HF ¡p¡ × 
 lHlC\ 3l8 ZF ¡D ZC[ EZ5}lZ4 TFSL D® RZGG SL W}lZ ××123 
 GFDv:DZ6 SF ,1I ÉIF C{ m .;SF p¿Z SALZNF; .; ÝSFZ N[T[ 
C® v lR¿vR\R, C{4 RFZF— VF{Z JF;GFv:iL VluG H, ZCL C{4 ClZv:DZ6 
CFY D— H, S[ 30[ S[ ;N`X C{4 lH;;[ XL3| CL VluG 5Z SFA} 5FGF ;dEJ 
C{ v 
 SALZ lR¿ RD\lSIF RCq ¡ lN; ,FUL ,F. × 
 ClZ ;lDZ6 CFY}\ 30F4 A[U[ ,[Cq AqhF. ××124 
 ClZ S[ Uq6F— SF UFG SZG[ ;[ l+Uq6F— 5Z lJHI 5FIL HF ;STL C{ × 
ZFD S[ GFD SF VFU|C .TGF ÝA, C{ lS :JI\ TF[ GFD ,F[ CL VgI SF[ EL 
.;S[ l,, Ý[lZT SZF[ v 
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 SALZ VF56 ZFD SlC4 VF{ZF ¡ ZFD SCF. × 
 lHlC DqlB ZFD G µRZ[4 lTlC DqB O[lZ SCF. ××125 
 SALZ SCT[ C® IlN TlGS EL ÝEq SF GFD :DZ6 lSIF HFI TF[ 
DGqQI S[ SZF[0F— SqSD"v5F5 Ù6 EZ D— lJGQ8 CF[ HFT[ C® TYF IlN SF[." 
VG[S IqUF[ ;[ 5q^ I lSI[ lAGF ZFD GFD S[ V5GF pâFZ RFC[ TF[ V;dEJ  
C{ v 
 SF[l8 ÊD 5[,{ 5,S D®4 H[ Z\RS VFJ{ GFp¡ × 
 VG[S HqU H[ 5qlgG SZ{4 GCÄ ZFD lAG 9Fp¡ ×126 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® ZF¡D SF GFDv:DZ6 S[ O,:J:i ;\;FZ G Ý5\R 
;DF%T CF[4 EÉT ZFDDI CF[ HFTF C{4 TF[ ;L; lS;[ GJFIF HFI v 
 D[ZF DG ;qlDZ{ ZFDS}\4\ D[ZF DG ZFDlC\ VFlC × 
 VA DG ZFDlC\ CŸJ{ ZæF4 ;L; GJFJF — SFlC ××127 
 V7FGFgWSFZ D— ZFDvGFD SF :DZ6 7FG SL ßIF[lT S[ :i D— DFU" 
ÝNX"G SF ;FWG C{ × .; ;\;FZ D— lHgCF—G[ Ý[DZ; SF VFGgN ÝF%T GCÄ 
lSIF4 ZFD S[ GFD SF :DZ6 GCÄ lSIF J[ DGqQI ;\;FZ D— VFSZ jIY" CL 
GQ8 CF[ UI[ v 
 lHlC 3l8 ÝLlT G Ý[D Z;4 OqlG Z;GF GCÄ ZFD × 
 T[ GZ .; ;\;FZ D—4 p5lH ØI[ A[SFD ××128 
 SALZNF; ZFD lJDqB GZvGFZL SF[ lWÉSFZT[ Cq, SALZNF; SCT[ C® v 
 HlZ HFJ ,[;F HLJGF ¡4 ZFHF ZF ¡D ;} ¡ ÝLlT G CF[." ×129 
 SALZG[ V5G[ ÝEq S[ l,, VG[S GFDF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × V5G[ IqU 
D— jIF%T lJlJW GFDF— SF[ pgCF—G[ V5GL TÀJNXL" N`lQ8 S[ SFZ6 V5GF l,IF 
C{ × —ZFDc VF{Z —ClZc SF GFD pgCF—G[ AFZvAFZ l,IF C{ × —GFDc SL DC¿F 
ICL C{ lS JC ;FWS SF[ lJlXQ8 EFJF5gG AGFTF CqVF p;[ GFDL SL VF[Z 
 359 
,[ R,[ × VTo GFD lJX[Ø SF DCÀJ EL ;FWGF D— :JLS`T CqVF C{ × lOZ 
EL GFD S[J, GFD C{ VF{Z EFJ SL V5[ÙF UF{6 C{ ×
130
 
 ;\lÙ%T D— CD SC ;ST[ C® lS SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— GFDv:DZ6 5Z 
A, lNIF C{ × ,S AFT JC IC SZT[ C® —ZFDc GFD SF :DZ6 SZGF   
RFlC, × N};ZL AFT GFDv:DZ6 ;[ ,FE CF[TF C{ v H{;[ lS l+Uq6F— 5Z 
lJHI 5F." HFTL C{4 SqSD"v5F5 Ù6 EZ D— GQ8 CF[ HFT[ C{4 ."xJZ SL ÝFl%T 
VFlN × TL;ZL AFT ,[;L lD,TL C{ lS HF[ ÝF6L ZFD GFDv:DZ6 GCÄ SZT[ 
JC HgD D`tIq S[ RÊ D— lOZTF CL ZCTF C{ TYF J[ ZFD lJDqBvGZ GFZL 
SF[ lWÉSFT[ C® × SALZNF; GFDv:DZ6 EL DGvJRG ,J\ SD" ;[ SZ[ JCL 
;CL :i ;[ GFDv:DZ6 DFGT[ C® × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ ;FlCtI SF[ GFDv:DZ6 
ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ Tq,GF SZ[ TF[ CD lGo;\SF[R :i ;[ SC ;ST[ C® lS NF[GF— 
SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— GFDv:DZ6 ElÉT lD,TL C{ TYF GFDv:DZ6 ElÉT SF[ 
,[SZ NF[GF— D— ACqT ;FZL ;DFGTF lNBF." N[TL C{ × NF[GF— GFDv:DZ6 SZG[ 
5Z A, N[T[ C® × EUJFG SF GFD :DZ6 SZT[ SZT[ EUJFG DI CF[ HFG[ 
SL AFT SZT[ C® × NF[GF— SlJ SCT[ C® lS EUJFG SF GFD :DZ6 GCÄ SZ—U[ 
JC DZ—U[ TYF HF[ jIlÉT GFDv:DZ6 SZ—U[ ZFDvDI CF[ HFI[U[ × JC TF[ 
SEL GCÄ DZ—U[ ÉIF—lS JC VDZ CF[ HFI—U[ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SCT[ C® 
GFDv:DZ6 SZG[ ;[ EÉT T<,LG CF[ HFTF C{ pG EÉT SF[ EUJFG S[ 
V,FJF EF{lTS J:Tq DT,A DF[CvDFIF ;[ SF[." JF:TF GCÄ ZCTF × NF[GF— 5lJ+ 
ìNI ;[ EUJFG SF Uq6vUFG sGFD:DZ6f SZG[ SF VFU|C ZBT[ C® × NF[GF—G[ 
DG ,SFU|C SZS[ EUJFG SF GFDv:DZ6 SZG[ SF[ SCF C{ × NF[GF— G[ A|ï 
s5ZDFtDFf V,UvV,U :J:i SF GFD p<,[B lSI[ C® × 
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 VF,F[rI SlJ äI SL ZRGFVF— D— GFDv:DZ6 ElÉT D— lEgGTF EL 
lD,TL C{ × VFG\N3G SCT[ C® HUTŸ S[ ÝF6L ZFDvZFD DqB ;[ UFT[ C® lSgTq 
lGZ\HG EUJFG S[ V,1I :J:i SF[ 5CRFGG[ JF,[ SF[." EFuIJFG CL CF[T[    
C® × HF[ IC AFT SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— GCÄ lD,TL × VFG\N3G SCT[ C® D® 
5\Y 5Z R,T[ Cq, ÝEq SF GFDv:DZ6 SZTF C}¡ • × VFG\N3G SCT[ C® lS 
EUJFG S[ GFDv:DZ6 SZG[ D— HZFv;L EL N[Z GCÄ SZGL RFlC, × 
SALZNF; GFDv:DZ6 ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ SCT[ C® lS ZFDvGFD SF :DZ6 GCÄ 
SZT[ C® J[ VFwIFltDS N`lQ8 ;[ V\W C{ VF{Z JC GFD S[ ;DÙ l;lâ SF[ 
C[I DFGT[ C® × SALZNF; G[ GFD :DZ6 DGvJRG SD" ;[ SZG[ SF[ SCF C{4 
TF[ VFG\N3G G[ DGvJRG SD" SL HUC 5Z DF+ DG ;[ GFD :DZ6 SZG[ 
SL AFT SCL C{ × SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS ZFD SF GFD BqN ,F[ CL VgI SF[ 
EL GFDv:DZ6 SZG[ S[ l,, Ý[ZLT SZF[ × VFG\N3G N};Z[ SF[ GFD :DZ6 S[ 
l,, Ý[ZLT SZG[ SL AFT SZT[ Cq, GHZ GCÄ VFT[ × SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS 
ÝEq SF GFD :DZ6 lSIF HF. TF[ DGqQI S[ SZF[0F— SqSD"v5F5 Ù6 EZ D— 
lJlGQ8 CF[ HFT[ C® × 
? 5FN;[JF o  
 5FN;[JF S[ C[Tq EUJFG SF AFæ VYJF DFG; ÝtIÙ :J:i CF[GF 
VFJxIS C{ × 5FN ;[JF SL VFZldES VJ:YF v D}lT"5}HF4 Uq:i}HF TYF 
J{Q6J5}HF D— CF[TL C{ × .G ;[JF S[ VeIF;F— S[ AFN HA EÉT S[ NF:I Ý[D 
D— ,SFU|TF VF HFTL C{ TA JC DFGl;S HUTŸ D— EUJFG S[ VEF{lTS RZ6F— 
SL ;[JF SZTF C{ × .; ÝSFZ AFæ TYF DFGl;S NF[GF— ÝSFZ S[ 5FN;[JG 
;[ ,F[SFzI SF EFJ K}8 HFTF C{ VF{Z EÉT D— NLGTF VF{Z VlS\RGTF SF 
EFJ HFU|T CF[TF HFTF C{ VF{Z VgT D— JC ,F[S S[ ÝlT pNF;LG CF[SZ 




 VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— DqlT"5}HF TYF DFGl;S HUTŸ D— EUJFG S[ 
VEF{lTS RZ6F— SL ;[JF S[ EFJ lNBF." N[T[ C® × VFG\N3G V5G[ 5N D— 
l,BT[ C® v HA TS EFJvlJJ[S S[ 5F; GCÄ VFTF TA TS ;\;FZ :iL 
B[, SrRF ZCTF C{ × IlN VFG\N3G EUJFG 5FN s5FJf S[ NX"G SZFI[ TF[4 
DT,A VFG\N3G DCFZFHH SL RZ6;[JF SF VJ;Z ÝF%T CF[ TF[4 SlJ BqN 
UFHL AG SZ AFHLvB[, s;\;FZ :iL B[,f HLT ,—U[ × J[ ZFUvä[Ø DF[C 
VFlN X+qVF[ 5Z lJHI ÝF%T SZ UFHLvlJHI JLZ AG HFI—U[ v 
 EFJ lJJ[S S[ 5Fp G VFJT4 
  TA ,U SFRL AFHL × 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq 5Fp N[BFJT4  
  TF[ HLT[ HLJ UFHL ×
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 VFG\N3G V5G[ 5N D— SCT[ C{4 jIlÉT ÝDqB X+qVF— ;[ G ,0+SZ 
VF{ZF— ;[ ,0+F." ,0+T[ C® JC DqB" CL v 5FU, CL C{ × ÉIF—lS VgI DGqQIF — 
;[ TF[ ,0+F." ÊF[W J ä[Ø JX CL SL HFTL C{ × ÊF[WL VF{Z ä[ØL DGqQI 
V5G[ CF[XvCJF; BF[ N[TF C{ × .; SFZ6 JC 5FU, CL C{ 5ZgTq HF[ ;rRF 
5q~Ø CF[TF C{ JC TF[ EFJF—vprRz[6L D— R-+SZ ZFUvä[Ø :i ;d5}6" X+qVF — 
SF[ 5ZF:T SZTF C{ × IlN ZFUvä[Ø 5Z lJHI GCÄ 5F." TF[ lGtI GI[ X+q 
5{NF CF[T[ ZC—U[ × R[TG S[ D}, X+qvZFU ä[Ø CL C{ lH;G[ .G 5Z lJHI 5F." 
p;G[ l+qEJG 5Z lJHI 5F."4 lH;G[ .G SF[ HLTF JC l+EqJGGFY CF[ UIF 
HUTŸ 5}ßI CF[ UIF × C{ ¦ EF[,[ R[TG ¦ WD" SF DD" sZC:If VF{ZF— ;[ ÉIF 
5}KTF lOZTF C{ × T} TF[ .G VFG\N3G ÝEq S[ RZ6 SD,F[ SF[ 5S0[ ZC × 
VYF"TŸ VFG\N3G ÝEq SL 5FNv;[JF SZT[ ZC × pNFCZ6 N[lB, v 
 VF{Z ,ZF. ,Z[ ;F[ AF[ZF4 ;}Z 5KFZ[ EFp VlZZL × 
 WZD DZD SCF Aqh[ G VF{Z[4 ZC{ VFG\N3G 5N 5SZLZL ×133 
 362 
 VFG\N3GG[ V5GL ,S 5\lÉT D— SCF C{ lS C[ DG ¦ sVFtDFf T}\ 
lHG[xJZ DCFZFH S[ RZ6 SD, D— lR¿ ,UF 5\lÉT .; ÝSFZ C{ v 
 lHG RZ6[ lR¿ <IFp\ Z[ DGF ×
134
 
 SlJ SCT[ C® v ;%T D— lHG[xJZN[J ;FT A0+[ EI SF[ N}Z SZT[ C® 
.; l,I[ ,SU|C lR¿ ;[ lHG[xJZN[J S[ RZ6 SL ;[JF SLlH, v 
 ;FT DCF,I 8F,TF[4 ;%TD lHGJZ N[J × 
 ;FJWFG DG;F SZL4 WFZF[ lHG5N ;[J ×
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 VFG\N3GG[ zL lJD, lHG :TJG D— 5FN ;[JF ElÉT S[ AFZ[ D— l,BF 
C{ × JC SCT[ C® zL lJD, lHG SF[ VF\BF[ ;[ N[BF JC SCT[ C® zL lJD, 
lHG SF[ VF¡BF— ;[ N[BF lH;;[ NqoB VF{Z NqEF"uI N}Z CqI[ × ;qB VF{Z ;\5lT 
S[ ;FY lD,G CqVF D®G[ ;ÙD :JFDL SF VFzI l,IF C{ × lOZ SF{G jIlÉT 
5ZFlHT SZ—U[ m VF5S[ lGD",4 l:YZ RZ6 SD, N[BG[ ;[ ,1DL V5GF 
slGJF;f :YFG SD, SF[ lTZ:S`T SZS[ Dl,G TYF Vl:YZ 5N KF[0+ N[TL C{ 
VF{Z VF5S[ RZ6vSD, D— A;TL C® × SlJ .; :TJG S[ V\T D— SCT[ C® 
C[ lHG[` JZ N[J ¦ IC ;[JS SL ,S lAG\TL wIFG D— ,LlH, S`5F SZS[ 
VFG\N3G s5ZDFtDFf S[ RZ6F— SL ;[JF Dqh[ NLlH, v 
 RZ6SD, SD,F J;[ Z[4 lGZDH, lYZ 5N N[lB × 
 ;D, VlYZ 5N 5lZCZ[ Z[4 5\SH 5F\DZ 5[lB × 
 DGvDWqSZ Tqh 5N5\SH{ Z[4 ,L6F[ Uq6vDSZ\N × 
 Z\S lU6[ D\NZWZF Z[4 .\NvR\NvGFlU\N × 
 2 2 2 2 
 ,S VZH ;[JS T6L Z[4 VJWFZF[ lHGN[J  
 S`5F SZL Dqh NLHL, Z[4 VFG\N3G 5N ;[J ×136 
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 VFG\N3GG[ zL VG\T lHG :TJG D— 5FNv;[JF ElÉT SF[ S[gã D— ZB 
SZ SCF C{ T,JFZ SL WFZ 5Z R,GF ;Z, C{4 lSgTq RF{N D— TLY±SZ S[ 
RZ6vSD, SL ;[JF Sl9G C{4 ÉIF—lS T,JFZL SL WFZ 5Z G8 G`tI SZTF 
C{ × 5Z\Tq EUJFG SL ;[JF ElÉT :iL WFZ 5Z TF[ N[JTF,¡ EL ZC GCÄ 
;ST[  N[lB, v  
 WFZ TZJFZGL ;F[lC,L NF[lC,L4 
  RF{NDF lHG T6L RZ6 ;[JF 
 WFZ 5Z GFRTF N[B AFHLUZF4 
  ;[JGF WFZ 5Z ZC[ G N[JF ×
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 VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— 5FNv;[JF ElÉT lD,TL C{ × CD— EUJFG SL 
RZ6 ;[JF lD,[ TF[ ;\;FZ :iL B[, VF;FGL ;[ lHT 5FI—U[ × J[ lHG[xJZ 
DCFZFH S[ RZ6 SD, D— lR¿ ,UFG[ SF[ SCT[ C® × pgCF—G[ ,SFU|C lR+ ;[ 
lHG[xJZ N[J S[ RZ6 SL ;[JF SZG[ SF[ SCF C{ × SlJG[ zL lJD, lHG S[ 
lGD", RZ6 SD,F— SL DC¿F ATF." C{ × J[ SCT[ C® RF{N D— TLY±SZ zL 
VG\T lHG S[ RZ6 SD, SL ;[JF Sl9G C{ ÉIF—lS EUJFG SL ElÉT :iL 
WFZF 5Z N[JTF,¡ EL ZC GCÄ ;ST[ × 
 lGUq"64 :iCLG4 lGZFSFZ ÝEq S[ RZ6F— SL ;JF S{;[ ;dEJ C[4 IC 
lJJ[RG SF lJØI C{ × VFG\N3G ;Uq6 ;[ lGUq"6 SL VF[Z A-+[ Y[ × SALZG[ 
DFGl;S :i ;[ p; ÝEq S[ ;FY VG[S ;dAgW :YFl5T lS, C{¸  RZ6v;[JF 
SF Ý;\U EL .;L ÝSFZ SL DFGl;S l:YlT SF nF[TS C{ × SALZNF;G[ ÝEq 
S[ RZ6F— SL ;[JF ,J\ .;S[ DCÀJ SF p<,[B VG[S Ý;\UF— D— lSIF C{ × 
,S 5\lÉT D— SCT[ C® C[ ÝEq ¦ VF5 Dqh[ V5G[ RZ6vSD,F— S[ NX"G SZF 
SZ .; ;\;FZ Ý5\R ;[ DqÉT SZ NF[ v 
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 SC{ SALZ D[ZL GFR p9FJF[4 
  TqdCFZ[ RZG SJ, lNB,FJ{ ×138 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® C[ DGqQI ¦ T} .; lJØIvJF;GF S[ ;qB SF[ tIFU 
N[4 ÉIF—lS IC Ùl6S C{ VF{Z ÝEq S[ RZ6 ;[JF SZ v 
 SC{ SALZ ICq ;qB lNG RFlZ4 
  TlH lJlØIF ElH RZG DqZFlZ ×139 
 SALZNF; G[+F— ;[ ÝEqvNX"G4 SFGF— ;[ GFDvzJ6 JF6L ;[ 
GFDvprRFZ6 VF{Z ìNI D— RZ6 SD,F— SF[ :YFG N[G[ SL SFDGF SZT[   
C® v 
 SALZ G{G lGCFZp Tqh Sp ;|JG ;Gp TqV GFN × 
 J{6 pRZp TqV GFD HL RZG SD, lZN 9Fp ××140 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS D® TF[ EUJFG S[ RZ6 SD,F— D— VFGgN D— 
C\D[XF S[ l,, ZC}¡UF v 
 RZ6 S[J, SL DF{H D®4 
  ZlC:I} ¡ V\lT~ VFlN ×141 
 ;\T SlJ SALZNF; SCT[ C® VA D® VF5S[ RZ6F— D— VGqZÉT CF[SZ 
VF5 ;[ ICL ZC[G[ SL HAZN:TL S~UF × VF5SF[ V5G[ ÝD[ D— p,hF,   
ZB}¡UF v 
 RZGlG ,FlU SZF ® AlZIFIL 
  Ý[D ÝLlT ZFBF ® pZhF." ×142 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS VF5 EUJFGŸ S[ RZ6 SD, D— lR¿ ,UFI[ 
EUJFGŸ SF Uq6UFG SZ— × JC SCT[ C® lS ,[;F SZG[ 5Z lGo;gN[C VF5SF[ 
ElÉT VF{Z DqlÉT NF[GF— SL ÝFl%T CF[UL v 
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 RZG S¡J, lR¿ ,F.I[4 ZF ¡D GF ¡J UqG UF. × 
 SC{ SALZ D\;F GCL4 EUlT DqSlT UlT 5F. Z[ ××143 
 SALZNF; G[ SCF C{ C{ EUJFGƒ  SF[." ,SvVFW CL T[ZF JF:TlJS 
EÉT C{ × HF[ SFDvÊF[W ;[ DqÉT C{4 JCL JF;TJ D— EUJFGŸ S[ :J:i SF[ 
5CRFGTF C{4 p;LSF[ EUJFG ;[ ;rRL ÝLlT HFUTL C{ × ZHF[Uq64 TDF[Uq6 ,J\ 
;TF[Uq6vI[ TLGF— T[ZL CL DFIF C{ × 5Z HF[ EÉT .G TLGF— ;[ µ5Z SL 
TqZLI RTqY" VJ:YF SF ;FÙFtSFZ SZTF C{4 p;L SF[ 5ZDv5N SL ÝFl%T CF[TL 
C{ v  
 T[ZFHG ,S VFW C{ SF[." × 
 SFD ÊF[W V~ ,F[E lAAlH"T 
  ClZ5N RLgC® ;F[." ××144 
 SALZNF; V5G[ ìNI SL VlE,FØF SF[ ÝS8 SZT[ Cq, SCT[ C® lS 
.; DG SF ZFDvRZ6 D— VGqZFU C{ × D{ ÝEq D— V5GL ;D:T lR¿J`l¿IF¡ 
S[lgãT SZ pgCÄ S[ Z\U D— Z\U HFµ¡4 IC D[ZL .rKF C{ × 
 ZF ¡D RZG DlG EF, Z[ •  
 V; -lZ HFCq ZF ¡I S[ SZCF4 
  Ý[D ÝLlT <IF[ ,FI[ Z[ ×
145
 
 SALZNF; SFjI D— 5FNv;[JF ;FWGFv5Ù SF UF{6 V\U C{ × JF:TJ D— 
XZ6FUlT S[ ;FY CL .;SF ;LWF ;dAgW C{ × 5FNv;[JF S[ ;FY SFD4 ÊF[W4 
DF[C .tIFlN S[ tIFU SF EL lGZgTZ ;dAgW AGF ZCF C{ × —Ý[D SL ÝLlTc D— 
ÝEq SF[ VFAâ SZ ,[G[ C[Tq RZ6F— D— ,F[8 SZ p;S[ Uq6F— SF J6"G SZG[ 




? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— EÉT SlJIF— S[ SFjI SF VwIIG SZG[ 
;[ 5TF R,TF C{ lS NF[GF— SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— 5FNv;[JF ElÉT lD,TL    
C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— 5FNv;[JF ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ HF[ ;DFGTF lD,TL 
C{ .GS[ lAgNq .; ÝSFZ C{ × NF[GF— SlJ lGUq"6 ÝEq SL DFGl;S :i ;[ 
RZ6 ;[JF SZT[ C® × NF[GF— SlJIF— SF DFGGF C{ lS ÝEq S[ RZ6 ;[JF SZS[ 
;\;FZ S[ Ý5\R ;[ DqÉT CF[ ;ST[ C® × NF[GF— SlJ DFGT[ C® lS ÝEq SL 
RZ6v;[JF SZT[ ZCGF RFlC, × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ l,BF C{ lS ÝEq SL RZ6 
SD,[ D— lR¿ ,UF SZ ElÉT SZGL RFlC, × IC ;A ;DFGTF lD,TL C{ ×  
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— EÉT SlJIF— S[ SFjIF— D— 5FN ;[JF ElÉT 
SF[ ,[SZ lEgGTF,¡ EL lD,TL C{ × lEgGTF S[ SqK lAgNq .; ÝSFZ C{ v 
VFG\N3G SlJ S[ SFjI D— 5FN;[JF ElÉT ;Uq6v;FSFZ :i SL EL lD,TL   
C{ × pgCF—G[ V5G[ :TJG D— 22 TLY±SZ S[ AFZ[ D— l,BF C{ × :TJG D— 
;FSFZ ElÉT SF NX"G CF[TF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ zL lJD, lHG S[ lGD", 
RZ6 SD, ,1DL N[JL N[BG[ DF+ ;[ JC V5GF :YFG S,D KF[0+ N[TL C{ 
VF{Z zL lJD, lHG S[ RZ6vSD, D— A{9TL C{ × DT,A RZ6 SD, N[BG[ 
DF+ ;[ N[JL N[JTF VF;ÉT CF[ HFT[ C® × VFG\N3G SF DFGGF C{ SL T,JFZ 
SL WFZ 5Z R,GF ;Z, C{ lSgTq RF{N D— TLY±SZ zL VG\TlHG S[ 
RZ6vSD, SL ;[JF Sl9G C{ × EUJFGŸ SL ElÉT :iL WFZ 5Z N[JTF,¡ EL 
GCÄ l8S ;ST[ × SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— EL 5FN ;[JF ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ 
VFG\N3G SL 5FNv;[JF ;[ lEgGTF,¡ lD,TL C{ SqK lAgNq lNI[ UI[ C® v 
SALZNF; ìNI D— RZ6 SD,F— SL :YFG N[G[ SF[ SCT[ C® × SALZNF; S[ 
DTFGq;FZ EUJFG S[ RZ6 SD, D— lR¿ ,UFG[ ;[ DqlÉT SL ÝFl%T CF[UL × 
 367 
SALZNF; ,S 5\lÉT D— JC SC N[T[ C® lS .; DG SF ZFDvRZ6 D— VGqZFU 
C{ TYF ÝEq S[ Z\U D— Z\U HFG[ SL .rKF C{ × 
? VR"G o 
 zâF TYF VFNZ S[ ;FY EUJFGŸ S[ :J:i SL 5}HF VR"GvElÉT 
SC,FTL C{ × VR"GF VYJF 5}HF S[ NF[ E[N C{ v AFæ VF{Z DFGl;S × 
:Y},v:i SL 5}HF VYF"TŸ AFævVR"GF D— VG[S p5SZ6F— SL VFJxSTF 50+TL 
C{ IYF RgNG4 5qQI4 W}54 VÙT4 G{J[n4 O,4 H,4 NL5 .tIFlN 5Z\Tq DFGl;S 
5qHF D— EUJFG SF lR\TG VF{Z VFtD;D5"6 CL 5IF"%T C{  
 VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— DFGl;S 5}HF lD,TL C{ TF[ pGS[ :TJGF[ D— AFæ 
s5}lT"5}HFf S[ NX"G CF[T[ C® × SlJG[ 5ZDFtDF SL DFGl;S 5}HF SL C{ × SlJ 
SCT[ C® lJZC SF[ HF[ VrKF ,UF4 J{;L NXF p;G D[ZL SZ NL C{ × D[ZL 
.; VJ;YF SF VF5SF[ s5ZDFtDFf 5TF EL G CF[ TF[ D[Z HLJG SF[ lWÉSFZ 
C{ × D[Z[ lÝITD SF SF[." —JFINF[c IF l9SFGF ATF N[J[ TF[ EL VrKF × 
VtIgT VFGgN S[ ;D}C :i D[Z[ :JFDL sR[TGf VFI[ TF[ 3Z D— NLIF H,Fµ¡ 
H{;[ v 
 lJZC SqEFJ[ ;F[ DqH lSIF4 
  BAZ G 5FJF[ lWU D[ZF HLVF × 
 NCL JFINF[ HF[ ATFJ[ SF[." 5LIF4 
  VFJ[ —VFG\N3Gc S~\ 3Z NLIF ×
146
 
 VFG\N3G S[ —zL kØE lHG :TJGc D— VR"GvElÉT lNB 50+TL C{ JC 
SCT[ C® V\ToSZ6 SL Ý;gGTF IC CL ÝEqv5}HF SF O, C{ × IC 5}HF CL 
VB\0 5qHF C{ × lGQS58 AGSZ AlCZFtDF SF[ Vl5"T SZG[ ;[ 5ZDŸ ;qB :i 
5N SF[ ÝF%T SZT[ C® v 
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 lR¿ Ý;l¿ Z[ 5}HG O}, SlCp\ 
  5}H VB\l0T ,C 
 S58ZlCT Y." VFTD VZ56F 
  VFG\N3G 5N Z[C ×!$*sVf  
 VFG\N3GG[ zL ;qlJlW lHG :TJG D— VR"GF s5}HFf ElÉT SF J6"G 
lSIF C{ × JC SCT[ C® zL ;qlJlWGFY lHG[xJZ S[ RZ6 J\NG SZ—U[ × .; 
ÝSFZ XqE SFI" SZ—U[ × ÝEFT SF, D— p9SZ pGSL 5}HF SZ—U[ × AFN D— 
JC SCT[ C® lS 5qQI4 VÙT4 z[Q9W}54 ÝNL5 sR\NG S[;Z VFlNf G{J[n O,4 
H,4 NL5 VFlN VF9 ÝSFZ SL 5}HF,¡ C{ × IC 5}HF EFJ ;[ SZG[ JF,[ 
XqEUlT ÝF%T SZTF C{ .; ÝSFZ 5}HF S[ ACqT ;FZ[ E[N ;qGSZ EÉT ;qB 
N[G[ JF,[ XqE SD" SZ—U[ × J[ VFG\N3G 5N sDF[Ùf 5FI[UF v 
 ;qlJlW lH6[;Z 5FI GDLG[4 
  XqE SZ6L .D SLH[ Z[ × 
 VlT W6 µ,8 V\lU WZLG[4 
  ÝlC µ9L 5}HF ZRLH— × 
 2 2 2 2 2 
 O}, VbIT JZW}5 5."JF[ 
  U\W G[JH O, H,EZL Z[ 
 VU| 5}HF lD,LG[ V0lJW 
  EFlJ ElJS XqEUlT JZL Z[ × 
  2 2 2  
 .D 5qHF ACq E[N ;q \6LG[ 
  ;qBNFIS ;qE SZ6L Z[ 
 EFlJS HLJ SZ:I— T[ ,C:I— 
  VFG\N3G 5N WZ6L Z[ ×!$*sAf 
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 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— ,J\ :TJGF D— DFGl;S 5}HF TYF D}lT"5}HF 
NF[GF— ÝSFZ SL 5qHF D— VR"GF ElÉT lD,TL C{ × pgCF—G[ V5G[ SFjI D— 5}HF 
S[ lJlJW ÝSFZ ATFIF C{ × SlJ SCT[ C® VR"GF ElÉT SZS[ EÉT DqlÉT 
sDF[Ùf 5F ;STF C{ × 
 zâFlJGT EFJ ;[ ÝEq SL 5}HF VR"GvElÉT SC,FTL C{ × IC DqbI 
:i ;[ ;Uq6F[5F;GF D— CL ;\EJ C{ × SALZNF;G[ SqK HUC 5Z DFGl;S 
VR"GF ElÉT SL AFT SCL C{4 TF[ SqK HUC 5Z ÝlTDF 5}HF ,J\ VJTFZJFN 
SF :5Q8 B^0G lSIF C{ v 
 5F\C6 S[ZF 5}T,F SlZ 5}H{ SZTFZ × 
 .CL EZF[;{ H[ ZC[4 T[ A}0[ SF,L WFZ ××!$(sVf 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS DFGJ VgWF CF[ UIF C{ jIY" CL DqlT"v5}HF D— 
V5GL ÝlTQ9F VF{Z XlÉT U¡JFTF C{ × 5tYZ SL 5}HF v VR"GF SZG[ ;[ ÉIF 
,FE C{ m IC 5tYZ SF[ HgDEZ 5}HG[ 5Z EL SEL lS;L SF[ SqK SCTF 
GCÄ C{ v 
 5F\CG S} ¡ SF 5}lH,4 H[ HGD G N[." HFA × 
 VF ¡WF GZ VF;FDqØL4 RF ®CL BF[J{ VFA ××!$(sAf 
 SALZNF; VjIÉT4 V;LD V{Z V:i A|ï S[ p5F;S C{4 A|ï S[ G 
DqB C{4 G l;Z C{4 JC 5qQ5 SL ;qUgW ;[ EL VtIgT ÙL6 C{ VYF"TŸ S[J, 
VGqEJvUdI C{ × EUJFGŸ ,[;L CL VGq5D TÀJ J:Tq C{ v 
 HFS{ DC DFYF ICÄ4 GCÄ :iS :i × 
 IqCq5 AF; Y® 5T,F4 ,[;F TT VG}5 ××149 
 ;\T SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS .; lGUq"6vA|ï SL VR"GF S[ l,, G TF[ 
lS;L N[JF,I D— HFG[ SL VFJxISTF C{ VF{Z G CL O,vO},4 H, .tIFlN 
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Vl5"T SZG[ SL JC TF[ DGvD\lNZ D— lJZFHDFG A|ï SL 5}HFvVR"GF D— CL 
VB^0 VFG\N SF VGqEJ SZT[ C® v 
 N[J, DF ¡C[ N[CqZL lT, H[C® lA;TFZ × 
 DF ¡C® 5FTL DF ¡lC H,4 DF ¡C® 5qH6 CFZ ×150 
 SALZNF; ZFD S[ lGZ\HG :J:i SL 5}HF SZG[ SL AFT SZT[ C® v 
 ;lT ZF ¡D ;TUqZ SL ;[JF × 
  5}HCq ZFD lGZ\HG N[JF ××151 
 ;\T SALZNF; SCT[ C® ,F[U ÉIF ;F[RSZ VgI N[JTFVF— SL 5}HF SZ 
ZC[ CF[ m VFtDFZFD VYF"TŸ V5G[ R{TgI S[ VlTlZÉT N};ZF SqK C{ CL   
GCÄ v 
 SF{G lARFlZ SZT CF{ 5qHF × 
 VFTD ZF ¡D VJZ GCÄ N}HF ××152 
 SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— VR"GF v ElÉT lD,TL C{ × ;\T SlJ SALZNF; 
ÝYD TF[ D}lT"5}HF SF lJZF[W SZT[ C® TYF JC SCT[ C® D\lNZ D— HF SZ ,F[U 
V5GF ;DI CL GQ8 SZT[ C® × JC D}lT"5}HF SL HUC 5Z lGUq"6 A|ï HF[ 
CDFZ[ V\NZ A;[ C® pGSL 5}HF SZG[ SF[ SCT[ C{4 JC BqN EL VFtDF ZFD 
sR{TgIf SL CL 5}HF VR"G SZT[ C® × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— D— VR"GFvElÉT 5F." HFTL  
C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— D— DFGl;S 5}HFvVR"GF ElÉT lD, HFTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJ 
DFGl;S 5qHFvVR"GF D— V5G[ VF5 SF[ NLGvCLG ;Dh SZ ÝEq S[ RZ6F— D— 
:JI\ SF[ Vl5"T SZ N[T[ C® .; ÝSFZ SL NF[GF— S[ SFjI D— 5}HFvVR"GF SL 
;DFGTF lNBF." N[TL C{ × 
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 NF[GF— SlJIF— D— 5}HFvVR"G ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ lEgGTF,\ EL lNBF." N[TL  
C{ × VFG\N3G V5G[ :TJGF— D— D}lT"v5}HF VR"G SL AFT SZT[ C® JC zL 
kØEGFY VF{Z zL ;qlJlWlHG SL 5}HFvVR"GF SZG[ SF[ SCT[ C® × SALZNF; 
D}lT"v5}HF TYF VJTFZJFN D— p;[ lJxJF; GCÄ C{ D}lT" SL 5}HFvVR"GF TF[ 
GCÄ SZT[ 5Z D}lT" 5}HF lJZF[W SZT[ C® × VFG\N3G D}lT"5}HF 5q^ I4 VÙT4 
z[Q9W}54 ÝNL54 G{J[W4 O,4 H,4 NL5 VFlN VF9 ÝSFZ SL 5}HFvVR"GF ElÉT 
SZT[ C® TF[ SALZNF; DFGT[ C® lS N[JF,I D— HFG[ SL VFJxISTF GCÄ VF{Z 
GCÄ O,4 O},4 H, .tIFlN Vl5"T SZG[ SL × SALZNF; TF[ JCF¡ TS SCT[ 
C® lS VFtDFZFD sR{TgIf S[ VlTlZÉT N};ZF SqK C{ CL GCÄ × .; ÝSFZ 
VFG\NNF; ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— D— 5}HF VR"G ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ lEgGTF,¡ 
,L lNBF." N[TL C{ × 
? J\NG o 
 EUJFGŸ S[ DCFtdI SF[ ìNI D— WFZ6 SZ GTD:TS CF[SZ pGSL :TqlT 
,J\ Ý6lT JgNGvElÉT C{ × VFG\N3G S[ SFjIF— D— EL J\NGvElÉT S[ NX"G 
CF[T[ C® × SlJ SCT[ C® lGZ\HG VFtDF CL D[ZF VFZFwI N[J C{ IC VFtDF CL 
D[ZF :JFDL C{ .;SF Dqh[ VJ,\AG C{ × .; l,I[ TLYF"lNS D— lS; l,I[ 
E8S} p;[ AFCZ -}¡-G[ HFG[ SL H~ZT GCÄ pgC— lD,G S[ l,, pGS[ ;FDG[ 
l;Z hqSFG[ SL VFJxISTF GCÄ v 
 VA D[Z[ 5lT UlT N[J lGZ\HG × 
 E8S}\ SCF SCF l;Z 58Sq \¸ 
 SCF S~\ HGZ\HG ×
153
 
 VFG\N3G SCT[ C® C[ ÝEF[ ¦ C[ :JFDL ¦ D® VF5 SL XZ6 D— VF UIF 
C}¡ × ;\;FZ SL lGgNFv:TqlT Dqh[ WÉSF GCÄ N[ ;STL C{ × Dqh[ D[Z[ wI[I ;[ 
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C8F GCÄ ;ST[ C® D® 5qSFZ SZ ,F[UF— ;[ SCTF C¡} lS V5GL XlÉT EZ HF[ 
SZ ;ST[ CF[ SZF[ v 
 D— VFIF[ ÝEq XZ6 TqdCFZL 
  ,FUT GFlC\ WS{F × 
 EqHlT p9F. SCq \ VF[ZlG;F —4 
  SZCq \ = H SZ CL ;SF[ ×154 
 VFG\N3G CFY HF[0SZ ÝFY"GF SZT[ C® lS C{ ;[9F— S[ ;[9 VFG\N3G 
ÝEq D[ZF CFY 5S0F[ D[ZL ZÙF SZF[ lGZFWFZF— S[ VFWFZ S[J, VF5 CL CF[ v 
 CF80q \ DF\0qZ[ ~0F DF6[S RF[SDF\ Z[4 ;FHGL VFGq \ DG0q \ DGFI × 
 —VFGgNNFGc ÝEq ;[9l;ZF[DL6 Z[4 AF\C0L hF,HF[ Z[ VFI ××155 
 VFG\N3G SCT[ C® lS DGqQI IC lHG[xJZ EUJFG SF[ J\NG SZ TYF 
DF[lC lG\ãF D— ;[ AFCZ lGS, × ÝEq S[ V,FJF SF[." ;rRF DFl,S GCÄ C{ 
.; l,, ÝEq SL 5}HF DF¡U ,[ × VFU[ SCT[ C® C[ lHGR\ã ¦ IC ;\;FZ RÊ 
SF[ ZF[S SZ VFG\N3G AGF NLlH, × .; ÝSFZ ÝEq SF[ J\NG SZS[ ÝFY"GF 
SZT[ C{ v 
 , lHGS[ 5FI ,FU Z[4 TqG[ SCLI— S[ TF[ × 
 VF9F[." HFD lOZ[ DNDFTF[4 DF[C lG\NZLIF Xq \ HFUZ[ × 
 ÝEqHL ÝLTD lAGF GCÄ SF[. ÝLTD4 ÝEqHLGL 5}HF 36L DFUZ[4 
 EJSF O[ZF JFZL SZF[ lHGR\NF4 —VFG\N3Gc 5FI ,FU Z[ ××
156
 
 VFG\N3G —;q5F; lHG :TJGc D— J\NGvElÉT SF[ ,[SZ SCT[ C® ;qB 
VF{Z ;\5l¿ S[ l,, zL ;q5FxJ"GFY lHG[xJZ SF[ J\NG SZF[ × JC XF\TZ;:iL 
VD`T S[ ;Dqã VF{Z ;;FZ:iL ;Dqã D— ;[Tq ;DFG C{ × H{;[ v 
 zL;q5F;lHG J\NLlI 
  ;qB;\5lTlG C[T × 
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 XF\T;qWFZ; H,lGlW  
  EJ;FUZ DCL C[T ×
157
 
 VFG\N3G VFtDF SF[ :JFDL DFG SZ p;SL CL :TqlT ÝX\;F SZT[ C® 
VF{Z N};Z[ lS;L SF[ l;Z hqSFG[ SL DT,A J\NG SZG[ SL H~ZT GCÄ 
;DhT[ 5Z JCL SlJ SqK :TJG D— pNFCZ6 S[ :i D— zL ;q5F; lHG SF[ 
J\NG SZG[ SF[ SCT[ C® × TF[ ,S 5N D— JC lHGR\ã SF[ J\NG SZS[ ÝFY"GF 
SZT[ C® × .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G 5ZDFtDF TYF TLY±SZ SL DqlT" SF[ J\NG SZG[ 
TYF p;[ ÝFY"GF :TqlT SZG[ SF[ SCT[ C® × 
 ;\T SlJ SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— J\NGvElÉT lD,TL C{ × 5Z\Tq pGSL 
J\NG ElÉT DFGl;S C{ × JC lS;L DqlT" S[ 5F; HF SZ pGSF J\NG SZG[ 
SF[ GCÄ SCT[ JC TF[ D}lT" 5}HF S[ CL TF[ lJZF[WL C{ × .; l,I[ ;FO CF[ 
HFTF C{ lS SALZNF; SL J\NGvElÉT DFGl;S C{ × JC CDFZ[ TG D— A;[ 
Cq, 5ZDFtDF sEUJFGf SF[ J\NG SZG[ SL AFT SZT[ C® × lJGI4 ÝFY"GF ,J\ 
:TqlT 5ZS EFJ ;qDGF— ;[ ;qU\qlOT SALZ SFjI S[ V\X JgNGvElÉT S[ 
pNFCZ6 C{ × SALZNF; S[ VGq;FZ VCDŸ SF ;J"YF tIFU SZ EUJFG SL 
XZ6 D— HFG[ ;[ p;SL ÝFl%T ;CH CL CF[ HFTL C{ v 
 ZF[0F CŸJ{ ZCF{ AF8 SF4 TlH 5FB¡0 VlEDFG × 
 ,[;F H[ HG æ{ ZC{4 TFlC lD,{ EUJFG ××158 
 SALZNF; V5G[ V5ZFWF— S[ l,, ÙDFvIFRGF SZT[ Cq, JC ÝEq ;[ 
EJ;FUZ ;[ 5FZ pTFZG[ SL lJG\TL SZT[ C® v 
 SALZ SZT C{ ALGTL4 EF{;FUZ S[ TF\." × 
 A\N[ µ5lZ HF[Z CF[T C{4 H¡D S} ¡ AZlH Uq;F ¡." ××159 
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 SALZNF; SCT[ C® C[ EUJFG VF5 Dqh 5Z SA NIF SZF[U[ m Dqh[ 
SFD4 ÊF[W VF{Z VC\SFZ G[ 3[Z ZBF C{ ICF¡ 5Z DFIF A\WG ;[ K}8G[ S[ l,, 
J\NG SZT[ C® v 
 DFWF{ SA SlZCF{ NIF 
 SFD ÊF[W VC\SFZ jIF5{ GF K}8[ DFIF ×
160
 
 ;\T SALZ VFtDFv;qgNZL ;[ SC ZC[ C® lS C{ ;qgNZL ¦ Tq N[JF— S[ 
N[J4 ;A S[ lXZF[Dl64 ;A S[ VFE}Ø6 lÝI ,J\ DGF[CZ lÝI S[ pG RZ6F — 
SF[ EH HF[ GFZN4 XqS VFlN DqlGIF— äFZF J\lNT C{ v 
 ElH GFZNFlN ;qSFlN A\lNT RZG 5\SH EF\lDGL × 
 ElH ElHl; EqØGl5IF DGF[CZ4 N[J N[J l;ZF[JGÄ × 
 AqlW GFE R\NG RRTF4 TG NF D\lNZ ELTZF × 
 ZF ¡D ZFHl; G{G AF ¡GL4 ;qHFG ;q \NZ ;q \NZL × 
 ACq 5F5 5ZAT K[NGF\4 EF{ TF5 NqlZlG lGJFZ6F ¡ × 
 SC{ SALZ UF{aI\N ElH4 5ZDFG\N A\lNT SFZ6F ¡ ××161 
 SALZNF; SF DFGG C{ lS V7FGL ;\;FZ AFCZL NJF,IF— D— EUJFG S[ 
;DÙ GTD:TS CF[ HFTF C{4 5Z\Tq VgTSZ6 D— lJZFHDFG EUJFG ;[ CL ,F[ 
,UF SZ p;L S[ wIFG D— DuG CF[GF RFlC, v 
 SALZ NqlGIF N[CqZ®4 XLX GJF\6 HF. × 
 lCZNF ELTZ ClZ A;®4 T}\ TFCL ;F ® <IF[ ,F. ×162 
 .; ÝSFZ SALZNF; A|ï s5ZDFtDFf SF[ J\NG SZG[ SF[ SCT[ C® p;[ 
AFCZ -}¡-G[ SL EL VFJxISTF GCÄ C{ JC TF[ V\ToSZ6 D— lJZFHDFG C{ × 




? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— J\NGvElÉT 
lD,TL C{ × NF[GF— SlJ V\ToSZ6 D— A;[ EUJFG SL J\NGvElÉT SZG[ SF[ 
SCT[ C® × NF[GF— SlJ VFtDF ;F[ 5ZDFtDF SF[ VFZFwIN[J DFGT[ C® .;l,, 
lTYF"lNS D— HFG[ SL VFJxISTF GCÄ ,[;F DFGT[ C® × NF[GF— SlJ VCDŸ SF 
;J"YF tIFU EUJFG SL XZ6 D— HFG[ SF[ SCT[ C® × NF[GF— SlJ EU;FUZ ;[ 
5FZ pTFZG[ IF ;\;FZ RÊ ;[ DqlÉT lN,FG[ SF[ ÝFY"GF SZT[ C® × NF[GF— SlJ 
EUJFGŸ SF DCFtdI Jl6"T SZT[ CqI[ JC SCT[ C® lS EUJFG ,[;[ z[Q9 C{ lS 
.;S[ ;DFG VF{Z SF[." GCÄ C{ .; l,I[ pgC— J\NG SZF[ × .; ÝSFZ 
VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; D— J\NG ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ ;FdI lNBF." 50+TF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SL J\NG ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ SqK 
lEgGTF,¡ EL lNBF." N[TL C{ × VFG\N3G VgTSZ6 D— lJZFHDFG 5ZDFtDF SL 
J\NGF TF[ SZT[ C® TF[ lOZ JC V5G[ :TJG D— ;q5FxJ"GFY lHG[xJZ SL J\NG 
SZG[ IF J\NG ElÉT SZG[ SF[ SCT[ C® × SALZNF; G[ SCL 5Z EL D}lT" SF[ 
J\NG SZG[ IF J\NG ElÉT SZG[ SF[ GCÄ SCF C{ × VFG\N3G zL ;q5FxJ"GFY 
lHG[xJZ SL J\NGF SZG[ ;[ ;qB VF{Z ;\5l¿ ÝF%T CF[UL ,[;F SCT[ C® × 
SALZNF; J\NGF ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ SCT[ C® —C[ DFWF[c Dqh D— SFD4 ÊF[W4 
VC\SFZ jIF%T CF[ UIF C{ TYF DFIF EL KF[0+G[ 5Z EL K}8TL GCÄ JC ÝFY"GF 
SZT[ C® lS C{ DFWJ VF5 SA Dqh 5Z NIF SZF[U[ × .; ÝSFZ NF[GF— SlJIF— 
D— J\NGFvElÉT SF[ ,[SZ lEgGTF,¡ lNBF." N[TL C{ × 
? NF:IvElÉT o 
 NF:IvElÉT S[ VgTU"T EÉT :JI\ SF[ ;[JS VF{Z EUJFG SF[ V5GF 
:JFDL DFGSZ V5G[ IF[UvÙ[D SF ;d5}6" NFlItJ p;[ ;F—5 N[TF C{ × VFG\N3G 
S[ SFjIF— D— EL NF:IEFJ SL ElÉT SF NX"G CF[TF C{ × VFG\N3G SCT[ C® 
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lS DFIF ;[ SF[0L SL EL UZH ;ZG[JF,L GCÄ C{ × VGqEJ lJJ[S VFlN 
Uq~HGF— SF[ IC GFX SZG[ JF,L A0+L A}ZL C{ × IC NF;L ;qDlT DFIF SF 
J6"G SZ ZCL C{ TYF VFG\N :J:i SF[ DFIF SF ;FY KF[0+FG[ SF[ ÝFY"GF 
SZTL C{ v 
 SF[ZL SL UZH G{;L4 UqZHG RB{;L ZL × 
 —VFG\N3Gc ;qGF{;L4 A\N VZH SC{ ;LZL ×163 
 VFG\WG SCT[ C® CD[ ÝDqB X+qVF— ;[ ,0+F." ,0+GL RFlC, × IlN CD 
ZFUvä[Ø 5Z lJHI GCÄ ÝF%T SZ—U[ TF[ lGtI GI[ X+q 5{NF CF[T[ ZC—U[ × 
lH;G[ .G SF[ HLTF JC l+EqJG GFY CF[ HFI—U[ × lOZ SCT[ C® EF[H[     
R[TG ¦ WD" SF DD" VF{ZF— ;[ ÉIF 5}KTF lOZTF C{ × T} .G VFG\N3G ÝEq 
S[ RZ6 SD,F— SF[ 5S0[ ZC v 
 VF{Z ,ZF." ,Z[ ;F[ AF[ZF4 ;}Z 5KFZ[ EFp VlZZL × 
 WZD DZD SCF Aqh{ VF{Z{4 ZlC —VFG\N3Gc 5N 5SZL ZL ××164 
 VFG\N3G V5G[ VgI ,S 5N D— SCT[ C® v C{ VFG\N3G ÝEq ¦ D® TF[ 
HgDvHgD ;[ VF5SF NF; C}¡ × VF5 TF[ HgD HgDFTZF— ;[ D[Z[ :JHGv:G[CL 
:JFDL C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq NF; TqDFZF[4 
  HGD HGD S[ ;[6 ×
165
 
 VFG\N3G V5G[ 5N D— NF:IvEFJ SL ElÉT SF NX"G SZFT[ CqI[ SCT[ 
C® × C{ :JFDL D A[XZD4 lGZÙZ4 5F5L VF{Z V5ZFWL C}¡ × HF[ VF5SF[ ,U[ 
lS ;qWFZG[ IF[uI C{4 TF[ ;qWFZ l,HL, × AFN D— J[ l,BT[ C® VA TS HF[ 
CF[ UIF ;F[ CF[ UIFc IC AFT lOZ ;[ G SZ[ × VF5S[ äFZF 5Z B0+F DqB" 
NF;v;[JS C{ pgC— V5GF AGF ,F[ × .; ;[ ßIFNF ÉIF SC}¡ A; NF; SF[ 
 377 
;qWFZ ,[ VF{Z C[ VFG\N3G ¦ V5G[ GFD SL p¿D ZLT C{ pGSF lGJF"C  
SZ[ v 
 lG58 V7FGL 5F5SFZL4 NF; C{ V5ZFWL × 
 HFGq HF[ ;qWFZCF[4 VA GFY ,FH ;FWL ×× 
  2 2 2 2  
 U." ;F[ TF[ U." GFY4 O[Z GCÄ SLH[ × 
 äFZ[ ZæF[ -ÄU NF;4 V5GF[ SZL ,LH[ ×× 
 NF; SF[ ;qWFZL ,[C}4 ACqT SCF SlCI[ × 
 —VFG\N3Gc 5ZDŸ ZLlT4 GFp\SL lGJlCI[ ××166 
 SlJ SCT[ C® DFGJL ;Z, ;DH SZ ;[JFvSFI" ÝFZ\E SZTF C{4 lSgTq 
;[JFvSFI" TF[ VUdI VF{Z VGq5D C{ JC —VFG\N3G Z;:ic ÝEq SF[ SCT[ C® 
VF5 .; ;[JS SL .rKF SEL EL 5}6" SZ N[GF v 
 DqUW ;qUD SlZ ;[JG VFNZ[ 
  ;[JG VUD VG}5 
 N[IF[ SNFlRT ;[JS IFRGF 
  VFG\N3G Z;:i ×167 
 SlJ l,BT[ C® lS DG :iL E|DZ SZ HF[0SZ SCTF C{ lS VF5S[ 
RZ64 SD, S[ 5F; CDFZF lGJF; CF[4 VG[S GFDWFZL C{ VFG\N3G ¦ IC 
;[JS SL ÝFY"GF ;qGF[ v 
 DG DWqSZ JZ SZ HF[0L SC[ 
  5NSH lGS8 lGJF;  
 3GGFDL VFG\N3G ;F\E,F[  
  , ;[JS VZNF; ×168 
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 VFG\N3G EUJFG zL VZ lHG SL NF:I EFJ SL ElÉT SZT[ C® VF{Z 
JC SCT[ C® CL HUTŸ S[ GFY4 D[ZL VF5S[ ;FY SL ÝLlT ,S5ÙL C{ × Dqh 
5Z S`5F SZS[ D[ZF CFY 5S0 SZ VF5S[ RZ6 D— ZBGF v 
 ,S 5BL ,B ÝLT0L 
  Tq \D ;FY[ HUGFY Z[ 
 S`5F SZLG[ ZFBIL 
  RZ6 T,[ UC[ CFY Z[ ×
169
 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ VF5SF[ NF; IF ;[JS ;DhF C{ TYF 
EUJFG SF[ DFl,S IF GF ;DhT[ C® × NF; IF ;[JS 5Z EUJFG IF DFl,S 
SL C\D[XF S`5F N`lQ8 50+L ZC{4 pGSF pâFZ SZ[ .; ÝSFZ SL ÝFY"GF SZT[ 
C® × .; ÝSFZ pgCF—G[ NF:IvElÉT EFJ VlEjIÉT lSIF C{ v 
 NF:I ElÉT D— EÉT V5G[ SF[ ;[JS VF{Z EUJFG SF[ V5GF :JFDL 
DFGSZ pgC— 5}6" NFlItJ ;F®5 N[TF C{ × SALZNF; SL ElÉT S[ ;\A\W D— IC 
Ýl;â C{ lS pgCF—G[ V5G[ SF[ ACqWF ;[JS IF NF; SL E}lDSF D— ÝlTlQ9T 
lSIF C{ × ElÉTv;FWGF S[ VFZ\E D— EÉT SALZNF; V5GL ÙqãTF ,J\ NLG 
v VFRZ6 SF[ N[B IC ;F[R SZ lGZFX CF[ HFT[ C® lS 5TF GCÄ ÝEq p;[ 
V5GF,¡U[ VYJF GCÄ v 
 S{;[ CF[.UF lD,JF ClZ ;GF ¡4 
  Z[ T} lJØ{ lASFZ G TlH DGF ¡ ×× 
 Z[ T{ HF[U HqUqlT HFgIF GCÄ4 
  T{ UqZ SF ;AN DFgIF¡ GCL × 
 U\NL N[CL N[lB G O}l,I[ 
  ;\;FZ N[lB G E}l,I[ × 
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 SC{ SALZ DD ACq Uq ¡lG4 
  ClZ EUlT lAGF\ NqB OqG OqGL ××170 
 V5G[ :JFDL S[ ;J"XlSTDFG4 ;J"jIF5L S`5F,q4 EÉT Jt;, ,J\ NFTF 
:i SF wIFG VFT[ CL SqK VFxJ:T CF[ HFT[ C® D® .TG[ DCFG :JFDL SF 
;[JS C}¡ VTo Dqh[ EI lS; AFT SF m IC VGqE}lT pGD— VFtDlJxJF; 
pt5gG SZTL C{ VF{Z JC :JI\ SF[ :JFDL S[ ÝlT 5}6"TIF ;Dl5"T SZ N[T[  
C® × :JFDL S[ Uq6F— 5Z JC .TGF ZLh UI[ C® lS V5G[ —ZFDc S[ VlTlZÉT 
VF[Z lS;L SL ;[JF GCÄ SZGF RFCT[ × ICL ElÉT SL VGgITF C{ × 
lH;SF ZFD ;ZLBF ;FlCA CF[ JC E,F VF{Z lS;S[ 5qSFZG[ HFI[ m v 
 VA DF[lC ZF ¡D EZF[;F T[ZF 
 HFS[ ZF ¡D ;ZLBF ;FlCA EF."4 ;F[ ÉI}\ VG\T 5qSFZG HF." ×× 
 HF l;lZ TLlG ,F[S SFEFZF4 ;F ÉI}\ G SZ{ HG SL ÝlT5FZF ×× 
 SC{ SALZ ;[JF{ AGJFZL4 ;LRF{ 5[0 5LJ{ ;A 0FZL ×
171
 
 SALZNF; SF[ V5G[ :JFDL 5Z VB^0 lJxJF; C{4 .;Ll,, TF[ JC 
SCT[ C® v 
 TFZ6 lTZ6 lTZ6 T} ¡ TFZ64 VF{Z G N}HF HF ¡GF ® × 
 SC{ SALZ ;ZGF ¡." VFIF[4 V5GF ¡ N[J GCÄ DFGF ® ××172 
 NF:IvElÉT D— EÉT SF N{gIvEFJ lJX[Ø :i ;[ 5A, CF[TF C{ × 
V5G[ N{gI SF lGNX"G SZT[ Cq, SALZG[ :JI\ SF[ :JFDL SF —Sq¿Fc AGF 
l,IF C{ v 
 SALZ S}¿F ZFD SF4 D}lTIF D[ZL GFp\ × 
 U,{ ZFD SL H[J0L4 lHT B®R[ lTT HFp\ ××173 
 SALZ SF VNŸEqT :JFDL ;[JS SL RTqZF." 5Z GCL4 Vl5Tq p;SL 
lGQSFD EFJ;[ SL U." EF[,L EFJvElÉT 5Z ZLhTF C{ v 
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 ——:JFDL ;[JS ,S DT4 DG CL D® lDl, HF." × 
 RTqZF." ZLh{ GCÄ4 ZLh{ DG S{ EF." ××174 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS TqD ZFD SF VFzI DT KF[0+ ÉIF—lS p; NF; 
SL Al,CFZL C{ HF[ ZFD S[ VFzI D— ZCTF C{ v 
 SALZ S[J, ZFD SL4 Tq \ lHlG KF0{ VF[8 × 
 W6 VCZl6 lAlR ,F[C ßI} ¡4 36L ;C® l;Z RF[8 ××175  
 SALZNF; SL NF;IvEFJ SL 5ZFSFQ9F TA lNBF." N[TL C{ HA JC 
:JI\ SF[ Uq,FD DFGSZ V5G[ ;d5}6" Vl:TtJ SF[ :JFDL S[ ÝlT ;F®5 N[T[   
C® v 
 D® Uq,F ¡D DF[lC A[lR Uq;F ¡."4 
  TG DG WG D[ZF ZF ¡DHL S{ TF\." ×176 
 SALZNF; G[ ;[JF EFJ S[ .G Ý;\UF[ SF lGN["X GLR[ lNIF C{ v 
 GÄJ lAC}6F ¡ N[C}ZF4 N[C lAC}\6F ¡ N[J × 
 SALZ TCF ¡ lA,\lAIF4 SZ[ V,B SL ;[J ×177 
 ICF¡ ;[jI VF{Z ;[JS S[ ALR N}ZL GCÄ Vl5Tq VFtDLITF VF{Z :G[C    
C{ × SALZ V5G[ SF[ —lGHNF; SCT[ C® v  
 UUG UZlH V\lD|T RJ{4 SN,L S¡J, ÝSF; × 
 TCF ¡ SALZF A\lNUL4 S{ SF[." lGH NF; ×178 
 .; ÝSFZ SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— DFGl;S NF:IvElÉT EFJ lNBF." N[TF 
C{ × JC BqN CL V5G[ VF5 lGH NF; DFGT[ C® × J[ GÄJ lAGF N[C TYF 
N[C lAGF S[ N[J s:JFDLf SL ;[JF SZT[ C® × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— D— NF:I EFJ SL ElÉT EFJGF    
C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL NF:I ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ ACqT ;FZL ;FdITF lNBF." 50+TL 
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C{ × NF[GF— SlJ :JFDL S[ RZ6 SD, D— 50+[ ZCG[ SL SFDGF SZT[ C® × 
NF[GF— SlJ DFGT[ C® × V5G[ D— NqUq"6 EZ[ 50+[ C® IF BqN DqB" C{ TYF V5G[ 
:JFDL Uq6UFG C{ × NF[GF— SlJ DFGT[ C® lS ,[;FvJ{;F VFRZ6 JF,[ SF[ :JFDL 
V5GFI—U[ GCÄ NF[GF— SlJ V5G[ :JFDL SF[ VG[S GFDWFZL DFGT[ C®4 SCÄ 5Z 
TF[ GFDF— SF p<,[B EL lD,TF C{ × NF[GF— SlJ V5G[ V5G[ GFY IF ZFD S[ 
ÝlT ,S5ÙL C{ × J[ NF[GF— :JFDL S[ VlTlZÉT VF{Z lS;L SL ;[JF GCÄ SZGF 
RFCT[ C® × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ N{gI SF lGNX"G lSIF C{ H{;[ VFG\N3GG[ V5G[ 
VF5 SF[ DqB" SCF C{ TF[ SALZNF;G[ V5G[ SF[ :JFDL SF Sq¿F SCF C{ × 
NF[GF— SlJ DFGT[ C® lS ÝEq S[ lAGF YF[0+[ JÉT ZCGF NqQSZ C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— NF:IvElÉT 
SF[ ,[SZ lEgGTF,¡ EL lD,TL C{ × VFG\N3G ;[JF SFI" SF[ VUdI VF[Z 
VGq5D DFGT[ C® × JC SCT[ C® lS ÝEq ¦ D® HgDvHgD ;[ VF5SF NF;    
C}¡ × JC NF:I EFJ D— DFIF ;[ ;FY KF[0+F G[ SL ÝFY"GF SZT[ C® × H{;[ lS 
v SALZ SF[ V5G[ :JFDL 5Z VB^0 lJxJF; C{ × JC GÄJ lAGF N[C TYF 
N[C lAGF S[ N[J s:JFDLf SL ;[JF SZG[ SF p<,[B SZT[ C® × JC V5G[ 
VF5 SF[ —lGHNF;c SCT[ C® × 
? ;bIvElÉT o 
 ;bIvElÉT D— EÉT EUJFG SF[ V5GF :G[CL DLT ;DhG[ ,UTF C{ × 
NF[ lD+F— S[ DwI KF[8[ A0+[ SF E[N GCÄ CF[TF × ;\T SlJ VFG\N3G S[ SFjIF— 
D— ;bIvElÉTEFJ SL ,S EL 5\lÉT GCÄ lD,TL × G TF[ pGS[ 5NF— D— 
;bI ElÉT C{ VF{Z G TF[ pGS[ :TJGF— D— ;bI ElÉT C{ × DT,A 
VFG\N3G V5G[ EUJFG SF[ lD+vNF[:T ;DhT[ CL GCÄ C{ × .;L l,, XFIN 
pGS[ SFjIF— D— ;bIvElÉT SF VEFJ C{ ×  
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 SALZNF; S[ SFjIF— D— ;bIvElÉT EFJ lNBF." N[T[ C® × JC EUJFG 
SF[ V5GF —NF[:Tc ;DhG[ ,UT[ C® × VFNX" D{+L S[ l,, pGSF ,S CL 
DFGN^0 C{ VF{Z JC C{ —,S lGQ9TFc SALZ SL ,S lGQ9TF lGZF,L C{ × 
pgCF—G[ S[J, ,S CL SF[ V5GF lD+ AGFIF C{ ÉIF—lS VlWS lD+F— S[ ;FY 
G TF[ E,L EF¡lT lGJF"C CF[ ;STF C{ v 
 H[ DG ,FU{ ,S ;} ¡4 TF{ lGZAF<IF HF. × 
 T}ZF Nq. DqlB AFH6F ¡4 gIF. TDFR[ BF. ××179 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS VlWS lD+F— S[ ;FY G CL ;qB lG\ãF SL ÝFl%T 
CF[TL C{ v 
 SALZ Sl,HqU VF. SlZ4 SLI[ ACqT H DLT × 
 lHG lN, A\WL ,S ;} ¡4 T[ ;qBq ;F[J{ GRÄT ××180 
 SALZNF; SF ;BF lJ,Ù6 C{ × JC 5FGL ;[ EL 5T,F4 Wq¡, ;[ EL 
hLGF TYF 5JGvJ[U ;[ VlWS TLJ| UlT JF,F C{ v 
 5F ¡6L CL T® 5FT,F4 Wq ¡JF CL T® hÄ6F × 
 5JGF ¡ J[lU pTFA,F4 ;F[ NF[;T SALZ{ SLgC ××181 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS CDG[ ,[;F lD+ AGFIF C{ lH;G[ ,F,Z\U SF 
J:+ sV\UZBFf 5CG ZBF C{ × .; Z\U SF[ lD8FG[ SL R[Q8F D— ;\;FZ S[ 
;A4 WF[AL WF[,[vWF[T[ CFZ UI[ C{4 5Z ,F, Z\U HFTF CL GCÄ C{ v 
 ,S H NF[;T CD lSIF lH; Ul, ,F, SAF. × 
 ;A HU WF[AL WF[. DZ[4 TF{ EL Z\U G HF. • ××
182
 
 lH; ;FYL S[ ;FY SALZNF; lC, v lD,SZ B[,—U[ JC ;qBvNqoB ;[ 
5Z[ C® VF{Z ,S AFZ lD, HFG[ 5Z p;;[ SEL lAKF[C GCÄ CF[TF v 
 SALZ ;FYL ;F[ lSIF4 HFS[ ;qB NqB GCÄ SF[. × 
 lCl, lDl, CŸJ{ SlZ B[l,:I} ¡4 SN[ lAKF[C G CF[. ×183 
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 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS D[Z[ JF:TlJS ;FYL S[J, NF[ CL C{ v ,S 
J{Q6J VF{Z N};ZF EUJFG v 
 D[Z[ ;\UL NF[. H6F ¡4 ,S J{Q6F — ,S ZF ¡D × 
 JF[ C® NFTF DqSlT SF4 JF[ ;qlDZFJ{ GF ¡D ××184 
 SALZNF; SF EFuI N[BF[ lSTGF ;ZFCGLI C{ SqK 5}J" HgD S[ 5q^ IF — 
SF CL ÝEFJ C{ × HF[ 5ZDFtDF DqlGVF— SF[ EL GCÄ lD,TF JC V,[B 
s5ZDFtDFf SF[ V5GF lD+ CL AGF l,IF C{ v 
 N[BF{ SZD SALZ SF4 SKq 5}ZA HGD SF ,[B × 
 HFSF DC, G D}lG ,C®4 ;F[ NF[:T lSIF V,[B ×185 
 SALZNF; SF DFGGF C{ lS ;bI ElÉT D— EUJFGŸ EÉT S[ NF[ØF— SL 
p5[ÙF SZ p;[ V\U D— AF¡W ,[T[ C{v 
 V\S EZ[ ElZ E[l8IF4 DG D® GF\CL WLZ × 
 SC{ SALZ G[ ÉI} ¡ lD,{4 HA ,U NF[. ;ZLZ ××186 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— D— ;[ SALZNF; S[ SFjIF— D— ;bIvElÉT 
S[ NX" CF[T[ C® × VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— SCL 5Z EL ;bIvElÉT S[ NX"G 
GCÄ CF[T[ × SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— ;bI ElÉT D— SlJ SF VFNX" D{l+ S[ 
l,, ,S CL DFGN^0 C{ VF{Z JC C{ —,SlGQ9TFc pgCF—G— ,S CL SF[ V5GF 
lD+ AGFIF C{ × JC SCT[ C® VlWS lD+F— S[ ;FY ;qBvlG\ãF SL ÝFl%T GCÄ 
CF[TL × pGSF lD+ lJ,Ù6 C{ JC 5FGL ;[ 5T,F4 Wq, ;[ EL hLGF TYF 
5JG J[U ;[ VlWS TLJ| UlT JF,F C{ × pgCF—G[ ,[;F lD+ AGFIF4 lH;G[ 
,F,Z\U SF J:+ 5CGF C{4 JC ,F,Z\U HFTF GCÄ C{ × SALZ ;FYL S[ ;FY 
CL,vlD, B[,T[ C® × J[ ;FYL ;qBvNqoB ;[ 5Z[ C® × TF[ ,S HUC 5Z JC 
SCT[ C® lS JF:TlJS ;FYL NF[ CL C{ ,S J{Q6JL VF[Z N};ZF EUJFGŸ × HF[ 
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5ZDFtDF DqlGIF— SF[ EL GCÄ lD,T[ JC V,[B s5ZDFtDFf SF[ SALZ G[ V5GF 
lD+ CL AGF l,IF C{ × .; ÝSFZ SALZNF; G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— ;bI 
ElÉT S[ CD[ NX"G SZFI[ C® × 
? VFtDlGJ[NGFtDS ElÉT o 
 lJGIXL, CF[SZ ÝEq ;[ V5G[ V5ZFWF— S[ l,, ÙDF IFRGF SZGF4 
V5G[ SF[ D}-DlT VF{Z V<57 HFG ;J" XlÉTDFG4 ;J"lGIgTF4 ;J"5F,S VF{Z 
5lTT5FJG EUJFG SL XZ6 D— HFGF VF{Z lGQSFD EFJ ;[ ÝEq SL ElÉT 
SZGF TYF p;L S[ ;FY TgDI CF[G[ SL VlE,FØF SZGF VFtDlGJ[NGFtDS 
ElÉT C{ × VFtDlGJ[NG SF VY" C{ DG4 JRG4 SD" ;[ ÝEq S[ ÝlT ;Dl5"T 
CF[GF × V5G[ ;d5}6" XqEFXqE SDF[± SF[ ÝEq S[ ÝlT Vl5"T SZ N[GF × .; 
VJ:YFG D— VFSZ XZ6FULT SL EFJGF 5qGo VtIgT ÝA, CF[ p9TL C{ × 
 VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— VFtDlJG[NGFtDS ElÉT EFJ S[ NX"G CF[T[    
C® × JC SCT[ C® v R{TgI IqÉT IC VFtDF sD®f C{ VFG\N7FG4 NX"G4 VFGgN 
J JLI" IqÉT VFtDF C{4 ;TŸ4 lR¿ J VFGgN :J:i IC VFtDF C{ ;[JS HG 
s;FWSJU"f .; :i 5Z Al,CFZ HFT[ C® v 
 VFG\N3G R[TG DI D}ZlT4  
  ;[JS HG Al, HFCÄ ××
187
 
 VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L SCTL C{ ÝEq VF5 ,[;[ lGQ9qZ G CF[ D[Z[ DC, 
D— lAZFHSZ V5GL JF6L SF Z; NF[ VYF"TŸ Dqh ;[ AFT ALR SZF[ × D® 
V5G[ VF5SF[ ;D5"6 SZTL C}¡ × 
 ;DTF DC, lJZFH C{4 JF6L Z; ä{H{ CF[ 
 Al, HFp —VFG\N3Gc ÝEq ,[;[ lG\9qZ CŸJ{ H{ CF[ ××188 
 VFG\N3G:iL lJZlC6L SCTL C{ D®G[ V5GF ;J":J ÝEq VF5 5Z lGKFJZ 
SZ lNIF C{ VF{Z VF5 lS;L N};ZL SF[ CL V5GFI[ CqI[ C® v 
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 ÝLlT SL ZLlT G." CF[ ÝLTD4 ÝLlT SL ZLlT G." × 
 D® TF[ V5GF[ ;ZJ; JFZŸIF[4 %IFZ[ SLG ,." ××189 
 VFG\N3G:iL lJZlC6L SCTL C{ HF[ V5GF ;J":J VF5SF[ V5"6 G SZ 
;S[ JC VF5SL GCÄ C® × JC SCTL C{ lS HF[ D® SCTL C}¡ JCL SZ ATFG[ 
JF,L C}¡ × C{ R[TG N[J ¦ D® VF5SL CL C}¡ VgI lS;L SL GCÄ C}¡ v 
 lXZ K[NL VFU[ WZ[4 VF{Z GCÄ T[ZL ZL × 
 VFG\N3G SL ;F —4 HF[ SCq \ Cq \ VG[ZL ZL ××190 
 VFG\N3G V5G[ VgI 5N D— VFtD lGJNG D— V5GL  ,3qTF lNBFT[ 
CqI[ V5G[ VC\EFJ SF lGZFSZ6 SZT[ CqI[ SCT[ C® v 
 VJW} ÉIF DFUq \ UqG CLGF4 J[ UqG UGG ÝJLGF ×  
 UFI G HFGq \ AHFI G HFGq \4 G HFGq \ ;qZ D[JF × 
 ZLh G HFGq \ ZLhFI G HFGq \4 G HFGq \ 5N ;[JF ×  
 J[N G HFGq \ lSTFA G HFGq \4 HF6q \ G ,Ù6 K\NF × 
 TZSJFN lJJFN G HFGq \4 G HFGq \ SlJ O\NF × 
 HF5 G HFGq \ HqJFA G HFGq \4 G HFGq \ SYJFTF × 
 EFJ G HF6q \ EUTL G HF6q \4 HFGq \ G ;LZF TFTF × 
 uIFG G HFGq \ lJuIFG G HFGq \4 G HFGq \ EHGFDF ×191 
 ;\T SlJ VFG\N3G V5G[ 5N D— SCT[ C® lS VFG\N3G ÝEq VF5 CL 
D[Z[ ;J":J CF[ v 
 D[Z[ ÝFG VFG\N3G4 TFG VFG\N3G × 
 DFT VFG\N3G4 TFT VFG\N3G × 
 UFT VFG\N3G4 HFT VFG\N3G × 
 ZFH VFG\N3G4 SFH VFG\N3G × 
 ;FH VFG\N3G4 ,FE VFG\N3G × 
 386 
 VFE VFG\N3G4 UFE VFG\N3G × 
 GFE VFG\N3G4 ,FE VFG\N3G ××
192
  
 VFG\N3G l,BT[ C® lS AlCZFtD EFJ SF[ tIFU SZS[4 V\TZ VFtDF S[ 
:J:i D— l:YZ EFJJF,[ CF[SZ :JI\ 5ZDFtDF :J:i C{ ,[;L EFJGF jIÉT 
SZGF CÄ VFtD;D5"6 SF ;rRF VJ;Z C{ v 
 AlCZFTD TlH V\TZ VFTDF 
  :i Y." lYZEFJ 
 5ZDFTDGq \ CF[ VFTD EFJJq \ 
  VFTDVZ56 NFJ ×
193
 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— VFtDlGJNGFtDS ElÉT S[ EFJ 
VlEjIÉT Cq, C{ × 
 SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF[ D— VFtD lGJ[NG IF VFtD ;D5"6 S[ EFJ 
lD,T[ C® SALZG[ EL .;S[ AFZ[ D— SCF C{ × SCT[ C® C[ EUJFG Dqh D— D[ZF 
V5GF SqK GCÄ C{ HF[ SqK C{ JC ;A T[ZF CL C{ Ý[D D— Tqh[ D® HF[ SqK 
;D5"6 SZ ZCF C}¡ JC ;A T[ZF CL C{ v 
 D[ZF Dqh D— SqK GCÄ4 HF[ SqK C{ ;F[ T[ZF × 
 T[ZF TqhSF{ ;F ®5TF4 ÉIF ,U{ C{ D[ZF ×194 
 .; NXF D— VE[NvEFJ SL l:YlT AGL ZCG[ S[ SFZ6 SALZ ;qWvAqW 
E}, HFT[ C® VF{Z ,[;L :JFGqE}lT SL l:YlT VF HFTL C{ lS v 
 E,L E." Hq E{ 50+IF4 U." NXF ;A E}, ×  
 5F,F Ul, 5F ¡6L EIF4 -ql, lDl,IF p; S}, ×195 
 ZFD SF 5q^ I lD,G TEL ÝF%T CF[TF C{ HA EÉT V5G[ ;J":J SF 
5lZtIFU SZ[ .; Ý;\U S[ ACqT ;[ SYG —;}ZFTG SF{ V\Uc D— ;\U|CLT C® × 
;TL S[ :iS D— J[ VFtDtIFU SF p5N[X N[T[ C® o 
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 ;TL 5qSFZ{ ;l, R-+L4 ;qGL Z[ DLT D;F ¡G × 
 ,F[U A8Fµ Rl, U,4 CD Tqh ZC[ lGNF ¡G ××196 
 ;TL SL 5}6F"CqlT lÝITD ;[ lD,G[ SL VlGJFI" XT" C{ o 
 ;TL H,G S} ¡ GLS,L4 lRT WlZ ,S J D[B × 
 TG DG ;F{%IF 5LJ S} ¡4 TA V\TZ ZCL G Z[B ××197 
 V5GF l;Z SF8GF IF pTFZGF SALZ ;FlCtI SF VFJT"S ÝIF[U C{ HF[ 
VFtDvAl,NFG SL EFJGF S[ DCÀJ SF ÝDF6 AG HFTF C{ × .; Ý;\U D— 
lGdG l,lBT plÉTIF\ :DZ6LI C{ o 
 ;}Z{ ;LT pTFlZIF4 KF0L TG SL VF; × 
 VFU{ Y® ClZ Dq, lSIF4 VFJT N[bIF NF; ××198 
 l;Z DF8{ ClZ ;[lJ, KFl0 HLJ SL AF ¡l6 × 
 H[ l;Z NLIF ClZ lD,{4 TA ,lU CFl\6 G HFl6 ××
199
 
 SALZ ICq 3Z Ý[D SF4 BF,F SF 3Z GF ¡lC\ × 
 ;L; pTFZ{ CFlY SlZ4 ;F[ 5{;[ 3Z DF ¡lC ×• 200 
 Ý[D SL VJ:YF D— ÝJ[X S[ l,I[ lGZ5[Ù VFtD Al,NFG VFJxIS C{ o 
 ;L; pTFlZ 5U Tl, WZ{4 TA lGSl8 Ý[D SF :JFN ×
201
 
 SALZNF; SL ElÉT D— VF{Z lJX[Ø :i ;[ p; :Y, 5Z HCF¡ pGSL 
VFtDF V5G[ lÝI ;[ lJZlC6L :i D— VFtD lGJ[NG SZTL C{4 EFJF— SL 
;Z;TD lJlW ÝF%T CF[TL C{ o 
 OFl0 5q8F[,F WH SZF ®4 SFD,0L 5lCZFp\ × 
 lHlC lHlC E[ØF ¡ ClZ lD,{4 ;F. ;F. E[Ø SZFp\ ××202 
 SALZNF; :iL lJIF[lUGL 5ZDFtD:iL Ý[D SF[ 5FG[ S[ l,I[ V5G[ VF5 
SF[ BtD SZ N[G[ SF[ IFGL V5G[ TG SF[ H,F N[G[ SF[ T{IFZ C{ v 
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 ICq TG HF,F{ Dl; S~\4 • I}\ W}JF ¡ HF. ;ZluU × 
 DlT J{ ZFD NIF SZ{4 AZl; AqhFJ{ VluU ××203 
 .; ÝSFZ SALZNF; S[ SFjIF— D— VFtDlGJ[NGFtD ElÉT EFJ CL ACqT 
;FZL 5\lÉTIF¡ lD, HFTL C{ × 
?lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— 
VFtDlGJ[NGFtDS ElÉT S[ NX"G CF[T[ C® × VFtDlGJNGFtDS ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ 
NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— D— ACqT ;FZL ;FdITF lNBF." N[TL C{ HF[ lGdG ÝSFZ ;[    
C® v NF[GF— SlJ V5G[ VF5 SF[ EUJFG SF[ ;D5"6 SZT[ C® × NF[GF— SlJ 
:i lJZlC6L 5ZDFtDF :i lÝI ;[ VFtDvlGJ[NG SZTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJ SF 
DFGGF C{ lS Ý[D SL VJ:YF D— ÝJ[X S[ l,I[ lGZ5[Ù VFtD Al,NFG 
VFJxIS C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF[ S[ DT C{ lS :JI\ 5ZDFtDF :J:i IF 
VE[NvEFJGF jIÉT SZGF VFtD ;D5"6 C{ × .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G ,J\ 
SALZNF; NF[GF— EÉT SlJIF— D— VFtDlGJ[NGFtD ElÉT D— ACqT ;FZL ;DFGTF,¡ 
lNBF." N[TL C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— EÉT SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— VFtDlGJ[NGFtD 
ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ lEgGTF,¡ EL lD,TL C{ × VFG\N3G V5G[ SFjI D— VFG\N3G 
ÝEq SF[ SCT[ C® VF5 CL D[Z[ ;J":J C{ H{;[ ÝFG4 TFG4 DFT4 TFG4 UFT4 
HFT4 ZFH4 ;FH4 ,FE4 GFE4 VFlN × VFG\N3G SlJ VFtDvlGJ[NG ElÉT D— 
V5GL ,3qTF lNBFT[ C® × VFG\N3G SlJ VFG\N3G R[TG DI DqZlT 5Z V5G[ 
VF5SF[ pt;U" SZT[ C® × SALZNF; G[ lS;L EL EUJFG SL D}ZlT 5Z V5G[ 
VF5SF[ pt;U" GCÄ SZT[ × SALZNF; D— VFtDvtIFU4 V5GF l;Z SF8GF4 
V5G[ TG SF[ H,FGF VFlN VFtDvAl,NFG SL EFJGF VFtDlGJ[NGFtDS ElÉT 
D— lD,TL C{ × 
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? JFt;<IvElÉT o 
 JFt;<IvElÉT D— NF:I VYJF ;bI ElÉT SL V5[ÙF DDtJ SL EFJGF 
VlWS TLJ| CF[TL C{ × EÉT EUJFG S[ ;FY DFTF VYJF l5TF SF ;dAgW 
:YFl5T SZ V5G[ ;D:T Uq6F— ,J\ VJUq6F— SF[ lGo;\SF[R EFJ ;[ pgC— SC 
N[TF C{ × EÉT SlJ VFG\N3G EUJFG S[ ;FY DFTF TYF l5TF SF ;dAgW 
:YFl5T SZT[ C® × VFG\N3G SF JC 5N N`Q8jI C{ lH;D— JC SCT[ C® v 
 D[Z[ ÝFG VFG\N3G4 TFG VFG\N3G × 
 DFT VFG\N3G4  TFT VFG\N3G ×
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 EÉT SlJ VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— SF VwIIG SZG[ ;[ 5TF R,TF C{ 
lS SlJ S[ SFjI D— JFt;<I ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ DF+ ,S CL 5\lÉT 5FIL HFTL 
C{ × N};Z[ lS;L EL 5N IF :TJG D— JFt;<IEFJ SL ElÉT GCÄ lD,TL × 
 SALZ S[ :iS lJWFG D— ElÉT SF[ VlEjIST SZG[ JF,[ VgI ACq 
5lZlRT EFJ SL p5,aW C{ × .GD— ÝDqB C{ JFt;<I EFJ —.;S[ ;FlCltIS 
VlEjI\HGF ìNI:i CL C{ × J{;[ TF[ AF,S ;\;FZ S[ VgI ,F[UF— ;[ V5G[ 
NF[ØF— SF[ lK5FGF RFCTF C{ 5Z l5TF S[ ;DÙ JC Bq,L 5q:TSv;F C{ × .; 
;dAgW D— SALZNF; SF JC 5N N`Q8jI C{ lH;D— JC SCT[ C® v 
 AF5 ZF ¡D ;qlG ALGTL D[ZL  
 TqdC ;} ¡ ÝU8 ,F[UlG ;}\ RF[ZL × 
 5C,® SF ¡D DqUW DlT SLIF4 TF E{ S\5{ D[ZF HLIF ×× 
 ZF ¡D ZF. D[ZF SæF ;qGLH{4 5C,[ ASl; VA ,[BF ,LH{ ×× 
 SC{ SALZ AF5 ZF ¡D ZFI4 VAC}\ ;ZlG TqdCFZL VFIF ××205 
 V5G[ lJUT V5ZFWF— S[ ÝlT 5q+ SF ÝFIlxRTvEFJ VF{Z l5TF S[ ÝlT 
5}6"v;D5"6 N[B —AF5 ZFDc G[ SALZ SF[ VFxJF;G lNIF × lH; l5TFG[ 5q+ 
S[ V5ZFWF— ;[ VJUT CF[G[ 5Z EL —;[H ;qBF,L DqlB V\lD|Tq NLgCFc p;[ 5q+ 
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S{;[ Eq,F ;STF C{ m lH; lCT lR\TS l5TF G[ 5q+ SF[ .lgãIvZ; :iL lJÝ 
;[ Kq0F l,IF4 SALZ p; AF5 SL Al,CFZL C{ v 
 AFl5 lN,F;F D[ZF[ SLgCF × 
 ;[B ;qBF,L DqlB V\lD|Tq NLgCF × 
 2 2 2 2 
 Al, lT;q AF5{ lHlG Cp HF.IF × 
 5\RF T[ D[ZF ;\Uq RqSF.IF ×206 
 SALZNF; XZ6FUT EFJ ;[ SCT[ C® v —C[ l5TF ZFHF ZFD4 .;     
DFIF S[ p,hGF— D— D[ZL .ßHT SL ZÙF SZF[ 5\lÉT pNFCZ6 S[ :i D— 
N`Q8jI C{ v 
 SF[ SFC} SF DZD G HFG{4 D® ;ZGF ¡UlT T[ZL × 
 SC{ SALZ AF5 ZFD ZFI4 CqZDlT ZFBCq D[ZL ××207 
 l5TF VF{Z 5q+ S[ ALR VG[S AFZ DGvDq8FJ CF[ HFTF C{ × DGvDq8FJ 
SF SFZ6 RFC[ KF[8F CF[4 5Z HA TS E|F\lT SF lGJFZ6 GCÄ CF[TF4 5q+ S[ 
DG D— ZF[Ø AGF ZCTF C{ × E|F\lT SF[ N}Z CF[T[ CL l5TFv5q+ SF lD,G NF[GF— 
S[ ìNIF— SF[ ,S VlGJ"RGLI ;qB ;[ VF%,FlJT SZ N[TF C{ × —lJZC SF{ 
V\Uc D— ,S XaN lR+ Ý:TqT SZT[ Cq, SALZ SCT[ C® v HA %IFZ[ l5TF 
VF{Z 5q+ S[ lAKF[C SF ;DI VFIF TA 5q+ NF{0SZ l5TF S[ ;FY l,58  
UIF × 5Z l5TF ,F[E s;F\;FlZS Ý,F[EGf :iL lD9F." p;S[ CFY D— YDFSZ 
R,F UIF × 5q+ EL SD RTqZ GCÄ YF × l5TF ;[ ~Q8 CF[SZ p;G[ p; 
BF\0+ SF[ JCL 58S lNIF VF{Z ZF[TF ZF[TF %IFZ[ l5TF ;[ HFSZ lD, UIF v 
 5}T l5IFZF[ l5TF SF ®4 UF[ClG ,FUF WF. × 
 ,F[E lD9F." CFlY N[4 VF56F UIF E,F. ×× 
  2 2 2 2 2 
 391 
 0FZL BF ¡0 58lS SlZ4 V\TlZ ZF[; p5F. × 
 ZF[JT ZF[JT lDl, UIF 4l5TF l5IFZ[ HF. ×
208
 
 l5TF SL V5[ÙF DFTF VlWS DDTFDIL CF[TL C{ × 5q+ E,[ CL lSTG[ 
V5ZFW SZ[ 5Z DF¡ pG 5Z wIFG GCÄ N[TL × 5q+ p;S[ ;FY RFC[ H{;F 
jIJCFZ SZ[4 5Z DFTF SF ;CH JFt;<I p;S[ ÝlT SNFl5 SD GCÄ CF[TF v 
 ClZ HGGL D® AFl,SF T[ZF SFC[ G VF{Uq ¡6 AS;Cq D[ZF ×× 
 ;qT V5ZFW SZ{ lNG S[T[4 HGGL S[ lRT ZC® G T[T[ × 
 SZ UlC S[; SZ{ HF[ WFTF4 Tµ G C[T pTFZ{ DFTF ×× 
 SC{ SALZ ,S AqlW lARFZL4 AF,S NqBL NqBL DCTFZL ××209 
 ,S :Y, 5Z l5TF :iL EUJFG 5q+v:iL EÉT SF[ EUJT Ý[D SL 
lD9F." ;[ ,qEFT[ C® v 
 5}T l5IFZF[ l5TF SF ®4 UF{ClG ,FUF[ WF. × 
 ,F[E lD9F." CFlY N[4 VF56 UIF[ Eq,F. ××210 
 .; ÝSFZ SALZNF; G[ V5G[ SFjI D— JFt;<I ElÉT EFJ Jl6"T lSIF 
C{ × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— EÉT SlJIF— D— JFt;<I ElÉT S[ NX"G 
lD,T[ C® × NF[GF— SlJIF— D— JFt;<I ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ EUJFG S[ ;FY 
DFTFvl5TF SF ;\A\W ZBF C{ TYF NF[GF— SlJ EUJFG sDTFvl5TFf S[ 5q+ C{ × 
A; ,S CL ;DFGTF C{ .GSL JHC DF+ IC C{ lS JFt;<IvElÉT SF[ ,[SZ 
VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— DF+ ,S CL 5\lÉT lD,TL C{ × 
 NF[GF— SlJIF— D— JFt;<I ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ lEgGTF,¡ lD,TL C{ × VFG\N3G 
SFjI D— JFt;<I ElÉT SL DF+ ,S CL 5\lÉT lD,TL C{ × SALZNF; S[ 
SFjIF— D— JFt;<I ElÉT SF[ ,[SZ ACqT ;FZL 5\lÉTIF¡ lD, HFTL C{ × 
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SALZNF; G[ V5G[ SFjI D— JFt;<I ElÉT S[ AFZ[ D— ACqT ;FZF J6"G C{ × 
SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS D® V5G[ l5TF sEUJFGf S[ ;DÙ Bq,L 5q:TS ;F C}¡ 
× JC SCT[ C® l5TF G[ Dqh[ .lgãIvZ; :iL lJØ ;[ Kq0F l,IF p; AF5 SL 
Al,CFZL C{ × JC SCT[ C® l5TF DCFZFHF ZFD .; DFIF SL p,hGF— D— ;[ 
D[ZL .ßHT SL ZÙF SZF[ × l5TF sEUJFGf VF{Z 5q+ sSALZNF;f S[ ALR 
VG[SAFZ DGvDq8FJ CF[ HFTF C{ × NF[GF— S[ lAKF[C SF ;DI VFTF C{ TA 
5q+ NF{0 SZ l5TF S[ ;FY l,58 HFTF C{ × SALZ SCT[ C® JFt;<I ElÉT 
D— V5GF ;\A\W EUJFG S[ ;FY DFTF SF EL C{ × JC SCT[ C® l5TF ;[ 
VFWF Ý[D DFTF SF CF[TF C{ × DFTF SF ;CH  JFt;<I p;S[ ÝlT SNFl5 
SD GCÄ CF[TF × .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— JFt;<I Ý[D SL ,S CL 
5\lÉT CF[G[ S[ SFZ6 TYF SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— JFt;<I Ý[D SF[ ,[SZ 
ACqT ;FZ[ pNFCZ6 lD, HFT[ C® × 
? SFgTF ElÉT o 
 SFgTFvEFJ SL ElÉT S[ V\TU"T EÉT SlJ EUJFG SF[ V5GF 5lT 
VYJF lÝITD VF{Z :JI\ SF[ pGSL  5tGL VYJF Ý[I;L DFGT[ C® × JC 
,F{lSS Ý[D S[ DFwID ;[ V,F{lSS Ý[D SL VlEjIlÉT SZT[ C® × ,F{lSS 
WZFT, 5Z 5lTv5tGL SF ;\A\W Ý[DFGqE}lT SF ;JF["tS`Q8 :i DFGF HFTF C{ × 
.;L ;\A\W SF[ V,F{lSS WZFT, 5Z :JLSFZ SZ EÉTv:iL Ý[I;L Ù6 EZ 
S[ l,, ;\;FZ SL GHZF— D— VJxI AqZL AGTL C{ 5Z\Tq ,F[SvlG\NF SF[ ;CG 
SZG[ S[ AN,[ D— p;[ V5G[ VFZFwIv5q~Ø SF ;FlgGwI ;qB ;NF S[ l,, 
ÝF%T CF[ HFTF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— Ý[D,Ù6F ElÉT DqbI C{ × .gCF—G[ ElÉT lJEF[Z 
CF[SZ V5G[ VFtD lÝI SF[ DLTF4 ;FHG4 -F[,F4 ,F,G4 lGZ\HG4 5LJ4 lÝITD 
VFlN GFDF— ;[ VlElCT lSIF C{ TYF NFd5tI ÝTLSF[ ,J\ :iSF— S[ ;CFZ[ Ý[D 
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,Ù6F ElÉT SF[ jIÉT lSIF C{ × VFG\N3GHL SCT[ C® lGxRI GI ;[ SD" 
D, ZlCT D[ZF lGZ\HG VFtDF CL D[ZF VFZFwI N[J C{4 IC VFtDF CL D[ZF 
:JFDL C{ v 
 ——VA D[Z[ 5lT UlT N[J lGZ\HGcc
211
 
 VFG\N3G :iL Ý[I;L V5G[ lÝI ÝEq SF[ Ý;gGTF RFCTL C{ × ÝEq SF 
lJZC ;CF G HFI ,[;F C{ × .; l,, JC SCTL C{ VF5 XL3| VFSZ lD,F[4 
lJIF[U D— ÝF6 tIFUG[ TS SL l:YlT VF HFTL C{ v 
 D{Z[ TF[ Tq \ ZFHL RCL, 
  VF{Z S[ AF[, D— ,FB ;Cq \ZL¸ 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq J[U— lD,F[ %IFZ[4 
  GFlC TF[ U\U TZ\U AC\ qZL ×212 
 VFG\N3G:iL Ý[I;L SCTL C{ %IFZ[ :JFDL R[TG S[ lAGF lNG ZFT D— 
;\T%T ZCTL C}¡ × D[Z[ :JFDL R[TG N[J lD,G[ ;[ CL D[Z[ TG SL T5G N}Z 
CF[UL v 
 l5IF lA6 lG; lNG h}~¡ BZLZL × 
  2 2 2 
 VF[Z TALA T5lT AqhFJ{4 
  VFG\N3G 5LI}Ø hZLZL ×
213
 
 lÝITD R[TG S[ lJIF[U SL J[NGF SF SF[." 5FZ GCL4 JC J[NGF YSF 
N[G[ JF,L C{ × pGSF[ ÝF%T SZG[ SF DFU" A0+F lJØD C{ × .; l,, 5FZ 
pTZG[ S[ l,I[ wIFG :iL GF{SF DF¡UTL C{ v 
 ÝF6GFY lAKqZ{ SL J[NG 
  5FZ G 5FJq ¡ VYFU YUF[ZL¸ 
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 VFG\N3G ÝEq NZ;G VF[38 
  3F8 pTFZG GFJ DUF[ZL ×
214
  
 VFG\N3G:iL lJZlC6L s5tGL IF Ý[I;Lf SCTL C{ EF[,[ ,F[U E,[ D[ZL 
C¡;L SZF[4 D— TF[ NqoB ;[ jIFSq, C}¡ × ;,F[G[ ;FHG sR[TGf lAGF D[ZL U`C:YL 
SF[." SFD SL GCÄ C{ × D[Z[ lÝITD sR[TGf SF SF[." 5TF ATF N[J[ TF[ D® 
p;[ l;G[ ,UF ,}¡ × D[Z[ :JFDL VFJ[ TF[ 3Z D— NL5FJ,L HUFµ v 5\lÉT 
N`Q8jI C{ v 
 EF[,[ ,F[U ¦ Cq \ Z0q \ TqD E,F CF ¡;F 
  ;,q6[ ;FHG lA6 S{;F 3Z JF;F m 
  2 2 2 2    
 CNLIF N[J} \ ATFJ{ SF[. 5LIF4 
  VFJ{ —VFG\N3Gc S~¡ 3Z NLIF ×215 
 VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L s5tGLf SCTL C{ D[ZL A}ZL CF,T N[BSZ 
ZL:T[vGFT[NFZ ;DhFG[ SF SZF[0F— p5FI SZ[ D[Z[ ÝF6 TF[ :JFDLGFY VFG\N3G 
S[ lAGF VA GCÄ ZC ;ST[ × 5\lST N`Q8jI C{ v 
 VFG\N3G lAG ÝFG G ZC[ lKG 
  SF[lZ HTG HF[ SLH[ ×
216
 
 lJZC SF NqoB ,[;F C{ DFGF[ SF[." EF,F DFZ ZCF CF[c V5G[ :JFDL 
R[TG SF[ SCTL C{ D[Z[ TF[ VFlN4 DwI4 V\T ;A VF5CL CF[ .; l,I[ TqD 
D[Z[ ÝF6 ,[,F[ lSgTq Dqh[ NX"G NF[ VF{Z Dqh[ ;qB ÝNFG SZF[ v 
 lJZC jIYF SK\ q ,[;L jIF5TL  
  DFGq \ SF[. DFZTL A[HF × 
 VT\S V\T SCF,q \ ,[UF[ %IFZ[ 
  RFC[ HLJ Tq \ ,[HF × 
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  2 2 2 2 
 GJ, GFUZ VFG\N3G %IFZ[4 
  VF. VlDT ;qB N[HF ×217 
 VFG\N3G :iL lÝITDF SF V5G[ lÝITGD SL ;qgNZ KlJ SF[ N[BT[ 
CqI[ T`l%T GCÄ CF[TL C{ × lÝITD S[ lAGF D[Z[ ÝF6 N[C KF[0+ N—U[ ,[;L AFT 
SZTL C{ v 
 C9L,L ;\bIF\ 8[S G D[Z[4 
  lOZ lOZ N[B6 HFp\ 
 KI, KAL,L lÝI KlA 
  lGZlBT T`5lT G CF[.¸ 
 G8 SlZ 0S C8S}\ SEL 
  N[T G UF[ZL ZF[. × 
  2 2 2 
 ;qG VGqEJ ¦ ÝLTD lAGF4 
  ÝF6 HFT .T 9F\lC × 
 C[ HG VFTqZ RFTqZL4 N}Z VFG\N3G GF\lC ×218 
 VFG\N3G:iL lÝITDF R[TG lÝITD SF[ SCTL C{ D® VF5 SL ZFTvlNG 
.\THFZ SZTL C¡} × VA VF5 V5G[ 3Z 5WFlZI[ × D[Z[ H{;L TF[ VF5S[ ,FBF[ 
C® D[Z[ TF[ VF5 VS[,[ CL Ý[D S[ :YFG C® × JC SCTL C{ D[ZF ,F, TF[ 
VDF[,B C{ × D® VF5 S[ wIFG D— CL l:YZ lRT ZCTL C}¡ × JC SCTL C{ 
VF5 D[Z[ 5F; ZC—U[ TF[ D— XF\T ZC}¡UL VFG\N D— ZC}¡UL × lJZlC6L SF[ VGqEJ 
VFxJF; G N[T[ C® lS T[Z[ EZTFZ VFG\N3G R[TG :JFDL VJxI VFJ—U[ v 
 lGXlNG HFp sTFZLf JF80L4 3Z[ VFJF[G[ -F[,F × 
 DqH ;lZBL TqH ,FB C{4 D{Z[ T}CL DDF[,F × 
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 HJCZL DF[, SZ[ ,F,SF4 D[ZF ,F, VDF[,F × 
 HL;S[ 58\TZ SF[ GlC4 p;SF ÉIF DF[,F ×  
 5\Y lGCFZT ,F[I6[4 ãU ,FUL V0F[,F × 
 HF[UL ;qZT ;DFlW D—4 DqlG wIFG hSF[,F × 
 SF[G ;qG[ lSGSq \ SCq \4 lSD DF[0q \ D— BF[,F × 
 T[Z[ DqB NL9[ 8,[4 D[Z[ DGSF RF[,F × 
 lD¿ lJJ[S AFT[ SC—4 ;qDTF ;qlG AF[,F × 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq VFJX[4 ;[H0+L Z\U ZF[,F ××219 
 VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L SL 5lT N[J R[TG :JFDL lAGF Xqlâvaqlâ 
VrKFlNT CF[ HFTL v 
 5LIF lAG Xqlâ Aqlâ Dq \NL CF[ × 
 lJZC EqI\U lG;F;D[4 D[ZL ;[H0+L B}\NL CF[ ×220 
 VFG\N3G :iL lÝITDF SCTL C{ EUJFG :iL lÝITD 5lT VF5 DDTF 
JX Dqh[ Eq, UI[ C® × VA p;[ Dqh[ Ý;gG SZGF CF[UF  
 ZL;FGL VF5 DGF[JFZ[4 %IFZ[ ALrR A;L9 G O[Z × 
 ;F[NF VUD C{ Ý[D SF Z[4 5ZB G A}h[ SF[I × 
 ,[ N[ JFCL UD 50+ [ %IFZ[4 VF{Z N,F, G CF[I • ××221 
 VFG\N3G :iL 5tGL SF[ 5ZDFtDF :iL 5lTvEZTFZ VtIgT lÝI ,UT[ 
C® pGS[ :JFDL S[ VlTlZÉT VgI ,F[U lÝI GCÄ ,UT[ C® v 
 DL9F[ ,FU[ S\T0F[ G[ BF8F[ ,FU[ ,F[S × 
 S\T lJCq6L UF[90LT[4 T[ Z6DFlC 5F[S ××222 
 SlJ :iL 5tGL SF[ VFtDFZFD s5ZDFtDFf :iL S\T s5lTf RTqZ TYF 
VtIgT lÝI :JFDL C{ × H{;F 5tGLG[ ;F[RF YF J{;F CL 5lT G[ SZ lNBFIF 
C{ v 
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 S\T RTqZ lN, ßIFGL CF[ D[ZF[ S\T RTqZ lN,HFGL × 
 HF[ CD RLGL ;F[ TqD SLGL4 ÝLT VlWS 5lCRFGL CF[ ×223 
 VFG\N3G :iL 5tGL SCTL C{ EUJFG :iL 5lT HF[ ;qJ6" H{;[ Z\UJF,[ 
C® pGS[ ;FY D[ZF SF[." lD,G SZF NF[ ÉIF—lS 5lT S[ lAGF Dqh[ SqK EL 
VrKF GCÄ ,UTF C{ v 
 S\RG JZ6F[ GFC Z[4 DF[G[ SF[. D[,FJF[ × 
 V\HG Z[B VF\B0+L EFJ[4 D\HG lXZ 50+F[ NFC Z[ ×224 
 VFG\N3G :iL 5tGL SF EUJFG :iL 5lT SF lJZC TA N}Z CqVF HA 
VGqEJ G[ 5lTZFH SF[ ;DhFIF × :JFDLGFY 3Z VFI[ VF{Z J;\T SF A0+F 
VFG\N ;[ EZF pt;J CqVF v 
 HFI VGqEJ H." ;DHFI[ S\T  
 3Z VFI[ —VFG\N3Gc EI[ J;\T ×
225
 
 SlJ VFG\N3G G[ :TJG D— EL SFgTFvElÉT S[ NX"G CF[T[ C® × zL 
kØE lHG :TJG D— VFG\N3G:iL 5tGL SF zL kØE lHG :iL 5lT S[ ÝlT 
,S lGQ8 Ý[D S[ NX"G CF[T[ C® × JCL VFlN ;[ V\T TS ;FY GCÄ KF[0+TF  
C{ v 
 kØE lH6[;Z ÝLTD DFCZF 
  VF[Z G RFCq \ Z[ S\T × 
 ZLhIF[ ;FlCA ;\U G 5lZCZ[ 
  EF\U[ ;FlN VG\T ××
226
 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— ,J\ :TJG D— SFgTFvElÉT EFJ lD,T[    
C® × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— GJWF ElÉT D— ;[ SFgTF ElÉT EFJ ;A;[ ßIFNF 
Jl6"T C{ × DFGF[ lS VFG\N3G S[ SFjI:iL ;LZTF D— SFgFvElÉT EFJ :iL 
AF-v;L VF U." C{ ,[;F ,UTF C{ × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— ElÉTEFJ SF[ 
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;DhG[ ;[ CD IC SC ;ST[ C® lS ElÉT S[ VFWFZ 5Z TgDITF4 EFJqSTF 
,J\ ;\ULTFtDSTF SF HF[ V5}J" ;DgJI .G 5NF— D— N`lQ8UT CF[TF C{4 JC 
VNŸEqT C{ × 
 SFgTFvElÉT S[ Ý;\U SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— ÝRqZ DF+F D— p5,aW 
C{ × VFwIFltDS Ý[D SL ;CHFGqE}lT SF ÝEFJF[t5FNS -\U ;[ J6"G CqVF C{ × 
Ý[D SL 5L0F VSYGLI4 lH;SF :JFN U}\U[ äFZF BFIL UIL XÉSZ S[ :JFN S[ 
;DFG C{4 VGqEJ TF[ lSIF HFTF C{4 VlEjIlÉT ;dEJ GCÄ × 
 VSY SCF ¡6L Ý[D SL SK} SCL G HF." × 
 U}\U[ S[ZL ;ZSZF4 A{9[ Dq;SF." ××227 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® IC Ý[DvTÀJ ìNI SL V;LD XlÉT SF ÝDF6 C{¸  
.;L SL ßIF[lT ;[ —TGvl5\HZc ÝSFlXT CF[TF C{ v 
 l5\HZ Ý[D ÝSFl;IF4 HFuIF HF[U VG\T × 
 ;\;F B}8F ;qB EIF4 lD<IF l5IFZF S\T ×228 
 ,[;F VGqEJ CF[TF C{ DGF[ DqB D— S:T}ZL SF JF; CF[ UIF CF[¸  JRGF— 
D— JCL Ý[D S:T}ZL 5ZFU S[ ;DFG jIF%T CF[SZ DquW SZTL C{ v 
 %I\HZ Ý[D 5SFl;IF4 VTlZ EIF pHF; × 
 DqB S;T}ZL DCDCÄ4 AF\6L O}8L AF; ×229 
 SALZvÝ[I;L SF[ V5G[ lÝITD A|ï SF[ lD, 5FGF VtIgT NqQSZ ÝTLT 
CF[TF C{ ÉIF—lS DFU" lJS8 C{4 3Z N}Z C{ VF{Z AF[hF VlWS C{ v 
 ,\AF DFZU N}lZ 3Z lJS8 5\Y ACq DFZ × 
 SCF{ ;\TF{ ÉI} ¡ 5F.I[4 Nq,"E ClZNLNFZ ××230 
 ClZ S[ NX"G ÝF%T SZG[ C[Tq ZFD SF[ lZhFG[ S[ l,,4 lGZgTZ :DZ6 
SF VFzI ,[SZ SALZv;qgNZL :JI\ ZFDDIL CF[ HFTL C{ × HA DG —ZFDlC\ 
CŸJ{ ZæFc TF[ VE[N SL l:YlT VF UIL × IC ÝA,vVF:YF4 lÝIvNX"G SL 
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ptS8 VlE,FØF SF 5lZ6FD C{ × .; lD,G D— 5}6":i[6 ,LG CF[G[4 5}6" 
;D5"6 SF EFJ C{ v 
 DG ,FUF pG DG ;F{4 pG DG DGlC lA,U × 
 ,} ¡6 lA,UF 5Fl6IF ¡4 5F ¡6L ,}6F lA,U ××231 
 SALZv;qgNZL V5G[ —;qHF\6 S\Tc ;[ XL3| VFSZ lD,G[ SL VF¿"vEFJ 
;[ ÝFY"GF SZTL C{4 ICF¡ TS lS p;S[ lJIF[U D— ÝF6 tIFU G[ TS SL 
l:YlT VF HFTL C{ v 
 SALZ ;q \NlZ IF — SC{4 ;ql6 CF[ S\T ;qHF ¡6 × 
 A[lU lD,F[ TqD VF. SlZ4 GCÄ TZ THF ® 5ZF ¡6 ××232 
 lÝITD SF[ GNL S[ 5FZ lC\0F[,GF 0F,F C{4 HF[ GFZL lGtI ÝlT p; 
h},[ D— h},G[ S[ l,, HFTL C{ ;F[."GFZL ;q,Ø6Ä C{ v 
 ClZIF 5FlZ lC\0F[,GF4 D[<IF S\T DRF. × 
 ;F[. GFlZ ;q,Ø6L4 lGT ÝlT h},6F HF. ××233 
 ElÉT SL .; l:YlT D— VGgITF4 ,S lGQ9TF ,J\ ;d5}6" ;D5"6 SL 
VFJxISTF 5Z SALZNF; SF lJX[Ø VFU|C C{ o 
 H[ ;q \NLZ ;F ¡." EH{4 TH{ VFG SL VF; × 
 TFlC G SAC} ¡ 5ZCZ{4 5,S G KF0{ 5F; ×234 
 SALZ ÝLT0L TF{ Tqh ;F{4 ACq Uql6IF,[ S\T × 
 H[ C¡l; AF[,F ® VF{Z ;F ®4 TF ® GL, Z¡UFµ¡ N\T ××235 
 G{GF ¡ V\TlZ VFJ T}\4\ ßI} ¡ CF{ G{G h5[p¡ × 
 GF ¡ CF ® N[BF ® VF{Z S} ¡4 GF ¡ Tqh N[BG N[p¡ ××236 
 SFgTFvElÉT D— lJZC SL l:YlT SF ;\IF[U ;[ VlWS DCÀJ C{ × p; 
V,F{lSS4 ;tIv:J:i4 5ZDŸ VFGgN A|ï ;[ VFtDFv;qgNZL SF lJZC 
5ZD5ZFUT XF:+LI DGF[lNXFVF— lRgTF4 :DZ64 Uq6vSYG .tIFlN SF[ ,F\W SZ 
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VNŸEqT :i WFZ6 SZTF C{ × p; lÝITDvÝEq S[ lJIF[U D— VFtDF ;qgNZL 
SL l:YlT IC C{ lS v 
 SALZ N[BT lNG UIF4 lG; EL N[BT HF. × 
 lAZCl6 l5J 5FJ{ GCÄ4 lHIZF T,5{ DF. ××
237
 
 lÝITDvÝEq S[ lJIF[U D— G TF[ lNJ; D— VF{Z G CL ZFl+ D— R{G 
50+TL C{ lJZC SL ÝA, VluG XZLZ SF[ CZÙ6 H,FTL C{ v 
 AF;qlZ ;qBGF ¡ Z{l6 ;qB4 GF ;qB ;ql5G{ DF ¡lC × 
 SALZ lAKq8IF ZFD ;} ¡4 GF ¡ ;qB Wq5 G KF ¡C • ××238 
 SALZvlÝIF SL V;CFIFJ:YF4 ìNI SL DFlD"S l:YlT SF[ SF[." VgI 
GCÄ ;Dh ;STF × IC 5L0F TF[ JCL HFG ;STF C{ lH;G[ 5L0F ;CG SL 
CF[ v 
 ;F[." 5{ HF ¡G{ 5LZ CDFZL4 
  lHlC\ ;ZLZ ICq aIF{ZL ××239 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® .; N[C S[ WFZ6 SZG[ SF ,S ,1I YF A|ï:iL 
lÝITD ;[ lD,G × lD,G SL IC ÝA, SFDGF VFtDF:iL lÝIF S[ ìNI D— 
VG[S SF[D,4 DWqZ :J%G HUFTL C{ × p;S[ lJIF[U D— X{IF l;\C S[ ;DFG 
BFG[ SF[ NF[0TL C{ ZFl+ EZ jIFS,TF ,J\ lÝIvlJIF[U SL 5L0F ìNI SF[ 
DYTL C{ × SALZNF; ;F[RT[ C® IlN lÝITD lD,SZ V\U ;[ ,UF ,[T[ TF[ IC 
N[C WFZ6 SZG[ SF ,1I 5}6" CF[ HFTF v 
 J{ lNG SA VFJ®U[ DF. × 
 HF SFZlG CD N[C WZL C{4 lDl,AF{ V\lU ,UF."  × 
 CF{ HFG} ¡ H[ lC, lDl, B[,} ¡4 TG DG ÝF ¡G;DF." × 
 IF SF ¡DGF ¡ SZF{ 5Z5}ZG4 ;DZY CF{ ZF\D ZF. ×× 
 DF ¡lC pNF;L ;WF{ RFC{4 lRTJG Z{lG lACF. × 
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 ;[H CDFZL :I\W E." C{4 HA ;F[µ¡4 TA BF. ×× 
 ICq VZNF; NF; SL ;¡ qlGI[4 TG SL T5lT AqhF. × 
 SC{ SALZ lD,{ H[ ;F\."4 lDl, SlZ D\U, UF. ××
240
 
 lJZlC6L SCTL C{ lÝITD ,SAFZ lD,HFT[4 ,S AFZ G[+F— D— ;DF HFT[ 
TF[ TqZgT V5G[ G[+ AgN SZ ,[TL lH;;[ D® G TF[ lS;L VgI SF[ N[Bq¡ VF{Z 
G TqdC[ lS;L VgI SF[ N[BG[ N}¡ v 
 G{GF\ V\TlZ VFJ T}\4 ßI} ¡ CF ® G{G h¡5[p\  
 GF\ CF ® N[BF — VF{Z S}\4 GF ¡ Tqh N[BG N[p\ ××241 
 SFgTFvElÉT D— lS;L ÝSFZ SF VFJZ6 X[Ø GCÄ ZC HFTF × ICF¡ TF[ 
,F{lSS HLJG S[ VFNX" 5lTv5tGL S[ ;dAgWF— SF 5ZDFtDF VF{Z VFtDF 
;dAgWF— 5Z VFZF[56 C{ HA ; lÝI G[ lR¿v:iL lR\TFDl6 RqZF ,L C{ v 
 ——R,F{ ;BL HF.I[ TCF ¡4 HCF ¡ UI— 5F ¡.I{ 5ZDFG\N ×× 
 ICq DG VFDG 3}DGF\4 D{ZF[ TG KLHT lGT HF. × 
 jI\TFDl6 lRT RF[lZIF{4 TFY{ SK} G ;qCF. ××242 
 5tGL DG4 JRG4 SD" ;[ —:Jc SF ;D5"6 SZTL C{4 JC ÝtI[S ÝSFZ 
S[ tIFU S[ l,, ;N{J Tt5Z ZCTL C{ × SALZ SL SFgTFvElÉT D— 5tGL 
;D5"6 ,J\ ,SvlGQ9TF lGZ\TZ lGJF"C SZTL C{ 5Z lÝITD ;[ EL VGgITF 
SL VFXF SZTL C{ × lÝI 5}6" Ý[D N[4 .; ;D5"6 SF[ Bq,[ ìNI ;[ :JLSFZ 
SZ[ ,[;L SFDGF SALZ ;qgNZL S[ ìNI D— AGL ZCTL C{ × V\T D— SC[ TF[ 
SFgTFEFJ SL ElÉT D— SALZNF; SCT[ C® C{ Nq<CG VYJF ;F{EFuIXFl,GL :+L 
TqD D\U, ULT UFVF[ × CDFZ[ 3Z 5Z :JI\ EUJFG 5lT S[ :i D— 5WFZ[   
C® v 
 Nq<CGL UFJCq D\U,FRFZ × 
 CD 3lZ VF, CF[ ZFHF ZF ¡D EZTFZ ×243 
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 .; ÝSFZ SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— SFgTF ElÉT EFJ SF[ ,[SZ ACqT 
;FZ[ pNFCZ6 lD, HFT[ C® × SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— EL SFgTF ElÉT EFJ 
JF,[ pNFCZ6 SF VFlWÉI C® × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— EÉT SlJIF— S[ SF,F— SF VwIIG SZG[ 
S[ AFN CD IC lGo;\SF[R :i ;[ SC ;ST[ C® lS NF[GF— SlJIF— D— SFgTF 
ElÉTEFJ SF[ ,[SZ ACqT ;FZL ;DFGTF,¡ lD,TL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— D— SFgTF 
ElÉT D— ,S lGQ9TF ,J\ ;D5"6 Bq,[ ìNI ;[ :JLSFZL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— D— 
SlJv:iL 5tGL slÝITDFf SF[ 5ZDFtDF :iL 5lT IF lÝITD S[ lJZC D— ÝF6 
tIFU G[ TS SL l:YlT VF." C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ SCF C{ lÝITD S[ lJIF[U 
SL J[NGF V;æ C{ × NF[GF— SF DFGGF C{ lS lÝITD IF 5lT SF[ ÝF%T SZG[ 
SF DFU" A0+F lJØD C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ V5G[ SFjI D— lD,TF C{ lS 5lT 
S[ lAGF Dqh[ SqK VrKF GCÄ ,UTF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ SFgTFvElÉT D— 
5lT IF lÝITD S[ lJIF[U ;[ VlWS ;\IF[U SF[ DCÀJ lNIF C{ × ÉIF—lS NF[GF— 
SlJIF— SF DFGGF C{ lS ;\IF[U SL .rKF SL JHC ;[ TF[ lJIF[U pt5gG CF[TF 
C{ VF{Z lJIF[U SL J[NGF ;CG SZGL 50+TL C{ × NF[GF— G[ SCF C{ lS lJIF[U 
N}Z CF[ TF[ ;\IF[U lD,G CF[TF C{ × lD,G ;[ VFG\N KF HFTF C{ VF{Z VFG\N 
pt;J DGFT[ C® × 3Z 5Z 5lT N[J 5WFZ G[ SL JHC ;[ IF TF[ D\U,ULT 
UFT[ C® VYJF TF[ J;\T pt;J DGFT[ C® × .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G ,J SALZNF; 
SL ZRGFVF— D— SFgTF ElÉT EFJ SF[ ,[SZ ;FdITF N`lQ8UT CF[TL C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; D— SFgTF ElÉT EFJ SF[ ,[SZ SqK lEgGTF,¡ 
EL lD,TL C{ × VFG\N3G G[ SCF C{ D[Z[ ;,F[G ;FHG lAGF D[ZL U`C:YL SF[." 
SFD SL GCÄ C{ VF{Z D[Z[ lÝITD SF 5TF ATFN[J TF[ D— p;[ l;G[ ;[ ,UF 
,}¡ × VFG\N3GG[ l,BF C{ lÝITD Dqh[ Eq, UI[ C® VA p;[ Dqh[ Ý;gG SZGF 
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CF[UF × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— ,S lGQ9TF SL AFT[ TF[ lD,TL C{ 5Z ,S 
5\lÉT D— JC l,BT[ C® D[Z[ TF[ 5ZDFtDF CL :JFDL s5lTf C{ × TF[ pgCF—G[ 
V5G[ ,S :TJG D— l,BF C{ zL kØE lHG CL D[Z[ 5lT C{ × DT,A 
VFG\N3G SF D— ,SlGQ9TF SF V\T TS lGJF"C GCÄ CqVF C{ × 5Z SALZNF; 
S[ SFjI D— ,SlGQ9TF SF V\TTS lGJF"C CqVF C{ × SALZNF; G[ SCF C{ lS 
IC 5lTvlÝITD ;[ 5tGL lÝITDF SL lJZC SL 5L0F JCL HFG ;STF C{ 
lH;G[ IC 5L0+F EqÉTL CF[ ×  
 .; ÝSFZ NF[GF— SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— SFgTF ElÉT EFJ SF[ ,[SZ 








;\NE" ;}RL o 
1 ULTF ZC:I4 ,F[SDFgI lT,S4 5`P 343 
2 SALZ U|\YFJ,L ;8LS4 5qQ55F,l;\C4 5`P 281 
3 VXF[S DFGS lJXF, lCgNL XaN SF[X lCgNL lCgNL4 0F¶P lXJÝ;FN 
EFZäFH XF:+L4 5`P 509 
4 ElÉT;}+ 2o3 
5 ElÉT;}+4 
6 GFZN ElÉT;}+ v ×× 22 ×× 
7 XFl^0<I ElÉT;}+ 1@1@2 
8 GFZNElÉT ;}+ ××27 ×× 
9 zLDNEFUJT 7@5@22 
10 ULTF 11@1 
11 ULTFvZC:I4 lT,S4 5`P 416 
12 SALZ4 VFRFI" CHFZLÝ;FN läJ[NL4 5`P 152 
13 SALZ4 VFRFI" CHFZLÝ;FN läJ[NL4 5`P 152&153 
14 lR\TFDl64 EFUv!4 VFRFI" ZFDR\ã XqÉ,4 5`P 26 
15 zLDNŸEFUJT 7@5@22 
16 XFl^0<I ElÉT;}+ 1@1@2  
17 kuJ[N 10@7@3 
18 kuJ[N 8@21@32 
19 kuJ[N 10@89@10 
20 kuJ[N 10@42@11 
21 VYJ"J[N 10@8@1 
22 S9F[5lGØNŸ 1@2@23 
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23 S9F[5lGØNŸ 1@2@20 
24 xJ[TFxJTZ p5lGØNŸ 6@18 
25 J`CNFZ^IS p5lGØNŸ 4@3 
26 Ý`GF[lGØTŸ1@10 
27 xJ[TFxJTZF[5lGØNŸ 6@23 
28 N[JL EFUJT 5qZF6 7@37@2&3 
29 EFUJT 5qZF6 3@33@7 
30 EFUJT 5qZF6 7@5@23&24 
31 ULTF 4@8 
32 ULTF 18@66 
33 ULTF 9@34 
34 ;FlCtIS lGAgW4 —ElÉT o :J:i VF{Z lJSF;c4 ZFHGFY XDF"4 5`P 
866 
35 lCgNL ;FlCtI SF .lTCF;4 0F¶P GU[gã4 5`P 121 
36 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 0F¶P 5FZ;GFY lTJFZL4 5`P 244 
37 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 0F¶P 5FZ;GFY lTJFZL4 5`P 133 
38 JCL4 5`P 104 
39 ;\T SALZ4 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 5`P 143 
40 UF[BAFGL4 0F¶P A0yJF,4 5`P 130 
41 SALZ U\|YFJ,L4 lAZC SF{ V\U4 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 6 
42 lCgNL ;FlCtI SF .lTCF;4 VFRFI" ZFDR\ XqÉ,4 5`P 69 
43 JCL4 5`P 71 
44 —ZFDRlZT DFG;c4 —Tq,;L S[ SFjIFNX"c4 UF[:JFDL Tq,;LNF;4 ;\P 0F¶P 
DF,TL NqA[4 0F¶P ZFDUF[F,l;\C4 5`P 223 
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45 lCgNL ;FlCtI SF ;DU| .lTCF;4 0F¶P ZD[XRgã XDF"4 5`P 154 
46 lCgNL ;FlCtI SL IqULG ÝJ`l¿IF¡4 0F¶P GFDN[J pTSZ4 5`P 70&71 
47 ;}Z ;FlCtI GJD}<IF\SG4 0F¶P RgãEFG ZFJT4 5`P 98&99 
48 Vä{T J[NFgT4 jIFbIFTF o lJnFZ^I:JFDL 5×RNXL x,F[S 55&58 
49 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 ;\5FNS o zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5N 15]  5`P 98&99 
50 JCL 5N 26 
51 JCL EFUv2 5N 67 
52 JCL EFUv2 5N 66 
53 JCL EFUv2 5N 78 
54 JCL EFUv2 5N 87 
55 JCL EFUv2 5N 71 
56 JCL EFUv1 5N 21 
57 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 73 
58 JCL4 5`P 30 
59 JCL4 5`P 30 
60 JCL4 5`P 15 
61 JCL4 5`P 2 
62 JCL4 5`P 3 
63 JCL4 5`P 112 
64 JCL4 5`P 10 
65 JCL4 5`P 10 
66 JCL4 5`P 47 
67 JCL4 5`P 48 
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68 SALZJRGFD`T4 ;\P 0F¶P lJHI[gã :GFTS4 0F¶P ZD[XRgã lDz4 5`P 
27 
69 JCL4 5`P 27 
70 zLDNŸEFUJT4 7@5@23&24 
71 GFZNElÉT ;}+4 5`P 82 
72 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
5N 16 
73 JCL4 5N 21 
74 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv2] lJJ[RS o zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
S5l0IF4 5N 70 
75 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 lJJ[RS o zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5N 28 
76 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv2] lJJ[RS o zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5N 84 
77 JCL4 5N 71 
78 JCL EFUv!4 5N 5 
79 JCL EFUv!4 5N 22 
80 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG4 ÝlXQ8 JFRGF —:JTGv# ;\EJ lHG 
:TJGc ,[BS o 0F¶P SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 5`P 175 
81 SALZ U\|YFJ,L4 ;\P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 62 
82 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 48 
83 JCL4 5`P 13 
84 JCL4 5`P 14 
85 JCL4 5`P 14 
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86 JCL4 5`P 132 
87 JCL4 5`P 129 
88 JCL4 5`P 129 
89 JCL4 5`P 48 
90 SALZ o jIlÉTtJ ,J\ l;âF\T4 0F¶P ;ZGFDl;\C XDF"4 5`P 476 
91 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
5N 7 
92 JCL EFUv!4 5N 11 
93 JCL EFUv!4 5N 26 
94 JCL EFUv2] 5N 71 
95 JCL EFUv2] 5N 95 
96 JCL EFUv2] 5N 53 
97 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG —ÝlXQ8 JFRGFc4 :TJG 15 zL WD" lHG 
:TJG4 0F¶P SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 5`P 223 
98 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;q\NZNF;4 5`P 118 
99 JCL4 5lZlXQ84 5`P 231 
100 JCL4 5`P 19 
101 JCL4 5`P 74 
102 JCL4 5`P 5 
103 JCL4 5`P 50 
104 JCL4 5`P 97 
105 JCL4 5`P 48 
106 JCL4 5`P 97 
107 JCL4 5`P 3 
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108 ClZElÉT Z;FD`T l;\Wq] wIFG\ :iUq6ÊL0F ;\JFN{ o ;qQ9q lRgTGD4 
5}J" lJEFU4 :i UF[:JFDL4 2@33 
109 VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 lJJ[RS o zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5N 1 
110 JCL EFUv!4 5N 42 
111 JCL EFUv2] 5N 77 
112 JCL EFUv2] 5N 100 
113 JCL EFUv2] 5N 67 
114 JCL EFUv!4 5N 27 
115 JCL EFUv2] 5N 95 
116 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;q\NZNF;4 5`P 99 
117 JCL4 5`P 99 
118 JCL4 5`P 80 
119 JCL4 5`P 4 
120 JCL4 5`P 99 
121 JCL4 5`P 99 
122 JCL4 5`P 79 
123 JCL4 5`P 97 
124 JCL4 5`P 6 
125 JCL4 5`P 5 
126 JCL4 5`P 5 
127 JCL4 5`P 4 
128 JCL4 5`P 5 
129 JCL4 5`P 98 
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130 ElÉT SF lJSF;4 0F¶P Dq\XLZFD XDF"4 5`P 452 
131 VQ8KF5 VF{Z J<,E ;dÝNFI4 0F¶P NLGNIF,q Uq%T4 5`P 578 
132 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!4 lJJ[RS o zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5N 12 
133 JCL EFUv!4 5N 46 
134 JCL EFUv2] 5N 95 
135 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG —5lXQ8 JFRGFc4 0F¶P SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 5`P 
190 
136 JCL4 zL lJD, lHG :TJG4 5`P 215&216&217 
137 JCL4 zL VG\T lHG :TJG4 5`P 219 
138 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;q\NZNF;4 5`P 88 
139 JCL4 5`P 90 
140 ;\T SALZ4 ;\P 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 5`P 260 
141 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;q\NZNF;4 5`P 42 
142 JCL4 5`P 69 
143 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;q\NZNF;4 5`P 70 
144 JCL4 5`P 112 
145 JCL4 5`P 87 
146 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv2] lJJ[RS o zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5N 73 
147sVf zL VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG :TJGv! zL kØE lHG :TJG4 ,[P 
0F¶P SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 5`P 168 
147sAf JCL4 :TJGv$ zL ;qlJlW lHG :TJG4 5`P 198 ;[ 201 
148sVf SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 34 
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148sAf JCL4 5`P 34 
149 JCL4 5`P 47 
150 JCL4 5`P 12 
151 JCL4 5`P 153 
152 JCL4 5`P 100 
153 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv2] lJJ[RS o zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5N 60 
154 JCL4 5N 59 
155 JCL4 5N 54 
156 JCL4 5N 102 
157 VFG\WG o ,S VwIIG4 ,[P 0F¶P SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 5`P 190 
158 SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 51 
159 JCL4 5`P 67 
160 JCL4 5`P 144 
161 JCL4 5`P 165 
162 JCL4 5`P 35 
163 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv2] lJJ[RS o zL DF[TLR\NJ lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5N 79 
164 JCL EFUv!4 5N 46 
165 JCL EFUv!4 5N 17 
166 JCL EFUv2] 5N 63 
167 VFG\N3G o ,S VwIIG4 ,[P 0F¶P SqDFZ5F/ N[;F."4 5`P 176 
168 JCL4 5`P 226 
169 JCL4 5`P 244 
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SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G S[ SFjItJ SF  
T q,GFtDS VwIGG 
 
? 5}J"E}lDSF o 
 ÝFRLG VFRFIF[" ;[ ,[SZ VFH TS VG[S lJäFGF— G[ SFjI SF[ 5lZEFØF 
D— AF\WG[ SF ÝItG lSIF C{ × ÝtI[S G[ V5GLvV5GL N`lQ8 ;[ .; 5Z 
lJRFZ lSIF C{ × VTo SFjI D— lS;L SF[ Z;4 lS;L SF[ V,\SFZ4 lS;L SF[ 
ZD6LI VY" ÝlT5FNS XaN4 TF[ lS;L SF[ ZLlT ÝWFGTo GHZ VFIL × JF:TJ 
D— ìNI:Y EFJGFVF— SL TZ\UF— SF[ ÝJFlCT SZS[ ìNI SF[ VJ6"GLI VFG\N 
ÝNFG SZG[ JF,L SlJ SL VlEjIlÉT SFjI C{ × .; N`xIvHUTŸ S[ lSTG[ 
CL ÝEFJL EFJF— SF[ SlJ RqG RqG SZ p9F ,[T[ C{4 lOZ V5GL S<5GF XlÉT 
S[ ;CFZ[ V5G[ ìNI S[ Z\ULG EFJF— SF[ pGD— lD,FT[ Cq, SlJTF S[ DFwID 
;[ CDFZ[ ;FDG[ ZBT[ C® × p; SlJTF D— .TGL ;FDyI" CF[TL C{ lS p;S[ 
EFJ CD— :JI\ S[ ,UG[ ,UT[ C® × 
 SFjI S[ NF[ 5Ù CF[T[ C® s!f EFJ5Ù4 s2f S,F5Ù × SFjI EFJF— SF 
V;LD E\0FZ C{ × SlJTF ìNI SL J:Tq C{ Dl:TQS SL GCÄ × .;L ;[ EFJ 
5Ù SF[ SlJTF SL VFtDF SCF HFTF C{ × VFtDF S[ VEFJ D— XZLZ lGHL"J 
CF[ HFTF C{ × p;L ÝSFZ EFJF— S[ VEFJ D— SFjI lGQÝF6 CF[ HFTF C{ × 
 lGZFSFZ EFJF— SF[ ;FSFZ4 D}lT"DFG AGFG[ SF SFD S,Fv5Ù SZTF   
C{ × EFØF4 V,\SFZ4 X{,L äFZF CL IC SFI" ;d5gG CF[TF C{ × SlJTF 
SFlDGL SL N[C .G;[ V,\S`T CF[TL C{ × .GS[ ;LlDT DF+F D— CF[G[ ;[ CL 
ÝS`T ;F®NI" D— J`lâ CF[ ;STL C{¸  VlWS DF+F D— CF[G[ ;[ CFlG × EFJ VF{Z 
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EFØF SF SFjI D— plRT ;FD\H:I CF[G[ ;[ CL4 JC SFjI z[Q9 :TZLI CF[TF  
C{ × VTo CD SC ;ST[ C® × —EFØF S[ S,FtDS :i S[ ;FY EFJF— SL 
VlEjI\HGF CL SFjI C{ ×c 
 EFJF— SF pNŸUD:YFG ìNI CF[TF C{ VF{Z ìNI:Y EFJF— SF[ VF[ZF— S[ 
;FDG[ jIÉT SZG[ S[ l,, ìNI SF[ AFCZ lGSF, SZ lNBFIF GCÄ HF  
;STF × ìNI S[ EFJF— SL VlEjIlÉT SL S,F ;A D— GCÄ CF[TL × .;L 
SFZ6 ;A SlJ GCÄ SC,FT[ × HF[ prR SF[l8 SF SlJ CF[TF C{ p;D— lHTGL 
EFJqSTF CF[TL C{ p;L DF+F D— VlEjIlÉT SL XlÉT EL CF[TL C{ × V5G[ 
ìNI S[ ;}1Dv;[v;}1D EFJ SDv;[vSD XaNF— D— 5F9S S[ ìNI TS IC 
VlEjIlÉT S[ lJX[Ø Uq6 S[ ;FY IYFTyI :i D— 5Cq¡RF N[TF C{ × Inl5 
S,F5Ù VF{Z EFJ5Ù NF[GF— 5ÙF— D— VtI\T 3lGQ9 ;\A\W C{ VF{Z NF[GF— S[ 
;DqlRT ;\IF[U VF{Z ;FD\H:I ;[ CL ;FlCtI SF[ :YFlItJ lD,TF C{4 TYFl5 
VwIIG SL ;qlJWF S[ l,, lJäFGF— G[ .;[ V\TZ\U VF{Z AlCZ\U VYJF 
EFJv5Ù VF{Z S,F5Ù GFDF— ;[ VlElCT lSIF C{ × HLJ\T SFjI D— EFJ VF{Z 
S,F SF IF[U VFtDF VF{Z XZLZJTŸ C{ × 
 Ý:TqT VwIFI D— VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; S[ SFjItJ SF Tq,GFtDS 
VwIIG SZG[ ;[ 5}J" ,S :5Q8LSZ6 N[GF VGq5IqÉT G CF[UF × lCgNL D— 
SALZ S[ SFjI SF VG[S lJäFGF— G[ lJXNŸ lJJ[RG lSIF C{ × EFJ5Ù ,J\ 
S,F5Ù SF[ VwIIG SF lJØI D— ;DFlJQ8 SZ XF[WvSFI" CF[ RqSF C{ × 
SALZ SL EFØF 5Z VG[S XF[WvU|\Y ÝSFlXT CF[ RqS[ C® × ;FlCltIS lJJ[RG 
5Z VG[S lJäFGF— S[ SFI" S[ p5ZF\T p;SF NF[CZFIF HFGF G TF[ VFJxIS C{ 
VF{Z G IF[uI CL × lCgNL D— XF[W5ZS Tq,GFtDS N`lQ8 ;[ lSIF HFG[ JF,[ .; 
VwIIG D— D},To VFG\N3G S[ SFjItJ 5Z ßIFNF HF[Z lNIF UIF C{ × 
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SALZNF; lJØIS ;FDU|L Tq,GFtDS VwIIG SL N`lQ8 ;[ ;\lÙ%T D— U|C6 SL 
UIL C{ × 
? EFJ5Ù  
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZ G[ DqÉTS SFjI SL ZRGF SL C{ × VTo 
;FDFgI:i ;[ .;SL lJØIJ:Tq SF[ lJEÉT SZGF Sl9G C{ ÉIF—lS .;D— VG[S 
lJØIF— SF lEgGvlEgG 5NF— D— J6"G CqVF C{ × lOZ EL4 :Y}, :i ;[ SlJ 
äI S[ 5NF— SF lJØI JUL"SZ6 lSIF HF ;STF C{ ×  
 NF[GF— CL SlJIF— SF ,1I SlJTF SZGF GCÄ YF4 Vl5Tq ;FWG YF × J[ 
V5G[ lJRFZF— SF[ G{;lU"S VlEjIlÉT lNIF SZT[ Y[ lH;;[ J[ HGU|Fæ CF[  
;S— × pgCF—G[ V5G[ DG D— pt5gG CF[G[ JF,[ EFJF— SF[ JF6L SF lJØI AGFIF 
HF[ SFUH+ 5Z V\lST C{ × VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJ C{ × NF[GF— 
;\T SlJ CF[G[ S[ SFZ6 NF[GF— S[ EFJvJ{lJwI D— EL lJØI SL ,STF GH+Z 
VFTL C{ × .; l,, :Y}, :i ;[ VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ 
SFjI SF lJØI JUL"SZ6 .; ÝSFZ lSIF HF ;STF C{ v 
s!f ElÉT 
s2f X`\UFZ ,J\ lJZCvlD,G 
s#f 7FG ,J\ J{ZFuI 
s$f NFX"lGSTF 
s5f ZC:IEFJGF 
s&f IF[U ;FWGFtDS 
s*f ;NFRFZ ,J\ ;t;\U 
s(f ;DgJI ,J\ WD";lCQ6qTF 
 .; ÝSFZ VF9 lJØI SF[ S[gã D— ZBSZ VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; S[ 
SFjI lJØI SL Tq,GF SZ—U[ × 
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? ElÉT 
 VFG\N3G ,S ;\T SlJ C{ × SFjI pGS[ EÉT ìNI SL JF6L SF 
DFwID ZCF C{ × pGSL SFjIDIL JF6L ;[ ElÉT EFJGF lGØ5gG Cq." C{ × 
JC p¿D SF[l8 SL C{ × pGS[ SFjI D— H{G WD" ,J\ H{G NX"G S[ ;dISŸ 
7FG4 ;dISŸNX"G4 ,J\ ;dISŸ RlZ+ SF lJJ[RG CqVF C{ × N};ZL VF{Z .GSL 
ElÉT SF :J:i Ý[D ,Ù6F ElÉT D— jIÉT CqVF C{ × .gCF—G ElÉT lJEF[Z 
CF[SZ V5G[ VFtDlÝI SF[ DLTF4 -F[,F4 ;FHG4 ,F,G4 5LJ4 lGZ\HG4 lÝITD 
VFlN GFDF— ;[ ;\AF[lWT lSIF C{ TYF NFd5tI ÝTLSF— TYF :iSF— S[ ;CFITF ;[ 
Ý[D,Ù6F ElÉT SF[ VlEjIÉT lSIF C{ × Ý[D,Ù6F ElÉT SF pNFCZ6 
lGdGF\lST 5N D— N`Q8jI C{ v 
 ÝLTSL ZLT GlC CF[4 ÝLTD4 ÝLTSL ZLT GlC × 
 D— TF[ V5GL ;ZJ ;`\UFZF[4 %IFZ[ SL G ,." CF[ ×× 
 D® J; l5I S[ l5I ;\U VF{Z S[4 IF UlT lSGCL ;LB." × 
 p5SFZL HG HFI DGFJF[4 HF[ SKq E." ;F[ E>" ×× 
 lJZCFG, HF,F VlTlC Sl9G C{4 DF[;— ;CL G U." × 
 —VFG\N3Gc ÝEq ;3G 3GWFZF4 TA CL N[ 59." CF[ ××! 
 SlJ VFG\N3G G[ Xqâ Ý[D SF[ V5GL ElÉT SF VFWFZ AGFIF C{ v 
 ——38D\lNZ NL5S SLIF[4 ;CH ;qßIF[lT ;:i × 
 VF5 5ZF." VF5qCL4 9FGT J:Tq VGq5 ×× 
 SCF lNBFJq \ VF{ZSq \4 SCF ¡ ;DhFp EF[Z × 
 TLZ VR}S C{ Ý[DSF4 ,FU[ ;F[ ZC[ 9F[Z  ××cc2 
 .; 5N D— Ý[D,Ù6F ElÉT SL RZD;LDF lNBF." 50+TL C{ v 
 ——DG;F G8GFUZ;}\ HF[ZL CF[4 DG;F G8GFUZ;}\ HF[ZL CF[ × 
 G8GFUZ;} HF[ZL ;BL4 CD4 VF{Z ;AG;{ TF[ZL CF[ ×× 
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 x  x  x  x 
 uIFGl;\Wq DlYT 5F."4 Ý[D5LI}Ø S8F[ZL CF[ × 
 DF[NT VFG\N3G ÝEq XlXWZ4 N[BT N`lQ8 RSF[ZL  ××cc# 
 VYF"TŸ ;rRL ElÉT Ý[D D— CL ;DFlCT C{ × ."QIF"4 :JFY"4 ä[Ø4 
DFIFDF[C4 ;F\;FlZS ;qBF— ;[ 5Z[ HF[ Ý[D SL EFJGF C{ v ."xJ S[ ÝlT Ý[D 
CZ ÝF6L S[ ÝlT Ý[D ICL EFJGF SF[ VDZtJ ÝNFG SZTL C{ × .; ÝSFZ 
VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— Xqâ Ý[D ,Ù6 ElÉT SF :i CD— N[BG[ SF[ lD,TF   
C{ × 
 ElÉT D— Xqâ zâF SF DCÀJ C{4 .;;[ lGD", ElÉT CF[TL C{ × HA 
TS ElÉT D— zâF SF :YFG GCÄ CF[UF TA TS ElÉT lGZY"S C{ × 
VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— DDTF4 ;DTF4 R[TG4 zâF VFlN EFJF— SF DFGJLSZ 
lSIF C{ × —zâFc SF[ ;DTF —VFtDFc SL ;BL S[ :i D— ATFIF C{ HF[ 
5ZDFtDF ;[ lD,FG[ D— ;CFIE}T CF[TL C{ v 
 ——;qG lJJ[S DqBT— G." CF[4 JFGL VD`T ;DFG × 
 ;ZWF ;DTF NF[ lD,L CF[4 <IF.\ —VFG\N3Gc TFG  ××cc$ 
 .;L ÝSFZ SL VF{Z ,S 5\lÉT C{ o 
 ——;ZWF ;DTF R[TGF CF[4 R[TG VGqEJ VFlC × 
 ;UlT OF[Z lGH :i SL CF[4 ,LgC[ —VFG\N3Gc DF\lC  ××cc5 
 VFG\N3G G[ ElÉT EFJGF D— DG SL ,SFU|TF4 TgDITF 5Z A, lNIF 
C{ × pgCF—G[ ,S ACqT CL ;qgNZ pNFCZ6 lNIF C{ ov 
 ——;FT 5F ¡R ;FC[,LIF ¡4 lC,lD, 5F6L HFI × 
 TF,L lNI[ B0B0 C;[4 JFSL ;qZlT UU~VF DF\lC Z[ ×× 
 G8}VF GFR[ RF{S D— Z[4 ,F[S SZ[ ,B ;F[Z × 
 JF\; U|CL JZT— R-[4 JFSF[ lR¿ G R,[ SCq 9F[Z Z[ ×× 
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 H}VFZL DG D— H}VF Z[4 SFDL S[ DG SFD × 
 —VFG\N3Gc ÝEq Iq SC[4 .D <IF[ EUJ\TSF[ GFD Z[  ××cc& 
 ;F\;FlZS SFIF[" D— ÝJ`¿ ZCT[ Cq, EL lR¿ SL ,SFU|TF äFZF ÝEq SF 
:DZ6 CF[ ;STF C{ × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— lJGI EFJGF EL N`Q8jI C{ × 
EÉT VFtDvlGJ[NG D— V5GL ,3qTF lNBFT[ Cq, SCT[ C® v 
 ——VJW} ÉIF DFUq \ UqGCLGF4 J[ UqG UUG ÝJLGF ×× 
 UFI G HFGq \ AHFI G HFGq \4 G HFGq \ ;qZ E[JF × 
 ZLh G HFGq ZLhFI G HFGq \4 G HFGq \ 5N ;[JF ×× 
 J[N G HFGq \ lSTFA G HFGq \4 HF6q \ G ,Ù6 K\NF × 
 TZSJFN lJJFN G HFGq \4 G HFGq \ SlJ O\NF ×× 
 HF5 G HFGq \ HqJFA G HFGq \4 G HFGq \ SY JFTF × 
 EFJ G HF6q \ EUTL G HF6q \4 HFGq \ G ;LZF TFTF ×× 
 uIFG G HF6q \ lJuIFG G HFGq \4 G HFGq \ EHGFDF × 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq S[ 3ZäFZ[4 Z8G S~\ Uq6 WFDF  ××cc* 
 VFG\N3G SL ElÉT D— NF:I EFJ SL ElÉT EL lD,TL C{ × VC\SFZ 
SF[ C8FSZ GDG S[ ;FY EÉT VFtD lGJ[NG SZTF C{ TF[ p;D— NF:I s;[JSf 
EFJ HFU|T CF[ HFTF C{ × VFG\N3G SCT[ C® v 
 ——V5ZFWL lR¿ 9FG HUTŸ HG4 SF[lZS EF\T RSF[¸ 
 —VFG\N3Gc ÝEq lGCR[ DFGF[4 .C HG ZFJZF[ YSF[  ××cc( 
 .;L ÝSFZ SF N};ZF ,S 5N pNFCZ6 S[ l,, N`Q8jI C{ o 
 ——,[;[ lHGRZ6[ lR¿ <IFp\ Z[ DGF × 
 ,[;[ VlZC\T S[ Uq6 UFp\ Z[ DGF  ××cc) 
 EÉT SF DG EUJFG S[ RZ6F— D— CL ,UF ZC[ VF{Z pgCÄ S[ Uq6UFG 
SZTF ZC[ × ICL NF:I ElÉT SL 5}6"TF C{ × 
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 lJXqâ ElÉT SF EFJ HA lR¿ D— VF HFTF C{ TA —VFtDFc IF     
—EÉTc lS;L :i lJX[Ø D— GCÄ ZCTF × V5G[ :JI\ SF[ JC ÝEq ElÉT D— 
,LG SZ N[TF C{ lS JC IC EL E}, HFTF C{ lS JC :+L C{ IF 5q~Ø m 
p;SL SF[." HFlT IF ;\ÝNFI C{ IF GCÄ m .G ;A E}, SZ VFtD,LGFJ:YF 
D— 5Cq¡R SZ 5ZDFtDF SL ÝTLlT SZ ;STF C{ × .; VJ:YF VFG\N3G SL 
Cq." pgCF—G[ EL 5N l,B lNI[ C{ o 
 ——GF CD 5q~Ø GF CD GFZL4 JZG G EF\lT CDFZL × 
 HFlT G 5F\lT G ;FWG4 ;FWS4 GF CD ,Wq GlC EFZL × 
 x  x  x  x 
 GF CD DG;F GF CD XANF GF CD TGSL WZ6L × 
 GF CD E[B E[BWZ GFlC4 GF CD SZTF SZ6L × 
 GF CD NZ;G GF CD 5Z;G4 Z; G U\W SKq GFlC × 
 VFG\N3G R[TGDI D}ZlT4 ;[JS HG A,L HFCL  ××cc!_ 
 ;Uq6 ElÉT S[ V\TU"T lHG[xJZ SL :TqlT S[ 5N EL .GS[ SFjI D— 
5lZ,lÙT C{ × TLYÅSZ kØE N[J SL :TqlT VFG\N3G SZT[ C{ VF{Z SCT[        
C{ o 
 ——S[J, ,." ÝEq DqUT— 5F[CF[TF4 VFJFUDG lGJFZF × 
 —VFG\N3Gc ÝEq .TGL lJGlT4 VF EJ 5FZ pTFZF  ××cc!! 
 VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— ElÉT S[ ÝlT N`lQ8 lGUq"6 ElÉT SL EF¡lT 
jIF5S ,J\ pNFZ C{ × JC SCT[ C{ ."xJZ ,S C{ SF[." p;[ ZFD4 ZCLD4 
DCFN[J VF{Z 5FZ;GFY SC— SlJ SF[ SF[." VF5l¿ GCÄ YL × JC DFGT[ C{ lS 
,S VB^0 :i VFtDF D— lJlEgG S<5GFVF— S[ SFZ6 VG[S GFDF— SL S<5GF 
SZ ,L HFTL C{ .;S[ l,, 5N N`Q8jI C{ o 
 ——ZFD SCF[ ZC[DFG SCF[ SF[p SCFG SCF[ DCFN[J ZL × 
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 5FZ;GFY SCF[ SF[p A|ïF4 ;S, A|ï :JID[J ZL ×× 
 EFHGE[N SCFJT GFGF4 ,S D`l¿SF :i ZL × 
 T{;— B\0 S<5GFZF[l5T4 VF5 VB\0 :J:i ZL ×× 
 lGH 5N ZD[ ZFD ;F[ SlCI—4 ZlCD SZ[ ZlCDFG ZL × 
 SZØ[ SZD SFG ;F[ SlCI[4 DCFN[J lGZJF6 ZL ×× 
 5Z;— :i 5FZ; ;F[ SlCI[4 A|ï RLG[ ;F[ A|ï ZL × 
 .C lJW ;FWF[ VF5 —VFG\N3Gc R[TGDI lGoSD" ZL  ××cc12 
 .; ÝSFZ VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— ;Uq6 ElÉT WFZF ,J\ lGUq"6 ElÉT 
WFZF NF[GF— CL ElÉT WFZF NX"G CF[T[ C{ × NF[GF— ElÉTWFZF SF pNŸN[xI ,S 
;DFG CL C{ × VFtD,LG CF[SZ 5ZDFtDF S[ DCF;FUZ D— lJ,LG CF[SZ DF[Ù 
ÝF%T SZGF C{ × 
 SALZNF; SF EFZTLI lR\TGWFZF D— UF{ZJDI :YFG C{ × lJäFGF— G[ 
DwISF, SL ElÉT ;FWGF SF VFWFZ SALZNF; SL JF6L SF[ AGFIF C{ × 
;\T SALZNF; SL ElÉT D— HF[ VFtDlJxJF; ,J\ T<,LGTF C{4 JC N[X VF{Z 
SF, SL ;LDF ;[ 5Z[ XFxJT ;tI C{ × pGS[ SFjI S[ VFWFZ 5Z pgC— z[Q9 
;FWS4 7FGL ,J\ EÉT SL ;\7F ;[ ;\AF[lWT SZGF TF[ ;Z, C{ 5Z pGSF[ 
lS;L ;\ÝNFI lJX[Ø ;[ ;\IqÉT SZ 5FGF NqQSZ SFI" C{ × 
 SALZNF; G[ V5G[ SFjI D— Ý[D,Ù6F4 ElÉT S[ äFZF 5ZDFtDF ;[ 
V5G[ lJZC SF[ lRl+T lSIF C{ o 
 ——ClZ D[ZF 5LJ EF."4 ClZ D[ZF 5LJ4 
  ClZ lAG ZlC G ;S{ D[ZF HLJ × 
 ClZ D[ZF 5LJ D— ClZ SL ACqlZIF4 ZF ¡D A0[ + D® Kq8S ,CqlZIF ×× 
 lSIF :I\UFZ lD,G S{ TF."4 SFC[ G lD,L ZFHF ZF ¡D Uq;F ¡." ×× 
 VA SL A[Z lD,G HF[ 5Fµ¡4 SC{ SALZ EF{Hl, GCÄ VF ¡µ¡ ××!# 
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 SALZNF; G[ V5G[ 5NF— D— Ý[D,Ù6F ElÉT S[ äFZF 5ZDFtDF ;[ V5G[ 
lJZC SF J6"G lSIF C{ J[ 5ZDFtDF SF[ Aq,FT[ Cq, SCT[ C{ lS ;A ,F[U Dqh[ 
VF5SL 5tGL ATF ZC[ C{ 5Z VF5 S[ lJIF[U SF Dqh[ ;A;[ A0+F NqoB C{ v 
 ——JF<CF VFJ CDFZ[ U[C Z[4 
  TqdC lAG NqlBIF N[C Z[ ×× 
 ;A SF[ SC{ TqdCFZL GFZL4 DF[SF ® .C{ VN[C Z[ × 
 ,SD[S CŸJ{ ;[H G ;F[J{4 TA ,U S{;F G[C Z[  ××cc!$ 
 .; N}ZL S[ jIJWFG SF[ N}Z SZGF TF[ EÉT SL ;FDyI" ;[ AFCZ C{4 
lSgTq lÝI ;[ lD,GF lOZ EL RFCTF C{ × .;l,, SCTF C{ v 
 ——ICq TG HF,F ® Dl; S~¡4 ßI} ¡ W}JF ¡ HF. ;ZluU × 
 DlT J{ ZFD NIF SZ®4 AZl; AqhFJ{ VluU  ××cc15 
 JF:TJ D— IC Ý[D SF RZDF[tDØ" C{ HF[ ÝEqvlÝITD S[ VEFJ D— EL 
VFtDFv5ZDFtDF4 EÉT4 EUJFG S[ V8}8 Ý[D SL pNŸ3F[Ø6F SZ ZC[ C{ × 
 VTo CD SC ;ST[ C{ lS SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— Xqâ Ý[D,Ù6F ElÉT 
SF :i CD[ N[BG[ SF[ lD,TF C{ × 
 ElÉT D— Xqâ zâF SF DCÀJ C{ × .;;[ lGD", ElÉT SF HgD CF[TF 
C{ × SALZNF; S[ ;FBL ,J\ 5NF— D— Uq~ SF DCÀJ C{ × J[ DFGT[ C{ lS 
Uq~ CL 5ZDFtDF SF[ lD,G[ D— ;CFITF SZT[ C{ SqK pNFCZ6 N`Q8jI C{ v 
 ——;TUq~ SL DlCDF VG¡T4 VG¡T lSIF p5UFZ × 
 ,F[RG VG¡T p3Fl0IF4 VG¡T lNBFJ6CFZ  ××cc!& 
 5C,[ 5ZR Uq~ lD,{ TF[ 5LK{ ;TUqZ TFZ{!* 
 SALZNF; G[ ElÉT C[Tq DG slR¿f SL ,SFU|CTF4 TgDITF 5Z A, 
lNIF C{ × ElÉT SF äFZF VtI\T ;}1D C{ × p;D— ;ASF ÝJ[X ;\EJ GCÄ × 
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DG 5Z 5}J" lGI\+6 CF[G[ 5Z CL ElÉT S[ Ù[+ D— VU|;Z CqVF HF ;STF   
C{ × 
 ——EUlT NqJFZF4 ;S0F4 ZF." N;J® EF. × 
 DG TF{ D®U, CŸJ{ ZæF[4 ÉI} ¡ SlZ ;S{ ;DF.  ××cc!( 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS D[ZF DG lJØI JF;GFVF— SL TZO l0UTF GCÄ 
C{ × D®G[ S[J, ZFD SL ElÉT D[ CL DG ,UF lNIF C{ v 
 ——DG G l0U{ TFY® TG G 0ZF." × 
 S[J, ZF ¡D ZC[ <IF{ ,F."  ××cc!) 
 SALZNF; G[ ElÉT D— ,SFU|CTF4 TgDITF 5Z A, lNIF C{ o ,S ;qgNZ 
5N N`Q8jI C{ v 
——,[;{ DG ,F. ,{ ZF ¡D Z;GF ¡4 
S58 EUlT SLH{ SLG Uq6F ¡ ×× 
ßI} ¡ D`U GFN® A[wIF{ HF.4 %I\0 5Z[ JFSF{ wIF ¡G G HF. × 
ßI} ¡ H, DÄG C[T SlZ HF ¡lG4 ÝF ¡G TH{ lA;Z{ GCÄ AF ¡lG ×× 
lE\|UL SL8 ZC{ <IF{ ,F.4 CŸJ{ ,F{,LG lE|\U CŸJ{ HF. × 
ZF ¡D GF ¡D lGH VD`T ;FZ4 ;qlDlZ ;qlDlZ HG pTZ[ 5FZ ×× 
SC{ SALZNF;lG SF[ NF;4 VA GCÄ KF0+L ClZ S[ RZG lGJF; ××cc20 
 SALZNF; SL ElÉTEFJGF D— lJGI EFJGF EL N`Q8jI C{ VF{Z 
VFtDvlGJ[NG D— V5GL ,3qTF IF ."xJZ S[ Uq,FD AGG[ D— EL GCÄ lCRST[ 
.;D— NF:I EFJ EL lNBF." N[TF C{ ov 
 ——D® Uq,F ¡D DF[lC A[lR Uq;F ¡."4 
  TG DG WG D[ZF ZFDHL S[ TF ¡."  ××cc21 
 SALZNF; S[ VFtD;D5"6 SF ,S pNFCZ6 N`Q8jI C{ HF[ VFtD;D5"6 
SL ;LDF C{ VF{Z NF:I EFJ SL UlZDF C{ v 
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 ——SALZ S}TF ZFD SF4 DqlTIF D[ZF GFp\ × 
 U,{ ZFD SL H[J0L4 lHT B{R[ lTT HFp¡  ××cc22 
 SALZNF; DGqQI SF[ EUJFG sA|ïf SL ElÉT lJØI JF;GF SF[ KF[0+SZ 
SZG[ SL ;,FC N[T[ C{ ÉIF—lS DFGJ XZLZ SL ÝFl%T AFZvAFZ GCÄ CF[TL × 
 ——SALZ ClZ SL EUlT SlZ4 TlH lJØIF Z; RF{H × 
 AFZ AFZ GCÄ 5F.,4 DGØF HgD SL DF{H  ××cc23 
 SlJ ZFD SL ElÉT SZG[ SF[ SCT[ C{ × ZFD CL lR\TFDl6 C{4 ;\5}6" 
.rKFVF— SF[ 5}6" SZG[ JF,[ C{ v 
 ——ZF ¡D El6 ZF ¡D El6 ZF ¡D lR\TFDl64 
  EFU A0[ + 5FIF{ KF0{ + lHlG  ××cc24 
 SALZNF; S[ ZFD lGUq"6 ZFD C{ × J[ WD"v;\ÝNFIF— SL DFgITFVF— S[ 
äFZF HlGT ;EL ÝSFZ S[ E[NF— ;[ 5Z[ C{ × lCgN}vD};,DFG VFlN ;EL EÉTF— 
SF[ p;SL XZ6 D— HFG[ SF ;DFG VlWSFZ C{ v IC 5N pGSL ;DgJI 
N`lQ8 SF ÝTLS C{ v 
 ——lGZUqG ZF ¡D lGZUqG ZF¡D H5Cq Z[ EF."4 
  VlAUlT SL UlT ,BL G HF." × 
 RFlZA[N HFS{ ;qD`T 5qZF ¡GF ¡4 GF{ jIFSZGF ¡ DZD G HF ¡GF ¡ ×× 
 RFlZ A[N HFS{ UZ0 ;DF ¡GF ¡4 RZG SJ, S¡J,F GCÄ HF ¡GF ¡ ×× 
 SC{ SALZ HFS{ E[N{ GF ¡CL4 lGH HG A{9[ ClZ SL KFCÄ  ××cc25 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS J[N VF{Z SqZFG D— NqlGIF S[ lJlEgG :iF— D— 
E[N 5{NF SZ lNIF C{ × SF{G 5q~Ø C{ VF{Z SF{G GFZL C{ m ;A HLJ ;DFG 
C{ × ;A ,S l5TF SL ;\TFG C® × AFN D— JC SCT[ C® A|ïFvlJQ6q4 X\SZ 
VFlN EL S[J, p5FlW S[ E[NF— ;[ CL lEgG C{4 ZHF[Uq6 D— JCL TÀJvA|ïF4 
TDF[Uq6 D— X\SZ VF{Z ;TF[Uq6 D— lJQ6q C{ × .;l,, SALZNF; SF DFGGF C{ 
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lS lCgN} VF{Z Dq;,DFG SF SF[." TFltJS V\TZ GCÄ × HLJ SF[ E[NF— ;[ µ5Z 
p9SZ ZFD s5ZDTÀJf SF CL EHG SZGF RFlC, × .;S[ l,, pNFCZ6 
N`Q8jI C{ v 
 ——,[;F E[N lAU}RG EFZL × 
 A[N ST[A NLG V~ NqlGIF ¡4 SLG 5qlZØ SF{G GFZL ×× 
 ZH DqG A|ïF TD UqG ;\SZ4 ;T UqG ClZ C{ ;F[." × 
 SC{ SALZ ,S ZF ¡D H5Cq Z[4 lC\N} TqZS G SF[."  ××cc26 
 .; ÝSFZ SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— lGUq"6 ElÉT WFZF S[ ;FY ;Uq6 
ElÉT WFZF NF[GF— CL WFZF lNB 50+TL C{ × lSgTq NF[GF— SF pNŸN[xI ,S ;DFG 
CL C{ × EUJFGŸ D— ,SFSFZ CF[ HFGF VYF"TŸ DF[Ù ÝF%T SZGF × 
? lGQSØ" o  
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— EÉT SlJ C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— 
ElÉT EFJGF lNBF." N[TL C{  NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ Ý[D ,Ù6F ElÉT S[ äFZF 
5ZDFtDF ;[ V5G[ lJZC SF[ lRl+T lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ Xqâ Ý[D SF[ 
V5GL ElÉT SF VFWFZ AGFIF C{ × NF[GF— G[ ElÉT C[Tq ,SFU|CTF4 TgDITF 
5Z A, lNIF C{ × NF[GF— D— lJGI EFJGF TYF VFtDvlGJ[NG ElÉT lD,TL    
C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— D— lJXqâ ElÉT EFJGF lNBF." N[TL C{ × NF[GF— EÉT SlJ 
ÝEq ElÉT D— VFtD,LG CF[ HFT[ C{4 lH;;[ J[ NF[GF— :+L 5q~Ø TYF HFlT 
;\ÝNFI ;ASF[ E}, HFT[ C® × NF[GF— SlJIF— D— lGUq"6 El\ÉT EFJGF lNB 50+TL 
C{ × 5Z ;FY CL ;FY ;Uq6 ElÉT EL GHZ VFTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ 
ElÉT D— AFæF0\AZF— SF lJZF[W lSIF C{ × VF{Z NF[GF— SF pNŸN[XI DF[Ù ÝF%T 
SZGF C{ × 
 ElÉT EFJGF SF[ ,[SZ VF,F[rI SlJ äI SL lEgGTF N[B[ TF[ VFG\N3G 
G[ ,S 5lTJ|TF VFNX" GFZL SL EF¡lT ,S DF+ 5lT zL kØE lHG[xJZ SF[ 
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:JLSFZ lSIF C{ × DT,A VFG\N3G 5Z H{G WD" SF ÝEFJ lNBF." N[TF C{ × 
.;l,, CL TLYÅSZ kØD lHG[xJZ SF[ 5lT DFG SZ Ý[D ,Ù6F ElÉT SZT[ 
C{ × pGSF IC kØE lHG[xJZ G8GFUZ C{ TF[ SCÄ GFCl,IF C{ × VFG\N3G 
G[ zâF SF[ ;DTF —VFtDFc SL ;BL S[ :i D— ZBF C{ HF[ 5ZDFtDF ;[ 
lD,G[ D— ;CFITF SZTL C{ × VFG\N3GHL S[ :TJGF— D— ;Uq6 ElÉT ßIFNFTZ 
GHZ VFTL C{ × 22 :TJGF— D— 22 TLYÅSZF[ 5Z :TJG l,B[ C{ × HF[ ;CH 
AFT C{ lS .; D— ;Uq6 ElÉT C{ × 5Z pGS[ 5NF— D— lGUq6" ElT GHZ 
VFTL C{ × VFG\N3G G[ lGUq"6 TYF ;Uq6 ElÉT SF[ HF[0+G[ SF ÝItG lSIF     
C{ × SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— DF[8[ TF{Z 5Z lGUq"6 ElÉT CL GHZ VFTL C{ 
TYF ,F[UF— SF[ EL JC lGUq"6 ZFD SL ElÉT SZG[ SL ;,FC N[T[ C{ × 
SALZNF;HL G[ NF:IEFJGF SL ElÉT D— V5G[ VF5SF[ ZFD SFD Sq¿F DFGF C{ 
IC VFtD ;D5"6 SL CN SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— lD,TL C{ × 
? X`\UFZ EFJGF  
 VFG\N3G H{G ;\T SlJ Y[4 VTo .GS[ SFjI D— X`\UFZ EFJGF S[ TÀJ 
lJZF[WFEF; ;[ ,UT[ C{ × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— X`\UFZ S[ ;\IF[U VF{Z lJIF[U 
X`\UFZ J6"G ACqT CL ;q\NZ J ìNI:5XL" C{ × .; VFWFZ 5Z CD SC ;ST[ 
C{ lS VFG\N3G S[J, H{G WD" S[ ;\ÝNFI D— DF+ A\W[ GCÄ ZC[ IlN H{G 
;\T SlJ CL DF+ AG[ ZC[ CF[T[ TF[ pGS[ 5NF— ,J\ :TJGF— D— ;\IF[U X`\UFZ ,J\ 
lJIF[U X`\UFZ GCÄ lNB 50+TF × DT,A JC V5G[ VF5 WD" S[ A\WGF— ;[ A\W[ 
GCÄ ZC[ × 
 SFjIXF:+ S[ U|\YF— D— ) Z;F— SF J6"G lSIF UIF C{ p;D— —X`\UFZ 
Z;c SF[ CL Z; ZFH SCF UIF C{ × VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— ;\IF[UvlJIF[U SF 
lR+6 CqVF C{ × 5Z\Tq pgCF—G XF:+LI 5Z\5ZF D— A\W SZ X`\UFZ J6"G GCÄ 
lSIF C{ × 
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? ;\IF[U X`\UFZ4  
 ;\IF[U X`\UFZ S[ V\TU"T GFIS GFlISF S[ lD,G Ý;\UF[ VF{Z 
VFG\NF[5EF[U SF lR+6 ZCTF C{ × IC l:YlT VGFIF; GCÄ VFTL × SlJ S[ 
GFIS GFlISF ÝtIÙ :i ;[ ;FWFZ6 DGqQI :i D— C{4 5Z\Tq 5ZF[Ù :i D— IC 
VFtDF s;DTFf 5ZDFtDF sR[TGFf S[ ;\IF[U X`\UFZ SF lR+6 C{ × 
 EÉT V5G[ HLJG SF[ ÝEq SF D\lNZ AGF ,[TF C{ × lÝI s5ZDFtDFf 
SF[ lD,G[ S[ l,, lÝIF sVFtDFf G[ V5G[ HLJG SF[ 5lJ+ AGF l,IF C{ 
VF{Z JC X`\UFZ SZS[ lÝI ;[ lD,G[ S[ l,, VFG\lNT CF[ SZ R, 50+TL C{ o 
 ——VFH ;qCFUG GFZL4 VJW} VFH ;qCFUG GFZL × 
 D[Z[ GFY VF5 ;qW ,LGL4 SLGL lGH V\URFZL ×× 
 Ý[D ÝTLT ZFU ~lR Z\UT4 5lCZ[ HLGL ;FZL × 
 DlCNL ElÉT Z\U SL ZFRL4 EFJ V\HG ;qBSFZL ×× 
 ;CH ;qEFJ RZL D® 5[GL4 lYZTF S\SG EFZL × 
 wIFG pZJXL pZD— ZFBL4 l5I UqGDF, VFWFZL ×× 
 ;qZT l;\NqZ DF\U Z\U ZFTL4 lGZT[ J[GL ;DFZL × 
 p5HL ßIF[T pnF[T 38 l+EqJG4 VFZ;L S[J, SFZL ×× 
 p5HL WqGL VH5FSL VGCN4 lHT GUFZ[ JFZL × 
 h0+L ;NF VFG\N3G AZBT4 JGDF[Z ,SGTFZL  ××cc27 
 p5Iq"ÉT 5N D— ;DTFvlÝIF S[ VFwIFltDS ;FWGF:iL X`\UFZ SF ;q\NZ 
J6"G C{ × .;D— —l;\N}Zc4 —D—CNLc4 —V\HGc4 —R}l0IF¡c VFlN XaNF— SF ÝIF[U 
CqVF C{ × ;\IF[U X`\UFZ SF A0+F DquW SZ N[G[ JF,F lR+ VlEjIÉT lSIF C{4 
HF[ prRSF[l8 SF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— ;\IF[U X`\UFZ S[ 5N ACqT VlWS GCÄ C{4 TYFl5 
SqK ;\IF[U X`\UFZ S[ 5N pNFCZ6 S[ l,I[ N`Q8jI C{ o 
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 ——D— TF[ 5LIqT[ ,[;L lD,L VF,L4 Sq;qD JF; ;\U H{;[  ×cc28 
 ——;SlT HUF." lG:iD :iSL4 VFG\N3G lD,L S[,L SZ[ZL  ×cc29 
 ——VFG\N3G ;DTF 3Z VF6[4 JF3[ GJ GJ Z\U  ×cc#_ 
 ——;Z3F ;qDTF R[TGF CF[4 R[TG VGqEJ VFlC × 
 ;UlT OF[Z lGH :i SL CF[4 ,LgC[ —VFG\N3Gc DF\lC  ××cc#! 
 ——;qG lJJ[SDqBT— G." CF[4 AFGL VD`T ;DFG × 
 ;Z3F ;DTF NF[ lD,L CF[4 <IF. —VFG\N3Gc TFG  ××cc32 
 ——V\UF[ V\U[ Z\UEZ ZDTF\4 —VFG\N3Gc 5N ,LWq \  ×cc## 
 p5Iq"ÉT lJJ[RG S[ AFZ[ D— CD ;FZF\X :i ;[ SC[ TF[ ;\IF[U X`\UFZ SF 
J6"G VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— VFwIFltDS 5lZJ[X D— CqVF C{ HF[ ACqT CL 
;FltJS :TZ SF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ VFtDF J 5ZDFtDF S[ ;\A\W SF J6"G Ý[DL 
VF{Z Ý[lDSF S[ :i D— G SZS[ 5lTv5tGL S[ :i D— lSIF C{ × IC EFZTLI 
5FZ\5lZS N`lQ8SF[6 C{ × EFZTLI ;\:S`lT D— 5lT VF{Z 5tGL SF Ý[D JC lD,G 
CL VFNX" DFG HFTF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ .; 5Z\5ZF SF 5F,G SZ DIF"NF 
AGF, ZBL C{ × SlJ S[ GFISvGFlISF ;FWFZ6 HG ;DFH S[ 5lTv5tGL 
CF[T[ Cq, EL VFtDF 5ZDFtDF S[ ÝTLS :i D— lRl+T lSI[ C{ × 
 SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— EL ;\IF[U X`\UFZ S[ 5N ,J\ ;FBL N`lQ8UT CF[T[ 
C{ × SlJ G[ VFG\NDI l:YlT S[ J6"G lSI[ C® × GJF[-+F SL E}lDSF D— J[ 
EFJL lD,G SL VFXF D— EFJF[gDT CF[ HFT[ C{ v 
 ——Nq,CGL UFJCq D\U,FRFZ × 
 CD 3lZ VF, CF[ ZFHF ZFD EZTFZ ×× 
 
 TG ZT SlZ D® DG ZT SlZC} ¡4 5\RT7 AZFTL × 
 ZF ¡DN[J DF[Z{ 5F ¡CqG® VFI[ D® AF[HG D® DFTL  ××cc#$ 
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 SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— ;\IF[U ,J\ lJIF[U X`\UFZ D— NFd5tI Ý[D lNBF." 
50+TF C{ × ,S HUC 5Z %IFZ[ 5lT ;[ lD,G SL JHC ;[ ;qB SL VGqE}lT 
CF[TL C{ .; ÝSFZ SL AFT SZTL Cq." lJZlC6L SCTL C{ v 
 ——l5\HZ Ý[D ÝSFl;IF4 HFuIF HF[U VG\T × 
 ;\;F B}8F ;qB EIF4 lD<IF l5IFZF S\T  ××cc35 
 l:YlT IC C{ lS SALZNF; SF[ ;J"+ ÝLTD CL lNBF." N[T[ C® × JC 
R,F YF lÝI SL ,F,L N[BG[ lSgTq p; ,F,L SF[ N[BT[vN[BT[ JC :JI\ EL 
,F, CF[ UIF × DT,A ,S lJZlC6L —VFtDFc lÝI —5ZDFtDFc S[ D— BF[ U." × 
lÝIF SF lÝI S[ lD,G[ SL l:YlT SF J6"G lSIF C{ o 
 ——,F,L D[Z[ ,F, SL lHT N[BF — lTT ,F, × 
 ,F,L N[BG D® U."4 D® EL CF[ U." ,F,  ××cc 
 ——lHG 5FJG Eq." ¡ ACq lOZ[4 3}D— N[; lAN[; × 
 l5IF lD,G CF[.IF4 VF ¡UG EIF lAN[;  ××cc#& 
 SALZNF; V5G[ ,S 5N D— SCT[ C® lS VA Dqh[ D[Z[ Ý[DL EUJFG SL 
ÝFl%T CF[ U." C{ v 
 ——VA D® 5FIF{ ZFHF ZF ¡D ;G[CL4 
 HF lAGq NqoB 5FJ{ D[ZL N[CL ×cc#* 
 HA lJZlC6L SF[ ACqT ;FZ[ lNGF— S[ AFN ,J\ VtIlWS J[NGF TYF 
SQ9 ;CG[ S[ AFN HA lÝIv5lT s5ZDFtDFf SL VGqE}lT CF[G[ ,UTL C{4 TF[ 
lD,G VJ:YF D— JC pD\U D— SC p9TL C{ × 
 ——ACqT lNGG Y{ D® ÝLTD 5FI[4 
 EFU A0[ + YlZ A{9[ VFI[ × 
 D\U,RFZ DF ¡lC DG ZFBF ®4 ZFD Z;F ¡.6 Z;GF RFBF ® × 
 D\lNZ DF ¡lC EIF[ plHIFZF4 ,[ ;}TF[ V5GF ¡ 5LJ l5IFZF ×× 
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 D® ZlG ZFTL H[ lGlW 5F."4 CDlC\ SCF ¡ IC TqDlC A0+F." × 
 SC{ SALZ D® SKq G SLgCF ;BL ;qCFU ZF ¡D DF[lC NLgCF  ××cc#( 
 ;\IF[U X`\UFZ S[ EFJ VgI ZRGFVF— D— EL N`Q8jI C{ o 
 ——l,BF lB,L SL C{ GCÄ4 N[BF N[BL AFT × 
 Nq,CF Nq,lClG lDl,UI[4 OLSL 5ZL AZFT ×× 
 SFUN l,B{ ;F[ SFUNL4 SL jIJCFZL HLJ × 
 VFTD N`lQ8 SCF l,B{4 lHT N[B{lTT 5LJ  ××cc#) 
 SALZNF; S[ äFZF Jl6"T ;\IF[U X`\UFZ S[ AFZ[ D— ;FZF\X :i D— SC[ TF[ 
SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— ;\IF[U X`\UFZ SF J6"G VFwIFltDS 5lZJ[X D— CL CqVF 
C{ HF[ 5}6"To ;FltJS AG 50+F C{ × SALZNF; G[ VFtDF VF{Z 5ZDFtDF S[ 
;\A\W SF J6"G Ý[DLvÝ[lDSF TYF 5lTv5tGL NF[GF— :i D— lSIF C{ × SALZNF; 
G[ 5ZDFtDF VF{Z VFtDF SF[ Ý[DL IF 5lT VF{Z Ý[lDSF IF 5tGL S[ äFZF 
lRl+T lSIF C{ × SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— ;\T SlJIF— SL TC SL IC ;\IF[U 
J6"G SL lJ,Ù6TF lD,TL C{ × SlJ S[ lJIF[U X`\UFZ SL Tq,GF D— ;\IF[U 
X`\UFZ S[ lR+ SD C{ × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; VF{Z VFG\N3G NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SL ZRFGFVF— D— X`\UFZ S[ 
;\IF[U 5Ù S[ J6"G lD,T[ C{ × VF,F[rI SlJ äI SL ZRGFVF— D— 5ZDFtDF J 
VFtDF S[ ;\A\W SF J6"G 5lTv5tGL S[ :i D— lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL 
ZRGFVF— D— lJIF[U X`\UFZ SL Tq,GF D— ;\IF[U X`\UFZ S[ J6"G SL 5\lÉTIF¡ ACqT 
SD lD,TL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— D[ ;\IF[U X`\UFZ D— BqXL VF{Z VFG\N VlEjIÉT 
lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ ;\IF[U X`\UFZ D— VFwIFltDS ;FWGF :iL X`\UFZ SF 
;qgNZ J6"G lSIF C{ × .;D— pgCF—G[ l;gN}Z4 D—CNL4 V\HG4 R}l0IF¡ VFlN XaNF[ 
SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × SALZNF; G[ ;\IF[U SL VFG\NDI l:YlT S[ J6"G SZT[ 
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Cq, GJF[-F SL E}lDSF D— J[ EFJL lD,G SL VFXF D— EFJF[gDT CF[ HFT[ C{ 
VF{Z l,BF C{ lS C[ ;lBIF— D\U,FRFZUFVF— IFG[ ULT UFVF[ ÉIF—lS CDFZ[ 3Z 
5Z ZFHF ZFD EZTFZ VF ZC[ C{ × VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— ;\IF[U X`\UFZ S[ 
J6"G D— VFtDF J 5ZDFtDF S[ ;\A\W SF J6"G 5tGv5lT S[ :i D— lD,TF   
C{ × lSgTq VFtDF J 5ZDFtDF S[ ;\A\W SF J6"G Ý[lDSF VF{Z Ý[DL S[ :i D— 
GCÄ lSIF C{ × ÉIF—lS VFG\N3G 5lT VF{Z 5tGL SF Ý[D JC lD,G CL VFNX" 
DFGT[ C{ HAlS SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— 5ZDFtDF J VFtDF S[ ;\A\W SF 
J6"G Ý[DL VF{Z Ý[lDSF S[ :i D— EL lD,T[ C{ × VFG\N3G :iL lJZlC6L 
V5G[ 5LIq;[ ,[;[ lD, HFTL C{ H{;[ Sq;qD D— ;qU\W lD,L CF[TL C{ × TF[ 
SALZNF; :iL lJZlC6L SCTL C{ lS D[Z[ lÝI S[ ,F, Z\U D— —D® EL CF[ U." 
,F, × VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L lÝI 5lT SF[ lD,SZ —S[,Lc SZG[ SL AFT 
SZTL C{ TF[ SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS VA D® 5FIF{ ZFHF ZFD ;G[CL pGS[ lAGF 
D[ZF N[C NqoB NN" CL ;CTF ZCTF YF × VF,F[rI SlJ äI D— ;\IF[U J6"G 
SF[ ,[SZ EFJ ;FdITF C{ 5Z V5GL VlEjIlÉT SF -\U V,UvV,U C{ × 
NF[GF— S[ ;\IF[U J6"G D— VFG\N VF{Z BqXL SF J6"G C{ 5Z J6"G SZG[ SL 
ZLlT D— lEgGTF C{ × 
? lJIF[U X`\UFZ 
 ElÉT S[ ;\NE" D— lJIF[U ;[ TFt5I" C{ VFtDF SF 5ZDFtDF ;[ IF[U G 
CF[ 5FGF VYF"TŸ lD, G 5FGF × .;Ll,, VFwIFltDS Ý[D D— lJZC SF ÝFWFgI 
C{ × ElÉT ;FlCtI D— VFtDFv5ZDFtDF SF lJZC J6"G VlEjIlÉT SF A0+F CL 
DFlD"S ,J\ ;Z; DFwID ZCF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— ;\IF[U X`\UFZ SL V5[ÙF lJIF[U X`\UFZ VlWS DF+F 
D— C{ × VFG\N3G SF SFjI VFwIFltDS Ý6I ;FWGF SF SFjI C{ VF{Z Ý6I 
SL ;FWGF C{ —lJZCc × VFG\N3G G[ R[TG :i lÝITD S[ lJZC D— ;DTF :iL 
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VFtDF SL jIYF J jIFSq,TF SF DFlD"S lR+ BÄRF C{ × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI 
D— lJZC S[ NF[ :i N`Q8jI C{ v 
s!f V,F{lSS s2f VFwIFltDS 
 VFG\N3G S[ lJZC S[ NF[ :i V,F{lSS VF{Z VFwIFltDS SF[ S[gã D— 
ZBSZ zLDTL D\Hq DlCDF G[ l,BF C{ lS v ——VFG\N3G G[ VFwIFltDS lJZC 
SF[ —,F{lSS lJZC SL R}GZLc 5CGF SZ Ý:TqT lSIF C{ × SlJ G[ lJZC SF[ 
;HLJ J ìNI lJNFZS EFJF— D— l5ZF[SZ Ý:TqT lSIF C{ × .G 5NF— D— SCÄ 
DLZF\ SL J[NGF SL ÝUF-+TF C{ TF[ SCÄ SALZ S[ ZC:IJFN SF ÝlTlA\A C{ × 
SCÄ ;}OL ;\TF[ S[ VFwIFtD S[ NX"G C{ TF[ SCÄ AGFZ;LNF; S[ EL lJIF[U 
J6"G SL h,S N`Q8jI C{ ×$_ 
 lJZCFtDS 5NF— D— VFG\N3G SL VFtDF SL T0+5G EZL Cq." C{ × pGSL 
ElÉT S ÝUF-+TF lJZC S[ 5NF— D— EL ÝF%T CF[TL C{ × lJZCFJ:YF S[ 5NF— SF 
V;Z ;LW[ 5F9S S[ ìNI 5Z 50+TF C{ VF{Z p;SL U[ITF jIlÉT SF[ DquW 
SZ N[TL C{ × lJZC J[NGF S[ 5N VtI\T VGqE}lT5}6" ,J\ DFlD"S C{ × IYFv 
 ——l5IF lAG ;qâ Aqâ E},L CF[ × 
 VF\B ,UF. NqoB DC[,S[4 H~B[ h},L CF[  ××cc$! 
 ——l5IF lAG lGXlNG hq~\ BZLZL × 
 ,Cq0L J0LSL SF\lG lD8F.4 äFZT[ VF\B[ SA G 8ZLZL  ××cc42 
 —l5IF lAG ;qW Aqâ Dq \NL CF[ × 
 lJZC EqI\U lG;F ;D[4 D[ZL ;[H0L Bq \NL CF[  ××cc$# 
 ;DTF sVFtDFf lÝI S[ lJZC D— jIlYT C{ VF{Z lÝI SL ÝTLÙF D— ZT 
C{ v 
 ——lGXlNG HF[p TFZL JF80L 3Z[ VFJF[G[ -F[,F × 
 5\Y lGCFZT ,F[I6[4 ãU ,FUL V0F[,F ×× 
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 HF[UL ;qZT ;DFlWD—4 DqlG wIFG hSF[,F ×× 
 SF{G ;qG[ lSGSq \ SCq \4 lSD DF\0q \ D— BF[,F × 
 T[Z[ DqB N9[ 8,[4 D[Z[ DGSF RF[,F  ××cc$$ 
 lÝI S[ lJZC D— ÝTLÙFZT lÝIF SF[ SF[." X`\UFZ GCÄ ;qCFTF VF{Z JC 
lJZC SL 5L0+F ;[ NuW C{ o 
 ——S\RG JZ6F[ GFC Z[4 DF[G[ SF[." D[,FJF[ × 
 V\HG Z[B G VF\B0L EFJ[4 D\HG lXZ 50[ NFCZ[ ×× 
 SF[." ;I6 HF6[ 5Z DGGL4 J[NG lJZC VYFC × 
 YZ YZ N[C0L Wq |H[ DFCZL4 lHD JFGZ EZDFC ×× 
 N[C G U[C G G[C G Z[C G4 EFJ[ G NqC0F UFC × 
 VFG\N3G JCF,F[ AF\C0L ;FlC4 lGXlNG W~\ pKFCZ[ ××45 
 ;qB N[G[ JF,L J:Tq,¡ EL lÝI S[ lJIF[U D— NqoBNFIL ,UTL C{ × lÝI 
S[ lJIF[U D— Z\ULGvR}GZL4 5FG SF AL0+F ;q5FZL4 DF\U SF l;gNqZ4 R\NG SF 
,[5G VFlN ;EL ;qB N[G[ JF,L J:Tq,¡ EL NqoB N[TL C{ v 
 ——Z\ULG R}G0L ,0L RL0F4 SFYF ;F[5FZL V~ 5FGSF AL0F × 
 DF\U l;\N}Z ;N, SZ[ 5L0F4 TGS9F 0FSF[Z[ lJZCF SL0F  ××cc$& 
 lJZCFtDF SL 5L0+F SL RZD ;LDF SF J6"G VFG\N3G SlJ G[ A0[ CL 
DFlD"S -\U ;[ lSIF C{ v 
 ——TGl5\HZ h}Z® 5IF[ " Z[4 µ0L G ;S[ HLp C\; × 
 lJZCFG, hF,F H,L %IFZ[4 5\B D}, lGZJ\;  ××cc$* 
 VFG\N3G SL lJZC SL 5L0+F RZD ;LDF SF[ K} HFTL C{ TA ;DTF 
sVFtDFf NqoBL CF[SZ SCTL C{ o 
 ——lJZC jIYF SKq \ ,[;L jIF5TL4 DFGq \ SF[." DFZ DFZTL A[HF × 
 VTS V\TS SCF,q \ ,[UF[ %IFZ[4 RFC[ HLJ Tq \ ,[ HF  ××cc$( 
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 ÝS`lT SF[ V5GL lJZC SL 5L0+F D— HF[0+ SZ VFG\N3G G[ SCÄ 
5FZ\5lZS lA\AF— VF{Z SCÄ G, lA\AF— S[ äFZF lJZC S[ EFJF— SF[ DD":5XL" 
VlEjIlÉT NL C{ o 
 ——zFJ6 EFNq \ 3G38F4 lJR JLH hAqSF CF[¸ 
 ;lZTF ;ZJZ ;A EZ[4 D[ZF 38;Z ;A ;}SF CF[  ××cc$) 
 zFJ6 VF{Z EFNF[ DF; D— VFSFX D— 3G3F[Zv38F KF HFTL C{ × 38F 
S[ ALR SEL lAH,L RDSTL C{ DT,A R[TG ;[ lD,G[ SL VFXF A\WTL C{ × 
;A GlNIF¡ ,J\ ;ZF[JZ EZ HFT[ C{ × 5Z\Tq ìNI:iL TF,FA ;}BF CL ZCTF    
C{ × lJZC D— EFNF[ DF; SL ZFT TF[ VlWS NqoBNFILGL ,UTL C{ v 
 ——EFNq \ SL ZFTL SFTL ;L JC[4 KFTLI KLG KLG KLGF  ×cc 
 VFG\N3G R\ãDF\ ;[ V5G[ lÝITD SL Tq,GF SZT[ C{ × 5}l6"DF S[ 
R\ãDF\ S[ ;DFG R[TG lÝI C{ VF{Z p;SF 7FG RF\NGL S[ ;DFG C{ × R\ãDF 
5Z lH; ÝSFZ AFN, KF HFT[ C{ p;L ÝSFZ D[Z[ lÝI 5Z V7FG AFN,F— SF 
VFJZ6 VF UIF C{ × H{;[ v 
 ——5}GD lGlX ;D R[TG HF6LI—4 R\ãFT5 ;D GF6 × 
 AFN, EZ lHD N, lYlT VF6LI—4 ÝS`lT VGFJ`T HF6  ××cc50 
 V\W[ZL ZFT D— TFZ[ RDS ZC[ C® JC ,[;[ HFG 50+T[ C®4 DFGF— ZFT NF¡T 
lNBFSZ lJZlC6L SL C¡;L sDHFSf SZ ZCL C{ × JC lJZC SL jIYF ;[ 
.TGL NqoBL CF[ HFTL C{ lS VF¡;}VF— SL WFZF ACFSZ V5G[ 5F; EFãDF; S[ 
;DFG SLR0+ SZ N[TL C{ × H{;[ v 
 ——lGl; V\lWIFZL DF[CL C;[ Z[4 TFZ[ NF ¡T lNBF." ×  
 EFNq SFNq D— lSIF[ %IFZ[4 V;}VG WFZ ACF."  ××cc51 
 ÝS`lT SL EF¡lT CL 5Xq ,J\ 5ÙL S[ DFwID ;[ lJIF[U J6"G lSIF       
C{ × JC SCÄ 5Z ;FdITF :YFl5T SZT[ GH+Z VFT[ C® TF[ SCL 5Z ;CFGqE}lT 
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HTFT[ TF[ SCÄ 5Z lJZC SL J[NGF SF[ VtI\T pNL%T SZT[ GH+Z VFT[ C® × 
RFTS SL 5Lpv5Lp 5qSFZ lJZlC6L S[ ìNI SL J[NGF DF,}D CF[TL C{ v 
 ——,S ;D[ VF,F5S[ CF[4 SLG[ V0FG[ UFG × 
 ;qWZ A5LCF ;}Z WZ[ CF[4 N[T C{ 5Lp 5Lp TFG  ××cc52 
 55LC[ SL l5pvl5p SEL wIFGDuG lJZlC6L SF[ V5G[ ÝLTD SF :DZ6 
SZFTL C{ × lJZlC6L SF[ ,UTF C{ lS 55LCF D[Z[ ÝF6 5LG[ S[ l,, 5Lp 5Lp 
SZ ZCF C{ × pNFCZ6 N`Q8jI C{ v 
 ——RFTS ¦ RTqZ lAGF ZCL CF[4 5Lp 5Lp 5Lp 5Lp 5Fp  ××cc53 
 .;L ÝSFZ 
 ——ÝLTD ;A KAL GLZBS[ CF[4 5Lp ¦ 5Lp ¦ 5Lp ¦ SLGF × 
JFCL ALR RFTS SZ[ CF[4 ÝF6 CZ[ 5ZJLGF\  ××cc54 
 VFG\N3G G[ ;5" S[ DFwID ;[ lJZC NXF VlEjIÉT SL C{ × SlJ G[ 
IC A0+F ;HLJ J6"G lSIF C{ × 
 ——lJZC EqI\U lG;F ;D[4 D[ZL ;[H0L B}\NL CF[  ×cc55 
 TF[ SCÄ lJZlC6L V5G[ lJZC Sd5G SL Tq,GF DF3 DF; D— SF¡5T[ Cq, 
JFGZ ;[ SZTL C{ × TF[ ,S HUC 5Z lJZlC6L SZTL C{ H, lJIF[U CF[G[ 5Z 
DK,L SL N`lQ8 5FGL SL VF[Z ,UL ZCTL C{4 p;L TZC D[ZL N`lQ8 EL lÝITD 
S[ äFZ SL VF[Z ,UL ZCTL C{ ICF¡ lJZC SF ,S lAdA N[lB, × 
 ——DF\UZ ßIF — 8DFS[ ZCL4 5LI KALS[ äFlZ × 
 ,FH 0F\U DG D— GCÄ4 SFG 5KFZ[ 0FlZ ××56 
 SlJ G[ VgI ,SFlWS 5NF— D— 5Xqv5lÙIF— S[ DFwID ;[ EL lJIF[U 
J6"G lSIF C{ ×  
 VFG\N3G S[ lJIF[U X`\UFZ S[ AZ[ D— ;FZF\X :i ;[ SC[ TF[ pGSL 
ZRGFVF— D— ;\IF[U X`\UFZ SL V5[ÙF lJIF[U X`\UFZ VlWS DF+F D— C{ × pGSL 
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ZRGFVF— D— pgCF—G[ lJIF[U X`\UFZ S[ NF[ :i lD,T[ C{ ,S V,F{lSS VF{Z N};ZF 
VFwIFltDS × VFG\N3G G[ VFwIFltDS lJZC SF[ ,F{lSS lJZC SL R}GZL 5CGF 
SZ Ý:TqT lSIF C{ × pgCF—G[ lJZC SF[ ;HLJ ,J\ ìNI S[ EFJF— D— lD,FSZ 
Ý:TqT lSIF C{ × lJZCFtDS 5NF— D— SlJ SL VFtDF SL T0+5G EZL Cq." C{ × 
pGS[ lJZC J[NGF S[ 5N VtI\T VGqE}lT5}6" ,J\ DFlD"S AG 50[+ C{ × SlJ 
S[ 5NF— SL U[ITF jIlÉT SF[ DquW SZ N[TL C{ × VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L SF[ 
lÝI s5lTf SL ÝTLÙF D— SF[." X`\UFZ GCÄ ;CFTF × lJZlC6L SF[ ;qB N[G[JF,L 
J:Tq,¡ EL NqoBNFIL ,UTL C{ × H{;[ lS Z\ULG R}GZL4 5FG SF AL0+F4 ;q5FZL4 
DF¡U SF l;\N}Z4 R\NG SF ,[5G VFlN J:Tq,¡ EL NqoB N[TL C{ × pgCF—G[ ÝS`lT 
SF[ V5GL lJZC SL 5L0+F D— HF[0+ SZ lJZC S[ EFJF— SF[ DD":5XL" VlEjIlÉT 
NL C{ × zFJ6 VF{Z EFNF— DF; D— VFSFX D— 3G3F[Z 38F KF HFTL C{ 38F 
S[ ALR SEL ALH,L RDSTL C{ DT,A R[TG S[ lD,G[ SL VFXF A¡WTL C{ × 
;A GlNIF¡ VF{Z ;ZF[JZ EZ HFT[ C{4 5Z\Tq ìNI :i TF,FA lÝI s5lTf S[ 
lJZC D— ;qBF CL ZCTF C{ × V\W[ZL ZFT D— TFZ[ RDS ZC[ C{ TA ,[;[ HFG 
50+T[ C{ lS DFGF[ SFZ[ NF¡T lNBFSZ lJZlC6L SL DHFS SZ ZCL C{ × 
VFG\N3G G[ 5Xq ,J\ 5ÙL S[ DFwID ;[ lJIF[U J6"G lSIF C{ × 55LC[ 
5Lpv5Lp SZT[ C{ TF[ lJZlC6L SF[ ,UTF C{ lS D[Z[ ÝF6 ,[G[ S[ l,I[ 5Lp 
5Lp SZ ZCF C{ × lJZlC6L SF[ ZFT S[ ;DI V5GL —;[H0Lc 5Z ;5" 50+F 
CF[ ,;F ,UTF C{ × .; ÝSFZ ÝS`lT 5Xqv5ÙL S[ äFZF SlJ G[ lJZC J6"G 
lSIF C{ × 
 EFJ ElÉT SL ;FWGF D— lJZC SF DCÀJ .;l,, DFGF UIF C{ lS 
;FWD ;\5}6" ;\;FZ ;[ N}Z CF[4 S[J, V5G[ lÝITD S[ lJZC D— CL 0}AF ZCTF 
C{ VF{Z ,[;F SZG[ ;[ p;D[ ;D:T lJØIvlJSFZ N}Z CF[4 p;SF DG lGD", 
VF{Z pNF¿ AG HFTF C{ × SALZNF; ZFD S[ VGgI lJZCL C{ × Inl5 pGS[ 
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VG[S 5NF— ;[ IC wJlG lGS,TL C{ lS V\T D— pGSF ZFD ;[ lD,G CF[ UIF 
YF4 5Z\Tq p; lD,G ;[ 5}J" pgC— lJZC SL ACqT ;FZL NXFVF— SL J[NGF 
;CGL 50+L YL × lJZCFGqE}lT S[ lAGF ;FWS S[ ìNI D— lÝIvlD,G SL 
ptS^9F HFU|T CL GCÄ CF[ ;STL × 
 lJZC SALZNF; SL ElÉTv5âlT SF ÝDqB V\U C{ × lÝITD S[ lJZC 
D— J[ SCT[ C® v 
 ——DG ÝTLlT G Ý[D Z;4 GF ¡ .; TG D® -\U × 
 ÉIF HF6F ® p; 5LJ ;}\4 S{;[ ZC;L Z\U  ××cc57 
 p; lÝI S[ lJIF[U D— lÝITD SF ìNI ZFTvlNG K858FTF ZCTF C{ v 
 ——AF;qlZ ;qB GF ¡ Z{l6 ;qB4 GF ;qB ;ql5G{ DF ¡lC × 
 SALZ lAKq8IF ZFD ;} ¡ GF¡ ;qB W}5 G KF ¡C  ××cc58 
 lJZlC6L SCTL C{ lJZC SL J[NGF XZLZ D— ìNI D— KF U." C{ JC 
J[NGF HFTL GCÄ C{ v 
 ——SALZ 5LZ l5ZFJGL4 5\HZ 5L0+ G HF. × 
 ,S H 5L0+ 5ZLlT SL4 ZCL S,[HF KF.  ××cc59 
 lJZlC6L —VFtDFc lÝI ;[ ;\N[X 5FG[ S[ l,, VFtDF .; EF¡lT K858FTL 
C{ DFGF[ IlN p;[ lÝITD 5ZDFtDF SL ÝFl%T G Cq." TF[ G HFG[ ÉIF CF[UF v 
 ——lAZClG µEL 5\H l;lZ4 5\YL4 A}h{ WF. × 
 ,S ;AN SlC 5LJ SF4 SA Z[ lD,{U[ VF.  ××cc&_ 
 lJZlC6L SF[ GÄN GCÄ VFTL × lÝI GFD SL Z8 ,UFI[ ZCTL C{ × 
ÝTLÙF SZT[vSZT[ p;SL VF¡BF— D— hF¡." 50+ U." C{ VF{Z lÝI SF GFD 
Z8T[vZ8T[ HLE D— KF,[ 50 UI[ v 
 ——VF ¡Bl0IF ¡ hF." 50+L4 5\Y lGCFlZ lGCFlZ × 
 HLEl0+IF ¡ KF,F 50+IF4 ZFD 5qSFlZ 5qSFlZ  ××cc&! 
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 lJZlC6L HLJFtDF lÝI S[ NX"G S[ l,, A{R[G C{ × SEL p9TL C{ 5Z 
lOZ lUZ 50+TL C{ × p;SF W{I" K}8 ZCF C{ VUZ DZG[ S[ AFN lÝI —ZFDc 
NX"G N[G[ VFI[ TF[ ÉIF ,FE v 
 ——lJZlCG µ9{ EL 50[ +4 NZ;G SFZlG ZFD × 
 D}JF ¡ 5LK{ N[CqU[4 ;F[ NZ;G lSlC\ SFD  ××cc62 
 lJZlC6L HLJFtDF SCTL C{ C[ lÝI 5ZDFtDF G TF[ VF5 TS D® 5Cq¡R 
;STL C}¡ VF{Z G D® VF5SF[ V5G[ TS Aq,F CL 5FTL C}¡ × lJZC D— T5F SZ 
D[Z[ ÝF6 R,F HFI[UF v 
 ——VF. G ;SF{ Tqh 5®4 ;S} ¡ G Tqh Aq,F. × 
 lHIZF I} ¡CL ,[CqU[4 lAZC T5F. T5F.  ××cc&# 
 .; N}ZL S[ jIJWFG SF[ N}Z SZGF TF[ lJZlC6L SL ;FDyI" ;[ AFCZ 
C{4 lSgTq lÝI ;[ lD,GF lOZ EL RFCTL C{ × .;l,, SCTL C{ v 
 ——ICq TG HF,F{ Dl; S~¡4 ßI} ¡ W}JF ¡ HF. ;ZluU × 
 DlT J{ ZFD NIF SZ{4 AZl; AqhFJ{ VluU  ××cc&$ 
 lJZlC6L lJZCFluG D— SCF¡ TS H,[4 HA p;SF NqoB ;CG XlÉT SL 
;LDF ;[ AFCZ CF[ p9TF C{4 HA ìNI lÝI lJIF[U D— 8}Sv8}S CF[G[ ,UTF C{ 
TA lJJX CF[SZ lÝI SF[ VFÊF[Xv5}6" IC TFGF N[GF 50+TF C{ v 
 ——S{ lAZCl6 S}\ DLR N{4 S® VF5F lNB,FI × 
 VF9 5CZ SF NFh6F4 DF[ 5{ ;CF G HFI  ××cc65 
 lÝI SF lJIF[U V;CGLI CF[ HFTF C{ × JC lJZC J[NGF ;[ VtIlWS 
jIFSq, CF[ DZ6 SL SFDGF SZG[ ,UTL C{ v 
 ——lH; DZG{ Y® HU 0Z{4 ;F[ D[Z[ VFG\N × 
 SA DFlZC} ¡ SA N[lBC} ¡4 5}ZG 5ZDFG\N  ××cc&& 
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 SALZNF; G[ ÝS`lT S[ DFwID ;[ EL lJIF[U J6"G lSIF C{ × G, 
lAdAF— VF{Z SCL 5FZ\5lZS lAdAF— S[ DFwID ;[ lJZC EFJ SL ìNI:5XL" 
VlEjIlÉT SL C{ o 
 ——5ZAlT 5ZAlT D® lOZIF4 G®G U¡JFI[ ZF[. × 
 ;F[ A}8L 5Fµ¡ GCÄ4 HFT® HLJlG CF[.  ××cc&* 
 lJZCFluG H, SZ VtI\T ÝA, :i WFZ6 SZ U." C{ × V7FG VF{Z 
lJÙF[E :iL SLR0+ S[ H, HFG[ S[ SFZ6 GNL SF Xqâ ACTF CqVF H, ZC 
UIF C{ × JF;GF :iL DKl,IF¡ .; VFU SL UDL" ;[ .; ;lZTF SF[ KF[0+SZ 
R,L U." o 
 ——5F6L DF ¡C® ÝH,L4 E." VÝA, VFlU × 
 ACTL ;l,TF ZlC U."4 D\K ZC[ H, tIFlU  ××cc&( 
 lJZlC6L HLJFtDF SC ZCL C{ lS D® lJZC ;[ H,F." Cq." H, ZCL C}¡ 
VF{Z .;L VJ:YF D— HA H, S[ :YFG 5Z V5GL VFU AqhFG[ S[ l,, HFTL 
C}¡ TF[ JC H, EL D[ZL VFU ;[ H,G[ ,UTF C{ o 
 ——lAZC H,F." D® H,F ®4 H,TL H, ClZ HFp¡ × 
 DF[ N[bIF ¡ H, ClZ H,{4 ;\TF ® SCF ¡ AqhFp¡  ××cc&) 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lJZlC6L :iL X\B ;Dqã ;[ lAKq0 UIF C{ × ;}I" S[ 
pNI CF[T[ CL JC D\lNZvD\lNZ prR :JZ D— lR<,FI[UF o 
 ——Z®6F N}Z lAKF[lCIF4 ZCq Z[ ;\BD h}lZ × 
 N[Jl, N[Jl, WFC0L4 N[TL µU{ ;}lZ  ××cc*_ 
 SALZNF; G[ 5Xqv5lÙIF— S[ DFwID ;[ EL lJIF[U J6"G lSIF × ÝS`lT 
SL TZC 5Xqv5ÙL VFlN EL lJZlC6L S[ lJZC SF[ SCL pNL%T SZT[ GHZ 
VFT[ C® TF[ SCL 5Z ;FdITF :YFl5T SZT[ GH+Z VFT[ C{ TF[ SCÄ SCL 5Z 
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;CFGqE}lT EL VlEjIÉT SZT[ C® × lJZlC6L 55LC[ SL TZC lGZ\TZ 5qSFZ ZCL 
C{ v 
 ——G{GF ¡ GLhZ ,F.IF4 ZC8 AC{ lG; HFD × 
 55LCF ßI} ¡ l5J l5J SZF ®4 SA~ lD,CqU[ ZFD  ××cc*! 
 lJZC :iL ;5" G[ ìNI D— 3q;SZ V5GF lGJF; AGF l,IF JC lGZ\TZ 
0;TF ZCTF C{ o 
 ——lAZC EqJ\UD TG A;{4 D\+ G ,FU{ SF[. × 
 ZFD lJIF[UL GF lHJ{4 l;J{ TF[ AF{ZF CF[.  ××cc72 
 ——lAZC EqJ\UD 5{l; SlZ4 lSIF S,[H{ 3FJ  ×cc*# 
 Ý[D 5LZ SL VlEjIlÉT S[ l,, SALZNF; S[ ìNI ;[ HF[ h\SFZ p9F 
SZTL YL p;S[ O,:J:i pgCF—G[ RSJF¡vRSJL SF pNFCZ6 N[SZ lJZC J[NGF 
SL VlEjIlÉT SL C{ o 
 ——RSJL lAKq8L Z{l6 SL4 VF. lD,L 5ZEFlT × 
 H[ HG lAKq8[ ZFD ;} ¡4 T[ lNG lD,[ G ZFlT  ××cc*$ 
 lJZlC6L SL lÝI S[ lJZC SL J[NGF Sq×H 5ÙL S[ UI[ Cq, ;FYL S[ 
lJZC SL J[NGF ;[ Tq,GF 9LS A{9TL C{ v 
 ——ZFtI} ¡ ~¡GL lAZCGL4 ßI} ¡ A[RF{ S}\ Sq \H × 
 SALZ V\TZ ÝH<IF4 ÝS8IF lAZCF 5q \H  ××cc75 
 SALZNF; S[ X`\UFZ S[ lJIF[U 5Ù S[ AFZ[ D— ;FZF\X :i ;[ SC[ TF[ 
pgCF—G[ X`\UFZ SF lJIF[U 5Ù SF[ A0+L ;Z,TF S[ ;FY ;Z, EFØF S[ DFwID 
;[ HGTF S[ ;DÙ p5l:YT lSIF C{ × SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— lJIF[U X`\UFZ 
SF[ ,[SZ ACqT ;FZ[ pNFCZ6 lD, HFT[ C® × SlJ SL ZRGFVF— D— ;[ pGSL 
;FBL S[ lJEFU D— —lAZC SF{ V\Uc IFGL lAZC SL ;FlBIF— SF ,S lJEFU 
lD,TF C{ × SALZNF; SL lJZlC6L sVFtDFf lÝI s5ZDFtDFf S[ lJIF[U D— 
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VtI\T NqoBL CF[TL C{ × JC NqoB D— ZFTvlNG HFUTL C{ × p;[ lG\N GCÄ 
VFTL × SlJ G[ lJZlC6L SL RZD ;LDF SF J6"G lSIF C{ × pgCF—G[ l,BF 
C{ lS —S{ lAZCl6 S}\ DLR N{4 S{ VF5F lNB,FIc lJZCZ6L SF[ VF9 5CZ SL 
lJZC J[NGF ;CG GCÄ CF[TL × SlJ G[ ÝS`lT S[ DFwID ;[ lJZC J6"G lSIF 
C{ × HF[ lJZC SL ìNI :5XL" VlEjIlÉT Cq." C{ × lJZlC6L lÝI S[ lJIF[U D— 
H,TL C{ HA JC V5GL lJZC :iL VFU A}hFG[ S[ l,I[ H,:YFG 5Z HFTL 
C{ TF[ p; H, EL lJZlC6L SL VFU D— H,G[ ,UTF C{ × SALZ G[ 
5Xqv5ÙL S[ DFwID ;[ EL lJIF[U J6"G lSIF C{ × lJZlC6L 55LC[ SL TZC 
lÝI SF[ lGZ\TZ 5qSFZTL C{ VF{Z SCTL C{ lS D[ZL VF¡BF— D— —ZC8c SL TZC 
lGZ\TZ 5FGL ACTF ZCTF C{ × VF5 slÝIf SA Dqh[ lD,G[ S[ l,I[ VFI—U[ × 
SALZ SL lJZlC6L S[ XZLZ D— lJIF[U :iL ;5" G[ lGJF; SZ l,IF C{ HF[ 
AFCZ lGS,G[ SF GFD GCÄ ,[TF × SlJ G[ RSJL4 Sq×H S[ DFwID ;[ EL 
lJZC J6"G lSIF C{ × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— X`\UFZ 
S[ lJIF[U 5Ù SF J6"G lJ:T`T :i D— lSIF C{ × NF[GF— S[ SFjI D— VFtDF J 
5ZDFtDF S[ ;\A\W SF J6"G 5tGLv5lT S[ :i D— lSIF C{ × lJIF[U J6"G D— 
EL VFtDF J 5ZDFtDF S[ ;\A\W SF J6"G NF[GF— G[ 5tGL 5lT S[ :i D— lSIF 
C{ × HA lS SALZNF; G[ lJIF[U J6"G D— EL VFtDF J 5ZDFtDF S[ ;\A\W 
SF J6"G Ý[lDSF Ý[DL S[ :i D— EL lSIF C{ × VF,F[rI SlJ äI SL 
lJZlC6L lÝI S[ lJZC D— T0+5TL C{ VF{Z C\D[XF CL NqoBvNqoBL ZCTL C{ × 
NF[GF— SL lJZlC6L lÝI S[ lJZC D— ZFT lNG HFUTL ZCTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— 
SL lJZlC6L SCTL C{ lS lÝI s5ZDFtDFf VFSZ CD[ lD,[ GCÄ TF[ DF{T N[ × 
DT,A NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ lJZC SL RZD;LDF SF J6"G lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G SL 
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lJZlC6L SCTL C{ lS lÝI s5ZDFtDFf Dqh[ VFSZ lD,F[ .;S[ AN,[ D— VF5 
RFC[ TF[ D[Z[ ÝF6 ,[,[ × TF[ SALZNF; SL lJZlC6L SCTL C{ —S{ lJZCl6 SF[ 
S}\ DLR N{4 S{ VF5F lNB,F." ×c VF,F[rI SlJ äI G[ ÝS`lT S[ DFwID ;[ 
lJZC J6"G lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ zFJ6 VF{Z EFNF— DF; D— VFSFX D— 38F 
KF HFTL C{ 38F S[ ALR SEL lAH,L RDSTL C{ DT,A lÝI S[ lD,G[ SL 
VFXF HUTL C{ × GlNIF¡ VF{Z ;ZF[JZ EZ HFT[ C{ 5Z ìNI :iL TF,FA lÝI 
S[ lJIF[U D— ;}BF ZCTF C{ ,s;F J6"G lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L 
SCTL C{ lS V\W[ZL ZFT D— TFZ[ RDST[ C{ TA p;[ ,[;F ,UTF C{ lS TFZ[ 
NF¡T lNBFSZ p;SF DHFS SZ ZC[ C® × SALZNF; EL ÝS`lT S[ DFwID ;[ 
lJZC J6"G SZT[ C{ × SALZ SL lJZlC6L lJZC SL J[NGF D— H,G[ ,UTL C{ 
JC V5GL VFU A}hFG[ S[ l,I[ H, :YFG 5Z HFTL C{ × H, p;SL VFU 
AqhFG[ SL AhFI BqN H,G[ ,UTF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ 5Xqv5ÙLIF— S[ DFwID 
;[ EL lJZC J6"G lSIF C{ × lJZC J6"G D— EFJ ;FdI C{ lSgTq VlEjIlÉT 
SF -\U NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ V,U C{ × VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L SF[ HA 55LC[ SL 
5Lpv5Lp VFJFH ;qGF." N[TL C{ TF[ p;[ ,UTF C{ lS 55LCF D[Z[ ÝF6 ,[G[ S[ 
l,I[ 5Lpv5Lp SZTF C{ × VFG\N3G SL lJZlC6L SF[ ,UTF C{ lS p;S[        
—;[H0Lc 5Z ;F¡5 50+F C{ × HF[ lJZC :iL ;F¡5 C{ × SALZ SL lJZlC6L lÝI 
SF[ 55LC[ SL TZC 5Lpv5Lp 5qSFZTL C{ VF{Z SCTL C{ lS D[ZL VF¡BF— D— 
ZC8 SL TZC lGZ\TZ 5FGL ACTF C{ VF5 slÝIf SA Dqh[ lD,G[ S[ l,I[ 
VFI—U[ × lJZlC6L S[ TG D— lJZC :i ;5" 5{9 UIF C{ HF[ lGS,G[ SF GFD 
CL GCÄ ,[TF × SALZ G[ RSJF4 RSJL4 Sq×H S[ DFwID ;[ EL lJZC J6"G 
lSIF C{ ×  
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? 7FG ,J\ J{ZFuI 
 VwIFtD 7FGL ;\T VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ 5NF— D— DWqZ4 EFJ5}6" ,J\ 
;\ULTDI 5NF— D— 7FG ,J\ J{ZFuI SF ;\N[X S." ;CH ,J\ :JEFlJSTF ;[ lNIF 
C{ × pGS[ 5NF— SF[ 0F¶P V\AFX\SZ GFUZ G[ H{G NX"G SL J{ZFuI J{HIgTL 
ATFIF C{ × zL VFG\N3GHL S[ 5N .gCL EFJF— ;[ EZ[ CqI[ C{ o 
 ——ÉIF ;F[J[ p9 HFU AFpZ[ × 
 V\Hl, H, ßIq \ VFIq \ 38Tq C{4 N[T 5CF[lZIF 3lZI 3FpZ[ ××cc*& 
 pÉT 5N S[ äFZ ,S ;FY"S 7FG SlJ G[ lNIF C{ × VZ[ EF[,[      
DFGJ ¦ DF[C lG\ãF D— ÉIF 50+F C{ m p94 ;R[T CF[4 ÝDFN tIFU SZ HFU`T 
CF[4 T[ZL VFIqQI V\Hl, S[ 5FGL S[ ;DFG 38TL HF ZCL C{ × 
 VFG\N3G SlJ R[TFJGL N[T[ Cq, SCT[ C® v 
 ——A[C[Z A[C[Z GlC VFJ[4 VJ;Z A[C[Z A[C[Z GlC VFJ[ × 
 ßIq \ HF6[ tIq \ SZ ,[ E,F."4 HGD HGD ;qB 5FJ[ ×× 
 TG WG HF[AG ;A CL H}9F[4 ÝF6 5,S D— HFJ[ × 
 TG K}8[ WG SF{G SFDSF[ m SFISq \ S`56 SCFJ[ ×× 
 HFS[ lN, D— ;FR A;T C{4 TFSq \ H}9 G EFJ[ × 
 —VFG\N3Gc ÝEq R,T 5\Y D—4 ;DZL ;DZL Uq6 UFJ[  ××cc** 
 7FG ,J\ J{ZFuI EFJGF SF IC ,S VrKF N`Q8F\T C{ × SlJ SCT[ C® 
,[;F ;DI AFZvAFZ GCÄ VFTF VYF"TŸ DGqQI HLJG JF5; GCÄ lD,[UF .;l,, 
lHTGL EL E,F." SZG[ SF VJ;Z lD,[ p;[ VJxI ÝF%T SZ ,[GF RFlC, × 
SlJ p5N[X N[T[ C{ lS XZLZ4 NF{,T VF{Z IF{JG IC ;A Ù6E\UqZ C{ × HA 
XZLZ CL GCÄ TF[ WG lS; SFD SF lOZ T} ÉIF— —S`56c SC,FTF C{ × .;L 
ÝSFZ VgI 5N D— JC DFGJ HF[ V;FJWFG C{ p;[ ;FJWFG CF[G[ S[ l,I[ 
SCT[ C® v 
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 ——HLp HFG[ D[ZL4 ;O, WZL ZL ×  
 ;qT JlGTF IF{JG WG DFTF[4 UE" T6L J[NG lJ;ZLZL ×× 
 VF.\ VRFGS SF, TF[5RL4 UC[ UF[ ßIq GFCZ ASZLZL ×× 
 VHCq R[T SKq R[TT GF\lC4 5SZL 8[S CFlZ, ,SZLZL ××*( 
 VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— lGlCT EFJF— ;[ ,[;F ,UTF C{ lS pGD— J{ZFuI SL 
EFJGF S}8vS}8 SZ EZL YL × .G 5NF— SL ZRGF ,F[S S<IF6 S[ l,, SL 
CF[ ,[;F ,UTF C{ × 
 ;\T SlJ SALZNF; G[ V5GL JF6L D— ;\ULTDI 5NF— D— 7FG ,J\ J{ZFuI 
SF ;\N[X :JEFlJSTF ;[ plÉTIF— S[ DFwID ;[ lNIF C{ × SlJ SCT[ C{ SF, 
T[Z[ l;ZCFG[ B0+F C{ ICL ;F[RSZ HFU VYF"TŸ V7FG SL lGãF SF[ tIFU SZ 
7FGFH"G SZ × T} .; ÝSFZ lGlxRT S{;[ ;F[ ZCF C{ m 
 ——SF, l;CF ¡6{ IF ® B0+F4 HFlU l5IFZF[ dI\T ×× 
 ZFD ;G[CL AFlCZF4 T} ¡ ÉI} ¡ ;F[J{ GrI\T  ××cc*) 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ DFGJ HgD Nq,"E C{ × DFGJ XZLZ AFZ\AFZ GCÄ 
lD,TF C{ × SlJ DGqQI SF[ R[TFJGL N[T[ C® lS EUJFG SL ElÉT SZF[ ×     
.; DFGJ XZLZ SL ÝFl%T SF XqE VJ;Z VF{Z VFG\N AFZvAFZ ÝF%T GCÄ 
CF[T[ C® ov 
 ——DlGØF HGD Nq,"E C{4 N[C G AFZ\AFZ × 
 TZJZ Y® O, hl0+ 50+IF4 ACqlZ G ,FU{ 0FZ  ××cc(_ 
 .;L ÝSFZ SL VgI ;FBL D— SCT[ C® v 
 ——SALZ ClZ SL EUlT SlZ4 TlH lJlØIF Z; RF[H × 
 AFZvAFZ GCÄ 5F.,4 DlGØF HgD SL DF{H ××cc(! 
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 SALZNF; p5N[X N[T[ CqI[ SCT[ C{ lS XZLZ4 WGvNF{,T VF{Z IF{JG I[ 
;A Ù6E\UqZ C{ × XZLZ CL GCÄ ZCT[ WG SF{G SFD SF VTo lOZ DGqQI 
ÉIF— S58 ;[ WG ,S+ SZTF C{ v 
 ——DG Z[ TG SFUN SF 5qT,F × 
 ,FU{ A} ¡N lAGl; HF. lKG D®4 UZA SZ ÉIF .TGF × 
 DF8L BF[NlC\ ELT p;FZ{4 V\W SC{ 3Z D[ZF × 
 VFJ{ T,A AF ¡lW ,{ RF,®4 ACqlZ G SlZC{ O[ZF ×× 
 BF[8 S58 SlZ ICq WG HF[ZIF[4 ,{ WZTL D® UF0ŸIF{ × 
 ZF[ÉIF[ 3l8 ;F ¡; GCÄ lGS;{4 9F{Z 9F{Z ;A KF0ŸIF{ ×× 
 SC{ SALZ G8 GFl8SF YFS[4 DN,F SF{G AHFJ{ × 
 UI[ 5ØlGIF ¡ phZL AFHL4 SF[ SFC} S{ VFJ{  ××cc82 
 .;L ÝSFZ SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— 7FG ,J\ J{ZFuI EFJGF EZL 50+L 
C{ × pgCF—G[ ,F[S S<IF6 S[ l,, p5N[X lNIF C{ × HLJG SL GxJZTF SF 
p5N[X N[SZ EÉTF— D— ;[ DF[C4 DFIF SF 5NF" C8FIF C{ × .; ÝSFZ S[ VG[S 
5N SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— lD, HFT[ C{ × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— 7FG ,J\ J{ZFuI ;\A\WL 
EFJ SF[ ,[SZ ;DFGTF CD N[B[ TF[ NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ DGqQI SF[ p5N[X lNIF    
C{ × NF[GF— G[ DGqQI SF[ V7FG S[ V\WSFZ D— ;[ AFCZ lGS,G[ SF[ TYF 
7FGFH"G SZG[ SF[ SCF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ ;F[I[ CqI[ jIlÉT SF[ HFUG[ SF[ 
SCF C{ × VFG\N3G l,BT[ C{ lS EF[,[ DFG —ÉIF ;F[J[ p9 HFU ×c TF[ 
SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS —SF, l;ZCF6{ IF® B0+F4 HFlU l5IFZF[ dI\T ×c NF[GF— G[ 
DFGJ HLJG D— lHTGF CF[ ;S[ .TGF ;T SD" SZG[ SF[ SCF C{ VF{Z IC 
EL SCF C{ lS IC VJ;Z AFZvAFZ GCÄ VFTF × VFG\N3G SCT[ C{ lS —
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AC[Z AC[Z GlC VFJ[4 VJ;Zc4 —ßIq\ HF6[ tI}\ SZ ,[ E,F." ×c TF[ SALZ 
SCT[ C{ lS —DlGØF HgD Nq,"E C{4 N[C G AFZ\AFZFc DT,A NF[GF— SlJIF— D— 
EFJ ;FdI C{ lSgTq V5GL VlEjIlÉT SF -\U V,U C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ 
XZLZ4 WGvNF{,T VF{Z IF{JG VFlN SF[ Ù6E\UqZ SCF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ 
7FG ,J\ J{ZFuI SF ;\N[X :JEFlJS plÉTIF— S[ DFwID ;[ lNIF C{ × NF[GF— 
SlJIF— G[ V5G[ SFjIF— D— ,F[S S<IF6 SL AFT SCL C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; G[ 7FG ,J\ J{ZFuI ;\A\WL EFJ SF[ ,[SZ SqK 
lEgGTF,¡ EL lD, HFTL C{ × VFG\N3G SCT[ C{ DFGJ DF[C lGgãF ;[ HFU`T 
CF[ T[ZL VFIqQI V\Hl, S[ 5FGL S[ ;DFG 38TL HF ZCL C{4 TF[ SALZNF; 
SCT[ C{ DFGJ SF, T[Z[ l;ZCFG[ B0+F C{ V7FG SL lG\ãF SF[ tIFU N[ × 
VFG\N3G SCT[ C{ lS DGqQI HgD D— E,F." SZ ,[ lH;;[ HgDvHgD TS 
;qB lD,[UF × HgDvHgD ;qB SL AFT SALZNF; G[ GCÄ SL × SALZNF; 
SCT[ C{ lS S58 SZS[ WG ÝF%T GCÄ SZGF RFlC, × TF[ VFG\N3G G[ TG 
K}8T[ WG SF[." SFD SF GCÄ DF+ ,[;F CL SCF C{ × 
? NFX"lGSTF 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; S[ NX"G S[ AFZ[ D— 5}ZF ÝSZ6 CDG[ l,BF   
C{ × 5qGZFJT"G ;[ ARG[ S[ l,I[ × .;S[ AFZ[ D— lJ:T`T SqK G l,BT[ CqI[ 
;\lÙ%T D— NX"G S[ EFJ VlEjIÉT lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ SqK NFX"lGS 5NF— 
SL EL ZRGF SL C{ × pgCF—G[ ÝWFGTIF TSF"TLT VFtDFGqE}lT SF[ CL DCÀJ 
lNIF C{ × SqK 5NF— D— H{G TÀJ7FG S[ DqbI l;âF\TvVFtDFv5ZDFtDF4 ãjI4 
Uq6v5I"I4 pt5FN4 jII VF{Z W|F{jI4 GIJFN4 VG[SFgTFJFN4 ;%TE\ULJFN VFlN 
l;âF\TF— SL NFX"lGS lJRFZ6F C{ × NFX"lGSTF ;[ ;\A\lWT VFG\N3G SF 5N 
pNFCZ6 S[ l,I[ N`Q8jI C{ v 
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 ——VJWq G8 GFUZ SL AFHL4 HF6[ G AF\E6 SFHL × 
 lYZTF ,S ;DI D— 9FG[4 p5H[ lJ6 ;[ TACL × 
 p,8 5,8 W| qJ ;¿F ZFB[4 IF CD ;qGLG SACL ×× 
 ,S VG[S VG[S ,S OqGL4 Sq \0, SGS ;qEFJ[ × 
 H,TZ\U 38 DF8L ZlJSZ4 VUlGT TFCL ;DFJ[ ×× 
 C{ GF\lC C{ JRG VUF[RZ4 GI ÝDF6 ;TE\UL × 
 lGZ5B CF[I ,B[ SF[. lJZ,F4 ÉIF N[B[ DT H\UL ×× 
 ;J"DIL ;ZJ\UL DFG[4 gIFZL ;¿F EFJ[ × 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq JRG ;qWFZ;4 5ZDFZY ;F[ 5FJ[  ××cc(# 
 pÉT 5N CL .TGF ;RF[8 ,J\ UF\ELI"5}6" C{ × .;D— pgCF—G[ H{G NX"G 
S[ ;D:T TÀJ7FG SF[ UFUZ D— ;FUZ EZ lNIF C{ × .;D— ãjIUq6 VF{Z 
5IF"I4 VG[SFgTJFN4 GIJFN4 ÝDF64 ;%TE\UL .tIFlN SF J6"G C{ × VFG\N3G 
G[ V5G[ VgI 5NF— D— EL VFtDTÀJ SL lJJ[RGF ,lÙT CF[TL C{ o 
 ——VG\T V:iL VlJUT ;F;TF[ CF[4 JF;TF[ J:Tq lJRFZ × 
 ;CH lJ,F;L CF;L GJL SZ[ CF[4 VlJGF;L VlJSFZ ×× 
 x  x  x  x 
 ;q \NZ ;:iL ;qEU lXZF[Dl6 CF[4 ;q6 DqH VFTDZFD × 
 TgDI T<,I T;q EHG SZL CF[4 —VFG\N3Gc 5N 9FD  ××cc($ 
 pÉT 5N D— VFG\N3G S[ l;âFtDF S[ :J:i SF J6"G SZT[ Cq, p;[ 
VG\T4 V:iL4 VlJGFXL4 XFxJT4 VlJSFZ VFlN ATFIF C{ × .; ÝSFZ VG[S 
5NF— D— A|ïv5ZDFtDF SF[ VB^04 lGQSD"4 lGZ\HG4 5ZDTÀJ ,J\ lGtI 
ÝlT5FlNT lSIF UIF C{ TYF p;[ V5G[ 38 D— CL BF[HG[ VF{Z p;;[ ,STF 
:YFl5T SZG[ SL AFT SCL U." C{ × VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ 5N D— SCF C{ S[J, 
7FG ÝF%T CF[G[ 5Z VFtDF VFG\N5q\H :i DF[Ùv5N SF[ 5F ,[TF C{ o 
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 ——,F[S V,F[S ÝSFXS K{Iq \4 H6TF\ SFZH ;LWq \ × 
 V\UF[ V\U[ Z\UEZ ZDTF\4 VFG\N3G 5N ,LWq \  ××cc85 
 VFtDF ZFUvä[Ø4 DF[CvDDTF VFlN lJEFJ 5lZ6lTIF— SF tIFU SZTF C{ 
TA ;DTF EFJ D— l:YT CF[TF C{ × 5lZ6FDTo ,F[S V,F[S ÝSFXS S[J, 
7FG :i 5q+vÝFl%T SF SFI" l;â CF[TF C{ VF{Z S[J, 7FG ÝF%T CF[G[ 5Z 
DF[Ù 5F ,[TF C{ × 
 SALZ S[ NFX"lGS jIlÉTtJ S[ lJØI D— lG6"IFtDS :i ;[ SqK SCGF 
VF;FG GCÄ C{ × SALZNF; S[ NFX"lGS jIlÉTtJ S[ lJØI D— lGdGl,lBT DT 
jIÉT lSI[ HF ;ST[ C{ v 
s!f SALZNF; DqJFlCN IF ,S[xJZJFNL Y[ ×(& 
s2f SALZNF; A|ïJFNL IF Vä{TJFNL Y[ ×(* 
s#f SALZNF; GFY IF[U ;[ ÝEFlJT VF{Z ä{TFä{T lJ,Ù6 ;DTÀJJFNL       
Y[ ×(( 
s$f SALZNF; :JT\+ lJRFZS Y[ VF{Z pGS[ äFZF ÝlT5FlNT 5ZDTÀJ 
lGUq"6v;Uq6 ;[ 5Z[ VlGJ"RGLI C{  ×cc() 
 JF:TlJSTF IC C{ lS SALZNF; S[ NFX"lGS lJRFZF— S[ ;\A\W D— lG6"I 
SZT[ ;DI ÝtI[S lJRFZS lS;LvGvlS;L 5}JF"U|C ;[ Ý[lZT ZCF C{ × p5Iq"ÉT 
;EL lJäFGF— S[ lG6"IF— D— ;tI SF V\X VJxI C{ lSgTq 5}6" ;tI SF 
;FÙFtSFZ J[ .;l,, GCÄ SZ ;S[ C® lS pgCF—G[ VFU|CvDqÉT CF[SZ SALZNF; 
S[ SYGF— SF[ CL S[gã D— ZBSZ lG6"I GCÄ lNIF C{ × 
 SALZNF; G[ lH; 5ZDTÀJ SF[ —lGUq"6 ZFDc SCF C{ JC V7[I C{ × 
p;SL UlT ,lÙT GCÄ SL HF ;STL × RFZF— J[N4 :D`lTIF¡4 5qZF64 jIFSZ 
VFlN SF[." EL p;SF DD" GCÄ HFGT[ v 
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 ——lGZUq6 ZF ¡D lGZUq6 ZF ¡D H5Cq Z[ EF."4 
  VlAUlT SL UlT ,BL G HF." ×× 
 RFlZ A[N HFS{ ;qD`T 5qZF ¡GF ¡ GF{ aIFSZGF ¡ DZD G HF ¡GF ¡  ××cc)_ 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ 5ZDTÀJ SL SF[." :iZ[BF C{4 G p;SF SF[." J6"      
C{ v 
 —C;F[ SK} lJRFZCq 5\l0T ,F[."4 
  HFS{ :i G Z[Ø AZ6 GCÄ SF[."  ×cc)! 
 SALZNF; SF DT C{ lS 5ZDFtDF lGE"I4 lGZFSFZ4 V,B4 lGZ\HG SF[ 
SF[." 9LS ;[ GCÄ HFGTF × JC —J6"vVJ6" ;[ DqÉT VFlN DwI4 V\TvZlCT4 
;`lQ8 VF{Z ,I ;[ 5Z[ ,J\ VSyI C{ × 
 ——V,B lGZ\HG ,B{ G SF[." lGZE{ lGZFSFZ C{ ;F[." ×× 
 AZG VAZG SyIF[ GCÄ HF."4 ;S, VTLT 38 ZæF{ ;DF." ×× 
 VFlN V\T TFlC GCÄ DW[4 SyIF{ G HF." VFlC VSY{ ×× 
 V5Z\5FZ p5H{ GCÄ lAG;[4 HqUlT G HF ¡lGI[ SlYI[ S{;[  ××cc92 
 SALZNF; SCT[ C{ lS .; VlJUT lGZFWFZ TÀJ SF AFZv5FZ GCÄ 
HFGF HF ;STF × JC ,F[S VF{Z J[N NF[GF— ;[ 5Z[ C{ × JC ;FZ[ ;\;FZ ;[ 
V,U C{ × G p;SF SF[." UF¡J C{4 G 9F¡J × G p;SF SF[." :i C{ G Z[BF 
G Uq6 G J[X × G JC AF,S C{ G IqJF G J`â × ,[;F ;FCA Sq,ZlCT    
C{ × JC V5G[ VF5 CL V5G[ SF[ DqÉT SZ ,[TF C{ v 
 ——VZlRT VlJUT C{ lGZWFZF4 HF ¡QIF ¡ HF. G JFZ G 5FZF ×× 
 ,F[S A[N Y{ VK{ lGIFZF4 KFl0+ ZæF{ ;ACL ;\;FZF ×× 
 H;SZ UF ¡p G 9F ¡p G B—ZF4 S{;— UqG AZG} ¡ D® T[ZF ×× 
 GCÄ TCF\ :i Z[B UqG AF ¡GF\4 ,[;F ;FlCA C{ VSq,F ¡GF ¡ ×× 
GCÄ ;F[ ßJF\G G lAZW GCÄ AFZF4 VF5® VF5 VF5GIF{ TFZF  ××cc)# 
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 SALZNF; S[ VGq;FZ HUTŸ SL ;D:T VFXFVF— SF[ tIFU N[GF CL        
—HLJgD`TSc sHLJgDqÉTf CF[GF C{ v 
 ——HLJG D`TS CŸJ{ ZC{4 TH{ HUTŸ SL VF; × 
 TA ClZ ;[JF VF56 SZ{4 DlT NqoB 5FJ{ NF;  ×cc)$ 
 .G SYGF— ;[ ÝS8 C{ lS DF[Ù S[ ;\A\W D— SALZNF; S[ lJRFZ :5Q8 
VF{Z EFZTLI NX"GF— D— DFgI WFZ6FVF— S[ ;J"YF VGqS}, C{ × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— NFX"lGSTF 
lNBF." 50+TL C{ × NF[GF— SF DFGGF C{ lS 5ZDFtDF VG\T C{ × V:iL C{ × 
XFxJT C{ × VlJGFXL C{ × VFG\N3G G[ 5ZDFtDF S[ AFZ[ D— l,BF C{ lS        
—VG\T4 V:iL VlJUT ;F;TF[ CF[c TYF —VlJGFXL VlJSFZc TF[ SALZNF; G[ 
SCF C{ lS lGUq"6 ZFD SF GD H5q ÉIF—lS VlJUlT SL UlT SCL GCÄ     
HFTL × pgCF—G[ 5ZDFtDF SF[ V,[B4 lGZ\HG lGZFSFZ4 VlJUT VFlN GFGF 
lJX[Ø6F— ;[ lG~l5T lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SF DFGGF C{ lS jIlÉT 5ZDFtDF 
S[ :J:i SF[ ÝF%T SZG[q S[ l,I[ DF[C4 DFIF VFlN ÝS`lT SF GFX SZ S[ 
7FG ÝF%T SZTF C{ JCL VG\T ;qBF[ SF :JFDL AG ;STF C{ IFGL DqlÉT 
ÝF%T SZ ;STF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; S[ SFjIF— D— NFX"lGSTF SF[ ,[SZ SqK lEgGTF,¡ 
EL lNBF." 50+TL C{ × VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— H{G TÀJ7FGS[ DqbI l;âF\T4 
VFtDFv5ZDFtDF4 ãjI4 Uq6v5IF"I4 pt5FN4 jII VF{Z W|F{jI4 GIJFN4 
VG[SFTFJFN4 ;%TE\UJFN VFlN l;âFTF— SL NFX"lGS lJRFZ6F C{ × SALZNF; 
S[ NFX"lGS jIlÉTtJ S[ lJØI D— lG6"IFtDS :i ;[ SqK SCGF VF;FG GCÄ 
C{ × SCL 5Z JC ,S[xJZJFNL ,UT[ C{4 SCL 5Z Vä{TJFNL TF[ SCL 5Z 
ä{TFvä{TJFNL TF[ SCL 5Z JC :JT\+ lJRFZS ,UT[ C{ × 
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? ZC:IEFJGF 
 VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— ZC:I EFJGF lD,TL C{ × p; ;DI ;\T 
SlJIF— SL SFjI 5âlT4 ZC:IFtDS ;L VlWS YL4 .;[ ZC:IFtDS 5âlT S[ 
GFD ;[ EL HFGF HF ;STF C{ × .;SF VY" C{ lS;L AFT SF[ ZC:IFtDS     
-\U ;[ Ý:TqT SZGF HF[ 5F9S SF[ ,SF ,S V;\UT TF[ ,U[ 5Z\Tq UCZF." ;[ 
lJRFZ SZG[ 5Z p;SF U}-+ VY" lGS,[4 VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— .;S[ pNFCZ6 
N`Q8jI C{ v 
 ——,S A}\N SF[ DlC, AGFIF[4 TFD— ßIF[lT ;DFlG CF[ × 
 NF[I RF[Z NF[ RqU, DC, D®4 AFT SKq GlC KFGL CF[ ×× 
 5F ¡R V~ TLT lÊIF D\lNZ D—4 ZFH SZ{ ZHWFGL CF[ × 
 ,S lÊIF ;A HU A; SLGF[4 7FG B0U A; VFGL CF[ ×× 
 RFZ 5q~Ø D\lNZ D— EqB[4 SACq l+5T G VF\GL CF[ × 
 .; V;L, ,S V;,L A}h{4 A}âIF{ A|ïF 7FGL CF[ ×× 
 RF~\ UlT D— ~T,F\ ALT[4 SZD SL lSGCq G HFGL CF[  ××cc95 
 Ý:TqT 5N D— ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U CqVF C{ × ,S A}\N DlC,4 RF[Z4 RqU,4 
lSIF4 ZHWFGL4 B0ŸU VFlN ÝTLS S[ :i D— ÝIqÉT Cq, C{ × 
 .;D— SFIF :iL DC,4 ZFUvä[Ø :iL RF[Z4 xJF; prKJF; :iL 
RqU,BF[Z4 TGvD\lNZ :iL ZFHWFGL4 7FG :iL B0ŸU S[ ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U SZS[ 
ZC:I SF[ pNŸ3Fl8T lSIF C{ × 
 EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN S[ Ù[+ D— VGqE}lT SF DCÀJ5}6" :YFG C{ × VGqEJ 
Z; SL RRF" VFG\N3G G[ EL VlWSF\X 5NF— D— SL C{ VGqEJ Z; SL DC¿F 
5Z ÝSFX 0F,T[ Cq, J[ SCT[ C® v 
 ——VJW} ¦ VGqEJ Sl,SF HFUL4 DlT D[ZL VFTD ;qlDZG ,FUL × 
 VGqEJ Z; D— ZF[U G ;F[UF4 ,F[SJFN ;A D[8F ×× 
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 S[J, VR, VGFlN VAFlWT4 lXJ X\SZ SF E[8F × 
 JZØF A} ¡N ;Dq \N ;DFG{4 BAlZ G 5FJ{ SF[." × 
 VFG\N3G C}J{ HF[lT ;DFJ{4 V,B ,BF J{ ;F[."  ××cc)& 
 5FlZJFlZS ;\A\WF— S[ ÝlTSF— S[ äFZF U}-¡ ZC:IFtDS SF ÝIF[U .; 5N 
D— N`Q8jI C{ v 
 ——;;ZF[ CDFZF[ AF,F[ EF[,F[4 ;F;} AF,SqDFZL × 
 l5IqHL CDFZF[ 5F[-[ 5FZ6LI[4 TF[ D® Cq \ hq,FJGCFZL  ××cc)* 
 VFG\N3G SCT[ C{ lS ÝEq TF[ Ý[D ;[ lD,TF C{4 p;SL SCFGL SCL 
GCÄ HF ;STL v 
 ——;CFU6 ¦ HFUL VGqEJ ÝLT × 
 GÄN VGFlN V7FG SL Dl8 UCL lGH ZLlT ×× 
 38D\lNZ NL5S lSIF[4 ;CH ;qßIF[lT ;:i × 
 VF5 5ZF." VF5qCL4 9FGT J:Tq VG}5 ×× 
 SCF lNBFJq \ VF{ZSq \4 SCF\ ;DHFp\ EF[Z × 
 TLZ VR}S C{ Ý[DSF4 ,FU[ ;F[ ZC[ 9F[Z × 
 GFN lJ,qâF[ ÝF6Sq \4 lUG[ G T`6 D`U ,F[I × 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq Ý[DSL4 VSY SCFGL SF[I  ××cc)( 
 ;\Ù[5 D— VFG\N3G SF EFJFtDS VGqE}lTD},S ZC:IJFN ,S J`Ù SL 
EF¡lT C{4 lH;SF ALH 5ZDFtD Ý[D C{4 V\SqZ VFwIFltDS lJZC C{4 VFtDvNX"G 
O}, C{ VF{Z 5ZDFtD :J:i SL p5,laW DWqZvO, C{ × 
 SALZNF; S[ ;FBL ,J\ 5NF— D— ZC:IJFNL EFJGF lD,TL C{ × ;\T 
SlJIF— SL SFjI 5âlT ZC:IFtDS VlWS ZCTL C{ × .; 5âlT ;[ AFT SF[ 
ÝU8 SZG[ ;[ IC AFT V;\UT ;L ,UTL C{ × .G 5\lÉTIF— D— ÝlTSF— SF 
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ÝIF[U SZT[ C® × .G 5\lÉTIF— SF[ UCZF." ;[ lJRFZ SZG[ 5Z p;SF U}-+ VY" 
lGS,TF C{ v 
 ——,S VR\EF N[BF Z[ EF."4 
  9F-+F l;\W RZFJ{ UF." ×× 
 5C,{ 5}T 5LK[ E." DF ¡."4 R[,F S{ Uq~ ,FU{ 5F." × 
 H, SL DK,L TZJZ aIF."4 5SlZ lA,F." DqZU{ BF." ×× 
 A{,lC 0FlZ U}\lG 3lZ VF."4 Sq¿F S} ¡ ,{ U." lA,F." ×× 
 Tl,SlZ ;FØF µ5lZSlZ D}, ACqTEF ¡lT H0+ ,FU[ O}, × 
 SC{ SALZ IF 5N SF[ A}h{4 TF ¡S} TLgI} ¡ l+EqJG ;}h{  ××cc)) 
 Ý:TqT 5N D— SALZNF; G[ TtSF,LG ;DFH D— ÝRl,T ,J\ ,F[SU|Fæ 
l;âF— TYF IF[lUIF— SL VgTEFØF S[ VGqSZ6 5Z p,8AFl;IF— SF[ EL V5GFIF 
C{ × pGSL IC X{,L VFHNq~C CL ;DhL HFTL C{ × ICF¡ ;FZF J6"G lJ5ZLT 
UlT SF C{ × l;\C SF UFI RZFGF4 5q+ S[ p5ZF\T DF¡ SF HgD ,[GF4 DK,L 
SF J`Ù ;[ lJJFC CF[GF4 DqU[" SF lA,FJ SF[ BFGF4 lA<,L SF Sq¿[ SF[ ,[ 
HFGF VFlN p,8 J6"G C{ × ICF¡ ÝlTSF— SF ÝIF[U C{ × H{;[ 5q+vHLJ4 
DFTFvDFIF4 Uq~vXaN4 R[,FvHLJFtDF4 l;\Cv7FG4 UFIvJF6L4 DK,LvSq^ 0,L4 
TZJZvD[~N^04 Sq¿FvV7FGL4 lA<,LvDFIF4 5[0+v;qØqdGF GF0L4 O,vO}, v 
RÊ VF{Z ;C;|N, SD,4 3F[0FvDG4 E®;vTFD;L J`l¿IF¡4 A[,v5\R ÝF64 VFlN 
ÝlTSF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × 
 EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN D— VGqEJ SF ACqT ;FZF DCÀJ C{ × SALZNF; G[ 
V5G[ ;FlBIF— ,J\ 5NF— D— VGqE}lT SF lR+6 lSIF C{ × pNFCZ6 S[ :i D— 
,S 5N ;FWGF VF{Z VFwIFltDS VGqE}lT SF lR+6 C{ v 
 KFlS 5ZIF[ VFTD DlTJFZF4 
  5LJT ZF\D Z; SZT lARFZF × 
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 ACqT DF[l, DC¡U[ Uq0+ 5FJF4 ,{ S;FA Z; ZF ¡D RqJFJF ×× 
 TG 5F8G D® SLgC 5;FZF4 DF ¡lU DF ¡lU Z; 5LJ{ lARFZF × 
 SC{ SALZ OFAL DlTJFZL4 5LJT ZFD Z; ,UL BqDFZL  ××cc!__ 
 SALZNF; G[ NFd5tI Ý[D S[ lR+F— SF[ Ý:TqT SZT[ Cq, V5G[ ;F{EFuI 
;qB SF J6"G lSIF C{ × J[ SCT[ C® v 
 ——EFU A0[ + 3lZ A{9— VFI[ × 
 D\U,RFZ DF ¡lC DG ZFBF ®4 ZFD Z;F ¡.6 Z;GF RFØF ® × 
 D\lNZ DF ¡lC EIF[ plHIFZF4 ,[ ;}TF[ V5GF ¡ 5LJ l5IFZF × 
 D® ZlG ZFTL H[ lGlW 5F."4 CDlC\ SCF ¡ IC TqDlC A0+F." × 
 SC{ SALZ D® SKq G SLgCF ;BL ;qCFU ZF ¡D DF[lC NLgCF  ××cc!_! 
 SALZNF; SF[ 5ZF[Ù ;¿F 5Z VB\0 lJxJF; YF × pgCF—G[ SCF C{4 
DFT` :i EUJFG D® T[ZF AF,S C}¡ v 
 ——ClZ HGGL D® AF,S T[ZF ×cc 
 SALZNF; G[ 5FlZJFlZS ;\A\WF— S[ ÝlTSF— S[ äFZF ZC:IFtDSTF SF 
ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × pgCF—G[ Ý[Dv;FWGF SL IC SCFGL VSYGLI IFGL SCL GCÄ 
HF ;STL C{ v 
 ——.G 5\RlG lDl, ,}8L C} ¡4 Sq;\U VFlC AN[;F × 
 U\U TLZ DF[ZL B[TL AFZL4 HDqG TLZ BlZCFGF ¡ × 
 ;FTF ® lAZCL D[Z[ GL5H{4 5\R} ¡ DF[Z lS;FGF ¡ ×× 
 SC{ SALZ IC VSY SYF C{4 SCTF ¡ SCL G HF." × 
 ;CH EF. lHlC\ µ5H{4 T[ ZlD ZC[ ;DF."  ××cc102 
 .; ÝSFZ SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— EFJFtDS ,J\ ;FWGFtDS ZC:IJFN 
SL VlEjIlÉT Cq." C{ × EFJGFtDS ZC:IJFN SL VFtDFv5ZDFtDF S[ DFWqI" 
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EFJ S[ ;\A\WF— lJZC4 pt;qSTF4 lD,G4 ,[ÉI VFlN äFZF VtI\T ;Z;4 ZF[RS 
TYF DGF[CFZL VlEjIlÉT Cq." C{ × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— ZC:IEFJGF lNBF." 
50+TL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ V5G[ SFjI D— ,[;L AFT[ l,lB C{4 HF[ 5F9S SF[ 
AFT V;\UT ,U[ 5Z p;D— ;[ U}-+ VY" lGS,TF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ ÝlTSF — 
SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × NF[GF— G[ VFwIFltDS VGqE}lT IF VGqEJ Z; SL RRF" 
SL C{ × NF[GF— G[ 5FlZJFlZS ;\A\WF— S[ ÝlTSF— S[ äFZF U}- ZC:IFtDSTF SF 
ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G l,BT[ C{ lS —;;ZF[ CDFZF[ AF,F[ EF[,F[4 ;F;} AF, 
SqDFZL4 l5IqHL CX[ 5F[-[ 5FZ6LI[c D® TF[ hq,FG[ JF,L C}¡ × TF[ SALZNF; G[ 
SCF C{ lS —ClZ HGGL D® AF,S T[ZF ×c .; ÝSFZ NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ pNFCZ6F— 
D— EFJ ;FdITF lD,TL C{ 5Z V5GL VlEjIlÉTSF -\U V,UvV,U C{ × 
NF[GF— G[ SCF C{ lS ÝEq Ý[D ;[ lD,T[ C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— ZC:IEFJGF SF[ ,[SZ 
SqK lEgGTF,¡ EL lD,TL C{ × VFG\N3G G[ EFJFtDS 5FlZJFlZS ;\A\WF— D— 
;F;4 ;;}Z SF ÝlTSF— S[ äFZF U}-+ ZC:IFtDS S ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × TF[ 
SALZNF; G[ 5FlZJFlZS ;\A\WF— D— HGGL4 AF,S S[ ÝlTSF— S[ äFZF ZC:IFtDS 
SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G ÝEq Ý[D SL VSY SCFGL SF[I V5GL 5\lÉT 
D— XaN ÝIF[U SZT[ C{ TF[ SALZNF; IC VSY SYF C{ SCTF¡ SCL G   
HF." × .; ÝSFZ S[ XaN ÝIF[U SZT[ C{ × 
? IF[Uv;FWGF 
 VFG\N3G SF[ DCFtDF VF{Z DCFIF[UL EL SCF HFTF C{ × J[ IF[U ;FWS 
Y[ × pGS[ 5NF— D— IF[U VFwIFtDS SL EFJGF,¡ ;CHTF ;[ ÝTLS AG SZ 
VF." C® v 
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 ——VJW} ÉIF ;F[J[ TG D9 D—4 HFU lJ,F[SG 38 D— × 
 TG D9 SL 5ZTLT G SLH—4 -lC 5Z[ ,S 5, D— × 
 C,R, D[l8 BAZ ,[ 38 SL4 lRgC[ ZDTF\ H, D— ×× 
 D9 D— 5\R E}T SF JF;F4 ;F;F W}T BJL;F × 
 lKG lKG TF[CL K,SGSq \ RFC[ ;DH[G AF{ZF ;F;F ×× 
 lXZ 5Z 5\R J;[ 5ZD[;Z4 38 D— ;}1D AFZL × 
 VF5 VeIF; ,B[ SF[." lJZ,F4 lGZB[ W| ` SL TFZL ×× 
 VFXF DFZL VF;G WZL 38 D—4 VH5F HF5 HUFJ[ × 
 VFG\N3G R[TGDI D}ZlT4 GFY lGZ\HG 5FJ[  ××cc!_# 
 VFG\N3G SF SFjI IF[U J VFwIFtDS S[ U}-+ 5NF— ;[ EZF CqVF C{ × 
lH;D— IF[lUS lÊIFVF— SF J6"G C{ × SlJ G[ IF[lUS lÊIFVF— äFZF 7FG ÝFl%T 
J 5ZDFDtDF SF[ ÝF%T SZG[ SL AFT SCL C{ × .0+F4 l5\U,F4 ;qØdGF4 A|ïZ\ã4 
VGCNGFN4 VQ8F\UIF[U4 Z[RS4 5}ZS VF{Z Sq\ES VFlN × 5FlZEFlØS XaNF— SF 
ÝIF[U CqVF C{ × 
 DCFZF[ AF,q0F[ ;\gIF;L N[C N[J, D9JF;L × 
 .0+F l5\U,F DFZU THL HF[UL4 ;qØDGF 3ZJF;L × 
 A|ïZ\W| DWL VF;G 5}ZL AFAq4 VGCN TFG AHF;L ×× 
 ID lGID VF;G HISFZL4 ÝF6FIFD VeIF;L × 
 ÝtIFCFZ WFZ6F WFZL4 wIFG ;DFlW ;DF;L ×× 
 D}, pTZ Uq6 DqãF WFZL4 5I"SF;G RFZL × 
 Z[RS 5}ZS Sq \ES ;FZL4 DG .gãL HISFZL ×× 
 lYZTF HF[U HqUlT VGqSFZL VF5F[ VF5 lJDF;L × 
 VFTD 5ZDFTD VGq;FZL4 ;Lh[ SFH ;DF;L  ××cc!_$ 
 .;L ÝSFZ VgI 5N D— EL VFwIFtD EFJGF EZL Cq." C{ o 
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 ——GF CD 5q~ØF GF CD GFZL × 
 x  x  x  x  
 GF CD NZ;G GF CD 5Z;G4 Z; G U\W SKq GFlC  ××cc105 
 VFlN S." 5NF— D— IF[U J VwIFtDS SL EFJGF ;CH CL N[BL HF 
;STL C{ × 
 IF[U J ;FWGF S[ .G 5NF— IF[U J VFwIFtDS SF ÝEFJ :5Q8 
5lZ,lÙT CF[TF C{ × S." ,S 5N C{ lHgC— 5-+T[ CL SALZ XaNFJ,L J SALZ 
lJRFZWFZF SF VFEF; CF[TF C{ ICF¡ TS lS SqK 5NF— D— TF[ S[J, YF[0+F ;F 
EFØF SF CL V\TZ ,UTF C{ × ,[;[ 5NF— SF[ ;\lNuW CL DFGF C{ v 
 VJW} ;F[ HF[UL UqZq D[ZF4 .G 5NSF SZ[ Z[ lGJ[0F ×× 
 TZqJZ ,S D}, ALG KFIF4 lAG O},[ O, ,FUF × 
 XFBF 5+ GCÄ SKq pGS}\4 VD`T UUG[ ,FUF ×× 
 TZqJZ ,S 5\KL NF[p A[9[4 ,S UqZq ,S R[,F × 
 R[,[G[ HqU Rq6 Rq6 BFIF4 UqZq lGZ\TZ B[,F ××!_& 
 VTo IC 5N SALZNF; SF CL ,UTF C{ HF[ VFG\N3GHL S[ GFD ;[ 
R-+F lNIF UIF DF,}D CF[TF C{ × ,[;F EL CF[ ;STF C{ IC 5N VFG\N3G G[ 
DF+ UFIF CF[ 5Z ;qGG[ JF,F— D— pgCÄ SF DFG l,IF CF[ VF{Z pGS[ 5NF— S[ 
;FY ZB lNIF CF[ × 
 SALZNF; IF[U ;FWS Y[ × p;S[ 5NF— D— IF[U VFwIFtDS SL EFJGF,¡ 
;CHTF ;[ ÝTLS AG SZ VF." C® × SALZNF; G[ ÝlTSF— S[ ÝIF[U lSI[ C{ 
.;D— lJäFGF— SF DTE[N lD,TF C{ × ,S 5\lÉT pNFCZ6 S[ l,I[ C{ v 
 VJW} HFUT GÄN G SLH{ × 
 SF, G BF. S,5 GCÄ aIF5{4 N[CL HqZF G KLH{ × 
 p,8L U\UF ;DqãlC ;F[B{ ;l;CZ ;}Z UZF;{ × 
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 GJ lU|C DFlZ ZF[lUIF A{9[4 H, D— aI\A ÝSF;{ ×× 
 0F, Uæ Y® D}, G ;}h[ D}, UæF ¡ O, 5FJF × 
 A\A." p,l8 XZ5 SF ® ,FUL4 WZl6 DCF Z; BFJF ×× 
 A{l9 UqOF D® ;A HU N[bIF4 AFClZ SK} G ;}h{ × 
 p,8{ WGlS 5FZWL DFZIF[ ICq VlRZH SF[." A}h{ ×× 
 VF ®WF 30+F G H, D— 0}A{4 ;qWF ;}EZ ElZIF × 
 HFSF ® ICq HqU l36 SlZ RF,®4 TF Ý;FlN lG:TlZIF ×× 
 V\AZ AZ;{ WZTL ELH{4 A}h{ HF ¡6F ® ;A SF[." × 
 WZTL AZ;{ V\AZ ELH{4 A}h{ lAZ,F SF[." ×× 
 UF ¡J6CFZF SN[ G UFJ{4 V6AF[<IF lGT UFJ{ × 
 G8JZ 5[lØ 5[ØGF ¡ 5[Ø{4 VGCN A[G AHFJ{ ×× 
 SC6Ä ZC6Ä lGH TT HF ¡6® ICq ;A VSY SCF6L × 
 WZTL p,l8 VSF;lC U|F;{4 ICq 5qlZ;F ¡ SL AF ¡6L ×× 
 AFh l5IF,{ VD`T ;F[bIF4 GNL GLZ ElZ ZFQIF × 
 SC{ SALZ T[ lAZ,F HF[UL4 WZl6 DCFZ; RFQIF ××!_* 
 SALZNF; SF SFjI EL IF[U J VFwIFtDS S[ 5NF— ;[ EZF CqVF C{ × 
SlJ G[ IF[lUS lÊIFVF— 7FG ÝFl%T J 5ZDFtDF SF[ ÝF%T SZG[ SL AFT SCL 
C{ v R\ãvU\UF s.0+Ff4 ;}ZvIDqGF sl5\U,Ff4 GF0+L4 A|ïZg3|4 Ø8ŸRÊ4 GFNvlAgNq 
VFlN 5FlZEFlØS XaNF— SF ÝIF[U CqVF C{ v 
 lC\0F[,GF ¡ TCF ¡ h},{ VFTD ZF ¡D × 
 Ý[D EUlT lC\0F[,GF ¡4 ;A ;\TlG SF{ lJzFD ×× 
 R\N ;}Z NF[. B\EJF4 A\S GFl, SL 0F[lZ × 
 h},[ 5\R l5IFlZIF ¡4 TCF ¡ h},{ HLI DF[Z × 
 äFN; UD S[ V\TZF4 TCF ¡ VD`T SF ® U|F; × 
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 lHlG IC VD`T RFlØIF4 ;F[ 9FSqZ C¡D NF; ×× 
 ;CH ;qlG SF{ G[CZF{ UUG D\0, l;lZDF[Z × 
 NF[µ Sq, CD VFUZL4 HF[ CD h},{ lC\0F[, × 
 VZW pZW SL U\UF HDqGF4 D}, SJ, SF{ 3F8 × 
 Ø8 RÊ SL UFUZL4 l+J[6L ;\UD AF8 ×× 
 GFN aI\N SL GFJZL4 ZF ¡D GFD SlGCFZ × 
 SC{ SALZ Uq \6 UF. ,[4 UqZ U¡lD pTZF{ 5FZ ××!_( 
 SALZNF; G[ V5G[ 5NF— D— ÝF6FIFD SF J6"G lSIF C{ × SALZNF; 
IF[Uv;FWGF ;[ VtI\T ÝEFJLT Y[ × pGS[ SFjI D— GFY5\Y SL IF[U ;FWGF 
SF ÝEFJ N[BG[ SF[ lD,TF C{ v 
 ——VJU} ;F[ HF[UL UqZ D[ZF × 
  HF[ IF 5N SF SZ{ GA[ZF ×× 
 TZJZ ,S 5[0+ lAG 9-+F4 lAG O},F ¡ O, ,FUF × 
 ;FBF 5+ SK} GCÄ JFS{ VQ8 UUG DqB AFUF ×× 
 5{Z lAG lGZlT SZF ¡ lAG AFH{4 lHeIF CL6F ¡ UFJ{ × 
 UFI6CFZ[ S[ :i G Z[ØF4 ;TUqZ CF[." ,BFJ{ ×× 
 5\ØL SF ØF[H DLG SF DFZU4 SC{ SALZ lJRFZL × 
 V5Z\5FZ 5FZ 5Z;F[TD4 JF D}ZlT Al,CFZL ××!_) 
 SALZNF; G[ C9IF[U SL ;FWGF SL YL × HF[ GFY5\Y NL ;FWGF 5âlT 
SF GFD C9IF[U C{ × JCL C9IF[U ;FWGF SZS[ VD`T Z; SF 5FG lSIF  
YF × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— IF[Uv;FWGF SF[ 
,[SZ SFlO ;DFGTF,¡ lD, HFTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjIF— D— IF[U ;FWGF 
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SL EFJGF,¡ ;CHTF ;[ ÝTLS AGSZ VF." C{ × NF[GF— G[ IF[lUS lÊIFVF— äFZF 
7FG ÝFl%T J 5ZDFtDF SF[ ÝF%T SZG[ SL AFT SCL C{ × NF[GF— G[ IF[UvlR+6 
D— 5FlZEFlØS XaNF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × SqK 5N TF[ NF[GF— S[ ;DFG ;[ 
ÝlTT CF[T[ C{ × DF+ EFØF SF V\TZ ,lÙT CF[TF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— S[ SFjIF— D— IF[Uv;FWGF SF[ ,[SZ SqK 
lEgGTF,¡ EL GHZ VFTL C{ × VFG\N3G G[ SD 5NF— D— IF[Uv;FWGF SL AFT 
SCL C{ TF[ SALZNF; G[ VlWS V5GL ZRGFVF— D— IF[Uv;FWGF SL AFT[ ,J\ 
.GS[ 5FlZEFlØS XaNF— SF 5qGZFJT"G lD, HFTF C{ × SALZNF; 5Z GFY5\lYIF— 
S[ IF[U ;FWGF SF ;LWF ÝEFJ GHZ VFTF C{ × 
? ;NFRFZ ,J\ ;t;\U 
 ;\T SlJ VFG\N3G SL S`lTIF— SF UCZF." ;[ VwIIG SZG[ 5Z .TGF 
TF[ lGlJ"JFN SCF HF ;STF C{ lS J[ xJ[TF\AZ D}lT"5}HS 5Z\5ZF S[ z[Q9 ;\T 
Y[ × pgCF—G[ lS;L jIlÉT lJX[Ø SF[ V5GF Uq~ :JLSFZ lSIF CF[UF .;SF SF[." 
ÝDF6 p5,aW GCÄ CF[TF4 5Z\Tq pGS[ SFjI D— Uq~ SL DC¿F ;NFRFZ ,JDŸ 
;t;\U SL DC¿F VJxI 5lZ,lÙT CF[TL C{ × .;S[ DCÀJ SF[ SlJ G[ 
:JLSFZ lSIF C{ × pgCF—G[ l,BF C{ lS v 
 ;FWq ;\UlT lAGq S{;[4 5.I[ 5ZD DCFZ;WFD ZL4 
 SF[l8 p5FI SZ[ HF[ AF{ZF[4 VGqEJSYF lJ;ZFD ZL ×× 
 XLT, ;O, ;\T ;qZ5FN54 ;[J{ ;NF ;qKF\." ZL × 
 J\lKT O,[ 8,[ VGJ\lKT4 EJ ;\TF5 AqhF." ZL ×× 
 RTqZ lJZ\RL lJZ\H G RFC}\4 RZ6SD/ DSZ\N ZL × 
 SF[ ClZ EUlT lJCFZ lNØFJ[4 Xqâ lGZ\HG R\N ZL ×× 
 N[J V;qZ .\ã 5N RFC}\ G4 ZFH G SFH ;DFH ZL × 
 ;\UlT ;FWq lGZ\TZ 5FJq \4 —VFG\N3Gc DCFZFH ZL ××!!_ 
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 J{;[ TF[ IC ,S 5N CL pGSL Uq~ J ;t;\U SL EFJGF SF[ 5}6"To 
:5Q8 SZ N[TF C{4 5Z\Tq .; ÝSFZ S[ EFJ pGS[ VgI S." 5NF— D— jIÉT Cq, 
C® v 
 ——ÉIFZ[ DqG[ lD,xI[ DFCZF[ ;\T ;G[CL  ×cc!!! 
 .; 5N D— V\T D— ,S plÉT S[ äFZF ;t;\U SL DC¿F ATFT[ Cq, 
SCT[ C® lS —VFG\N3Gc —ÝEq J[N lJIF[U4 lSG HLJ[ DWqD[CL ×c VYF"TŸ J{n S[ 
lAGF lH; ÝSFZ DWq ÝD[I s0F.lA8LHf ZF[U ;[ jIlYT jIlÉT HLlJT GCÄ ZC 
;STF J{;[ CL ;t;\U S[ lAGF EÉT 5ZD VFG\N SF[ ÝF%T GCÄ SZ ;STF × 
 ——;FWq ;\UlT V~ Uq~SL S`5F T®4 
  lD8 U." Sq,SL Z[BF × 
 —VFG\N3Gc ÝEq 5ZRF[ 5FIF[4 
  µTZ UIF[ lN, E[BF  ××cc112 
 ——HUTŸ Uq~ D[ZF4 D— HUTŸ SF R[ZF × 
  lD8 UIF JFNlJJFNSF 3[ZF  ××cc!!# 
 ——lGZD, ;FWq EUlT ,CL × 
  HF[U VJ\RS SF[. ×× 
 SlZV VJ\RS lTD ;CL × 
  O, VJ\RS HF[.  ××cc!!$ 
 VFlN 5NF— ,J\ :TJGF— D— EL ;NFRFZ ,J\ ;t;\U SL EFJGF ÝU8 Cq." 
C{ × 
 SALZNF; lGUq"6 SFjI WFZF D— 7FGDFUL" SFjI WFZF S[ ÝDqB SlJ   
Y[ × pGS[ SFjI D— AFæ VF0\AZF— S[ lJZF[WL4 ;DgJIJFNL ;\T Y[ × pgCF—G[ 
ZFDFG\N SF[ V5GF Uq~ :JLSFZ lSIF YF × pGS[ SFjI D— Uq~ SL DC¿F 
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;NFRFZ ,J\ ;t;\U SL DC¿F SF[ :JLSFZ lSIF C{ × SALZNF; ;t;\U SF[ 
ElÉT EFJGF SF ÝDqB V\U DFGT[ C{ v 
 ——DYqZF HFJ{ äFlZSF4 EFJ® HFU{ HUGFY × 
 ;FW ;\UlT ClZ EUlTlAG4 SKq G VFJ{ CFY  ××cc115 
 ;t;\U JC JFTFJZ6 C{ lH;D— EÉT 5q~ØFY" SL ÝFl%T SZ ;STF C{ o 
 ——lGZD, A} ¡N VSF; SL4 5l0+ U." EF[lD lASFZ × 
 D}, lJG\9F DF¡GJL4 lAG ;\UlT E9KFZ  ××cc!!& 
 ;FWqv;\UlT SF DCÀJ ;\S[T SZT[ Cq, VG[S 5NF— D— Uq~vS`5F VF{Z 
;FWq SL ;\UlT SF[ ;DSÙ ZBF UIF C{ v 
 —UqZ Ý;FN ;FW SL ;\UlT4 TCF ¡ 5ZD 5N 5FIF ×c!!* 
 .; ÝSFZ SL ,S VF{Z 5\lÉT C{ v 
 —UqZ Ý;FN ;FW SL ;\UlT4 HU HLT[ HF. Hq,FCF ×c!!( 
 SALZNF; G[ ;NFRFZ 5Z A, lNIF C{ × CZ DGqQI HFGT[ C{ lS 
DGqQIvDGqQI S[ ALR ;\5S" SF DqbI DFwID JF6L C{ × ICL JF6L VF{Z JT"G 
D— V\TZ ZBG[ JF,[ SL Et;"GF SALZNF; G[ HF[ZNFZ XaNF— D— SL C{ v 
 ——H{;L DqB T[ lGS;{4 T{;L RF,{ GFlC × 
 DFlGØ GCÄ T[ :JFGUlT4 AF ¡wIF HD5qZ HF ¡lC  ××cc!!) 
 SALZNF; D— S[J, lGØ[WFtDS WFZ6F CL JCÄ C{4 pGD— ZRGFtDS 
;FDFlHS lJRFZ p5,aW C{ × ClZElÉT SL 5lCRFG IC C{ lS JC 
lGo:JFY" :i ;[ N};ZF— SF VFNZ SZTF C{ v 
 ——:JFZY SF[ ;A SF[ ;UF4 ;A ;U,FCL HF ¡l6 × 
 lAG :JFZY VFNZ SZ{4 ;F[ ClZ SL ÝLlT l5KF ¡l6  ××cc120 
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 lH; jIlÉT SF V5GL JF6L 5Z 5}6F"lWSFZ CF[ UIF C{ VF{Z HF[ :JFY" 
5ZTF SF[ N}Z SZ RqSF C{4 JC G S[J, V5G[ l,, XF\lT p5,aW SZTF C{4 
Al<S N};ZF— SF[ EL ;qB ÝNFG SZTF C{ v 
 ——,[;L AF ¡6L AF[l,I[4 DG SF VF5F BF[. × 
 V5GF DG ;LT, SZ{4 VF{ZG SF{ ;qB CF[.  ××cc121 
 VTo ,[;F ÝTLT CF[TF C{ lS SALZNF; SL N`lQ8 D— VFRZ6 SL XqâTF 
DqbITo EFT`EFJ 5Z VFWFlZT C{ × Inl5 pgCF—G[ ;FDFlHS G{lTSTF 5Z ACqT 
SD lJRFZ lSIF C{ × lOZ EL pGD— EFT`EFJ ;\A\WL HF[ plÉTIF¡ lD,TL C{4 
pGSF DCÀJ SD GCÄ C{ × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— ;NFRFZ ,J\ 
;t;\U SL EFJGFVF— SF lJ:T`T J6"G lD,TF C{ × NF[GF— G[ ;NFRFZ ,J\ ;t;\U 
SL EFJGF 5Z A, lNIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— Uq~ SL DC¿F 
5lZ,lÙT CF[TL C{ TYF ;FWqv;\UlT SF DCÀJ ATFIF C{ VFG\N3G G[ l,BF C{ 
lS ——;FWq ;\UlT lAGq S{;[4 5F.I[ 5ZDŸ DCFZ;WFD ZLc TF[ VgI 5N D— l,BF 
C{ —;FWq ;\UlT V~ Uq~ SL S`5F T{ lD8 U." Sq, SL Z[BF ×c SALZNF; 
SCT[ C{ VF5 —DYqZF HFJ{c4 —äFZSF HFJ{c IF —HUGFY HFJ{c ;FWq ;\UlT VF{Z 
ClZ ElÉT S[ lAGF SqK EL CFY D— GCÄ ,U[UF × TF[ VgI pNFCZ6 D— SCF 
C{ v —Uq~ Ý;FN ;FW SL ;\UlT4 HU HLT[ HF." Hq,FCFc ,[;[ ACqT ;FZ[ 
N`Q8F\T SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— ;[ lD, HFT[ C{ × SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— 
Uq~ SF DCFtdI lHTGF lD,TF C{ pTGF VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— GCÄ lD,TF 
.G[ lUG[ 5N D— CL Uq~ SF DCFtdI ATFIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ SCF C{ lS 
;t;\U S[ lAGF EÉT 5ZDŸ VFG\N SF[ ÝF%T GCÄ SZ ;STF VF{Z ,[;L JF6L 
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SL ÝIF[U SZG[ SL ;,FC NL C{ HF[ V5G[ l,I[ TYF N};ZF— S[ l,I[ ,F,v,J\ 
XF\lT N[G[JF,L CF[ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— D— ;NFRFZ ,J\ ;t;\U SL 
EFJGFVF— SF[ ,[SZ SqK lEgGTF,¡ EL lD,TL C{ ×  
? ;DgJI ,J\ WD";lCQ6qTF 
 VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— CD[ ;DgJI SL ÝJ`l¿ S[ EL NX"G CF[T[ C® × 
IC JC 5âlT C{4 lH;S[ äFZF DFGJ NqZFU|C 5}6" lJRFZF— ;[ µ5Z p9SZ 
;DgJI ;FWGF SL VF{Z ÝJ`T CF[TF C{ × .;S[ äFZF VFG\N3G G[ 5ZDvTÀJ 
TYF Ø8ŸNX"GF— SF HF[ lJJ[RG lSIF C{ × p;D— ;\SL6"TF S8`ZTF TYF VgI 
WDF[" ,J\ NX"GF— S[ ÝlT TlGS EL lJä[Ø SL U\W GCÄ lD,TL × pGSF ,S 
DF+ ,1I YF4 DFGJ ;DFH SF[ ;\SL6"TF S[ NFIZ[ ;[ DqÉT SZ pGD— ;DgJI 
YF ;F{CFN"EFJ :YFl5T SZGF × 
 H{G WD" SL N`lQ8 VFZ\E ;[ pNFZ4 jIF5S ,J\ ;DgJIFtDS ZCL C{ × 
—GDF[SFZ DCFD\+c .;SF ;J"z[Q9 pNFCZ6 C{ × p;D— ,F[S S[ ;EL ;FWqVF— 
SF[ J\NGF SZ ,S jIF5S ,J\ pNFZ N`lQ8SF[6 SF 5lZRI lNIF UIF C{ × H{G 
WD" D— ;DgJFtDS N`lQ8 5Z VlWS A, lNIF UIF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G pNFZTFJFNL ;\T Y[ × pgCF—G[ ,F[S D\U, J ,F[S S<IF6 SL 
EFJGF ;[ p5N[XFtDS jIFbIFG lN, VF{Z 5NF— SL ZRGF SL × VFG\N3G SL 
N`lQ8 D— WD" DCÀJ5}6" GCÄ YF JZG ,[;L ElÉT SF DCÀJ VlWS YF lH;S[ 
DFwID ;[ DFGJ V5G[ VGCN S[ R[TG :J:i SF[ 5CRFG ;S[ VF{Z 
VFtD,LG VJ:YF SF[ ÝF%T SZ VFG\N SL ÝFl%T SZ ;S[ v 
 —ZFD SCF[ ZC[DFG SCF[ SF[p SCFG SCF[ DCFN[J ZL × 
 5FZ;GFY SCF[ SF[p A|ïF4 ;S, A|ï :JID[J ZL  ××cc122 
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 Ý:TqT 5N D— lG~l5T ElÉT V;F\ÝNFlIS EFJGF VF{Z ;DgJIJFNL 
ÝJ`l¿ SF nF[TS C{ × .;L ÝSFZ pgCF—G[ H{G ;FWGF ElÉT S[ ;FY Ý[D,Ù6F 
ElÉT SF EL ;DgJI V5G[ 5NF— D— SZ lNIF C{ v 
 ——DG;F G8GFUZ ;}\ HF[ZL CF[  ××cc123 
 ——VFH ;qCFUG GFZL4 VJW} VFH ;qCFUG GFZL  ×cc124 
 ——l5IF lAG ;qW Aqâ Dq \NL CF[  ×cc125 
 ——lGZFlNG HF[p TFZL JF80L4 3Z[ VFJF[G[ -F[,F ×c126 
 VFlN 5N Ý[D,Ù6F ElÉT S[ pNFCZ6 S[ :i D— N[B[ HF ;ST[ C® × 
.;L ÝSFZ S." 5N ,[;[ C® lHGD— H{ NX"G lD,TF C{ v 
 ——VG\T V:iL VlJZT ;F; TF[ CF[ JF; TF[ J:Tq lJRFZ  ×cc127 
 ——VA D[Z[ 5lT UlT N[J lGZ\HG  ×cc128 
 ——VJWq G8 GFUZSL AFHL4 HF6[ G AF\E6 SFHL  ××cc129 
 VFG\N3G SL ;DgJIJFNL EFJGF ;Uq6 lGUq"6 ElÉT WFZF4 H{G J{Q6J 
WDF["4 lCgN} Dql:,D WDF[" S[ NX"GF— D— —;[Tqc :YFl5T SZTL Cq." ;Z; J DWqZ 
5NF— S[ DFwID ;[ jIÉT Cq." C{ × VFG\N3G WD" ;lCQ6q pNFZ ;\T Y[4 
.;l,, pGS[ EFJ lSgCÄ A\WGF— D— GCÄ A\WGF RFCT[ Y[ × J[ lS;L NX"G ;[ 
ä[Ø GCÄ SZT[ ÉIF—lS pGSL N`lQ8 .TGL jIF5S4 ;tIFU|CL4 pNFZ VF{Z ;lCQ6q 
lS p;S[ l,, SF[." EL NX"G 5ZFIF GCÄ YF .;Ll,, pgCF—G[ SCF lS v 
 ——EFHG E[N SCFJT GFGF4 ,S D`lTSF :i ZL × 
 T{;[ B^0 S<5GFZF[l5T4 VF5 VB^0 ;:iZL  ××cc!#_ 
 ElÉT J WD" S[ AFæF0\AZF— SF lJZF[W SZT[ Cq, pgCF—G[ ,S ACqT CL 
;q\NZ 5N SL ZRGF SL C{ lH;D— ElÉT SF DFGJLSZ6 SZT[ Cq, p;;[ 
SF<5lGS ;\JFN SC,JFIF C{ v 
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 ——DFI0L DqG[ lGZ5B lS6 CL G D}SL4 lGZ5B lS6CL G D}SL × 
 SF[."I[ Dq \0L SF[."I[ ,F[RL4 SF[."I[ S[X ,5[8L × 
 SF[." HUFJL SF[." ;qTL KF[0L J[NG lS6CL G D[8L ×× 
 H[ H[ SLWq \ H[ H[ SZFjIq \4 T[ SC[TF Cq \ ,FHq × 
 YF[0[ SC[ 36q \ ÝLKL ,[HF[4 3Z ;qTZ GlC ;FHq \ ×× 
 VF5 ALTL SC[TF\ ZL;FJ[4 T[C;q \ HF[Z G RF,[ × 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq AF\C0L hF,[4 AFHL ;3,L 5F,[  ××cc!#! 
 ,S VgI 5N D— SlJ SL ;DgJI ,J\ ;lCQ6q5TF SL EFJGF :5Q8 
5lZ,lÙT CF[TL C{ v 
 ——T[ZL Cq \ T[ZL Cq \ ,TL SCq \ ZL × 
 ."G AFTG D— NUF[ Tq \ HFG[4 TF[ SZJT SFXL HFI U|Cq \ZL ×× 
 J[N 5qZFG ST[A SqZFG D— VFUD lGUD SKq G ,Cq \ZL × 
 JFRF Z[ OF[Z XLBF." ;[JG SL4 D[ T[Z[ Z; Z\U ZCq \ZL × 
 D{Z[ TF[ Tq \ ZFHL RCLI[4 VF{Z S[ AF[, D— ,FB ;Cq \ZL × 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq J[U[ lD,F[ %IFZ[4 GlC TF[ U\U TZ\U ACq \ZL  ××cc132 
 .;L ÝSFZ SEL ÝTLS J :iSF[ S[ DFwID ;[4 TF[ SEL NX"G4 ;CH 
El\ÉT 5NF— D— DFwID ;[ VFG\N3G G[ V5GL ;DgJIJFNL VF{Z WD" ;lCQ6qTF 
SL EFJGF ÝS8 SL C{ HF[ p; ;DI EL VGq,GLI VF{Z ;ZFCGLI YL VF{Z 
VFH S[ 5lZÝ[1I D— EL VGqUdI C{ × 
 SALZNF; G lCgN} VF{Z G Dq;,DFG Y[ × JC p; RF{ZFC[ 5Z B0[¡ Y[ 
lH; 5Z RFZF— TZO ;[ lEgGvlEgG DTJFNF— S[ ZF:T[ VFSZ lD,T[ Y— × H{;[ 
RF{ZFC[ 5Z B0+F jIlÉT RFZF— TZO SL J:TqVF— SF[ N[BTF CqVF EL lS;L ZF:T[ 
SL ;LDFVF— ;[ VFAâ GCÄ CF[TF C{ VF{Z ;EL ZF:TF— SL ;qB ;qlJWF ,J\ 
V;qlJWF SF T8:Y lG6"I SZ ;SG[ SL l:YlT D— CF[G[ S[ SFZ6 ;lDRLG 
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DFU" V5GFG[ D— ;DY" CF[T[ C®4 J{;[ CL SALZNF; EL .G DT vDTF\TZF— ;[ 
;FZ :i U|C6 SZS[ V5G[ DFU" SF lGDF"6 SZ 5FI[ × SALZNF; S[ 5lZJFZ 
TYF TtIqULG 5lZl:YlTIF— G[ CL pgC— ;DgJIJFNL ;FWGF S[ l,, Ý[Z6F NL YL 
VF{Z pGS[ jIlÉTtJ G[ CL .; ;FWGF SF :J:i ;\Ul9T lSIF YF × pgCF—G[ 
DTJFNF[ VF{Z ;FWGFVF— ;[ DFGJTFJFNL N`lQ8SF[6 S[ p5Iq"ÉT D},E}T TÀJF— SF[ 
V5GF l,IF YF TYF DHCAL IF JU"UT VC\SFZ SF[ 5qQ8 SZG[ ,J\ VFRFZ 
;\lCTF SL H0+TF D— p,hF N[G[ JF,[ TÀJF— SF tIFU SZ lNIF YF × 
 SALZNF; S[ 5NF— D— V;F\ÝNFlIS EFJGF VF{Z ;DgJIJFNL ÝS`lT S[ 
NX"G CF[T[ C{ × SALZNF; SF[ lS;L NX"G ;[ ä[Ø GCÄ pGSL N`lQ8 .TGL 
jIF5S4 ;tIFU|CL VF{Z ;lCQ6q C{ × p;S[ l,, SF[." NX"G 5ZFIF GCÄ CF[TF 
.;Ll,, pgCF—G[ SCF lS v 
 ——C¡DFZ{ ZF ¡D ZCLD SZLDF S[;F[4 V,FC ZF ¡D ;lT ;F\." × 
 lA;lD, D[l8 lA;\EZ ,S{4 VF{Z G N}HF SF[." ×× 
 .GS{ SFHL D},F ¡ 5LZ 5{S\AZ4 ZF[HF 5lKD lGJFHF × 
 .GS{ 5}ZA lN;F N[J lNH 5}HF4 uIFZl; U\U lNJFHF ×× 
 TqZS D;LlT N[CqZ{ lC\N}4 NC} ¡9F ZF ¡D BqNF." × 
 HCF ¡ D;LlT N[CqZF GF ¡CÄ4 TCF ¡ SFSL 9SqZF." × 
 lC\N} TqZS NF[µ ZC T}8L4 O}8L V~ SGZF." × 
 VZW pZW N;C} ¡ lN; lHT lTT4 5}lZ ZæF ZFD ZF." ×× 
 SC{ SALZF NF; OSLZF4 V5GL ZlC Rl, EF." × 
 lC\N} TqZS SF SZTF ,S{4 TF UlT ,BL G HF."  ××cc!## 
 Ý:TqT 5N D— ."xJZ SL ,STF SF ÝlT5FNG C{ × SALZ ;\ÝNFI S[ 
hU0+F[ SF[ KF[0+SZ V5GL ZFC 5Z R,GF JC 9LS ;DhF YF × 
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 SALZNF; ;}lOIF— ;[ ÝEFlJT Cq, lAGF GCÄ ZC ;ST[ Y[ × ;}lOIF— SL 
;FWGF D— Ý[D SL ÝDqBTF S[ ;FYv;FY lJZC SF[ lÝIvlD,G S[ p¿D 
;FWG S[ :i D— :JLSFZ lSIF UIF YF × SALZNF; S[ ;FlCtI D— ;}lOIF— SL 
lJZC SL :JLS`lT pGS[ ÝTLS lJWFG SL :JLS`lT S[ ;FYv;FY C{ v 
 ——lAZClG µEL 5\Y l;lZ4 5\YL A}h[ WF. × 
 ,S ;AN SlC 5LJ SF4 SAZ lD,—U[ VF.  ××cc!#$ 
 ——ACqT lNGG SL HF[JTL4 AF8 TqdCFZL ZFD × 
 lHJ TZ;{ Tqh lD,G S} ¡4 DlG GFCÄ lJzFD  ××cc135 
 SALZNF; SF[ .; Ý[DFvElÉT SL Ý[Z6F DCZFQ8= S[ ;\TF— ;[ EL lD,L 
ÝTLT CF[TL C{ × lJ8Ÿ9, ;\A\WL pGS[ 5N .; WFZ6F SF[ 5qQ8 SZT[ C® v 
 ——DG S[ DF[CG AL9q,F4 IC DG ,FUF{ TF[lC Z[ × 
 RZG S¡J, DG DF ¡lGIF4 VF{Z G EFJ{ DF[lC Z[  ×cc!#& 
 SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— GFYF— SL lXJvElÉT SF ÝEFJ N[BF HF 
;STF C{ × GFY ;\ÝNFI SF[ V5GF SZ ;FWGF SL AFT[ SCL C{ v 
 ——;qZlT ;DF ¡6L lGZlT D®4 lGZlT ZCL lGZWFZ × 
 ;qZlT lGZlT 5ZRF EIF4 TA B},[ :I\E NqJFZ  ××cc!#* 
 SALZNF; G[ ZF3JFG\NHL S[ ;FWGF VF{Z p5F;GF S[ DFGl;S 5Ù SF[ 
U|C6 lSIF YF × pgCF—G[ .; ElÉT SF ;DY"G lSIF C{ v 
 ——N[J, DFC{ N[Cq8L4 lT, H[ C{ lA;TFZ × 
 DF ¡C® 5FTL4 DF\lC H,4 DF ¡C{ 5}H6 CFZ  ××cc!#( 
 AF{â V5G[ SF[ DwID DFUL" SCT[ Y[ × SALZNF; EL V5G[ SF[ 
DwIDDFUL" SCT[ lNBF." 50+T[ C{ v 
 ——VG, VSF ¡;F ¡ 3Z lSIF4 DlW lGZ\TZ JF; × 
 J;qWF jIF{D lAZST ZC{4 lAG9F CZ lJ;JF;  ××cc!#) 
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 ,[;[ VG[S 5N C{4 lHGD— AFæF\0AZF— SF lJZF[W ,J\ ;DgID lSIF C{ × 
p;SF ,1I ICL C{ lS ,S ,[;[ lDyI SL :YF5GF SL HFI lH;D— E[NEFJ S[ 
l,, :YFG G ZC HFI × HF[ E[NEFJ SF[ A-+FG[ JF,[ Y[4 pG ;ASF lJZF[W 
lSIF YF × SALZNF; G[ lH; GI[ lDyI SF lGDF"6 lSIF YF4 JC V\To 
;FWGF4 V\To p5F;GF ,J\ V\To ,STF SL ÝlTQ9F SZG[ JF,[ Y[ × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SL ;DgJI ,J\ WD";lCQ6qTF 
SL AFT SF[ N[B[ TF[ NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— D— ACqT ;FZL ;DFGTF,¡ lD, HFTL   
C{ × NF[GF— SF ,1I ZCF C{ lS DFGJ ;DFH SF[ ;\SL6"TF S[ NFIZ[ ;[ AFCZ 
lGSF, SZ pGD— ;DgJI :YFl5T SZGF × NF[GF— SL ElÉT V;F\ÝNFlIS EFJGF 
,J\ ;DgJIJFNL ÝS`lT JF,L C{ × NF[GF— G[ lS;L NX"G ;[ ä[Ø GCÄ ZBF × 
ÉIF—lS NF[GF— SL N`lQ8 jIF5S4 ;tIFU|CL VF{Z ;lCQ6q C{ × NF[GF— G[ >"xJZ SL 
,STF SL AFT[ SCL C{ VFG\N3G G[ l,BF C{ lS —ZFD SCF[ ZC[DFG SCF[4 
SF[p SCFG SCF[ DCFN[JZL × 5FZ;GFY SCF[ SF[p A|ïF4 ;S, A|ï :JID[JZLc 
TF[ SALZNF; G[ SCF C{ v ——C¡DFZ{ ZF¡D ZCLD SZLDFcc —V<,FCc4 —lA;\EZc       
—lA;lD,c ,S{4 VF{Z G N}HF SF[."cc DT,A pGD— SF[." V\TZ GCÄ C{ NF[GF— G[ 
;DgJIJFNL EFJGF CDFZ[ ;FDG[ ZBL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ ;FWGF ElÉT S[ 
;FY ;qlOIF— SL Ý[D,Ù6F El\ÉT SF EL ;DgJI SZ lNIF C{ × HF[ 
;Uq6vlGUq"64 lCgNqvDql:,D4 WDF[" S[ NX"GF— D— ;[Tq :YFl5T SZTL C{ × NF[GF— 
SlJIF— G[ WD" D— O{,[ AFæF0\AZF— SF lJZF[W lSIF C{ × 
 ;DgJI ,J\ WD" ;lCQ6qTF S[ ,[SZ VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T 
SlJIF— S[ SFjIF— D— lJØDTF,¡ EL 5lZ,lÙT CF[TL C{ × VFG\N3G H{G SlJ C{ 
.;l,I[ H{G WD" SF ÝEFJ ßIFNFTZ lNBF." N[TF C{ × SALZNF; lGUq"6DFUL" 
7FGFzI XFBF S[ SlJ C{ .; l,I[ .G XFBF SF ÝEFJ ßIFNFTC lNB 50+TF 
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C{ × VFG\N3G SL ;DgJIJFNL EFJGF G[ H{G WD" VF{Z J{Q6J WD" S[ ALR 
;[Tq :YFl5T lSIF C{ × SALZNF; SL ;DgJIJFNL EFJGF G[ lGUq"6 s7FGDFUL"f 
ElÉT ,J\ J{Q6JWD" S[ ALR ;[Tq :YFl5T lSIF × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— WD" 
D— ZC[ AFæFRFZF— SF lJZF[WJF,L 5\lÉT SD C{4 TF[ SALZNF; G[ lS;L EL WD" 
VFR{Z ;\ÝNFIF— S[ AFæFRFZ SF[ KF[0+F GCÄ C{ × 
? S,F5Ù o 
 SFjI ;`HG S[ l,, NF[ TÀJF— SF CF[GF VFJxIS C{ × 5C,F VGqE}lT 
5Ù IF EFJ5Ù VF{Z N};ZF VlEjIlÉT 5Ù IF S,F5Ù × .GSL VGq5l:YlT D— 
SFjI SL ZRGF GCÄ SL HF ;STL × NF[GF— SL VFJ[UDI VJ:YF D— CL VF[H 
Ý;FN4 DFWqI" Uq6 IqÉT ;FlCtI SL ZRGF CF[TL C{ × ,S S[ lAGF N};ZF 5Ù 
V5\U C{ v IFGL SL NF[GF— CL ,S N};Z[ S[ 5}ZS C{ IlN lS;L S[ 5F; 
S[J, VGqE}lT C{ VF{Z VlEjIlÉT GCÄ TF[ p;SL NXF p; D}S jIlÉT S[ 
;DFG C{ HF[ Uq0+ BFSZ p;S[ lD9F; SF J6"G GCÄ SZ ;STF VF{Z IlN 
lS;L S[ 5F; VlEjIlÉT DF+ C{ TF[ p;SL AFT D— SF[." TÀJ GCÄ CF[UF × 
SlJ IF ;FlCtISFZ CF[G[ S[ l,, NF[GF— SF CF[GF VtI\T CL VFJxIS C{ × .G 
NF[GF— 5ÙF— D— VtI\T 3lGQ9 ;\A\W C{4 TYFl5 VwIIG SL ;qlJWF S[ l,, 
lJäFGF— G[ .;[ V\TZ\U VF{Z AlCZ\U VJF VGqE}lT 5Ù VF{Z VlEjIlÉT 5Ù 
GFDF— ;[ VlElCT lSIF C{ × HLJgT SFjI D— VGqE}lT VF{Z VlEjIlÉT SF 
IF[U VFtDF VF{Z XZLZJTŸ C{ × VA CD S,F5Ù S[ V\TZUT4 EFØF4 
ÝTLSvIF[HGF4 V,\SFZvIMGGF4 K\NvIF[HGF VF{Z X{,L S[ VFWFZ 5Z SlJ äI 
SL ZRGFVF— SF Tq,GFtDS VwIIG Ý:TqT SZ—U[ × 
? EFØF o 
 EFØF XaN SL jIqt5lT ;\:S`T S[ —EFQIc XaN ;[ DFGL HFTL C{ × EFØF 
;DqNFI lJX[Ø D— DFgI wJgIFtDS ;F\S[lTS VlEjIlÉT C{ × VTo EFJ ;\Ý[Ø6 
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SF ÝDqB ;FWG C{ × EFØF DFGJ SF[ lJlEgG lJØIF— TYF Ù[+F— S[ 7FGFH"G 
VF{Z ;\;FZ ;[ ;\A\W HF[0+G[ D— ;CFITF 5Cq¡RF." C{ × SFjIDI EFØF ,S 
;XÉT VlEjIlÉT SF DFwID CF[TL C{ × EFØF JC GF{SF C{ HF[ VGqE}lT SF[ 
VlEjIlÉT TS 5Cq¡RFTL C{ × VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— SL ElÉT EFJGF 
.;L GF{SF 5Z ;JFZ CF[SZ ;FlCtI ;FUZ D— ÝlJQ8 Cq." C{ × 
 
 ;CH VF{Z ;Z, SFjIFlEjIlÉT SF ;DY"G SZG[JF,[ VFG\N3G VF{Z 
SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ EFØF D— VF0\AZ TYF S`l+DTF SF ;N{J lJZF[W    
lSIF × ,F[SF[lÉTIF— VF{Z DqCFJZF— S[ ÝIF[U ;[ EFØF VF{Z EL ;CH VF{Z 
VFSØ"S CF[ U." C{ × EFØF SL Ý[Ø6LITF 5Z A, N[G[ S[ SFZ6 pGS[ SFjI 
D— VlTXI RDtSFlZTF ,J\ plÉTvJ{lR+I NXF"G[ JF,[ :Y, ACqT SD C{ × 
 EFJFGqS}, XaN IF[HGF4 EFØF SL ,FÙl6STF ,J\ wJgIFtDSTF VFlN 
5F9S S[ lRT SF[ VGFIF; CL AF¡W ,[T[ C® × 
 —ZLlTc XaN —ZL0Ÿc WFTq ;[ —lÉTc ÝtII SZG[ ;[ AGF C{4 lH;SF VY" 
C{ v UlT4 5âlT4 Ý6F,L4 DFU" VFlN ×!$_ VFRFI" JFDGŸ ZLlT SF[ ÝlTQ9FTF 
VF{Z pgGFIS C® × pgCF—G[ lJlXQ8 5N ZRGF SF[ —ZLlTc SL ;\7F NL C{ TYF 
p;SL ÝlTQ9F SFjI ;F®NI" S[ D},FWFZ S[ :i D— SL C{ ×!$! JFDG G[ TLG 
ZLlTIF— SF p<,[B lSIF J{NEL"4 UF{0+L VF{Z 5F\RF,L × VFHS, —ZLlTc XaN 
X{,L S[ 5IF"I :i D— EL ÝIqÉT lSIF HFTF C{ × 
 Uq6 EFØF S[ VF\TlZS ;F®NI" S[ ;FY ;\A\W C{ × DqbI :i ;[ Uq6 
TLG C{ v DFWqI" VF[H ,J\ Ý;FN × J^I" lJØI S[ VGq;FZ VFG\N3G VF{Z 
SALZNF; NF[GF— SL EFØF D— 5~Ø4 SF[D, ,J\ ;Z, XaNFJ,L 5IqÉT Cq." C{ × 
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? DFWqI" Uq6 o 
 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— HCF¡ DFWqI" jI\HS J6F[" SL ;Z; 
5NFJ,L ÝIqÉT Cq." C{ JCF¡ J{NEL" ZLlT SL ;qgNZ lGIF[HG CqVF C{ × 84 94 
04 - SF[ KF[0+ SZ :5X" J6"4 JUF"gT J6" ;[ IqÉT VYF"TŸ VGq:JFZ ;lCT 
J6" —Zc VF{Z —6c NL3" ;DF;F— SF VEFJ VF{Z DWqZ SF[D, 5N ZRGF,¡ I[ 
;A DFWqI" Uq6 S[ jI\HS C{ × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— DFWqI"vUq6 ;[ IqÉT 5N 
C{ × ICF¡ SqK pNFCZ6 Ý:TqT C® v 
s!f D® TF[ 5LIqT[ ,[;L DL,L VF,L4 
  Sq;qD AF; ;\lW H{;[ ×142 
s2f ;SlT HUF." lG:iD :i SL 
  VFG\N3G lD,L S[,L SZ[ZL ×!$# 
s#f ;,}6— ;FlCA VFJ—U[ D[Z[4 
  VF,L ZL4 JLZ lJJ[S SCF[ ;F\R × 
 ;Z3F ;qDTF R[TGF CF[4 
  R[TG VGqEJ VFlC × 
 ;UlT OF[Z lGH :i SL CF[4 
  ,LgC[ —VFG\N3Gc DF\CL ×!$$ 
 p5Iq"ÉT TLGF— pNFCZ6F— D— DFWqI"vUq6 jI\HS J6F[Å SF ÝIF[U NX"GLI   
C{ × 
 SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— DFWqI" Uq6vIqÉT pNFCZ6F— SL SDL GCÄ IYF v 
s!f ClZ ;\UlT ;LT, EIF4 lD8L DF[C SL TF5 × 
 lG;AF;qlZ ;qB lGwI ,CIF4 HA V\TlZ ÝS8ŸIF VF5 ×145 
s2f Nq,CGL UFJCq D\U,FRFZ4 
  CZ ElZ VF, CF[ ZFHF ZFD EZTFZ ×!$& 
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s#f ACqT lNGG S[ lAKqZ[ ClZ 5FI[4 
  EFU A0[ + WlZ A{9[ VFI[ ×!$* 
? VF[H Uq6 o 
 EFØF D— HCF¡ 5q~Ø J6F[" ;[ IqÉT VF[HUq6 ;DlgJT XaN IF[HGF CF[TL 
C{4 JCF¡ UF{0+L ZLlT SF 5F,G CF[TF C{ × VF[HvUq6 jI\HS J6F[Å SF p<,[B 
SZT[ Cq, DdD8 SF SYG C{ lS SJU" VFlN ;[ 5C,[ VF{Z TL;Z[ J6F[ Å SF 
N};Z[ VF{Z RF{Y[ J6F[Å S[ ;FY ÊDXo IF[U —Zc SF J6F[" S[ µ5Z VF{Z GLR[ 
VlWS ÝIF[U 84 94 04 - SL VlWSTF TYF ,dA[ ;DF; VF[HvUq6 jI\HS 
C{ × 
 VFG\N3G SFjI D— JLZ Z; VFlN VF[H:JL Z;F— SF :JT\+ :i ;[ 
5lZ5FS GCÄ CqVF C{ TYFl5 SqK 5NF— D— VF[HUq6 ;DlgJT UF{0+L ZLlT SF 
lGJF"C CqVF C{ IYF v 
s!f T[ZL Cq T[ZL Cq \ ,TL SCq \ZL × 
 .G AFTG D— NUF[ Tq \ HFG[4 TF[ SZJT SFXL HFI UCq \ZL × 
 VFG\N3G ÝEq J[U[ lD,F[ %IFZ[4 GlC TF[ U\U TZ\U ACq \ ZL ×!$( 
s2f DF[8L JCq, DGUDTq \ SLWq \4 
 5[8 D— 5[;L D:TS Z[;L4 
  J[ZL ;FCL :JFDLHL G[ NLWq \ ×!$) 
s#f VJW} J{ZFuI A[8F HFIF4 JFG[ BF[H Sq8q \A ;A BFIF × 
 H[6[ DFIF DDTF BF."4 ;qB NqoB NF[GF — EF." × 
 SFD ÊF[W NF[GF — BF."4 BF." T`Q6F AF." ××150 
 SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— EL VF[HUq6 ;EZ ;FBL ,J\ 5N lNB 50+T[    
C® × pNFCZ6FY" v 
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s!f 98Ÿ9F .C{ N}lZ 9U GLZF4 GLl9 DG SLIF WLZF × 
   lHG 9U 9uIF ;S, HU BFJF4 ;F[ 9U 9uIF 9F{Z DG VFJF ××151 
 SALZNF; G[ ElÉT S[ Ù[+ D— ;TL VF{Z X}ZF SF[ V5GF VFNX" DFGF 
C{ × ElÉT S[ ,[;[ CL :Y,F— D— VF[H Uq6 N[BF HF ;STF C{ v 
s2f ;TUqZ ;F ¡RF ;}lZBF ¡4 ;AN Hq AFæF ,S × 
 ,FUT CL Eq." lDl, UIF4 50IF S,[H{ K[S ××152 
s#f ;TL H,G S} ¡ GLS,L4 5LJ SF ;qDlZ ;G[C × 
 ;AN ;qGT HLJ lGS<IF4 Eql, U." ;A N[C ××153 
? Ý;FN Uq6 o 
 Ý;FN SF XFlaNS VY" C{ Ý;gGTF × Ý;FNUq6 v ;d5gG ZRGF D— 
X{lY<I ,J\ UF-+TF SF ;ldDz6 CF[TF C{ X{,L D— ,[;L lJXNTF4 5F\H,GF ,J\ 
D\YZ ÝJFCDITF CF[TL C{ lS XL3|TF ;[ VY" AF[W CF[ HFTF C{ × VFG\N3G 
VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— SF[ ;LW[v;FN[ XaNF— D— EFJFlEjIlÉT SZGF .Q8 YF4 VTo 
NF[GF— S[ SFjI D— Ý;FN Uq6 ;[ IqÉT plÉTIF— SF AFCq<I C{ × 
 VFG\N3GvSFjI S[ SqK pNFCZ6 N`Q8jI C{ v 
s!f ÉIF ;F[J[ p9 HFU AFpZ[¸ 
 V\Hl, H, ßIq \ VF5q 38T C{4 N[T 3lZI 3FpZ[  × 
 .\N R\N GFlUG DqlG R,[4 SF[6 ZFHF 5lT ;FC ZFpZ[ × 
 EDT EDT EJH,lW 5FIS[4 EUJ\T EHG lJG EFp GFpZ[ × 
 SCF lJ,\A SZ[ VA AFpZ[4 TZL EJH,lGlW 5FZ 5FpZ[ × 
 VFG\N3G R[TGDI D}ZlT4 Xqâ lGZ\HG N[J wIFp Z[ ××154 
s2f Z[ WlZIFZL AFpZ[4 DT 3lZI AHFJ[ × 
 GZ XLZ AF\WT 5F3ZL4 Tq \ ÉIF WZLI AHFJ[ Z[ × 
 S[J, SF, S,F SZ[4 J{ Tq \ VS, G 5FJ[ × 
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 VS, S,F 38 D— WlZ4 DqH ;F[ 3lZ EFJ[ Z[ × 
 VFTD VGqEJ Z; EZL4 IFD[ VF{Z G DFJ[ × 
 VFG\N3G VlJR, S,F4 lJZ,F SF[." 5FJ[ Z[ ×155 
s#f A[C[Z A[C[Z GlC VFJ[4 VJ;Z A[C[Z A[C[Z GlC VFJ[ × 
 ßIq \ HF6[ tIq \ SZ ,[ E,F."4 HGD HGD ;qB 5FJ[ ×× 
 TG WG HF[AG ;A CL H}9F[4 ÝF6 5,S D— HFJ[ ×× 
 TG K}8[ WG SF{G SFDSF[ m SFISq \ S`56 SCFJ[ ×× 
 HFS[ lN, D— ;FR A;T C{4 TFSq \ Hq9 G EFJ[ × 
 —VFG\N3Gc ÝEq R,T 5\Y D—4 ;DZL ;DZL Uq6 UFJ[ ××156 
 VFG\N3G SL EF¡lT SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— EL Ý;FNvUq6vIqÉT SFjI 
SF V\X 5IF"%T C{ × lHG ZRGFVF— D— SALZNF; G[ p5N[XFtDS ÝJ`l¿ SF[ 
ÝWFGTF NL C{4 IF lHGD— ;qWFZFtDS 5Ù ÝWFG C{4 pGD— Ý;FN Uq6 SL 
VlWSTF C{ × Ý;FN Uq6 ;d5gG ZRGF,¡ VtI\T ;qAF[W :5Q8 VF{Z ÝEFJF[t5FNS 
C{ IYF v 
s!f DG Z[ ZF ¡D ;qlDlZ4 ZF ¡D ;qlDlZ ZF ¡D ;qlDlZ EF." × 
 ZF ¡D GF ¡D ;qlDZG lAG{4 A}0T C{ VlWSF." ××157 
s2f H[ HG ,[lC ZF ¡D SF{ GF ¡p¡4 TFSL D® Al,CFZL HF ¡p¡ × 
 lHlC 3l8 ZF ¡D ZC{ EZ5}ZL4 TFSL D® RZGG SL W}lZ ××158 
s#f S:T}ZL Sq^0l, A;{4 D`U -} ¡-[ AG DF¡lC × 
 ,[;[ 3l8 3l8 ZFD C{4 NqlGIF¡ N[B{ GFlC  ××cc159 
? lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjIF— D— EFØF S[ TLG Uq6 v 
DFWqI" v VF[H VF{Z Ý;FN lD,T[ C{ × VF,F[rI SlJ äI SL ZRGFVF— D— 
5~Ø4 SF[D, ,J\ ;Z, XaNFJ,L ÝIqÉT Cq." C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— 
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NL3" ;DF;F[ SF VEFJ VF{Z DWqZ SF[D, 5N lD,T[ C{ × VFG\N3G G[ l,BF 
C{ lS —D® TF[ 5LIq T[ ,[;L DL,L VF,L4 Sq;qD AF; ;\lW H{;[c SALZNF; D— 
EL DFWqI" Uq6 IqÉT pNFCZ6F— SL SDL GCÄ C{ J[ SCT[ C® v —Nq,CGL UFJCq 
D\U,FRFZ4 CD 3lZ VF, CF[ ZFHF ZFD EZTFZ × VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— 
VF[H:JL Z;F— SF :JT\+ :i ;[ 5lZ5FS GCÄ CqVF C{ × TYFl5 SqK 5NF— D— 
VF[HUq6 SF lGJF"C CqVF C{ × VFG\N3G l,BT[ C{ lS —T[ZL Cq\ T[ZL Cq\ ,TL 
SCq\ZL4 .G AFTG D— NUF[ Tq\ HFG[4 TF[ SZJT SFXL HFI U|Cq\ZL ×c SALZNF; 
SL ZRGFVF— D— VF[H:JL Z;F— SF :JT\+ :i ;[ 5lZ5FS CqVF C{ × pgCF—G[ 
;TL VF{Z X}ZF SF[ V5GF VFNX" DFGF C{ × SALZ G[ ElÉT S[ ,[;[ :Y,F— D— 
VF[H Uq6 Ý:TqT lSIF C{ × pgCF—G[ SCF C{ lS —;TL H,G S}¡ lGS,L4 5LJ 
SF ;qDlZ ;G[C × ;AN ;qGT HLJ lGS<IF4 E}l, U." ;A N[C ×c VF,F[rI 
SlJ äI SL ZRGFVF— D— Ý;FN Uq6 IqÉT plÉTIF— SF AFCq<I C{ × VFG\N3G 
Ý;gGTF ;[ p5N[xIFtDS -\U ;[ SCT[ C{ —A[C[Z A[C[Z GlC VFJ[4 VJ;Z A[C[Z 
A[C[Z GlC VFJ[ × ßI}¡ HF6[ tIq\ SZ,[ E,F."4 HGD HGD ;qB 5FJ[ ×c 
SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— EL Ý;FN Uq6 lD,TF C{ × SALZ G[ p5N[XFtDS 
ÝJ`l¿ SF[ ÝWFGTF NL C{ IF lHGD— ;qWFZFtDS 5Ù ÝWFG C{ .;l,, pGD— 
Ý;FN Uq6 SL VlWSTF C{ × SALZNF; SCT[ C{ —DG Z[ ZF¡D ;qlDlZ4 ZF¡D 
;qlDlZ ZF¡D ;qlDlZ EF." × ZF¡D GF¡D ;qlDZG lAG{4 0}AT C{ VlWSF." × NF[GF— 
;\T SlJIF— SF[ ;LW[v;FN[ XaNF— D— EFJFlEjIlÉT SZGF .Q8 YF × VTo 
VF,F[rI SlJ äI SL Ý;FNF[ Uq6 ;d5gG ZRGF,¡ VtI\T ;qAF[W :5Q8 VF{Z 
ÝEFJF[t5FNS AG 50+L C{ × 
? XaN E\0FZ o 
 VFG\N3G EÉT SlJ Y[ × 5NF— äFZF ElÉT SZGF CL pGSF DqbI wI[I 
YF × ;ÝIF; XaN RDtSFZ SZGF pGSF ,1I GCÄ YF × pGS[ SFjI D— 
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XaN ;CH J :JEFlJS :i D— VF, C® × ;ÝIF; 5NF— S[ ;qgNZ AGFG[ J 
pGD— RDtSFZ pt5gG SZG[ S[ lJRFZ ;[ pgC— 9}\;F GCÄ UIF C{ × lOZ EL 
pGSF XaN E\0FZ J RIG lJlJWTFVF— ;[ EZF CqVF C{ × XaN E\0FZ SF 
JUL"SZ6 RFZ :iF— D— lSIF UIF C{ × s!f Tt;D4 s2f TNŸEJ4 s#f N[XH4 
s$f lJN[XL × ;\:S`T ;[ IYFJT l,, U, XaN .G XaNF— SF ÝIF[U VFG\N3G 
S[ SFjI D— lD,TF C{ × IYF v 
 D`U s5Nv$f4 VD`T s5Nv#_f4  Xqâ s5Nv!f4 VG\T s5Nv*!f4 5\RD 
s5Nv2#f4 S\T s5Nv$_f4 38 s5Nv!5f4 ßIF[lT s5Nv2#f4 VG}5 s5Nv2!f4 
,F[RG s5Nv#_f .tIFlN × 
 VlWSF\X EFZTLI EFØFVF— SF XaN ;D}C ;\:S`T XaN ;[ N[XL k6L C{ 
lSgTq ;\:S`T S[ D}, XaN ;qNL3" ÝIF[U 5Z\5ZF S[ ÝEFJ ;[ N[XL EFØFVF— TS 
VFT[ VFT[ l3; SZ SqK 5lZJlT"T CF[ U, C® × XaNF— SF IC :i 5lZJlT"T 
J:TqTo ,F[SvHLJG VF{Z ,F[S jIJCFZ SL G{;UL"S ZD6LITF ,JD D`Nq,TF SF 
;\:5X" l,, CF[TF C{ × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— ,[;[ TNŸEJ XaNF— SF ÝIF[U CqVF 
C{ × IYFv 
 lG;lNG s5Nv!&f4 ;qZ s5Nv2&f4 VF\B s5Nv$!f4 l5IF s5Nv&2f4 
SZD s5Nv&*f4 EF\Nq s5Nv&2f4 RF\N6L s5Nv*#f .tIFlN × 
 ,F[S EFØFVF— SL ÝRqZTF S[ SFZ6 N[XH XaNF— SF ÝIF[U ACq,TF ;[ 
CqVF C{ × VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— ZFH:YFGL XaN lD,T[ C{ IYF v 
 ;[H0L s5Nv!&f4 -F[,F s5Nv!&f4 lG;F6L s5Nv2)f4 ;[6 s5Nv!*f4 
0[6 s5Nv!*f4 ,L6F[ s:TJGv2_f4 O\lNVF[ s:TJGv!5f .tIFlN × 
 VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— UqHZFTL XaN EL lD, HFT[ C{ v IYF v 
 SLWL s5Nv$(f4 lGXFGL s5Nv2!f4 ;UF." s5Nv$(f4 -F[l,IF[ s5Nv)#f4 
hF,HF[ s5Nv5$f .tIFlN × 
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 VFG\N3G SF ;DI YF HA EFZT D— DqU, XF;G :YFl5T CF[ RqSF    
YF × p;S[ 5}J" EL VG[S Dq;,DFG VFÊFgT EFZT D— I+vT+ lJHI ÝF%T 
SZS[ V5GF VlW5tI HDF RqS[ Y[ × ZFH:YFG ,J\ UqHZFT ÝN[X S[ IF[âFVF— 
SF ;\5S" .G XF;SF— ;[ lJlEgG :i D— ZCTF YF × ;}OL SlJ HFI;L H{;[ 
SlJIF— S[ SFjI EL ÝRl,T Y[ × VTo AF[,vRF, D— ACqT ;[ VZAL4 OFZ;L 
XaNF[ SF ÝIF[U CF[GF :JEFlJS YF × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— EL VZALvOFZ;L 
XaNF— SF ÝIF[U CqVF C{ v  
 TF[5RL s5Nv#f4 ST[A s5Nv$$f4 lSTFA s5Nv2&f4 TALA s5Nv$*f4 
CALA s5Nv&2f .tIFlN × 
 SALZNF; EL EÉT SlJ Y[ × ;FBL ,J\ 5NF— äFZF ElÉT SZGF CL 
pGSF DqbI wI[I YF × pgCF—G[ ,S EL ;FBL ,J\ 5N l,B[ GCÄ C{ DF+ UFI[ 
C{ × pGS[ SFjI D— XaN ;CH J :JEFlJS :i D— VF, C® × SALZNF; S[ 
SFjI D— ;\:S`T sTt;Df S[ IYFJTŸ l,, U, XaN ÝIF[U SALZNF; S[ SFjI 
D— lD, HFT[ C{ SqK pNFCZ6 v 
 UUG UZlH VD`T RA{4 SN,L SJ, ÝSF; × 
 TCF ¡ SALZF A\lNUL4 S{ SF[." lGH NF; ××!&_ 
 p5Iq"ÉT 5\lÉT D— UUG4 VD`T4 SN,L4 lGH XaN Tt;D C{ × 
 ——;TUq~ SL DlCDF VG\T4 VG\T lSIF p5UFZ × 
 ,F[RG VG\T µ3Fl0IF VG\T lNBFJ6 CFZ  ××cc!&! 
 p5Iq"ÉT 5\lÉT D— DlCDF4 VG\T4 ,F[RG4 XaN Tt;D C{ × SALZNF; S[ 
SFjI D— Tt;D XaN IF TF[ ,[;[ C{4 HF[ Tt;D CF[T[ Cq, EL VtI\T ;Z, C{ 
H{;[ GLZ4 H,4 U\ELZ4 pNFZ4 SQ84 ÊF[W4 5qZ4 UUG4 DqlG4 5FJS4 SFD4 DN4 
,F[E4 ;ßHG VFlN × SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— ,[;[ 5FlZEFlØS XaN C{ IF lCgNq 
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;FWGF S[ C{ H{;[ D[~ S<5,lTSF4 DCFBU4 lGdGUF4 Sq\lRSF4 Sq\0l,GL    
.tIFlN × 
 SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— Tt;D XaN S[ ;FY pGS[ SFjI D— TNŸEJ XaN 
ÝIF[U EL lD, HFT[ C{ IYF v 
 ——SALZ ICq HU V\W,F4 H{;L V\WL UF. × 
 AKF YF ;F[ DlZ UIF4 µEL RFD R8F. ××c162 
 p5Iq"ÉT 5\lÉT D— V\W,F4 UF.4 AKF4 RFD XaN TNŸEJ C{ × 
 ——GF\J G HF\6F ® UF\J SF4 DFZlU ,FUF HFp¡ × 
 SFl<C Hq SF8F EFlH;L4 DlC,L ÉIF — G B0+Fµ¡  ××cc!&# 
 p5Iq"ÉT 5\lÉT D— GF¡J4 UF¡J4 DFZlU XaN TNŸEJ C{ × 
 ——lGZA{ZL lGCSF ¡DTF ;F ¡." ;[TL G[C × 
 lJlØIF ;} ¡ gIFZF ZC{4 ;gTlC SF V\U ,C  ××cc!&$ 
 XaN ;D}C SL N`lQ8 ;[ SALZ SL EFØF VgI ;\T ,J\ GFY SlJIF— SL 
EF¡lT CL ,F[S S[ lGS8 C{ × p;D— TNŸEJ XaN ,[;[ EL C{4 lHgC— 5CRFGGF 
Sl9G CF[ HFTF C{4 :I\W sl;\Cf4 dI\T slD+f4 lGwI slGlWf4 lJGFG slJ7FGf 
.tIFlN × 
 SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— N[XH XaN SF ÝIF[U ßIFNF lD,TF C{ NF[ SFZ6 
C{ 5I"8GXL, :JEFJ VF{Z N};ZF SlJ SF ;FWFZ6 HGTF SF[ p5N[X N[GF C{ × 
SALZNF; SL EFØF lDlzT EFØF C{ pGS[ SFjI D— ZFH:YFGL4 5\HFAL4 A|H4 
B0+LAF[,L4 VJWL VF{Z EF[H5qZL ÝF\lTI EFØF S[ XaN lD, HFT[ C{ × ICF¡ SqK 





s!f UF[jI\N[ TqD Y® 0Z5F® EFZL sSPU|\P 0F¶P xIFDP 5`P !5f  
 SALZNF; G[ V5G[ SFjI D— ZFH:YFGL 0FU,4 V5}U .tIFlN XaN SF 
ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × SALZNF; G[ V5GL S`lTIF— D— 5\HFAL EFØF S[ XaN ÝIF[U 
lSIF C{ × 
 ——RF[8 ;TF ¡6L lAZC SL ;A TG HZ HZ CF[. × 
 DZ6CFZF HF ¡l6 C{4 S{ lHlC ,FUL ;F[. ×× sSPU|\P 0F¶P xIFDP 5`P*f 
 SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— ,F[0+4 AFh4 GF,4 ,`64 A[A[S4 ;TF¡6L4 HF¡l64 
.tIFlN XaN 5\HFAL EFØF S[ lD, HFT[ C® × 
 SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— B0+LAF[,L EFØF SL SCL 5Z 5}ZL 5\lÉTIF¡ 
lD, HFTL C{ v  
 VFµ¡UF G HFµ¡UF D~¡UF G HLµ¡UF × sSPU|\P 0F¶P xIFDP 5`P !5f 
 T}\ T}\ SZTF T}\ CqVF Dqh D— ZCL J G C} ¡ × sSPU|\P0F¶PxIFDP 5`P$f 
 A|H EFØF S[ XaN EL ICF¡ JCF¡ lD, HFT[ C{ × IYF v 
 IC DG ,FUF{ TF[lC Z[ × sSPU|\P0F¶PxIFDP 5`P#)f 
 EIF{ Z[ DG 5F ¡CqG0F{ lNG RFlZ ×  
 VFlHS SFl<CS DF ¡lC R,[UF{ × sSPU|\P0F¶PxIFDP 5`P!&*f 
 5SlZ lA,FZL DqZU{ BF." × sSPU|\P0F¶PxIFDP 5`P*2f .tIFlN × 
 SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— EF[H5qZL EFØF S[ XaN lD, HFT[ C® × H{;[ E,4 
DFl,T4 UF¡Y,4 O},JF4 lGZF;, .tIFlN XaN C{ × SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— DF8L 
;}¡4 ~¡N{4 DF[I4 VF564 TF[I .tIFlN N[XH XaN ÝIF[U lD,T[ C{ × 
 SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— TtSF,LG ;FDFlHS 5lZl:YlTIF¡ S[ SFZ6 lJN[XL 
VZAL VF{Z OFZ;L XaNF— SF ÝIF[U EL SFOL CqVF C{ × SCÄvSCÄ TF[ 5}ZLv 
SLv5}ZL XaNFJ,L VZALvOFZ;L XaNF— ;[ AGL Cq." C{ × IYF v 
 BFl,S ClZ SCÄ NZ CF, × 
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 5\HZ Hl; SZN Nq;DG4 DqZN SlZ 5{DF, ×× 
 lE:Tq Cq;SF ¡ NF[HUF¡ Nq \NZ NZFH lNJF, × 
 5CGF ¡D 5ZNF ."T VFT;4 HCZ H\UD HF, ×× 
 CD ZOT ZCAZCq ;DF ¡4 D® BqNF" ;qDF ¡ lAl;IFZ × 
 CD lHDL V;DF ¡G BFl,S4 Uq \N Dq ¡l;S, SFZ ×× 
 V;DF ¡G uIF\G{ ,C\U NlZIF4 TCF ¡ Uq;, SZNF A}N × 
 SlZ lOSZ ZC ;F,S H;D4 HCF ¡ ;[ TCF ¡ DF{H}N ×× 
 C¡D Rq A} ¡NlG A} ¡N BFl,S4 UZS CD TqD 5[; × 
 SALZ 5CG BqNF. SL4 ZC lNUZ NFJF G[;  ××cc165 
 SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— jIJCFZ D— ÝIqÉT VZAL S[ V;ZFZ4 ;NS{4 
DqCSE4 DLZF\4 lHAC{4 C,F,4 ;FlAT4 D;,F VFlN XaN C{ × OFZ;L EFØF S[ 
XaN ÝIF[U D— UF{Z4 NLNFZ4 lDCZNlZIF4 NF[HB lA;lD,4 NZUFC4 SF,A}T4 
5{DF,4 B;D4 l;S,LUZ VFlN C{ × 
? lGQSØ" o  
 XaN E\0FZ SL N`lQ8 ;[ SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI 
D— ;DFGTF,¡ lNB 50+TL C{ × VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— S[ SFjI D— Tt;D 
TNŸEJ4 N[XH VF{Z lJN[XL EFØF S[ XaN lD, HFT[ C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— D— 
ZFH:YFGL VF{Z UqHZFTL EFØF S[ XaN lD,T[ C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjIF— D— 
VZAL VF{Z OFZ;L EFØF IFGL lJN[XL EFØF S[ XaN lD,T[ C{ × VFG\N3G SL 
ZRGFVF— D— Tt;D XaNF— D— D`U4 VG\T4 5\RD4 S\T4 ßIF[lT4 VG}54 ,F[RG4 
Xqâ4 38 VFlN XaN lD,T[ C{ × SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— EL Tt;D XaNF— 
D— v D`U4 VG\T4 ßIF[lT4 384 VD`T4 ,F[RG VFlN XaNF— SF ÝIF[U CqVF C{ × 
VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— TNŸEJ XaNF[ D— VF\B4 lG;lNG4 ;qZ4 l5IF SZD4 VFlN 
C{ × SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— VF¡B4 ;qZ4 l5IF4 RF\lGUF—4 SZD4 WZD VFlN 
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TNŸEJ XaNF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × N[XH XaNF— S[ ÝIF[U VFG\N3G G[ lSIF C{ 
lH;D— UqHZFTL EFØF S[ XaNF[ D— SLWL4 lGXFGL4 ;UF."4 -F[l,IF[4 hF,HF[ VFlN 
ÝIF[U C{ × SALZNF; G[ EL UqHZFTL EFØF S[ XaNF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × IYF 
5F[IZF[4 BF[l,4 HF[.,4 CF[.4 HFµ4 VFlN × VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— ZFH:YFGL 
XaN lD,T[ C{ × pGS[ 5NF— D— ZFH:YFGL XaNF— SF VlWS ÝIF[U lSIF C{ TF[ 
SqK 5N ZFH:YFGL XaN SF ÝIF[U SZS[ CL l,B[ UI[ C{ × pgCF—G[ V5G[ 
:TJGF— D— UqHZFTL EFØF S[ XaNF— SF VlWS ÝIF[U lSI[ C{ × VFG\N3GG[ 
ZFH:YFGL XaNF[ D— ;[H0L4 -F[,F4 lG;F6L4 0[64 ,L6F[4 O\lNVF[ VFlN ÝIF[U 
lSIF C{ × SALZNF; G[ 0Z5F{4 0FU,4 V5}U VFlN ZFH:YFGL XaNF— S[ ÝIF[U 
lSI[ C{ × VFG\N3G G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— VZALvOFZ;L XaNF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF 
C{ lH;D— TF[5RL4 ST[A4 lSTFA4 TALA4 CALA VFlN XaN C{ × SALZ G[ 
C,F,4 lSTFA4 DLZF¡ lDIF¡4 BqNF4 ;FlCA4 V<,FC4 VFlN VZALvOFZ;L EFØF S[ 
XaNF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— 5\HFAL4 VJWL4 A|H4 ,J\ 
Bl0+AF[,L EFØF S[ XaN EL lD, HFT[ C{ ×  
? XaNXlÉT o  
 EFØF SF VFWFZ ;FY"S XaN C{ × XaN ;FWFZ6TIF TLG ÝSFZ S[ CF[T[ 
C{ v JFRS4 ,ÙS VF{Z jI\HS × ;FÙFTŸ ;F\S[lTS VY" SF AF[W SZG[ JF,F 
XaN JFRS SCF HFTF C{ × ,[;[ XaNF— SF VY"vAF[W lAGF lS;L AFWF S[ 
TtSF, CF[ HFTF C{ × ,1IFY" SF AF[W SZFG[ JF,F XaN ,ÙS VF{Z jI\uIFY" 
SF AF[W SZFG[ JF,F XaN jI\HS SC,FTF C{ × JFRS4 ,ÙS VF{Z jI\HS 
XaNF— ;[ zF[TF VYJF 5F9S SF[ ÊDXo TLG ÝSFZ SL VY" v ÝTLlT CF[TL C{ 
v JFrIFY"4 ,1IFY" VF{Z jI\uIFY" × JFRS XaNF— SL ;CFITF ;[ lGQ5gG 
;F\S[lTS VY" JFrIFY" SCF HFTF C{ × .;[ CL —DqbIFY"c VYJF —VlEW[IFY"c 
GFDF— ;[ EL VlElCT lSIF HFTF C{ × DqbIFY" S[ AFlWT CF[G[ 5Z lS;L Zql-+ 
VYJF ÝIF[HG ;[ lH; VELQ8 VY" SL ÝTLlT CF[TL C{4 p;[ ,1IFY" SCT[       
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C{ × JFrIFY" VF{Z ,1IFY" ;[ lEgG lS;L VgI ÝTLIDFG VY" SF AF[WS XaN 
jI\HS CF[TF C{ VF{Z .; jI\HS XaN ;[ .Q8FY" SF AF[W SZG[ JF,L J`l¿ SF 
jI\HGF J`l¿ SCT[ C{ × .;[ CL jI\uIFY"4 wJgIFY" VYJF ÝTLIDFG VY" EL 
SCT[ C® × 
 XaN S[ VY"AF[W jIF5FZ SF[ XaN XlÉT SCT[ C® × SlJ SL VlEjIlÉT 
S,F SF 5lZRI p;S[ äFZF ÝIqÉT XaNFJ,L TYF pGD— lGlCT lJlJW VYF[" 
SF AF[W SZFG[ JF,L XlÉTIF— äFZF ÝF%T CF[TF C{ × JFrI4 ,1I ,J\ jI\uI .G 
TLG ÝSFZ S[ XaN VF{Z VY" AF[W S[ SFZ6 XaN XlÉT EL TLG ÝSFZ SL 
CF[TL C{ v VlEWFvXlÉT4 ,Ù6FvXlÉT VF{Z jI\HGFvXlÉT × 
? VlEWFvXlÉT o  
 ÝtIÙ VY" VYJF VlEW[IFY" S[ AF[WSvjIF5FZ SF[ VlEWF SCT[ C® × 
VlEWF SF XaN ;[ ;LWF VF{Z lGS8 SF ;dAgW CF[TF C{ × XaN äFZF S[J, 
VY"U|C6 CL SlJ SF ,1I GCÄ CF[TF4 JC lAdAvU|C6 EL SZFTF C{ ×
166
 
VY"vU|C6 VF{Z lAdA U|C6 NF[GF— CL VlEWF S[ Ù[+ S[ VgTU"T C® × 
VlEWFvXlÉT äFZF lHG JFRS IF XÉT XaNF— SF VY"vAF[W CF[TF C{4 pgC— 
ÊDXo Zq-+ IF{lUS VF{Z IF[UZq-+ SCT[ C® ×167 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— 
S[ SFjI D— TLGF— CL ÝSFZ S[ XaNF— SF ÝIF[U CqVF C{ × 
 lHG XaNF— SF VY"vAF[W ;DqNFI XlÉT äFZF CF[TF C{4 J[ Zq-+ XaN   
C{ × I[ XaN ;D}R[ CL VY" XÉT SZT[ C®4 .GSL jIqt5l¿ GCÄ CF[TL × 
VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— ,[;[ ACqT ;FZ[ XaN C{ IYF v  
 TG4 GFZL4 EZD4 SZD4 WZD4 5}ZJ4 lJJCFZ A\E6F4 GCFGL4 GFC,LIF 
.tIFlN ×
168
 SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— EL Zq-+4 XaNF[ SL SDL GCÄ C{4 pNFCZ6To 
3lZ4 TG4 S}54 SZD4 GFZ4 GZ
169
 .tIFlN × 
 EFØF D— SqK XaN ,[;[ CF[T[ C® lHGS[ VY"AF[W VJIJF— sÝS`lT VF{Z 
ÝtIIF—f SL XlÉT äFZF CF[TF C{4 J[ IF{lUS XaN SC,FT[ C® × VFG\N3G VF{Z 
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SALZNF; NF[GF— S[ SFjI D— .; ÝSFZ S[ XaNF— SF EL AFCq<I C{ × —zL 
VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF—c D— H,TZ\U4 JGDF[Z4 ~lRJ\T4 ZtGFSZ4 XlXWZ4 H0JF;4 
J0JFG,4 VD`TH,4
170
 .tIFlN TYF SALZ U|\YFJ,L D— ;TUq~4 l+ØFJ\T4 
AGHF[Z4 E}5lT4 AGDF,L .tIFlN SF ÝIF[U CqVF C{ ×171 
 lHG XaNF[ D— V\UvXlÉT VF{Z ;D}CvXlÉT SF ÝIF[U TYF Zql-+ NF[GF— 
SF ;lDz6 CF[ J[ IF[UZq-+ XaN SC,FT[ C® × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— v 
5ZDFTD4 G8GFUZ4 ÝFGGFY4 VFG\N3G
172
 XaN IF{lUS s5ZDŸ ´ VFTD4 G8 ´ 
GFUZ4 ÝF6 ´ GFY4 VFG\N ´ 3Gf EL C® VF{Z Zql-+ S[ SFZ6 .GSF ÊDXo 
."xJZ4 S`Q64 5lT VFG\N S[ E^0FZ s."xJZf VY" EL U|C6 lSIF HFTF C{ ×  
 SALZvSFjI D— UF[5F,4 5\SH4 5ZDFTD173 VFlN pNFCZ6F— D— UF[5F,4 
5\SH 5ZDFTD XaN IF[lUS sUF[´ 5F,4 5\S´H4 5ZD´VFTDf EL C{ VF{Z Zql-+ 
S[ SFZ6 .GSF ÊDXo S`Q64 SD, VF{Z ZFD s."xJZf VY" EL U|C6 lSIF 
HFTF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— S[ SFjI D— VlEWF SF ÝIF[U ACq,TF ;[ 
lD,T[ C{ ×  
? lGQSØ" o  
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— VlEWF XaN XlÉT 
lD,TL C{ × VF,F[rI SlJ äI G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— VlEWFvXlÉT SF ÝIF[U 
ACq,TF ;[ lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ VlEWF XlÉT D— Zq-+ XaN4 IF{lUS 
XaN4 VF{Z IF[UZq-+ XaN TLGF— ÝSFZ S[ XaNF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G 
G[ Zq-+ XaNF— D— TG4 GFZL4 EZD4 SZD4 5}ZJ VF{Z lJCFZ VFlN SF ÝIF[U 
lSIF C{ × TF[ SALZNF; G[ Zq-+ XaNF— D— TG4 GZ4 GFZ4 SZD4 3lZ4 S}5 
VFlN SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ • × VFG\N3G G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— IF{lUS XaNF— D— 
H,TU4 JGDF[Z4 ~lRJ\T4 ZtGFSZ4 H0JF; VFlN SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × TF[ 
SALZNF;G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— IF[lUS XaNF— D— ;TUq~ l+ØFJ\T4 AGHFZ4 E}5lT4 
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JGDF,L VFlN SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— 5ZDFTD4 
G8GFUZ4 ÝF6GFY VFG\N3G XaN IF[lUS s5ZD´VFTD4 G8´GFUZ4 ÝF6´GFY4 
VFG\N´3Gf VFlN C{ × TF[ SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— 5ZDFTD4 UF[5F,4 5\SH 
XaN IF{lUS s5ZD´VFTD4 UF[´ 5F,4 5\S´Hf VFlN C{ × VF,F[rI SlJ äI SL 
ZRGFVF— D— VlEWF XaN XlÉT SF[ ,[SZ ;DFGTF lD,TL C{ × SqK XaN EL 
pgCF—G[ ;DFG ;[ ÝIqÉT lSI[ C{ × NF[GF— G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— VlEWF XaN 
XlÉT SL ACq,TF lD,TL C{ × NF[GF— G[ XaN E,[ CL V,U V,U ÝIF[U lSI[ 
CF[ 5Z VlEWFvXlÉT S[ Zq-+XaN4 IF[lUSXaN VF{Z IF[UZq-+ .; ÝSFZ S[ TLGF— 
ÝSFZ S[ XaN lD, CL HFT[ C® × 
? ,Ù6FvXlÉT o 
 HCF¡ 5Z ,ÙS VYJF ,FÙl6S XaNF— SF ÝIF[U CF[4 JCF¡ ,Ù6FvXlÉT 
CF[TL C{ × VFRFI" DdD8 S[ VGq;FZ DqbI VY" S[ AFlWT CF[G[ 5Z Zql-+ 
VYJF ÝIF[HG S[ SFZ6 lH; lÊIF sXlÉTf äFZF DqbI VY" ;[ ;dAgW ZBG[ 
JF,F VgI VY" ,lÙT CF[ p;[ ,Ù6F jIF5FZ SCT[ C{ ×
174
 ,Ù6F S[ NF[ 
DqbI E[N Zql-+ ,J\ ÝIF[HGJTL TYF ÝIF[HGJTL S[ VG[S p5E[NF— SL U6GF 
SFjIXF:+ S[ VFRFIF[" G[ SL C{ × VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— S[ pNFCZ6 
N`Q8jI C® v 
——SCF lJ,\A SZ[ VA AFpZ[4 TZL EUH,lGlW 5FZ 5Fp Z[ ×cc
175
   
——DIF[ " VG\TJFZvlAG ;DßIF[4 VA ;qB NqoB lJ;Z—U[ ×cc176 
——NCL JFINF[ HF[ ATFJ[ SF[." 5LIF4 VFJ[ VFG\N3Gc S~q 3Z NLIF ×cc177 
——Uq~ S[ 3Z D— GJ lGlW ;FZF4 R[Z[ S[ 3Z D— lG58 V\WFZF ×cc178 
——VFG\N3Gc J[ C[ SF,L S\A,4 R-+T G N}HF[ Z\U ×cc179 
 SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— ACqT ;FZ[ pNFCZ6 lD, HFT[ C{ SqK pNFCZ6 
ICF¡ 5Z N`Q8jI C{ v 
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 ——;D\N ,FUL VFlU4 GlNIF ¡ Hl, SF[.,F E.± × 
 N[lB SALZF HFlU4 D\KL ~ØF\ Rl-+ U." • ××cc180 
 ——h}9[ SF — h}9F lD,[4 N}6F ¡ AW{ ;G[C × 
 h}-[ S} ¡ ;FRF lD,{4 TA CL T}8{ G[C ××cc181 
 ——SFH, S[ZL SF[9ZL4 Dl; S[ SD" S5F8 × 
 5F\ClG AF[." 5`YDL4 5\l0T 5F0L AF8 ××
182
 
 .tIFlN pNFCZ6F— D— ,Ù6FvXlÉT SF ÝIF[U lD,TF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— lHG :Y,F— 5Z DqCFJZF— ,J\ ,F[SF[lÉTIF— SF ÝIF[U 
CqVF C{ JCF¡ ,Ù6F XlÉT SF RDtSFZ ;DhGF RFlC, × pNFCZ6 S[ l,, 
VFG\N3G S[ 5NF— D— ÝIqÉT DqCFJZ[ .; ÝSFZ C® v 
 ——VF\W[4 VF\WF— lHD 9[l,I[cc ——W}lZ VF5 DqB ,B[cc4 ——D[8F[ G4 DG SL 
VF\8cc4 V9L HFT SCF 5Z ,TL GLZ lGACLI E®;[ ×cc4 BF8F[ ,FU[ ,F[Scc4      
——HFI[ SF-IF 0[Dcc4 ——3Z D— 38L4 3Z D— V\B,4 5Z 3Z 5L;G HFI ×cc4    
——50+F[;G ;[ TL AFT[ SZTF\ RqG Sq\TZF BFI ×cc183 .tIFlN ;}lÉT v ——V\T 
BFS D— ,[8[c HFS[ lN, ;F\R A;T C{ TFSq h}9 G EFJ[c VFlN C{ × 
 SALZNF; v SFjI D— —V\S ElZ E[l8IFc4 —,S D[S CŸJ{ lDl, ZæF¸c     
—S\J,F H, DF\lCc4 —H; ;F[G[ ;\U ;qCFUFc4 8[- 5UZL4 —GF\U[ CFYF[c4 —GL, 
Z\UFp N\Tc VFlN DqCFJZF— TYF —V\W[ SF[ V\WF lD,F4 ZFC ATFJ{ SF{G4 SF\RL 
;Z;F{ 5[l, S{4 GF\ Bl, E." G T[,c VFlN VG[SF VG[S ,F[SF[lÉTIF— SF 
ÝIF[U lSIF C{ ×
184
 
? lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; VF{Z VFG\N3G NF[GF— SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— ,Ù6F XlÉT lD, 
HFTL C{ × VF,F[rI SlJ ä[I SL ZRGFVF— D— ,Ù6F XlÉT SF E\0FZ C{ × 
VFG\N3G ,Ù6F XlÉT SF pNFCZ6 D— SCT[ C{ v —SCF lJ,\A SZ[ VA 
AFpZ[4 TZL EJH,lGlW 5FZ 5FpZ[c TF[ ,S VgI 5N D— JC SCT[ C{ v DIF[" 
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VG\TAFZ4 lAG ;DßIF[4 VA ;qB NqoB lJ;Z—U[ ×c SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— EL 
,Ù6F XlÉT S[ GFGF pNFCZ6 lD,T[ C{ × JC SCT[ C{ —;D\N ,FUL VFlU4 
GlNIF¡ Hl, SF[.",F E."4 N[lB SALZF HFlU4 D\KL ~;F Rl-+ U." ×c VgI 
;FBL D— JC SCT[ C{ —h}9[ SF{ h}9F lD,{4 N}6F— AW{ ;G[C4 h}9[ S}¡ ;FRF 
lD,{4 TA CL T}8{ G[C ×c VFG\N3GG[ Dq¡CFJZ— SF ÝIF[U V5GL ZRGFVF— D— 
lSIF C{ × JCF¡ ,Ù6F XlÉT SF RDtSFZ lNB 50+TF C{ H{;[ —VF\W[4 VF\WF[ 
lHD 9[l,I[c4 —D[8F[G DG SL VF\8c VF{Z —W}lZ VF5 DqB ,B[c VFlN × 
SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— EL SCFJTF— S[ ÝIF[U lD,T[ C{ H{;[ —V\S ElZ 
E[l8IFc4 —V\W[ V\WF 9[l,IFc VF{Z —H; ;F[G[ ;\U ;qCFUFc VFlN × VFG\N3G SL 
ZRGFVF— D— ,F[SF[lÉT IF ;qlÉT SF ÝIF[U lD,T[ C{ JCF¡ 5Z ,Ù6F XlÉT SF 
ÝIF[U C{ VFG\N3GG[ ;qlÉTIF— D— —V\T BFS D— ,[8[c VF{Z —HFS[ lN, ;F¡R 
A;T C{4 TFSq h}9 G EFJ[c VFlN SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × SALZNF;G[ EL 
,F[SF[lÉT IF ;qlÉT SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × pgCF—G[ —V\W[ SF[ V\WF lD,F4 ZFC 
ATFJ{ SF{Gc VF{Z —SF\RL ;Z;F{ 5[l, S{4 GF\ Bl, E." G T[,c VFlN ,F[SF[lÉT 
SF ÝIF[U SZS[ V5GL ,Ù6F XlÉT SF 5lZRI lNIF C{ × VFG\N3G SL 
ZRGFVF— SL ;\bIF SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— SL ;\bIF SL Tq,GF D— SD C{ × 
.;l,, CD SC ;ST[ C{ lS ;\bIF SL N`lQ8 ;[ VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— D— 
,Ù6FvXlÉT SD CF[ IC ;CH C{ × 5Z CD lGlJ"JFN :i ;[ SC ;ST[ C{ 
lS NF[GF— SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— ,Ù6F XaN XlÉT SF AFCq<I C{ × 
? jI\HGF XlÉT o  
 VlEWF TYF ,Ù6F HA VY"vAF[W SZFG[ D— VÙD l;â CF[TL C{4 TA 
lH; XaNvXlÉT äFZF jI\uIFY" 7FT CF[TF C{4 p;[ jI\HGF XlÉT SCT[ C® × 
.; XlÉT äFZF XaN S[ DqbIFY" TYF ,1IFY" S[ 5LK[ lK5[ VY" SL ÝTLlT 
CF[TL C{ × wJgIFY"4 ;}rRFY"4 VFÙ[5FY"4 ÝTLIDFGFY" VFlN XaN jI\HGFY" S[ CL 
5IF"I :i D— ÝIqÉT lS, HFT[ C® × VlEW[IFY" :5Q8TIF SCF HFTF C{4 
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,1IFY" ;}lRT lSIF C{ 5ZgTq jI\HGFY" S[J, wJlGT CL CF[TF C{ × VlEWF 
VF{Z ,Ù6F SF ;dAgW S[J, XaN TS CL ;LlDT C{4 5ZgTq jI\HGF XaN VF{Z 
VY" NF[GF— D— CF[ ;STL C{ × .; VFWFZ 5Z jI\HGF S[ NF[ E[N ;dEJ C{ v 
XFaNL jI\HGF VF{Z VFYL" jI\HGF × XaN 5Z VFWFlZT jI\HGF VlEWF D},S 
TYF ,Ù6FD},S .G NF[ ÝSFZ SL CF[ ;STL C{ × 
 VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— jI\HGF XlÉT JF,[ 5N lD,T[ C{ VYL" 
jI\HGFvXlÉT pNFCZ6 Ý:TqT C{  
 ——HLI HFG[ D[ZL ;O, 3ZLZL × 
 ;qT JlGTF IF{JG WG DFTF[4 
 UE" T6L J[NG lJ;ZLZL ×× 
 ;q5GSF[ ZFH ;FR SZL DFRT4  
 ZFCT KF\C UUG ANZLZL × 
 VF." VRFGS SF, TF[5RL 
 UC[UF[ ßI}\ GFCZ ASZL ZL • ×× 
 VHCq R[T SKq R[TT GF\lC4 
 5SZL 8[S CFlZ, ,SZLZL × 
 VFG\N3G CLZF[ HG KF\ZT4 
 GZ DF[æF[ DFIF SSZLZL ×
185
 
 Ý:TqT 5N D— zF[TF SL lJX[ØTF S[ äFZF jI\uIFY" SF AF[W CqVF C{ .; 
l,I[ Ý:TqT 5N D— AF[wIjI J{lXQ8IF[t5gG VFYL" jI\HGF Cq." C{ × ICF¡ VFG\N3G 
JÉTF VF{Z DGqQI zF[TF C® ×  
 ;}1D VFeI\TZ EFJF— SF[ jI\lHT SZG[ JF,L jI\HGFG[ SALZNF; SL EFØF 
SF[ ACqT ;[ :Y,F— D— VtIgT EFJvÝJ6 AGF lNIF C{ × pGS[ äFZF ÝIqÉT 
ACqT ;[ XaN TLB[ jI\uI SF[ pt5gG SZG[ D— 5}6" ;ÙD C® × V5G[ lJZF[lWIF— 
VYJF VF0dAZ S[ 5Ù3Z jIlÉTF— 5Z ÝCFZ SZG[ D— IC jI\HGFvÝWFG 
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XaNFJ,L VtIgT ÝEFJXF,L l;â Cq." C{ × HCF¡ zF[TF SL lJX[ØTF S[ äFZF 
jI\uIFY" SF AF[W CF[ JCF¡ AF[âjI J{lXQ8IF[t5gG VFYL" jI\HGF CF[TL C{ × IYFo  
 h}9 TG SF{ SCF ZB.I[ ×   
  DlZI[ TF{ 5, ElZ ZC6 G 5.I[ ×× 
 BLZ BF\0+ 3`T %I\0 ;¡JFZF4 ÝF ¡6 UI— ,[ AFClZ HFZF ×× 
 RF[JF R\NG RZJT V\UF4 ;F[ TG HZ{ SF9 S[ ;\UF ×× 
 NF; SALZ ICq SLgC lJRFZF4 .S lNG CŸJ{ C{ CF, CDFZF ××186 
 ICF¡ SALZNF; JÉTF VF{Z DGqQI zF[TF C{ × SALZNF; SCT[ C® lS Ù6 
EZ S[ l,, ;qgNZ ÝTLT CF[G[ JF,[ .; h}9 XZLZ 5Z ÉIF VlEDFG SZGF m 
DZG[ S[ AFN TF[ .;[ 5, EZ EL ZBF GCÄ HF ;STF C{ × ICF¡ IC jI\uIFY" 
;}lRT CF[TF C{ lS XZLZ Ùl6S C{ × p;SL ;FHv;ßHF ,J\ p;S[ ÝlT DF[C 
DDTF lGZY"S C{ × ICF¡ AF[wIjI SL lJX[ØTF ;[ CL IC jI\uI lGS,TF C{4 
ÉIF—lS ICF¡ ;F\;FlZS lJ,F;DI HLJG lATFG[JF,[ DGqQIF— SF[ CL ;FJWFG SZT[ 
Cq, IC SCF UIF C{ ×  
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI SF[ jI\HGF XlÉT S[ 
,[SZ N[B[ TF[ NF[GF— SlJIF— D— jI\HGF XlÉT lD, HFTL C{4 5Z\Tq ;FBL ,J\ 
5NF— SL ;\bIF SL N`lQ8 ;[ N[B[ TF[ SALZNF; S[ ;FBL 5NF— D— VFG\N3G S[ 
;FBLv5NF— SL Tq,GF ;[ ßIFNF jI\HGF XlÉT lD,TL C{ × ÉIF—lS SALZNF; G[ 
V5G[ lJZF[lWIF— VYJF VF0dAZ S[ 5Ù3Z jIlÉTIF— 5Z ÝCFZ SZG[ D— IC 
jI\HGF ÝWFG XaNFJ,L SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × ,[;[ ACqT ;FZL ;FBL ,J\ 5N 
lD, HFT[ C{ × HA SL VFG\N3G G[ lJZF[lWIF— VYJF VF0dAZF— SF[ O8SFZF 
CF[ .;D— SqK ,S 5N SF[ AFN SZS[ SCL EL jI\HGF ÝWFG XaNFJ,L SF 
ÝIF[U GCÄ lSIF C{ × IC AFT ;CL C{ lS VFG\N3GG[ E,[ VF0dAZ S[ 
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5Ù3Z SF[ ßIFNF 5NF— D— G O8SFZF CF[ 5Z EL pGS[ 5NF— D— jI\HGF XlÉT 
lD, CL HFTL C{ × 
? ÝTLS IF[HGF o 
 ;tIgJ[ØL ;FWS ElÉT S[ p¿ZF[¿Z ;F[5FGF— 5Z R-+TF CqVF VgTT 
5ZDv;tI s."xJZf SF ;FÙFtSFZ SZ VB^0vVFG\N SF VGqEJ SZTF C{ × 
V5G[ p<,l;T ìNI S[ VFGgN ;[ VgI jIlÉTIF— SF[ EL ;ZF[AFZ SZG[ SL 
EFJGF ;[ Ý[lZT CF[ p;SF SlJ:i V5GL :JFGqE}lTIF— SF[ EFØF S[ DFwID ;[ 
jIÉT SZG[ SL R[Q8F SZTF C{ 5ZgTq SELvSEL p;SL V,F{lSS VGqE}lT 
,F{lSS EFØF D— VlEjIÉT GCÄ CF[ 5FTL × VlGJ"RGLI VFwIFltDS VGqE}lT 
SF[ VlEjIlÉT ÝNFG SZG[ S[ l,, EÉT SlJ ÝTLSF— SF VFzI ,[TF C{ VTo 
ÝTLS SF ;A;[ A0+F ,FE C{ EFJGF SF[ D}T" :i N[GF × VFRFI" ZFDRgã 
XqÉ, S[ XaNF— D— v ——ÝTLS SF VFWFZ ;FN`xI IF ;FWdI" GCÄ4 Al<S EFJGF 
HFU|T SZG[ SL lGlCT XlÉT C{cc lS;L J:Tq S[ D[, D— p5DFG B0+F SZG[ 
SF pNŸN[xI ICL CF[TF C{ lS p; J:Tq S[ ;F{gNI" VFlN SL HF[ EFJGF C{4 
p;[ VF{Z ptSØ" ÝF%T CF[ × VTo ;rRL 5ZB JF,— SlJ VÝ:TqT IF p5DFG 
S[ :i D— HF[ J:Tq,\ ,FT[ C®4 pGD— ÝTLStJ CF[TF C{ ×cc187 EFJGF SF[ D}¿" 
:i N[G[ S[ VlTlZÉT SqTqC, VF{Z lJ:DI pt5gG SZG[ TYF lS;L UF[5GLI 
AFT SF[ Uq%T ZBG[ S[ l,, EL ÝTLSF— SL IF[HGF SL HFTL C{ × 
 ÝTLSF— SL ;CFITF ACqWF ,[;[ VJ;ZF— 5Z ,L HFTL C{ HA CDFZL 
EFØF 5\Uq VF{Z VXÉTv;L AGSZ DF{G WFZ6 SZG[ ,UTL C{4 VF{Z VGqEJSTF" 
S[ lJlJW EFJ lX,F ;[ RTqN["S 8SZFG[ JF,[ ;|F[TF\ SL EF¡lT O}8 lGS,G[ S[ 
l,, R,G[v;[ ,U HFT[ C® × ,[;L NXF D— CD pGSL IY[Q8 VlEjIlÉT S[ 
l,, pGS[ ;FdI SL BF[H V5G[ HLJG S[ lJlEgG VGqEJF— D— SZG[ ,UT[ C® 
VF{Z HA lS;L SF[ p5IqÉT 5FT[ C®4 p;SF ÝIF[U SZ p;S[ äFZF V5GL 
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EFJWFZF SF[ ÝJFlCT SZ N[T[ C® ×188 VTo ÝTLS SF ;A;[ A0+F ,FE C{ 
EFJGF SF[ ;FSFZ SZGF4 D}T" :i N[GF × 
 ;\T VFG\N3G G[ DqbI :i ;[ EFJGF SF[ D}T" :i N[G[ S[ l,, ÝTLS 
IF[HGF SL C{4 5ZgTq VFG\N3G G[ .; pNŸN[xI S[ VlTlZÉT zF[TFVF— VF{Z 
5F9SF— SL SF{T}C, J`lT SF[ HFU`T SZG[ S[ l,, EL ÝTLSF— SF VFzI l,IF 
C{ × 
 VFG\N3G SlJ ;DFH S[ l,, Bq,L 5q:TS S[ ;DFG Y[ VTo V5GL 
:JFGqE}lTIF— SF[ Uq%T ZBG[ S[ pNŸN[xI ;[ ÝTLSF— SF VFzI ,[G[ SF ÝxG CL 
GCÄ p9TF × ÝTLS lJWFG SL 5Zd5ZF J{lNS SF, ;[ CL ÝFZ\E CF[ HFTL     
C{ × ;\TF[ SF[ J{lNSv;FlCtI ;}OL lJRFZWFZF4 GFY5\YL VF{Z l;â IF[lUIF— SL 
ÝTLS IF[HGFG[ lJX[Ø :i ;[ ÝEFlJT lSIF × DwISF,LG SlJIF— G[ SlT5I 
ÝRl,T ÝTLSF— SF[ GI[ VYF[" D— EL ÝIqÉT lSIF × ÝTLS IF[HGF NF[ ÝSFZ 
SL CF[ ;STL C{  
 sSf ;FdID},S ÝTLS IF[HGF × 
 sBf lJZF[WD},S ÝTLS IF[HGF × 
? ;FdID},S ÝTLS IF[HGF o 
 VFG\N3G SL ÝTLSvIF[HGF4 ;FdID},S VF{Z lJZF[WD},SvNF[GF— ÝSFZ SL 
C{4 5ZgTq VFG\N3G G[ VlWSTZ ;FdID},S ÝTLSF— SF[ CL jIJC`T lSIF C{ ×  
 VFG\N3G SL ÝTLSvIF[HGF H{G ;\TF[ TYF VgI 5}J"JTL" ;\T SALZ4 
HFI;L TYF DLZF¡ VFlN S[ ;FlCtI ;[ ÝEFlJT C{ × VFG\N3G G[ V:i4 
V;LD4 VG\T4 VUF[RZ 5ZDTÀJ s."xJZf S[ l,, VG[S ÝTLSFtDS XaN ÝIqÉT 
lSIF C® × ÝFIo I[ ÝTLS ,F{lSS HLJG ;[ l,I[ U, C{ × VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ 
5NF— D— ."xJZ S[ l,, HF[ ÝTLSFtDS XaN ÝIqÉT Cq, C{ pGD— ;[ SlT5I SF 
p<,[B ICF¡ lSIF C{ v 
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 lGZ\HG szLPVFP 5Nv!f4 5lT szLPVFP 5Nv!#f4 ZFD szLPVFP 
5Nv&*f4 5FZ;GFY szLPVFP 5Nv&*f4  SD,FUFZ szLP VFP 5Nv(#f4 
lHGZFH szLP VFP 5Nv($f4 lHG[xJZ szLP VFP 5Nv)5f4 kØEN[J szLP 
VFP 5Nv!_!f4 DCFN[J szLP VFP 5Nv&*f4 A|ïF szLP VFP 5Nv&*f4 
VlZC\T szLP VFP 5Nv)5f .tIFlN × 
 ElÉT S[ VF,dAG s."xJZf SL IC ;\lÙ%T ;}RL .; AFT SF :5Q8 
ÝDF6 C{ lS VFG\N3G SF N`lQ8SF[6 VtIgT lJ:T`T 5{GF ,J\ ;FZU|FCL YF × 
VFG\N3G G[ A|ïvlG:i6 SL EF¡lT CL HLJ4 HUTŸ DFIF TYF A|ïHLJ ;dAgW 
SF[ lJlJW ÝTLSF— S[ DFwID ;[ VlEjIÉT lSIF C{ × pgCF—G[ HLJ S[ l,, v 
C\; szL VFP 5Nv*f4 RSJL szLP VFP 5Nv!5f4 Nq,C GFZL szLP VFP 5P 
v!)f4 ;qCFUG GFZL szLP VFP 5P 2_f JØF" Aq\N szLP VFP 5P 2#f4 RFTS 
szL VFP 5P ##f VFlN ÝTLS V5GFI[ C® × VFG\N3G G[ DFIF S[ l,, 
9UFZL szL VFP 5P #)f4 9UF[ZL szL VFP 5P $5f4 lGUF[0L szLP VFP 
5v(*f VFlN ÝTLS jIJìT lS, C{ ×  
 DFGJLI ;dAgWF— S[ :i D— 5ZDTÀJ SL S<5GF 5lTv5tGL SL ÝTLS 
IF[HGF D— SlJ VFG\N3G VtIgT ;O, ZC[ C® × VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; SL 
ElÉT EFJGF SF lJJ[RG SZT[ Cq, Ý[D,Ù6FvElÉT S[ VgTU"T .G ;EL 
ÝTLSF— SF lJJ[RG lSIF HF RqSF C{ × 5lTv5tGL ;dAgW S[ ÝTLS SF ,S 
pNFCZ6 N`Q8jI C{ × 
 ——DL90F[ ,FU[ S\T0F[ G[4 BF8F[ ,FU[ ,F[S × 
 S\T lJCq6L UF[90L T[4 Z6DF\lC 5F[S ××cc189 
 .; ÝSFZ CD N[BT[ C® lS VFG\N3G G[ ;Uq6vlGUq"6 v lJ,Ù6 A|ï 
SF[ ;FSFZ SFv;F VFEF; N[G[ JF,[ ÝTLSF— SL ;qgNZ IF[HGF SL C{ ×  
 IF[U;FWFGFtDS 5FlZEFlØS ÝTLS VFG\N3G SFjI D— VtI<5 C{ × 
VFG\N3G G[ IF[U ;FWGFtDS ÝTLS D— ;qZlT szLPVFP5Pv!&f4 lGZlT 
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szLPVFP5Pv2_f VH5FHF5 szLPVFP5Pv*f4 VGFCNTFG szLPVFP5Pv&f 
UUGvD^0,  szLPVFP5Pv)(f4 A|ïZgW| szLPVFP5Pv&f VD`T szLPVFP5P))f 
C{ × .GS[ ;FYv;FY ;qWFZ;4 Ý[DD;F,F4 VUD 5LVF,F szLPVFP5P 2(f 
VFlN ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × 
 ;FdID},S ÝTLSF— S[ VgTU"T VFG\N3G G[ ;\bIFJFRS ÝTLSF— S[ ÝIF[U 
lS, C®4 HF[ ACqWF H{G U|gYF— D— lD, HFT[ C® × ,[;[ ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U 
lGdGF\lÉT 5NF— D— N`Q8jI C® o  
 ——5F ¡R T,[ C{ N}VF EF."4 KÉSF T,[ C{ ,SF × 
 ;A lDl, CF[T AZFAZ ,[BF4 IC lJJ[S lU6J[SF • ××
190
 
 Ý:TqT 5N D— —5F¡Rc 5\RFzJ SF ÝTLS C{ VF{Z —NqVFc sNF[f ZFUvä[Ø 
SL ÝJ`lT SF ÝTLS C{ —KCc Ø8ŸSFI SF ÝTLS C{ VF{Z —,Sc V;\ID ÝJ`l¿ 
VYJF DG SF ÝTLS C{ × 
 :i VF{Z VgIF[lÉT S[ :i D— Ý:TqT EFJD},S ÝTLSvlJWFG D— 
VFG\N3G sN[B— zLPVFP5P $!4 &24 &54 2_4 $&4 !!4 2(4 !2f SL 
lR\TGWFZF S[ lJ:T`T VFIFD ,J\ UCZL 5{9 SF ;CH CL 5lZRI lD, HFTF     
C{ × 
 SALZNF; SL EL ÝTLSvIF[HGF4 ;FdID},S VF{Z lJZF[WD},S NF[GF— ÝSFZ 
SL C{ × 
 0F¶P l+,F[SLGFZFI6 NLlÙT G[ SFjI D— ÝTLSF— äFZF ZC:IFGqE}lT SL 
VlEjIlÉT SL TLG X{l,IF— SF p<,[B lSIF C{ v 
s!f R[TGvVR[TG SL ;DZ;TF S[ ÝTLS IYF SlQ9vVluG × SALZ SL   
—H, D— Sq\E4 Sq\E D— H, C{ AFCZ ELTZ 5FGLc .;L ÝSFZ SL plÉT 
C{ × 
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s2f HLJG SL ;FDFgI p5IF[UL J:TqVF— S[ DFwID ;[ VG\T SL S<5GF × 
;\TF[ SL ;C;|vN,vSD,4 Rgã4 ;}I"4 U\UvIDqGF .;L ÝSFZ S[ ÝTLS 
C® × 
s#f DFGJLI ;dAgWF— S[ :i D— 5ZDTÀJ SL S<5GF IYF l5TFv5q+4 
;JFDLv;[JS4 5lTv5tGL VFlN ;dAgWF— SL S<5GF ×191 
 SALZNF;G[ V:i4 V;LD4 VG\T4 VUF[RZ 5ZDTÀJ s."xJZf S[ l,, 
VG[S ÝTLSFtDS XaN ÝIqÉT lS, C{ × ÝFIo I[ ÝTLS ,F{lSS HLJG ;[ l,I[ 
U, C® × SALZNF; S[ ÝTLSF— SF ;|F[TvJ{lNS ;FlCtI4 ;}OLv;FlCtI ,J\ 
GFYv5\YL TYF l;âvIF[lUIF— SF ;FlCtI C{ × SALZNF; SFjI D— ."xJZ S[ 
l,, ÝIqÉT SlT5I ÝTLSFtDS XaN v 
 ZFD sSPU|\P 5`P$f4 5LJ sSPU|\P4 5`P&4*f4 S\T sSPU|\P 5`P *4 !$4&$f4 
;FYL sSPU|\P 5`P &(f4 ClZ sSPU|\P 5`P (4 2_f4 5lT sSPU|\P 5`P )f BqNF 




 ElÉT S[ VF,dAG s."xJZf SL IC ;\lÙ%T ;}RL .; AFT SF :5Q8 
ÝDF6 C{ lS SALZNF; SF N`lQ8SF[6 EL VtIgT lJ:T`T4 5{GF ,J\ ;FZU|FCL   
YF × SALZNF;G[ A|ï v lG:i6 SL EF¡lT CL HLJ4 HUT4 DFIF TYF 
A|ïvHLJ ;dAgW SF[ lJlJW ÝTLSF— S[ DFwID ;[ VlEjIÉT lSIF × SALZNF; 
G[ HLJ S[ l,, ACqlZIF sNql<CGf sSPU|\P 5`P )5f4 C\; sSPU|P 5`P 2*f4 :JFG 
sS}¿Ff sSPU|\P 5`P !5f4 RSJL sSPU|\P 5`P &f RFTS sSPU|\P5`P !()f4 A}\N 
sSPU|\P 5`P !#f4 Hq,FCF sSPU|\P 5`P !&*f4 5T\UF sSPU|\P 5`P 2_f VFlN ÝTLS 
V5GFI[ C{ × SALZNF;G[ DFIF S[ l,, 0FS6L sSPU|\P 5`P 2&f4 9UGL sSPU|\P 
5`P 25f SFlDGL sSPU|\P 5`P 2*f4 5F56L sSPU|\P 5`P 25f lA,F." SPU|P 5`P 
*2f 0F."G sSPU|\P 5`P !25f VFlN ÝTLS jIJìT lS, C{ × p5IqÉT ÝTLSF[ 
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S[ VlTlZÉT p,8AF¡l;IF— D— DFIF S[ l,, DCTFZL4 U\U4 Aql-+IF¡ VFlN SF 
p5IF[U lSIF C{ × 
 DFGJLI ;dAgWF— S[ :i D— 5ZDTÀJ SL S<5GF IFYF l5TFv5q+4 
5lTv5tGL4 DFTFv5q+ VFlN SL ÝTLS IF[HGF D— SALZNF; VtIgT ;O, ZC[ 
C® × SALZNF; SL ElÉTvEFJGF SF lJJ[RG SZT[ Cq, Ý[D,Ù6FElÉT S[ 
VgTU"T .G ;EL ÝTLSF— SF lJJ[RG lSIF HF RqSF C{ × SALZNF; G[ V5G[ 
ìNI D— A;L ÝEq S[ —Ý[Dc SL 5LZ SF[ jIÉT SZG[ S[ l,, NFd5tIvEFJGF 
S[ ÝTLSF— SL ;qgNZ IF[HGF SL C{ × IYF v 
 ——Nq,CGL UFJCq D\U,FRFZ4 
 CD 3lZ VF, CF[ ZFHF ZF ¡D EZTFZ ×cc193 
 p5Iq"ÉT 5N D— ,F{lSS lJJFC S[ ;EL p5SZ6F— SF[ V,F{lSS WZFT, 
5Z lGIF[lHT lSIF UIF C{ × .; V,F{lSS lJJFC D— ZFD N}<CF AGSZ VF, 
C® × —5\RTTc :iL AZFTL N[C S[ 5F¡R TÀJ 5`yJL4 H,4 JFIq4 VFSFX VF{Z 
T[H C® × lJJFC D— D\+F[rRFZ6 A|ïF SZ—U[ × T®TL; SZF—0+ N[JTF VF{Z V9F;L 
SZF[0 DqlG4 JZvJW} SF[ VFXLJF"N N[G[ VF, C{ VF{Z SALZNF; AG[ C{ V5G[ 
ZFHF ZFD SL —Nq,ClGIFc × 
 .; ÝSFZ CD N[BT[ C{ lS SALZNF; G[ ;Uq6vlGUq"6 A|ï SF[ ;FSFZ 
SFv;F VFEF; N[G[ JF,[ ÝTLSF— SL ;qgNZ IF[HGF SL C{ × 
 IF[U;FWGFtDS 5FlZEFlØS ÝTLS SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— ÝRqZ DF+F D— 
ÝIF[U CqVF C{ × SALZNF;G[ lRT Xqlâ VF{Z wIFG SF[ S[lgãT SZG[ S[ l,, 
C9IF[U SF[ ÝDqB ;FWG S[ :i D— V5GFIF C{ × SALZNF;G[ IF[U;FWGFtDS 
5FlZEFlØS ÝTLSF— D— VGCNGFN sSPU\|P5`P !_5f ;qZlT sSPU|\P 5`P !!f4 lGZlT 
sSPU|\P 5`P !!f4 UUG D\0, sSPU|\P5`P !_#f4 VD`T sSPU|\P 5`P !_#f4 X}gI 
sSPU|\P 5`P (&f4 UqOF sSPU|\P 5`P !!*f4 R\N sSPU|\P 5`P (5f4 ;}Z sSPU|\P 5`P 
(5f4 U- sSPU|\P 5`P !_f4 ;CH sSPU|\P 5`P !!f4 DC, sSPU|\P 5`P !_f4 
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;CH sSPU|\P 5`P !!f4 DC, sSPU|\P 5`P !_f4 WZTL SPU|P 5`P !_&f4 V\AZ 
sSPU|\P5`P !_&f4 VFlN C{ × IC A|ï Z; VYJF ZFDvZ;FIG ElÉT Ý[DFD`T 
CL C{ × 
 ;FdID},S ÝTLSF— S[ VgTU"T SALZNF; G[ ;\bIFJFRL VG[S ÝTLSF— SF 
ÝIF[U lSIF C{ lHGD— VlWSTZ IF[Uv;FWF D— AFWS VF{Z ;FWS J:TqVF— SF 
p<,[B lSIF C{ × XZLZ S[ l,, SqVF¡ VF{Z .lgãIF— S[ l,, —5F¡R 5lGCFZLc 
.;L ÝSFZ S[ ÝTLS C{ ×
194
  
 :iS VF{Z VgIF[lÉT S[ :i D— Ý:TqT EFJD},S ÝTLS lJWFG D— 
SALZNF;
195
 SL lR\TGWFZF S[ lJ:T`T VFIFD ,J\ UCZL 5{9 SF ;CH CL 
5lZRI lD, HFTF C{ × 
? lJZF[WD},S ÝTLSvIF[HGF  
 lJZF[WD},S ÝTLS IF[HGF SF VFWFZ S<5GF G CF[SZ plÉT SF 
RDtSFZ CF[TF C{ × lJZF[W S[ äFZF J^I" SF[ ZD6LI AGFG[ SF ÝIF; lSIF 
HFTF C{ × .; ÝTLSvIF[HGF S[ VgTU"T p,8AF¡l;IF¡ C® × H{G WD" D— 
p,8AF¡;L SF[ —ClZIF,Lc SCF HFTF C{ × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— lJZF[WD},S 
ÝTLSvIF[HGF JF,[ 5N lD,T[ C® × IYF v 
 ——VJW} ;F[ HF[DL Uq~ D[ZF4 .G 5N SF SZ[ Z[ lGJ[0F ×× 
 T~JZ ,S D}, ALG KFIF4 lAG O},[ O, ,FUF × 
 XFBF 5+ GCÄ SKq pGSq \4 VD`T UUG[ ,FUF ×× 
 2 2 2 2 2 2 
  UUG D\0, D— VWlJR S}JF4 pCF\ C{ VDLSF JF;F × 
 ;UqZF CF[J[ ;F[ EZEZ 5LJ[4 GUqZF HFJ[ %IF;F ×× 
 UUG D\0, D— UpVF lJCFGL4 WZTL N}W HDFIF × 
 DFB}G YF ;F[ lJZ,F 5FIF4 KF;— HU EZDFIF ××196 
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 ICF¡ T~JZvR[TZFH :JI\ C{ × UUG D\0, IFGL A|ïZ\W C{ × S}JF ICF ¡ 
5Z VD`T Sq\E C{ × WZTL ICF¡ 5Z Sq^ 0,LGL SF ÝTLS S[ :i D— l,IF UIF 
C{ × 
 .;L ÝSFZ S[ lJZF[WD},S ÝTLS zL VFG\N3GHL SF 5Nv)) EL C{ × 
 SALZNF; S[ 5NF— D— lJZF[W D},S ÝTLS IF[HGF SF ÝIF[U ACqT ;FZ[ 
5NF— D— CqVF C{ × SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— p,8AF¡l;IF¡ .; ÝSFZ SL 
ÝTLSvIF[HGF SF ;JF["tS`Q8 pNFCZ6 C® × IYF v 
 ——,S ;qCFUlG HUTŸ l5IFZL 
  ;S, HLJ H\T SL GFZL ×× 
 B;D DZ{ JF GFlZ G ZF[J[4 
  p; ZBJF,F VF{Z[ CF[J{ • ×
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 ICF¡ ;qCFlUGL GFZL DFIF C{4 p;SF B;D s5lTf lJØI v lJDquW4 
DGqQI C{ × SALZNF;G[ V5GL p,8AF¡l;IF— D— ;F\;FlZS Ý5\R4 ;CHFGqE}lT4 
7FGvlJZC4 VFtDTÀJFgJ[Ø64 DFIF4 SF,4 ;`lQ8 TYF DG VFlN lJØIF— SF U}-+ 
lJJ[RG lSIF C{ VF{Z U`C4 JG4 XZLZ4 ÝFS`lTS SFI"vjIF5FZ ,J\ jIFJ;FlIS 
ÝTLSF— SF[ DFwID AGFIF C{ ×198 ,S AFZ ÝTLSF— SF VY" ;Dh ,[G[ 5Z 
p,8AF\;L D— lGlCT U}-+ TÀJ SF[ ;DhG[ D— lJX[Ø Sl9GF." GCÄ CF[TL × 
? lGQSØ" o 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— ÝTLS IF[HGF SF[ 
,[SZ ACqT ;FZL ;DFGTF,¡ lD, HFTL C{ × NF[GF— SlJ S[ SFjI D— ;FdID},S 
VF{Z lJZF[WD},S NF[GF— ÝSFZ S[ ÝTLS IF[HGF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ V:i4 
V;LD4 VG\T4 VUF[RZ4 5ZDTÀJ s."xJZf S[ l,, VG[S ÝTLSFtDS XaN 
ÝIqÉT lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ 5ZDTÀJ s."xJZf S[ l,, ACqT ;FZ[ ;DFG 
ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ H{; lGZ\HG4 5lT4 5LIF4 ZFD4 SCFG R[TG4 ÝLTD4 
5ZDUq~4 ClZ4 lXJ4 V\TIF"DL VFlN .;L ÝSFZ C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ HLJ S[ 
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l,, C\;4 RSJL4 ,q,CGFZL4 A}\N4 RFTS VFlN ;DFG ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF 
C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— D— DFIF S[ l,, EL ;DFG ÝTLS lD,T[ C{ H{;[ v 9UFZL4 
9UF[ZL4 VFlN C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— DFGJLI ;dAgWF— S[ :i D— 
5ZDTÀJ SL S<5GF S[ ÝTLS lD,T[ C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ SFjI D— IF[U 
;FWGFtDS 5FlZEFlØS ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × H{;[ v ;qZlT4 lGZlT4 
VGCNGFN4 VH5FHF54 UUGvD^0,4 VD`T4 A|ïZ\gã VFlN × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ 
SFjI D— ;\bIFJFRS ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U EL CqVF C{ TYF NF[GF— SlJIF—G[ :iS 
VF{Z VgIF[lÉT äFZF EFJD},S ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— ÝTLS IF[HGFVF— SF[ 
,[SZ SqK lEgGTF,¡ EL GHZ VFTL C{ × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— VlWÉTo ;FdI 
D},S ÝTLS C{ × SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— ;FdI D},S ,J\ lJZF[W D},S NF[GF— 
ÝSFZ S[ ÝTLS IF[HGF ACqT ;FZ[ 5NF— D— C{ × VFG\N3G D— H{G WD" S[ 
ÝEFJ S[ SFZ6 V5GL ZRGFVF— D— 5ZDFtDF S[ l,, 5ZDN[J4 5FZ;GFY4 
SD,UFZ4 SD,FGFY4 SD,FJF;4 lHGZFH4 lHG[xJZ4 kØEN[J4 X[9 lXZF[Dl64 
VlZC\T VFlN ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U CqVF C{4 HAlS SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— ,[;[ 
ÝTLS GCÄ lD,T[ × SALZNF;G[ 5ZDTÀJ s."xJZf S[ l,, ;F\."IF¡4 BqNF4 Uq;F\."4 
Sq\EFZ ;F\."4 ;FUZ4 ZD.IF VFlN ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ HF[ VFG\N3G S[ 
SFjI D— ,[;[ ÝTLS GCÄ lD,T[ × SALZNF;G[ HLJ S[ l,I[ :JFG4 Hq,FCF4 
5T\UF VFlN ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ HF[ VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— HLJ S[ l,, 
,[;[ ÝTLS GCÄ C{ × SALZNF; G[ DFIF S[ l,I[ 0FS6L4 lA,F."4 5F56L4 
SFlDGL VFlN ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × SALZNF; G[ ACqT ;FZ[ 
IF[U;FWGFtDS 5FlZEFlØS ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × JCL VFG\N3G S[ SFjI 
D— GCÄ C{ H{;[ v ;}Z4 DC,4 R\N4 A|ïZ;4 X}gI VFlN × SALZNF; S[ SFjI 
D— ;\bIFJFRS ÝTLSF— SL ACq,TF C{ × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— ;\bIFJFRS 
ÝTLS SqK .G[ lUG[ 5NF— D— CL C{ × SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— ACqT ;FZ[ 5NF— D— 
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lJZF[W D},S ÝTLSF[ SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ VFG\N3GG[ ;\bIF SL N`lQ8 ;[ ACqT 
SD lJZF[W D},S ÝTLSF— SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × 
? V,\SFZvIF[HGF o 
 VlEjIlÉT D— :5Q8TF EFJF[ D— ÝEFJF[t5FNÉTF ,J\ EFØF D— RF~TF ,FG[ 
S[ l,, V,\SFZ U|C6 lS, HFT[ C® × ;\:S`T SFjIXF:+ S[ 5}J"JTL" VFRFIF[" 
G[ SFjI S[ ptSØ"S VYJF ÝEFJS WD" SF[ V,\SFZ SL ;\7F NL × AFN D— 
V,\SFZ XaN SF VY" lJ:TFZ CF[G[ ;[ SFjIUT ;d5}6" ;F®gNI" SF GFD 
V,\SFZ 50 UIF ×
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 EFDC G[ V,\SFZF— SL VlGJFI"TF 5Z lJX[Ø A, N[T[ 
Cq, SCF ——lH; ÝSFZ ÝS`T SFgT CF[G[ 5Z EL :+L SF DqB VFE}Ø6F— S[ 
lAGF ;qXF[lET GCÄ CF[TF4 p;L ÝSFZ JF6L SL V,\S`lT S[ l,, p;D— RF~TF 
,FG[ S[ l,, JÊFlEW[I XaNF[lÉT .Q8 C{ ×200 N^0L G[ SFjI S[ ;F{gNI"SFZS 
WDF[" slJlXQ8Uq6F—f SF[ V,\SFZ DFGF C{ ×201 SFjI D— V,\SFZ SF[ ;JF"lWS 
DCÀJ N[G[ JF,[ .G VFRFIF["G[ V5G[ U|gYF— D— Z; SF :JTg+ :i ;[ p<,[B 
G SZ p;[ SFjI S[ ÝF6E}T V,\SFZ SF CL ,S E[N DFGF C{ × pgCF—G[ 
Z;JT4 Ý[I pH":JL TYF ;DFlCT V,\SFZF— S[ ELTZ Z; VF{Z EFJ S[ ;DU| 
lJØI SF[ ;DFlJQ8 SZ l,IF C{ ×
202
 .; 5Zd5ZF ;[ C8SZ ;J"ÝYD DdD8 
G[ IC 3F[Ø6F SL lS SCÄvSCÄ lAGF V,\SFZ S[ EL SFjI CF[TF C{ ×
203
 
lJxJGFYG[ V,\SFZ SF[ SFjI SF Vl:YZ WD" DFGF C{ × pGS[ VGq;FZ Z; 
SFjI SL VFtDF C{4 Uq6F— ;[ SFjI D— SFjIÀJ VFTF C{ VF{Z V,\SFZF— ;[ 
SFjI SL zLJ`lâ CF[TL C{ ×
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 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— V,\SFZF— SF ÝIF[U ;CH J 
:JEFlJS :i ;[ CqVF C{4 HF[ ;F 5NF— S[ Z; SF[ läUql6T SZTF C{ VF{Z 
;\ULTFtDSTF SL N`lQ8 ;[ plRT ,UTF C{ × VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; S[ SFjI 
D— V,\SFZF— SF ÝIF[U ÝRqZ DF+F D— N[BF HF ;STF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ 
SFjI D— VGqÝF; v K[SFGqÝF;4 J`tIFGqÝF;4 z`tIFGqÝF;4 ,F8FGqÝF;4 VgtIFGqÝF;4 
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IDS4 5qG~lÉT4 5qG~lÉTJNFEF;4 JL%;F4 p5DF4 :iS4 pt5[ÙF4 N`Q8FgT4 
VgIF[lÉT4 VlTxIF[lÉT4 DFGJLSZ64 lJEFJGF4 ;\EFJGF4 lJZF[WFEF;4 x,[Ø VFlN 
V,\SFZF— SF ÝIF[U N[BF HF ;STF C{ × 
:iS o  
 HCF¡ p5D[I D— p5DFG SF VFZF[5 lSIF HFI JCF¡ :iS V,\SFZ CF[TF 
C{ × VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— :iS 
V,\SFZ SF ÝIF[U ÝRqZ DF+F D— lSIF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ :iS V,\SZ S[ 
pNFCZ6 ICF¡ 5Z N`Q8jI C{ v 
 VFH ;qCFUG GFZL4 VJW} VFH ;qCFUG GFZL¸ 
 D[Z[ GFY VF5 ;qW ,LGL4 SLGL lGH V\URFZL × 
 Ý[D ÝTLT ZFU ~lR Z\UT4 5lCZ[ HLGL ;FZL¸ 
 DlCNL ElÉT Z\U SL ZFRL4 EFJ V\HG ;qBSFZL × 
 ;CH ;qEFJ RZL D® 5[GL4 lYZTF S\SG EFZL¸ 
 wIFG pZJXL pZD— ZFBL4 l5I UqGDF, VFWFZL × 
 ;qZT l;\NqZ DF\U Z\U ZFTL4 lGZT[ J[GL ;DFZL¸ 
 p5H ßIF[T pnF[T 38 l+EqJG4 VFZ;L S[J, SFZL × 
 p5H WqGL VH5FSL VGCN4 lHT GUFZ[ JFZL¸ 
 h0L ;NF VFG\N3G AZBT4 JGDF[Z ,SGTFZL ×205 
       sVFG\N3Gf 
 D[Z[ 38 uIFG EFGq EIF[ DF[Z × 
 R[TG RSJF R[TGF RSJL EFUF[ lJZC SF[ ;F[Z ×
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       sVFG\N3Gf 
 ;\TF{ EF." VF." uIF¡G SL VF ¡WL Z[ × 
 E|D SL 8F8L ;A{ p0F\6L4 DFIF ZC{ GAF ¡WL • ×× 
 lClT lRT SL ä{ Y} ¡GL lUZF¡GL4 DF[C Al,0F T}8F × 
 504 
 l+:GF\ KF ¡lG 5lZ 3Z µ5lZ4 SqAlW SF EF ¡0F O}8F • ×× 
 HF[U HqUlT SlZ ;\TF{ AF ¡WL4 lGZR} R}J{ G 5F ¡6Ä × 
 Sq0S58 SFIF SF lGS:IF4 ClZ SL UlT HA HF ¡6L × 
 VF ¡WL 5LK{ HF[ H, J}9F4 Ý[D ClZ HG ELGF ¡ × 
 SC{ SALZ EF ¡G S[ ÝU8{ plNT EIF TD BLGF ¡ ××207 
       sSALZNF;f 
 AFAF VA G A;p\ IlC UF\p × 
 3ZL 3ZL SF ,[BF DF\U{ SF.Y R[T} GF ¡p\ ×× 
 N[CL UF ¡JF\ lHpWZ DCTF{ A;lC 5\R lSZ;F\GF\ × 
 G[G}\ GS8} ;|JG}\ Z;G}\ .\ãL SCFG DF\GF\ × 
 WZDZF. HA ,[BF DF\U{ AFSL lGS;L EFZL × 
 5\R lÊ;GJF\ EFlU U, ,{ AF\wIF{ lHp NZAFZL × 
 SC{ SALZ ;qGCq Z[ ;\TCq B[TlC SZCq lGA[ZF × 
 VA SL A[Z  ABl; A\N[ SF{ ACqlZ G EF{HL, O[ZF ×208 
        sSALZNF;f 
VgIF[lÉT o 
 HCF¡ VÝ:TqT sp5DFGf S[ äFZF p5D[I SF AF[W SZFIF HFI JCF¡ 
VgIF[lÉT V,\SFZ CF[TF C{ × VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI 
D— VgIF[lÉT V,\SFZ lD, HFT[ C{ × VFG\N3G SL Tq,GF D— SALZNF; SL 
ZRGFVF— D— VgIF[lÉT V,\SFZ S[ ÝIF[U ;bIF SL N`lQ8 ;[ VlWS CqI[ C® × 
NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ VgIF[lÉT V,\SFZ S[ SlT5I pNFCZ6 ICF¡ 5Z N`Q8jI C{ v 
 lSG UqG EIF[ Z[ pNF;L EDZF × 
 5\B T[ZL SFZL DqB T[ZF[ 5LZF ;A O},GSF[ JF;L • × 
 ;A Sl,IGSF[ Z; TqD ,LGF[4 ;F[ ÉI}\ HFI lGZF;L ×209 
      sVFG\N3Gf 
 505 
 TG l5\HZ h}Z{ 5IF[ " Z[ µ\0L G ;S[ HLp C\; × 
 lJZCFG, HF,F H,L %IFZ[4 5\B D}, lGZJ\; ××
210
 
      sVFG\N3Gf 
 Z®6F N}Z lAKF[lCIF4 ICq Z[ ;\BD h}lZ × 
 N[Jl, N[l, WFC0L4 N[;L µU[ ;}lZ ××
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      sSALZNF;f 
 TZJZ TF; lA,\lA,4 AFZC DF; O,\T × 
 ;LT, KFIF UCZ O,4 5\BL S[l, SZ\T ××
212
  
      sSALZNF;f 
? lGQSØ" o 
 SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G NF[GF— ;\T SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— V,\SFZ ÝIF[U 
SF[ ,[SZ ;DFGTF,¡ lD,TL C{ × VF,F[rI SlJ äI G[ V5GL ZRGFVF— D— 
XaNF,\SFZF— SL Tq,GF D— VYF",\SFZF[ S[ ßIFNF ÝIF[U lSI[ C{ × VFD TF{Z 5Z 
;\T SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— :iS4 p5DF VF{Z ptÝ[ÙF V,\SFZF— SF ÝIF[U 
ßIFNF SZT[ C{ × .; ÝSFZ CDFZ[ VF,F[rI SlJ äI ;\T SlJ C{ .;L,, 
NF[GF— SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— EL :iS4 p5DF VF{Z ptÝ[ÙF V,\SFZF— S[ ÝIF[U 
;A;[ VlWS lD,T[ C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— VgtIFGqÝF; V,\SFZ SF 
ÝIF[U SL ACqT ;[ CqVF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL ZRGFVF— D— VGqÝF;4 IDS4 
5qG~• TJNFEF; JL%;F4 p5DF4 :iS4 ptÝ[ÙF4 N`Q8FgT4 VgIF[lÉT4 VlTxIF[lÉT4 
DFGJLSZ64 lJEFJGF4 ;\EFJGF4 lJZF[WFEF;4 x,[Ø4 VFlN V,\SFZF— SF ÝIF[U 
lD,T[ C® × 
? K\NIF[HGF o 
 K\N XaN ;\:S`T SL —KNŸc WFTq D— V;qGŸ ÝtII ,UG[ ;[ AGF C{ × 
KNŸ WFTq VG[SFY"JFRL C{ × .;S[ VY" C{ Ý;gG SZGF4 Oq;,FGF4 VFrKFlNT 
SZGF4 AF¡WGF VFlN × EFJF— SF K\N Aâ :i SlJTF SCF HFTF C{ × 
 506 
5FZd5lZS 5lZEFØF S[ VGq;FZ ——K\N JC 5nDI ZRGF C{ HF[ VÙZ4 VÙZF— 
SL ;\bIF ,J\ ÊD4 DF+F4 DF+F U6GF4 IlT4 VFlN ;[ ;\A\lWT lGIDF— ;[ 
lGIF[lHT CF[TL C{ ×cc
213
 lSgTq K\N SF ;A;[ ÝDqB Uq6 p;SL ,IFtDÉTF        
C{ × ,IFtDÉTF CL Un SF 5n D— 5lZJT"G SZ N[TL C{4 .;Ll,I[ DqÉT K\N 
DF+F4 IlT4 U6 VFlN S[ A\WG ;[ DqÉT CF[G[ 5Z EL K\N CL SCF HFTF C{ × 
 IC ,S DGF[J{7FlGS TyI C{ lS ,I ZFUFtDS J`lT SF Ý[ZS CF[TF C{ 
VF{Z ,I SL ;`lQ8 KgN S[ DFwID ;[ CL CF[ ;STL C{ × .;Ll,, SFjI D— 
KgN SF ACqT CL DCÀJ5}6" :YFG C{ × SFjI ,J\ K\N D— 3lGQ9 ;dAgW C{ × 
SlJJZ ;qlD+FGgNG 5gT S[ XaNF— D— ——SlJTF VF{Z K\N D— 3lGQ9 ;dAgW     
C{ × SlJTF CDFZ[ ÝF6F— SF ;\ULT C{ × K\N ìtSd5G¸ SlJTF SF :JEFJ CL 
K\N D— ,IDFG CF[TF C{ × lH; ÝSFZ GNL S[ T8 V5G[ A\WG ;[ WFZF SL 
UlT SF[ ;qZlÙT ZBT[ lH;S[ lAGF JC V5GL CL A\WGCLGTF D— V5GF ÝJFC 
BF[ A{9TL C{ v p;L ÝSFZ K\N EL V5G[ lGI\+6 ;[ ZFU SF[ :5gNGvSd5G 
TYF J[U ÝNFG SZ4 lGHL"J XaNF— S[ ZF[0F— D— ,S SF[D,4 ;H, S,ZJ EZ 
pgC— ;HLJ AGF N[T[ C® × JF6L SL VlGIlg+T ;F¡;[ lGIlg+T CF[ HFTL 
TF,IqÉT CF[ HFTL4 p;S[ :JZ D— ÝF6FIFD4 ZF[VF— D— :O}lT" VF HFTL4 ZFU SL 
V;dAâ h\SFZ— ,S J`¿ D— A\W HFTL¸ pGD— 5lZ5}6"TF VF HFTL C{ ×cc214 
 :5Q8 C{ lS K\N S[ VEFJ D— SFjI SFjIv;\7F SF VlWSFZL GCÄ ZC 
HFTF × J:TqTo K\N SFjI SF V5lZCFI" V\U C{ × lS;L lGIg+6 VYJF ;\ID 
SF[ :JLSFZ lSI[ lAGF lH; ÝSFZ ,S jIlÉT DCFG GCÄ CF[ ;STF4 p;L 
ÝSFZ K\NF— S[ VEFJ D— ;tSFjI SL ;`lQ8 VtIgT NqQSZ C{ × 
 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— K\N ÝIF[U lSIF UIF 
C{ × SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— K\N ÝIF[U lSI[ C{ p;S[ AFZ[ D— ACqT ;FZ[ 
lJäFGF— G[ K\N S[ pNFCZ6 S[ ;FY lHÊ lSIF C{4 lSgTq VFG\N3G S[ SFjI 
D— K\N IF[HGF S[ AFZ[ D— D® HFGTF C}¡ TA TS VFH TS lS;L EL lJäFGG[ 
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GCÄ l,BF C{ IF VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— K\N SF ÝIF[U -}¡-+G[ SF lS;L G[ 
ÝItG GCÄ lSIF C{ × D[ZF IC ;F{EFuI ZCF lS D®G[ VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— 
;J" ÝYD K\N IF[HGF IF K\N ÝIF[U -}¡-+F C{ × .;D— CF[ ;STF C{ lS SqK 
5N E[N S[ SFZ6 SqK K\N SF lHÊ D® G EL SZ 5FIF C}¡ × ,[;F EL CF[ 
;STF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— ;DK\N4 VwI" ;DK\N VF{Z lDzK\N SF ÝIF[U 
lD, HFTF C{ × ;DK\N D— v p<,F,F4 p5ANGS4 C\;UlT4 DqÉTFDL64 ULTF4 
;FZ;L4 ;FZ4 ClZULlTSF4 DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL4 TF8\S4 ;DFG ;J{IF VF{Z ÝlT5F,      
C{ × VwI";D K\N D— v NF[CF C{ TYF ;MZ9F C{ × lDz K\N D— v TF8\S 
TYF DCF8Ÿ9FDFWJL4 JNG ;J{IF TYF ;DFG;J{IF4 ;FZ; TYF p5DFG4 JLZK\N 
TYF JNG ;J{IF4 DqÉTFDl6 TYF ULT4 DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJ TYF ;FZ4 ;FZ;L TYF 
;FZ VF{Z ;FZ TYF TF8\S C{ × 
 —lC\NL ;FlCtI SF K\N lJJ[RGc GFDS 5q:TS D— 0F¶P UF{ZLX\SZ lDz        
—läH[gãc G[ .;D— —SALZv;FlCtI D— K\Nc lGA\W l,BF C{ × .;D— pgCF—G[ 
SALZNF; S[ ;FlCtI D— ÝIqÉT K\N IF[HGF S[ AFZ[ D— UCZF." ;[ l,BF C{ × 
SALZ S[ ;\5}6" 5Nv;FlCtI D— #* ÝSFZ S[ K\NF— SF ÝIF[U CqVF C{ × IlN 
.GD— 5N[TZ ;FlCtI S[ TLG K\N sK%5I4 ;F[Z9F VF{Z p<,F,Ff HF[0 lN, HF,¡ 
TF[ K\N ÝSFZ SL ;\bIF $_ CF[ HFTL C{ × .gCÄ $_ ÝSFZ S[ K\NF— D— SALZ 
SF ;\5}6" ;FlCtI l;D8F CqVF C{ × I[ $_ K\N lGdG l,lBT C® v 
;DK\N v DCFGqEFJ4 p<,F,F4 CFSl,4 ;BL4 SßH,4 lJHFT4 RF{5."4 RF{AF[,F4 
5âlZ4 RF{5F."4 p5JNG4 C\;UlT4 RF\ãFI64 ZFlWSF4 Sq\0,4 p5DFG4 ZHGL4 
lJZlC6L4 :iDF,F4 ZF[,F4 DqÉTFDl64 lJQ6q5N4 ULTF4 ULlTSF4 ;Z;L4 ;FZ4 
ClZULlTSF4 DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL4 TF8\S4 JLZ4 ;DFG;J{IF4 D¿;J{IF4 JNG ;J{IF4 
C\;F, VF{Z hq,GF v #5 
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VwI";D v NF[CF4 ;F[Z9F4 NF[CL4 NF[CSLI v $ 
lDzK\N v K%5I v !
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 .GD— DCFGqEFJ4 SßH, RF{AF[,F4 p5JNG4 C\;UlT4 ULTF4 ULlTSF4 NF[CL 
VF{Z NF[CSLI ÝIF[U :JT\+ :i ;[ GCÄ4 VgI K\NF— S[ ;FY lDlzT :i D— 
CqVF C{ × X[Ø K\NF[ D— SqK TF[ :JT\+ :i D— ÝIqÉT Cq, C{ VF{Z SqK :JT\+ 
VF{Z ÝFUF[lUS slDzf NF[GF— :iF— D— C{ × 
 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— S[ SFjI D— ÝF%T 5FZd5lZS K\N C{ × 
NF[GF— G[ lJlEgG 5FZd5lZS K\NF— SL IF[HGF V5GL ZRGFVF— D— SL C{ × SCÄ 
5Z J[ 5}6"To 5Zd5ZF SF lGJF"C SZT[ C® SCÄ 5Z V5G[ VGq;FZ YF[0+F ACqT 
5lZJT"G SZ N[T[ C® × CDFZ[ Ý:TqT lGA\W D— NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ ÝIqÉT CZ[S K\N 
S[ AFZ[ D— GCÄ ATF 5FI—U[ × lSgTq CD VF5SF[ DFl+S K\N VF{Z DFl+S K\N 
JCL DF+ lS VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ ;DFG K\NF— SF[ ÝIqÉT 
lSIF C{ DF+ .TG[ CL K\NF— SF pNFCZ6 ÝIqÉT SZ—U[ × lOZ EL VFG\N3G S[ 
SFjI D— HF[ HF[ K\NF— SF ÝIF[U C{ JC ;A SF p<,[B CD VJxI SZ—U[ × 
NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— ÝIqÉT K\NF[ SF SlT5I pNFCZ6 ICF¡ 5Z N`Q8jI      
C{ v 
ClZULlTSF o s2( DF+Ff 
 ClZULlTSF ;D K\N C{ × .;S[ ÝtI[S RZ6 D— 28 DF+F,¡ CF[TL C{ × 
.;D— !& VF{Z !2 5Z IlT CF[TL C{ × RZ6FgT D— ,3qvUq~ s×Sf SL DF+F 
CF[TL C{ × VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ ClZULlT SF K\N SF ÝIF[U 
V5G[ SFjI D— lSIF C{ × ClZULlT SF K\N SF pNFCZ6 ICF¡ 5Z N`Q8jI   
C{ v  
 VJW} ÉIF ;F[J[ TG D9 D—4 HFU lJ,F[SG 3\8 D— × 
 TG D9 SL 5ZTLT G SLH[4 -lC 5Z[ ,S 5, D— × 
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 C,R, D[l8 BAZ ,[ 38 SL4 lRCŸG[ ZDTF\ H, D— × 
 D9 D— 5\R E}T SF JF;F4 ;F;F W}T BJL;F ×cc216 
        sVFG\N3Gf 
 ;qGTF GCÄ WqG SL BAZ4 VGCN AFHF AFHTF × 
 Z;D\N D\lNZ UFHTF4 AFCZ ;qG[ TF[ • ÉIF CqVF × 
 SF;L UIF VF{Z äFlZSF4 TLZY ;S, EZDT lOZ{ × 
 UF ¡9L G BF[,L S58 SL4 TLZY UIF TF[ ÉIF CqVF ×217 
       sSALZNF;f 
DZC8 Ÿ9FDFWJL o s2) DF+Ff 
 DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL ;D K\N C{ × .;S[ ÝtIS[ RZ6 D— 2) DF+F,¡ CF[TL   
C{ × .;D— !& VF{Z !# DF+F 5Z IlT CF[TL C{ × 
 J\RS X9 ;\RS;L ZLT—4 BF[8F[ BFTF[ BTF;L × 
 VF5 lJUq \J6 HU SL CF ¡;L4 l;IFG5 SF[6 ATF;L • ×× 
 lGHHG ;}lZHG D[,F ,[;F4 H{;F N}W 5TF;L × 
 DDTF NF;L VlCTSlZ CZ lJlW4 lJlJW EF ¡lT ;\TF;L ×218 
      sVFG\N3Gf 
 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— D— DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL K\N SF ÝIF[U CqVF C{ × 
VFG\N3GHL SF[ DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL K\N VtI\T lÝI C{ ÉIF—lS pgCF—G[ ;A;[ ßIFNF 
DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL K\N SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × pgCF—G[ V5G[ 5N ÊDv)4 !24 #$4 
$_4 $24 554 &*4 (_4 )$ D— DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL K\N SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × 
DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL S[ ;FY TF8\S s5Nv2_f VF{Z DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL ´ ;FZ SF lDz6 
s5Nv$2f D— CqVF C{ × SALZNF; G[ EL V5GL ZRGFVF— D— DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL K\N 
SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × pGSF ,S pNFCZ6 ICF¡ 5Z N`Q8jI C{ v 
 GF D® ASZL GF D® E[0L GF D{ KqZL U¡0F; D— × 
 GCÄ BF, D® GCÄ 5F ¡K D— GF C0Ÿ0L GF DF ¡; D— × 
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 GF D{ N[J, GF D® D;lHN GF SFJ[ S{,F; D— × 
 GF TF[ SF{GF[ lÊIFSD" D— GCÄ HF[U J{ZFU D— ×219 
      sSALZNF;f 
 DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL SF :JT\+ ÝIF[U ) 5NF— sSALZ U|\YFJ,L ;\P 0F¶P 
xIFD;qgNZNF; D— 5N #_*4 #504 5lZlXQ8v!5 VF{Z SALZJRGFJ,L        
—ClZVF{W 5N 2*4 )$4 !__4 !#_4 !$*4 !$(f D— CqVF C{ × .GS[ 
VlTlZÉT ,S 5N sSPU|\P 0F¶P xIFDP 5lZlXQ8 $!f D— .;SF lDz6 TF8\S S[ 
;FY EL lD,TF C{ × 
? lGQSØ"  
 VF,F[rI SlJ äI G[ V5GL ZRGF,¡ K\N SL N`lQ8 ;[ GCÄ l,BL × 
JF:TJ D— SlJ äI G[ ÝYD pgCF—G[ UFIF C{ lOZ pgC— l,l5 Aâ lSIF C{ × 
HF[ ULT NF[GF— G[ UFI[ C{ p;[ ;\ULT SL N`lQ8 ;[ l,B[ UI[ C{ NF[GF— S[ 5NF— 
SF[ ;\ULT SL N`lQ8 ;[ D}<IF\SG lSIF HF ;STF C{ 5Z K\N SL N`lQ8 ;[ 
D}<IF\SG GCÄ lSIF HFGF RFlC, × lOZ EL CD .TGF TF[ VJxI SC—U[ lS 
SALZNF; SL ZRGFVF— D— $_ ÝSFZ S[ K\N lD,T[ C{ × pGS[ SFjI D— 
;DK\N 35 C{4 lH;D— DCFGqEFJ4 p<,F,F RF{5F."4 p5JNG4 ZF[,F4 DqÉTFDl6 
ULTF4 ULlTSF4 ClZULlTSF4 TF8\S ;J{IF4 VlN C{ × SALZ —VwI"c ;D K\N D— 
NF[CF4 ;F[Z9F4 NF[CL NF[CSLI C{ VF{Z lDzK\N D— K%5I SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × 
VgI K\NF— S[ ;FY lDlzT :i D— EL K\NF[ SF ÝIF[U CqVF C{ × VFG\N3G SL 
ZRGFVF— D— ;DK\N D— p<,F,F4 p5JNGS4 C\;UlT4 DqÉTFDl6 ULTF4 ;FZ;L4 
;FZ4 ClZULlT SF DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL TF8\S4 ;J{IF VF{Z 5lT5F, VFlN K\NF— SF 
ÝIF[U CqVF C{ × Vâ";D K\N D— VFG\N3G G[ NF[CF VF{Z ;F[Z9F K\NF— SF ÝIF[U 
lSIF C{ × pgCF—G[ lDzK\N D— TF8\S ´ DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL4 JNG;J{IF ´ 
;DFG;J{IF4 ;FZ; ´ p5DFG4 JLZK\N ´ JNG ;J{IF4 DqÉTFDl6 ´ ULT4 
DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJ ´ ;FZ4 ;FZ;L ´ ;FZ VF{Z ;FZ ´ TF8\S4 VFlN SF ÝIF[U 
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lSIF C{ × SALZNF;G[ NF[CF K\N SF ;A;[ ßIFNF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ .; l,I[ CD 
SC ;ST[ C{ lS SALZNF; SF[ NF[CF K\N VtIgT lÝI TF[ VFG\N3G G[ V5GL 
ZRGFVF— D— DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL K\N SF ÝIF[U ;A;[ ßIFNF lSIF C{ × .; l,I[ 
CD SC ;ST[ C{ lS VFG\N3G SF[ DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL K\N VtI\T lÝI C{ × 
? X{,L o  
 V\U|[HL S[ —:8F.,c XaN SF VGqJFN —X{,Lc S[ l,, ;\:S`T SFjIvXF:+ 
D— —ZLlTc XaN SF ÝIF[U CqVF C{ × 5ZgTq VFH X{,L ;[ lH; VY" SF AF[W 
CF[TF C{ JC —:8F.,c S[ VlWS lGS8 C{ × ;\;FZ S[ ;qBvNqoB VF{Z ;\+F;F[ 
;[ H}hT[ Cq, DFGJ ÝtIS[ Ù6 SqKvGvSqK VGqEJ SZTF C{ × I[ VGqEJ 
p;SL HLJG N`lQ8 SF[ ;\:SFlZT SZT[ C® × V5G[ VGqEJF— SF[ JC ,F[UF— TS 
5Cq¡RFSZ V5G[ VGqEJF— D— ;CEFUL AGFGF RFCTF C{ × .;[ CD VlEjIlÉT 
SCT[ C® × VlEjIlÉT ;\Ý[Ø6 S[ lJlEgG TZLS[ CL X{,L SC[ HFI—U[ × 
VlEjIlÉT S[ pNŸN[xI lEgG lEgG CF[ ;ST[ C® VF{Z pNŸN[xI S[ VGq:i 
VlEjIlÉTIF¡ lEgG CF[ ;STL C® × VTo SFjI S[ ;\NE" D— S,FtDS 
VlEjIlÉT SF lJJ[RG CL plRT C{ × 0F¶P lXJSZ6 S[ VGq;FZ ——S,FtDS 
VGqE}lT SL ;FY"STF S,FtDS VlEjIlÉT D— CL lGlCT CF[TL C{ ×cc220 
lR+SFZ SF[ V5GL EFJFlEjIlÉT S[ l,I[ Z\U4 S{GJ[; VF{Z A|X SL VFJxIÉTF 
CF[TL C{ × TF[ SlJ SF[ EFØF VF{Z X{,L SL VFJxIÉTF CF[TL C{ × EFØF S[ 
;DY" ÝIF[U ;[ CL EFJFlEjIlÉT ;CH ,J\ ;O, AGTL C{ × ÝtI[S 
;FlCtISFZ V5GL VlEjIlÉT S[ l,I[ plRT XaNFJ,L ,J\ X{l,IF— SF ÝIF[U 
SZTF C{ × lS;L EL SFjI S`lT SL EFØFvX{,L 5Z p;S[ ZRlITF S[ 
jIlÉTtJ SL KF5 :5Q8 :i ;[ h,STL C{ × 
 VFRFI" ZFDNlCG lDz S[ VGq;FZ ——lS;L J6"GLI lJØI S[ :J:i SF[ 
B0+F SZG[ S[ l,, p5IqÉT XaNF— SF RqGFJ VF{Z pGSL IF[HGF SF[ X{,L 
SCT[ C® • ×cc221 pgCF—G[ X{,L S[ RFZ Uq6 DFG[ C{ v VF[Hl:JTF4 ;HLJTF4 
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ÝF{-+TF VF{Z ÝEFJXFl,TF × zL xIFD;qgNZNF; G[ EFØFvXaNF— SF[ p5IqÉT ZLlT 
;[ ÝIqÉT SZG[ S[ SF{X, SF[ X{,L SF D}, TÀJ DFGF C{ ×222 
 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ V5G[ EFJDI pNŸUFZF— SL 
VlEjIlÉT S[ l,, DqÉTS ZRGFX{,L SF[ V5GFIF C{ × :JFGqE}lTHgI EFJ 
;\EJTo .;L X{,L D— ptS`Q8 -\U ;[ jIÉT CF[ ;ST[ Y[ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ 5N 
VF{Z ;FlBIF— SL ZRGF SL C{ × E,[ CL ;\bIF SL N`lQ8 ;[ SALZNF; S[ 
5NF— VF{Z ;FlBIF— SL VlWSTF CF[ VF{Z VFG\N3G G[ SD 5NF— VF{Z ;FlBIF¡ 
l,BL C{ × 5Z NFGF— G[ 5NF— VF{Z ;FlBIF— SF ,[BG lSIF C{ JC :5Q8 CL    
C{ × 
 VFG\N3G SL EFØF X{,L ;CH ;Z, VF{Z ;qAF[W CF[T[ Cq, EL pNF¿ 
,J\ ÝEFJF[t5FNS C{ × U}-+FY" SL VlEjI\HGF S[ l,, pgCF—G[ VG[S :Y,F— 5Z 
:iSF— SL ;qgNZ IF[HGF SL C{ × EFØF SF[ HGv;q,E AGFG[ S[ l,, 
TtSF,LG ;DFH D— ÝRl,T VZAL4 OFZ;L H{;L lJN[XL EFØFVF— ,J\ UqHZFTL4 
sSFl9IFJF0Lf ZFH:YFGL sDFZJF0Lf VFlN N[XLI EFØFVF— S[ XaNF— SF[ V5GFG[ D— 
pgCF—G[ ;\SF[R GCÄ lSIF × ,F[SF[lÉTIF— VF{Z DqCFJZF— S[ ÝIF[U ;[ EFØFvX{,L 
ZF[RS TYF ÝEFJF[t5FNS CF[ U." C{ × ;\:S`T S[ Tt;D VF{Z TNŸEJ XaNF[G— 
EFØF SF[ 5lZQS`T VF{Z pNF¿ AGFIF C{ × 
 VFG\N3G SL ZRGFVF— SF[ 5-+G[ S[ AFN CD SC ;ST[ C{ lS 
VFG\N3GG[ VlEjIGFX{l,IF— D— ;FDFgI lG:i6vX{,L s5N ;\bIFv(2f4 
Ý:YF5GvX{,L s5Nv&f4 :JFGqEJvÝSFXG s5Nv54 &f4 ÝAF[WG s5N !v2f4 
;\AF[WG s5Nv554)2f4 ÝxGF[TZ s5N )$4!&f4 ;\JFN s5N !#4#2f4 J6"GvX{,L 
s5Nv5&4 &5f4 G[lTJFNLvX{,L s5Nv*4)(f4 lGØ[WX{,L s5Nv2&4 2)f4 
lG6"Iv3F[Ø6F s5Nv5#4 &_f4 pt;FClEjIlÉT s5Nv584 56f4 lJJXTF ÝSFXG 
s5Nv$(v)$f4 N{gI ,J\ lJGI ÝSFXG s5N 2&4 !#f4 ÝX\;FtDSX{,L s5N 
524 (2f4 ;\:S`T lGQ9 s5Nv&_4 &*f4 OFZ;LvlGQ9 s&2f4 ÝTLS X{,L 
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s5Nv&)4 )#f ÝTLSvX{,L s5N &)4 )#f4 V,\SFZvX{,L s5N 2$4 $$f 
VFlN VF{Z K\N X{,L s5N *4 )f VFlN C{ × 
 SALZNF;G[ V5G[ ;DI D— ÝRl,T ÝFIo ;EL DqÉTS SFjIvX{l,IF— D— 
SFjIZRGF SL C{ × SlJ SL lJlJW EFJvplD"IF— SL VlEjIlÉT S[ l,, 
;\EJTo DqÉTSvX{,L CL ;JF["5IqÉT YL ´× ,[lSG DqÉTS X{,L D— SFjIvZRGF 
CF[G[ 5Z EL .;D— ÝElJQ6qTF4 S,FlE~lR ,J\ VF{NFtI SL SDL GCÄ × 
 SALZNF; G[ V5G[ SFjI D— NF[CFvX{,L4 5NvX{,L VF{Z NF[CF RF{5F." SL 
—S0+JS Aâc X{,L sIYF ZD{6Lf SF[ V5GFIF C{ × —AFJGVFØZLc4 —;%TJFZc4    
—lTlYc
223
 VF{Z kqTvJ6"G VFlN J6"GFtDS X{,L D— Ý:TqT lS, UI[ C® × 
 SFjI S[ AlCZ\Uv5Ù sS,F5Ùf ;[ ;dAgâ CF[T[ Cq, EL EFJ S[ ;FY 
X{,L SF lGS8 SF ;dAgW C{ × .;l,, EFJFGq:i X{,L SF[ ptS`Q8 SFjI SF 
,S lGSØ DFGF UIF C{ × EFJFlEjI\HGF SF Ý:TqTLSZ6 VG[S :iF— D— CF[ 
;STF C{ × .;L VFWFZ 5Z VlEjI\HGF X{,L S[ EL VG[S ÝSFZ CF[ ;ST[ 
C® × 0F¶P ;ZGFDl;\C XDF" G[ SALZNF; SL VlEjI\HGF X{l,IF— S[ lGdG E[N 
lUGFI[ C® v ;FDFgI lG:i6 X{,L4 Ý:YF5G X{,L4 :JFGqEJ ÝSFXG4 ;F1I 
Ý:TqTLSZ6 X{,L4 lJZF[W v jI\HGF4 ÝtIFCŸJFG4 VGq5FTvÝSFXG4 XaNFJ`lT4 
ÝAF[WG4 ÝlTAF[WG4 ;\AF[WG4 ÝxGF[¿Z4 ÝxG4 ;\JFN4 B^0G4 Ý;\UvX{,L SYF 
X{,L4 J6"GvX{,L4 G{lTJFNL X{,L4 lGØ[W X{,L4 lG6"Iv3F[Ø6F4 pt;FCFlEjIlÉT4 
lJJXTFvÝSFXG4 N{gI ,J\ lJGIvÝSFXG4 p5F,\E X{,L4 ÝX\;FtDS X{,L 
;\:S`TlGQ94 OFZ;LvlGQ94 ÝTLSvX{,L4 V,\SFZvX{,L VF{Z K\N X{,L
224
 SALZ 
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SF5l0IF4 5Nv54 2_4 224 #_4 #(4 &$4 (24 )_ 
171 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P !4 $(4 !5( 
172 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv!v24 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv&4 #(4 $54 52 
173 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 266 
174 SFjI ÝSFX v VFRFI" DdD84 2o) 
175 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv14 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv1 
176 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv14 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv42 
177 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv73 
178 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv78 
179 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv108 
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180 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 9 
181 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 34 
182 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 34 
183 ;\T SlJ VFG\N3G ,J\ pGSL 5NFJ,L v zLDTL D\Hq DlCDF4 5`P 
)_4 )! 
184 SALZ SL EFØF v 0F¶P DC[gãSqDFZ4 5`P #_!v#_5 
185 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv14 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv3 
186 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 91 
187 lR\TFD6L sEFUv2f4 VFRFI" ZFDR\ã XqÉ,4 5`P !_$ 
188 SALZ ;FlCtI SL 5ZB v 0F¶P 5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL4 5`P #(( 
189 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv14 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv40 
190 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv14 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv12 
191 lCgNL ;\T ;FlCtI v 0F¶P l+,F[SLGFZFI6 NLlÙT4 5`P !)54 !)& 
192 lJ:T`T lJJ[RG S[ l,, N[B— lCgNL ;\T ;FlCtI4 0F¶P Ý[DGFZFI6 
XqÉ, 
193 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 69 
194 SALZ SL EFØF4 0F¶P DC[gãSqDFZ4 5`P 262 
195 ;\T SALZ v ;\P 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 N[B— )&4 ))4 !224 !5!4 
!)5 
196 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv98 
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197 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 159 
198 DwISF,LG lCgNL ;\T o lJRFZ VF{Z ;FWGF4 0F¶P S[XGLÝ;FN 
RF{Zl;IF4 5`P 5_) 
199 SFjIF,\SFZ;}+J`l¿ v VFRFI" JFDG v !q!v2 
200 SFjIF,\SFZ v VFRFI" EFDC !q!#q2q(* 
201 SFjIFNX" v VFRFI" N^0L 2q! 
202sSf SFjIFNX" v VFRFI" N^0L 2q275 
202sBf SFjIF,\SFZ ;FZ;\U|C v pNŸE84 $q2v( 
2 203• •  SFjIÝSFX v VFRFI" DdD8 v !v$ 
204 lCgNL ;FlCtI N5"6 v jIFbIFSFZ4 0F¶P ;tIJ|Tl;\C4 5`P !! 
205 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv14 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv20 
206 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv14 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv15 
207 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 96 
208 SALZJF6L v 0F¶P 5FZ;GFY lTJFZL4 5`P !&2 
209 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv106 
210 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv24 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv65 
211 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 9 
212 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P 0F¶P xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 60 
213 SlJZFJ Uq,FAl;\C SF VFRFI"tJ o ,S VwIIG v 0F¶P ZP JFP 
lAJ,SZ4 5` !5( 
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214 5<,J SL E}lDSF v 5\T U|\YFJ,L EFUv!4 5`P !&2 
215 lCgNL ;FlCtI SF K\N lJJ[RG4 0F¶P UF{ZLX\SZ lDz4 —läH[gãc4 5`P 
!*$ 
216 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv14 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv7 
• • •  SALZJRGFJ,L v zL VIF[wIFl;\C p5FwIFI v —ClZVF{Wc4 5N !)$ 
218 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF— EFUv14 ;\P zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, 
SF5l0IF4 5Nv9 
219 SALZJRGFJ,L v zL VIF[wIFl;\C p5FwIFI v —ClZVF{Wc4 5N 2* 
220 S,F v ;`HG ÝlÊIF VF{Z lGZF,F v 0F¶P lXJSZ6l;\C ;\:SZ6v!4 
5`P 265 
221 SFjIvN5"6 v ZFDNlCGlDz4 5`P 2*_ 
222 ;FlCtIF,F[RG v xIFD;qgNZNF;4 5`P 2#_ 
223 ;\T SALZ v 0F¶P ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 5`P *(4 ($4 (* 




















 ;FlCtI VF{Z ;FlCtISFZF— SL D}<IF\SG VF{Z 5}GD}"<IF\SG SL ÝlÊIF D— 
GI[ TyI pNŸ3Fl8T CF[T[ ZCT[ C® × GI[ VFIFD ;FDG[ VFT[ C® ;FY CL 
VwIIG SL GIL N`lQ8IF¡ lJSl;T CF[TL C{ × SALZNF; ,J\ VFG\N3G ,S 
Tq,GFtDS VwIIG S[ pNŸN[xI D— I[ CL SqK AFT— ;FDG[ YL × 
 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; S[ 5lZJFZ4 5lZJ[X S[ ;\NE" D— IC :5Q8 
CF[TF UIF lS .G NF[GF— D— ;DFGTF,¡ VtI<5 C{ VF{Z lJlEgGTF S[ Ù[+ VlWS 
C{ × 5lZ6FDTo .G NF[GF— S[ jIlÉTtJ D— lEgGTF :5Q8 CF[TL C{ × NF[GF— S[ 
jIlÉTtJ lJSF; SL lNXF,¡ ;DFG C{ × V5G[ SlJ HLJG D— VFG\N3G VF{Z 
SALZNF; ;DFG ÝIF[HG ,[SZ VFU[ A-[+ C® × VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ SZ SD, 
;[ SFjI SF ,[BG lSIF C{ × SALZNF; S[ 5F; VÙZ7FG CL GCÄ YF4 5Z\Tq 
pGS[ lXQI WD"NF; G[ SALZNF; S[ UFI[ UI[ ;FBL4 5N4 ZD{l6 SF ,[BG 
lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; SF[ ."xJZ SL ElÉT ,J\ DFGJ D\U, SF 
ÝIF[HG pGSF[ µ5Z p9FTF ZCTF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIM\ G[ VFlY"S ;\3Ø" ;[ H}hT[ 
Cq, EL SFjI ;H"G ;[ WGÝFl%T SF[ SEL V5GF ÝIF[HG GCÄ AGFIF × SFjI 
;H"G SL Ý[Z6F lS;L ;FlCtISFZ SL G{;lU"S ÝlTEF CF[TL C{ × N[X D— 
5lZE|D6 ;FWqVF— S[ ;FY ;TŸ;\U ,J\ ."xJZ SL ElÉT SFjI ;H"G D— Ý[Z6F 
AGL ZCL × AFN D— pGSL N`lQ8 DFGJvDF+ SL pgGlT SL lNXF D— lGZ\TZ 
VFU[ A-+TL ZCL VF{Z NX"G S[ WZFT, 5Z 5Cq¡RSZ J[ V5GL SFjI Ý[Z6F SF 
pßßJ, :i ;FDG[ Ý:TqT SZ 5FI[ × 
 H{G WD" S[ xJ[TF\AZ ;\ÝNFI S[ z[Q9 SlJ VFG\N3G ,J\ p¿Z EFZT 
S[ SALZNF; SF SFjI EFZTLI 5Z\5ZF S[ HLJ\T TÀJF— SF[ ;DU|To U|C6 SZG[ 
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SF ,S VE}T5}J" ÝIF[U C{ × ,F[S WD" SL ;\:YF5GF ,J\ ;tI SL ÝlTQ9F 
pGSF ÝDqB ,1I C{ × HGHLJG S[ ;qBvNqoB4 VFXFvlGZFXF ,J\ V\TAF"æ 
;\3Ø" SF lR+ .GS[ SFjI D— ÝlTlAldAT CqVF C{ × UCGvVGqE}lT DFGJLI 
;\J[NGFVF— WD" S[ ÝlT N`-+ VF:YF ,J\ ;tSD" 5Z N`-+ ZCSZ pßßJ,4 VFNX" 
ZFQ8= SF lGDF"6 .G SlJIF— SF ,1I ZCF C{ × NF[GF— SlJ V,F{lSS N{JL 
ÝlTEF ;[ ;d5gG Y[ ,J\ 5ZDv;tI SL BF[H D— ZT Y[ × DFGJ DF+ S[ 
lJSF; ,J\ VeIqtYFG S[ l,, lSIF UIF .GSF ;NŸÝIF; TNŸIqULG lGZFX 
EFZTLI ;DFH S[ l,, ,S VlEGJ lNXF ÝNFG SZG[ D— 5IF"%T ;ÙD YF × 
pgCF—G[ pNFZ DFGJv;DFH SL S<5GF SF[ ;FSFZ SZG[ SF ÊDAâ HFU~S 
ÝIF; lSIF ×  
 V5G[ IqU S[ ;DFH D— NF[GF— N[B ZC[ Y[ lS HLJG SL GxJZTF ;[ 
5lZlRT CF[T[ Cq, EL DFGJ ;tI ;[ lJDqB CF[SZ WD" S[ AFæF0\AZ D— p,h 
SZ ZC UIF C{ × ;FDFlHS lJ38G S[ O,:J:i prR VFNXF[" SL ÝFl%T DF+ 
:J%G AGSZ ZC U." C{ × ;FDFlHS4 J{ØdI SF[ V5GL DD"E[NL N`lQ8 ;[ 
VGqEJ SZG[JF,[ VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; I[ NF[ ;\T ÝJ`l¿D},S HLJGvNX"G 
SF[ V5GFSZ R,[ × VGgI EFJ ;[ ÝEqvElÉT D— :JI\ SF[ Vl5"T SZ NF[GF— 
VG[SFG[S WDF[Å DTF[ ,J\ 5\YF— S[ H\HF, ;[ HG HLJG SF[ lGSF,SZ ElÉT 
S[ ;Z,4 ;tIvWD" SL VF[Z pgDqB SZG[ SL ;FWGF SZ ZC[ Y[ × 
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; SL ìNIvJL6F S[ TFZF— ;[ lGSF,L h\SFZ SF 
D}, :JZ ,S C{ × EF{UF[l,S N}ZL4 EFØFUT J{lJwI ,J\ 5}J" 5Z\5ZF SF 
IltS\lRT E[N CF[T[ Cq, EL NF[GF— SL lR\TGWFZF D— VE}T5}J" ;FdI C{ × lGQSFD 
EFJ ;[ ÝJ`l¿D},S HLJGNX"G SF ;\N[X N[G[ JF,[ Y[ SlJ J{N[CL Y[ × 
;\ÊFlgTIqULG ;DFH SL R[TGF SF[ HUFI[ ZBG[ S[ l,, NF[GF— SlJ Sl8Aâ   
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Y[ × pGSF lJxJF; SYGL D— GCÄ SZGL D— YF × pGSL JF6L p5N[XDF+ 
GCÄ Al<S pGSL :JFGqE}T EFJGFVF— SL VlEjIlÉT C{ × 
 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; SL IF[Uv;FWGF D— ZC:IJFN SL V\TDq"BL 
ÝlTlÊIF lD,TL C{ × J:TqTo VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; ;J"z[Q9 ;FWGFtDS 
ZC:IJFNL Y[ × IF[U H{;[ Hl8, lJØI SF IF[U S[ lJlJW E[N C9IF[U4 
ZFHIF[U sVQ8F\U IF[Uf ,IIF[U4 D\+IF[U H{;[ lJØI SF VlT;}1D 7FG YF × 
NF[GF— S[ ZC:IJFN D— IF[U S[ ;EL E[NF— SL lJRFZ6F 5F." HFTL C{ ×  
 VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; D— EFJFtDS ZC:IJFN SF NX"G lD,TF C{ × 
NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ ;\IF[UvlJIF[U D— l,58L VFwIFltDS J ZC:IJFN EFJGFVF— SF 
HF[ lG:i6 lSIF C{ JC lJ,Ù6 C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjIF— D— EFJFtDS 
ZC:IJFN SL 5F¡R VJ:YFvlH7F;F IF HFUZ6 VJ:YF4 lJZCFJ:YF4 lJ?GFJ:YF4 
lD,GFJ:YF4 TFNFtdI IF VFtDF[5,laW SL VJ:YF NX"GLI C{ × lSgTq .G 
VJ:YFVF— S[ lR+6 NF[GF— SlJIF— D— SD IF ßIFNF lD,T[ C{ × lH7F;F IF 
HFUZ6 VJ:YF SF J6"G SALZNF; D— ßIFNF lD,TF C{ VF{Z VFG\N3G D— SD 
lD,TF C{ × lJZCFJ:YF SF J6"G NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjIF— D— ßIFNF lD,TF C{ 
NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI :iL GNL D— lJZC J6"G :iL AF-+ ;L VF U." C{ × 
NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ V5G[ SF[ 5tGL IF Ý[I;L :i D— TYF ."xJZ SF[ 5lT IF lÝI 
S[ :i D— lRl+T lSIF C{ × VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— G[ V5G[ SFjI D— 
lJ?GFJ:YF SF J6"G lSIF C{ × ."xJZ ÝFl%T S[ lJ?G S[ :i D— NF[GF— G[ 
;\F;FlZS lJØI JF;GF SFD4 ÊF[W4 ,F[E4 DF[C4 VC\SFZ SF[ DFGF C{ × 
lJ?GFJ:YF SF J6"G SALZNF; G[ V5G[ SFjI D— VFG\N3G SL Tq,GF D— 
VlWS lSIF C{ × lD,GFJ:YF SF J6"G EL NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— lD,TF 
C{4 lH;D— 5ZDFtDF S[ lD,G ;[ CF[G[ JF,L BqXLvVFG\N VF{Z p<,F; SL 
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VGqE}lT lRl+T C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ VFtDF SF 5ZDFtDF ;[ TFNFtdI YF 
VFtDF[5,laW SF lR+6 A0[+ DFlD"S -\U ;[ lSIF C{ ×  
 VFG\N3G VF{Z SALZNF; NF[GF— SL WD" lJØIS DFgITFVF— D— VlWS 
V\TZ GCÄ C{ × ;tI4 VlC\;F4 NIF4 5ZF[5SFZ VF{Z ÝFl6 DF+ S[ ;FY Ý[D 
VF{Z ;CFGqE}lT SF ;\N[X N[G[ JF,F WD" lS;L IqU ZFQ8=4 ;DFH VYJF ;\ÝNFI 
lJX[Ø SL ;\5lT GCÄ JC ;J"EF{D WD" ;J"SFl,S C{4 XFxJT C{ × SALZNF; 
G[ V5G[ 5}J"JTL" l;âF— TYF GFYF— SL lJXF, 5Z\5ZF4 ;}OLvSlJIF— SL 
Ý[DvjI\HGF ,J\ ;DFH D— U`CLT J{Q6JvElÉT 5Z\5ZF SL lJXF, EFJv;\5NF 
SF[ V5GL EFJFlEjI\HGF S[ l,, ;CH :i D— CL U|C6 SZ l,IF × VFG\N3G 
,J\ SALZNF; SL ElÉT ;FWGF S[ lJJ[RG äFZF .G SlJIF— S[ TNŸlJØIS 
EFJv;FdI SF ;dISŸ :i pEZSZ CDFZ[ ;DÙ VFIF C{ × 
 .G NF[GF— SlJIF— D— ;NŸUq~ ,J\ ;NFRZ6 SL V5lZCFI"TF SF[ >gCF—G[ 
:5Q8 :i ;[ :JLSFZ SZT[ Cq, ElÉT ,J\ GLlT SF ;qgNZ ;DgJI SZ ;DFH 
SF[ ;DhG[ SL ÙDTF ÝNFG SL × .G SlJIF— G[ V5GL EFJvElÉT S[ DFwID 
;[ EFZTLI ;\:S`lT S[ lJW[IFtDS ,J\ lGØ[WFtDS NF[GF— :J:iF— SF[ Ý:TqT   
lSIF × VFG\N3G S[ SFjI D— ElÉT ,J\ ElÉT S[ ÝSFZ4 5}HF VR"GF .tIFlN 
SL DC¿F SF[ :JLSFZ lSIF UIF C{ 5Z ;FY CL IC SlJ lRTXqlâ4 
lGQSFDvSD" TYF ;NFRZ6 SF[ VlGJFI" VFJxISTF DFGTF C{ × TLYF"8G4 
ElÉTv:TqlT ,J\ DGF[DI 5}HF SF[ EL VlWS DCÀJ lNIF C{ × SALZNF; G[ 
J|T4 TLY" .tIFlN SL VFJxISTF ÝFIo :JLSFZ GCÄ SL JCF¡ DGF[DI VFZFWGF 
VFtDv;\ID4 EFJvElÉT SF[ ÝFYlDSTF lD,L C{ × 
 VFG\N3G SF SFjI ElÉTvZ; ;[ VF%,FlJT ;FUZ C{ lH;D— UCZ[ 5{9G[ 
JF,[ ;tI VlC\;F SF ;FÙFtSFZ SZG[ D— ;O,TF ÝF%T SZ ;ST[ C® × 
SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— EL ElÉT SF ,1I lGZ\TZ AGF ZCF C{ × NF[GF— SF 
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;DFH E|lDT C{ × ST"jIFST"jI ,J\ VF{lRtI VGF{lRtI S[ 7FG ;[ E|lDT 
;DFH SF[ ;NŸDFU" 5Z ÝJ`¿ SZG[ SL R[Q8F NF[GF— G[ SL C{ × NF[GF— SL 
5âlT D— TlGS E[N C{ × VFG\N3G SL N`lQ8 ;SFZFtDS D^0GFtDS C{ × 
B^0GFtDS GCÄ C{ × SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— B^0G SF[ ÝDqBTF lD,L C{ × 
SALZNF; G[ V5GL OÉS0+FGF V\NFH4 :5Q8vl\RgTGvÙDTF ;[ ;DFH S[ -F—UL 
7FlGIF— 5\l0TF[4 Dq<,FVF— ;EL SF[ A[GSFA lSIF × SALZNF; G[ D}lT"5}HF SF[ 
ÝFIo V:JLSFZ lSIF pGS[ SFjI D— ;Uq6v;FSFZ ÝEq SL :JLS`lT EL VtI<5 
C{4 DqbITo lGUq"6 lGZFSFZ VYJF ;Uq6vlGZFSFZ A|ï SL CL VFZFWGF pGSF 
,1I ZCF × —VjJ, V<,C G}Z p5FIFc CF[ VYJF lGZ\HG4 lGZFSFZ CF[ JC 
V5Z\5FZ V5FZ Uq6FTLT4 VlJGF;L4 J6"GFTLT CL ZCTF C{ × ÝCŸ,FN SL ZÙF 
C[Tq VYJF VgI VFbIFGF— S[ ;\NE" D— SCÄvSCÄ JC :i WFZ6 SZTF C{4 
VgIYF 7FG:i CL ;A :YFGF— D— lJnDFG C{ × VFG\N3G H{G WD" S[ ;\ÝNFI 
D— NLlÙT Y[ × .;l,I[ pGS[ SFjI D— lGUq"6 S[ ;FY ;Uq6v;FSFZ SL 
:JLS`lT Cq." C{4 5Z 7FG S[ prR WZFT, 5Z 5Cq¡RSZ JC A|ï sR[TGf ;[ 
VlEgG CF[SZ SALZNF; S[ A|ï S[ ;DSÙ 5Cq¡R HFT[ C{ × A|ï S[ .; Aqlâ 
lJlGlD"T :J:i S[ J6"GF— D— NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ ;Z; ,J\ ;F®NI" SF[ AGF, ZBF 
C{ × IC .; AFT SF ÝDF6 C{ lS VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— z[Q9 EFJqS 
EÉT Y[ × ;`lQ8vZRlITF4 ;`lQ8v5F,S4 ;\CFZS4 ;J"XlÉTDFG4 ;J"Uq6v;d5gG 
ÝEq S[ I[ NF[ VFZFWS ;tI SF ;FÙFtSFZ SZ RqS[ Y[4 VTo —U}\U[ S[ZL 
;ZSZFc SF :JFN V5G[ SFjI S[ DFwID ;[ HGvHG TS 5Cq¡RFG[ SF p5ÊD4 
SZ ZC[ Y[4 DF+ Dq;SF." ;[ pGSL T`l%T G CF[TL × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL HUTŸ4 
HLJ4 DFIF4 ,J\ DqlÉT4 lJØI WFZ6F,¡ ,J\ SlT5I :Y,F— 5Z J6"G S[ l,, 
ÝIqÉT ;FDU|L D— VNŸEqT ;FdI C{ × 
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 SALZNF; G[ V5G[ SFjI SL ZRGF ;FBL4 NF[CF4 ZD{6L VFlN :O}8 5NF— 
S[ :i D— SL × VFG\N3G SF SFjI5N VF{Z :TJGF— S[ :i D— C{ × VFG\N3G 
VF{Z SALZNF; G[ SFjI S,F S[ XF:+LI :i SF[ N`lQ8 D— ZBSZ GCÄ l,BF 
UIF TYFl5 .G S[ 5NF— D— SFjI S,F 5Ù SL ,UEU ;EL lJX[ØTFVF— SD 
VlWS :i D— lGJF"C CqVF C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— U[ITF ,J\ 
;\ULTvTÀJ SF ;qgNZ ;DFCFZ CF[ UIF C{ × VFG\N3G ,J\ SALZNF; NF[GF— S[ 
SFjI ;\ULTFtDSTF SL N`lQ8 ;[ ;O, C{ × ;\ULT 5Ù EL ACqT ;XÉT AG 
50+F C{ × ;\ULT VF{Z U[ITF S[ SFZ6 CL .GS[ 5N SF, SL ;LDFVF— SF[ 
,F\3G[ D— ;ÙD C{ × VlEjI\HGF X{,L ,J\ ÝTLSvlJWFG SL N`lQ8 ;[ 
SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— VFG\N3G S[ SFjI SL Tq,GF D— ÝlTEF SF RDtSFZ 
VlWS C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SF EFJv;FUZ VtI\T UCG VF{Z lJXF, C{ × 
GFGFlJW EFJF— S[ VlEjI\HG D— NF[GF— SL ;O,TF V;\lNuW C{ × lGU}-+ 
ZC:IDI EFJF— SL VlEjIlÉT S[ l,, NF[GF— SlJIF— G[ ÝTLSvlJWFG VF{Z 
VÝ:TqT IF[HGF SF VFzI l,IF C{ × VFG\N3G G[ V5G[ SFjI D— ;FdID},S 
ÝTLSF— SL IF[HGF SL C{ TF[ NF[ 5NF— D— lJZF[W D},S ÝTLSF— SL IF[HGF SL   
C{ × SALZNF; S[ SFjI D— ;FdI D},S VF{Z lJZF[WD},S NF[GF— ÝSFZ S[ 
ÝTLSF— SF ÝRqZ ÝIF[U CqVF C{ × VFG\N3G SL ZFH:YFGL VF{Z UqHZFTL EFØF 
,J\ SALZNF; SL lCgNL EFØF ;Z, ,J\ EFJFGqDF[lNGL C{4 DqCFJZF— ,J\ 
,F[SF[lÉTIF— S[ ÝIF[U ;[ J[ VF{Z EL ;CH VF{Z VFSØ"S CF[ UIL C{ × EFØF 
D— GFN ,J\ ,IUT ;F®NI" SL ÝF{-+TF EL p<,[BGLI C{ × EFJFGqS}, 
XaNvIF[HGF EFØF SL ,FÙl6STF ,J\ wJgIFtDSTF lR¿ SF[ VGFIF; CL AF\W 
,[TL C{ × NF[GF— SlJIF— SL EFØF D— V,\SFZ ;CH :i D— VF, C{ × 
VYF",\SFZF— SF ÝIF[U NF[GF— CL SlJIF— G[ lJX[QF lSIF C{ × :iS TF[ NF[GF— SF 
lÝI V,\SFZ C{ × K\N IF[HGF SL N`lQ8 ;[ VFG\N3G G[ DqbI :i ;[ p<,F,F4 
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p5JNG4 C\;UlT4 DqÉTFDl64 ULTF4 ;FZ;L4 ;FZ4 ClZULlTSF4 DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL4 
TF8\S4 ;DFG ;J{IF4 ÝlT5F, VF{Z NF[CF C{ × ;FYv;FY pgCF—G[ lDz K\N 
ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × SALZNF; G[ DCFGqEFJ p<,F,F4 CFSl,4 ;BL4 SßH,4 
lJHFT4 RF{5F."4 RF{AF,F4 5âlZ4 p5JNG4 C\;UlT4 RF\ãFI64 ZFlWSF4 Sq\0,4 
p5DFG4 ZHGL4 lJZlC6L4 :iDF,F4 ZF[,F4 DqÉTFDl64 lJQ6q5N4 ULTF4 ULlTSF4 
;Z;L4 ;FZ4 ClZULlTSF4 DZC8Ÿ9FDFWJL4 TF8S4 JLZ4 ;DFG ;J{IF4 D¿;J{IF4 
JNG ;J{IF4 C\;F,4 h},GF4 NF[CF4 ;F[Z9F4 NF[CL4 NF[CSLI VF{Z K%5I C{ × 
;FYv;FY N};Z[ ACqT ;FZ[ lDz K\N SF ÝIF[U lSIF C{ × 
 .G NF[GF— SlJIF— S[ SFjI D— Tq,GFtDS VwIIG SF IC ÝYD ÝIF;      
C{ × .;D— NF[GF— SlJIF— SF[ ZFQ8=LI4 ;F\:S`lTS ,J\ EFJFtDS ,STF SL N`lQ8 
;[ N[BG[ SF ÝIF; CqVF C{ × ZFH:YFGL4 UqHZFTL EFØF D— VFG\N3G ,J\ 
lCgNL D— SALZNF; SF VwIIG VG[S lJäFGF— äFZF CqVF C{ × ZFH:YFGL 
UqHZFTL4 lCgNL ,J\ V\U[|HL D— p5,aW ;FDU|L S[ VFWFZ 5Z NF[GF— S[ S`lTtJ 
S[ D}<IF\SG ,J\ Tq,GFtDS VwIIG S[ .; ,3q ÝIF; D— T8:Y4 J{7FlGS 
N`lQ8SF[6 äFZF ;FdI J{ØdI lJØIS lJX[ØTFVF— SF[ ÝlT5FlNT lSIF UIF C{ × 
IC VwIIG ;D:T p¿Z EFZT TYF ZFH:YFG4 UqHZFT D— jIF%T ;F\:S`lTS 
,J\ NFX"lGS ,[ÉI SF ÝtIÙ ÝDF6 C{ × ZFQ8=LI ,STF S[ D}, D— lGlCT 
,[ÉI SL IC VGqE}lT CDFZL VD}<I lGlW C{ × GJlGDF"6 D— ;\,uG JT"DFG 
;DFH D—4 ZFQ8=LIvR[TGF S[ ;dISŸ lJSF; S[ l,, IC VGqE}lT VlGJFI" 















s!f ;\T SlJ SALZNF; S[ SFjI  
 SALZ U|\YFJ,L v ;\P MkWP xIFD;q\NZNF;4 GFUZL ÝRFlZ6L ;EF ÝSFXG4 
JFZF6;L4 lJP ;\P 2_$)4 ;+CJF¡ ;\:SZ6 
s2f ;\T SlJ VFG\N3G S[ SFjI 
 zL VFG\N3GHLGF\ 5NF[ o sEFUv!v2f4 zL DF[TLR\N lUZWZ,F, SF5l0IF4 
zL DCFJLZ H{G lJnF,I ÝSFXG4 AdA."4 lJP;P 2_2_4 ÝYD ;\:SZ6 
sAf ;CFIS ;\NE"vU|gY 
? lCgNL ;\NE"vU| \Y o 
1P V5E|\X VF{Z lCgNL D— H{GvZC:IJFN4 MkWP JF;qN[Jl;\C4 ;DSF,LG 
ÝSFXG4 JFZF6;L4 !)&5 ."P 
2P VFRFI" ÝJZ VFGgN klØ VlEGgNG U|gY4 ;\5FP zLRgN ;qZFGF     
—;Z;c4 zL DCFZFQ8= :YFGSJF;L H{G ;\3 ÝSFXG4 5}GF4 !)*5 ."P 
3P VFWqlGS lCgNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN4 MkWP lJxJGFY UF{04 GgNlSXF[Z 
,^0 ;g; ÝSFXS4 JFZF6;L4 !)&! ."P 
4P VFwIFtD NX"G4 EFQISFZ DqlG G[DRgN|4 lJxJJFt;<I ÝSFXG ;lDlT4 
VFUZF4 !)*& ."P 
5P VFG\N3G4 ,[P ÝF[P lJxJGFY Ý;FN lDz4 CGqDFG D\lNZ gIF; ÝSFXS4 
S,S¿F4 !)*_ ."P 
6P VFG\N3G SF ZC:IJFN4 ;FwJL ;qNX"GFzL4 5F`J"GFY lJnFzD XF[W 
;\:YFG ÝSFXS4 JFZF6;L4 !)($ ."P 
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7P VFG\N3G U|\YFJ,Lv;\U|C ,J\ VY"SFZ o VDZFJR\N H{G HZU04 
;\5FNS v DCTFAR\N BFZ{0 lJXFZN4 ÝSFXS zL lJHIR\N HZU04 
HI5qZv#4 !)*5 ."P 
8P VFG\N3GHL S[ 5NF— 5Z ,S N`lQ84 ,[P UF[5LRgN 30+LJF,4 zL 
lHGN¿;}lZ D^0, NFNFJF0L4 VHD[Z4 !)*( ."P 
9P p¿ZL EFZT SL ;gT 5Zd5ZF4 5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL4 EFZTLI E^0FZ 
ÝSFXG4 .,FCFAFN4 2005 lJP;\P  
10P SALZ U|\YFJ,L4 ;\P 5FZ;GFY lTJFZL4 lCgNL 5lZØN4 ÝIFU 
lJxJlJnF,I4 ÝIFU4 !)&! ."P 
11P SALZ v MkWP CHFZL Ý;FN läJ[NL4 ZFHSD, ÝSFXG4 GIL lN<,L4 
58GF4 2002 ."P 
12P SALZ SL lJRFZWFZF4 MkWP UF[lAgN l+Uq6FIT4 ;FlCtI lGS[TG4 SFG5qZ4 
lJP;P 2024 
13P SALZvNX"G4 MkWP ZFDHL,F, ;CFIS4 lCgNL lJEFU4 ,BGé 
lJxJlJnF,I4 !)&2 ."P 
14P SALZ ;FlCtI SL 5ZB4 VFRFI" 5ZXZFD RTqJ["NL4 EFZTL E\0FZ 
ÝSFXS4 .,FCFAFN4 2021 lJP;\P 
15P SALZ ;FlCtI SF SFjIXF:+LI VwIIG4 5q,S[lZIF CF[ZF[4 ,;P S[P 
5la,S[XG ÝSFXG4 2002 ."P 
16P SALZ SF ZC:IJFN4 MkWP ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 ;FlCtI EJG l,lD8[0 
ÝSFXG4 .,FCFAFN4 !)*2 ."P 
17P SALZ SL ElÉT EFJGF4 ,[P lJl,ID äFIZ4 lN D{SlD,G S\5GL 
VFO .\l0IF l,lD8[0 ÝSFXG4 G." lN<,L4 !)*& ."P 
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18P SALZ SL EFØF4 DFTFAN, HFI;JF,4 S{,FX A|N;" ÝSFXG4 
.,FCFAFN4 !)&5 ."P 
19P SALZ ;DU|4 MkWP IqU[xJZ4 lCgNL ÝRFZ 5la,S[Xg; ÝFP l,P ÝSFXG4 
JFZF6;L4 2__! ."P  
20P SALZ JRGFD`T4 ;\5FP MkWP lJHI[gN| :GFTS ,J\ MkWP ZD[XRgN| lDz4 
G[XG, 5la,lX\U CFp;4 GIL lN<,L4 !))! ."P 
21P SALZ4 ;\5FP lJHI[gN| :GFTS4 ZFWFS`Q6 ÝSFXG ÝF.J[8 l,lD8[04 G." 
lN<,L 
22P SALZ JRGFJ,L4 VIF[wIFl;\C p5FwIFI4 —ClZVF{Wc4 GFUZL ÝRFlZ6L 
;EF4 SFXL4 2015 lJP;\P 
23P SALZ VF{Z HFI;L SF ZC:IJFN VF{Z Tq,GFtDS VwIIG4 ,[P MkWP 
UF[lJgN l+Uq6FIT4 ;FlCtI ;NG4 N[CZFN}G4 !)*! ."P  
24P UqHZFT S[ lCgNL UF{ZJ U|gY4 ,[P MkWP VdAFX\SZ GFUZ4 U\UF 5q:TS 
DF,F SFIF",I4 ,BGé4 !)&$ 
25P UqHZFT S[ ;gTF— SL lCgNLJF6L4 ;\P MkWP VdAFX\SZ GFUZ4 UqH"Z 
EFZTL ÝSFXG4 VCDNFAFN4 !)&) ."P 
26P 3GFGgN SlJ¿4 ;\P lJxJGFY Ý;FN lDz4 ;Z:JTL D\lNZ 
ÝSFXG4JFZF6;L4 2026 lJP;\P 
27P 3GFG\N4 MkWP S`Q6RgN| JDF"4 ZJLgN| ÝSFXS4 uJFl,IZ4 VFUZF4 !)&& 
."P 
28P H{G[gN| l;âFgT SF[X sEFU !v$f4 Ùq<,S lHG[gN| J6L"4 EFZTLI 
7FG5L9 ÝSFXG4 JFZF6;Lv54 !)*_ ."P 
29P TqSFZFD ,J\ SALZ ,S Tq,GFtDS VwIIG4 MkWP szLDTLf ZD[X;[94 
;FlCtI XF[W ;\:YFG ÝSFXG4 GIL lN<,L4 !))2 ."P  
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30P lGHFGgN v RlZTFD`T4 5\P S`Q6N¿ XF:+L4 ;\P ClZÝ;FN XDF"4 
;\T;EF zL GJTG5qZL WFD4 HFDGUZ4 2021 lJP;\P 
31P GJNX"G 5lZRI4 EFQISFZ 5\P ZFHFZFD XF:+L4 XFxJT ;\:S`lT 5lZØNŸ4 
G." lN<,L4 !)** ."P  
32P 5ZDFtDFÝSFX4 IF[ULgNqDqlG4 ;\5FP zL ,P ,GP p5FwI[4 5ZDzqT 
ÝEFJS D^0, ÝSFXG4 !)*# ."P  
33P EÉTDF,4 GFEFNF;4 J—S8[xJZ Ý[;4 AdA."4 !)5# lJP;\P 
34P EFZTLI NX"G4 A,N[J p5FwIFI4 XFZNF DlgNZ ÝSFXG4 JFZF6;L4 
!)#5 ."P  
35P ElÉT SFjI D— ZC:IJFN4 MkWP ZFDGFZFI6 5F^0[I4 G[XG, 5la,lX\U 
CFp; ÝSFXG4 lN<,L4 !)&& 
36P ElÉTIqULG ,J\ KFIFJFNL SFjI D— ZC:IJFN4 MkWP N[JX\SZ l+5F9L4 
lRgTG ÝSFXG4 SFG5qZ4 !))5 ."P  
37P ZFH:YFG ,J\ UqHZFT S[ DwISF,LG ;gT ,J\ EÉT SlJ4 ,[PMkWP 
DNGSqDFZ HFGL4 HJFCZ 5q:TSF,I ÝSFXG4 DYqZF 
38P ZFH5}TFG[ SF .lTCF; sN};ZL lH<Nf4 U|\YSTF" zL UF{ZLX\SZ CLZFR\N 
VF[hF4 J{lNS I\+F,I ÝSFXS4 VHD[Z4 !)(( lJP;\P 
39P ZC:IJFN4 VFRFI" 5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL4 lACFZ ZFQ8=EFØF 5lZØNŸ ÝSFXG4 
58GF4 2020 lJP;\P 
40P zL VFG\N3G RF{AL;L v ;\P E¡JZ,F, GFC8F 
41P zL VFG\N3G RF{AL;L4 lJJ[RGSFZ4 IqUÝWFG zL ;CHFG\N3GHL 
DCFZFH4 ;\5FP E¡JZ,F, GFC8F4 ÝFS`T EFZTL VSFNDL4 HI5qZ4 
!)() ."P  
42P ;\T SALZ4 MkWP ZFDSqDFZ JDF"4 ;FlCtI EJG l,P4 .,FCFAFN4 !)5* 
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."P 
43P ;\T SlJ VFG\N3G ,J\ pGSL 5NFJ,L4 ,[lBSFo zLDTL D\Hq DlCDF 
44P ;FlCltIS lGAgW4 ,[P ZFHGFY XDF"4 lJGF[N 5q:TS DlgNZ ÝSFXG4 
VFUZF4 !)(* ."P 
45P ;\T ;FlCtI SL 5FlZEFlØS XaNFJ,L4 MkWP XlXS,F 5F^0[I4 VGFlDSF 
ÝSFXG4 .,FCFAFN4 !)(* ."P  
46P ;DI;FZ GF8S4 5\P AGFZ;LNF;HL4 ;:TL U|gY DF,F ÝSFXG4 lN<,L4 
JLZ lGJF"6 ;\P 2$*& 
47P ;\T SALZ VF{Z pGSF NX"G4 MkWP ZFDFzINF; A|ïRFZL4 ÝSFXG 
;\:YFG4 GIL lN<,L4 2__# ."P  
48P lCgNL SFjI D— lGUq"6 ;dÝNFI v MkWP 5LTFdAZN¿ A0+yJF,4 VGqP 
5ZXqZFD RTqJ["NL4 VJW 5la,lX\U CFp;4 ,BGé4 2___ lJP 
49P lCgNL ;FlCtI SL IqULG ÝJ`l¿IF¡4 MkWP GFDN[J pTSZ4 RgN|,F[S 
ÝSFXG4 SFG5qZ4 2002 ."P  
50P lCgNL ;FlCtI SF .lTCF;4 ;\P MkWP GU[gN|4 DI}Z 5[5Z A{É; ÝSFXS4 
GF[,0F4 !))2 
51P lCgNL ;FlCtI SF .lTCF;4 VFRFI" ZFDRgN| XqÉ,4 RgN|,F[S ÝSFXG4 
SFG5qZ4 2002 ."P 
52P lCgNL ;gT SFjI D— ÝTLS lJWFG4 ,[P MkWP N[J[gN| VFI"4 .gNq ÝSFXG4 
lN<,L4 !)*! ."P 
53P lCgNL ;FlCtI o pNEJ VF{Z lJSF;4 MkWP CHFZL Ý;FN läJ[NL4 I}P 
;LP S5}Z ,^0 ;g;4 lN<,L4 !))* ."P  
54P lCgNL ;FlCtI SF ÝJ`l¿ 5ZS .lTCF;4 MkWP ;EF5lT lDz4 lJGI 
ÝSFXG4 SFG5qZ4 !))$ ."P 
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55P lCgNL ZFQ8=EFØF SF[X4 ;\S,GSTF" lJxJ[` JZ GFZFI6 zLJF:TJ ,J\ 
N[JLNIF, RTqJ["NL —D:Tc4 .\l0IG Ý[; l,lD8[04 ÝIFU4 !)52 ."P  
? U qHZFTL ;\NE"vU|\Y o 
1P VFG\N3G ,S VwIIG4 MkWP SqDFZ5F, N[;F."4 VFNX" ÝSFXG4 
UF\WLZF[04 VCDNFAFN4 !)(_ ."P  
2P VFG\N3GHLGq\ lNjI lHG DFU"NX"G VG[ ÝEq;[JFGL ÝYD E}lDSF4 ,[P 
MkWP EUJFGNF; DC[TF4 ÝSFXS ZTGR\N BLDR\N !)55 
3P VFG\N3G4 zL WGJ\T VF[hF4 ZJF6L ÝSFXG U`C4 VCDNFAFN4 !)&$ 
4P H{G SFjINF[CG4 ;\U|CSTF" zL DG;qB,F, ZJHLEF." DC[TF4 VCDNFAFN4 
!)!# ."P  
5P H{G ,[lTCFl;S ZF;DF,F sEFUv!f4 ;\XF[WS v DF[CG,F, N,LRgN 
N[;F.4 zL VwIFtD 7FG Ý;FZS D^0, ÝSFXG4 AdA."4 !)&) 
lJP;\P 
6P EFZTLI NX"G sØ0Ÿ NX"GF[f4 ÝF[P ;LP JLP ZFJ,4 Ý7F ÝSFXG4 
;[8[,F.8 ZF[04 VCDNFAFN4 !))5 ."P 
7P EUJN|F[D^0, sXaNSF[Xf4 ;\U|CSTF" EUJTl;\CHL4 ÝJL6 ÝSFXG4 
ZFHSF[84 !)5$ ."P  
8P DCFIF[UL VFG\N3G4 ,[P zL J;\T,F, SF\lT,F, ."xJZ,F,4 VFRFI"zL 
é¡SFZ;}lZ VFZFWGF EJG ÝSFXG4 ;qZT4 2__! ."P 
9P DCFJLZ H{G lJnF,I ZHT :DFZS U|\Y4 ,[B v —VwIFtDL zL 
VFG\N3G VG[ zL IXF[lJHIc4 ,[P DF[CG,F, N,LR\N N[;F."4 DCFJLZ 
H{G lJnF,I ÝSFXG4 AdA." 
10P zL VFG\N3G 5N;\U|C EFJFY" o zLDNŸ Aqlâ;FUZ ;}ZLxJZHL4 zL 




? ;\:S `T ;\NE"vU| \Y o 
1P VHqJ["N4 ;\5FP 5\P zL ZFDXDF" VFRFI"4 ;\:S`lT ;\:YFG4 AZ[,L4 !)(* 
."P 
2P  VYJ"J[N4 ;\5FP 5\P zL ZFDXDF" VFRFI"4 ;\:S`lT ;\:YFG4 AZ[,L4 
!)($ ."P  
3P ."XF[5lGØNŸ4 ULTF Ý[;4 UF[ZB5qZ 
4P kuJ[N4 :JFwIFI D^0,4 EFZT DqN|F,I4 VF{gWGUZ slHP ;TFZFf4 
!)$_ ."P 
5P S9F[5lGØNŸ4 ULTF Ý[;4 UF[ZB5qZ 
6P SFjI ÝSFX4 VFRFI" DdD84 8LSFSFZ MkWP ;tIJ|Tl;\C4 RF{BdAF 
lJnFEJG4 AGFZ;v! 
7P SGF[5lGØNŸ4 ULTF Ý[;4 UF[ZB5qZ 
8P T{¿ZLIF[5lGØNŸ4 ULTF Ý[;4 UF[ZB5qZ 
9P GFZN ElÉT ;}+4 GFZNDqlG4 TÀJ7FG D\lNZ4 VHD[Z4 !)#) ."P 
10P 5FT×H,IF[U NX"G4 8LSFSFZ ClZS`Q6NF; UF[IgNSF4 ULTF Ý[;4 
UF[ZB5qZ4 2035 lJP;\P 
11P A`CNFZ^ISF[ØlGØNŸ4 ULTF Ý[;4 UF[ZB5qZ 
12P EUJNŸULTF4 J[NjIF;4 ULTF Ý[;4 UF[ZB5qZ 
13P Dq^ 0SF[5lGØNŸ4 ULTF Ý[;4 UF[ZB5qZ 
14P xJ[TFxJ[T p5lGØNŸ4 ULTF Ý[;4 UF[ZB5qZ 
15P XFl^0<I ElÉT;}+4 ULTF Ý[;4 UF[ZB5qZ 
16P zLDNŸ EFUJT5qZF64 ,[P DClØ" J[NjIF;4 ULTF Ý[;4 UF[ZB5qZ4 2021 
lJP ;\P  
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? V\U|[HL ;\NE"vU|\Y o 
1P DL:8L;LhD .G .\u,LX ,L8Z[RZ4 :IqZßIF[G 
2P DL:8L;LhD .G ZL,LhG4 0LVGuG[U 
3P lGUq"6 :S}, VFWO lCgNL 5F[.8=L4 MkWP A0+yYJF, 
4P 5F[,S8LS, DL:8L;LhD4 V^0ZCL, 
5P N Sg;F.H VFÉ;OFW0" l0ÉXGZL4 J0" lDl:8S 




2P lJ6F 5l+SF  
#P JLZJF6L 
$P zL H{G ;tI ÝSFX  
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